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Foreword

The Nation relies on federally funded research to addre ss many national objectives. With
global competition, changing student demographics, rising demands for research funds, and
the prospect of constricted budgets, Congress and the executive branch must make difficult
choices in supporting U.S. sci...nce and engineering. The House Committee on Science, Space,
and Technology asked OTA to examine the Federal research systema conglomeration of
many separate systems that sponsor, oversee, and perform researchand the challenges that
it will face in the 1990s.

Given the exceptional history, strength, and character of U.S. research, there will always
be more opportunities than can be funded, more deserving researchers competing than can be
sustained, and more institutions seeking to expand than the prime sponsorthe Federal
Governmentcan fund. The objective for government, then, is to ensure continued fundiiig
for a full portfolio of first-rate research and a high-caliber research work force to assure
long-term scientific progress. This report analyzes what OTA ident::ies as four pressing
challenges for the research system in the 1990s: set Ling priorities in funding, understanding
trends in research expenditures, preparing human resources for the future research work force,
and supplying appropriate data for ongoing research decisionmaking. Managing the Federal
research system requires more than funding; it means devising ways to retain the diversity and
creativity that have distinguished U.S. contributions to scientific knowledge.

The advisory panel, workshop participants, reviuwers, and other contributors to this study
were instrumental in defining the key issues and providing a range of perspectives on them.
OTA thanks them for their commitment of energy and sense of purpose. Their participation
does not necessarily represent endorsement of the contents of this report, for which OTA bears
sole responsibility.

JOHN H. GIBBONS
Di r ector
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CHAPTER 1

Summary and Issues for Congress

Introduction
Research provides extraordinary benefits to soci-

ety through the creation of new knowledge and the
training of scientists and engineers. The research and
higher education system in the United States is the
envy of the world, and has a long history of
advancing the state of scientific knowledge. This is
known as "scientific progress": ". . not the mere
accumulation of data and information, but rather the
advancement of our codified understanding of the
natural universe and of human behavior, social and
individual."1 These advances have addressed such
goals as enhancing the Nation's public health,
military security, prestige, educational achievement,
work force, technological development, environ-
mental quality, and economic competitiveness.

To say only that research contributes tu national
goals, however, simplifies and understates a com-
plex system. Research is no longer a remote,
scientist- or engineer-defined activity resulting in
new knowledge for society. Perhaps it never was.
"Deeply held political values of democratic ac-
countability and public scrutiny have naturally and
inevitably impinged on science policy. Demands for
observable benefits from public investment in sci-
ence increase."2 Such demands have led to claims
that scientific research has a significant and direct
impact on the economy, and that an investment in
knowledge is a downpayment on the products and
processes that fuel U.S. economic growth and
productivity.3 Economists admit, however, that the
difficulties in measuring the benefits of research

. . are hard to exaggerate."4 The Nation now
expects that in addition to knowledge, science and
engineering will contribute to U.S. prestige and
competitiveness abroad, create new centers of re-
search excellence on a broad geographic basis,
continue to provide unparalleled opportunities for

Photo credit: Research Mangle Institut*

Scientists at the Reseerrn T,Lingle Institute, NC,
synthesize chemicals for G.:It:4r research. Scientific

research takes place In many settings in the United States.

education and training, and nurture a more diverse
research work force.

Thus, the Federal Government funds research to
achieve more than specific national goals. By doing
so, it invests in knowledgeand the people who
produce itnot only for its intrinsic worth (which
can be considerable), but also for the value knowl-
edge acquires as it is applied.

Scientific research is typically split into two
categories, "basic" and "applied." Basic research
pursues ftmdamental concepts and knowledge (theo-
ries, methoda, and findings), while applied research
focuses on the problems in utilizing these concepts
and forms of knowledge. OTA does not generally

'Harvey Brooks, "Knowledge and Action: The Dilemma of Science Policy in tbe 70s," Daedalus, vol. 102, spring 1973, p. 125. Unless otherwise
stated, "science" in this report bicludes the social and behavioral sciences as well as the natural sciences and engineering. "Research" refers to a creative
activity ongoing in all of these ficlds.

3-Kerumeil Prewitt, "Fhe Public and Science Policy." Science, Technology, & Human Values, vol. 7, spring 1982, p. 13.
3See FAwin Mansfield, .The Social Rate of Return Prom Academic Research," Research Policy, forthcoming 1491; am James D. Adam.s,

"Fundamental Stocks of Knowledge ana Productivity Growth," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 98, No. 4, 1990, pp. 673-702.
4Quoted in Eugene Garfield, "Msessing the Benefits of Science in Terms ofDollars and Sense," The Scienrisr, vol. 4, No. 22, Nov. 12, 1990, p. 14.

The source is Nathan Rosenberg and David C. Mowery. Technology and the Pursult of Economic Growth (New York, NY: Cambridge University Pr-ss,
1989).
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4 Federally Funded Research: Decisions for a Decade

distinguish between these categories in this report,
because policymakers, especially Congress, make
very few decisions in which the two are sepaxate. In
particular, research agency program managers rarely
allocate monies on the basis of a project's basic or
applied classification, and divisions of research
funding into these categories are often unreliable.5

This Report and Its Origins

In December 1989, the House Committee on
Science, Space, and Technology requested that OTA
assist it in understanding the state of the federally
funded research systemits goals, research choices,
policies, and outcomesand the challenges that it
will face in the 1990s. By requesting a study of the
state of the Nation's research system and of alterna-
tive approaches the Federal Government could take
in funding research, the Committee sought informa-
tion on the nature and distribution of research
funding and decisionmaking. Direct congressional
involvement in research decisionmaking is growing,
and annual agency appropriations seem more closely
tied to specific goalsand tough choices among
themthan ever before.6 As one member put it:

the payoffs for the Nation are so great that
increased investments in science and technology are
only prudent. However, even if we could double the

science budget tomorrow, we would not escape the
need to establish priorities.. . . 7

The Federal Government has sustained an illustri-
ous history of support for research. Underlying this
relationship between government and the scientific
community was a social contract or "trusteeship,"
developed after the scientific breakthroughs spurred
by World War II, that delegated much judgment on
Federal research choices to scientific experts.8
Perhaps the epitome of the trusteeship was the
research grant, which created a new relationship
between the Federal Government and the research
performer, especially the principal investigator in
universities.9 This social contract implied that in
return for the privilege of receiving Federal support,
the researcher was obligated to produce and share
knowledge freely to benefitin mostly unspecified
and long-term waysthe public good.1°

Since the 1960s, Federal fund'ng for research
(both basic ar I applied) has increased from roughly
$8 billion in 1960 (1990 dollars) to over $21 billion
in 1990 (see figure 1-1). Funding increased quickly
in the early 1960s during the "golden years" for
research, after the launch of the Sputnik satellite, the
escalation of the Cold War, and the Presidential
commitment to land men on the Moon. Once these
challenges had been met, research funding decreased

3A quarter-century ago it was noted that: "The precise partitioning of all basic research into components is, of wurse, largely arbitrary. Basic research
can be classified in terms of its motivationas r,ilture, as an adjunct to education, as a means to accomplish nonscientific goals of the society; of its
sources of supportwhether mission-oriented agency or science-oriented agency; of its performers--whether university, government laboratory, or
privete intu.-ry; or of its character--whether 'little science' or 'big science. Any one of these classifications, if applied consistently, cover all basic
science, bui none is wholly satisfactory. . . ." Sec National Academy of Sciences, Committee onScience and Public Policy, Basic Research and National
Goals, A Report to the Committee on Science and Astronautics, U.S. House of Represents.tives (Washinmon, DC: March 1965), p. 9. italics added. This
WM independently confirmed try extensive OTA interviews with research agency personnel. spring-summer 1990. lbday, research is also sometimes
labeled "strategic," "targeted," or "precompetitive," for example. For an update and discussion, see Harvey Averch. 'Ile Political Ey kmy of R&D
ilixonomies," Research Policy, forthcoming 1991.

'See National Academy of Sciences. Federal Science and Technology Budget Priorities: New Perspectives and Procedures Mashington, DC:
National Aeademy Press, 1989); and U.S. Congress. House Committee on Science. Space, and Technology, Subcommittee on Science. Research, and
Technology, The Hearings on Adequacy, Direction and Priorities for the American Science and Technology Effort, 101st Cong., Feb. 28-Mar. 1, 1989
(Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1989).

7Voug Walgren, Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Technology, in House Committee on Science. Space, and
Technology, op. cit., footnote 6, pp. 1-2.

'Research as a planned activity of the Federal Government can be traced to two landmark volumes: Vannevar Bush's 1945 "A Report to the President
on a Program for Postwar Scientific Research" (subsequently known as Science: The Endless Frontier), which instigated the creation of an agencythe
National Science Foundationwhose dual mission was the promotion of research and science education. and Science and Public Policy, or the 1947
Steelman Report, which championed a crosscutting policy role for managing federally funded research. For interpretations, see J. Merton England, A
Patron for Pure Science: The National Science Foundation's Formative Years, 1945-57 (Washington, DC: National Science Foundation. 1982); and
Deborah Shapley and Rustuni Roy, Last at the Frontier (Philadelphia, PA: 151 Pregs, 1985).

9Sec U.S. Congress, House Committee on Science and Technology, Task Force on Science Policy, A History of Science Policy in the United States.
1940-1985,99th Cong., September 1986 (Washington. DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, September 1986), pp. 19-20. Also see Rodney W. Nichols,
"Mission-Oriented R&D," Science, vol. 172. Apr. 2. 1971, pp. 29-37.

ofkir examinations, see Bruce L.R. Smith, American Science Policy Since World Wu. 11 (Washington, DC: The Brookings Institution, 1990),
especiafiy clis. 1 and 3; Gene M. Lyons, The Uneasy Partnership Social Science and the Federal Government in the nventieth Century (New York,
NY: Russell Sage Foundation, 1969); and U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, The Regulatory Environment for Science, Otk-TM-SET-34
(Washington, DC. U.S. Government Printing Office, February 1986), pp. 15-16.

Li
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Figure 1-1Federally Funded Research (Basic and
Applied): Fiscal Years 1960-90

(In billions of 1882 dollars)
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NOTE: Figures wire converted into conetent 1982 dollars using the GNP
Implicit Price Deflator. For 1990 (current dollars), basic research -
$11.3 billion, applied research . $10.3 billion, and total research .
821.7 Winn. 1990 figures are estimates.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Federal Funds for Research and
Development, Detailed Historical Tables: Fiscal Years 1955-
1990 (Washington, DC: 1990), table A; and National Science
Foundation, Selected Data on Federal Funds for Research and
Development: Fiscal Years 1989, 1990 and 1991 (Washington,
DC: December 1990), table 1.

slightly and leveled off from the late 1960s until the
mid-1970s. From 1975 onward, however, Federal
research funding again increased, due in large part to
the expansion in health and life sciences research)t

Along with this increase in research funding, the
number of academic researchers grew steadily,

Figure 1-2Doctoral Scientists and Engineers in
Academic R&D: 1977437
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NOTE: There was a change in the wording of the National Science
!:ouridation survey questionnaire of academic Ph.D., in 1987:
respondents were asked to identify whither "research" was their
primary orsecondarywork activity. This change may have resulted
in an artificially large increase from 1985 to 1987 in "academic
researchers." Prior to 1087, Ph.D.s In academia were only asked to
identify their primary work activity.

SOURCE: National Science Board, Science 8 Engineering indicators-
1089, NSB 89.1 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1989), appendix table 5-17 and p. 115.

perhaps by as much as 60 percent from 1977 to 1987
(see figure 1-2).12 More generally, from 1980 to
1988, scitntists and engineers in the work forcegw
by an average of 7.8 percent per year, four times the
annual rate for total employment." Not surprisingly,
the competition for research funds among these
scientists and engineers also intensified. By the late

"See National Science Foundation, Federal Funds fo: Research and Developrnent--Detailed Historical Tables: Fiscal Years 1955-1990
(Washington, DC: 1990). For discussions, see William D. Carey, "R&D in the Federal Budget: 1976-1990," Science and Technology and rhe Changing
World Order, Colloquium Proceedings, Apr. 12-13, 1990, S.D. Sauer (c4.) (Washington,DC: American Association for the Advancement of Science,
1990), pp. 43-51: and Genevieve J. Knew, "Defense Ba.sic Research Priorities: Funding and Policy Issues," CRS Report for Congress (Washington,
DC: Oct. 24, 1990).

uNote, however, that there was a change in the wording of the National Science Foundation survey questionnaire, which may have resulted in an
artificially large increase from 1985 to 1987 in those that identify "research" as their primary or secondary work activity. Prior to 1987, Ph.D.s in
academia were only asked to identify their primary work activity. This probably underestimated the number of academic Ph.D. researchers in the United
States,. Ste National Science Board, Science it Engineering indicators-1989, NFB 89-1 (Washington, DC: Congressional Research Service, 1989),
app table 5-17

"Ibid., p 67

1 ;



6 Federally Funded Research: Decisions for Decade

1980s, researchers supported by the Federal Govern-
ment had become increasingly restive over funding.
ibday, many say that their lives as researchers have
become more stressful and laden with the paperwork
of proposal applications and accountability for
awarded funds, inhibiting the creativity and joy of
the research process.14 They cite the declining
fraction of meritorious proposals that are funded,
new investigators lacking the support to set up
independent research groups, and the fear that U.S.
students will turn their careers away from academic
science and engineering."

Toe.:.y, because the scientific community has the
capability to undertake far more research than the
Federal Government supports, policymakers and
sponsors of research must continuously choose
between competing "goods." (The tensions under-
lying these choices are summarized in table 1-1.)
Controversies over the support of younger scientists
and established researclms, "have" and "have-
not" institutions, and tradeoffs among fields are all
manifestations of the consequences of choices
perceived by various segments of the "scientific
community." 16 Scientific community, as used here,
refers to a political entity. Like other sectors, science
contributes to national goals and competes for
Federal resources. At a more practical level, the
scientific community invoked by Congress and the
Presidential Science Advisor refers to a heterogene-
ity of professional associations, lobby activities, and
actual research performers. (These disciplinary or
subject-specific divisions and interest groups more
accurate]; correspond to what OTA calls "research
communities.")

Additional funding for science and engineering
research would certainly be a good investment of
Federal resources. There is much that could hm done,
and many willing and ahle people and institutions to
do it. The focus of this irt, however, is not on the
level of investment, b. n the "Federal research
system." As the sum of the research programs and
efforts that involve the support of the Federal
Government, the "system" is best characterized as
the conglomeration of many separate systems, each
with constituencies inside and outside of science.17
How these participants compete, cooperate, and
interact in processes of Federal decisionmaking
determines which research is funded by the agencies
and performed by scientists and engineers.

If large increases in the budget were to material-
ize, it would not necessarily relieve system stresses
for long. Additional research funding would cer-
tainly allow the pursuit of more scientific opportuni-
ties and yield fruitful gains, but it would also enlarge
the system and increase the number of deserving
competitors for Federal support. Thus, such stresses
must be addressed with other policies. In the short
term, the government faces a rising budget deficit.
Congress has set targets to reduce the deficit and
eventually to balance the budget.18 In this fiscal
climate, the research system may not be able to
maintain the growth in Federal funding of research
that it experienced in the 1980s, Regardless of
funding levels, however, issues of management,
funding, and personnel remain.

Given the extraordinary strength of the U.S.
research system and the character of scientific
research, there will always be more opportunities

14Sc1ence The End of the Frontier? A report from Leon M. Lederman, President-Elect to the Board of Directors of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (Washington, DC: American Association for the Advancement of Science, Jan. 31, 1991).

"These were the prominent issues, for example, at the National Academy of Sciences/Institute of Medicine, ' 'Forum on Supporting Biomedical
Research: Near-Term Problems and Options for Action." Washington, DC, June 27, 1990. Recent discussion has paradoxically focused on the broad
field of the life sciences where Federal funding increases have been most generous for the last IS years. In its initial effort to document change and stress

in the Federal research system created by an abundance of research applications, OTA found that an increasing proportion could not be funded by various
research agencies due to budget limitations, 'other tha.1 to deficiencies of (panty. U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, "Proposal Pressure
in the 1980s: An !ndicstor of Stress on the lederal Research System," st. 1' paper of the Science, Education. and Transportation Program, April 1990.

I 6S ee Institute of Medic ine, Funding Health Sciences Research A Strategy to Restore Balance (Washington, DC: Natiooal Acadany Press, November
1990). For insight into the contentiousness that greeted the Institute of Medicine report. see Peter G. Osman, 'A Clash of Scientific Titans: Key Groups
Battle Over Funds for Medical Projects," The Washington Post, Dec. 18/25, 1990, Health section, p. 6.

FlAs one political scientist writes: ". .. because the Federal R&D system is comprised of so meny independent actors, esch of whom tend to view
science and engineering from a relatively narrow perspective, the Federal R&D system proceeds virtually without planning and coordination. If it
moves ... it does so . . oozing slowly and incrementally in several directions at once, with constantly changing boundaries and shape." Joseph G.
Morone, "Federal R&D Structure: The Need for Chenge," The Bridge, vol. 19, fall 1989, p. 6.

11111e debt held by the Federal Government recently topped $3.1 trillion, and payments on the debt exceeded $255 billion in fiscal year 1990. These
figures Are expected to rise significantly in 1991 and 1992, with the costs of the war in the Persian Gulf and the bailouts of the Nstion's financial system.
For an explanation of the Budget Enforcement Act of 1990, see Lawrence J. Hiss. " New Rules of the Game," National Journal, vol. 22, No. 46, Nov.
17, 1990, pp. 2793-2797.
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Table 1-1Tenslons In the Federal Research System

Centralization of Fedefal research planning
Concentrated excellence

"Marker forces to determine the shape of
the system

Continuity in funding of senior investigators
Peer review-based allocaron

Set-aside programs

Conservatism in funding allocation
Perception of a "total research budget"
Dollars for facilities or training
Large-scale, multiyear, cap4tal-intensive,

, high-cost, per-Investigator initiatives
Training more researchers and creating

more competition for funds
Emulating mentors' career paths
Relying on historic methods to build the

research work force

4 Pluralistic, decentralized agendes
4 ) Regional and institutional development (to

enlarge capadty)( Politleal intervention (targeted by goal,
agency, program, institution)

Provisions for young investigators
4 Other funding decision mechanisms (agency

manager discretion, congressional oar-
marking)

Mainstreaming criterlain addition to scientific
merit (e.g., race/ethnicity, gender, princi-
pal investigator age, geographic region)

Risk-taking
Reality of disaggregated funding decisions
Dollars for research projects
individual investigator and small-team, 1-5

year projects
Training fewer researchers and easing com-

petition for funds
Encouraging a diversity of career paths
Broadening the participation of traditionally

underrepresented groups

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment. 1991.

than can be funded, more researchers competing
than can be sustained, and more institutions
seeking to expand than the prime sponsorthe
Federal Governmentcan fund. The objective,
then, is to ensure that the best research continues
to be funded, that a full portfolio of research is
maintained, and that there is a sufficient research
work force of the highest caliber to do the job.
This report is designed to support Congress in
achieving these goals.

Trends in Federal Research Funding

The research system has shown itself to be
remarkably robust over at least the last 30 years, and
it has done well with the resources it has received. To
develop multiple perspectives on the system, Fed-
eral funfiing can be examined by agency, broad field,
and cat,..sory of recipient.

Figure 1-3 displays Federal funding trends for the
six largest research agencies.° Since 1973, the
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS,
largely through the National Institutes of Health--
NIH) has supported more research than any other
Federal research agency. In fiscal year 1989, HHS

supplied nearly twice the research funds of the next
largest research agency, the Department of Defense
(DOD). HHS and DOD were followed by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), the Department of Energy (DOE), the
National Science Foundation (NSF), and the Depart-
ment of Agriculture (USDA).2°

Reflecting the division of research funds by
agency and broad field, a 20-year time series is
shown in figure 14. Life sciences continues its
steady growth relative to other broad fields. In fiscal
year 1990, life sciences dominated Federal funding
at $8.9 billion (in 1990 dollars). Engineering was
funded at slightly less than one-half the level of
support given to the life sciences ($4.4 billion), as
were the physical sciences (roughly $4 billion).
Environmental and mathematics/computer sciences
were funded at $2.1 and $0.7 billion respectively,
and the social sciences together gathered $0.6
billion.

Miming to research performance, universities and
colleges in the aggregate are the largest recipients of
federally funded research (basic and applied, see

19Congress is most interested in comparing research expenditures to other elements of the Federal budget. Thus, a deflator that represeti expenditures
on pt. 'ducts and services that are often bought throughout the United States--a "constant dollar" in the most general senso---is often the most useful
for congressional policy analysis. Given the problems with research-specific deflators and the advantage of a general-GNP deflator to compare
expenditures across the economy, all constant dollar graphs and tables in this report were calculated with the GNP Implicit Price Deflator for 1982 dollars
(sec ch. 2).

20Note that thc order of these agencies would be changed if research and development or basic research were used to rank them. The remaining
agencies, not included in the top six, together fund less than 5 percent of the research supported by the Federal Government.
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Figure 1-3--Federally Funded Research In the Major
Research Agencies: Fiscal Years 1960-90

(in billions of 1982 dollars)
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Figure 1-4Federally Funded Research by Broad
Field: Fiscal Years 1960-90 (In billions 011982 dollars)
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KEY: HHS.U.S. Department of Health and Human Services; DOD-U S.
Department of Defense; NASA-National Aeronautics and Space
Administration; DOE-U.S. Department of Energy; NSF-National
Science Foundation; USDA.0 S. Department of Agriculture.

NOTE: Research includes both basic and applied. Figures were converted
to constant 1982 dollars using the GNP Implicit Pnce Deflator. 1990
figures are estimates.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Federal Funds for Rsearch and
Development, Detailed Historical Tables: Fiscal Years 1955-
1990 (Washington, DC: 1990), table A; and National Science
Foundation, Selected Data on Federal Funds for Research and
Development: F7scal Years 1989, 1990 and 1991 (Washington,
DC: December 1990), tables 4 and 5.

figure 1-5). From 1969 to 1990, Federal funding for
research at universities and colleges grew from over
$4 billion to nearly $8 billion (in constant 1990
dollars), In 1990, performance of research by
industry (at over $3 billion) and the Federal labora-
tories (at over $6 billion) are funded at lower levels.
For basic research alone (not shown), universities
and colleges are even more clearly the dominant
research performer at over $5 billion when com-
pared with Federal laboratories, the next largest
basic research performer, at slightly over $2 billion.
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NOTE: Research includes both basic and applied. Fiekis not included in
this figure collectively accounted for $1.1 billion (4.9 percent) of all
federally funded research In 1990. Figures ware converted to
constant 1982 dollars using the GNP implicit Price Deflator. 1990
figures are estimates.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Federal Funds for Research end
Development Detailed Historical Tables: Fiscal Years 1955-
/990 (Washington, DC* 1990), table 25; and National Sdence
Foundation, Selected Deleon Federal Funds for Research and
Development: Fiscal Years 1989, 1990 and 1991 (Washington,
DC: December 1990), table 1.

The distribution of Federal research and develop-
ment (R&D) funds has long been a contentious
issueboth in Congress and in the scientific com-
munity. As shown in figure 1-6, if these funds are
aggregated by the State of the recipient institution or
laboratory, then five States received 53 percent of
the R&D funds in fiscal year 1990 (California,

1 ,
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Figure 1-5Federally Funded Research by Performer:
Fiscal Years 1969-90 (in billions of 1982 dollars)
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Figure 1-6Federal R&D Obligations by State (1985)
and at Universities and Colleges (1989)
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Centers that are not administered by the Fedora! Government. Ot her
includes Federal funds dIstributed to State and local governments
and foreign performers.

NOTE: Research includes both basic and applied. Figures were converted
to constant 1982 dollars using tha GNP Implicit Price Deflator. 1990
f igures are estimates.

SOURCE; National Science Foundation, Federal Funds for Research arid
Development, Detailed Historical Tables: Fiscal Years 1955-
1990 (Washington, DC: 1990), table 17; and National Science
Foundation, Selected Data on Federal Funds for Research end
Development: Fiscal Years 1999, 1990 and 1991 (Wa.shington,
DC: December 1990), table 1.

Maryland, Massachusetts, New York, and Vir-
ginia).21 (Research institutions are also not ran-
dornly dispersed across America; rather, they are
concentrated on the two coasts and the upper
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Cumulative distribution of Federal R&D
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SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Geographic Patterns: R&Dln the
United States, Final Report, NSF 90-318 (Washington, DC:
1990), table B-5; and National Sdence Foundation, Selected
Data on Academic Science/Engineering R&D Expenditures,
Fiscal Year 1989, NSF 90-321 (Washlngton, DC: October
1990), table 6-35 and CASPAR database.

midwest.) At the other end of the distribution, 15
States together received less than 2 percent of the
funds. At the institutional level, 10 universities
receive 25 percent of the Federal research funding,

211'hese figures are presented for research and development, because figures for research alone arc not available. Based on 1984 data, the GeneralAccounting Office found Various patterns of concentration among performers: researchers in 10 States submitted over ono-half of the proposals to the
National Science Foundation and the National hutitutes of Health, supplied almost 60 percent of the proposal reviewers, and won over 60 percent ofthe awards. Sec U.S. General Accounting Office, University Funding: Patterns of Distribution of Federal Research Funds to Universities (Wuhington,DC: February 1987), p. 43. These figures, however, ignore other relevant factors in judging the "fair" distribution of Federal research funds, such asthe total population of a State and the number of scientists and engineers living in it. No matter how fair the competitive process, the outcomes may stillbe seen as "unfair." Also see William C. Boesman and Christine Matthews Rose, "Equity, Excellence, arid the Distribution of Federal Research andDevelopment Funds," CRS Report for Congress (Washington, DC: Congressional Research Service, Apr. 25, 1989).

1 .5



10 Federally Funded Research: Decisions for a Decade

and only 30 universities account for 50 percent.
Funding is concentrated in 100 research universities
in 38 States. This reflects their importance to the
Nation's research enterprise.

These data on the distribution of resources bear a
critical message: research capabilitiesinstitutions
and peopletake time to grow. It is not simply a
matter of "they who have, get." The reputation,
talent, and infrastructure of research universities
attract researchers and graduate students.22 Some
universities become assets not only in the production
of futdamental knowledge, but also in bridging
science and technology to other goals such as State
and regional economic development.

Federally Funded Research in the 1990s

Snapshots of federally funded research, compar-
ing fiscal years 1980 and 1991, are provided in table
1-2. Research is a small portion of the total Federal
budget. Although the distribution of research funds
by agency sponsor, category of performer, and
stratum of academic institution has hardly changed
during this period, the activity has never been in
greater demand.

However, questions such as "Does the Nation
need more science?" and "How much research
should the Federal Government support?" have no
ready answers. Measures of distress and conflicts
over resource allocation within the scientific
munity do not address whether the Nation needs
more science. Other problems in the Federal rc
search system do not derive from, but are exacer-
bated by, such stress. They include sparse participa-
tion by women and ethnic minorities in science,
indications that other nations are better able to
capitalize on the results of U.S. research than
American industry, and management problems that
have plagued many Federal research agencies. Only
some of these problems can be addressed solely by
the Federal Government, and long-term solutions
may not be found in adjusting Federal funding
levels. Rather, they reflect problems in the organiza-

tion and management of research and competing
values within the scientific community.23

"How much is enough" depends on the goals of
the research system (see box 1-A). The system by
definition takes on new goals, each of which can be
evaluated. But in the aggregate how these goals are
assimilatedby add-on or substitutionis not eas-
ily predicted. The challenge is not to determine what
fraction of the Federal budget would constitute
appropriate funding for scientific research. Rather,
OTA finds that under almost any plausible
scenario for the level of research funding in the
1990s, there are issues of planning, management,
and progress toward national goals to address.

Because the reach of science is now great,
decisions about the funding of research are into.-
twined with many Federal activities. Congress and
the executive branch, which make these decisions in
our form of government, will continue to wrestle
with scientific and other national priorities, espe-
cially those that help prepare for tomorrow's sci-
encerenewing human resources throughout the
educational pipeline and building regional and
institutional capacity. History cautions against the
expectation that the scientific community will set
priorities across fields and research areas. Congress
must instead weigh the arguments made within each
area against desired national outcomes.

In the 1990s, the Federal research system will face
many challenges. OTA has organized them here
under four interrelated issues: 1) setting priorities for
the support of research; 2) understanding research
expenditures; 3) adapting education and human
resources to meet the changing needs of the research
work force; and 4) refining data collection, analysis,
and interpretation to improve Federal decisionmak-
ing. (For a summary of issues and possible congres-
sional responses, see table 1-3.) lb craft public
policies for guiding the system, each issue is

outlined in the following discussion.

221nstitutions, like the faculty researchers employed by them, accumulate "advantage." Among the manyfactors that influence Federal research

funding, institutional reputation is part of a cycle of credibility that givea investigators an edge in competition for scarce resourcesthe very resources

that strengthen the institution as a productive research performer, which builds morecredibility, and so on. See Robert K. Merton, "The Matthew Effect

in Science. 11: Cumulative Advantage and the Symbolism of Intellectual Property." his, vol. 79, No. 299, 1988, pp. 6064523.

23See Joshua Lederberg, "Does Scientific Progress Come From Projects or People?" CurrentContents, vol. 29, Nov. 27, 1989, pp. 4-12.1n this report.

OTA concentrates on Federld, especially agency. perspectives on research. Performer (researcher and institutional) responses to changes in Federal

policies and programs were included to broaden understanding of the Federal role vis-a.vis academic tesearch, since universities are the primary site

for research performance and most data arc collected on universities. However, national laboratories and industry play targeted roles and figure

prominently in research funding decisioms.
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Table 1-2Federally Funded Research In the 1980s and 1990s (In percgot)

Fiscal year 1980 ;:lscal year 1991 (est.)
R&D as percent of total Federal budget
Total research as percent of Federal R&D
Basic research as percent of Federal R&D
Basic research as percent of total Federal budget

5.0
38.9
15.7
0.8

4 7
36.3
1.1

0.9

Agency Fiscal year 1980 Fiscal year 1991 (est.)
Percent of total (basic) research funds distributed, by agency HHS/NIH 29/24 (38135) 34/29 (40/37)

DOD 20 (12) 15 (8)
NASA 14 (12) 16 (15)
DOE 11 (11) 12 (14)
NSF 8 (17) 9 (15)

USDA 6 (6) 5 (5)
Other 7 (4) 10 (4)

Performer r:iscal year 1F,80 Fiscal year 1991 (est.)
Percent ot total (basic) research tunds, by pertormer Universities 32 (50) 36 (47)

Federal 32 (25) 30 (23)
Industry 18 (7) 15 (9)

Nonprofits 6 (6) 6 (9)
FFRDCsa 11 (11) 11 (12)

Ranking
.

Fiscal year 1980
_ .

Fiscal year 1968
Percent distribution of Federal R&D funds at academic institutions Top 10 25 25

Top 20 40 39
Top 50 68 65
Top 100 84 85

KEY. DOD.0 S Department of Defense, DOE-U S Department of Energy. FiRDC-Federally Funded Research and Development Center: USDA-U S
Department olAgriculture: NSF-National Science Foundation, HFISiNliiU.S Department of Health and Human Set vicesiNational Institutes of Health.
NASA.National Aeronaut= and Space Administration

a The category of FFRDCs includes all Federally Funded Research and Development Canters that are not administered by the Federal Government.
NOTE. R&D data are based on Federal obligations, calculations involving the total Federal budget aro based on outlays. Columns .nay not sum to 100 percent

due to rounding

SOURCES. Office of Technology Assessment. 1991, based on National Science Foundation data. U.S General Accounting Office data: Economic Report
of the President (Washington. DC. U S Government Printing Office. 1991), and Budget ol the United States Government. FiscAl Year 992
(Washington. DC U S Government Printing Office, 1991).

Issues and Options for Congress

ISSUE 1: Soling Priorities in the
Support of Research

Summary

Priorities are set throughout the Federal
Government at many levels. At the highest
level, research priorities are compared to
nonscience and nonengineering needs. At the
next level, priorities are set across research
fields, such as biomedicine and mathematics.
Within fields, agency programs reflect re-
search opportunities in subfields and relevance
to national needs. Finally, research projects are
compared, ranked, and awarded Federal funds.

Although priority setting occurs throughout
the Federal Government, it falls short in three.
ways. First, criteria used in selecting various
areas of research and megaprojects are not
made explicit and vary widely from area to
area. This is particularly true, and particularly
a problem, at the highest levels of priority
setting, e.g., in the President's budget and the
congressional decision process. Second, there
is currently no mechanism for evaluating the
total research portfolio of the Federal Govern-
ment in terms of progress toward many na-
tional objectives, although recent efforts by the
Office of Science and Technology Policy have
lead tr.. some cross-agency planning, budget-
ing, ;aid evaluation. Third, the principal criterih
for selection, scientific merit and mission
relevance, are in practice coarse filters. Con-

BEST CPPY ,
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Box 1-AHow Much is Enough?

.11ow much is enough money for research?" is a question that can only be asked if it is clear what scientific
and engineering research in the United States is attempting to accomplish: research for what?

I. Is the primary goal of the Federal research system to fund the projects of all deserving ins estigators of
natural and social phenomena?
If so, then there will always he a call for more money, because research opportuniti.2s will always outs:rip
the capacity to pursue them.

1. Is it to educate the research work force, or the larger science and enginecring work force, needed to supply
the U.S. economy wit1t skilled labor?
If so, then support levels can be gauged by the need for more technically skilled workers. Preparing students
throughout the educational pipeline will assure an adequate supply and diversity of talent.

3. Is it to promote economic activity and build research capacity throughout the United States economy by
supplying new ideas for industry and other entrepreneurial interests?
It so, then the support should be targeted in line with our efforts to pursue applied research, development,
and technology transfer.

4. Is it all of the above and other goals besides?
If so, then some combination of these needs must be considered in allocating Federal support

Indicators of stress and competition in the research system do not address the question of whether science needs
more funding to do more science. Rather, they speak to the organization and processes of science and to the
competitive foundation on which the system is built and that sustains its vigor.

Education, economic activity, and other national goals have long been confronted by Congress and the
executive branch. Altho,igh the relative importance of these needs varies over time with new developments and
crises, their absolute imlxnlatu e has not been set. Thus, allocating resources to these needs has always been a
tradeoff, within a limited budge:. against other national goals and the programs that embody them.

Because of its intrinsic meri and importance to the Nation, research has consistently been awarded funding
mcreaNes. But these do not compare to what some claim would be an appropriate level of funding for research to
pursue a full agenda of opportunities. Deciding if the Nation is pursuing enough research opportunities or if the
Nation needs more science k thus a complicated question, which requires that other decisions about the natire of
the research system and its goals be settled first. Table IA-1 reports the costs of some potential science initiatives
as estimated in the late I %Os.

Table 1A-1Sample Requests From the Rbsciarch Community tor Increased Funding

Field or agency

NSF
NASA space science ....

Neuroscience
USDA research grants
Behavioral and social sciences

Mathematical sciences
All academic research ..

Report or intiative

Initiative to double the NSF budget
Towards a New Era in Space; Realigning U.S. Policies to New

Realibee
1990s Decade of the Brain Initiative'
Investing in Researchd
The Behavioral and Social Sciences; Achievements and

Opportunities"
F onewing U.S. Mathematics'
S;lence: The End of tho Frontier?g

Additional funds requested-1

$2.1 billion
Over $1 billion

Over $1 billion
$0 5 billion
10.26 billion

10 12 billion
Over $10 billion

KEY NSF -National Soonco f oundation. NASA-National Aoronautios and Space Administration. IISDA.1.1S Doportmont of Agocultwo
'Adjs,stod to 1990 dollars wang tho 1982 GNP Imphot Price Deflator
Illational Academy of Sow-van:National Acadomy of Enginomong. Committoo on Space) Policy "Towards a Now f M in Spaco floahgning 11';

Putious to Now floalitios.. Spare Poky. vol 5. August 1989. pp. 23/255.
c Breon Docado Nourosoonticts Court Support Thu SoonNat. vol 4. No 21. Oct 29. 1990. p
dNalonal Rosaarch (ouncil, investing on Rosoarrh (Washington. DC- National Acadorny Press. '989)
°National RocaNuch Council. Tho Hohaviorai and Social Soondos. Artoovernonta and Ofyortundooa (Washington, D(. National At

1988)

Flosoarch Council Honowing I I S Mathoonak-s A Pion ldr rho 1990s (Wroihinglon. DC. National Acadomy Prom, 19c/0)
9 `4 :tow° Th1 Oldie? ropurt horn t owl 1y t odorman. Prometant Eloct to the Board or Dirocturs of tho AmunGan Assw tat tn..

Advant oinont of Scionco (Washington, DC Amoman Assouation fw tho Advancorowit of Scion/al, Jan 11 19911
IF4C1 Off iro of imithoinqy A.;,4,,unef,t. 1991

BEST
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Table 1-3Summary of Issues and Possible Congressional Responses

Issue Possible congressional responses

Setting priorities for research Hearings on crosscutting priorities and congressional designation of
a body of the Federal Government to evaluate priority setting.

Application of criteria to:a) promote education and human resources,
b) build regional and institutional capacity in merit-based research
decisionmaking, and c) balance little science and megaproject
initiatives.

Oversight of agency research programs that focuses on strategies to
fulfill the above criteria, arid on responses to priority setting.

Coping with changing Encouragement of greater cost-accountability by the research agen-
expenditures for cies and research performers (especially for indirect costs,
research megaprojects, and other multiyear initiatives).

Allowance for the agencies to pursue direct cost containment
measures for specific items of research budgets and to evaluate
the effectiveness of each measure.

Adapting education and Programs that focus investment on the educational pipeline at the
human resources to meet K.12 and undergraduate levels.
future needs Attention to diversity in the human resource base for research,

especially to the contributions of underparticipating groups.
Incentives for adapting agency programs and proposal requirements

to a changing model of research (where teams are larger, more
specialized, and share research equipment and facilities).

Refining data collection and Funding to: a) augment within-agency data collection and analysis on
analysis to improve re. the Federal research system, and b) increase use of research
search decisionmaking program evaluation at the research agencies.

Encouragement of data presentation and interpretation for use in
policymaking, e.g., employing indicators and other techniques
that measure outcomes and progress toward stated objectives.

. . .

SOURCE: Ottico 01 Tochnology Assosstnonl. 1991.

cerns for developing human resources and
building regional and institutional capacity
must also be considered; these criteria
strengthen future research capability. While
not every project or agency will factor these
criteria equally, the total Federal research
portfolio must address these concerns,

Priority-setting mechanisms that cut across
research fields and agencies, and that make
selection criteria more transparent, !mist be
strengthe,,ed in both Congress and the execu-
tive branch. Congressional oversight must
evaluate the total Federal research portfolio
based on national objectives, research goals.
and agency missions. In the executive branch,
Congress should insist, at a minimum, on
iterative planning that results in: a) setting
priorities iunong research goals, and b) apply-
ing (after scientific merit and program rele-
vance) other criteria to research decisiomnak-
ing that reflect planning for the future. In

addition, since megaproject costs affect the
ability of other disciplines to start new, large
projects, megaprojects are candidates for
crosscutting priority setting.

Discussion

Priority setting can help to allocate Federal
resources both when they are plemiful, as they were
in the 1960s, and when they are scarce, as expected
through the early I 990s.24 Governance requires that
choices be made to increase the benefits and
decrease the risks to the Nation. Priority setting
occurs throughout the Federal Government at many
levels. At the highest level, research priorities are
conipared to nonsc ience and nonengineering needs.
At the next level, priorities are set across research
fields, such as biomedicine and mathematics. Within
fields, agency research programs reflect research
opportunities in subfields and relevance to national
needs. Finally, research projects are compared,
ranked, and awarded Federal funds.

- -. . .. - - y- _
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Underground nuclear test craters dot Yucca Flat at the Nevada Test Site (NTS). In addition to nuclear testing, researchers at NTS
explore other scientific phenomena, such as geologic and seismic problems.

Toward More Explicit Priority Setting

There are three problems with priority setting as
it is currently practiced in the Federal Government.
First, criteria used in selecting various areas of
research and megaprojects are not made explicit, and
vary widely from area to area. This is particularly
true, and particularly a problem, at the highest levels
of priority settinge.g., in the President's budget
and the congressional decision process. The best
developed priority-setting mechanisms are within
the research agencies and at the agency prograin
level.

Second, there is currently no mechanism for
evaluating the total research portfolio of the Federal
Government in terms of progress toward many
national objectives. Research priorities must be
considered across the Federal research system, and
in particular, across the Federal agencies. What the
Federal Government values more or less in reseitich
can be inferred in part from the Federal budget, but

there is no "research budget." Federal support is
distributed across many executive agencies and falls
under the jurisdiction of a number of congressional
committees and subcommittees (see table 1-4).
Therefore, once allocations have been made to
agencies (by the Office of Management and
BudgetOMB) or to appropriations subcommittees
(by full appropriations committees), decisions are
made independently within narrow components of
what is after-the-fact called the research budget.
This hampers the implementation of crosscutting
comparisons by Congress.

During the 1980s, OMB was a surrogate for a
crosscutting agent, with Congress adding its own
priorities through budget negotiations.25 Recent
efforts by the Office of Science and Technology
Policy (OSTP) have lead to cross-agency planning,
budgeting, and evaluation in certain research and
education areas. President Bush has invested more
power in OSTP to participate with OMB in delibera-
tions over research spending, especially in targeted

25For an overview, see Elizabeth Baldwin and Christopher T. Hill, "The Budget Process and Large-Scale Science Funding," CRS Review, February
1988, pp. 13-16.
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Table 1-4Congressional Authorization Committees and Appropriations
Subcommittees With Significant Legislative Authority Over R&D

Jiirisdictiowz oi authorization committees: I Agency
House:

Agriculture USDA
Armed Services DOD, DOE
Energy and Commerce DOE, ADAMHA, NIH, CDC, DOT
interior and insular Affairs DOI
Science, Space, and Technology NASA, NSF, DOE, EPA, NOM, DOT, NIST, DOI
Public Wbrks and Transportation NOM, DOT
Merchant Marine and FIsherlas USDA, NOAA, DOT
Veterans' Affairs VA
Foreign Affairs A.I.D.

Senate:
Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry USDA
Armed Services DOD, DOE
Commerce, Science. and Transportation NSF, NASA, DOT, NOAA, NIST
Energy and Natural lesources DOE, DOI
Labor and Human Resources NIH, ADAMHA, CDC, NSF
Environment and Public Works EPA
Veterans' Affairs VA
Foreign Relations A.I.D.

Jurisdictions of appropriations committees: I Agency
Labor, Health and Human Services, Education

and Related Agencies NIH, ADAMHA, CDC
HUD and independent Agencies NASA, NSF, EPA, VA
Energy and Water Development DOE
interior and Related Agencies DOE, USDA, DOI
Agriculture, Rural Development, and

Related Agenclesb USDA
Commerce, Justice, State, the Judiciary,

and Related Agencies NOAA, NIST
Transportation and Related Agencies DOT
Foreign Operations A.I.D.
Defense DOD
KEY: ADAMHAAlcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration; A.I.DmAgency for International Development; CDC.Centers for DIMS' Control;

DOD.U.S. Department of Defense; DOE.U.S. Department of Energy; DOt.U.S. Department of the Interior; DOT.U.S. Department of Transportation.
EPA.U.S. Environmental Protection Agency; HUD.U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development; NASA.NatIonal Aeronautics and Space
Administration; NIH.National Institutes of Health; NIST.National Institute of Standards and Technology; NOAA.National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration; NSF.Nationsi Science Foundation; USDA.U.S. Department of Agriculture;VA.U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs.

'The Jurisdictions of the authorizing committees are not exclusive. For this table, repeated authorization of a number of RID-related programs was required
to establish jurisdiction.

bThe corresponding subcommittees of the Senate and House Committees on Appropriations have the same name with one exception: the Senate
Subcommittee on Agriculture, Rural Development, and Related Agencies and the House Subcommittee on Rural Development, Agriculture, and Reisted
Agendas.

SOURCES: Office of Technology Assessment, 1991; and Ellubeth Baldwin and Christopher T. Hal, "The Budget Process and Large-Scala Science Funding,"
CRS Revlw, February Nut p. 15.

Presidential priority areas such as high-performance
computing, global environmental change, and math-
ematics and science education.26 Since the Adminis-
tration is moving in the direction ofmore centralized
and coordinated priority setting, it is all the more
important for Congress to consider priority-setting
mechanisms as well.

Third, although scientific n erit and mission
relevance must always be the chief criteria used to
judge a research area or agency program's potential
worth, they cannot always be the sole criteria. In
particular, the application of criteria that augment
scientific merit--which represent today's judg-
inents of qualitywould help meet tomorrow's

2611ie clearest public statement of executive branch priorities is contained in "Enhancing Research and Expanding the Human Frontier," Budget of
the United States Govertunent, Fiscal Year 1992 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1991), pp. 35-76. The ground rules for setting
crosscutting priorities through the Office of Science and Technology Policy, Federal Coordinating Council on Science, Engineering, and Technology
Committee mechanism are detailed in the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) "terms of reference" memoranda (provided to OTA project staff
during an interview witii Robert II. Grady. Associate Director, Natural Re3011fCeS, Energy, and Science, and otha OMB staff, Feb. 7, 1991.

2.
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Box 1-BCriteria for Research Decisionmaking in Agency Programs

Within agency research programs, research proposals have tmdidonally been selected for support on the basis
of expert peer or program managerjudgments of "scientific merit" and program relevance. Many Federal agencies
are now finding that the introduction of other explicit criteria is important for research decisionmaking.1

For example, the National Science Board (NSB) established the following criteria for the selection of research
projects by the National Science Foundation (NSF): 1) research performer competence, 2) intrinsit merit of the
research, and 3) utility or relevance of the research. In addition, NSB included 4) the ". . . effect of the research on
the infrastructure of science and engineering. This criterion relates to the potential of the proposed research to
contribute to better understanding or improvement of the quality, distribution, or effectiveness of the Nation's
scientific and engineering research, education, and manpower base."2

Under this fourth criterion, NSF includes:
questions relating to scientific, engineering, and education personnel, including participation of women,

minorities, and disabled individuals; the distribution of resources with respect to institutions and geographical area;
stimulation of high quality activities in important but underdeveloped ileitis; support of research initiation for
investigators without previous Federal research support as a Principal Investigator or Co-Principal Investigator, and
interdisciplinary approaches to research or education in appropriate areu.3

In short, this criterion defmes the bases for using other criteria in addition to scientific merit in mainstream
allocations of research funds, and within set-aside programs. Set-aside programs, at NSP and esewhere, underscore
the continuing need for "sheltered competitions" for researchers who do not fare well in mainstream disciplinary
program s. 4

As acknowledged by NSB, although scientific merit and program relevance must always be the primary criteria
used to judge a research program or project 's potential worth, they cannot always be the only criteria. For most of
today's research programs, there are many more scientifically meritorious projects than can be funded. Proposal

IOTA interviews, spring-summer 1990.

2Quoted in National Science Foundation, Grants for Research and Education in Science and Engineering: An Application Guide,NSF
90-17 (Washington, DC: August 1990), pp. 8-9.

31bid., r, 9.

40 rA Ends that, in some programs at the National Science Foundation (NSF), the founh criterion is not strongly heeded relative to the
other three critesia in the merit review process (OTA interviews, ming-summer, 1990). NSF faces the impossible task of being all things to all
people. The organic act entrust.. it with the support of the Nation's basic research and science education. In the academie institutions that forth
NSF's core clientele these activities are not pursued in the same way or with the same vigor. Every research program at NSF now impacts on
human resources for science and engineering. This should remain foremost in mind when weighing policies for research programs.

objectives of ri:search investment. Broadly stated,
there are two !.uch criteria: strengthening education
and human resources at all stages of study fe.g..
increasing the (liversity and versatility of partici-
pants); and building regional and institutional capac-
ity (including economic development by matching
Federal research support with funds from State,
corporate, and nonprofit sources).

Education and human resources criteria would
keigh research initiatives on their production'
new researchers or technically skilled students.
( 'ontrihutions to human resources include increas-
ing part icipat ton in the educational pipe) ine (through
degree completion), the research work force, and the
larger science and engineering work force. Regional
and Institutional capacity criteria would weigh

research initiatives on their contribution to under-
participating regions and institutions. Regional and
institutional capacity are important concerns in all
Federal funding, and encouraging new institutional
participants and development of research centers
strengthens the future capacity and diversity of the
research system. Sonle agency programs already
incorporate these criteria in project Selection (see
box 1-B).

Can Congress look to the scientific community
for guidance on setting priorities? The short answer
is "no." Congress wishesperhaps now more than
everthat the scientific community could offer
priorities at a macro level for Federal funding.
Science Adv isor Bromley and former Science Advi-
st>i Press have stated criteria and categories of

BEST Cr.ig
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review could thus be an iterative process. First, a pool of proposals could be identified based on scientific merit and
program relevance, and those with exceptimal human resources and/or research infrastructure potential so
indicated. The program manager, with or without the advice of expert peers can then pick a balanced subset from
the pool. Any of several subsets might be equally meritoriousthis is where selection criteria and judgment enter
the process. The result is a program research portfolio that can be reshaped in succeeding years.

OTA suggests that two broad criteria could be applied to research project selection: strengthening education
and human resourc:4, and building regional and institutional capacity. How might these two additional criteria be
rated in research proposals?

Education and human resources criteria would weigh proposals on their future production of new
researchers or technically skilled students. Outcome measures would relate to undergraduate education,
graduate training, and characteristics of new Ph.D.sthe number and quality of those enterins graduate
study and the research work force, respectively.
Contributions to human resources include increasing participation in the educational pipeline (through
degree completion), the research work force, and the larger science and engineering work force. With the
changing character of the student population, tapping the diversity of traditionally underrepresented groups
in science and engineering (e.g., women and U.S. minorities) is vital for the long-term health of the research
work force.
Regional and institutional capacity criteria would weigh proposals on their contribution to underpartici-
pating regions and institutions. Outcome measures would include the enhanced research competitiveness
of funded institutions; State, local, and private participation in the support of the research infrastructure; and
an enlarged role in training and employment in targeted sectors, industries, and fields.
Regional and institutional capacity are important concerns in all Federal funding, reflecting the intertsts of
taxpayers. While the major research universities are exemplary in their production of research, untapped
resources could be developed in other types of educational institutions throughout the United States.5

Funding research to achieve all of these objectives will remain a prerogative of Congress. But decisions that
add tomorrow's criteria to today's, especially in the review of project proposals at the :esearch agencies, will expand
the capability of the Federal research system.

31f the Federal Government wishes to augment the economic health of a particular region, supporting research in that area is one means
of achieving it. ''Spin-offs" from research centers have traditionally improved local economies by encouraging development of technical
industries and local research ia1rastnictures. They also often contribute to local educational efforts and directly provide technical jobs for
residents. See U.S. Congest:, Office of Technology Assessment. Higher Education for Science and Engineering, OTA-TM-SET-52
(Washington. DC: U.S. Goverm,..-r.: Printing Office. March 1989).

priority that they consider essential t'or science.."
Each emphasizes the separation of large projects
requiring new infrar;tructure from ''small science."
Press further distinguishes human resources from
national crises and extraordinary scientific break-
throughs. iA hereas Bromley places national needs
and international security concerns above all else..2x

While the Press and Bromley formulations appear
to ide franicworks for priority setting, they do
mit address the probkm that thele are few niecha
nisms for, arid no tradition ot. rankrng research
topics itC1055 fields and subfields of inquiry. In

addition, priority setting is often resisted by the
recipients of Federal funding because it orders the
importance of research investments, which means
that some programs do not get funded and some
groups within the scientific community complain of
lack of support. Consequently, Congress and the
executive branch have found that the scientific-
community cannot make crosscutting priority deci-
sions in science. In particular, the traditional mecha-
nism of peer review is cicarly not suited to making
judgments across scientific fields. Some research
communities do set priorities within specific re-
search areas. However, the practice is not universal

_ _ _ _ -.
'See hank l'res. lite I tilemma ol the ( ;olden Aye. ( ,,nce,tional Re. ord. Nlay 26. 198X. pp El 7 ;X Fi74n. and 1 ) Allan Bromley. "Keynote

Addre%N," in Sauer. op lOOlnhte p ii I flit yka, augmented 1-) "I S ledmoloyy hdk y," tc%tied hy Excl. wive ()like of the l'resident,
Otto. c 01 St lent. e and I et 1111( whip P..1k Scvi Th. Om)

:N Hie el lek I 01 Mew rank order, o. 11n Neeming t teanon -,paratt at t. mink. . Mat 4. littit. 'S could he made wuttas each category and then aut( 's,
k al,Torics, ( )1 4. MiNe h C... ile belli).! Made kw, path, want., in Me rew.th. 11 N!..,,10111 sifittaint'utrily
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or widespread.29 Therefore, while recognizing the
preferences of researchers, the Federal Government
must set priorities at two levels: among scientifically
meritorious research areas and megaprojects, and
among agency programs.

Megaprojects and the Science Base

Key to the consideration of allocating public
funds for science and engineering research is the
simultaneous support of little and big science. Little
science is the backbone of the scientific enterprise,
and a diversity of research programs abounds. Not
surprisingly, many investigators and their small
teams shudder at the thought of organizing Federal
science funding around a principle other than
ecientific meritan approach that, in fact, is advo-
cated by no one. They fear that setting priorities
would change the criteria by which research funds
are awarded. In particular, they seem to hear calls for
priority setting as calls to direct all of research along
specified lines, not as a means to assure that balance
is achieved, For example, one goal would certainly
be the maintenance of funding for a liverse science
research base," while other goals would include
training for scientists and engineers, and supplying
state-of-the-art equipment.

The Federal Government also seeks to achieve
goals at many levels. These goals are likely to differ
between programs that pursue specific objectives
and those that seek primarily to bolster the science
base. For instance, the allocation of additional
monies to NIH for AIDS (acquired immunodefi-
ciency syndrome) research, beginning in the late
1980s and continuing today, has been a clear
designation of an objective as a priority research
area. In addition, to enhance the science base in
specific research areas, such as environmental sci-
ence and high-temperature superconductivity, the
Bush Administration has increased funding in cer-

taM fields. These increases, however, seem to be
dwarfed by the cost of a very few, but visible,
megaprojects.

Megaprojects are large, "lumpy," and uncertain
in outcomes and cost. Lumpy refers to the discrete
nature of a project. Unlike little science projects,
there can be almost no information yield from a
megaproject until some large-scale investment has
occurred. Presumably, a successful science mega-
project provides knowledge that is important and
unattainable by any other means. Because of the
large expenditures and long timeframes, many
science megaprojects are supported by large politi-
cal constituencies extending beyond the science
community.31 Future decisions may center on rank-
ing science megaprojects, since not all of them may
be supportable without eroding funditig of the
science basc (see figure 1-7).

There are few rules for selecting and funding
science megaprojects; the process is largely ad hoc.
From a national perspective, megaprojects stand
alone in the Federal budget and cannot be subject to
priority setting within a single agency. Nor can
megaprojects be readily compared. or example, the
Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) and the
Human Genome Project (HGP) are not big science
in the same sense. One involves construction of one
large instrument, while the other is a collection of
smaller projects.32

An issue raised about some tnegaprojects is their
contribution to science, For instance, the Space
Station has little justification on scientific grounds,33
especially when compared with the SSC, the HGP,
or the Earth Observing System, which have explicit
scientific rationales. On purely scientific grounds,
the benefits that will derive from investing in one
project are often incommensurable with those that
would be derived from investing in some other.34

29For examples, see the National Research Council, Renewirg U.S. Mathematics: .4 Plan for the 1990s (Washington, DC: National Academy Press,
1990); and the National Research Council, The Behavioral and Social Sciences: Achievements and Opportunities (Washington, DC: National Academy
Press, 1988).

)131nis priority 'las been preeminent since the Federal support of research began. See H01.1345 COMMittet on Science and Technology. op. cit., footaMe
9.

31Phil Kuntz, "Pie in the Sky: Big Science Is Ready for Blastoff," Congressional Quarterly, Apr. 28, 1990, pp. 1254-1260.

32The research supported by the Human Oenome ProjectHOP----may have some scieruific benefits before the project LI complete. Thus, HOP may
not be big science in the strict sense of the definition outlined above. See 'Ibm Shcop, "Biology's Moon Shot," Government Executive, February 1991,
pp. 10-11, 13. 16-17.

"For an early statement of this view, see U.S. Congress. Office of Technology Assessment, Civilian Space Stations and the U.S. Future In Space,
O1A-STI-241 (Springfield, VA: National Technical Information Service. November 1984).

34This is elaborated in Harvey Averch, "Analyzing the Costs of Federal Research," OTA contractor report, August 1990. Also see J.E. Sigel et al.,
"Allocating Resources Among AIDS Research Strategies," Policy Sciences, vol. 23, No. 1, February 1990, pp. 1-23.
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Figure 1-7Cost Scenarios for the Science Base and Select Megaprojects: Fiscal Years 1990-2005

Current coat estimates for megaprojects

3 percent growth for
Science base

(megaproject funding added on)

3 percent growth for total
research funding

(megaproject funding included)

Constant dollars Constant dollars

1990 1995 2000 2006 1990 1995

Doubled current cost estimates for megaprojects

3 percent growth for
science base

(megaproject funding added on)

Constant dollars

1990 1996 2000

2000

3 percent growth for total
research funding

(megaproject funding included)

Constant dollars

2006

2005 1990 1996

1,J Science base am Human genome BSI SSC EOS ( . I Space station

2000 2005

KEY. SSCeSuperconducting Super Collider; EOS.Earth Observing System.

NOTE: These figUrell are schematic representations of projected costs for science projects. In the figures on the left, the scioncs bass Is projected to grow
at an annual rate of 3 percent above Inflation. In the figures on the right, total Fedora, rssatch funding ls projected to grow 3 percent above Inflation.
The cost estimates for the rnegaprojects are based on data from "The Outlook In Congress for 7 Major Big Science Projects," Ma avonicia of 1-tigher
Education, Sept. 12, 1990, p. A28, and Genevieve Knezo. Congressional Research Service, Science Policy Research Division, "Science
Megsprojects: Status and Funding, February 1991," unpublished document. Feb. 21, 1991.

SOURCE: Office ot Technology Assessment. 1991.
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The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Is shown, still In the grasp of Space Shuttle Discovery, with only one of two solar panels
extended. Earth Is some 332 nautical-miles away. HST Is an example of a large scientific

mission at NASA.

However, because the problem of selecting among
science megaprojects has most in common with the
selection of complex capital projects, timeliness
(why do it now rather than later?) and scientific and
social merit must all be considered, as well as
economic and labor benefits, At present, for exam-
ple, the Space Station has considerable momentum
as an economic and social project.

Other measures to evaluate and, if necessary,
compare megaprojects include the number and
diversity of researchers that can be supported, the
scientific and technological value of information
likely to be derived (i.e., the impact of the mega-
project cm. the research community), and the ultimate
utility of the new equipment and/or facility. For
instance, it' one project will support only a few

researchers, while a second of similar cost and
scientific merit will support a larger number of
researchers, then perhaps the second should be
favored. One might also expect preference for
megaprc,2 zts that can be cost-shared internationally
over those that cannot be. (Issues of costs in
megaprojects are discussed below.)

Once the context for priority setting is examined,
choices take on another dimension. What do U.S.
society and the Federal Government expect for their
research investment? What does the scientific com-
munity promise to deliver? The answers differ
among participants and over time. As Robert White,
President of the National Academy of Engineering,
states: ' It may be time that we think about whether
our concern for the support of the science and
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technology enterprise has diverted us from attention
to how we can best serve national needs."35

Congressional Priority Setting

Since progress begets more opportunities for
research than can be supported, setting research
priorities may be imperative for shaping a successful
Federal research prtfolio in the 1990s.36 To im-
prove priority setting at a macro level, Congress
should hold biennial hearings specifically on the
state of the research system, including cross-field
priorities in science and engineering, and the criteria
used for decisionmaking within the cognizant re-
search agencies.

For "objective-oriented" science and engineer-
ing that may or may not cross agencies, such as
high-temperature superconductivity research, Con-
gress should allocate resources based on plans to
attain specific goals. In programs that seek primarily
to fortify the science base, such as those sustained by
NSF, Congress could judge progress toward goals
that reflect the research capacity of the scientific
community. While objective-oriented programs will
contribute to these goals, the burden falls largely on
science base programs to meet the goal of maintain-
ing the research community. Congressional over-
sight of the research agencies could include ques-
tions of how their total research activities and
specific programs, such as multiyear, capital-
intensive megaprojects, contribute to expanding
education and human resources, as well as to
building regional and institutional capacity.

If Congress determines that more thorough and
informed prior. qting is required, the executive
branch must th ise the criteria on which its
priorities were set. OS'1? is a candidate for this task.
Building on the Federal Coordinating Council for
Science, Engineering and Technology (FCCSET)
mechanism, which presently considers only certain
cross-agency research topics, OSTP could also
initiate broader priority setting. In the executive
branch, Congress stiould insist, at a minimum, on

iterative planning that results in: a) making tradeoffs
among research goals; and b) applying (after scien-
tific merit and program relevance) other criteria to
research decisiorunaking that reflects planning for
the future. In addition, since megaproject costs affect
the ability of other disciplines to start new, large
projects, megaprojects are candidates for crosscut-
ting priority setting.37

Structural improvements to current priority set-
ting, especially those that facilitate the budget
process and research planning within and across the
agencies, would also make the tradeoffs more
explicit and less ad hoc, and the process more
transparent. At a minimum, agency crosscutting
budgetary analysis38 and a separate congressional
cycle of priority-setting hearings (e.g., biennially)
could reduce uncertainty and reveal the relationships
among new and continuing projects, the support of
new investigators by each agency, and the changing
cost and duration estimates that currently bedevil all
participants in the Federal research system.

Congress could also initiate specific changes in
the executive agencies that would increase their
ability to respond to changing priorities. They would
include measures ti encourage: 1) flexibility, so
that programs can . more easily initiated, reori-
ented, or terminated; 2) risk-taking, so that a
balanced portfolio of mainstream and "long-shot"
research can be maintained; 3) strategic planning, so
that agency initiati Jes can be implemented as
long-term goals; 4) coordination, so that crosscut-
ting priorities can be pursued simultaneously in
many agencies: and 5) experimentation with funding
allocation methods, so that new criteria can be
introduced into project selection and evaluated to
ascertain the value added to decisionmaking.

It is symbolic that across the Federal research
system, national policymakers, sponsors, and per-
formers alike have acknowledged that the funding
process would blnefit from careful consideration of

"Robert M. White, "Science, Engineering, wad the Sorcetet's Apprentice," Presidential Address to the National Academy of Engineering,Washington, DC, Oct. 2, 1990, p. 12.

36Brooks writes, "Ibday many of the same negative signals that existed in 1971 are again evident. Will science recover to experience a new era of
prosperity as it did beginning in the late seventies, or las the day of reckoning that SO many predicted finally anived?" liarvey Brooks, "Can Science
SuMve in the Modern Age? A Revisit After Twenty Years," National Forum, vol. 71, No. 4, fall 1990, p. 33.

331/or example, see Alissa Rubin, "Science Budget: Rill Must Make Hard Choices Among Big-Money Projects," Congressional Quarterly Weekly
Report, vol. 49, Feb. 9, 1991, p. 363.

IsItis was a principal recommendanon proposed in National Academy of Sciences, op. cit., footnote 6.
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research priorities, especially at the macro level.39
Whether their exhortations lead to clearer research
agendas (including the suspension or postponement
of some activities) remains to be seen, and wbether
these investments are balanced, well-managed, and
yield the desired consequences is hard to judge in
real time. But surely the policy process is enriched
by drawing a map of the choices, the benefits, and
the costs to be incurred by the scientific community
and the Nation.

ISSUE 2: Understanding Research
Expenditures

Swnmary

Many in the scientific community claim that
the "costs of doing research" are rising
quickly, especially that the costs of equipment
and facilities outpace increases in Federal
research funding. The most reliable data are
available from research agencies, and can be
analyzed at two levels: 1) total Federal expend-
itures for research, and 2) individual compo-
nents of research project budgets. OTA finds
that Federal expenditures for research have
risen faster than inflation, and more research-
ers are supported by the Federal Government
than ever before. Salaries and indirect costs
account for the largest and fastest growing
share of these expenditures. However, these
findings do not truly address the claims ex-
pressed above, because of the numerous and
sometimes inconsistent meanings of the costs
of doing research.

Most research activities become cheaper to
complete with time, as long as the scope of the
problem and the standards of measurement do
not change. However, advances in technology
and knowledge are "enabling": they allow
deeper probing of more complex scientific
problems. Experiments are also carried out in
an environment driven by competitic 1. While
competition is part of the dynamic of a healthy

research system, competition drives up de-
mand for funding, because success in the
research environment often correlates highly
with the financial resources of research groups.

Direct cost containment by the research
agencies may not be an appropriate Federal
role, although Congress might direct the agen-
cies to pursue specific measures at their
discretion and to evaluate their effectiveness.
Instead, greater cost-accountability could be
encouraged by the executive branch and Con-
gress. In particular, the Federal Government
should seek to eliminate the confusion around
allowable indirect costs, and develop better
estimates of future expenditures, especially for
megaprojects where costs often escalate rap-
idly.

Discussion

Many researchers state as an overriding problem
that the "costs of doing research" have risen much
faster than inflaLon in the Gross National Product
(GNP), and Federal expenditures for research have
not kept pace with these risirg costs. Included in the
costs of research are salaries, benefits, equipment,
facilities, indirect costs, and other components of
research budgets. Equipment and facilities are typi-
cally named as most responsible for increased
costs:4)

However, addressing these clirms is difficult,
because it is hard to define what is meant by the costs
of doing research. Research activities become
cheaper to complete with time, as long as the scope
of the problem and the standards of measurement do
not change. But this is not the way progress is made.
Advances in technology and knowledge are "en-
abling": they allow deeper probing of more complex
problems. This is an intrinsic challenge of research.

There is an extrinsic challenge as well. Experi-
ments are carried out in an environment that is
driven by competition. Competition is part of the
dynamic of a healthy research system. One sign of a

additum to those ciled previously. see Robert M Rosenrkeig. President, Association of Amercan Umversales, "Address to the President's
Opening Session, The (ieromological Society of America." Ord annual meeting. Poston, MA, Nov In, 199), John If Dutton and Lawson Crowe.
"Settmg Priorities Among Sciemilic Initiatives," American Sc waist, vol 70. No h, Noveirther-Dee;other Ip514. pp 599-601, Albert H
"Si:iennsts and Public Of In. ials Must Pursue Collaboration lo Set Research Priorities," The s(tenn.ct. vol. 4. No 1, Feb 5, 1990. pp 17, and Tina M
Kaarsherg and Robel I. Park. "Scientists Must FaLe the llnpleasant 'Fask of Setting Prionties,'' The (Vont( le of ikkher Education, vol 37, No 2.4,
ivb 20, p AS?

i"Nee Janke ii ciij. "hush's S, (ewe Atkisor usses Don. lining Value of R&D Dollars." ( 'herrn, ii & Enizineerrny Nen a. sol 08, No I 7, Apr 21,
p 10 17. c ,ent Ihe I mi../ ale h.otrie, ', op toonple 14. and )1A III1(ls ley.% at the University of MiLlogan and Standout l'inversity,
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healthy research system is that it can expand to
produce more research. "Needs" in the research
environment are thus open-ended.

Although competition exists in the research com-
munity, it does not necessarily drive down costs, as
would be expected in typical "markets." In an
earlier era, the chief cost of research was the annual
salary of the principal investigator (PI). Today, the
PI is often the head of a team with many players and
access to the latest research technologies. In the face
of inherent uncertainty about the eventual outcomes
of research,4' sponsors must apply various criteria in
predicting the likelihood of eventual project success,
such as access to sophisticated equipment or the
availability of appropriately trained personnel.
These criteria are often associated with higher rather
than lower costs. Success, therefore, often comes to
those who spend the most (especially if research
teams are relatively evenly matched). In fact, com-
petitive proposals are often the most expensive and
low bids can actually decrease a proposer's chance
of winning a grant. Because additional personnel
and sophisticated equipment are seen by sponsors as
being instrumental in the conduct of research, costs
are ultimately limited by what sponsors are willing
to spend.

oducts, or "outputs," of scientific research
have also traditionally defied measurement.42 Con-
sequently, the price of research measured in eco-
nomic termsthe cost per-unit outputis ex-
tremely difficult to estimate. Analysis using crude
measures of scientific "productivity" suggests that
the cost of producing a published paper or perform-
ing a given scientific measurement has decreased:
with less than double the investment per year since
1965, more than double the number of papers are
published today in academia, and more than double

the number of Ph.D. scientists are employed in the
academic sector.° By these measures, science has
grown more productive (and consequently the cost
per-unit output of research has decreased)." How-
ever, there is no metric to compare a "unit" of
today's research with one in the past.

Thus, "Are the costs of research going up?" is not
a useful question for policy purposes. Research
expenditures by the Federal Government are
awarded and accounted for on an annual basis. What
gets included in these expenditures can be modified
by adjusting the scale and pace of scientific research.
Especially for basic research, these factors are
variable, though the competition for personal and
institutional recognition pushes PIs toward larger
teams and more sophisticated instrumentation. In
mission-oriented science, the rate of research may be
dictated by pressing concerns (e.g., curbing the
AIDS epidemic is desired as quickly as possible).

For policy purposes, research costs equal expen-
ditures: if the Federal Government provides more
funds, "costs" will go up accordingly. A more
useful policy question might be: "Is Federal spend-
ing on individual components of research project
budgets reasonable?" The Federal Government will
tend to have a different point of view on this question
from the research performer. OTA h s explored both
perspectives.

Incomplete and murky data on research expendi-
tures complicate questions on the costs of research.
Analysis of Federal expenditures for the conduct of
research must factor what Federal agencies are
willing to spend for personnel, facilities, and instru-
mentation, while analysis of expenditures by re-
search performers is confounded by the expenditure
accounting schemes that vary from research institu-

41See, for exarnp ., Richard Nelson. "The Allocation of Rtsearch and Development Resources: Some Problem.s of Public Policy." Economics of
Research and Development, Richard Tybout (ed.) (Columbus, OH: Ohio State University Press, 1965),pp. 288-308. Nelson points out that ". . . research
and development has economic value because the information permits people to do things better, and sometimes to do things that they did not know
how to do before. .. (but] there is no simple way to evaluate the benefits society can expect from the knowledge created by different kinds of R&D.. .
(pp. 293-294). Also see Mansfield, op. cit., footnote 3.

42Published papers and patents have been used as proxies, but they cannot be standardized. See Susan E CozlellS, "Literature-Based Data in Research
Evaluation: A Manager's Guide to Bibliometrics." fmal report to the National Science Foundation. Sept. 18, 1989.

43011 the former, see II.D. White and K.W. McCain, "Bibliometrics," Annual Review of Information Science and Technology, vol. 24, 1989, pp.
119-186; and on the latter, National Science Board, op. cit., footnote 12, tables 5-17 and 5-30.

"However, even if one acccepts these definitions of research output, the productivity of research relative to other economic activities might still be
stagnant. Fconomist William Baurnol explains that research. due to the price of labor rather than increases in its productivity, has an " . inherent
tendency to rise in cost and price, persistently and cumulatively, relative to the costs and prices of the economy's other outputs." He warns that ".. . the
consequence may be an impediment to adequate funding of R&D activity, that is, to a level of funding consistent with the requirements of economic
efficiency and the general economic welfare." See W.1. Baumol et al., Productiviey and Americanlxadership. The Inng View (Cambridge. MA: MIT
Press, 1989). ch. 6, quotes from pp. 116, 124.
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Figure 1-8Estimated Cost Components of U.S. Academic R&D Budgets: 1958-88 (in billions of 1986 dollars)
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tion to research institution.° In addition, much of
the current debate over rising expenditures takes
place within a context of agency budget constraints
and pressures felt by research performers.

The most reliable data on Federal research expen-
ditures are availab';; from research agencies, and can
be analyied at two levels: 1) total Federal expendi-
tures for research, and 2) individual components of
research project budgets. OTA fmds that total
expenditures on individual components of grants
have risen over inflation, but not nearly at the rate for
total Federal expenditures for research (see kart:
1-8). Instead, growth in the size of the research work
force supported by the Federal Government seems to
account for the largest increase in Federal research
expenditures. Also, the largest component increases
of research project budgets are for salaries and
indirect costs.

SOURCE: Government-University-Industry Research Roundtable, Sd
ence and Tschnology In the Academic Entetprtsc Status,
Trands and Issues, (Washington, DC; National Academy Press,
1989), figure 2-43.

NOTE: Constant dollars were calculated using the GNP Impliclt Price
Deflator.

DEFINITION OF TERMS: Estimated personnel costs for senior aciantists
and radish' studonts include salaries and fringe benefits, such as
insurance and retirement contrIbutfrns. Mar &sat costs include
such budget Items as materials End supplies, travel, subcontractors,
com put.. services, publ loations, consulta nts, and participant support
costs. Indirect costs inelude general administration, department
administration, building operation and maintenanoe, depredat ion and
use, sponsored-research proleole administration, libraries, and stu-
dent-services administration. Equiptrusnt costs Include; 1) reported
expenditures of separately budgeted current funds for the purchase
research equipment, nd 2) estima led ospi tat expenditures forfixed or
built-In research equipment. Fadlitias costs include estimated capital
expenditures for research facilities, Including facilities constructed to
house scientific apparatus.

DATA: National Science Foundation, Division of Polley Research End
Analysis. Database: CASPAR. Some of the data within this
database are est ima les, Incorporated where there are discontinui-
ties within delta series or gaps in data collection. Primary data
source:National Science Foundation, Division of Science Resource
Studies, "Survey of Scientific and Engineering Expenditures at
Universities and Colleges"; National Institutes of Health; American
Association of University Professors; National Association of State
Universities and Land Grant Colleges.

Trends in Components of Total
Federal Research Expenditures

Analyzing Federal expenditures for specific line
items of research budgets reveals interesting trends
(again see figure 1-8). First, reimbursements for
indirect costs are the fastest growing portion of
Federal research expenditures. Indirect costs is a
term that stands for expenses that research institu-
tions can claim from the Federal Government for
costs that cannot be directly attributed to a single
research project, i.e., they are distributed over many
investigators who share research infrastructure and
administrative support. Federal support for indirect
costs has increased since the 1960s, with the largest
increases in the late 1960s and the 1980s. In 1958,
indirect cost billings comprised 10 to 15 percent of
Federal academic R&D funding. By 1988, that share
had risen to roughly 25 percent.° In addition, some
agencies allow more than other agencies in indirect
costs. For example, in 1988, the indirect cost as a
percent of the total R&D expenditures allowed at

45For an attempt to compare expenditures at two public and two private universities associated with the performance of National Science
Foundation-funded research, see 0 W. Baughman, "Impact of Inflation on Research Expenditures of Selected Academic Disciplines 1967-1983," report
to the National Science Foundation and the National Center for Educational Statistics, NSF/PLN 8017815, Nov. 8, 1985. Also see Daniel E. Koshland,
"The Underside of Overhead," Science, vol. 249. May 11,1990, p. 3; and "The Overhead Question,' letters in response to Koshland's editorial,Science,
vol. 249, July 6. 1990, pp. 10-13.

46National Science Foundation. The Stale of Acadenth. Science and Engineering (Washington, DC: 1990), p. 121.
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These scientists are In an Ion beam laboratory at the
University of Michigan. Research often requires state-of-

the-art equipment.

NIH was 30 percent, whereas it was less than 24
percent for NSF (a proportion unchanged since the
mid-1980s).47

Second, increasing numbers of investigators and
rising salaries (and the benefits that go with them)
have driven up the price of the personnel componcnt
of direct costs. University personnel speak of the
increased competition for faculty with other sectors
of the economy, and note that faculty salaries have
been rising significantly over inflation during the
last decade. The average total compensation (sala-
ries and benefits) for academic Ph.D.s in the natural
sciences and engineering increased from $59,000

(1988 dollars) ih 1981 to more than $70,000 in 1988.
In the same period, the number of full-time equiva-
lent scientists and engineers employed in academic
settings rose steadily from about 275,000 to almost
340,000.48

Third, Federal support for academic research
equipment alone increased from $0.5 billion in 1968
(1988 dollars) to $0.9 billion in 1988. Despite
pronounced increases and improvements in equip-
ment stocks in the 1980s, 36 percent of department
heads still describe their equipment as inadequate (to
conduct state-of-the-art research). This is in part due
to the reduction in the obsolescence time of equip-
ment and instrumentation use since the late 19708,49

Finally, the Federal share of all capital expendi-
tures for academic facilities (which include both
research and teaching facilities) has never topped
one-third. Now it is less than 10 percent.5° For
university research facilities alone, the Federal
Government provided an estimated 11 and 16
percent, respectively, of private and public. univer-
sity capital expenditures in 1988-89. The govern-
ment also supports research facilities through depre-
ciation, operation, and maintenance charges
accounted for in the indirect cost rate. In 1988, the
Federal Government supplied nearly $1 billion to
support university infrastructure. Almost 20 percent
was for facilities depreciation, while the rest was
recovered for operation and maintenance cosis.51

Academic administrators claim that with growing
frequency, aging laboratories and classroom build-
ings falter and break down,52 and many claim that
facility reinvestment has not kept pace with growing
needs. However, the picture is not clear. For
example, when asked by NSF, a majority of the
research administrators and deans at the top 50

p. 142; and Association of American Universities, Indirect Costs Associated With Federal Support of Research on University Campuses: Some
Suggestions for Change (Washington, DC: December 1988).

4$Government-University-lndustry Research Roundtable, Science and Technology in the Academic Enterprise: Status, Trends, and Issues
(Washington. DC: National Academy Press, October 1989), pp. 2-34 and 2-47, based on National Science Foundation data.

'National Science Foundation, Academic Research Equipment in Selected SciencelEngineering Fields: 1982-83 to 1985-86, SKS 88-D1
(Washington, DC: June 1988).

50For public universities, 50 to 60 percent of the facilities funds come from the States, and 30 percent from bond issues. For private universities, roughly
oue-third comes from the Federal Government, while another one-third is frOm donations. See Michael Davey, Bricks and Mortar: A Summaryand
Analysis of Proposals to Meet Research Facilities Needs on College Computes (Washington, DC: Cengicssional Research Service, 1987).

510ver the period 1982 to 1988. the Federal support of university intrigrrnPrure grew by over 70 percent in real terms. These figures are presented
in "Enhancing Research and Expanding the Human Frontier,' op. cit., footnotf: 26, pp. 61-62. The document further states that: "Each academic
institution must provide a certification that its reseuch facilities are adequate (to perform the research proposed) as a condition of accepting tesearch
grants." The ". . . $12 billion of needed, but unfunded capital projects. . . ." reported in the National Science Foundation surveys of univasities ". . . has
not had an apparent effect on the ability of universities to accept Federal research funds."

52Karen Grassmuck, "Colleges Scramble for Money to Reduce Huge Maintenance Backlog. Estimated to Exceed $70 Billion; New Federal Help Seal
Unlikely," The Chronicle of Higher Education. vol. 37, No. 6, Oct. 10. 1990, pp. Al. A34.
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research universities replied that their facilities were
"good to excellent," whereas a majority of the
research administrators and deans in the schools
below the top 50 estimated that their facilities were
"fair to poor."53

The crux of the facilities problem is that research
and academic centers can always use new or
renovated buildings, but how much is enough? Even
though "need" may not be quantified in the
different sectors of the research enterprise, a demand
certainly exists. For example, when NSF solicited
proposals for a $20 million program in 1989 to
address facilities needs, it received over 400 propos-
als totaling $300 million in requests.54

Federal Policy Responses to Increased Demand

Many Federal agencies have experimented with
grant-reducing measures, such as the salary caps
required by Congress and temporarily imposed by
NSF and N1H, the ceilings on indirect costs currently
in place at USDA, the elimination of cost-blind
reviews of proposals in some research programs at
NIH, the limitation of funds supplied in new grants
to researchers with multiple Federal grants at the
National Institute of General Medical Sciences, and
the institution of fixed-price grants in some NSF
programs.55 Congress could pursue permanent
gant-reducing measures to slow or limit increases in
research expenditures on individual research grants.
However, it may not be an appropriate Federal role
to dictate specific allowable costs in research
projects. In general, allowing market forces to
determine costs has been a tradition in Federal
policy.

Instead, greater cost-accountability could be en-
couraged. One benefit of cost-accountability could
be incentives for performers to spend less than what
was targeted in project budgets, and greater tlexibil-

ity in expenditures for performers (e.g., researchers
could be encouraged to use the money saved one
year in the next year, a so-called no-cost extension).
Within such cost-accountability measures, Congress
might also direct the agencies to experiment with
cost-containment schemes and to evaluate their
effectiveness.

Greater cost-acountability is especially important
in the calculation of indirect cost rates. At present,
the guidelines for calculating costs are detailed in
conjunction with OMB Circular A-21 and have been
in force since 1979. Every major research university
has an indirect rate established for the current fiscal
year for recovery of costs associated with sponsored
research. These rates have evolved over many years
as a result of direct interaction and negotiation with
the cognizant Federal agency. There is a wide range
of indirect costs rates among universities, with most
noticeable difterences between public and private
institutions (rates tend to be higher at private
institutions). Rates vary because of: 1) significant
differences in facilities-related expenditures, 2) un-
derrecovery by some universities, 3) imposition of
limits by some government agencies in the negotia-
tion process, and 4) diversity in assigning compo-
nent expenditures as direct or indirect.56

However, confusion around what is contained in
the indirect cost rate is getting worse, not better. This
reflects, in part, the difficulty of separating expendi-
tures along lines of research, instrtr.tion, and other
functions." Recent investigations by the Office of
Naval Research and the House Committee on
Energy and Commerce have also uncovered signifi-
cant variation in the accounting of indirect costs by
the cognizant Federal agencies and reseatch univer-
sities.58 These differences Fhould be sorted out, and
more explicit and understandable guidelines de-
vised.

"National Science Foundation, Scientific and Engineering Research Facilities a Universities and Colleges. 1988, NSF 88-320 (Washington, DC:
September 19M, p. 26

54Sce Jelly ervis. "institutions Resprnd in Large Nunibers to Tiny Faciles Program a' 4111, NSF," The Scientist, vol. 4, No. 8, Apr. 16, 1990,
2.

"For a discussion of various ovt.ons, sex Barbara I. Culliton, "N1H Readies Plat) for Cost Containment," Science, vol. 250, Nov. 30, 1990, pp.
1198-1199; and Colleen C.).iies, "Universities Fear Thai U.S Will 1,inut Payments for Overhead Costs Incurred by Researchers," The Chronicle of
Higher Education, vol 37, No 3, Nov 21, 1990, pp. A19, A21.

SnAc.srwiation of Amencan Universities, op. cit.. footnote 1.7.

'Meanor C' Thomas and Leonard L. Lederman, National Sciencr Founuation, Directorate for Scientific, Technological, and International Affairs,
"Indirect Costs of Federally Funded Academic Research," unpubbshed piper. Aug. 3, 1984, p. I.

"See Marcia Baimaga, "Stanford Sails Into a Storm," Science, vol. 250. Dec. 21, 1990. p. 1651; "Government Inquiry," Stanford Observer,
November-December 1990. pp 1 13, Colleen Cordes, "Concedmg 'Shortcomings,' Stanford To Forgo mow in Overhead on U.S. Contracts," The
Chronicle of Higher Education, Jan. 30, :1, vol 37, No. 20, pp. A19, A22; and Colleen Cordes, "Stanford U. Embroiled ir Angry Controversy on
Overhead Cluuges," The ('hronic ol of Higher Education, Feb 6, 1991, vol. 37, No. 21, pp. Al. A20-A21.
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It is also important to stress accuracy in develop-
ing estimates of costs for megaprojects. When the
Federal Government "buys" a megaproject, the
initial investment seems to represent a point of no
return. Once the go, no-go decision has been made
at the national level, the commitment is expected to
be honored. However, criteria for consideration in
the funding of a science megaproject could conceiv-
ably include: startup and maintenance costs, cost of
unanticipated delay, cost of users' experiments, and
likely changes in the overall cost of the project from
initial estimate to completion. Some estimates for
science megaprojects double before the construction
is even begun, and costs of operating a big science
facility once it is completed ne sometimes not
considered.59

Megaprojects will always be selected through a
political process because of their scale, lumpiness,
and incommensurability. Since their costs, espe-
cially in following years, ATect other disciplines'
abilities to start new, large projects, megaprojects
could well be considered as candidates for crosscut-
ting, priority-setting analysis before the practical
point of no return. As the National Academy of
Sciences' report on budget priorities reminds:
' it is necessary to specify the institutioas,
individuals, and organiza'ions that wW be served;
[and] the costs . of the program."6° The cost of
investment for the Federal Government is an impor-
tant criterion to apply to all scientific research,
including megaprojects.

Perf,armer Expectations
1101

Not all problems in recearch costs c be ad-
dressed by the Federal Government, Many research..
ers point to hither expvL.:ations, which require more

spending, and competition in the university environ-
ment. In the academic environment, researchers are
asked today to publish more papers, shepherd more
graduate students, and bring in more Federal funding
than their predecessors.61 If they do not meet these
expectations, some report a sense of failure.62 This
is true even if they have succeeded, but not by as
much or as quickly as they had hoped.

To boost research productivity and to compete
with other research teams, faculty attempt to lever-
age their time with the help of postdoctoral fellows,
nontenure track rtsearchers, and graduate students
who are paid lesser salaries. Due to the shortage of
faculty positions for the numbers of graduate stu-
dents produced, young Ph.D.s have been willing to
take these positions in orila to remain active
researchers. This availability of "cheap labor" is
seen by many senior researchers and their institu-
tions as the only way they can make ends meet in
competing for grants.63 This is a trend toward an
"industrial model," where project teams are larger
and responsibilities are more distinct within the
group.64 While the expenditures charged to an
individual grant may be less (since more grants may
be required to support the diverse work of the group),
the overall cost of supporting a PI and the larger
group are greater.65

Some experiments have been attempted on U.S.
campuses to 'emper till drive for more research
publications (as a measure of productivity). For
exw.nple, at Harvard Medical School, faculty are
alk wed to list only five ftlications for considera-
tion in tenure reviews, war similar numbers set for

59For example, see Kuntz, op. cit., footnote 31; and David P. Ifamilton, 'The SSC 114es on a Lite of Its Own," Science, vol, 249, Aug. 17, 1990,
pp. 371-372.

°National Academy of Sciences, up. cit., footnote 6, p. 11.

61This is especially true in entrepreneurial research areas such es biotechnology. See Henry Etztowitz. "Entrepreneurial Scientists and Entreprenewial
Universities in American Academic Science," Minerva, vol. 21, summer-autumn 1983, pp. 198-233.

6-Science: The End of the Frontier? op. footnote 14.

631-abor economist Alan vechter, Exetative Director, Office of "cientific and Engineering Personnel, National Research Council, writes:
"... personnel costs constitute roughly 45 percent o: total costs and ... this percentage has remained reasonably stable over tnne. Given that salaries
of faculty (i.e., principal investigator's) have br LI rising during the 1980s, this sugg.-4t.s that the staffing pattern of research projects has been changing,
with the input of Pls decreasing relative to . . other, less expensive resources. Thee is son), evidence to support this hypothesis in the report of GUIRR
(GovernmenV lniversity-lodustry Research Roundtable] . (that] finds ia cadernia an increasing ratio of nonfaculty to faculty," personal
communicatioi Nov. 15, 1990. See Goverrurient-Universi.y-Industry Resear A Roundtable. op. cit., footnote 48.

:4Elsewhere this has been called the "industrialization" of science, or ". a new collectivized form in which characteristics of both the academic
and indIstrialized modns are intenningle4." See John Zirnan,An Introduction tc Sciente Studies (Cambndge, England: Ounbridge University Press,
1984), p. 132 (elaborated below).

°Noted at OTA Work.shop on the Costs of Research and Federal Dscisioumaking, July 19, 1990.
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other promotions.66 Thus, the quality and impor-
tance of the candidate's selected set of papers is
stressed, though measuring these characteristics
remains controversia1.67 However, strong incentives
militate against reducing research volume. Most
overhead is brought into the university by a small
number of research professors. (At Stanford, 5
percent of the faculty bring in over one-half of the
indirect cost dollars.) Any measure that would
reduce grant awards and publications produced by
these investigators would deprive the university of
revenues. In fact, many universities in tight financial
straits try to maximize the level of research volume."

The Federal Government must seek to understand
better the trends in expenditures in the research
environmentespecially variations across institu-
tional settingsand craft government policies to
allocate resources effectively. Reliable analyses of
research expenditures at all of the Federal agencies
are not available. Future studies of expenditures
should look not only at the economic forces that
increase (and decrease) research expenditures, but
also at the sociology of research organizations,
including the demography of research teams and
institutional policies for sponsored projects."

Federal agencies clearly must understand increas-
ing demands to fund research, as research uMversi-
ties and laboratories are an invaluable resource for
the United States. Devising mechanisms for coping
with research expenditures is one of the central
challenges to the Federal system for funding re-
search in the 1990s.

ISSUE 3: Adapting Lducaticm and Human
Resources "lo Meet Changing
Ncec.ls

Summary

Three issues are central to education and
human resources for the research work force:

Recent projections of shortages of Ph.D.
researchers in the mid-1990s have spurred

_-. . -

urgent calls to augment Ph.D. production in the
United States. OTA believes that the likeli-
hood of these projections being realized is
overstated, and that these projections alone are
poor grounds on which to base public policy.
For instance, they assume continued growth in
demand in both academic and industrial sec-
tors, independent of the level of Federal
funding. In both this and previous OTA work,
however, OTA has indicated the value to the
Nationregardless of employment opportuni-
ties in the research sectorof expanding the
number and diversity of students in the educa-
tional pipeline (K-12 and undergraduate) for
science and engineering, preparing graduate
students for career paths in or outside of
research, and, if necessary, providing retrain-
ing grants for researchers to move more easily
between research fields.

2. Total participation in science and engi-
neering can be increased if the opportunities
and motivation of presently underparticipating
groups (e.g., women, minorities, and research-
ers in some geographic locations) are ad-
dressed. Federal legislation has historically
played an important role in recruiting and
retaining these groups. Also, "set-aside" pro-
grams (which offer competitive research grants
to targeted groups) and mainstream discipli-
nary programs are tools that can enlarge,
sustain, and manage the diversity of people and
:nstitutions in the research system.

3. Research in many fields of science and
engineering is moving toward a larger, more
"industrial" model, with specialized responsi-
bilities and the sharing of infrastructure. In
response, the Federal Government may wish to
acknowledge changes in the composition of
research groups and to enhance the opportuni-
ties and rewards for postdoctorates, nontenure
track researchers, and others.

Mc National tit 11k Fullthidt1011 110111 IIIIIIh 111C 1111ifihtl Ill 1411111L.IiI0IIN It Vein coll.sidt'f, ;Is evidence of an applic ant's track record, in reviewing
giant propo%als See Da% uI P Hamilton, "Vithlistiing By aild flu' the tiunitter%,' St win e vol 250. Dee 7. 1q90, pp 1111-1112

'See ( al , "I it clime Citation Katt-, 'onipare tk iernhts' Work, St tem 9 Re tea', 1. No 4, 1975, pp 1.0 InS, and A 1.
Poing et al , .11.1110th Mid k R11111 11/4 Progres% Comparing Bibliornen it Measuiec WI St. itliIht hidgMeith." tentffinetru I, vol I gliX. pp
Mt 1.14
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Discussion

The graduate science and engineering (s/e) educa-
tion system in the United States, especially at the
doctoral level, is the envy of the world. Foreign
nationals continue to seek graduate degrees from
U.S. institutions at an ever-growing rate." From
1977 to 1988, the number of Ph.D.s awarded in s/e
by U.S. universities increased by nearly 50 percent71
(for a breakdown by field and decade, see figure
1-9). This exemplary production of Ph.D.s continues
a noble tradition abetted by Federal research and
education legislation.

With passage of the National Defense Education
Act of 1958 (Public Law 85-864) in the wake of the
Sputnik launch, the Federal Government became a
pivotal supporter of pre- and postdoctoral science,
engineering, and indeed, non-s/e students.72 Addi-
tional programs were soon established by NSF,
NASA, NIH, and other Federal agencies. This period
of growth in Federal programs offering fellowships
(portable grants awarded directly to students for
graduate study) and traineeships (grants awarded to
institutions to build training capacity) was followed
by decreases in the 1970s.73 In s/e, this decline was
offset by the rise in the number of research
assistantships (RAs) for student !! awarded on Fed-
eral research grants to their mentors.

During the 1980s, RAs became the principal
mechanism of graduate s/e student support, increas-
ing at 5 percent per annum since 1980, except in
agricultural sciences where RAs hawl actually de-
clined. (A comparison of the types of graduate
student Federal support, 1969 and 1988, is presented

in figure 1-10474 This trend is consistent with the
growing "research intensiveness" of the Nation's
universities: more faculty report research as their
primary or secondary work activity, an estimated
total in 1987 of 155,000 in academic settings.75

Thus, the Federal Government has historically
played both a direct and indirect role in the
production and employment of s/e Ph.D.s. Both as
the primary supporter of graduate student stipends
and tuition, and as a patron, mainly through research
grants, the Federal Government has effectively
intervened in the doctorate labor market and helped
shape the research work force.

Supplying the Research Work Force

The U.S. graduate research and education system
trains new researchers and skilled personnel for all
sectors of the Nation's work force (and arguably for
some counties abroad). Since 1980, NSF estimates
that the total s/e work force (all degrees) has grown
at 7.8 percent per year, which is four times the annual
rate of growth in total employment. Scientists and
engineers represented 2.4 percent of the U.S. work
force in 1976 and 4.1 percent in 1988.76

While new s/e Ph.D.s have traditionally been
prepared for faculty positions in academiaalmost
80 percent were employed in this sector in 198777
in broad fields such as engineering and disciplines
such as computer science the demand for technical
labor outside of academia is great. Other fields, like
chemistry, benefit from having a large set of
potential academic and industrial employment op-
portunities, This diversity makes any labor market

'0See National Science Board, op. cit.. footnote 12, p.55; and National Research Council,Foreign and Foreign-Born Engineers in the United States
(Washington, DC: National Academy Press. 1988). Although OTA uses the shorthand "scientists and engineers," it recognizes the range of fields
represented by the term. They are encompassed by the degree-granting categories in the National Science Foundation's Science Resources Studies
reports: engineering, physical sciences, environmental sciences, mathematical sciences. computerfmformation sciences, life (biological/agricultural)
sciences, psychology, and social sciences.

"National Science Foundation, Science and Engineering Doctorates. 1960-89, NSF 90-320 (Washington, DC: 1990), table I.
TzFor details. sec U.S Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Demographic Trends and the Scientific and Engineering Work huce,

OTA-TM-SET-35 (Washington. DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, December 1985).pp. 44-49.
"Association of American Uni lersities, The Ph.D. Shortage: The Federal Role (Washington, DC: Jan. 11, 1990), pp. 15-16.
141f plotted by gender, this figure would look quite different. Traditionally, women have not received as many fellowships and trainceships as rnen

or foreign students on temporary visas, are more dependent on personal or family rtmourees during graduate study, and suffer higher attrition before
completing the Ph.D. See U.S. Congress. Office of Technology Assessment. Educating Scientists and Engineers Grade School to Grad School,
01A-SET-377 (Washington. DC: U.S. Government Printing Office. June 1988), pp. 79-80; and National Science Potmdution. Women and Minorities
in Science and Engineering. NSF 90-301 (Washington, DC: January 1990), pp. 23-24.

"National Science Board, op. cit., footnote 12, pp. 46, 37. These 155.000 represented 37 percent of the doctorate scientists and ensineeis enn.loyed
in the United States in 1987

761bid., p 67 Among Ph.D.s, the ratio of employed srientrsts to engineers is 5 to 1.
77Ibid.. app. table 5-19.
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Figure 1-9--Percentage Distribution of Doctorates by
Science and Engineering Field: 1960-89 (by decade)
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a Degrees In computer science were not awarded until the late-1970s;
before then, compu1er thence was counted with mathematical sciences.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Science and Engineering Doctor-
ates; 1960-89, NSF 90-320 (Washington, DC: 1990), detailad
statistical tables, table 1.

fluid and its forecasting difficult, but the major
components can be analyzed.78

Based on changing demographics and historical
trends in baccalaureate degrees, some studies have
projected that the scientific community will face a
severe shortage in its Ph.D. research work force
during the 1990s." However, there are pitfalls in the
methodologies employed in these projections of
Ph.D. employment demand." Predicting the de-

Figure 1-10--Federal Support of Science and
Engineering Graduate Students, 1969 and 1988

(by type of support)
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NOTE: Fellowships and tralneeships were not reported separately in 1969.

SOURCE: National Sdence Board, Science and Engineering Indicatort--
1989, NSB 89-1 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1989!, appendix table 2-18; and National Sdence
Foundation, Graduat Student Support and Manpower Re-
sourcos in Graduate Science Education, Fall 1969, NSF 70-40
(Washington DC: 1970), table C-11 a.

mand for academic researchers must also account for
enrollment and immigration trends, anticipated ca-
reer shifts and retirements, and the intentions of new
entrants, as well as shifting Federal priorities and
available research funding. All of these are subject
to change, and may vary by institution, field, and
region of the countly.81 In addition, OTA questions

71For examples, see Ei ken 1. Collins, "Meeting the Scientific and Technical Staffing Requirements of thc American Economy," Science and Public

Policy, vol. 15. No. 5, October 1988, pp. 335-342; and National Research Council, The Effects on Quality of Adjustments in Engineering Labor Markets

(Washington. DC: National Academy Press, 1988).
79See Richard C. Atkinson. "Supply and Demand for Scientists and Engineers: A National Crisis in the Making," Science, vol. 246, Apr. 27, 1990,

pp 425-432.

wlndeed, shortages may not be the biggest concern Changes in demographic composition and quality of graduates may be more problematic. For

a discussion, ACC Howard P. Thckman, "Supply, Human Capital, and the Average Quality Level of the Science and Engineering Labor Force,"

Economics of Education Review, vol. 7, No 4, 1988, pp. 405-421.

liFor example, sec Ted J.K . Yowl, "Studies of Academic Markets and Careers. An Historical Review," Academic Labor Markets and Careers, D.W.

Breneman and Ted 1.K. 'foal (eds.) (Philadelphia, PA. The Falmer Press, 1988), pp. 8.27.
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the ability of statistical analyses to predict future
demand for s/e Ph.D.s, espftially as responses to
market signals and other sucietal influences are
known to adjust both interest and opportunities.
Even without the prospect of a slackening economy
in the 1990s, such projections would be unreliable.
Given the track record of these forecasting tools,
they are poor grounds alone on which to base public
policy.82

Noting the uncertainty of projections, OTA finds
that concentration on the preparedness of the pipe-
line to produce Ph.D.s (i.e., increasing the number of
undergraduates earning baccalaureates in s/e) by
introducing flexibility into the system is tne most
robust policy. If shortages begin to occur in a
particular field, not only should graduate students be
encouraged to complete their degrees (i.e., reducing
attrition), but prepared undergraduates should be
induced, through various proven Federal support
mechanisms, to pursue a Ph.D.83 Those scientists
who would have otherwise left the field might stay
longer, those who had already left might return, and
graduate students in nearby fields could migrate to
the field experiencing a shortage. If shortages do not
materialize, then the Nation's work force would De
enhanced by the availability of additional highly
skilled workers.

OTA believes there are initiatives that maintain
the readiness of the educational pipeline to respond

to changing demands for researchers and that
enhance the diversity of career opportunities
sectors and rolesfor graduates with s/e Ph.D.s."
Congress could urge NSF and the other research
agencies to intensify their efforts to maintain a
robust educational pipeline for scientific researchers
(and to let the labor market adjust Ph.D. employ-
ment). Funding could be provided for undergraduate
recruitment and retention programs, for grants to
induce dedicated faculty to teach underwaduates,
and for the provision of faculty retraining grants.85

Expanding Diversity and Research Capacity

Trends in the award of s/e degrees attest to 20
years of steady growth in human resources (see
figure 1-11). These data are a sustained record of
scientific education at the Ph.D. level. However, the
benefits of this education do not accrue equally to all
groups, and therefore to the Nation. Women and
U.S. racial and ethnic minorities, despite gains in
Ph.D, awards through the 1970s and 1980s, lag the
participation of white males. Relative to their
numbers in both the general and the undergraduate
populations, women and minorities (and the physi-
cally disabled) are underparticipating in the research
work force." Meanwhile, foreign nationals on
temporary visas are a growing proportion of s/e
Ph.D, recipients (and about one-half are estimated to
remain in the United States),"

"DTA reached this conclusion after exar icting the performance of various models of academic and industrial labor markets. See Office of Technology
Assessment, op. cit., footnote 72, especially chs. 3 and 4. Recent independent confumation of this conclusion appears in Alan Pechter, "Engineering
Shortages and Shortfalls: Myths and Realities," The Bridge, fall 1990, vol. 20, pp. 16-20.

"See Office of Technology Assessment, op. cit., footnote 74.

"See two reports: U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Elementaq and Secondary Education for Science and Engineering,
OTA-TM-SET-41 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, December 1988); and Higher Education for Science and Engineering,
OTA-TM-SET-52 (Washington, DC: U.S. novernment Printing Office, March 1989).

"The National Science Foundation, as prescribed in their enabling legislation, is equally responsible for science education and the support of the
Nation's basic research. It has gradually expanded its programs, long focased on the graduate end of the pipeline, to address issues in undergraduate
and K-12 educanon. For example, see National Science Foundation, Research on Key Issues in Science and Engineering Education: Targeted Program
Solicitation, NSF 90-149 (Washington, DC: 1990). Perhaps faculty retraining program, both to highlight changes in educational strategies and
developments in research, should be considered. Retraining has been acknowledged as important for maintaining the engineering work force, and
retraining grants have been provided in some programs within the Department of Defense and other agencies. Additional research retrainirg grants could
certainly be financed by the research agencies and perhaps administered through the Federal laboratories. Retraining for teaching would fall primarily
to universities that wish to improve the classroom (i.e., undergraduate) teaching of its faculty. See National Research Council, op. cit., footnote 78, and
Neal Lane, "Educational Ciallenges and Opportunities," Human Resources in Science and Technology: Improving U.S. Competitiveness, Proceedings
of a Policy Symposium for Government, Academia, and Industry, Mar. 15-16, 1990, Washington, DC, Betty Vetter and Eleanor Babco (eds.)
(Wa.sh4ngton, DC: Commission on Professional in Science and Technology, July 1990), pp. 92-99.

"Degrees alone tell an incomplete story of future supply of scientists and engineers. For example, college attendance rates of 18- to 21-year-olds vary
by gender and race. Since 1972, 35 to 40 percent of whites of both sexes in the cohort have attended college with Black rates in the 25 to 30 percent
range. By 1988, female attendance exceeded that of males and was rising, whereas male attendance of both races peaked in 1986-87 and declined
thereafter. Sec National Science Board, op. cit., footnote 12, p. 50, tigure 2-2.

s7For an overview, see Commission on Professionals in Science and Technology, Measuring National Needs /or Scientist: to the Year 2000, Report
of a Workshop. Nov. 30-Dec. I, 1988 (Washington, DC: July 1989), pp. 20-24. For more on graduate engineering education, see Elinor Barber et al.,
Choosing Futures. S and Foreign Student Views of Graduate Engineering Education (New York, NY: Institute of International Education, 1990).
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force adjusts to changing fiscal conditions anti
funding of research. As OTA found in an earlier
study, ". . . equal opportunity for participation in
higher education and in research for all groups is a
long-term social goal that will be achieved only with
steady national commitment and investments."88
Congress could amend the Higher Education Act
(reauthorization is scheduled for the 102d Congress)
and the Science and Engineering Equal Opportuni-
ties Act to add provisions that address diversity in
research and science education funding, and empha-
si_Ze undergraduate teaching opportunities at certain
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alOffice of Technology Msessment, op. cit , footnote 74, p. 101.

"For the scope of currern provisions, see Miugot A. Schenet, Congressional Research Service. "Higher Education: Reauthorirstion of the Higher
Education Act," Witt Brief, May 15, 1990: and Public Law 96-516, 94 Stat. 3010, Section ll, Science and Engineering Equal Opportunities AAA, Part
II, all amended by Public l_aw 99 159, 1982,
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this particular realm of human resources, market
forces alone will not increase the participation of
these groups. Policy intervention is required and
Congress is empowered to intervene.

The capacity of the research system could also be
augmented by encouraging "have-not" institutions
to concentrate excellence in select research pro-
grams (departments and centers) and build from
there. Attempting to enter the top ranks of federally
funded research-intensive universities through
across-the-board enhancement of all research pro-
grams may lead to each program being unable to
garner enough support to improve research capabil-
ity. Various programs that address geographical
diversity, such as the NSF Experimental Program to
Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCoR), or
greater consideration of geography in funding allo-
cation within the portfolios of mainstream scientific
merit-based programs, could build research capacity
that benefits States and regions as well as the Nation
as a whole.

Research and Education in Flux

Calls for the reform of higher education in the 21st
century are now emanating from many presidents of
research universities.% These calls center on im-
proved undergraduate education and a better balance
between research and teaching. Many see a need to
change the reward system of the university, since
asking universities to augment the teaching of
undergraduates may be misplaced if faculty continue
to view this as a drain on time that would be better
spent doing research.9i

The tension between resea:ch and teaching is
perpetuated by the provision of funds meant to
improve both the institution's research performance
and teaching capability. A common perception
during the 1960s was that Federal dollars that
supporteu research also benefited undergraduate

teaching because these top researchers would com-
municate their excitement about developments "at
the laboratory bench" to undergraduate and gradu-
ate students alike, In the 1980s, with the separation
between research and undergraduate education be-
coming more pronounced, the connection between
research progress and the cultivation of human
resources grew more tenuous.92 These calls for
increased undergraduate teaching by faculty seek to
alter an academic research and teaching model in the
United States that is already under strain.

The predominant mode of academic research in
the natural sciences and engineering begins with a
research group that includes a PI (most often a
faculty member), a number of graduate students, one
or several postdoctoral scientists, technicians, and
perhaps an additional nonfaculty Ph.D. researcher.
While this group may be workilg on a single
problem funded by one or two grants, subsets of the
group may work on different but related problems
funded simultaneously by multiple project grants.
(In the social sciences, the groups tend to be smaller,
often numbering only the faculty member and one to
two graduate students.)

In addition, the dominant model to launch a career
as a young scientist is movement from one research
university to another with an assistant professorship,
the attainment of a first Federal research grant, and
the re-creation of the mentor's professional lifestyle
(e.g., independent laboratory, graduate students,
postdoctorates). For an institution to subscribe to
this model tends to shift much of the actual
responsibility for awarding tenure from the depart-
ment faculty to the Federal Government. While
university officials say there is ". . . no fixed time in
which researchers ale expected to become self-
sufficient through outside grants . . . researchers
who have failed to win such grants are less likely to

90Prominent among thctn arc the two m.stitutions that DCA studied as part of this assessment, Stanford and Michigan. See Karen Grassmuck, "Some
Research UMversitie,s Contemplate Sweeping Changes, Ranging From Management and Tenure to Teaching Methods," The Chronicle of Higher
Education, vol. 37, No. 2. Sept. 12, 1990, pp. Al, A29-31.

911'his would include nothing less than a redefinition of faculty scholarship that includes teaching. See Ernest L. Boyer, Scholarship Reconsidered:
Priorities of the Professoriate (Princeton, NJ: The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1990). Also see Alliance for Undergraduate
EducatMn, The Freshman Year in Science and Engineering: Old Problems. New Perspectives for Research Universities (University Park, PA: 1990).

92See Anthony B. Maddox and Renee P. Smith-Maddox, "Developing Graduate School Awareness for Engineering and Science: A Model,"Journal
of Negro Education, vol. 59. No. 2, 1990. pp. 479-490 This connection wa.s also highlighted when institutions of higher education receiving Federal
a.ssistance were required to provide certain information on graduation rates, reported by program and field of study. See Public Law 101-542, Title
IStudent Right-To-Know, Stat. 2381-2384, Nov. 8, 1990, p. 104.
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Seventh graders observe research In a "cleanroom.'

earn tenure than their colleagues who have found
such support. "93

There is doubtless a role for universities to play in
the diversification of research careers of recent
Ph.D.s. New Ph.D.s find it difficult to entertain
alternative opportunities if they have no experience
with them. Thus, programs that offer a summer in a
corporate laboratory or part of an academic year at
a 4-year liberal arts college can help advanced
graduate students visualize working in settings other
than the university. Arrangements that link an
HBCU or liberal arts college to a research university

11

<
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Seeing science at work Is Important for all age groups.

or national laboratory stretch the resources and
experience of both participating institutions.94

New Models: University and Federal

Other models of education could be encouraged
that feature a greater sharing of resources (e.g.,
equipment and space) and people (e.g., doctoral
students, nonfaculty researchers, and technicians).
Models that stress research in units other than
academic departments, research in rwnacadernic
sectors, and nonresearch roles in academia could be
entertained. Some Federal research agencies already

91S ce Debra E. Blum. " Younger Scientists Peel Big Pressure in Battle for Orants," The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 37, No. 4, Sept. 26, 1990,

p Mo. As one researcher puts it: "Leading universities should make their own decisions about wbo their faculty are going to be, and not leave it to
the study sections of NIH." Quoted in David Wheeler, "Biomedical Researchers Seek New Sources of Aid for Young Sckntists," The Chronicle of
Higher Education, vol. 36, No. 42, July 5, 1990, p. A23.

"lb date, such arrangements have been most common in undergraduate engineering. One coalition, spearhesded by a 5-year $15 million National
Science Foundation grant, will establish a communications network for information dissemination, faculty exchange, workshops, and outreach to
elementary. secondary, and community college students. The participating universities are City College of New York., Howard, Maryland, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Morgan State, Pennsylvania State, and Washington. See "NSF Announces MultiMillion Dollar Grants to Form Engineering
Education Coalitions," NSF Nrws, Oct. 9, 1990.
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recognize the development of this form of teamwork
in their funding programs and support of the research
infrastructure. For example, these models are institu-
tionalized in the centers programs sponsored by
NSF. Centers, which support individual researchers
(as faculty and mentors) as well, may represent a
new way of doing business for NSF. Centers are also
featured at NIH intra- and extramurally; at the
laboratories affiliated with DOD, DOE, and NASA;
and at the agricultural experiments stations funded
through block grants by USDA.95

Research in general is becoming increasingly
interdisciplinary, i.e., it requires le meshing of
different specializations to advance a research
area." Academic departments house specialists by
discipline whose research will be performed in
unitscenters, institutes, programsthat cutacross
the traditional departmental organization on cam-
pus. Such organized research units have a history on
U.S. university campuses, but not as dominant
structures." However, as outlined above, in many
fields there is movement toward an industrial model
of research, characterized by larger research teams
and a PI who spends more time gathering funds to
support junior researchers who in turn devote their
full time to research. For many of today 's research
activities, this model seems to enhance productivity
and allow more complex research problems to be
tackled, by specializing responsibilities within the
research team and sharing infrastructure.98

The expanding size and complexity of resuarch
teams under the responsibility of entrepreneurial PIs
and "lab chiefs" fosters financial and organiza-
tional strains. To help ease the strains caused by a
transition in some parts of the research community
to an industrial model, the Federal research agencies
could encourage alternative models of education-in-

research that feature a greater sharing of resources
and people. While it is not the role of the Federal
Government to dictate university research or educa-
tion policies, it can provide the impetus for examin-
ing and experimenting with those policies through
grant support.

Mainstream agency programs have always
awarded research funds to advance the state of
knowledge in their programmatic areas mainly on
the core criterion of "scientific merit." Though
difficult to define precisely, this is generally taken as
a necessary condition for funding. Recognition that
discipline-based agency programs favor investigator
track record in proposal review, but that other factors
reflect important objectives of research funding, led
to the creation of set-aside programs. These pro-
grams, originating both in Congress and within
agencies, restrict the competition for scarce funds
according to some characteristic of the investigator
or the proposal. Set-aside programs thus evaluate
proposals first and foremost on scientific merit, but
redefine the playing field by reducing the number of
competitors. (Examples discussed in the full report
include NIH's Minority Biomedical Research Sup-
port Program; NSF's aforementioned EPSCoR,
Presidential Young Investigator, and Small Grants
for Experimental Research programs; and the Small
Business Innovation Research programs conducted
by various Federal agencies.)

Taken together, such programs address the com-
petitive disadvantage faced by young, minority, or
small business research performers; by researchers
and institutions in certain regions of the Nation; and
by ideas deemed "high-risk" by expert peers or that
do not fit with traditional disciplinary emphases.
The proliferation of such programs over the last 20
years has been a response to the desire to enlarge

95In 1990, the National Science Foundation supported 19 Engineering Research Centers and 11 Scknce and Technology Research Centers (STCs)at $48 million and $27 million, respectively. Thus. together they account for less than 10 percent of the National Science Foundation's budget, whileproviding a long-term funding base (5 to 11 yean) for interdisciplinary and high-risk projects oriented to the applied, development, and commercialuseend of the research continuum. See Joseph Palm and Eliot Marshall, "Bloch Leaves NSF in Mainstream," Science, voL 249. Aug. 24, 1990, p. 850.In the block-grant, multi-investigator approach embodied by STCs: "NSF has rolled the dice on an experiment in science, and it will take some timeto kw whether it has come up with a winner." See Joseph Pales, "NSF Centers Rise Above the Storm," Science, vol. 251, Jan. 4, 1991, pp. 19-22,quote from p. 22.

"For example, see A.L. Porter and D.E. Chubin, "An Indicator of Cross-Disciplinary Research," Scientometrics, vol. 8, 1985, pp. 161-176; and DonIL Kash, "Crossing the Boundaries of Disciplines," Engineering Education, vol. 78, No. 10, November 1988, pp. 93-98.
97D.I. Phillips and B.P.S. Shen (eds.). Research in the Age of Me Steady-State University (Boulder, CO: Westview Press. 1982). Three models of

organized research units (which are common in industry and the Federal laboratories) have taken root on campusagricultural experiment stations. water
resources research centers, and engineering research centen. See Roben S. Friedman and Renee C. Friedman, "Science AmericanStyle: Three Casesin Academe, Policy Studies Journal, vol.17, fall 1988, pp. 43-61.

99See Zintan. op. cit.. footnote 64, pp. 132-139. In other words. the traditional academic model of faculty-mentor plus graduate student is todayaccompanied by production units that demand more teamwork and sharingwhat has long been common, for example, in utronomy, fusion, andhigh-energy physics research.
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both the participation in, and the capacity of, the
Federal research system. But because the annual
funding for each program remains modest (typically
in the $10 million range), program impact is limited.

Without set-asides, the Federal Government
would have little confidence that once scientific
merit has been demonstrated, other differentiating
criteria would be applied to the funding of research-
ers. However, to a research system already strapped
for resources. the funding of such "tangential"
concerns is seen by some as diverting precious
dollars away from the core need to advance kn- l-
edge."

Human resources are perhaps the most important
component of the research system. Through support
of sci,mtists and engineers, graduate students, and
the educational pipeline, the Federal Government is
instrumental in the creation of a strong research
work force, which has been expanding under this
support since the 1950s. In the 1990s, however, the
research work forcein its myriad forms of organi-
zation and scale of efforthas reached such a size
that it feels strain under the Federal Government's
present approach to supporting the conduct of
research. In addition, accommodating to an expand-
ing research work force, and to the changing ethnic
and rac -al composition of students in the educational
pipeli,ie for science and engineering, poses chal-
lenp,!s to the Federal research system. Human
reources issues have implications not only for the
n nnber of participants in the research work force,
14it also for the character of the research that new
entrants automatically bring to the Nation's research
enterprise.

MIA 4: Refining Data Collection and
Analysis To Improve Researc. h
Decisionnlaking

Summary

Data collected on the health of the Federal
research systemdollars spent for research,
enrollments, and academic degrees awarded ia
specific fields, and outcome measures such as
publications and citationsare extensive. In

other areas, however, data are scarce. For
instance, almost no consistent information
exists on the size and composition of the
research work force (as opposed to the total
science and engineering work force), or what
proportion is supported by Federal funds
(across agencies).

Most research agencies, with the exception
of NSF and NIH, devote few resources to
internal data collection. Consequently, most
analyses must rely on NSF and NIH data and
indicators alone, potentially generalizing re-
sults and trends that might not apply to other
agencies. Furthermore, it is not clear how
agency data are used to inform research deci-
sionmaking, as some challenge current policy
assumptions and others are reported at inappro.
priate levels of aggregation.

OTA suggests additional information that
could be collected for different levels of
decisionmaking, concentrating in areas of pol-
icy relevance for Congress and the executive
branch, However, better information may not
be cost-free. The idea is not merely to add to
data collection and analysis, but to substitute
for current activities not used for internal
agency decisionmaking or external account-
ability. Refined inhouse and extramural data
collection, analysis, and interpretation would
be instructive for decisionmaking and manag-
ing research performance in the 1990s.

Discussion

Many organizations collect and analyze data on
the research system. First and foremost is NSF, with
its numerous surveys, reports, and electronic data
systems that are publicly available. Certainly the
most visible cur ipendium of data on the research
system is the biennial report, Science & Engineering
Indicators (SEI), issued since 1973 by the National
Science Board, th t. governing body of NSF.I(x)Other
sources include the other Federal research agencies;
the National Research Council; the Congressional
Research Service; professional societies, especially
the American Associati( for the Advancement of
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Science; and other public and special interest
groups. '31

Tbgether these databases and analyses provide a
wealth of information: time series on the funding of
research and development (R&D); expenditures by
R&D performer (e.g., universities and colleges,
industry, Federal laboratories), by source of funding,
and by type (basic, applied, or development);
numbers of students who enroll in and graduate with
degrees in s/e; characteristics of precollege science
and mathematics programs and students in the
education pipeline; and size, sectors of employment,
and activities of the s/e (especially Ph.D.) work
force.w2 Detailed analyses of the Federal budget by
research agency are available each year, and impacts
on specific disciplines and industries can often be
found.

These publications provide a basis for under-
standing the Federal research system. But even with
each of these organizations devoting significant
resources to the collection of information, better data
are needed to guide possible improvements in the
system.m3 With its establishment, NSF was legisla-
tively authorized as the Federal agency data liaison
and monitor for science and technology.104 Data can
be used to monitor, evaluate, anticipate, and gener-
ally inform decisionmakersboth within agencies
and within Congress. Although many data are
already collected, they are rarely matched to policy
questions. Other (or more) data could improve
decisionmaking.

Information for Research Decisionmaking

OTA defines four categories of data that could be
useful in decisionmaking: 1) research monieshow
they are allocated and spent; 2) personnel charac-

teristics of the research work force; 3) the research
processhow researchers spend their time and their
needs (e.g., equipment and communication) for
research performance; and 4) outcomesthe results
of research. Besides the considerable gaps and
uncertainties in measures of these components, the
moct detailed analyses are done almost exclusively
at NSF and NIB, and not at the other major research
agencies.105 These analyses may not generalize
across the Federal research system. Comparable data
from all of the agencies would be very useful to gain
a more well-rounded view of federally supported
research.

Perhaps the most fundamental pieces of informa-
tion on the research system are the size, composi-
tion, and distribution of the research work force, and
how much is federally funded. Varying definitions
pose problems for data collection and interpretation
(for an example, see box 1.-C). These data are
important to understand the health and capacity of
the research system and its Federal components. In
addition, there is evidence that research teams are
changing in size and composition. This trend is also
important to measure since it affects the form and
distribution of Federal funding.

Second, information is needed on expenditures
(e.g., salaries, equipment, and indirect costs) in
research budgets; for all research performers
academia, Federal laboratories, and industry; and by
subfield of science and engineering. Data on how
Federal agencies allocate monies within project
budgets could also be compiled, and would illumi-
nate how funding decisions are mode within the
research agency and would help to clarify funding
levels in specific categories of expenditures. Better
cost accounting and forecasting for megaprojects is

otFor example, see National Research Council, Surveying the Nation's Scientists and Engineers: A Data System for the 1990: (Washington, DC:
National Academy Press, 1990). Under multiagency support, the National Research Council is well known for collecting, analyzing, and disseminating
information on Ph.D. recipients. For a statement of its crosscutting role, see National Academy of Sciences. The National Research Council: A Unique
Institution (Washington, DC: National Academy Press, 1990). Pm a summary of major databases on science and engineering (individuals and
instimtion.$), see National Research Council, Engineering Personnel Data Needs for the 19901 (Washington, DC: National Academy Press, 1988), app.
A-2.

l"For example, the Government-University-Industry Research Roundtable of the National Academy of Sciences, with data compiled by the National
Science Foundation's Policy Research and Analysis Division. provided much useful analysis on the state of academic R&D and changes since the early
1960s. Government-Industry-University Research Roundtable, op. cit., footnote 48.

103T1tese efforts must also be seen in the context of the massive Federal data system. The components most relevant to research are the data series
compiled and reported by the Census Bureau, the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the National Center for Education
Statistics.

INFor the scope of these data collection and analysis responsibilities, see England, op. cit., footnote 8, app. 1

105For example, the National Institutes of Health sets aside 1 percent of its research budget for research evaluation and internal analysis of the
investigators and programs it supports. The Department of Energy, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. the Office of Naval Research.
and the National Science Foundation have all conducted ad hoc 'Mouse evaluations of the research they support and the efficiency of the operations
needed to select and manage various research portfolios.
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Box 1-CHow Many "Scientists" Are There?

How one defines a "scientist," "engineer," researcher," or "postdoctorate" is in the eye of the beholder.
Depending on what data collection method is used, counting scientists and engineers (S/E's) can result in radically
different estimates.'

Definition
SIE's In the U.S. wont force (defined by Job held)

S/E's in academia (defined by responses to surveys In academic Institutions)
S/E Ph.D.s in basks researchall sectors (defined by responses to surveys of Ph.D.$)
S/E Ph.D.s in academia, where research Is either their pdmaly or moonclaty work activity

(defined by responses to surveys of Ph.D.$)
8/E Ph.D.s In bask research In academia (defined by renames to surveys of Ph.D.$)
Fut-time equivalent 8/E investigators In Ph.D. institutions (e.g., two ressarciwe *to eaoh spend

half .time on research would be counted 111 009 full-time ',O&M 8/E Mwestigator)

Number
2,300,000

712,000
187,000

166,000
66,000

63,000

None of these defmitions is the "right" one. Rather, the appropriate definition depends on the ptrpose for
which the number is to be used. Throughout this report, OTA refers to scientists and engineers in many ways:
e.g., by participation in the U.S. work force, by sector of employment, by work activity, by field, by highest
degree earned. The reader should keep in mind that the numbers can change by tenfold or more depending on
who is counted as a scientist or engineer.

1Most of the following numben are taken from the National Science Board, Science & En:interims Mdicessara-1989, NS3 194
(Washington, DC: 1969), and are 1907 or 1968 eatimatea by the National Science Foundation's Science Ramon Studies Division. The
number of full-tIme equivalent investipton is based on analysis by the National Science Raindadon's Policy Reaserch and Analysis
Division, u reported in Govemment-Univenhrbdustry Research Roundtable, Science and Technolop in the Acadend c Ereserprise: &ants,
Trends, and Issues (Wuhington. DC: National Academy Press, October 1989), p. 2-51.

surely needed. Continuous upward revisions of cost
estimates for megaprojects disrupt decisions about
their future funding priority.

Third. data on the research process could be
improved in amount and kind. One trend (mentioned
above) that OTA has noted, mostly with anecdotal
evidence and inferences from analyses of expendi-
tures, is the increasing size of research groups, both
within the university structure and through Federal
support of centers. This trend has policy implica-
tions for the cost of research, its interdisciplinary
capabilities, the changing demographics of the work
force, and the aspirations of young researchers. It
also reflects how researchers may spend their time.
More data on "production units in research, and
their dependence on Federal funding relative to other
sources, would augment enrollment, Ph.D. award,
and work activity data. Changes in the structure of
production units have also influenced the research
process and the volumeand perhaps the charac-
tcr---of outcomes." 1 n forma lion on the research

y-...._-__ ---- -

process would yield a firmer foundation on which to
base funding allocation decisions, specifically: 1)

how researchers spend their time, 2) movement of
research teams toward a more industrial model in the
allocation of responsibilities, 3) changing equip-
ment needs and communications technologies, and
4) requirements and average time to attain promo-
tions in the scientific work force,

Evaluating Research Outcomes

Because of the fundamental and elusive nature of
research, measuring its outcomesin knowledge
and educationis very difficult. The most elusive
outcome is cultural enrichmentthe discovery and
growth of scientific knowledge. As OMB Director
Richard Darman has said (speaking of the proposed
Moon/Mars mission): "No one can put a price on
uplifting the Nation," Research has resulted in many
benefits and is funded precisely for this reason. This
kind of benefit is nearly impossible to measure.
However, there are some proxies.

he mle ot laboratory chief or team leader conitunes entrepreneurial and adnlinistrative/supervIsory tasks_ Both are essential to the funding and
lortgesity of the produc rescarch unit On the emergence of the entrepreneurial role on campus. see Etilownr. op. crt footnote 61
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When looking at research as a contribution to
education, numbers of degrees can be tallied and
assertions made about skills added to the Nation's
work force. When looking at research as creating
new knowledge, one tangible "output" is papers
published by scientific investigators to communi-
cate new information to their scientific peers.
Communicating the results of scientific researlh to
colleagues through publication in the open literature
is considered to be an important feature of good
research practice.th7 Perhaps the best approach is to
construct workable indicators and include a rigorous
treatment of their uncertainties.

One tool that has been vigorously developed for
measuring the outcomes of research is bibliornet-
ricsthe statistical analysis of scientific publEm-
lions and their attributes.108 Intrinsic to scientific
publication is the referencing of earlier publihed
work on which the current work is presumably based
or has utilized in some way. References are a
common feature of the scientific literature, awl bY
counting how often publications are cited, biblio-
metrics can arrive at a weighted measure of publica-
tion impactnot only whether publications have
been produced, but also what impact those publica-
tions have had on the work of other scientists.09

OTA has explored several examples of new data
sets that could be compiled using bibliometrics.11°
First, universities can be ranked according to an
output or citation measurethe citation rates for
papers authored by faculty and others associated

with each iitstitution."1 Institutions can be ranked
by total numSer of cited papers, the total citations
received by all papers associated with each institu-
tion, and the ratio of number of citations to the
number of publications, namely, the average cita-
tions per cited paper. This appears to be a more
discerning measure than either publication or cita-
tion counts alone.

For example, a ranking of institutions by average
citation rates can be used in conjunction with the list
of top universities, in Federal R&D funding re-
ceived, to link inputs with outputs. Together, these
measures illuminate differences in rank."2 Not only
can publi.,hing entities be analyzed, but so cEn fields
of study. For instance, "hot fields," in which the
rate of publication and citation increases quickly
over a short period of time, can be identified and
"related fields," in which published papers often
cite each other, can be mapped."3 Because of
problems of interpretation in bibliometric analysis,
it should be seen as "value-added" to research
decisionmaking, not as stand-alone information.
Bibliometrics could be used to help monitor out-
comes of research, e.g., publication output and other
information from the research system.' "

Criteria that go beyond bibliometric data could be
specified for such evaluations. These criteria could
include the originality of research results, the
project's efficiency and cost, impacts on education
and the research infrastructure, and overall scientific
merit. Such research project evaluation could be

t07For example, see Leah A. Lievrouw, "Four Research Programs in Scientific Communication," Knowledge in Society, voi. 1, summer 1988, pp.
6-22; and David L. HullCcience as a Process: An Evolutionary Account of the Social and Conceptual Development of Science (Chicago, IL: Univezsity
of Chicago Press, 1988).

I04Researchers in western Europe have been particularly active during the 1980s. For example, see H.R. Martin and J. Irvine, Research Foresight
(London. England: Pinter, 1989); and A.F.J. van Raan (ed.), Handbook of Quantitative Studies ofScience and Technology (Amsterdam, Holland.
North-Holland, 1988).

"Interpreting citation patterns remains a subject of contention. Forcaveats, see D.O. FAge, "Quantitative Measures of Communication In Science:
A Critical Review," History of Science, vol. 17, 1979, pp. 102-134. The definitive overview is contained in Eugene Garfield, Citation Indexing: Its
Theory and Application in Science, Technology and Humanities (New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons, 1979).

1105ee Henry SmaP. and David Pendlebury, "Federal Support of Leading Edge Research: Report on a Method for Identifying Innovative Areas of
Scientific Research and Their Extent of Federal Support," OTAcontractor report, February 1989; and Henry Small, "Bibliomeuics of Basic Research,"
OTA contractor report, September 1990.

lune analysis below is based on Institute for Scientific Information databases and .1,-.1.11, op. cit., footnote 110.

112As pan of the agenda for future exploration, institutions receiving primarily directed fund.. or block grants (e.g., in agriculture) could be compared
with those that are investigator-initiated. This comparison would help to test the claim that targeted appropriations (e.g., earmarking) lead to the
production of infenor research. For discussion. see ch. $ of the full MA report.

113For example, see Angela M.artello, "Governments Led in Funding 1989-90 'Hot Papers Research," 7'he Scientist, vol. 4, No. 16, Aug. 20, 1990,
pp. 20-23.

II4See U.S. Congress, Office a Technology Assessment, Research Funding as an Investment: Can We Measure the Returns? OTA-TM-SET-36
(Washington, DC U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1986); and Ciba Foundation, The Evaluation of Scientific Research (New York, NY: John
Wiley & Sons, 1989). For evidence on U.S. research performance relative to seven other industrialized countries, see "No Slippage Yet Seen in Strength
of U.S. Science," Science Watch, vol. 2, No. 1, January/February 1991, pp. 1-2
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A Research Triangle Park scientist accesses a computer
network. Computers am greedy enhance data collection

and presentation.

employed to augment agency decisions on funding
and administration of iebearch programs. (Some
research agencies already utilize certain aspects of
research program evaluation."5)

UtHizing Data for Researzh Decisionmaking

In a policy context, information must be presented
to those who are in positions to effect change by
allocating or redirecting resources. In the diverse
structure of the Federal research system, research
decisions are made at many levels. For example, an
agency program manager requires data specific to
the purview of his/her program, while OMB and
OSTP must be aware of trends in science that span
broad fields, instittior,s, and agencies, as well us
those that apply dly t3 specific fiekts, performers,
and research sponsors.

Drawing on NSF ,txpertise as the possible coordi-
nating 'agency, infor.mation could be collected at
each agency on proposal submissions and awards,
research expenditures by line items in the budget,
and the size and distribution of the research work
force that is supported (including the funci!,:.7, that
this work force receives from other sources). Infor-
mation must be available to decisionmakers for
evaluation as well as to illuminate significant trends.
Often 'data can be presented in the form of indica-
tors, e.g., comparisons between vartlbles, to suggest
patterns not otherwise discernible. NSF has pio-
neered and sustained the 'creation of indicators for
science policy and has recently suggested monitor-
ing several new indicators (e.g., indicators of pro-
posal success rates, PI success rates, and continuity
of NSF support).116

OTA agrees that new indicators could be very
useful, and also suggests elaborating them. These
could include measures of the active research
community (which would calibrate the number of
researchers actively engaged in research), Hid pro-
duction units (which would track trends in the
composition of research teams by broad field and
subfield).

The combination of such indicators would give a
more precise estimate of the changing parameters of
thz. Federal research system."7 This information
would be invaluable to policymakers concerned
at.Jut the health of certain sectors of the system.
produce such information, as part of ongoing agency
data collection and NSF responsibilities for collation
and presentation, extra resources would be needed
(at least in the near term). Over time, plans could be
developed to streamline NSF data and analysis
activities, such as a reduction in the number of
nonmanclaied reports issued annually, or expansion
of its inhouse and extramural "research on re-
karch." The idea is not merely to at'd to data
collection and analysis, but to substitute ior current
activities that are not used for internal agency

"Vor example, see U S. Department of Energy. Office of Program Analysis, Office of Energy Research, An Assessment of the Basic Energy Sciences
Program, DOE/ER-0123 (Washington, DC: 1982). For a review of other evaluations, see National Academy of F ;axes. Conunittee on Science,
Engineering. and Public Policy. The Qioltry of Research in Science (Washington, DC: National Academy Press. 1982), app. C.

"'National Science Foundation, "NSF VIM! Signs: Trends in Research Support, Fiscal Years 1980-89," draft report, Nov. 13, 1990. Some of the
indict tons reported herP Viae used for an inhouse National Science Foundation evaluation of ways to streamline the workload of program staff and the
external research community. See National Science Foundation, Report of the Merit Review Task Force, NSF 90-113 (Washington. DC: Aug. 23, 1990).

"7For example. what would be the indications that growth M research productivity is slowing or that the silt of a research community is precariously
large or small relative to the resources supporting ii? See Colleen Cordes. "Policy Experts Ask a Haetical Question: Has Academic Science Ckown
ibo Big?" The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 37. No. 3, Nov. 21, 1990, pp. Al, A22.
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decisionraaking or external accountability.1!8 If
there is a premium on timely information for
research decisionmaking, it must be declared (and
funded as) a Federal priority.

Congress could inatruct every research agency to
develop a baseline of information, direct NSF to
expand its focus and coordinating function for data
collection and analysis, and direct OSTP (in con-
junction with OMB) to devise a plan to the
reporting and use of agency data in the Kidget
process, especially crosscutting infounatn in pri-
ority research areas. Using the FCCSET mc,chanism,
this has already been done for global change,
high-performance co.nputing, and most recently,
science and mathematics education.119 This mecha-
nism seems to work and could be more widely
emulated.

In summary, better data on the Federal resea.rh
system could be instrumental in the creation or
refinement of research policies for the 1990s. (For a
summary of data oriented to different useis, see table
1-5 ) The utility of data, of course, is judged by many
participants in the system: the needs of Congress are
usually agency- and budget-specific;12° the agen-
cies, in contrast, worry about the performance of
various programs and their constitutent research
projects. While data ccilection by NSF and grovns
outside the Federal Government has been instmc-
five. it could be greatly enhanced. Much information
could be collected on the Federal research system
that maps trends, at different levels of aggregation
and units of analysis, for di! ,-ent use's. However,
the existence of data does r ,t ensure their utility.

The highest priority in datz (!cllection for research
policymeking in the 1990s is comparable data from
all of the agencies to help Congress maintain a
well-rounded view of federally supported research.
The second p.iority is data presented in forms that
are instructive at various levels of decisionmaking.
New data and indicators, grounded in the tndition of
the SEI volume0 and extramural research on re-
search, are needed to monitor changes in the Federal
research system.121 Finally, OTA Fads that research
evaluation techniques, sued al) bibliometrics and
portfolio analysis, cannot replace iudgments by
peers and decisionmakers, but can enrich them.
Ongoing project eva) aation could keep agencies
alert to changes in research performance and aug-
ment program manage judgments about performers
and projects. In short, such evaluation couln serve to
improve overall program effeetiver.ess.

One of the functions of analysis is to raise
questions about the information that decisionmakers
have at their disposal, to assess its advantages and
disadvantages, and to define a richer menu of
options.121 Improving the measurement process
could help to qunntify existing opportunities and
problems, and pinpoint previously uncovered ones,
relevant ta decisionmaking at all levels of the
. edaal Ciovernment.

Toward Policy Implementation
Shlce the post-Sputnik era, both the U.S. capacity

to perform resea ch and the demand for funds tc
sustain skiento..k: progress have grown. Federal
investments have fostered the research system,
managed through a pluralistic agency structure. This
structure has supported the largest and most pre.1uc-

118The National Science Foundatic .1 routinely conducts "user surveys." If Science Resources Studies (SRS) knows (mai questionnaire responses .9ow
its various data reports are cud- 41 they influence research or education policies? are they a source for administrators or faculty-researchers7--then
NSF should have a sense m'atdi sCe "consumption" and "utilization" patterns. These would suggeet which reports could be dropped, replaced, and
modified. For an example 6' iRS inventory of "intramural riblications," see National Science Foundation. Publications list: 1977.1987, NSF
87-312 (Washington. DC h. ;7).

ii9OTA interview with Office af Management and Budget staff, Fi b. 7, 1991.

120As several National Science Foundation staff have ind ican .1 to OTA projei.t staff (personal communications, October-I):cc -r 1990), the Science
Advisor draws heavily on unpublished and newly publishe4 Science & Engineering Indicators (SEI) data in preparing rid presenting the
Administration's policy proposals at congressional "posture hearings" early in r!, annual authorization process. In:keel, the prodi ction cycle of SEI
is geared to delivery of the volume as an input to this budget process.

121Quantitative data will not suffice. Information on the contexts in which research is performed, and characteristics of tbe performers individually ad
collecttvely, will provide clues to how the numben can be interpried and perhaps acted on. For example, see Daniel T. Layzell, "Most Research on
Higher Education Is Stale, Irrelevr at, and of Little Use to Policyrnakers," The Chronicle of Higher Education, vt '. 37, No. 8, Oct. 24, 1990, pp. 131,
133.

122l1i1 s leads OTA to sugg. that the research agencies, especially the Natinnal Science Foundation and its policy prop ams, remain in close iouch
with external analysts of the Federal research system Keeping abreust of other new measurement techniques and findings relate(' to peopk, funding,
and research activities would be a modest but fruitful investment in extending inhouse capabilities and refining knowledge of federally sp-insored research
performance
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Table 1-5--Desired Data and Indicators on the Federal Research System

Category Description

Agency funding Funding within and across fields and
allocation method agendes

Cross-agency information on proposal
submissions and awards, research
costs, and the size and distribution of
the research work force supported

Research expendit.ns in academia,
Federal and industrial laboratories,
centers, and university/industry col-
laborations

Agency allocations of costs within re-
search project budgets, by field

Mogaproject expenditures: their compo-
nents, evolution over time, and con-
struction and operating costs

Size and how much is federally funded
Size and composition of research groups

lime commitments of researchers
Patterns of communication among re-

searchers
Equipment needs across fields (Including

the fate of old equipment)
Requirements for new hires in research

positions

Citation impacts for institutions and sets
of institutions

International collaborations in research
areas

Research-technology interface, e.g., uni-
versity/industry collaboration

New production functions and quantita-
tive project selection measures

Comparison between earmarked and
peer-reviewed project outcomes

Evaluat lona} research projects/programs

Proposal success rate, Pi success rate,
proposal pressure rates, flexibility and
continuity of support rates, project
award and duration rate, active re-
search community and production
unit indices

Research expenditures

Research work force

Research process

Outcome measures

Indicators

Primary users

Method Congress Agencies OMB OSTP

Agency data col- X X X

lection (and
FCCSET)

Agency data
collection

Lead agency X X

survey

Lead agency X

survey; onsite
studies

Bibilometrics; X X

surveys of
Industry and
academia

Agency analysis

KEY. FCCSET.Fedural Coordinating Council on Science, Engineering, and Technology; OMB.Off ice of Management and Budget; OSTP.Office of Science

and Technorogy Policy; Pl.principal investigator.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment. 1991.

tive research capability in the world, For many
decades, scientific research has contributed in im-
portant ways to the cultural, technological, and
ecoriornic base of the Nation.

In the I990s, chanving funding path: iLs and
various pressures from both outside and within the
scientific community will test thc Federal research

system. In such an environment, the prospects of
fashioning a system that is responsive to national
needs through selective, yet generous research
funding will demand well-informed, coherent poli-
cies.123

The system will face many challenges, but four
arc clear: First, new methods of setting priorities and

"'As Brooks has observed "The research entelprise is more like an organism than like a collection of objects. The removal of one put may degrade
the functioning of the whole organism and not just the particular function ostensibly served by the pan removed." Harvey Brooks, "Models for Science
Plannink)." PuNic Administranon Review, vol 31, May/lune 1971, p. 364 Policies must respond to, and in some ways, anticipate, the consequences
of funding decisions on the research system. Indeed, this report has cd to warn about extrapolating the past to manage the future of the system.

51
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increased use of existing methods are required at all
levels of de,:isionmaking. Second, Federal expendi-
tures for individual components of research projects
have increased faster than inflation. Understanding
and coping with these increases is imperative in
research decisionmaking. Third, the development of
human resources for the science and engineering
work force must occur through Federal incentives
and institutional programs that act on the educa-
tional pipeline (K-12 through graduate study). Fi-
nally, gaps and uncertainties in the data used to
describe the Federal research system must be
reduced, and be replaced by more routine provision
of policy-relevant information.

OTA finds that Congress, the executive
branch, and research performers must converge
on these issues. Potential congressional actions
fall into three categories, Congress can: 1) retain
primary responsibility for decisions and initiat.
ing actions; 2) place some of the responsibility for
coordination and decisions on the executive
branch; and 3) encourage research performers
(especially universities, as well as Federal and
industrial laboratories) to address components of
these issues. (For a summary of possible actions, see
table 1-6.)

At the congressional level, hearings, legislation,
and oversight should first address crosscutting and
within-agency priority setting at the national level.
OTA suggests that one or more committees of
Congress routinely (preferably biennially) hold
hearings that require the research agencies, OSTP,
and OMB to present coordinated budget plans with
analyses that cut across scientific disciplines and
research areas. Coordination among relevant com-
mittees of Congress would make this most produc-
tive. These hearings could also focus on crosscutting
criteria for research decisionmaking within ani
across agencies. Emphasis must be placed on criteria
to expand the future capabilities of the research
system, such as strengthening education and human
resources. A second set of congressional actions
could explore cost-accountability efforts at the
research agencies and throughout the research sys-
tem. A final set of hearings ought to examine the
state of data on the research system and improve-
ments to inform congressional decisionmaking.124

Table 1-6Summary of Possible Congressional,
Executive Branch, and Research Performer Actions

Congressional hearings,
legislative efforts,
and oversight to:

Executive branch
actions to:

Research performer
actions to:

Set priorities across and within
agencies, and develop appropri-
ate agency missions.
Evaluate the total portfolio to see
if it fulf I lis national research goals,
human resources needs, scien-
tific Infrastructure development,
and baJance.
initiate greater cost-accounta-
bility throughout the Federal re-
search system.
Expaml programs that fortify the
educational pipeline for science
and engineering, and monitor the
combined oontributions of
agency programs to achieve edu-
cation and human resources
goals.
Augmentdataandanalysisonthe
Federal research system for con-
gressional decisionmaking,

Enhance cross-agency priority
setting in the Federal budget and
increase research agency flexibil-
ity to address new priorities.
institute better cost-account-
ability and cost-containment
measures by agencies and re-
search performers.
Expand agency programs to pro-
mote participation in the educa-
tional pipeline for science and
engineering, and require agen-
cies to report progress toward
these goals.
Monitor and analyze policy-
relevant trends on the research
system, especially as related to
the changing organization and
productivity of research groups
and institutions.

Contain and account for research
expenditures.
Revise education and research
policies as they affect: a) recruit-
ment and retention in the educa-
tional pipeline for science and
engineering, and b) faculty pro
motion, tenure, and laboratory
practices.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1991.

Hearings could be followed with congressional
oversightAm agency progress toward their re-
search missions, implementing the criteria chosen
by Congress to enhance research decisionmaking,

124There is a role for the congressimuil support agencies, as well as other sources of expcn advice. For other proposals, see Carnegie Conunission on
Science, Technology, and Government, Science, Technology, and Congress Expert Advice and the Decistotonaking Process (New Yetk, NY: February
1991).
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instituting greater cost-accountability, and provid-
ing useful data and analysis on an ongoing basis to
Congress.

Some of these hearings and oversight efforts
already take place in committees of Congress. While
they have been very useful, OTA finds that to effect
change in the research system, congressional action
must be comprehensive and sustained. Posture
hearings with the Science Advisor and agency
directors will not suffice.

In its role as the prime sponsor of Federal research,
the executive branch (especially OSTP, OMB, and
the research agencies) could provide more flexibility
in response to changing research priorities. For
instance, the execUtive branch could systematically
initiate tradeoffs among agency research programs
including, with the cooperation of Congress, the
termination of programs. This would help to create
more coordinated research policies. Similarly, the
research agencies could institute greater cost-
accountability measures, and include costs as ex-
plicit factors in decisionmaking at the pxoject level.
This would provide a more realistic assessment of
future capabilities with respect to projected funding
levels. On human resources issues, the executive
branch could implement or expand agency programs
and reporting requirements to: 1) encourage recruit-
ment and retention of women, U.S. minorities, and
other underparticipating groups in the educational
pipeline for science and engineering; and 2) monitor
the changing structure of research performance,
especially forms of research organization, and de-
vise funding allocation methods that accommodate
both the needs of the PI and research teams. Finally,
each of the research agencies (with NSF as the lead
agency) could conduct routine data collection and
analysis on policy-relevant aspects of their program-
matic contributions to the research system.

Not all problems in the research system, however,
can be addressed in Congress or by the executive
branch. Universities and laboratories (both Federal
and industrial) are kcy components of the system,
and many policies are dictated by the practices
within these institutions. Containing research ex-
penditures and expanding the educational pipeline
through institutional programs and requirements are
examples of policy areas in which research perform-
ers must fulfill their role in the social contract
implied by the Federal patronage of research. The
Federal Government can only encourage universi-
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Communication among ssientists and engineers Is an
essential part-of the research process.

ties and laboratories to follow new paths; few direct
Federal incentives are available to initiate change.
Greater delineation of government and research
performer responsibilities would help to sanction
congressional and executive branch action on prob-
lems in the research system.

In addition to specifying at which level (congres-
sional, executive branch, or research performer)
issues could be appropriately addressed, responses
to the four challenges outlined above must also
recognize many inherent tensions in the research
system. They include the merits of more centralized
decisionmaking juxtaposed against the advantages
(and realities) of a decentralized Federal research
system. Other tensions arise between the funding of
mainstream individual investigator programs and
set-aside or more specialized programs (see again
table 1-1). Inevitably, policies that relieve some
tensions will engender others.

In summary, decisionmaking in the Federal re-
search system concerns many laudable goals, and
the options are clearly competing "goods." Thus,
the Federal Government must make tough choices,
even beyond issues of merit and constricted budgets,
in guiding the research system. A quarter-century
ago, a chapter on "Science ana the Federal Govern-
ment" concluded with these words:
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As never before in history, the status of science
and technology has become an important hallmark of
a nation's greatness; and the United States clearly
has perceived and acted upon this fact. In the process,
the Federal Government has displaced the univer-
sity, industry, and the private foundation as chief

patron and has fashioned a host of institutions to
administer vastly increased commitments to scien-
tific and technological excellence.125

Sustaining and managing this system is the chal-
lenge of the decade ahead.

12-5Cited in Ralph Sanders and Fred R. Brown (eds.), Science and Technology: Vital National Assets (Washington, DC: Industrial College of the Armed
Forces, 196(i), p. 86.
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CHAPTER 2

The Value of Science and the Changing Research Economy

This is a golden age of scientific discovery with great potRntial to improve our
performance as a Nation. This is the rationale we use in our requests for increased
funding. But even a country as rich as the United States cannot write a blank check for
science. We need to discipline ourselves in how we request support and in how much we
ask for. Otherwise we will lose our credibility.

Introduction
Research advances the world stock of scientific

knowledge and the countries that finance its pursuit.
The United States, in particular, has a history of
strong support of research and belief in its in.herent
worth. Scientific discoveries have spurred techno-
logical and other kinds of developments since the
beginning of the industrial age, and thus have shaped
much of Western culture. Cures to diseases have
been found, better automobiles and space probes
have been developed, the Earth and its environments
more fully understood, and the foundations of
atomic matter explored. ,

The importance of science to progress in most
Western societies is indisputable. In the words of
two economic historians:

Frank Press'

Science . . . is pushing back the frontiers of
knowledge at what seems an accelerating pace.
Because knowledge creates economic resources and
because knowledge generally grows at an exponen-
tial rate, future advances in human welfare can be at
least as striking as those of the past two hundred
years.2

In the United States, scientific and engineering
research has a significant impact on the products and
processes that fuel U.S. economic growth and
productivity.3 There is also ample recognition of the
significant role played by the Federal Government in
legitimizing and financing research as a public
good.4 (This is epitomized by the case of supercon-
ductivity, see box 2-A.) Such findings are reassuring
that, in the words of science policy statesman

"NAS Annual Meeting: Kudos From George Bush, Challenges From Frank Press," liewsReport of the National Research Council, vol. 40, June
1990, p. 8.

2Nathan Rosenberg and L.E. Birdzell, Jr., "Science. Technology and the Western Miracle," Scientific American, vol. 263, No. 3, November 1990,
54.

AReporting the results of a new empirical investigation, economist Edwin Mansfield finds: ".. . that about one-tenth of the new products and
processes commercialized during 1975-85 in ... [seven] industries could not have been developed (without substantial delay) without recent academic
research. The average time lag between the conclusion of the relevant academic research and the first commercial introduction of the innovations based
on this research was about seven years.... A very tentative estimate of the social rate of return from academic research during 1975-78 is 28 percent,
a figure that is ba.sed on crude (but seemingly conservative) calculations and that is presented only for exploratory and discussion purposes. It is important
that this figure be treated with proper caution.... Our results . . indicate that, without recent academic research, there would have been a substantial
reduction in social benefits." See Edwin Mansfield, "The Social Rate of Retu. a From Academic Research," Research Policy, forthcoming 1991.

Another analysis, using different measures, supplements Mansfield's finding. While knowledge is found to be a major contributor to productivity
growth, there is roughly a 20-year lag between the appearance of research in the academic community and its effect on productivity as measured by
industry-absorbed knowledge. See James D. Mains, "Fundamental Stock.: of Knowledge and Productivity Growth," Journal of Political Economy,
vol. 98, No. 4, 1990, pp. 673-702. Of course, during the 20-year gestation period, much applied research and developmentmust occur before the effects
on industrial productivity are realized. Economists find Mansfield's empirical approach the most direct evidence of economic returns to date. Summary
of reactions at American Economic Association and National Science Foundation seminars in 1989 and 1990 provided by Lzonard Lederman. personal
communication, January 1991. For a discussion of measurement techniques, see ch. 8.

4Indeed, thc U S. research system is designed so that returns on Federal investment will accrue to thc private sector and other nations. The results
of publicly funded research are for the most part openly disseminated with little or no copyright protection or patent exclusivity. For how this situation
is changing, see U.S. Congress, Office of lbchnology Assessment, Intellectual Property Rights in an Age of Electronics and Information, al'A-CIT-302
(Washington, D( U.S. Government Priming Office, April 1986). Also see Congressional Budget Office, "Federal Investment in Intangible Assets:
Research and Development," unpublished document, February 1991.

P.
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Box 2-AHistory of Superconductivity: Scientific Progress Then and Now

The history of superconductivity illustrates the episodic nature of progress in scientific research and the
limitations of predictions for scientific advancement in a specific research area. Due to resistance, normal
conductors will lose energy in the form of light or heat when a current is passqd through them. While this is not
a wholly undesirable effect (e.g., in heaters and light bulbs), in most electric applications, resistance wastes energy.
Successfully harnessing the resistance-free currents of superconductors could be revolutionary: energy could be
transmitted with perfect efficiency; electronic devices could be made faster and smaller; and the power of
superconducting magnets (many of which are much stronger than traditionil electromagnets) could transform
traditional transportation methods both on land and at sea.1 The first superconductor was discovered in 1911 by
Karnmerlingh Onnes. a Dutch scientist. Using liquid helium, Onnes cooled metcury to 4 degrees Kelvin (K) above
absolute zero,2 at which point an electric current flowing through the mercury suddenly lost all resistance (for a
chronology of subsequent progress, see figure 2A-1),
The Science of Superconducting Materials

Limitations on the physical properties required
for a material to superconduct have hindered wide-
spread applications. For every superconducting ma-
terial there is a threshold for its physical properties
(temperature, magnetic field level, and current density)
above which it will not superconduct. By the 1950s,
researchers had discovered many materials that would
superconduct, but at temperatures no higher than about
20 K.

The 1950s brought two separate breakthroughs
that moved superconductivity closer to applicability.
First, researchers in the Soviet Union discovered a new
class of superconductors that would remain supercon-
ductMg in high magnetic fields, and that could
eventually be used in superconducting magnets. Sec-
ond, in 1957, the American research team of Bardeen,
Cooper, and Schreiffer received the Nobel prize and
recognition for a theory explaining superconductivity.

From the 1950s to the early 1980s, progress
toward higher temperature superconductors was slow.
Then, a surprising breakthrough occurred in late 1986
that transformed superconductivity research and drew
widespread public attention. In Zurich, the IBM
research team of Bednorz and Mueller discovered a
new ceramic material that remained superconducting
at temperatures as high as 35 K. A few months later in
1987, a research team at the University of Houston
developed a similar ceramic material that could
superconduct at 92 K. Not only did these discoveries
provide the long-awaited bility to use liquid nitrogen
instead of helium as a coolant, the discoveries were
made at such an incredible pace, considering the
history of superconductivity research, that the goal of
room-temperature superconductivity (at roughly 3(X)
K) suddenly appeared to be within reach.

Figure 2A-1Superconducting Critical Transition
Temperature v. Year
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SOURCE: U.S. Congress. Office of Technology Assessment. High-
Temperature SuperconductMty kl Perspective. OTA-E-440
(Washington, DC:U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1900),
figure 2-3.

1For a more comprehensive description of applications for superconductivity see U.S. Congress, Offtce of ltchnology Assessment,
Ifigh-lemperature Superconducnvity in Perspective, OTA-B-440 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1990),

20ne degree Kelvin (K) equal to one degree Celsius (°C), except that Kelvin is measural from absolute zero (-273 °C). Room
temperature (about 75 °P. or 25 "C) S about 300 K.
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The Federal Response
The response to these discoveries was enormous.

The popular press lauded high-temperature super-
conductivity as ". . . the startling breakthrough that
could change our world."3 Scientific meetings where
superconductivity results were rumored to be released
became standing-room-only events.4 While the tem-
perature barrier still fmstrates researchers, work con-
tinues in other areas that are key to useful applications
of superconductivity, like current densities and mag-
netic fields. Success has been attained in many areas,
but much more research needs to be done.

Fortunately, the Federal Government has main-
tained its commitment: in 1987, President Reagan
presented an 11-point agenda to increase superconduc-
tivity research and development (R&D) in the United
States, and in 1988, Congress enacted several laws
pertaining to superconductivity R&D, mostly aimed at
spurring commercial development of superconducting
technologies. The Federal superconductivity budget
rose from $85 million in fiscal year 1987 to $228
million in fiscal year 1990, with most of the increase
going to high-temperature research.5 Funding is spread
among several different agencies, primarily the De-
partments of Defense (DOD), Energy, and Commerce,
the National Science Foundation, and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. Programs at
different Federal agencies have aided scientists in the
exchange of research information.6

Congress has made several attempts to coordinate superconductivity research. Part of the 1988 Omnibus Trade
and Competitiveness Act created the National Commission on Superconductivity (NCS). The Trade Act also
mandated an increase in staff for the National Critical Materials Council (NCMC). Finally, the National
Superconductivity and Competitiveness Act of 1988 called for cooperation among the Office of Science and
Technology Policy (OSTP), NCMC, and NCS in order to produce a 5-year National Action Plan for
Superconductivity to be accompanied by annual reports. The success of these initiatives has been limited. The 5-year
National Action Plan was published in December of 1989, but the formation of NCS was delayed. Although the
plan itself acknowledged the need for better Federal coordination, it lacked both the budget mcommendations and
the long-term perspective Congress had requested:71n addition, OSTP's Federal Coordinating Council on Science,
Engineering, and Technology Committee on Superconductivity report of March 1989 did little more than assemble
agency superconductivity budget data and list programs in the agencies.8

Questions remain, such as whether DOD funds too high a percentage of superconductivity research and
whether the Federal laboratories are doing too much of the research relative to other perfonners. Progress in the
development of high-temperature superconductivity is likely to unfold slowlywith substantial assistance from the
Federal Government.

Photo credit: U.S. Department ot Energy

A magnet is levitated by hightemperature
superconducting materials that are cooled in liquid

nitrogen. Superconducting materials may eventually
levitate much larger bodiec, such as magnetically levit ated
trains. Superconductivity is a research area that may yield

many fruitful applications.

1Michael D. lemonick, Superconductors!" une. May I I, 1987, p

4Ptul Manink, ''A Super Year in Science," Vtswns. fall 1987, p. 20.

501fice of Technology Assessment, op. cit , footnote I. p 61.

iThe Ames latxtratory distributes the "fligh-Tc Update," a widely read newsletter, the national laboratories have broadcast nationally
several high-temperature superconductivity conferences; and the Department of Energy has established a computer database that !laws research
results with industry. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration also maintains a Space Systems Technical Advisory Counninee, a
group with representatives from industry, universities, and government organizations

nfice of 'technology Assessment, op. cit., footnote 1, p

Klbid p 69
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Harvey Brooks: "A strong basic science is a
necessary condition for a strong economy, a livable
environment, and a tolerable society."5

Survey results indicate that since the mid-1970s
public confidence in the scientific community
ranked second only to medicine and ahead of 11
other social institutions, including education, the
press, and Congress.6 Furthermore, the expectations
of the American public about science and technol-
ogy during the next 25 years include cures for cancer
and AIDS, safe long-term storage or disposal of
wastes from nuclear powerplants, establishment of
a colony on the Moon, and development of geneti-
cally engineered bacteria te destroy toxic chemicals.
But among the same sample of adults, realism about
the possible negative consequences of science and
technology is clearly evident. More than two in five
respondents consideied another Three Mile Island-
type accident and the accidental release of a toxic
chemical that results in numerous deaths of Ameri-
cans "very likely."7 Finally, when asked their
preference for problems that should receive more
Federal funding, three of four Americans responded
"helping older people," "improving education,"
and "reducing pollution," two of three noted
"improving health," one in two favored "helping
low income people " and one of three responded
"scientific research" (which was well ahead of
"exploring space" and "improving defense").8 For
further discussion of Federal funding in the "public
interest," see box 2-B.

Taken together, the investments and expectations
of the Federal Government in research have contrib-

uted to a shining history of scientific advance in the
United States. Universities, Federal laboratories,
and industrial research centers have discovered
many new phenomena and c1,-...eloped theories and
techniques for their continued exploration and use.
In the 1990s, preserving quality in research, while
understanding changes in the political and economic
environment in which it has grown, will require
planning and adaptation by research sponsors and
performers alike.

Research Funding in the United States

Focusing on research (not development), as OTA
does in this report, reduces the scope, but not the
complexity of the Federal research system.9 The
Federal Government spent over $11 billion in fiscal
year 1990 on basic research and over $10 billion on
applied research. Research thus represents 1.8 per-
cent of the total Federal budget (at $1.2 trillion). This
1.8 percent, or roughly $21 billion, is an abstraction
referred to as the "Federal research budget."I°

Funding for research in the United States is led by
the Federal Government (47 percent of the national
total). Industry is a close second at 42 percent;
universities and colleges (the category that includes
State and local government funds) follow at 7
percent; nonprofit institutions and others fund the
remaining 4 percent. Industrial support of basic and
applied research has grown dramatically over the

5Harvey Brooks, "Can Science Survive in the Modem Age?" Science, vol. 174. Oct. 1, 1971, p. 29. Brooks goes on to caution that a strong basic
science is not a sufficient condition. For a recent postscript, see Harvey Brooks, 'Tan Science Survive in the Modem Age? A Revisit After Twenty
Years," National Forum, vol. 71. No. 4. fall 1990, pp. 31-33.

6The question asked VIAS: "As far as the people running these institutions are concerned, would you say you have a great deal of confidence, only
sonic confidence, or hardly any confidence at all in them?" Since 1973, from 37 to 45 percesit of the respondents indicated "... a great deal of
confidence." See National Science Board, Science and Engineering lndicators-1989, NSB 89-1 (Washington, DC: 1989), p. 172 and app. table 8-11.

?Respondents in 1985 were asked: "Do you think it is very likely, possible but not too likely, or not at all likely that this result will occur in the next
25 years?" National Science Board, Science and Engineering Indicators-1987, NSB 87-1 (Washington, DC: 1987), p. 150 and app. table 8-10.

iThe respondents were asked to tell, for each problem, ". . . if you think that the government is spending too little money on it, about the right amount,
or too much." See National Science Board, op. cit., footnote 6, p. 174 and app. table 8-13. A sample of British respondents were asked the same question
in 1988. Improving health care and helping older people topped their list, while 47 percent (v. 34 percent of the U.S. sample) expressed a desire for
increased government funding of scientific research.

91n empirical terms, "research" has changing referents in the report. Sometimes a measure refers to "academic" or "university" research, other
times to "basic" research. The reader is alerted to these different performers or activities as OTA reviews them and the sources of information used to
characterize scientific research.

"'The research figures are current dollar estimates. See Albert H. Itich el al., Congressional Action on Research and Development in the FY 1991
Budget (Washington, DC: American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1990). Other figuresare computed from various sources cited in table
1-2.
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Box 2-BPublic Interest in Science

At a time when U.S. society has embarked on more technological adventures than ever before, Americans
apparently understand less about science and technology than citizens in other western countries. But understanding
alone is not the issue; rather, it is the complex relationship among public understanding, public confidence in science
and technology, and the public interest.' From the turn of the century through World War II, American technology
and science came into its own. New inventions for the benefit of consumers were talked about everywhere from the
Sears and Montgomery Ward catalogs to popular magazines; stories about the new invention, the telephone, were
plentiful; and even if not everyone understood the new technology, they had confidence in it,2

Military technology, given its lasting impact on everyone's lives during wartime, seemed easier to fathom
"back then." Soldiers understood how a gun worked; stories abound about how American GI's were able to fix
things on the spot, using whatever spare parts they could lay their hands on. People thought they understood the
technology that surrounded them and that it was essentially beneficia1.3

With the development of the atomic bomb (necessarily shrouded in secrecy) came the end of innocence, The
shattering of Hiroshima and Nagasaki was accompanied, for many, by a shattering of faith in science and technology
as forever benign and helpful. In ways that we have only now begun to understand, the image of destruction
associated with the atom bomb has affected all technology, certainly all technology associated with nuclear power
and nuclear waste. With Three Mile Island, Bhopal, the Challenger accident, and Chernobyl, this image of
destruction has become the paradigm, for many, of all science and technology.4

The discovery of restriction enzymes that slice strands of DNA into separate pieces, and that DNA pieces from
different species will connect with each other, has given rise to the great hope of understanding and curing genetic
diseases. Yet it also has raised fears of somehow disturbing the natural universe, changing things that ought not be
tinkered with. To know more sometimes is to fear more: "unintended consequences" is today a familiar refrain;
even good intentions have side effects.

The very advance of biological and medical knowledge itself leads to frustrations and contradictions, further
undermining confidence in science. If we can perform the miracle of organ transplants, why can we not cure multiple
sclerosis? If we can cure childhood leukemia, why not lung cancer? Science editor Daniel E. Koshland writes:

But as architects of change, we [scientists] have occasionally oversold the product, implying that it will bring
unmixed good, not acknowledging that a scientific advance is a Pandora's box with detriments or abuses as well a.s
benefits. By confessing that we are not omniscient we may lose some awe and admiration, but we will gain in
understanding and rapport.'

What can the scientific community do? Despite some negative feeling about science, or some aspects of it, there
are indications that the public is more interested in it and more willing to make the effort to learn than they are given
credit for. Although 20 percent of college graduates earn science and engineering degrees, many more enter college
eager to learn science.6 The television program "Nova," which covers all aspects of science, is consistently among
the more highly watched programs on public television. And 95 daily newspapers across the Nation have weekly

lins box is adapted f rom Alan H McGowan. president, Scientists' Institute for Public Information, who wrote it expressly Mr this ()TA
repot! under the tide "Public Understanding of Science." For an overview of the relationship between public interest, understanding, and
onlidence, see Kenneth Prewiti, "The Public and Science Policy; Science. Technology. & Human Mues, vol. 7, spring 1982, pp. 5-14.

=One of the best deseription.s of this phenomenon is to be found in Daniel J. Boorstin, The Amerwans The Democratic Expel-len( e (New
York, NY Vintage Books, 1974)

3There is a difference between understanding the scientific pi mciples behind an invention or technology and having a general idea of how
Mc pat IN hi 10w:the r or what sequence of events must occur to make the technology work

4See Daryl E. Chubm, "Progress, Culture, and the Cleavage of Science ROM Society." Science.Technology. and Social Progress, SI_
Ioldinan red r (Bethlehem, 1'A Lehigh University Press, 1989). pp 177-19s. and -Is Knowledge a Dangerous Thing?" The 1...conornict, vol

;Ix. beb 1991. pp 21-22.

sl)amel I. Koshland, "lo See ( )utselvt s As Others See I is," St iencr, vol 247, Ian_ S, 1990, p 9 Fuir a content analysis of how popular
in.ty.t/ines po tray ed sc.-tent e iii the first half of are 20tli Lemur y. see Marcel Al'011ette, Making Scirm r Our Own Public Image.c of Sewn( r

Ivic (Chicago. It I 'inversity ol Chicago Press. 1990)
(.( S Coiwress. )1 I 1, e ()I let hnolog) Assessment, Elemcntar and SC, ondar hlia anon for S( r Lnvineering,()IA FMSI.

-I I .Wtstungion, D I S Gosettunt-nt Printing Of lite, De(einhei 19x8). di I
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Box 2-BPubik Interest in ScienceContinued
science sections which, according to their editors, are among the most highly regarded sections in the paper. This
represents a growth from 66 such sections in 1986 and 19 in 1984.7

The attitude in the scientific community has also changed. Fifteen years ago, most scientists avoided the
popular press. Now, many scientists and engineers relish being quoted.8 Still, working to improve public
understanding is not rewarded in many ways within the scientific community; the time is taken from other pursuits,
and therefore can be costly to one's career.9

What mechanisms would encourage more involvement by scientists and engineers in raising public interest
in and understanding of science efforts? Congress might include required spending of a portion of research grants
on public understanding efforts, designating a fraction of each agency's budget for an office devoted to help grantees
develop public understanding efforts, and giving awards to scientists who have made substantial contributions to
public understanding.° At a time when more and more of American life is rooted in science and technology, and
when the Nation's economic well-being depends as never before on its understanding and utilization, the Federal
Government cannot be complacez about the public's interest and confidence in science."

7"Newspaper Science Sections Still on the Rise," SIN:cope, vol. 18, spring 1990, p. 1. As one science policy statesman writes: "I have
come to believe . . . that the way things will work out for American science is very much in the hands of communicatorsof science writers
and reportas. They are a bceed of science watchers1 and the last thing in science's interests is to patronize or condescend to them." William D.
Carey, "Scientists and Sandboxes: Regions of tbe Mind," American Scientist, vol. 76, March-April 1988, p. 144. Also see Maurice Goldsmith,
The Science Critic (London. England: Routledge & Kagan Paul, 1986).

9In addition, as sociologist Dorothy Nelkin puts it "Dependent more on political choices than peer review, many scientists in the 1980s
became convinced that scholarly communication was no longer sufficient to assure support for their costly enterprise, that national visibility
through the mass media was strategically essential. They greatly expanded efforts to work the media, trying to shape the images conveyed."
Dolothy Nelkin, "Selling Science," Physics Today, November 1990, p. 45. Also see the special issue in which this article appears,
"Communicating Physics to the Public," Physics Today, November 1990, pp. 23-56.

9See Neal E. Miller, The Scientist's Responsibility for Public Information (New York, NY: Scientists' Institute. for Public Information.
Media Resource Service, 1990); and John P. Donnelly, "Researchers Must Join Forces to Bolster Public Confidence and Funding Support,"
The Scientist, vol. 4, No. 20, Oct. 15, 1990, p. 16.

10Precedents for such activities irclude a 1-percent set-aside in the budgets of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) for evaluation of
NTH research, and the annual "Public Understanding of Science and lbchnology" awards given to science journalists by the American
Association for the Advancement of Science and Westinghouse.

1 1 Greatex public understanding of science will not necessarily lead to greater Federal funding of research. As one commentator observed
a generation ago: "Although there is no question that the public has demonstrated its willingness to provide . . . support, I doubt whether the
intrinsic cultural value could be used to justify to the public or to politicians more NM a small fraction of tbe present support for basic scienr-
in the United States, or indeed in any other major country of the world." Harvey Brooks, "Are Scientists Obsolete?" Science, vol. 186, Nov.
8, 1974, p. 508.

last 20 years, especially in the early and mid-
1980s." For basic research akme, the Federal
Government funds 62 percent of the total. followed
by industry (21 percent), universities and colleges
( 12 percent ). atal nonprofit institutions and others
(5 percent

While questions of relative funding can be gauged
with funding data (e.g., comparisons between Fed-
eral and industrial support), it is not easy to compare
expenditures in one year to those in another.
Economic change affects the "value" of a dollar
over time. Because some goods (foodstuffs, automo-

Is !united primarily by the I ederal (;overnment. industry. And ai .1(10111t. InsInuninls In 194). Indusli y and tIc Federal
Government together aiiounted for nearly WI percent of total suppint, with unlVt1SUICS and colleges contrthuting A percent. and other nonprofit
institimons funding I perictit Industry is the largest sim.:le cootie of R&D funds. pros lifing $74 Lompared to the Federal iovernment's Sti9
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This research Is part of an add rain study In the Duke Forest Project, NC. Research can take many forms, from space exploration
to the stucty of microbes, and almost all are represented In the Federal research portfolio,

biles, housing) change slowly over time, economists
have developed so-called constant dollars or "defla-
tors" to use in comparing economic activity in two
or more years. Constant dollars work less well for
goods that change rapidly (e.g., computers, con-
sumer electronics, and defense technologies), and
not at all for products that, by definition, are
dissimilar from one year to the next." The use of any
two deflators can also lead to very large differences,
especially as the timeframe lengthens. Taking into
account these difficulties in the use of deflators for
comparing research funding over time, OTA has
chosen to use the "Gross National Product Implicit
Price Deflator." This deflator reflects changes in
total public aml Federal expenditures. Thus, OTA's
figures can be t.asily compared, as Congress rou-
tinely does, with trends in other public expenses.I4
(Box 2-C discusses different deflators and their use
in interpreting trends in research funding.)

Documenting Perspectives on the
Future of Research

The American public holds scientific research in
high esteem, but does not see it as the Nation's top
priority. This contrasts with survey findings of the
late 1980s and 1990 reflecting the perceptions of
scientists and engineers. Biomedical researchers in
academia and industry, recombinant DNA research-
ers, young faculty researchers in physics, and a
cross-section of Sigma Xi (The Scientific Research
Society) members all report difficulty in establish-
ing or sustaining research programs and fear reduc-
tions in Federal funding for individual-investigator
research (which they see as a top funding priority)."
Perhaps the must forceful recent advocate of in-
creased research funding is Nobel laureate physicist

this construction. research is a "product:* i.c , has measurable outputs. Hut the value of the output is not detemkined by market prices. It Would
be more accurate perhaps to treat research as s "process," i_e an activity or service to the economy.

"The executive branch p tspective i.s contained in the Eeinumne Report of The President (Washington, DC- U.S. (overnment Punting Office, 1990).

oSee, respectively. Gallup p.,11 results reported by the Pkumaccu.ical Manufactumrs Association Foun(Iation, Inc.. Losing Ground in Biomedical
Research The Shortage of American Scientists (Washington. DC: February 1991). Isaac Rabino, "The Impact of Activist Pressures on Recombinant
DNA Research," Science.7echnology, & Human thlues. vol. 16, No. I, wniter 1991, pp. 70-87; American Physical Society survey results reported in
Roman Czujko et al., ''Their Most Productive Years- Young Physics Faculty in 1990,'' Physics Thday. February 1991, pp 37.42; and Political Economy
Research Institute, "Researcher Perspectives on the Federal Research System." DTA contractor report. July 1990 (available through thc National
Technical Information Service, see app. F).
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Box 2-CCalculating Constant Dollar i'rends for Research

While seeming a trivia: problem at first glance, calculating funding trends for research in constant dollars (i.e.,
units that have the same spending power in each year) can be full of pitfalls. Different methods can lead to quite
different trends and, therefore, policy conclusions. For example, the constant dollar vain-A calculated using a
method developed at the Department of Commerce (and used by the National Science Foundation) imply that
research expenditures in the United States have giuwn by roughly 40 percent in the period 1969 to 1990. Similar
calculations based on a method devetoped by the Office of Management and F. udget (and used by the American
Association for the Advancement of Science) imply that research expenditures have grown by less flan 15 percent
(see figure 2C-1).1

Figure 2C-1--Federal Research Spending in Constant Do hors Using Two Different Dethitors:
Fiscal Years 1960-90 (in blnions of 19/2 dollars)
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KEY: R&D Research and Development; OMB . Office of Management and Budget; AAAS . American Associa lion for the Advancement of Science;
GNP - Gross National Prodirct, NSF . National Science Foundation.

SOURCES: Current dollar data came from National Science Foundation, Fedora! Funds for flosexch and Development. Detailed Histon iii Tables:
Fiscal Yoars 1955-1:190 (Washington, DC: 1990), table A; and National Science Foundation, Selected Data on Federal clinds for
Roseawn and Devolop,ent: Fiscal Years 1989. 1990 and 1991 (Washington, December 1990), table 1. Deflator thia cam( f rom the
Office of Management and Budget. Budget Analysis and Systems Division, unpublished data. and National Science Board, So )nf . 11,4
Enguraenng lndicators-1989, NSB 89-1 (Washington, DC: 1989), app. table 4-1

So how does one calculate a constant dollar treml? The cbject is to translate dollars from one year to the next,
i.e., to find the price of a market basket of commodities. The deflator is the ratio of the purchasing power of a dolliu
for a particular year to that of a reference year. A change in the index means that purchasing power has changed
with respect to the same market basket. This change can also be expressed as "c, qstant dollars," such as '41982"
or "1988" dollars. These ratios can then adjust any dollar amount for a given year get a value in constant dollars.

A set of ratios or indices for a series of years is called a "deflator." To calculate a deflator, a compar;st,a
he made between how much a specific thing co..as in the year in question and in thr constant dolla. year. The
differences between methods used to calculate constant dollar trends depend on what good or service; are tracked
to make up the deflv tor. For instance, increasing salaries are very different from increasing (or decreasing) prices
Of computers.

Congress is nwst interested in comparing research ;xpendinires to other element- of au: Federal budget Thus,
a deflator that represents expenditures on products and services that are otten t aught throughout the United

titectiv :101.1t,P, twsirtl 11) tht: ;Il %%SY/CI:MO(1 tut the Ad% Arth. efflemII at St. DV& S. I q90 (1IA nott-% that the
liitilutts ttt lle.11.a 1.sec ON too.i) t idled It . liiitittt ti mid lhveki1iiiitiii h Vd11( II Is dist. Ilseli ii k
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Statesa constant dollar in the most general sensais often the most useful for congressional policy analysis.
Using the Gross National Product (GNP) Implicit Price Deflator developed by the Department of Commerce is
usually acceptable, since it employs a large market basket of goods to calculate its constant dollar ratlos.2 Constant
dollar trends fcc research calculated with this deflator compare research expenditures to other expenditures
throughout the economy.

In other contexts, a deflator that specifies indices relating only to research (salaries, facilities, and
inseumentation) could be preferable. In such a deflator, if 45 percent of total expenditures for research goes to
sala ies,3 45 percent of the deflator would reflect the changes in these salaries, When other components of the
deflaim are similarly adjustedequipment, facilities, and indirect and other costsa new index is derived. Use of
such an index to adjust total research expenditures would approximate how much scientists were tpending in one
year as if the prices and contents of the market basket of goods and services were unchanged (i.e., the effect of
increasing salaries and cost of equipment and other items would have been removed;.4 Deflators are difficult to
calculate for science and engineering research, because the items and mix of the market basket can change rapidly
and they may be quite different in separate fields of inquiry. In addition, even a "correct" deflator of this type can
be m'aleading because it only concerns inputs and not the changing character of research outputs, Le., one is not
buying the same science and engineering "product,"

Given the problems with research-specific deflators and the advantage of a general GNP deflator to compare
expenditures across the economy, all constant dollar figures and tables in this report were calculated with the GNP
Implicit Price Deflator for 1982 dollars (unless noted otherwise), However, OTA does not make any specific policy
assumptions based exclusively on constant dollar trends.

lEconomic Report of the President, Tramnitted to Congress Februuy 1990 (Waslitagton, DC: U.S. Goverment Printing Office, 1990),
pp. 298-299. table C-3.

3See ch. 6 of this report.

4No deflator has been mated using this method. Bruce Baker, Office rA Management and Budget, personal communication, Nov.. 26,
1990. But sec a pair of working papers by John a Jankowski, Jr., National Science Foundation, "Do We Needs Price Index for Industrial R&D?"
n.d.; and "Construction of a Price Index for Industrial R&D Inputs," Aug. 1, 1990. Among the approximations used Is the Office of Management
and Budget noncapital Federal expenditures deflator developed to normalize all expenditures of the Federal Government that do not involve the
specific procurement of large, capital 11msobviously a much larger set of expenditures than those involved in research. As stated by Bruce
Baker. Office of Manogement sad Budget: "This is not an R&D deflator, it is & deflator used to deflate R&D." American Associatica for the
Advancement of Science, op. cit., footnote 1. The problem with the use of this deflator is that even though it excludes many expenditures unrelated
to research, the expenditures that are reflected in the deflator are not guaranteed in any way to mimic research expeases over time. Consequently
such a deflator may he just as "wrong" as any other deflator to calculate research productivity.

Leon Ledeiman, who also relies on a survey of
active researchers in major universities (see box

Such surve,,s can take the pulse ot a population,
tapping respondents' perceptions, experiences, and
feelings. Other data, however, must be assembled
and analyied to provide a more systematic, well-
rounded charactervation of the state of affairs--and
general health-01 the Federal research system. That
is OTA's objective in this report.

Although scientists may now, feel engulfed by the
stress ul t esearch competition, the Federal research

system and the place of U.S. science in the world has
remained strong. Other countries support research
infrastructures at the foreftont of many fields
which is expected in an internationally competitive
economybut U.S. science still ranks at or near the
top in most fields. This is a testament to the strength
and scale of federally funded research.16

This system will face many challenges in the
1990s, including living with tight fiscal conditions.
In the 1980s, four categories of Federal spending
consistently increased in constant dollars: defense,
emitlements (Social Security, Federal retirement,

- - - - - -

I'Hiete is es ',Mae that the t 'fitted States is .1 latecomer to the snows beleaguering other nations See Stisall I. 0.oticas et al teds 1, I he R. sew. E 11

qt. in I atm, Iwn. pits( ceding\ ol a NM( Ads ala ed Stu6 Institute. ii Ciot co, t I 11, 1959 (Dordrecht, Holland Kluwer. I 990) the
questin ss healer the t 'toted Stales is "losing ground" to other nations very much depends on which lichls Or research areas are of «incern, and whit h
IriciR ,tirsot It'seaf( ii Foch', to us onc ,. hooses to einhra,.c For es c to the i ontrary, see( ;ma Kolata, "Who's No I in Science" Footnotes Say ii S
NuK 1,q1 mu,. I oh 12. 1Pi , pp CI , and "No Slippage Vet Seen in Strength of S ScRtac, Sent r War, it. vol 2, No I. January/February
IV91. pp ..'
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Box 2-D--An Interpretation of Researchers' Distress by Leon M. Lederman

On January 7, 1991, Leon M. Lederman, Nobel laureate physicist and President-Elect of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), sounded "a cry of alarm" for academic science. He released
a report to the AAAS membership expressing concern ". . . for the future of science in the United States ;4nd for
the profound cultural and economic benefits that science brings." The following are excerpts from the report,
which was based on an informal survey of natural sciences faculty in 50 U.S. universities, including the top 30
institutions in Federal R&D funds received. The survey yielded letters from 250 scientists, The text below is an
excerpt from Lederman's report and is followed by a postscript written by him expressly for this OTA report.2

The responses puint a picture of an academic research community beSet by flagging morale, diminishing
expectations, and c xlstricting horizons... .

(There were) three Incidents where we had to stand by wtgle competitors from abroad moved forward on research based
on our Ideas. ... The history of the past decade is one of continued harassment over money, lost opportunities due to
inadequate support, and a stifling of Imagination due to money worries. If U.S. scientists must continue to stand by and watch
as our best Ideas are carried forward by groups from abroad, our nation cannot hope to escape a rapid decline.

Professor of Physics,
Massachusetts Instttute of Technology

. Academic science has not arrived at Its present state Through a conscious decision by the Administration ar
Congress. No political leader has advocated starving scienceIndeed, most feel That they support It strongly.
Presidents Reagan and Bush have both promised to double the size of the National Science Foundation's budget
within five years, and Congress, almost every year, appropriates more for the National institutes of Health than the
Administration requests....

However, recent growth has been Insufficient to compensate for the effects of the long drought that preceded
It. Thus, in the View of those in the laboratories, there has been a gradual year-by-year erosion in the availability of
funding and In the health of academic science over nearly two decades... .

suspect that if I were twenty years younger I would not choose an academic research career. Even now I find myself
considering other options. I'm tired of writing "celiel ii proposals that aren't funded.

Professor of Chemblry,
Duke University

. . The (funding) problem is compounded . . . by a number of other factors that, Taken together, further restrict the
results that can be obtained from each research dollar. One factor is complexItyor what some obServers have
called "sophistication inflation." AS our understanding of nature Increases, the questions we need to answer
become more complex. There is a corresponding Increase in the sophistication (and cost) of the equipment
needed to do research, both for small, "table top" experiments and large facilities Such as telescopes and
accelerators. . . . The cost of regulation is a second factor. In many fields, particularly in the life sciences. Increased
regulation absorbs significant funds and research time. . . . A third factor Is institutional overhead. According to the
National Science Foundation, indirect costs at universities (including administration, maintenance of buildings,
utilities, etc.) have risen from 16 percent of the national academic R&D budget in 1966 to about 28 percent In
1986. . . (and this) means That less money is available to the laboratory scientist for the direct costs of research. . . .

The problem Is more serious than average grant size or proposal success rates (at the Nation 'I Science
Foundation and the National institutes ot Health), however. The letters reveal potentially important changes In the
way scientists as Individuals pursue their craft. As a consequence of the Increasingly difficult search for funding,
academic scientists are less willing to take chances on high risk areas with potentially big payoffs. Instead, they
prefer to play It Safe, sticking to research in which an end product is assured, or worse, working In fields that they
believe are favored by funding agency oeiclais. These scientists are also Increasingly viewing their fellows as
competitors, rather than colleagues, leading to an Increasingly corrosive atmosphere. The manifestations of this
attitude range frOm a reluCt ance to share new results with othet scientists to public bickering about relative priorities
in funding different fields.

We are tending to do "safer" projects. avoiding the high 6k. but high payoff projects. In the present climate we cannot
afford to have ex; )eilments not work . Undergraduates. graduate students and postdocs continually ask about the benefits
of pursuing an academic career when funding Is so tight.

--Assistant Professor of Biology.
CamegleMellon University

- 'J. -_.-
IScient e The End of Me F rontier'? report front Leon M Lederman, president-elect. to the Board ot Directors ot the American

Association for the Advancement of Science (Washington. DC Amencan Association tor the Mvancement of Science. January !WI

10TA dots not necessarily agree with the conclusions either in the report or the postscript
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. (in addition) respondents reported that they are cutting back on the number of students they are training, andthat students now In the laboratories are opting out of research careers. .

While the current loss of oroducttve groups Is serious,even more disturbing Is the negative Influence the present difficuttles
are having on the next generation. On a recent vistt to MIT I had an Informal lunch with about twenty graduate students In
organic chemistry and asked how many of themwere going Into academic science. One person raised his hand and he wasreturning to a small liberal arts college where he had been a student. This group agreed that their lack of Interest In untvemitylevel positions is their perception that the challenge of gaining funding Is now dominant over the, challenge of the science.

Professor of CherrAstry,
Untverstty of Illinois

What would It take ta relieve the acute problems In academic research and restore U.S. science to Rs pre-1968excellence? Let us consider this question independently of "practical" constraints dictated by current events. Myanalysis . . Indicates that we should be spending at least twice as much as we were in 1968 (in constant dollars)if we are to approach the conditions of (this era). Indications from NSF. NIH and DOE tend to cont1rm the pressurefor a doubling of the current level of funding for academic science, which amountS to about $10 billion a year. Thishuge sum could. I believe, be effectively deployed In Iwo or three fiscal yearS.

Beyond this, In future years, I would argue that the growth of four percent per year in the number of academicscientists and the complexity factor growth estimate of flve percent per year imply that a sustained flourishing ofacademic research requires annual real growth of eigter to ten percent... Such an Increment may soundsubstantial in our current climate, but as the economy responds, academic research would remain only a tinyfraction of total federal spending for many decades. Furthermore, even with such increases, It would be a decadeor two before our level of nondefense research expenditure proportional to GNP would equal the 1989 levels of.lapan or West Germany.

February 1991 Postscript
In his budget for FY 1992, the President requested significant increases for science, averaging 5-10 percentabove inflation. In view of the fiscal constraints, scientists must stand In awe at the respect their work has earned.This is the eighth year of real Increases initiated by the Administration and passed by Congress. Nevertheless, theAAAS inquiry hos dramatically confirmed Indications of serious troubles at the laboratory bench.
There are several reasons for believing that, In spite of these Increases, the Nation Is seriously underinvesting ineeiearch. One is the comparison with what our economic competitors are doing. Another Is the comparison of ourrelative research capability today with what it was in the late 1960s.

International prizes (Identifying when the wOrk was done) as well as patents and a hard-to-quantify loss ofscientific and technological self-confidence point In the same direction. The unprecedented stress within thescientific community described above Is another Indicator.

The crisis documented In the AAAS survey must be viewed as part of a larger pattern of national decisions. Myanalysis indicates that a continuation of the kind of investment we were making In the 1960s would have broughtus 'oday to somewhere near $30.40 billion for academic research. This is what motivated the "unrealistic" proposalfor a doubling of the budget with subsequent 8-10 percent annual Increases for at least a decade.
We are keenly aware that we have concentrated on only one important element of a problem lhat mustinclude many other components, such as non-military R&D in industry and the national laboratories, and the overallscientific literacy of the work force Research and education are so intimately entwined that they must be treatedlogether Only very briefly mentioned In the report are the human resources devoted to what economist RobertReich calls "strategic brokers," those who translate R&D results Into economic products. The record of U.S.investment in research and education, even given the Increases, Is one of decline relative to the GNP and relativeto other industrialized societies. Whereas It Is surely true that sums allocated by the Federal Government couldalways be spent more efficiently (especially In education), the problem is clearly undei investment. Yet the primaryasset of a modern industrial nation In the 21st century Is its brainpower: a skilled, educated workforce,
1he vision to recognize this as a salient feature of our times resides in many of our leaders. No doubt some suchperception explains the favoring of science in toegh times. However, the resources teat are redly demanded arefar greater. as has been "unrealistically" proposed in the AAAS report. Nevertheless, if these hureen capitalinvestments are judged in the context of a $5 trillion GNP or a $1.4 trillion Federal budget, Itbecomes clear that theIssue lsn't costit is a matter of choice. The choice is to treat the human resources of the Nationan educated,capable work forceas the key to a successful society. If we choose wisely, and I let my Imagination soar, theexpenditure for academic scientific research will one day reach $50-100 billion (In 1991 dollars). With commensurateinvestment In education and Infrastructure, we can restate not the world leadership we once enjoyed, but theposition of the Nation as a dynamic and resourceful soc aty, a leading participant In the now global economy ofthe 21st century. If we fall to see this long term issue, If we are dominated by our "third quarter crises, If we hesitatebecause we hove lost faith in the power of the human mind, our long term prospects will be dismal indeed.
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Medicare, and Medicaid), net interest on the Federal
debt, and Federal spending on research." While the
deficit continues at record levels, the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 will temper
Federal spending, including possible modifications
and further priority setting in expenditures for
research.18

In addition, the scientific community has grown in
size since the 1960s, reflecting a rising research
economy that supported the pursuit of many spectac-
ular opportunities. However, as more knowledge is
gained, expenditures for cutting-edge research have
also increased. These factors have combined to
magnify the burdens on research performers and
institutions, and on the Federal sponsors that fund
them.19 Many in the research system also wonder, as
the uncertainty increases over enrollments by U.S.
students in science, whether the next generation of
scientists and engineers will sustain the research
enterprise.20 The pressures mount on public policy
to decide which opportunities are most urgent,
which agency programs to favor, and the rationale
for supporting a diversity of fields, sectors, and
research personnel, In the words of Yale Medical
School Dean Leon Rosenberg:

The scientific community is responsible in a
major way for the paradoxes and dilemmas in which
we find ourselves. . . There are more opportunities
than ever to ferret out the secrets of human biology
and apply those secrets to the reduction of human
suffering. The dilemma is that we must obtain more
funding for the support of this effort in order to
capitalize on those opportunities and improve the
morale of the scientific community, while at the
same time acknowledging that we have been gener-
ously supported for the past 40 years.21

This report explores the "paradoxes and dilemmas"
of supporting U.S. science in the 1990s, while this
chapter introduces the history of the Federal research
system and current challenges that demand Federal
policy attention.

Historical and Current Federal Roles
in the Research System

The Federal research system has many partici-
pants. They include Congress, the Federal research
agencies, the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB), the Office of Science and Thchnology
Policy (OSTP), academic research institutions, Fed-
eral and industrial laboratories, the National Acad-
emy of Sciences complex, professional societies,
think tanks, and others.22 Together these compo-
nents sponsor, perform, and guide the activity called
"research."

Recognition of the role of the Federal Govern-
ment in the support of research grew during the early
parts of the 20th century, especially before and
immediately after World War II. During the 1930s
and 1940s, the Departments of Defense (DOD) and
Agriculture (USDA), the Public Health Service
(largely through the National Institutes of Health,
NIH), and the Atomic Energy Commission (then, the
Energy Research and Development Administration,
and now the Department of Energy, DOE) collec-
tively funded a diverse Federal research portfolio.23
In the 1950s, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) began to sponsor space
exploration projects, and in the 1960s, it launched a
celebrated and successful effort to safely land
humans on the Moon and to gather data on the solar

il"Outlays by Category," Government Executive, vol. 22, September 1990, p. 44.

"See Jeffrey Mervis, "Science Budget: A Zero-Sum Game," The Scientist, vol. 4. No. 24, Dec.10, 1990, pp. I, 6; and David C. Morrison, "Pinching
the Research Budget," National Journal, vol. 22. No. 49, Dec. 8, 1990, p. 2996.

19See William D. Carey, "R&D in the Federal Budget: 1976-1990," and Rodney W. Nichols. "Mae West at Olympus: Five Puzzles for R&D." both
in Science and Technology and the Changing World Grder, colloquium proceedings, Apr. 12-13, 1990, S.D. Sauer (ed.) (Washington, DC: American
Associatkin for the Advancement of Science, 1990), pp. 43-51, 53-69.

2°The gap between current rhetork and current problems in science education as they relate to the Nation's research capability is examined in Iris
Rotberg, "I Never Promised YOH First Place." Phi Delta Kappan, vol. 72, December 1990, pp. 296-303.

21Quoted in Dick Thompson, "The Growing Crisis in Medical Science," Time, Dec. 17, 1990, p. 21.

22Because universities perform the preponderance of basic and applied research and train most of the research work force, and because much of the
data on research performance has been collected on academia, this report often focuses on academic research performers. However, when relevant, and
especially where data are available, other performers are discussed.

2-1See Margaret %V. Rossiter, "Science and Public Policy Since World War II," Historical Writing on American Science. Perspectives and Prospects,
S.(3 Kohlstedt and M.W. Rossiter (eds.) (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press. 1986), pp. 273-294; and Julius H. Comroe, Jr.,
RetroSpectroScope. Insights Into Medical Discovery (Menlo Park, CA: Von Gehl Press, 1977).
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system. Federal research was supported and selected
in partnership with the scientific community and
with little constraint to adhere to formal agency
missions.24

For many years, the core of the national effort in
science was increasingly understood to reside in and
be expressed through the National Science Founda-
tion (NSF).25 A 1965 National Academy of Sciences
report, Basic Research and National :Iva Is, went so
far as to state that:

. the National Science Foundation is viewed
. . . as being responsible for . . . "intrinsic basic
science," the motives for which are relatively remote
from politically defined missions. Since this is a
social overhead whose connection with specific
applied objectives of the society is distant and
undefined, it would seem . that allocation of
resources to this activity would be even more
difficult than the allocation to mission-related re-
search.26

S ince NSF primarily funded reseal ch in universities,
science policy was generally equated with the
provision of lesources for research, principally
through the university-based research system.

Although DOD, NASA, DOE, and USDA had
significant basic and applied research budgets in the
1960s and 1970s, and NIH funding soared with the
War on Cancer in the early 1970s, it was not until the
1980s that infusions in defense research and devel-
opment (R&D) and the debates over the importance
of federally sponsored applied research once again
highlighted the pluralistic Federal role." "The
fragmented, mission-oriented structure that emerged
after World War II went a long way toward realizing
Vannevar Bush's vision of a Federal system for the
support of science and engineering. In large meas-
ure, it was responsible for the emergence of the great
American research universities and the 'golden age'
of science."28 Today, research is understood to be an
activity pursued in many agencies of the Federal
Government and sectors of the U.S. economy.29

The wisdom of the compact between science and
the Federal Government has been demonstrated
repeatedly in the last half of the 20th century. As
more and more has been explicitly demanded of
scientific and technological institutions in U.S.

24See U.S. Congress, House Committee on Science. Space. and Technology, Ta.sk Force on Science Policy, A History of Science Policy in the United
States, 1940-1565, 99th Cong. (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1986), especially pp. 15-40; also see Alan T. Waterman, "Basic
Research in the United States," Symposium on Basic Research, Duel Wolfle (ed.) (Washington, DC: American Association for the Advancement of
Science, 1959), pp. 17-40. The celebrated Mansfield amendment, passed as part of the fiscal year 1970 Military Authorization Act (Public Law 91-121),
prohibited military funding of research that lacked a direct or apparent relationship to a specific military function. Through subsequent modification,
the Mansfield amendment moved the Department of Defense toward the support of more short-term applied research In universities. For a discussion,
see Genevieve J. Knew, 'Defense Basic Research Priorities: Funding and Policy Issues," CRS Report for Congress (Washington, DC: Congressional
Research Service, Oct. 24, 1990), pp. 5-9.

23While the Bush Report and the Steelman Report (introduced in ch. 1) were both effusive in their praise of the social benefits emanating from scientific
advance and the underlying rationale for the Federal support of science, each took a different approach to the administration of a national science
foundation. OTA points out that ". . the Steelman report regarded science as a special interest. Although large-scale government support for science
was r new phenomenon, science was not considered to be suffiek.My different from other rs areas to warrant any special political relationships."
Bur a supporters were ". . . convinced that science was distinct (rum -;ter types of government programs, that it must be free from political control, and
tr...t, to be successful, scientists should be able to direct their own aft, . . Scientists, . . . through advisory groups and a system of review by scientific
peers, would decide how research should be conducted and would influaice the research ague' s." Set U.S. Congress, Office of Tbchnology Msessment,
The Regulatory Environment for Science, OTA-TM-SET-34 (Springfield, VA: National Tbchnical Information Service, Febniary 1986), pp. 15-16.

26George B. Kistiakowsky, "Summary," in National Academy of Sciences, Committee on Science and Public Policy, Bask Research and National
Goals, A Report to the Committee on Science and Astronautics, U.S. House of Representatives (Washington, DC: March 1965), p. 11. This collection
of eusays evolved, in the words of Committee Chairman Oeorge P. Miller, into ". .. the production of a comprehensive study designed to throw into
toold relief some of the more serious phases of policy which Government must consider in its decisions to support or otherwise foster research in
Allletka." (p. v).

27Frran the researcher's perspective, multiple sources of Federal support provide funding livability. i.e., choice among agencim Prom a Federal
perspective, flexibility allows choice among alternative research initiatives and performers. New programs can be started or old ones refocused.

211oseph G. Morone, "Federal R&D Structure: The Need for Chan3e," The Bridge, vol. 19, fall 1989, pp. 313. For a discussion of the "university
research economy," see Roger L. Geiger, lhe American University and Research," in Govemment-University-lndustry Research Roundtable, The
Academic Research Enterprise Within the Industrialised Nations: Comparative Perspectives, report of a symposium (Washington, DC: National
Academy Nen, March 1990), pp. 15-35.

29The importance of nonprofit foundations and the private sector in supporting, defining, and utilizing basic research is also indisputable (though the
extent of their participation differs greatly by field, industry, and measures of contribution). See National Science Foundation, op. cit., footnote 11.
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society, the social contract has changed." A new
relationship may be evolving, but the trusteeship
remains intact.31 Today, with the expectation of
sustained Federal support of science, concern has
shifted to "how much growth" and "how to manage
expansion." With acute and widespread awareness
of the dependency of research institutions on Federal
support, money has become the lightning rod of
debates over science and other institutional do-
mains. While this is apparent to most decision-
makers, equally important but less visible is the
issue of the organization for making policy choices,
i.e,, how to distribute whatever monies are allocated
for research.

Differing conceptions of urgency, time-scale. and
level of investment feed tensions within the r.c.im-
tific community as Federal priorities change. In a
dynamic, pluralistic system, discontinuities in fund-
ing can be expected. The Federal Government is
accused of supporting faddish research on the one
hand, and of sluggishness in responding to new
research opportunities on the other. What is often
seen as a choice between big science and little
science, or between high-energy physics and molec-
ular genetics, is often more apparent than real.
Overall funding decisions are often shaped more by
funding allocations between research ;Ind other
national objectives,32 As symbolized in the debates
over the Superconducting Super Collide; and the
Human Genome Project, there is a sense of congres-
sional urgency, frustration, and ambivalence over
research goals.

While representative democracy ultimately in-
vests the power of decisionmaking in elected offi-
cials of the Federal Government (who judge political
and national needs), these decisions are tempered by
expert advice. Such judgments have consequences
for decisionmaking and accountability, especially at
the research agencies.33 More than the other
branches of government, Congressthe representa-

tive of the public interestis at the nexus of the
trusteeship for research. Congress plays an increas-
ingly active role, both in determining the Federal
research budget and in stewarding the Federal
research system in directions that serve the public
good (see chapter 3).

Prospects for the 1990s
Science and engineering are increasingly vital

parts of the Nation's culture; research contributes in
many ways to the technological and economic base.
Since the post-Sputnik era, both the capacity to
perform research and the demand for funds to sustain
scientific progress have grown. As the research
enterprise moves into the 1990s, the Federal re-
search system will experience changing funding
patterns and various pressures from both outside and
within the scientific community. How, in the face of
changing funds and goals, can Congress ensure that
the research system satisfies national needs, while
retaining the diversity, flexibility, and creativity that
have characterized U.S. contributions to scientific
knowledge and its payoffs? Four challenges are
clear,

First, new methods for setting priorities in re-
search funding will be required. Looking across
fields and at objectives that build on, but are not
limited to, scientific merit is the responsibility of
OSTP, OMB, the research agencies, and the scien-
tific community, as well as Congress. Each may
weigh funding criteria differently, but each has a role
in preparing the enterprise for tomorrow 's research
opportunities as well as today's.

Concern over the amount and distribution of
Federal research funding is voiced increasingly
throughout Congress. As one former member put it:

At present we have no well-defined process
. . . for systematically evaluating the balance of the
overall Federal investment in research and develop-

30For commentary on how 40 years of Federal funding policy strayed from the letter, and perhaps even the spirit, of Mumevar Bush's vision of a
centralized system, see Deborah Shapley and Rustum Roy. Len at the Frontier (Philadelphia, PA: IS1 Press, 1985). The House Committee's Science
Policy Task Force concuned with this appraisal in 1986, observing that: "The Natiotud Science Foundation, 3riginally conceived as a central
coordinating body, wits left with a restricted jurisdiction over unclassified, basic research." House Committee on Science and litchnology, op. cit.,
footnote 24. As Morone, op. cit., footnote 28, p. 4, puts it: "In effect, Bush called for a Department -if Science, which would fund research as well as
education, natural sciences as well as life WienCe3, and mission-oriented research as well as general, or 'pure,' science."

liKenneth Prewitt, "The Public and Science Policy," Science, Technology, & Human Willies, vol. 7, No. 39, spring 1982, pp. 5-14.
12For a discussion, see Genevie% e J. Knezo and Richard B. Rowberg, "Big and Little Science," CRS Review, February 1988, pp. 6.-8: and "Money

for the Boffins," The Economist, vol. 318, Feb. 16, 1991, pp. 15-16.

33Three OTA contractor reports, featured later in this ieport, pmvide data on the rhetoric of accountability used by various participants in die Federal
research systren. But see Office of lechnology Assessment, op. cit., footnote 25. On the role of the media in promoting accountability, see Marcel C.
LaFollette, "Scientists and the Media: In Search of a Healthier Symbiosis," The Scientist, vol. 4, No. 14, July 9, 1990, pp. 13-15.
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ment and in the variety of fHds that we try to serve.
The R&D budgets of the different Federal agencies
are evaluated separately and largely independently,
both within the executive branch and certainly here
in the House and Senate. . . Of particular interest
are the criteria for evaluating competing research
development projects different fields and the
organizational arrangements for helping us to do a
benci job of allocating scarce resources.34

Since the support of science and engineering
research is vital for the future of the United States,
the Federal Government attempts to maintain a
strong "science base." i.e., research across a wide
range of science and engineering fields.35 To the
extent that specific areas, problems, and projects
may be singled out for enhanced funding, debate
within the scientific community centers on the
adverse impacts of funding large new initiatives, or
"megaprojects," on the science base. The criteria
and information to inform priority setting are thus
paramount issues, as decisions must be made
between competing goals.36

A second challenge is that, because demands for
research funds are likely to continue to outpace
fundir% in most parts of the research budget,
strategies for coping--devised by sponsors and
performers alikewill be needed. Congress is
especially concerned about the question of costs.
because the Federal Government supports research
expenditures (e.g., salaries, indirect costs, equip-
ment, and facilities) that have increased over the
general rate of inflation. In addition, more research-
ers are performing federally funded research and, in
the aggregate, are spending more across-the-board
on their research projects.37

-
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This Is a cross section of cable desfined for the
Superconducting Super CoHider. Capital expenditures,
espt..dally for equipment, are an Integral part of moat

megaprojects.

Recently, the Federal Government has experi-
mented with ways to cope with the rising demands
of research, i.e., the expectations that spending will
increase in the performance of research. First,
Congress imposed salary caps on NIH- and NSF-
funded research grants. In fiscal year 1991, legisla-
tion relaxed these constrictions. Second, Congress
and USDA recently placed a ceiling on the propor-
tion of indirect costs allowable on research grants.
This experiment has yet to be fully implemented, but
it is expected that universities will attempt to recover

14Doug Walgren. Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Science, Research. and 1bchnology, in U.S. Congress, House Committee on Science,
Space, and lbchnology, The Hearings on Adequacy. Directum. and Priorities for the American Science and Technology Effort, 101st Cong., Feb.
28-Mar. 1, 1989 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1989), pp. 1-2.

35For example, see David Baltimore, "The Worsening Climate for Biological Research," Technology Review. vol. 92. No. 4, May-June 1989, p. 22.

36A t the agency level, tradec rs are made routinely within research programs, and "peer review" informs the project choice of many programs, making
them rzcountable to specialized research communities. When criteria in addition to scientific merit are include<1 in peer reviews, however, selection
MCChAfilsMS CAR ame under duress. See Margaret Jane Wyszomriski, "The Art and Politics of Peer Review," tirtuage Point, spting 1990, pp. 12-13.
For recent appraisals of selection mechanisms and agency accountability for them, set U.S. Congress, House Committee on Science and 72%.1no1ogy,
Usk Force on Science Policy, Research Project Selection, vol. 17, hearings, 99th Cong.. Apr. 8-10, 1986 (Washington, DC: U.S. (iovernm,r..: Printing
Office, 1986); and National Science Foundation. Office of the Inspector General, Semiannual Report to Congress, No. 2, Oct. I. 1989-Mar. 31, 1990
(Washington, DC: March 1990).

37Government-University-lndustry Research Roundtable, Science and Technology in the Academic Enterprise: Status, Trends, and Issues
(Washington, DC: National Academy Press, October 1989), p. 2-32. More qualitative information is needed to understand the contexts of research
performance and to interpiet the quantitative estimates of tfine and expenditures reported in various National Science Foundation surveys. For example.
see National Science Foundation. Scientific and Engineering Research Facilities at Universities and Colleges. 1990 (Washington, DC: September 1990).
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their costs from the Federal Government by charging
more items to direct costs that were formerly part of
indirect costs.38

'Third, addressing the changing demands on the
educational pipeline (K-12 through graduate study)
for science and engineering will be vital for main-
taining strength in the performance of research.
Through the direct support of graduate students and
the indirect support of research institutions, the
Federal Government is pivotal in the creation of a
robust research woik force. OTA has documented
the initiatives needed to maintain the readiness of the
educational pipeline. Recruitment and retention
programs can respond to changing demands for
researchers and enhance preparation for diverse
career opportunities for graduates with science and
engineering Ph.D.s.39

Human resources are the principal component of
the research system. increasing participation in
research by those groups chronically underrepre-
sented in science and engineering (women, ethnic/
racial minorities, and the physically disabled) and
those acutely affected by resource constraints (e.g.,
young investigators, see box 2-E) is a challenge to
the goal of enlarging capacity in the Federal research
system. The Nation (not just science and engineer-
ing) gains from the flow of new Ph.D.s into this work
force. The character of the flow (not just its
intensity) will determine the robustness of the
research system in the 1990s.

Finally, filling gaps and reducing uncertainties in
policy-relevant information is essential for better
informed decisionmaking. NSF is defined as the
Federal agency ". . . to make comprehensive studies
and recommendations regarding the Nation's scien-
tific research effort and its resources for scientific
activities."40 Empirical knowledge about the Fed-
eral research system hi^ grown immensely, yet each

Photo otdit: U.S. Department of Agriculture

A researcher studies the groMh of a plant. Increasing
the participation of traditionally underrepresented
groups In science and engineering will continue

to be a focus in federally funded research.

of the three issue areas outlined above suffers from
a lack of some appropriate data on which to base
Federal policy.

New research indicators are needed as a means of
monitoring change in the Federal research system.°
OTA has also found (see chapter 8) that the
evaluation of research projects would add to the
investment decisions of policymakers and program

38For example, see C Cordes, "Universities Feu That U.S. Will Limit Payments for Ovftrhead Costs Incurred by Researchers." The Chronicle

of Higher Education, vo*. 3 No. 12, Nov. 21, 1990, pp. A19, A2 1. For a university perspective, see Association of American Universities, Indirect
Costs Associated With Federal Support of Research on University Campuses: Some Suggesrlotu for Change (Washington, DC: December 1988)

39See three reports by U.S. Congress, Office of itchnology Assessment: Educating Scientists and Engineeers: Grade School to Grad School.
OTA-SET-377 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, June 1988); Elementary and Secondary Education for Science and Engineering,

aTA-TM-SET-41 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office. December 1988); and Hight ' Education for Science and Engineering,
C/IA-BP-SET-52 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office. March 1989).

10The National Science Foundation was thus named the aisericy date liaisonand monitor. For the scope of these responsibilities. see especially sections
2-3 and 5-8 of Executive Order 10521, reprouuced in ). Melton England, A Patron for Pure Science . The National Science Foundation' s Formative Years.
1945-57 (Washington, DC: National Science Foundation, 1982), app. 1, quote from p. 353.

4 1For example, see Carlos Kruytbosch and Lawrence Burton, "'Me Search for Impact Indicators," Knowledge: Creation. Diffusion. Utilization. vol.
9. December 1987, pp. 168-172.
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Box 2-EThe Perils of Being a Young Investigator

'The next generation." "The seed corn." "The future of scientii,c research," These are some of the words
used to describe young investigators. Current commentary on the funding of research grants, especially in
biomedicine and by the National Institutes of Health (NII-1), centers on the fate of young investigators) This
commentary underst -yes the unity of training and research, yet suggests the strain experienced by a growing
segment of the research work force.

Many see the problems of young investigators as a natural adjustment of the research labor market to greater
competition in funding or to changes in the structure of research teams. In the words of Rockefeller University
President David Baltimore: "How much growth in biomedical research personnel is needed and how much is
healthy? "2 Others see the plight of young investigators as stemming from problems in fur ding allocation
mechanisms. Recognizing that the young investigator with little or no track record is at a disadvantage in
head-to-head competition with senior investigators for Federal research funds, both NIH and the National Science
Foundation (NSF) have established mechanisms that narrow the pool of eligibles. NIH's First Independent Research
Support and Transition (FIRST) awards grant 5 years of support, not to exceed a total of $350,000, to successful
first-time applicants to NIII.3 Begun in 1987, recipients of FIRST awards (R-29s) have indeed fared better than other
young investigators in competing fordraditional individual-investigator (RO1) funds. In fiscal year 1988, one-half
of the R29 awardees were under 36 years of age, compared to 14 percent of ROI recipients, and 23 percent of the
young investigators were female compared to the 14 percent of :raditional NIH grant recipients.4 Perhaps the best
news for those who monitor award trends is that once young investigators get an NH-I grant, they win renewals as
often as senior investigators.5

At NSF, the much-heralded (now 7-year-old) Presidential Young Investigator (PYI) program awards 5 years
of funding.6 PYIN are augmented in two directorates by Research Initiation Awards. These provide up to $100,000
for 2 years, including an institutional matching incentive to help defray equipment costs. In 1989, 726 applications
were received; 17 percmt were funded. This constituted mild relief from the slim success rates, roughly one in five,
that first-time applicants have experienced since 1984 throughout most NSF programs. (More seasoned
investigators have succeeded during that period at a tate of one in three.)2

New PhDs "itch," in the words of one, to establish their own laboratory, attract graduate students, and produce
experimental results. The goal is to replicate the career pattern of one's mentor. But, can every young investigator
become a PI? This will bring more proposals, more competition, more demands for research funds. A young
investigator with an excellent NIH priority score for her proposal but no money says: "When we slam up against
this problem, we have self-confidence to say 'this is uniust not '1 ant unworthy.' In a way, it takes an egoist to
persevere.' '8

ITheir perils were the major subtext. for example, at the Nam
Biomedical Research: Near lerm Problems and Oplinos frr Action
Council's Commission on Life Sciences is studying the funding of y.
Ways To Help Young Researchers," NewsReport of the Nominal Res_

4 "I If `-'.c.u.nccs/Institute of Medicine, "Forurn on Supporting
. June 27, 1990. In addition, the National Research

aug...ors. A report is due in fall 1991 See "Scientism Explore
'tno ii vol 40. August.September 1990, pp. 6-8.

2Quoted in "NMI Crowd Seeks New Ways Out 01 Money Crum: tenet' & Government Report, vol. 20. No. 13. Aug. I. 1990. p. 2.

1See Joe Paka. "NSF, N1H Apply Band-Aids," Science, vol. 249,19.1y 17. 1990, p 352

4National Institutes of Health, Division of Research (hank, "Briefro,t on NIH HRST Activity," spring 1989, pp 0, 15, 18

sPalca, op cit footnote 3.

()This program awards about 2(10 grants per year with the expectation that during the 5.year period Industry funding will be secured to
solidity thy investigator's research program and as impact. Even with industrial fundin9,, however, the researcher is likely to apply for regular
grant support A National Science Foundation task force has recently recommended ..-utting the number of Presidential Young Investigator
awarded by one-hall, increasing the award amount and dropp-tg the molding, fund requirement. as well as amending the application process
to include a hill-blown proposal instead of nominating and endorsing letters from moitors awl other senior investigators. Six Pamela Zurer,
"NSF Young Investigator Program May Be Slashed," -hemieal & Engineering Noss, vol. 68. No. 50, Dec. 10. 1990, p. 7, and "Presidential
Young Investigators" letter, (heath-al & Engineering ',ws, vol. 68, No. 50, Dec. 10, 1990, p S.

"'Joe Palca, "Young Investigators at /Ind'," Science, vol 249. July 27, 1990, p 353 the National Science Foundation also reports "new
investigator awards." lc , awards to applicants riot funded by NSF in the previous 5 fiscal years Since 1984, 20 to 25 percent of total awards
were made to new investigators_ See Manpower Commons, vol. 27, No. 5, June itsM. p 31

51'alca, op cit , footnote 7 A junior faculty member at the Salk Institute adds. "I worry because the NIH can't he trusted The tighter the
tundmg at NUL the greater the chance your grant will be killed by bad luck not because it isn't good science Ann Gibknis, "The Salk Institute
at a Crossroads." Science, vol. 249, July 27, 1990, p 161

Continued on nexl page
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Box 2-EThe Perils of Being a Young InvestigatorContinued

Another tack is to be (reluctantly) pragmatic, ". . buttering up senia researchers and NIH review panel
members who could help their chances of getting funded. . . . When good science could get you a grant, you didn't
need to do it. Now you have to, and that's turning many people into cynics."9 Is the next generation to be the ones
who feel deceived when the system does not work for them the way it was "supposed" to? This is a question of
expectations. A recent survey of young physics faculty at all 175 physics Ph.D.-granting universities in the United
States (conducted by the American Physical Society) adds another perspective to gauging the plight of the young
investigator.10 In 1990, 70 percent of the young physics faculty reported that research funding is inadequate, whereas
in 1977 less than 25 percent responded similarly. Of the 1990 young Ph.D. faculty who submitted "start-up" (i.e.,
their first) proposals, condensed matter physicists submitted the largest average number of proposals (over five),
and experienced the lowest success rates (25 percent). All other subfields had success rates from 38 to 55 percent."

The report concludes that ". . . . there has been a major change for the worse in the research climate." For
condensed matter physicists, most of whom consider NSF the dominant source of support, this may be true. But
the perceptions do not generalize across all subfields. Indeed, both 1977 and 1990 young physics faculty
overwhelmingly "would recommend physics" and would choose to pursue a career in physics again. In addition,
twice the proportion of 1077 young faculty claimed that the "job market was worse than expected" than reported
by the 1990 young faculty (61 percent to 31 percent).12

The merits of additional support to young investigators cannot be overstated. How this is to be achieved poses
formidable challenges to research agencies and program managers, as well as to the scientific community. All
contribute to the expectations and the standards for measuring the research performance of new Ph.D.s. For those
young investigators who embark on academic research careers, the prospect of a FIRST, PYI, or Research Initiation
award is vital if they are to become senior researchers. NM and NSF face choices, too, in shaping researchers'
expectations. These choices might include:

limiting the amount of Federal funding that goes to one principal investigator, taking intoaccount all sources
of Federal research funds and cost differences among fields;
addressing policies at some universities that prohibit nonfaculty personnel from applying for Federal
research funds as principal investigators, and encouraging these universities to lift such bans;
requiring the sharing of doctoral students and instrumentation; and
encouraging universities to restrict the number of refereed publications considered for promotion, tenure,
and other awards (to decrease the amounts of Federal funding required to publish longer lists of research
papers).13

9Palca, op. cit., footnote 7, pp. 352-353.

loThe questionnaire was circulated to 939 physicists who earned a Ph.D. degree in 1980 or later and then received wademic appointments.
The response rate was 71 percent. See Roman Czujko et aL, Their MOM Productive Years, Report on the 1990 Survey of Young Physics Faculty
(Washington, DC: American Physical Society, 1991) (reprinted in Physics Today. February 1991, pp. 37-42).

11Condensed matter physicists represented the largest subfield (one-third of the total respondents) in the 1990 sample. Ibid., table 3.
121bid., table 5.

t3For discussion of these and other ideas, see Institute of Medicine, Funding Health Sciences Research: A Strategy lb Restore Balance
(Washington, DC: National Academy Press, November 1990). For insight into the contentiousness that greeted the Institute of Medicine report,
see Peter 0. Gosselin, "A Clash of Scientific Titans: Key Groups Battle Over Funds for Medical Projects," The Washington PAM Health section.
Dec. 18/25, 1990, p. 6.

managers and would tnrther serve to keep agencies support structure and creating policy-useful indica
alert to problems in the process of iesearch perform- tots and evaluations could assist policy formulation
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help to inform decisionmakers about the effects of a
changing research economy on research priorities,
expenditures, and performers. Information, how-
ever, is not cost-free. Additional funding both for
agency data collection and analysis, and extramural
"research on research," may be a necessary invest-
ment in the Federal research system of the 1990s.

In the chapters that follow, OTA delineates the
participants and their roles in the research system.

After introducing this decentralized systemhow
the executive and legislative branches negotiate
national goals and the Federal budget, and how the
agencies determine the allocation of research
fundsOTA assesses the challenges to managing
federally funded research.
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CHAPTER 3

The Federal Research System:
The Executive and Legislative Branches

In the final analysis, after science and technology decisions have been subject to the
judgment of conflicting objectives, . . they are then subject to the reality of the Federal
budget process. First research and developmem programs must compete with other
Federal programs for the availability of limited Federal dollars . . . for there will always
be more programs and projects than there will be funds to implement them. Thus another
set of choices in how to allocate the flinds to gain the greatest benefits must be faced.

Don Fuqua'

Introduction
It is often said that the best scientists not only

know how to solve problems, but how to pick them.
Choosing where to put valuable time and resources
is central to the success of any scientist, laboratory,
or university. The same is true for the Fedetal
Government.

Decisionmaking occurs on many levels within the
Federal research system. The most macroscopic
level for research decisionmaking concerns a spec-
trum of general research problems such as space
exploration, aging, or AIDS (acquired immunodefi-
ciency syndrome). The President and Congress are
ultimately responsible for decisions made at this
level. At mid-levels, the focus shifts to fields such as
astrophysics, virology, or artificial intelligence.
Most often Federal agencies and specific congres-
sional committees take the lead in these decisit,ns.
Priorities within a single field of science or technol-
ogy usually involve specific government programs
and congressional subcommittees. And, finally, at
the most microscopic level, the focus is on areas of
research specialization and often involves specific
processes of funding allocation.2

A focus of this report is the tremendous diversity
within the Federal Go,.ernment in the selection of
priorities for research. Every Federal agenc y and
congressional committee seems to do it differently.3
If the goverrunent is to respond to changing fiscal

conditions, many choices within the organization
and management of the research budgets must be
made.

This chapter discusses the highest level of de.::!-
sionmakersthe President, the executive branch,
and Congress. (Chapter 4 introduces the Federal
agencies and other participating bodies.) Although
in this discussion the executive and legislative
branches rut treated separately, there is important
interaction between them, both formally at congres-
sional heajings and executive branch briefings and
informally among staff.

The Executive Branch
When President Bush awarded the National

Medal of Science and the National Medal of
Technology to 30 scientists and engineers in No-
vember 1990, he remarked: "'Melt and more our
Nation depends on basic, scientific research to spur
economic growth, longer and healthier lives, a more
secure world arid indeed a safer environment."4

Traditionally, Presidents have been very support-
ive of science and engineering, or what is categoli-
cally known as research and development (R&D).
However:

Every administration refers each year to its
"R&D budget," which is described in various
docurnents---most notably, Special Analysis .1, pro-
duced by the Office of Management and Budget. In
actuality, there is no Federal R&D budget, if by

iDon Fuqua, "Science Policy. The Evolution of Anticipation." Technology in Society, vol. 2, 1980, p. 372.

2For overviews, see Bruce L K. Smith, American Science Policy Since World War II (Washington, DC: The Brookings institution, 1990); and David
Dickson, The New Politics of Science (New York, NY: Pantheon, 1984).

3And viewed in a aoss-riartonal framework. the U.S. research system is distinctive. Scc app. D for a discussion of priority settmg in other countriea.

4Quoted in 'Nattorutl Medals Are Pinned on 30 Scientists," he Washington Post, Nov 15, 1990, p. A23
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The House Committee on Agriculture, which has Jurisdiction over the Department of Agriculture and Its research programs, votes.

"budget" is meant a plan for matching priorities
with spending. What each administration presents to
the public is an after-the-fact compilation of the
R&D spending plans of the individual mission
agencies and NSF, plans that were developed
through a complex and fragmented sequence of local
interactions among individual groups ith the agen-
cies, the White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy, and a slew of congressional
committees.5

The most consistent indicator of Residential
priorities over the last 30 years has been the
Presidential Budget Message, presented to Congress
every year, which accompanies the Presidential
budget. A review of these documents, extending

back to the Kennedy Administration, gives an
interpretation of Presidential direction, at least
rhetorically, of the Federal research system.6

During the 1960s, the mastery of space and space
science, as symbolized by a manned lunar landing,
was a central mission. Competition with the Soviets
both in research and economically was the center of
the debates. Domestic research needs mceived
increasing emphasis from 1964 through 1968, linked
to the programs and aspirations of the Great Society,
but tempered by economic constraints stemming
from increasing involvement in Vietnam. Pollution
also became a major item of concern from 1964
onward. Specific research emphases included:
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

- _ - - _ - _ - --
5Joseph 0 Morone, "Federal R&D Structure. Thr Need for Ouinge," The Bridge, vol. 19, fall 1989, p. 5. Special Analysis 1 was discontinued in

1990, but is discussed below.

Mc following is based on Mark Pollack, "Basic Rsearch Goals. Perm ions of Key Political Figures," OTA contractor report, June 1990
Available through the National Thchn...!I Information iervice, see app. F. Readers will note below the lumping of "R" and "13," as well as the lack
of distinction between "basic" and "applied' research The macro vie.," tt-..eks the big picture, e.g.. R&D relative to transportation, veterans' affairs.
and other national needs_ Refinements come in later chapters.
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(NASA) pursuit of manned flight, planetary probes,
and scientific satellites; National Science Founda-
tion (NSF) support of facilities at universities and
colleges to strengthen science education; health
research, including the prevention of cancer, heart
disease, strokes, mental illness, mental retardation,
and environmental health problems; environmental
research, including resource conservation and deve'-
opment, oceanographic studies, and water and air
pollution abatement; transportation research; and
defense research.

During the 1970s, as space flight and research
were scaled back, energy research issues became
increasingly prominent, emphasizing the develop-
ment of energy alternatives and the improvement of
existing ones. These issues were linked to growing
concern about dependence on foreign oil, and also to
environmental concerns of pollution and conserva-
tion of natural resources. Specific energy research
programs were emphasized by President Nixon and
others, including fusion power and geothermal and
solar energy. President Carter stressed conservation
and alternative energy sources and advancement in
nuclear power technology. Defense research was
consistently supported, and preservation of national
economic preeminence remained a strong goal on all
fronts.7

During the 1980s, economic recovery, competi-
tiveness, and leadership were the rhetorical focal
points of discussions of the goals and justifications
for research. Specific attention to the category of
"basic research," begun in Presidential addresses
during 1978, was linked to goals of economic,
military, and technological leadership (although
these goals were not necessarily reflected in the
distribution of research funds, e.g., defense basic
research funding did not increase markedly in the
1980s). In the Presidential messages of 1982 to
1986, the shift of Federal aid to scientific research
and away from application and development became
explicit. Cuts in applied energy research and agri-
cultural sciences were made, while basic flergy,
defense, and biomedical research were augmented.
In the late 1980s, as in the early 1960s, big science
research projects were featured on the Presidential
agenda. The Space Station, the Strategic Defense

A

Photo credit: AN. Nottor, OTA stall

The President can be a major architect of the research
system, and some Presidents have shown more Interest

in research and development Issues than others.

Initiative, AIDS, the Human Genome Project, and
the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) all fig-
ured prominently.

American Presidents of the last three decades
have paid heed to maintaining the science basethe
broad spectnun of researchers and research sup-
ported by the Federal Governmentbut have also
felt the need to concentrate resources toward achiev-
ing stated research goals. During the 1960s, when
research budgets were increasing rapidly, the Presi-
dent could add new objectives to the system while
maintaining other research programs. Now, Presi-
dents must make more choices in fiscal allocation.
For example, President Reagan distinguished be-
tween basic and applied research, favoring the
former with budget increases and decreasing the
latter in specific areas such as energy. (Under the
Bush Administration, this distinction faded and
several applied energy projects have been pursued.)

However, Presidents have generally been less
involved in decisions about research policy than in
areas such as economic, space, or defense policy
(with the possible exception of decisions about
particle accelerators). Until recently, Presidents
often viewed research as within the purview of
specific agencies, intertwined with the development
of technologies and the procurement of certain
goods or services, but rarely a policy objective per
se. To keep abreast of research issues, the President

7David Birdsell and Herbert Simons, "Basic Research Goals A Comparison of Political ideologies," OM contractor report. June 1990. AvailabL
through the National lechnica.1 Information Service, see app. F.
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relies on many groups including the Office of the
Science and lbchnology Policy (OSTP) and the
Office of Management and Budget (OMB).

The Science Advisor

Science Advisors most often have impeccable
technical credentials and extensive experience
within the scientific community8 (see figure 3-1).
President Eisenhower appointed James Killian the
first titled Science Advisor in 1958. At present, D.
Allan Bromley holds that position. He is typical of
past science advisors: physicists with outstanding
research records and a history of participating in
government advisory committees on science and
technology.9 Advisors over the last 30 years have
come from industry and university settings.

One criticism of Science Advisors has been that
they favor the physical sciences, while Presidential
goals have included life and social science objec-
tives as wel1.1° Another criticism of the position is
that, while acting as the representative of the
President, advisors are also seen as allies of the
science community from which they were recruited,
expected to give advice on all scientific matters as a
"scientist." This dual role can be difficult. Some
advisors, notably Keyworth and thaharn in the
Reagan Administration, were regarded as outsiders
by the scientific community. They were less trusted
and seen more as voices articulating the President's
ideological agenda.

Since the Office of Science and Thchnology
Policy Act in 1976, the Science Advisor has also
been the director of OSTP." OSTP was created by
Congress to strengthen the role of the Science

Advisor by creating a position that was parallel to
the Director of OMB and the Chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisors.12 OSTP currently
includes a small staffless than 75with a portion
of the personnel detailed from various Federal
agencies. With the confirmation of a new advisor
(which usually coincides with the beginning of a
Presidential administration), a new OSTP staff is
assembled. Consequently, few senior OSTP staff
will serve in their positions for longer than 4 to 5
years. However, many have extensive experience
within the executive branch, Congress, or the
scientific community. While this staff turnover
requires that the Science Advisor and OSTP "start
from scratch" and provides limited institutional
memory, it also allows OSTP to construct a new
agenda with each advisor.

In addition to providing a resource for scientific
and technical information for the President, the
responsibilities of OSTP include coordination of
R&D activities throughout the agencies. The Federal
Coordinating Council on Science, Engineering, and
lbchnology (FCCSET), under the chairmanship of
Science Advisor Bromley, provides a forum for
coordination.13 Bromley has paid special attention to
FCCSET during his tenure, increasing the participa-
tion of senior agency personnelin 1989, there were
nine active FCCSET committees."

The Science Advisor also chairs the President's
Council of Advisors in Science and lbchnology
(PCAST), which provides independent expert ad-
vice to the President. PCAST was created in 1989 in
the image of the President's Science Advisory

['William Golden. Science and Thchnology Advice to the President, Congress, and Judiciary (New York, NY: Pergamon Press. 1988).

aJarnes Killian was a notable exception. He was trained as a humanist who rose through the ranks at the Massachusetts Institute of lbchnology as
an administrator. Ile was accepted into the scientific community and treated as un equal member. Harvey Brooks, Harvard University, personal
communication. February 1991.

10In an interview soon after his appointment, Bromley admitted the overrepresentation of physical scientists on such bodies as the President's Science
Advisory Committee, pointing out that "... the life sciences must be brought in more strongly than they are now." See Jeffrey Mervis, "New Science
Advisor Sees Strong Ties to Bush, Public Support as Keys to Job," The Scientist, vol. 3. No. 11, May 29, 1989. p. 3.

111'he forerunner of the Office of Science and lbchnology Policy was the Office of Science and Technology (OS T). The position of OST director wps
created by President Kennedy in 1961.

"Richard C. Atkinson. "Science Advice at the Cabinet Level," in Golden, op. cit., footnote 8, p. 12.

"For a history of the Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering, and Technology, sce Congressional Research Service, Interagency
Coordination of Federal Scientific Research and Development: The Federal Council for Science and Technology, Report to the Subcommittee on
Domestic and International Scientific Planning and Analysis, Committee on Science and Technology, U.S House of Representatives, 94th Cong.
(Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, July 19M).

[4Genevieve J. Knezo, "White House Office of Science and lecluiology Policy. An Analysis," CRS Report for Congress (Washington, DC:
Congressional Research Service. Nov. 20, 1989), pp. 61-62.



Figure 3-1Science Advisors to the President, 1932-90

Science
Advisors:
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dMcTague was acting Science Advisor between Keyworth and Graham.

SOURCE: Adapted from William G Wells, School af Government and Business Administration, George Washinc,ton University, "Science Advice and the Pru-Adancy, 1933-76," unpublisheddissertation, 1977, p 18
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Committee. (PSAC), which had been disbanded by
President Nixon in 1973." (Although the authoriza-
tion to constitute a new PSAC was included in the
1976 legislation which created osTP, no action was
taken until 13 years later.) Members of PCAST,
appointed by the President, are distinguished leaders
in science and engineering from industry, philan-
thropy, and academia. Although PCAST can be
asked to comment on specific scientific and techno-
logical matters, it can also offer opinions on other
issues and solicit its own outside analysis. (PCAST
has only been in operation for a little over a year, so
it is difficult to determine the role that it may play in
the 1990s.16)

PCAST, OSTP, and the Science Advisor are
advisory to the President. As such, they have not
been given much power. As a former staff member
in the George Keyworth-led OSTP writes:

The position of the President's Science Advisor
(and director of OSTP) is strictly a staff funoion,
with no line authority and no control over budgets.
The primary tool available to the President's Science
Advisor is persuasion. How effective he is in
convincing agencies to shape or modify their R&D
budgets depends largely on the s-ength of his
personal relationship with inner circles of the White
House."

Two general comments can be made about the
roles of these advisory bodies for the next decade.
First, g?obal problems such as climate change and
pollution involve issues of cooperation and plan-
ning, while President Bush's goals for science and
mathematics achievement by the year 2000 high-
light the urgency of education and human resources
for the Nation's vitality. Both will require domestic
policy coordination, and tough research funding
tradeoffs may be needed. Second, while the role of

_

Photo crack: Jamis Notta, OTA staff

The Old Executive Office Building is home to much of the
Office of Science and Technology Policy and the Office

of Management and Budget,

science advice will not wane in the 1990s, it is
unlikely that the role of thr: Science Advisor, OSTP,
or PCAST will be strengthened legislatively. To
some, OSTP has to ". . brighten its image on the
White House political screen."18 Yet, in the execu-
tive branch where influence is often equated with
budgetary control, the advantage resides primarily
with the research agencies and OMB.

15Created by President Eisenhower in 1957 after Sputnik, the President's Science Advisory Committee (PSAC) relocated scielv.:e 2 ovic.e from the
Office of Defense Mobilization to the White House. Among its first actions. PSAF proposed establishing a countelpart group of representauves from
the Federal research agencies to improve coordination of the Nation's R&D effort. The result was the founding, in 1959, of the Federal Council for
Science and Technology. See Ralph Sanders and Fred R. Brown (eds.). Science and Technology: Vila/ National Asteis (Washington, DC: Industrial
College of the Armed Forms, 1966), ch. 5, especially p. 76.

16S,c. Jeffrey Mery is, ' PCAST Members Ready to Speak:, President Seems Ready to Listen," The Scientist, vol. 4, No. 10. May 14,1990, pp. 1,14-15.
One role that the President's Council of Advisors in Science and Technology has already played is defining a pool of eligibles for key R&D agency posts.
From among its 12 members, President Bush nominated physicist Walter Massey to head the Natimial Science Foundation and cardiologist Bernadine
Healy as director of the National Institutes of Health.

"Morone, op. cit.. footnote 5, p 6.

logme say this is already occurring under Science Advisor Bromley, who is the first Science Advisor elevated to the title of Assistant to the President.
Roh-. 'nzweig quoted ill A Good Budget for Science, But Troubles Lie Ahead," Science and Government Report, vol. 20, No. IN, Nov 15. 1990,
P 2.

8,i
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Office of Management and Budget

Research budgets are strongly influenced within
the Executive Office of the President by OMB. As
Science Advisor Bromley has remarked: "It became
evident a long time ago that if you control the
budget, you control public policy. This is one of the
facts of life that a science advisor must learn, that
OMB is a tough player and not necessarily sympa-
thetic."19 OMB crafts the budgets of research
programs to reflect the priorities of the President,2°
and helps to set realistic targets for the next year's
budget in all research programs while attempting to
balance the competing needs of the Federal depart-
ments and agencies.

The manner in which these concerns are negoti-
ated with the agencies is left to the discretion of the
OMB budget examiners. Budget examiners con-
cerned with research are located in at least three of
its six divisions: Natitral Resources, Energy, and
Science (which includes NSF, agriculture, and
space); Human Resources, Veterans, and Labor
(which includes health and education); and Nation-
al Security and International Affairs (defense).
Through Special Analysis J, OMB traditionally
1,:zsented proposed R&D agency budgets for the
new fiscal year. The publication of this analysis was
discontinued after the fiscal year 1990 budget, but
since that time, R&D has been discussed (with the
information traditionally presented in Special Anal-
ysis J) in a separate introductory chapter to the
President's budget.21

OMB's role in research priority setting and fiscal
allocation is not public. The deliberations of the
agency are internal, building on agency submissions
preliminary to OMB decisions (see bcx 3-A).

Behind-the-scenes negotiation between OMB exam-
iners and agency budgeters is common. This closed-
door policy minimizes contention, and perhaps
stifles controversy, both within and without the
government on specific funding issues.

A strong p..:ception of OMB standards and
policies on research has grown up outside of OMB
and the executive branch. Most importantly, many
observers state that OMB has an active role in
deliberations over research agendas, particularly in
support of projects such as the Space Station and the
SSC. New programs, especiay Presidential initia-
tives such as the Moon/Mars mission, require that
OMB be involved early in the fiscal process.22 But
because these deliberations are shielded from public
view, critics claim that these policies are not
sufficiently debated.

The fiscal 1991 budget act placed a separate cap
on discretionary spending in three budget catego-
ries: defense, domestic, and international programs.
These caps limit spending for each of fiscal years
1991 through 1995 and specify methods of enforcing
deficit targets.23 The caps will force tradeoffs within
each category of the budget; this will effectively
reduce flexibility and foster more negotiation within
the executive branch (i.e., among OMB, OSTP, and
the agencies) in the allocations for specific pro-
grams.24 Members of OMB staff also stress, how-
ever, that these caps will force greater priority
setting based on the research issues, because the
overall spending levels will be set.25 Observers
agree that the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 1990 has enhanced OMB's authority relative to
Congress because OMB ". . . will have a final say
on cost Lstimates for all programs."26 (For further
information on the budget act, see box 3-B.)

i9Mervis, op. cit., foomote 10, p. 3.

WUnder President Bush, the Federal Coordinating Council for Science. Engineering and lechnology and the Science Advisor have participated in
the implementation of several Presidential priorities. For the fiscal year 1991 budget. they Mcluded global cltmate change, high-performance computing,
and thelhallatiCs and science education.

2 IThese analyses, in turn, form the basis for an analysis and spring coll(rulil tni the7 R&D budget, held in Washington. DC, and presented by the
American Association for the Advancement of Science. These proceedings, edited ar.d published the following fall, serve an important Interpretive
function for the scientific community, relating the budget to topical issues in science and technology. For the 15th annual proceedings, see Susan L. Sauet
(ed.), Science and Technology and the Changing World Order (Washington, DC: American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1990).

22Hugh Lowe th, "Science Advising and OMB," The Presidency andScience Advising.vol. K edited, W. Thompso (ed.) (Lanham, MD: University
Press of America, 1987).

23See "Title KMBudget Enforcement," Congressional RecordHouse, Oct. 26, 1990, pp. H 12743-H 12744.

24Karl Erb, Office of Science and 'technology Policy, personal communication. November 1990.

13Robert Grady, associate director, Natural ReSOUNes, Energy, anti Science, Office of Management and Budget, personal communi4:ation, Feb. 7,
1991.

26See Thomas I. DeLoughry, "Deficit Reduction Plan Could iginen Budgets for Student Aid and Resetuvh." The Chronicle of Higher Education,
vol. 37, No. 10. Nov. 7, 1990, pp. M8. A28.
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Box 3.AOMB and the Research Budget

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) reviews the budgets of all Federal agencies before submission
of the President's budget to Congress and performs crosscutting budget analyses, especially for topics of particular
interest to the President. Traditionally, OMB has been very supportive of research in the Federal budget. This
reflects the importance attached to research and development (R&D) in the budgeting process and the overall real
and symbolic value of Federal research support as an indicator of future planning and direction in government
investments.

Under President Bush and OMB Director Darman, the process of planning the research budget has changed.
Before the budget is collated, R&D is the subject of several separate briefings and detailed analyses of issues
concerning research initiatives (e.g., funding for individual investigators and big science projects on a case-by-case
basis). The Federal Coordinating Council on Science, Engineering, and lechnology (FCCSET) committees and the
Science Mvisor have also participated extensively in the implementation of programs in several Presidential
priority areas, especially global climate change, high-performance computing, and mathematics and science
education. Important criteria for R&D investment used by OMB include the support of excellent science and
engineering, long-term competitiveness and economic concerns, commercial spinoffs, national prestige, and
"national security"in the broadest military and economic se/ISC.1

In the budget process for fiscal years 1991 and 1992, OMB asked the research agencies to submit budgets at
five levels of funding, which include scenarios with real cuts as well as augmented funding. In addition, OMB
requested that, for areas of particular Presidential interest, agency budget requests be ". . . described and justified
relative to the goals, objectives, and research priorities . . ." outlined in various framework documents, such as the
U.S. Global Chang,: Research Program.2 In areas not of highest priority, less crosscutting analysis is performed, and
the manner in whicn these concerns are negotiated with the agencies is left more to the discretion of OMB budget
examiners.

Tradeoffs are made among agency programs, and between the "research budget" and other areas of domestic
discretionary funding. Under the new budget agreement, when OMB "passes back" the agency budgets after the
first review, OMB has budgeted up to the caps determined for the agencies. If an agenc :. wishes to increase specific
levels of funding, decreases to the agency budget must also be specified to allow the total budget to remain under
the spending cap. Tradeoffs are then made explicitly among agency programs.3

In summary, OMB provides a unique crosscutting function in research budgeting within the executive branch.
Under President Bush, the implementation of research priorities has been accompanied by an increased role for the
Science Advisor and the FCCSET committees.4 In addition, general research priority setting has been elevated in
the presentation of the President's budget. However, priority setting unrelated to targeted Presidential concerns
remains primarily at the discretion of the budget examiners for the specific agencies, and tradeoffs are within agency
budgets.

IOTA meeting with Robert Grady, Joseph Hezir, and Jack Fellows. Office of Management and Budget, Feb. /, 1991.

2Robert E. Grady, Msociate Director, Natural Resources, Energy, and Science. Office of Management and Budget. "Units oi Reference
Memorandum on the FY 1992 U.S. :Ilobal Change Research Program," unpublialled document, lune 18, 1990.

3111e Darrnan Office of Managanent and Budget (OMB) was said to consider R&D as yielding especially high future returnscn Federal
investment. lb thi end, the process instituted by OMB encourages the research agencies to develop coherent proposals and discourages both
within-agency disagreements and unresponsiveness of an agency to the requests of either OMB or the Office of Science and lbehnology Policy.
Ground rules and deadlines are spelled out in the "terms of reference" issued by OMB in every priority area designated for an agency crosscut.

4Part of this increased Office of Science and ibehnology Policy (and Office of Management and Budget-reinforced) role has led to
requests of the agencies for evaluative data. Of special relevance to this OTA report is the information gathering in progress on the "structure
of science," an activity of the Federal Coordinatii.g Council on Science, Engineering, and lbchnology Committee on Phyrical, Mathematical.
and Engineeriag Sciences.

External Advice and Intercst Groups

Much scientific and technical advice Is Solicited
trOIll the si.ientific community by the executive
branch_ This partnership between the scientific
conmainity and government has led to a complex

policy stnicture that takes into account a range Of
views on many decisions. Active Oehate Occurs both
intomially and within the scieatitic literature on
programs, policies, and projects initiated by the
Federal Government, and thi.; debate often influ-
enCeS gOVCI-11111Cili decisions.
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Box 3-BNew Layers of Complexity for the Federal Budget
A budget process many critics had said was too complicated has become even more so, thanks to sweeping

changes adopted by Congress and approved by President Bush.' Here are the major revisions to the 1985 Balanced
Budget Act that will dramatically alter the way the budget will be drafted through fiscal 1995.
Discretionary Spending

For fiscal years 1991 to 1993, the law establishes separate ceilings for each of three categories of discretionary
spending: defense, international aid, and domestic programs. If Congress chooses to increase spending for any
discretionary program. it must offset the increase by cutting spending within the same category.2 If it fails to make
an offsetting reduction, an automatic spending cuta sequester, in budget jargonwould slice enough from all
other programs in that category to bring spending to below the ceiling.

The spending caps in billions of dollars, are as follows (BA is budget authority, the amount Congress
authorizes the government to spend in current or future years; 0 is outlays, the actual spending expected in each
year):

Defense
BA

1991

$288.9

1992

$291.6

1993

$291.8
o 297.7 295.7 292.7

International
BA 20.1 20.5 21.4

18.6 19.1 19.6
Domestic

BA 182.7 191.3 198.3
198.1 210.1 221.7

For fiscal years 1 994 to 1995, the new law establishes a single pot of money for all discretionary spending.
The White House and Congress will have to decide how to allocate that money between the three spending
categories. Spending above that overall limit would trigger a sequester to bring spending down to that ceiling. Total
discretionary funds for those two years, in billions of dollars, are as follows:

1994 1995
BA $510.8 $517.7

534.8 540.8

Pay-as-You-Go Spending

1Juder the new law, Congress is required to offset costs of any new entitlement spending programs and any
tax reduction legislation. If Congress creates an entitlement program or tax benefit that is not "revenue
neutral" not financed by an offsetting tax increase or spending cutit would then have to adopt a deficit cutting
"reconciliation" bill to find the needed savings. Failing that, a sequester would cut enough from all other
entitlements (except those, such as social security, that are aiready exempt from the "sequester" under the 1985
Balanced Budget Act) to make up the difference.

Adhering to broad sentiment in Congress, the new law takes th,- social security trust funds out of the deficit
calculations. As a result, the hinds' growing surpluses will not be used in determining whether the government has
met its annual deficit targets. That is a victory for those who complained that the trust fund surpluses were masking
the budget deficit's true size.

Sequesters

Unlike the 1 985 law, which called for a sequester in October of each year in which Congress failed to meet
specific deficit targets, the new law creates a schedule under which sequesters can Occur several times a year for
discretionary programs and once a year for entitlements and tax cuts.

1The following is an edited version of "Adding New Ltyers of Complexity to Budget," a bOA appearing in IAwrence J. Haas, "New
Rules ot the (lame," Nanonal Journal. vol 2J . No 46, Nov 17. 1990. p 27%

2T1ie defense category. however. does not include the osts of Openttion Desert Storm in the Persian Gulf. which the law assumesmgre, s will I mance sepal at.. ly

Conttntrod on nexf page
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Box 3-BNew Layers of Complexity for the Federal BudgetContinued

First, a sequester directed at budget-busting appropriations bills can be triggered, if required, within 15 days
of the end of a session of Congress. Second, a sequester can occur within 15 days of the enactment of such
appropriations bills if the enactment takes place before July 1. Third, if those appropriations bills are enacted after
July 1, a sequester would be applied to spending bills for the next fiscal year, which begins on Octobe; 1.

For entitlements and tax cuts, the law calls for a one-time review of all bills to determine whether they will,
in total, increase the deficit. If they will, nonexempt entitlements would be sequestered at the same time as the
end-of-session appropriations.

Deficit Targets
The new law sets deficit targets for the next 5 fiscal years. They are (in billions of dollars):

1991 $327
1992 317
1993 236
1994 102
1995 83

For fiscal years 1991 to 1993, the targets are not binding on the White House and Congress. Along with the
spending caps for defense, international aid, and domestic programs, they will be adjusted to account for changes
in economic and technical anumptions. For fiscal years 1994 to 1995, the President may adjust the deficit targets,
if he chooses, for economic or technical reasons. If he does not adjust them, failure to reach those targets will trigger
a sequester like that required under the 1985 budget law.

Scorekeeping
wurthering a trend that began when the Balanced Budget Act was revised in 1987, the Office of Management

and Budget (OMB) has been given additional authority to tabulate the cost of tax and spending legislation.
Previously, OMB had the power to decide whether, based on the costs of all such legislation and other factors, a
sequester was required. But the Congressional Budget Office and Congress's Joint Committee on Taxation had the
duty of tallying the costs of each tax and spending bill as it moved through Congress. Now, OMB 's cost calculations
will be binding on Congress.

While the Science Advisor and numerous advi-
sory committees allow ..cientific community, or
more accurately, the various research constituencies
within it. a voice in government decisions, other
channels also exist to influence Federal policy. An
unrivaled source of authority is the independent,
congressionally chartered (in I 8(0) National Acad-
emy of Sciences (NAS). The presidents of NAS, the
National Academy of Engineering, and the institute
of Medicine act as opinion !cadets and buffers
between the science community and the Federal
Government (discussed further in chanter 5 ). Both
the executive branch agencies and Congrtss call on
(and pay for) NAS to conduct studies on issues of
some urgency and importance in science. technol-
ogy, and medicine,21 The academies' elected mem-

bership of eminent specialists, working through
pawls and commissions, lends credibility to the
reports they issue.28

Va.nous interest groups have also traditionally
played major roles in the formulation of Federal
research funding and regulatory policy. Of an
estimated 6,{ )00 public and special interest groups
active in Washington, many have a stake in some
'INlect of the diffuse Federal research activities.29t

Prominent interest groups that lobby on behalf of
science include many industrial groups, professional
societies, the higher education associations, and
other more specialized groups that emourage re-
search in targeted areas, such as the environment or
health.-- - - -. - - - - _ -- .- --_,-

:.And the congressional appetite has grown horn 9 Nanonal Acadenis rc ports minulated tl!, the (-Atli Congress11979 to 1980) to 24 by the 101s1 See
'Congress Hungry for NAS Advice. Screru e. vol 250, Dec 7. 1990, p 1.114

..xFor it definitive look at the National Academy of Sciences as 1 SOL-lid instituti('n, see Phillip Holley, The Bram Bank of Amen( a (Nev.. York. NY
;rasa Hill 1975) Die National Academy Pie's% Also publiNhes a quarterly !mortal. /1 rue s in Scren, e hn,lhog v. which pnivides a p()licy forum

for an array of opauon leaders in and out of gos ernment The National Research 11's (NKCs) Newskeiuln also provides a rel:ord of Naninial
Academy of St tenees' studies undertaken Fly NRC

.!'ilhborah M Buick 1 al (ea, t, En< 0 lopedm of A Llas 1,4 11, ol 211>etroil, MI (male Research, Inc 1989)

s
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As discussed below, interest group lobbying is
most often associated with the legislative branch
since the congressional decisionmaking process is
more open and decentralized. However, lobbying of
executive agencies also occurs and can sometimes
have a significant effect on specific research pro-
grams. For example, program managers at the
Agricultural Research Service in the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture (USDA) and at the Conserva-
tion and Renewables Office in the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) state that agribusiness and energy
industry lobbies, respectively, play a large role in
setting agency priorities. In the current system, this
involvement is important, because agribusiness and
the energy industries are considered the eventual
clients of these programs. Interest groups can also
provide additional technical information (which
may not be available to agency personnel) that can
be used for decisionmaking, and they can influence
the development of debate on specific programs.
Outside interest groups can be seen as an informal
extension of the advisory committee system and can
be very beneficial to agency operations. However, in
a more ideal system, the influence of interest groups
and their interactions with the government would be
made more public."

After the executive branch agencies, OMB, and
others produce the President's budget, it goes to
Congress. Research program budgets and their
accompanying support documentation are subse-
quently reinterpreted by congressional committees
to determine agency priorities (e.g., increases over
inflation or predicted spending targets in specific
programs are interpreted as strong executive branch
support, while corresponding decreases are inter-
preted more negatively). Congress then has an
opportunity to comment on and change these prior-
ities.

The Legislative Branch
Congress has traditionally been very supportive

of the research enterprise in the United States, and
rarely do debates over research issues divide along

partisan lines. In particular, there has existed over at
least the last 30 years a broadly shared supportive
ideology covering goals, values, programmatic pri-
orities, and rationales. The same arguments about
health, economic competitiveness, and national
prestige are part of members' arguments about
science policy from all ideological perspectives.31
Nevertheless, emphases given to specific programs
have varied over the years.

During the 1960s, research was perceived as a
means of increasing national prestige, enhancing
security, and providing benefits. The goals of
outdistancing the Soviets and maintaining a leader-
:hip position in the world through research were
supported by Democrats and Republicans, liberals
and conservatives, hawks and doves. However,
while some members were convinced that research
monies for defense could be better spent on domestic
problems, others believed that direct expenditures
on defense research would be more effective for
boosting the economy and national defense.

During the late 1960s and early 1970s, science
was burdened with greater material expectations,
especially after the success of the Apollo Moon
program.32 Preservation of national preeminence
remainel a strong goal on all fronts, but different
groups stressed different tangible rewards. The
Democratic party platform in 1972 argued that
research should protect the environment and im-
prove employment for scientists.33 In the same year,
Republicans sought a science that would improve
U.S. economic competitiveness intemationally.34
Liberals and conservatives clashed over the pace and
extent of environmental initiatives. However, these
disagreements were most often expressed over
specific programming rather than the importance of
a clean environment.

During the mid- to late 1970s, Democratic and
Republican priorities diverged, despite agreement
on some specific program areas. Fur example, 1976
Democrat and Republican party platfbrms supported
energy research. However, the Democrats made a
case for government investment, calling for ". . . major

3°See the Byrd Anti-Lobbying Provision (Public Law 101-121).

31Birdse11 and Simons, op. cit.. footnote 7.

32SeeJ.W.Fulbright, "/s the Project Apollo Prognun lb Land Astronauts on the Moon by 1970a Sound National Objective?" Congressionalbigest,
vol. 44, February 1965, pp. 47, 49, 51, 53; and Barry M. Goldwater, "Is the Project Apollo Program lb Land Astronauts on Me Moon by 1970 a Sound
National Objective?" Congressional Digest, vol. 44 `71bruary 1965, pp. 53, 55.

33Bruce D. Johrsoc, National Party Plaeorms - II, 1960-76 (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press. 1978), pp. 802-803.
%Ibid., pp. 876-877.
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es,

Photo credit AI/chaff Jonkins

Two members of the Senate Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources, which has Jurisdiction over the

research programs at the Department of Energy and
Interior, confer.

initiatives. including major governmental participa-
tion in early high-risk development projects "35
The 1976 Republican party platform detailed the
importance of maintaining a balance among private,
university, and government efforts at scientific
research. It pledged to ". . . support a national
science policy that will foster the public-private
partnership to insure that we maintain our leadership
role."36 This position in the Republican platform
was deepened considera! ly in OMB's Issues '78,
which accompanied President Ford's final budget.37
Issues '78 stressed the importance of leaving a role
for the private sector and avoiding government
involvement in readying technologies for commer-
cial developmtnt.

During the 1980s, Republicans took the "Issues"
agenda a step further, arguing that "partnerships"
among government, universities, and industry were
the best way to promote research, leaving all
development issues to industry except in cases of a
pressing defense interest. Democrats contested this
rationale, arguing that a massive increase in the
research funds oriented toward defense tarnished
relations between the government and the scientific
community.38

In general, Congress is empowered to be an
architect of the research system. MI) implement or
guide initiatives in the U.S. research system, Con-
gress can adjust the research budget, craft legisla-
tion, or monitor and influence Federal agencies
through the oversight function. (See appendix A for
a summary of major legislation passed by Congress
since 1975 affecting U.S. R&D.) Unfortunately,
because it must consider the priorities set by the
Federal agencies after they have been codified in the
President's budget or after they have been acted on
in a program, Congress' position has often been
reactive rather than proactive.

The following describes the congressional com-
mittee structure, budget process, and the oversight
function. These processes are well understood. The
relatively new phenomenon of earmarking appro-
priations to universities (for eventual use in the
conduct of research) is described in more detail.

The Congressional Committee Structure and
the Budget Process

Almost one-half of the 303 committees and
subcommittees of the 101st Congress claimed juris-
diction over some aspect of research.39 While
inhibiting development of coordinated public pol-
icy, this fragmentation has characterized the long
history of Federal involvement in research. Further-
more, congressional history shows that Congress has
generally chosen to decentraLzz. decisionmaking
further rather than to consolidate and coordinate the
Federal legislative process.

The Committee System

Congress' internal party organizations in each
house assign members to committees, considering
their preferences, party needs, and the geographical

351bid p. 934.

36Ibid.. p. 984

"Office of Management and Budget, Issues '78 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, Jarruary 1977).

31The Democrats have always been proponents of more active Federal intervention in R&D that affects the civilian economy. This can be traced to
the Kilgore v. Bush debate of the late 1940s over the role of a nation:..! sciene foundstion. Rrooks, op. cit.. footnote 9.

"Much of the following scene's 15! based on U.S. Congress, Offi:e el 13:.luiology Assessment, Delivering the Goo -5: Public Works Technologies
and Management, OTA SBT--471 (Wa.shiegton, DC: U.S. Government PrintilT Office, April 1991). Also sec Morris P. Fiorina Congress: Keystone
of the Washington Establishment, 2d ed. (New Haven. CT: Yale Umveisity Press. 1989).

t.
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Table 3-1Congressional Authorization ,:ommittees and Appropriations
Subcommittees With Signifrcant Legislative Authority Over R&D

Jurisdictions of authorization committees: Agency
Novae:

Agriculture USDA
Armed Servkes DOD, DCE
Energy and Commerce DOE, ADAMHA, NIH, CDC, DOT
Interior and Insular Affairs DOI
Science, Space, and Technology NASA, NSF, DOE, EPA, NOAA, DOT, NIST, DOI
Public Works and Transportation NOAA, DOT
Merchant Marine and Fisheries USDA, NOAA, DOT
Veterans Affairs VA
Foreign Affair A.I.D.

Senate:
Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry USDA
Armed Services DOD, DOE
Commerce, Science, and Transportation NSF, NASA, DOT NOAA, NIST
Energy and Natural Resources DOE, DOI
Labor and Human Resources NiH, ADAMHA, CDC, NSF
Environment and Public Works EPA
Veterans Affairs VA
Foreign Relations A.I.D.

Jurisdictions of appropriations committees: Agency
Labor, Health and Human Services, Education

and Related Agencies NIH, ADAMHA, CDC
HUD and independent Agencies NASA, NSF, EPA, VA
Energy and Water Development DOE
interior and Related Agencies DOE, USDA, DOI
Agriculture, Rural Devalopment, and Related Agenciesh USDA
Commerce, Justice State, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies NOAA, NIST
Transportation and Related Agencies DOT
Foreign Operations M.D.
Defense DOD
KEY: ADAMHA.Aicohol, Drug Abuse, and Mntal Health Administration; A.I.D..Agency for International Development; CDC...Centers for Disus Control;DOD.U.S. Department of Defense: DOE.U.S. Department of Energy: Department of the Interior; D3T.U.S. Department of Transportation;

EPA-U.S. Environmental Protection Agency; HUD.U.S. Departmpni of Housing and Urban Development; NASA-National Aermautles and SpaceAdministration; NIH.National Institutes of Health; NIST.National Institute of Standards and Technology; NOAk.Natlonal Meanographie andAtmospheric Administration; NSF-National Science Foundation; USDA.U.S. Departrr.nt of Agriculture; VA-U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs.0The jurisdictions of the authorizing committees are not exclusive. For this table. repeated a Jthorization ol a number of R&D-related programs was requiredto establish jurisdiction.
bThe corresponding subcommittees ol the Senate and House Committees oe, Appropriations have the same name with one exception: the SenateSubcommittee on Agriculture, Rural Development. and Related Agencies and thn Hous Subcommittee on Hural Development, Agriculture, and RelatedAgencies.

SOURCES; Office of Technology Assessment, 1991; and Elizabeth 3aldwin and Christopher T. Hill, "The Sudgst Process and LArge-Scole Science Funding,CRS Review, February 1988, p. 15.

and ideological balance of each committl.e.4° Most
bills are referred to one standing commitl.ee, but the
complexity of public policy issues meant. that major
bills are often sent to multiple committees with
overlapping jurisdictions. Ir.dividual committee
rules deternune a bill's subcommittee assignments,
which also can overlap. Table 3-1 shows the

comm4tees with important lec,islative jurisdiction
over research.

Ov 'apping committee jurisdictions can slow
and even stall policy development and send miud
signals to the executive branch and lower levels of
government. Committees that try to develop com-
prehensive research policieL are often frustrated by

4°In the 101st Cor.gress, the Senate hat: 16 standing committees and 87 subcommittees; die House operated with 22 committees and 146sutv --minces. In Pddition, the 10Ist Congress has 9 specia1 or select (with 11 subconunittees) and 4 joint commitmcs (with S subcommittees) whosefunctions ale primarily investigative. The average Senate committee had five subcommittees, compared to sever ur the House Every House member,
except top party leaders, served on at least one standing committee. Senators served on at least two committees.
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the vested interests of their sister committees,
executive branch agencies, and various research

communities.

Congressional committees have evolved into
permanent bodies with authority to propose legisla-
tion, an independence that has given committees
almost unassailable influence over legislation in
their specialized areas.41 Committee chairmen con-
sequenq wield enormous power.42 They tend to be
long-lived in their positions, holding them much
longer than the terms of most presidents or Federal
agency executives. This longevity allows committee
chairmen to influence the long-term course of events
in a particular area and to implement detailed
agendas. However, some committees are better
positioned on certain issues than others.

The Budget Process and the Authorization and
Appropriations Committees

Authorizing committees in both houses report
annual or multiyear authorization bills for Federal
programs under their jurisdiction, thereby setting the
maximum amount of money an agency may spend
on a specific program. The exceptions are entitle-
ment programs, such as social security and Medi-
caid, which operate under permanent authorization
and are effectively removed from the authorizing
process. Authorizing ',or legislative) committees and
subcommittees are influential through their over-
sight functions when major new legislation is first
passed, when an agency is created or its program
substantially modified, and when setting funding
authorizations to initiate, enhance, or terminate a
program. During the 1980s, deficit reduction laws
and trends restricting spending, shortcomings in the
budget process, and new programs greatly expanded
the roles of the 'money " committeesAppropria-
tions, Budget, and Ways and Means on the House
side, and Appropriations, Budget, and Finance in the
Senateat the expense of authorizing committees.

After the Presidential budget reaches Congress,
the Budget committees in the House and Senate
prmide a concurrent resolution that sets an overall
ceiling and limits for major spending areas, like
health or transportation. Appropriation bills, origi-

;
41F if 1111

,

4'

11(7.110
41

Photo crodlt: Mkhattl Jerkins

Members of the House Committee on Agriculture debate the
1990 Farm Bill, which affected many research programs at

the Depautment of Agriculture.

nating within the House Committee on Appro-
priations and its 13 subcommittees, effectively
control spending since authorized funds may nnt be
spent unless they are also appropriated.

No less than nine subcommittees of Appropria-
tions have jurisdiction over research. While these
nine subcommittees will decide what monies are
appropriated for research, the initial distribution of
funds by the full committee among the subcommit-
tees can have serious implieations for research
funding. For example, the Veterans Affairs, Housing
and Urban Development, and Independent Agencies
Appropriations Subcommittee is responsible for the
budgets of NASA and NSF, or 35 percent of the
civilian R&D budget. If this subcommittee is for
some reason "left short," then science funding
could suffer significantly as .4 competes with hous-
ing, veterans' affairs, and other programs. Further-
more, research budgets will be lragely negotiated
within the new "domestic" spt nding category,
making decisions all the more difficult. As noted
earlier, the Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990
establishes limit, on disc,etionary spending by
category (a ne w Title VI of the Congressional
Budget Act of 1974). It also states:

As sor.n as possible after Congress completes
action on i di4:.retionary spending . . , bill, and after
consultation with the [House and Senate] budget

41.ludy Schn-ider, updated by aro! Hardy, The Congressional Standing ComnumeeSystemAn ,ntroducto.y Gutde (Washington, DC: Congrv.:.ional

Research Service, Ma; 1989), p. 2.
41-This power was enhanced n the "House revolution of 1910," limiting the role of the Speaker by establishing seniority as the major criteria for

determining committee chairmanship and moving up in its ranks. Ibid., p. 3. In battles of information where larger support staffs can determine the victor,

cotruinttee chiurma have a distinct advmtage with additional committee personnel.
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committees, the Congressional Budget Office
(CBO) is to provide the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) with an estimate of the bill's effect
on spending and revenues. ... OMB is required to
explain differences between its estimates and those
of CB0.43

Some research agencies fared very well in the
congressional appropriations process during the
1980s. For example, even under tight budgetary
constraints, the National Institutes of Health was
routinely given more money by the Labor, Health
and Human Services, Education, and Related Agen-
cies Subcommittee than the Administration had
originally proposed." USDA, and to some extvat
DOE, have also consistently received more in actual
budget authority than allocated in the President's
budget. Although in theory, policy and oversight is
reserved for authorizing committees, appropriations
committees frequently insert legislative provisions
and funding for special projects into bills (see the
discussion below on congressional earmarking). The
appropriations committees' control over spending
and the tendency to modify authorizing legislation
creates tensions and intensifies intercommittee ri-

liies, particularly in the House where a smaller
proportion of members serve on the Committee on
Appropriations.

In Congress, jurisdiction or turf can mean addi-
tional staff, publicity, and power, prompting corn-
mittees to seek broad jurisdictions and resist moves
to narrow them, perpetuating conflicts and overlaps.
P,esearch issues arc particularly susceptible to frag-
mentation and competition, because they cut a broad
swath across national life. Historically, each issue
has developed independently based on different
gelds and objectives, establishing supportive coin-
mtlee connections and constituencies that are hard
to alter. Larger jurisdictional areas allow greater
flexibility in linking issues within comprehensive

legislation. However, they can also pit unrelated
issues against each other for attention on a commit-
tee's agenda.

External Advice and Scientific Interest Groups

The congressional process is open and decentral-
ized and is designed to incorporate public opinion.
Like the executive branch, Congress solicits advice
from scientific experts on many issues. Thispartner-
ship and the active open involvement of the scien-
tific community has lent strength to government
decisionmaking on research.

In addition to solicited advice, scientific informa-
tion is also offered by the thousands of public and
special interest groups that actively lobby the
Federal Government. These groups organize the
opinions of their constituents. They employ techni-
cal experts to press their cases to Congress, testify-
ing at hearings, providing privileged information,
drafting model legislation, publishing and distribut-
ing reports, and meeting with members and staff. For
example, in the global climate change debates in
Congress, various environmental groups (both for
and against action on global climate change) have
presented comprehensive technical analyses detail-
ing the current state of scientific knowledge and the
most notable gaps. These analyses have influenced
the allocation of monies for research in these areas.

The number of interest groups and politically
active professional organizations increased dramati-
cally during the 1970s and 1980s. This proliferation
coincided with an expansion of congressional sub-
committees, which provided more opporiunities for
lobbying and greater public participation in execu-
tive agency rulernaking.45 While often sf,:en as
detrimental to the process, interest groups can
furnish valuable information to debates and cao
present important arguments. Nevertheless, as with
Aecutive branch lobbying, because of the informal

na..Je of the relationship of interest groups to

41"Tille XIII," op. cit., footnote 23, p H12745. A later section on "scorekeeping" underscores the point "Section 2.5100(7) and 252(d) ofGramm-Rudman-Hollings as mended by this conference agreement provides that the Office of Management and Budget must make i is estimates inconformance with scorekeeping guidelines determined for consultation among the Senate and House Committees on the Budget, the CongressionalBudget Office, and the Office of Management and Budget" (p. 1112749). See Lawrence J. Haas, "New Rules of the Game." National Journal. vol. 22.No. 46, Nov. 17, 1990, pp. 2791-2797.

"American Association for the Advancement of Science, Congressional Action on Research and Development in the FY 1991 Budget (Washington,)C: 1990), p. 7.

4sThe research lobbies are a heterogeneous lot, ranging from, for example, the Indintrial Research Institute, the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
Association, and Research! Amenca to the education lobbies, such as the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges and theAssociation of American Universities, and the Federal liaisons for the research universities who r-ork closely with State congressional delegations.
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Congress, interactions can appear unseemly. Every
issue, including research funding, has a constituency
and, therefore, special interests."

Congressional Oversight

Congress has invested the executive branch with
broad authority over the multitude of Federal
agencies and programs. However, in 1946, Congess
officially reaffirmed its responsibility for oversight
in the Legislative Reorganization Act. In 1970,
Congress required that House and Senate commit-
tees publish oversight reports every 2 years, and
increased committee staff size. Congress further
acted in the 1974 Congressional Budget and Im-
poundment Act to strengthen the role of the General
Accounting Office (GAOa congressional support
agency) to acquire fiscal and program-related infor-
mation.°

In addition, House committee rules adopted in

1974 stipulated that committees with more than 15

members (raised to 20 members in 1975) create
oversight subcommittees or require that legislative
subcommittees provide oversight. Legislative sub-
committees can only carry out oversight within their
jurisdiction, while oversight subcommittees opeate
within the full committee's jurisdiction."

Oversight can be exercised through: 1) hearings
and investigations; 2) the authorization and appro-
priations processes; 3) GAO audits and investiga-
tions; 4) other studies by congressional support

agencies; 5) legislatively mandated periodic report-
ing from executive branch agencies to Congress; 6)
the Senate confirmation process of high-level politi-
cal appointees; 7) casework and constituent ques-
tions about Federal agencies; 8) creation of special
task forces; and 9) informal, nonstatutory controls,
such as informal contacts between agencypersonnel
and congressional staff. Groups outside of Congress
and the executive agencies aid these processes by
providing information to Congress about potential
and existing problems in the executive agencies.

Congressional oversight has been important in
determining the budgets of specific research pro-
grams and encouraging coordination between the
research agencies." Congressional overFight ad-
dresses the problems of research management and
priority setting. Recently, fraud and misconduct by
scientists in federally spqnsored research projects
have also been a focus of congressional investiga-
tions.50 Combined with the power of the purse,
Congress ha.s effective tools to initiate change within
the Federal research system.51

One tool that has been increasingly used by
Congress in the last decade is academic earmark-
ingthe provision of funds as line items in the
budget for specific research facilities and projects.
Because this practice is seen as circumventing
normal procedures, it has been a sukect of heated
debate within the scientific community and Con-
gress.

"Sometimes, the best strategy for serving that interest is disputed among the lobbyists themselves. All work behind the scenes; some also place

advertisements in the The Washington Post and The New York Times. For example, sec Joseph Pales, "Grants Squeeze Stirs Up Lobbyists," Science,

vol. 248. May 18, 1990, pp. 803-804.
47Congressional Quarterly, Congressionat Quarterly' s Guide to C mgress, Michael D. Wormer (ed.) (Washington. DC: Congressional Quarterly Inc.,

1982), pp. 459-462.

"In 1990, there were 11 House committees with oversight subcommittees: Armed Services; Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs; Energy and

Commerce; Interior and Insular Affairs; Merchant Marine and Fisheries; Post Office and Civil Service; Public Works and Transportation; Science, Space

and 'technology; veterans Affairs; Ways and Means; and Select Intelligence. In addition, there are four cortunittees whose implicit function is oversight:

Appropriations, Budget. District of Columbia, and Government Operations. The House rules also give seven committees special oversight abilities to

cross jurisdictional lines: Armed Services; Budget; Education and Labor; Foreign Affairs; Interior and Insular Affairs; Science, Space and Technology;

and Small Business. Three Senate committees had oversight subcommittees: Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry; Finance; and Government Operations.

Two Senate committees have implicit oversight responsibilities: Appropriations and Budget. lbgether, the House and Senate committees have oversight

over all of the R&D programs in the Federal agencies.

"See Morris S. Ogul and Bert A. Rockman, "Overseeing Oversight: NewDepartures and Old Problem." Legislative Studies Quarterly, vol. 15,

February 1990, pp. 5-24.

5°See Marilyn J. Littlejohn and Christine M. Matth,iws, "Scientific Misconduct in Academia: Efforts to Address the Issue,"CRS ReportforCongress,

89-392 SPR (Washington, DC: Congressional Research Scrvice, June 30, 1989); Rosemary Chalk and Patricia Woolf, "Regulating a 'Knowledge

Business'," Issues in Science di Technology. vol. 5, No. 2, winter 1988-89, pp. 33-37; U.S. Congress, House Committee on Science, Space, knd

Technology, Subconuni nee on Investigations and Oversight, Maintaining the Integrity of Scientific Research, 10Ist Cong. (Washington, DC: U.S.

Government hinting Office, January 1990); and U S Congress, House Committee on Government Operations, tire Scientific Misconduct ancl Conflicts

of Interest Hazardous to Our Health? lOist Cong. (Washington, DC; U S. Government Printing Office, September 1990).

"For an analytns, see Marcel C. LaFollette, "Congressional Oversight of Science and 'technology Progrxms," paper prepared for the Committee on

Science, 'technology, and Congress. Carnegie Commission on Science, 'technology, and Government, New York. NY, September 1990.
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Congressional Earmarking

Since the early decades of this century, powerful
legislators, especially committee chairmen and
ranking members, have made the congressional
earmark (a specific project funded directly by
congressional appropriation) a routine, albeit small,
part of the process by which the Nation's budget is
disbursed to regions, States, and districts. Through
earmarks a range of goods and services are procured.
The practice of congressional earmarking is now a
well-entrenched and important component of this
political system, and At has historically been re-
garded as a redistributive device that addresses fiscal
inequities through legislative power.52

While earmarking has been a traditional funding
mechanism in many areas of government spending,
explicit "academic earmarks" appear to be a
relatively new phenomenon, dating to the early
1980s.53 That this funding mechanism has been
extended to academic research is not surprising,
given the geographical and other inequities in
research funding, However, for the scientific com-
munity in which the ethic of peer review is so strong,
earmarking is contrary to the established mentality
of "fair" funding allocation. It signals a departure
from the old social contract that delegated authority
to representatives of the scientific community to
judge technical merit and advise the Federal Govern-
ment on research investments.54

What Is an Academic Earmark?

For the purposes of this discussion, OTA defines
a congressional academic earmark as a project,

facility, instrument, or other academic or research-
related expense that is directly funded by Congress,
which has not been subjected to peer review and will
not be competitively awarded.55 Among the largest
examples of 1990 earmarks under this defmition are
the Soybean Laboratory at the University of Illinois-
Urbana, the Waste Management Center at the
University of New Orleans, a medical facility at the
Oregon Health Sciences University, and a geology
research project awarded to the University of Ne-
vada system.

There are other definitions of academic ear-
marks.56 One states that an earmark is any research
project or facility directly funded by Congress. This
definition implies that the executive branch role in
setting budgets and priorities and administering the
Federal Government's research programs is more
valid than decisions made by Congress. Not surpris-
ingly, some members consider this definition an
insult to Congress. Another definition stresses that
earmarks are projects that are initiated by Congress
and receive appropriations, but not approved by
authorizing committees. This definition reflects
socne members' view that the legislative process
should work as is formally intended, i.e., authoriza-
tions should always precede appropriations. Conse-
quently, this defmition is sometimes used within
Congress to oppose earmarking, as earmarkers
violate the norms of thc budget process.57 Still other
definitions seek to make exceptions for direct
appropriations for projects in the Agriculture appro-
priations bill, 'oecause agricultural research is said to
have a distinct culture where such projects are the
norm. Finally, other defmitions make a distinction

"John A. Fere John, Pork Barrel Politics (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1974), p. 252. One story has it that the word "earmut" derives
from a practice as old as the Republic itself. Pigs' ears were cut off prior to the animPls grazing in a common area with the pigs owned by others. Credit
for a stolen or slaughtered pig could be established by possession of the physical evidencethe "mark" of the ear.

"Hugh Loweth, who retired after 35 years from the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) in 1986 as deputy associate director for energy and
science, cites as the origin of the current wave of academic earmuks Science Advisor George Keywords. In 1982, without consulting either with OMB
or the materials research community. Keywords attempted to insert $140 million in the Department of Energy budget as a "Presidential initiative" for
a National Cerler for Advanced Materials at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory in California. A storm of protest led, depending on the suurce, to a scaling
back of the project or a temporary deferral try Congress. See Wil lepkowski, "Hugh Loweth, Key Science Policy Official, Retires,- Chemical 3,
Engineering News, vol. 64, No. 29, July 21, 1986, pp. 16-18; and Robert P. Crease and Nicholas P. Sarnios, "Managing the Umnanageable," 7'he Arlannc
Monlhly, January 1991, p. 88. Crease and Samios interpret the significance of this event this way: "After that episode Congress lost the restrain., with
which it had traditionally approached the basic research budget. If Presidential initiatives were possible, it was argued, so were congressional Mitiatives,
and universities began to lobby Congress directly for them."

54See Richard C. Atkinson and William A. Blanpied (eds.), Science, Technology, and Government: A Crisis of Purpse. proceedings of a symposium,
March 1988 (la Jolla, CA: University of California, San Diego, 1989), pp. 53-61.

"In this context, peer review refers to the competition of proposals for funds, which are rated by independent scientific experts selected to advise an
agency. See ch. 4 for a more comp,. le definition of peer review.

36What follows is based on James Savage, University of Virg; els, "Academic earmarks and the Distribution of Federal Research Funds: A Policy
Interpretation," OTA contractor repots. July 1990. Available through the National Tbchnical Information Service, see app. P

"Congress is not of one mind on earmarking, and while many congressional representatives earmark, others are steadfastly opposed to it. See DanMorgan, "Nunn Says He'll Investigate Some Mande Bill Projects," The Washington Post, Oct. 10, 1990, p. A4.
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between earmarks and direct appropriations for
historically Black colleges and for other tradition-
ally federally funded institutions such as Gallaudet
University in Washington, DC.

The Debate Over Congressional
Earmarking for Research

Within much of the scientific community, aca-
demic research earmarking is disdained: it is seen as
circumventing peer review, politicizing science, and
reducing the quality of research by diverting funds
that otherwise would be awarded competitively for
facilities and projects.58 However, no one claims that
simply because a project was funded through
earmarking that ipso facto it would produce bad
science. There is in fact evidence that earmarks can
produce well-reapected research;58 some universi-
ties have defended their earmarks by pointing to
positive evaluations of the earmarked projects by the
relevant Federal agency (after the project has been
initiated). Opponents to earmarking state that, given
limited Federal resources, many worthy projects are
likely to be denied funding, and thus some means of
evaluating and ranking all research proposals are
desirable. Some appropriations subcommittees may
seek the advice of the cognizant agency on the merits
of an earmark before funding it, particularly on
facilities projects, but there is no evidence that such
advice is sought systematically.

Earmarks often originate with legislation pro-
posed by powerful members of Congress and
strategically placed members on specific commit-
tees. There is much benefit to obtaining an earmark,
especially since such projects are a relatively inex-
pensive way to help ensure reelection by bringing
Federal funds to the member's disuict. These
members are thought to be able to stifle debate on the
merits of these projects, or cooperation between

members is thought to circumvent it. This lack of
open debate is seen as potentially jeopardizing the
quality of the projects funded by earmarks and
contributes to the perceived waste of national
resources.°

On the other hand, many support earmarking,
claiming it as legitimate political decisionmaking
without which fair distribution of Federal funds
would never take place. Proponents contend that
there must be a tradeoff between efficiency and
distribution, and that policymakers must work so
that a portion of the wealth can be distributed to poor
areas of the country. 61

Congressional earmarking must also be viewed in
relation to the almost absolute power of executive
agencies to disburse Federal monies (subject to
oversight by Congress). By seeking support for a
specific program or project, executive agencies can
designate monies for specific geographical areas or
institutionsmuch like an earmark. For example,
the SSC is to be built in Thxas. DOE is thus supporting
research in a specific geographical area and in the
institutions and groups that will participate in the
creation of the SSC.62 Congress wonders whether it
is responsible democratic government to confme all
direct spending power in the executive branch. If
agency processes do not meet desired ends, many
claim that there must be some method tor Congress
to directly correct inequities. Earmarks thus are seen
by manyboth inside Congress and outas ex-
penditures having merit in furthering socially justifi-
able goals.

As congressional earmarking is currently prac-
ticed, it can disrupt agency budgeting. If additional
money is not set aside for earmarks, then funds that
were planned by the agency for their new or

"These arguments are reviewed in Daryl E. Cbubin, "Scientific Malpractice and the Contemporary Politics of Knowledge." Theories of Science in
Society, S.E. Cozzens and T.F. Gieryn (eds.) (Bloomingtoa, IN: Indiana Universit) Press, 1990, pp. 149-167. Also see Ken Schlossberg, "Earmarking
ty Congress Can Help Rebuild the Country's Research Infrutructure," The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 36, No. 19, Jan. 24. 1990,p. A48; and
Bob Davis, "Federal Budget Pinch May Cut Amount of 'Pork' to Colleges Living Off of the Fat of the Land." The WallStreet Journal, May 2, 1990,
p. A18.

"CITA interviews in the spring of 1990 at the Departmon of Eneigy (DOE) found that many earmarks of the early 1980s produced resew h centers
highly regarded by some DOE program managers who tad originally opposed them.

60U.S. General Accounting Office, Budget Issues: Earmarking in the Federal Government (Washington, DC: January 1990), p. 1.
61Earmarking can hc in conflict with peer review, and perhaps should be.. The two processes are designed to achieve different goals.

62Phil Kuntz, "Pie in the Sky: Big Science Li Ready for Blastoff," Congressiongl Quarterly Weekly Report, 48, Apr. 28, 1990, p. 1254.
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continuing programs must be reallocated to cover
the congressionally mandated expenditures.63 For
example, to cover earmarked projects in fiscal year
1989, DOE's Office of Basic Energy Sciences
reallocated $20 million from programs it had
planned.64 To the extent that this is undesirable, it
could be remedied if Congress would increase
appropriations to cover the expense of earmarked
programs or facilities. In addition, an earmark
includes permission for the agency to spend less in
another area (e.g., when Congress designates money
for equipment at a specific university while also
appropriating monies for programs that disburse
funds to universities for the same type of equip-
ment), and this tradeoff could be made explicitly in
the congressional budget.

There are few sources of academic earmarking
information, and longitudinal data are even harder to
compile.65 Table 3-2 shows that for fiscal years 1980
to 1989 over 300 earmarks in appropriations bills for
academic facilities and projects represented a total
dollar value exceeding $900 million. In the fiscal
year 1991 budget, at least $270 million was desig-
nated for earmarks.66 The data focus on appropria-
tions, reflecting the fact that most earmarks originate
in appropriations rather than authorization bills.
Eventually the focus of data collection and analysis
will have to expand, however, because academic

earmarks have appeared in authorizing legislation,
and some are added in amendments to legislation on
the House and Senate floors.

Academic Earmarks: Increasing Research
Capacity and Equity?

Two issues have been linked to earmarking. The
first is that the Federal Government has decreased its
funding for facilities since the 1960s. Becausemany
earmarks are specified for facilities construction,
some argue that a Federal facilities program would
decrease the frequency of earmarking in Congress.67
However, since the potential demand for new
facilities is so large, no Federal facilities program
could immediately address all of the need, and
earmarking would still be important to allow some
institutions to receive facilities monies in advance of
others. A similar argument holds for the earmarking
of equipment.

The second issue addresses the most commonly
stated reason for pursuing earmarked fundsthat
existing proposal review systems are biased in favor
of certain institutions over others for the distribution
of Federal funds. Academic institutions that are not
research intensive (the so-called have-nots) seek
earmarks to acquire the scientific infrastructure that
gives research universities (the so-called haves) a
competitive edge in winning research awards. Ear-
marking thus is seen as a means of reducing inequities

"The Office of Science and Technology Policy identified over $800 million in congressional earmarks forR&D projects in the fiscal year 1991 budget.
Over one-lhird of these came from accounts ". . that were either cut or held constant by Congresswhich means that the money had to be taken directly
from other projects." See Colin Norman, "Science Budget: Growth Amid Red Ink," Science, vol. 251, Feb. 8, 1991, pp. 616-618, quote from 617.

64Corey S. Powell. "Universities Reach IntoPork Barrel With Help From Friends in Congress," PhysicsToday, vol. 42, No. 4, April 1989, pp. 43-45.
65Sources include systematic listings in The Chronicle of Higher Education of institutions receiving earmarks, occasional stories in Science &Government Report, in the newsletter Higher Education Daily, and a recent study for the House Committee on Armed Services. A General AccountingOffice (GAO) study of I 7 Department of Defense projects ". . . either congressionally mandated or established by the Army.. . ." included four projectsthat were ". . . established non-competitively." However, the fok.ls of the GAO report is oversight of university research and is not a comprehensive

usessment of academic earmarks. See U.S. General Accounting Office, International Security and International Affairs Division, Defense Research:Information on Selected University Research Projects, GAO/NSIAD-90-223FS (Washington, DC: August 1990). The most comprehensive data on"apparent academic earmarks" have been assembled by James Savage for the Office of tbe President, University of California. They are based in parton Susan Boren, "Appropriations Enacted for Specific Colleges and Universities by the 96th Through the 100th Congress," CRS Report 89-82 EPW,Feb. 6, 1989. See J ames Savage, Office of the President, University of California, "The Distribution of Academic Earmarks in the Federal Government's
Appropriations Bills, FY 1984.1989," mimeo, Mar. 7, 1989; and James Savage, Office of the President, Universityof California, "Apparent AcademicEarmarks in the FY 1990 Federal Appropriations Bills," mimeo, Dec. 19, 1989. Michael Crow, Iowa State University, personal communication. August1990, insists ". . . that there is currently no reliable data K 'Tee from which to draw meaningful conclusions about the impact of academic earmarking.A comprehensive, well-defmed effort is needed." OTA endorses the call for more systematic study.

66Eliot Marshall and David P. Hamilton, "A Glut of Academic Pork," Science, vol. 250, Nov. 23, 1990, pp. 1072-1073. Another estimae comes fromColleen Cordes, "Congress Earmarked $493 Million for Specific Universities; Critics Deride Much of the Intel as 'Pork Barrel' Spending," TheChronicle of Higher Education, vol. 37, No. 24, Feb. 27, 1991, pp. A I , A21.
6 Tor more on the issue of research facilities, originated through earmarks or not, see Congressional Research Service, Bricks and Mortar: A SummaryAnalysis of Proposals To Meet Research Facilities Nesdr on College Campuses, report to the Subcommittee on Science. Research, and Technology.Committee on Science. Space, and Technology. U.S. House of Representatives, 100th Cong. ("Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office,September 1987).
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Table 3-2Apparent Academic Earmarks:
Fiscal Years 1980-89

Fiscal year Dollar value Number

19e0 $ 10,740400 7
1981 11
1982 9,370,999 9
1983 77,400,000 13
1984 39,320,000 6
19e5 104,085,000 36
1986 115,885,000 39
1987 113,800,000 41

1988 232,292,000 72
1989 202,537,000 87
1990 132,381,087 94

Total $1,037,811,086 407

aThe only direct appropriations in 1981 were to historically Black universi-
ties (three) and two other Institutions MIhinthe District of Columbia. which
Savage does not count as academic earmarks.

SOURCE: James Savage, Office of 1he President, University of California,
"Apparent Academic Earmarks in 1he Fiscal Year 1990 Federal
Appropriations Bills," mimeo, December 1989, table 1.

or leveling the playing field.68 (See table 3-3 for a
10-year breakdown of earmarking by appropriations
subcommittee.)

Congress is concerned with equity in all of the
funds that it disburses. The historical concern within
Congress over equity in science funding has cen-
tered on geographical equity, not the contemporary
emphasis on institutional development. Geographi-
cal distribution suggests that certain institutions
from each major region should be competitive in
receiving Federal funding. In this manner, each
region would have some opportunity to develop
centers of excellence.69 Institutional equity refers to
the ability of each institution to be able to rise to
prominence through Federal research funding. How-
ever, since there are 3,400 colleges and universities
in the United States (1,300 that award science and
engineering degrees, and 100 institutions that al-
ready command the largest share of Federal re-
sources and produce most new Ph.D. researchers),
the Federal Government faces a daunting task.7°

The present situation is this: much like the
stratified distribution of competitively awarded
Federal research funds, academic earmarking over
the last decade has primarily benefited a handful of
States and academic institutions, although the total
amount of earmarked dollars has been relatively
small. Table 3-4 ranks the recipients of earmarked
funds by States for fiscal years 1980 to 1989. More
than 40 percent of these funds went to just 5 States,
while two-thirds were awarded to only 10. The
bottom 10 States received less than 10 percent of the
eamiarks.

3 of the top 10 earmarkers include Massachu-
setts, New York, and Illinois, which rank in the
National Science Foundation's list of top 10 State
recipients of Federal research funds.. . NSF's top
10 research States received more than a third of all
earmarks.71

This same pattern of concentration is evident at the
institutional level: 10 universities received nearly 40
percent of the earmarks during the last decade. (For
the full disuibutions by State and by institution, see
figure 3-2. For a ranking of institutions by Federal
R&D funds awarded, see appendix 13 )

A question for analysis might be: How have
earmarked funds affected the research capability of
the institutions receiving them? Between fiscal years
1980 and 1989, 20 academic institutions each
received roughly $14 million in earmarked funds, or
collectively 60 percent of the total earmarked
dollars. But to determine the relationship between
earmarking and research capability, other questions
need to be addressed empirically: How have institu-
tions used their earmarked funds? And if an institu-
tion improves its research capabilities and perform-
ance, as indicated by a change in its ranking of
Federal research funds received or by its publication
and citation output, is this due to the earmarks it
receives? Or could it be that a university adminis-

mISee William C. Bnesman and Christine Matthews Rose, "Equity, Excellence. and the Distribution of Federal Research and Development Funds,"
CRS Report for Congress (Washington, DC: Congressional Research SerViee, Apr. 25, 1989). But evidence shows that even research-intensive
institutions pursue earmarks.

69For evaluation of an early National Science Foundation program dedicated to this proposition, see David E. Drew, Science Development: An
Evaluation Study. technical report presented to the National Board on Graduate Education (Washington, DC: National Academy of Sciences. June 1975).

7"Science and engineering research roquires a huge capital investment in facilities and instrumentation, followed by sustained operating support of
that infrastructure, to attract and retain cutting-edge researchers. This capability in turn breeds success in the competition for Federal resealch funds.
See Norman M. Bradburn, "lbe Ranking of Universities in the United States and Its Effect on Their Achievement," Minen,a, vol. 26. No. 1, spring
1988, pp. 91-100. In fiscal year 1989, 100 institutions received 85 percent of Federal academic R&D funds. See National Science Foundation, Selected
Data on AcademicScience/Engineering R&D Expenditures : FY /989, NSF 90-321 (Washington, DC: October 1990), and CASPAR database, table 13-35.

71 A list of 74 universities and colleges receiving more than $1 million in earmarked funds in fiscal years 1980 to 19119 can also be found in Savage,
"The Distribution of Academic Earmarks in the Federal Government's Appropriation Bills," op. cit., footnote 65. pp. 6-7, 20-22.
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Table 3-3-Apparent Academic Earmarks, by Appropriations Subcommittee: Fiscal Years 1980-90 ((number of projects) dollars, In mIllIons)

Fiscal year
Total

(all bills)
Energy and

Water Agriculture Defense Interior
Labor-

HHS-ED
Treasury-

Postal
VA-HUD Independent

Transportation Agencies Commerce1980
1981

(7) $10.7
....,,

-- (5) $4.2 - -- (2) $6.5
1982 (9) 9.4 (1) 1.1 (7) 7.3 (1) 1.0 - - - =NewIna (13) 77.4 (1) 6.1 (3) 11.6 - (4) 26.1 (5) 33.7 - - - -1984 (6) 39.3 (2) 10.0 (1) 1.0 (1) 0.8 - (1) 19.0 - (1) 8.5 - -1985 (39) 104.1 (9) 29.6 (16) 39.0 -- (7) 17.7 (4) 5.6 - (1) 0.3 (1) 8.0 (1) 4.01986 (39) 115.9 (5) 35.3 (16) 15.5 (9) 39.8 (6) 16.5 (3) 8.8 - -- -1987 (50) 170.4 (9) 58.7 (21) 38.0 (9) 56.6 (5) 12,5 (3) 4.0 - - - (3) 0.61988 (72) 232.3 (28) 128.3 (28) 49.2 (2) 28.5 (6) 6.3 - (1) 4.0 (3) 8.6 (1) 1.7 (3) 5.61989 (87) 202.5 (9) 73.9 (49) 51.9 (3) 21.5 (6) 9.9 (2) 4.6 (9) 38.6 (9) 2.21990 (94) 132.4 (7) 37.5 (60) 47.5 - (9) 6.3 - (7) 23.1 (2) 5.0 (5) 10.2 (4) 2.8Total (416) $1,094.4 (70) $380.4 (206) $2d5.2 (24) $147.2 (44) $98.3 (20) $82.1 (17) $67.7 (7) $22.4 (7) $19.9 (20) $15.3Percent of

total 100% 34.7% 24.2% 13.4% 8.8% 7.5% 6.2% 2.0% 1.8% 1.4%°The only direct appropriations in 1981 were to historically Black universities (three) and two other Institutions within the District of Columbia. which Savage does not count as academic earmarks.KEY: ENU.S. Department of Education; HHS.U.S. Department of Health and Human StinfiCes; HUDU.S. Department of Housing and L.kban Development;VA-U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs.

SOURCE: James Savage, Off ice of the President. University of California, 'The Distribution ofAcademic Earmarks In the Federal Government's Appropriations Bills, Racal Years 1980-1990,"mimeo,Mar. 7, 1989, table 2.
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Table 34-Apparent Academic Earmarks Contained in the Fiscal Years 1980-89

Appropriations, Ranked by State (includas District of Columbia)

Earmark ranks
Earmarked funds

Percent of
funds

(cumulative)

Fiscal year
1988 Federal

research rankb

1. Massachusetts
2. New York
3. Oregrin
4. Florida

$92,416,000
82,901,333
78,150,000
62,377,000

4
2

26
16

5. Illinois
60,819,000 41.6% 7

6. Louisiana
66,700,000

30

7. South Carolina
37,700,000

33

8. West Virginia
34,423,000

43

9. Alabama
34,400,000

22

10. New Hampshire
30,045,000 62.9 34

11. Pennsylvania
26,800,000

6

12. Hawaii
25,317,500

35

13. Iowa
24,858,000

27

14. Mississippi
23,426,000

40

15. Arizona
22,575,000 76.5 25

16. California
21,740,000

1

17. North Dakota
20,259,333

44

18. Oklahoma
17,515,000

38

19. Washington
15,920,000

12

20. District of Columbia
15,020,000 0.5 29

21. Indiana
13,050,000

17

22. Texas
11,700,000

5

23. Nevada
11,100,000

41

24. Utah
11,000,000

23

25. North Carolina
9,000,000 92.8 9

26. Kansas
9,321,000

32

27. New Jersey
8,810,000

21

28. New Mexico
6,100,000

28

29. Oh lo
5,700,000

10

30. Kentucky
5,304,000 96.7 37

31. Rhode Island
5,000,000

31

32. Marytand
4,350,000

3

33. Connecticut
3,750,000

14

34. Idaho
3,690,000

47

35. Wsconsin
3,550,000 98.9 11

36. Michigan
3,250,000

8

37. Minnesota
1,800,000

20

38. Vermont
1,450,000

39

39. Arkansas
1,200,000

46

40, Georgia
517,000 99.8 13

41. Virginia
450,000

18

42. Nebraska
315,000

36

43. Alaska
290,000

42

44. Missouri
225,000

19

45. South Dakota
195,333 99.9 51

46. Montana
50,000 100.0% 49

Total
$905,429,999

No earmarka wars Identifisd for the Steles of Main& Tennessee,
Delaware. Colorado, of Wyoming.

bRanking In trams of Fodsrai R&D impanditures el doctorate-granting institutions.

SOURCE OF FEDERAL RANKING: National Science Foundation, Adadwnic ScionoslEnglneering
R&D Funds, Fiscal

Km/ 1988, NSF 89-328 (Washington, DC: 1989), p. 32, table S-24.

SOURCE: James Savega, Off Ica of the Praskiant, University of California. 'The Distribution of Acadscnic Earmarks In

tha Federal Governmant's
Appropriations Bilis. Fiscal Yoars 1980-1990," mimeo, Mar. 7. 1989, table 2.
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tration that seeks earmarks is also engaged in a
broader campaign to strengthen the research mission
of the institution?

At present, there are no answers to these ques-
tions.72 Nevertheless, data could be collected and the
effect of earmarking evaluated over time." If the
results of these studies show that science performed
in earmarked projects or with earmarked facilities or
equipment is markedly inferior to other research
projects supported under other agency programs,
then steps could be taken to isolate problems
inherent in earmarked projects. On the other hand, if
these studies show that earmarked projects have an
impact on research that is equal to (or even greater
than) other projects supported through executive
branch programs, then perhaps some of the concern
over congressional earmarking is misplaced.74

Conclusions
This chapter has presented an overview of the

highest level of decisionmaking for reseach in the
Federal Government. Both the executive branch and
Congress attempt to respond to changing national
needs and potential research opportunities. How-
ever, due to their respective political agendas, modes
of organization, and spheres of responsibility, they
often disagree about the appropriate Federal role to
pursue them.

The President, OMB, OSTP, Congress, and inter-
est groups have separate roles in the decisionmaking
process. They differ primarily in their concerns and
priorities. For example, OMB is mostly concerned
with fiscal issues, whereas OSTP is more concerned
with coordination and comprehensiveness. Thus,
long-term budgetary planning is very difficult.

In particular, the "research budget" is rarely
considered as a whole in the Federal budget process.
Separate parts of what might be considered the
research budget are contained in many different
budgets. Consequently, issues of concern to many
parts of the research system are not considered
across-the-board. "Nowhere in government is the

72Institutions that have won earmarked money say its biggest impact is on their ability to recruit talented scientists. But it may also help to relieve
the squeeze on research space, and in general upgrades the technical capabilities of the researchers involved. See Colleen Cordes, "Congressional
Practice of Eiumarking Federal Funds for Univenities Offers Both Promise and Peril." The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 36, No. 17, fan. 10,
1990, pp. A19, A24. It is too soon to tell how the quality of research produced at facilities created throughearmarked funds coutpares with the research
emanating from exclusively peer-reviewed, project-based academic centers.

73Crow, op. cit., footnote 65, points out that: "A single eamiark can provide a university with the opportunity. . . for the development of relationships
and personal aCqUakallriCe9 that might yield nonesxmarked collaboration with that Federal agency in the future. A single earmark might provide the
opportunity to develop new and continuing relatiouships with business and industry or State government.. . . Thus, while a university's total research
funding may increase only marginally over a 5- to 10-year period (less than 3 penent) as a result of an earmaile. Lhe earmark might still have had
substantial impact because of its impact on a specific program (e.g., a 50-percent increase in competitive funding over a 5- to 10-year period) Also
see "Ilow Iowa State University Wins Millions in Earmarked Funds," The Chronicle of HigherEducation. vol. 37, No. 24, Feb. 27, 1991, p. A21.

74However, the problem of regional inequity will remain regardless of eannark.s. This could be addressed by both the executive branch and Congreu.
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The Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources holds a public hearing.

big picture considered; nowhere is the overall health
of U.S. science and technology a primary mission or
responsibility. "75

An important aggregation of the research budgets
could occur in the congressional appropriations

Photo credit: klichiol Jonkins

process. Earmarking is also one visible, albeit minor,
means of congressional budget negotiation. In the
next chapter, OTA introduces the major research
agencies, their priority setting for research, and
funding allocation mechanisms.

11Morone. op. cit., footnote 5, P. 12-
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CHAPTER 4

The Federal Research System: The Research Agencies

Introduction
The effective management of the Federal research

system depends on the quality of the research
agencies and their staff. Over the last 30 years, as
research budgets and the system have grown in size,
the importance of these agencies in decisionmaking
has increased.

Each agency has its own culture, which contrib.
utes not only to its success, but also embodies
historically the "way things are done." Agency
culture is thus a powerful determinant of future
directions, with specific goals reflected in the
collective knowledge of agency personnel. Plural-
ism and decentralization characterize each of the
research agencies, with many separate programs
pursuing diverse objectives. In particular, the lines
of decisionmaking within an agency are more
complicated than any organizational chart would
suggest.

In preparing this report, OTA selected the six
Federal agencies that fund most of the Nation's
research. They are, in the order of their fiscal support
of research (including basic and applied): the
National Institutes of Health (NI1-1), the U.S. Depart-
ment of Defense (DOD), the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy (DOE), the National Science Foun-
dation (NSF), and the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture (USDA)' (see figure 4-1). OTA reviewed
historical budget figures for these agencies and
conducted inperson interviews with agency person-
nel, ranging from top administrators, who interpret
and set annual research priorities, to program
managers, who disburse the funds. The interviews,
125 in all, yielded information on goal setting in the
agency, proposal review, and methods of allocating
funds. Interviews with National Academy of Sci-
ences (NAS) staff (who are commissioned by
research agencies to perform studies that will
enhance decisionmaking) augmented the agency
descriptions (see box 4-A).

OTA found that the research agencies generally
attempt to follow their missions, as outlined in their
founding charters and in subsequent legislation.
However, congressional and executive views di-
verge oi what is included in missions. There is also
disagreement at many agencies over what consti-
tutes a thoughtful, fiscally prudent, and expeditious

Figure 4-1Research Obligations In the Major
Research Agencies: Fiscal Years 1960-90

(in billions of 1982 dollars)
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for NIH were nol broken out In this source,. Figures were oonverted
to constant 1982 dolars using the ClhiP Implicit Price Deflator. 1990
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SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Federal Funds for Research end
Development, DelalAod HIstorl..41 Tabies: Fiscal Years 1955.
1990 (Washington, DO: 1990), table A; and National Science
Foundation, Soiected Data on Federal Funds for Research and
Development: Fiscal Years 1989. 1990 and 1991 (Washington,
DC: December 1990), tables 4 and 5.

'Together these agencies supply roughly 95 percent of the Federal research budget. See Albert H. Ibich and Kathleen Gramp,R&D in the 1980s:
A Special Report (Washington, DC: American Association for the Advancement of Science, September 1988).
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Box 41.A.OTA interviews at the Federal Agencies

For this study, OTA sought data on the research goals of the six major Federal agencies that fund basic research:
the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD), the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), the National Institutes of Health,
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the National Science Foundation, and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. In addition to collecting budgra data, OTA performed 125 interviews with agency personnel ranging
from top administrators who interpret annual budget priorities to program managers who disburse the funds.
Interviews at the National Academy of Sciences and the Office of Management and Budget augmented theagency
interviews.

Discussions centered on decisionmaking, priority setting, and funding allocation mechanisms. 'Pipical
questions that were asked included;

1. What are the stated goals for agency research monies and programs? What goals are not stated, but are
implicit in the agency's mission? How have these goals changed since the 1960s? the 1970s? the early
1980s?

2. What processes (both formal and informal) are used in the agency to set priorities and goals for research
monies? How has this process changed in the last 20 years?

3. How do new directions in research that are not anticipated get funded?
4. Does Congress set goals for the money that the agency allocates? Has this changed over time?
5. How do agency divisions coordinate with other parts of government?
6. What mechanisms are used to allocate funds? How do these mechanisms differ for extramural and

intramural funding?

To illustrate the scope and depth of the interviews at the agencies, the interviews conducted at DOE can be used
as an example. Interviews were conducted in five offices under the Secretary of Energy, and one laboratory was
chosen as a case study. Excluding those interviewed at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), four directors
of offices at DOE headquarters, eight division directors, and five program managers were interviewed. Since the
Office of Energy Research (0ER) is the primary supporter of basic research at DOE, the Executive Director of OER,
six division directors, and four program managers were interviewee., '.13te Director of the Office of Weapons
Research, Development and listing; the Deputy Assistant Secretary fro Renewable Energy; and one program
manager in the Office of Conservation and Renewable Energy were interviewed. In addition, departmentwide
priority setting was discussed with the Under Secretary for Policy, Planning, and Analysis,and the chief planner
for research. Finally, budget data were discussed with the Deputy Director for Research in the Office of the Budget.
At LANL, OTA staff toured the facility and interviewed the Deputy Director of LANL, the Director of the Meson
Physics Facility, and the Deputy Director of the Health Research Labotatory, as well as a number of scientists and
other members of the staff.

In all agencies, the offices that suppon research were identified, as well as those that participate in
departmentwide planning. In addition, one or more inhouse laboratories were chosen for site visits. Summaries of
the interview results were prepared and distributed to all interviewees for comment (with the exception of DOD,
where a smaller set of reviewers was selected). Because the number of people interviewed had to be limited, the
analysis sought only to illuminate the structure and diversity that characterizes executive brawl) decisionmaking
in research. The table of organization was sampled to capture various perspectives on decisionmaking within and
across the research agencies.

SOURCE. Office of lbchnology Assessment, 1991.

strategic plim to attain specific goals. Goals at the
"macro level" (e.g., a Presidential call for more
research and development (R&D) in a specific area)
do not necessarily map neatly into agency missions,
and sonic macro level goals cannot be addressed
through current agency structures.

Agencies also have a good sense of their research
constituencies the scientists that receive agency

funds), and of what their future directions and needs
will be. However, programs managers must often
make tough deci3ions within limited budgets about
who to fund, whether to provide money for instru-
mentation or personnel, and whether to favor disad-
vantaged groups such as women, minorities, and
young investigators. Competing goals of education,
equity, and economic activity must be weighed in
every program.
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OTA found that peer review, manager discretion,
and combinations of these methods are used by the
research agencies to distribute funds. Since the
beginning of the 1980s, the distribution patterns of
research funding have been under great scrutiny. It
is not only a matter ofwho should receive the funds,
but how they are allocated (e.g., individual investi-
gator grants or block grants to centers, short-term or
long-term projects).

In this chapter, the major research agencies are
described, their priority-setting mechanisms out-
lined and compared, and their funding allocation
mechanisms discussed. Agency planning efforts and
direction from other agencies of the Federal Govern-
ment and the scientific community are analyzed.

Priority Setting in the
Federal Agencies

Federal agencies initiate, manage, and terminate
programs. At each step in the process, agency
personnel must decide which program, or compo-
nent of a program, will take precedence. What
follows is a brief introduction to each of the major
research agencies and to their priority-setting
mechanisms for research. The agencies are pre-
sented in descending order of their annual research
budgets.

National Institutes of Health

NIH is the largest research agency in the Federal
Government in terms of dollars awarded to basic and
applied research. It is the principal biomedical
research arm of the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS), funding biomedical and
basic research related to a broad spectrum of
diseases and health problems both in its own
research facilities (the NIH laboratories) and in
external organizations.

The missions of the institutes are reflected in their
titles. There are categorical, or disease-oriented,
institutes, such as the National Cancer Institute
(NCI) or the National Hcart, Lung, and Blood
Institute (NHLBI). And there are institutes with a
population-based research focus that is population
based, such the National Institute on Aging. The
exception to these categorizations is the National
Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS),
which has no targeted responsibility other than
general basic research.

000°
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Researcher trains hospital staff for a National institutes
of Health (NIH).sponsored clinical trial of medical

therapies. Clinical trials are an Integral part of
NIH appiled research.

NIH is part of the Public Health Service, so its
work is very much tied to public health issues.
Although NIGMS is devoted primarily to basic
research, the categorical institutes conduct a range of
research from basic to applied to development. For
example, NCI's mission is to implement programs
on the cause, diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of
cancer. Often, the missions of the institutes overlap
with each other or with other agencies. in these
cases, a lead institute will coordinate. Because many
of the institutes are categorical, NIH and Congress
tend to set their research agendas epidemiologically,
focusing their mission on diseases of highest preva-
lence. Critics of NIH question this approach, saying
that it focuses the research agendas too much on the
diseases of the majority, skewing research that could
lead to health improvements in other areas.

Since the 1960s, the goals and justifications for
health research have been fairly constantim-
proving the health of the American people, curing
particular chronic diseases, and contributing to the
economic well-being of the Nation by producing a
healthier work force. However, particular emphases
have shifted. During the early 1960s, mental retarda-
tion was emphasized by President Kennedy. In the
1970s, cancer and heart disease, which had been
prominent research areas for decades, became even
more important as President Nixon declared the War
on Cancer in 1971. Vast sums of money were
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dedicated to attempts to eradicate these families of
disease with mixed success. Although levels of
funding remained high, by the late 1970s, the role of
the environment in creating and reducing cancer risk
replaced the earlier research focus on viral etiology
and understanding cellular mechanisms.2

During the mid-1970s, the discovery of recombi-
nant DNA shifted the emphasis of research once
again, this time to biotechnology, which received
increasing attention throughout the Reagan Admin-
istration. Most recently, treating and curing AIDS
has been a dominant goal of NIH research. It first
appears in the 1983 NIH budget authorization
testimony,3 and every year since then AIDS has
received the largest increases in research funding
within the NIH budget.

The fiscal year 1991 appropriation to NIH was
just over $7.4 billion. NCI has the largest appropri-
ation at $1.7 billion, followed by NHLBI at $1.1
billion. The National Institute on Deafness and
Other Communication Disorders had the smallest
appropriation at $135 million. See table 4-1 for budget
histories of the various institutes from 1970 to 1990.

Each institute has an advisory council, which is
appointed through HHS and is made up of scientists
and lay people. Program officers must go before the
council to present ideas for new programs, and
councils review program balance. Each institute
may also form advisory committees with program-
matic foci; for example, NHBLI has six committees
to assist in specific fields. Committees help develop
new initiatives. It should be noted, however, that the
council is only advisory, except for its ability to
approve or disapprove grant applications.

When institute staff notice evidence of an emerg-
ing area of research, they assess the importance of

the new field and gauge interest and capabilities.
They can then convene a meeting or workshop, write
up a proposel for a new program, and go to their
council for approval. If the program does not have a
known constituency, an institute will often issue a
request for applications.

Some observers have criticized NM in its re-
sponse time to new research needs, such as AIDS
and the Human Genome project. On the other hand,
some scientists said NIH responded too quickly with
its AIDS agenda. Interestingly, AIDS was incorpo-
rated into the existing NTH structure, with the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
(MAID) taking the lead. The Human Genome
project, which some argued belonged in NIGMS,
was placed in the Office of the Director. Both
approaches have been simultaneously criticized and
hailed.' Pn3 date, there has been no mechanism for
centralized planning at NIH. However, NIH, for the
first time, is developing a strategic plan that cuts
across all institutes. In addition, each institute
submits its annual plan to the Office of the Director
along with the budget. However, the Director has
little authority to redirect the agenda of any institute.
Through the budget process, Congress provides a
coordinating function.

Despite growth in funding over the last decade,
NIH views itself as being in a "steady state" and
under enormous strain. After experiencing phenom-
enal growth (virtually a doubling of the budget in
real terms during the 1980s), including an intramural
budget that exceeds $900 million today, managers
still feel they must juggle priorities, reorient existing
programs, and make small, incremental changes in
other programsboth intramural and extramura1.5
But there are exceptions: MAID rose from seventh
place among institute budgets to third place (from

2Rictut.rd A. Rettig, Cancer Crusade: The Story of Me National Cancer Act of 1971 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Preas, 1977); andStephen
Strickland. Politics, Science, and Dread Diseate (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1972).

3Mark Pollack, "Basic Research Goals: Perceptions of Key Political Figures," OTA contractor report. June 1990. Available through the Milli:4111
Tbchnical Information Service, see app. F.

4With matrix management, some National Institutes of Health staffers said (in OTA imerviews during the spring of 1990). the best way to respond
to a new research initiative is to create a new usociate director in the Office of the Director to coordinate efforts among tbe institutes. Also see Institute
of Medicine, The AIDS Research Program of Me National Insdnues of Health (Washington. DC: National Academy Press, 1991); and Janice Long.
' 'AIDS Research; More Funds, Coherent Strategy Needed," Chemical & EngMeering Newt, vol. 69, Mar. 11, 1991, p. 4.

3Problems cited as besetting the National institutes of Health (NIH) are: noncompetitive wages (especially for young researchers), increased

politicization (notably over fetal tissue research and the use of animals for experimentation). "accountability fever" (centering on congressional
investigations of purponed misconduct in research and complaints about NIH's own process of inquiry). excessive paperwork to document
research-related decisions, and lack of direction (the difference between an "acUng" and a presidentially nominated, Senate-approved director). See Rick
Weiss, "NIH: The Price of Neglect," Science, vol. 251, Feb. 1, 1991, pp. 5011-511. The confirmation in March 1991 of Bernadine Healy as NMDirector
filled a vacancy that existed since August 1989. See Larry Thompson, "NIH Gets Its First Woman Director," The Washington Post, Health section,
Mar. 26. 1991, p. 8.



Table 4-1-National Institutes of Health History of Congressional Appropriations: Fiscal Years 1970-90 (In millions of constant 1982 dollars)

1970 1972 1974 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990
NCI $432.1 $814.8 $976.9 $1,207.1 $1,208.3 $1,166.7 $986.6 $1.004.3 $1,103.8 $1,211.3 $1,243.8
NHLBI 382.4 500.2 536.3 586.4 820.4 815.5 559.6 (;54.5 754.3 796.0 818.1
NIDR 88.6 93.3 81.5 81.3 85,5 79.7 72.0 82.4 90.7 104.1 103.3
NIDDK 313.8 329.7 284.4 284.5 360.5 398.1 388.2 430.8 499.8 440.8 442.5
NINDS 231.7 251.0 224.8 228.8 247.1 282.4 265.9 311.9 380.5 440.8 373.2

NIAID 231.7 234.6 205.7 201,1 224.8 251.3 235.9 296.8 336.7 526.6 833.9
NIGMS 353.1 373.1 311.7 296.8 3 i9.7 384.6 339.9 386.2 452.0 521.6 518.9
NICHD 181.2 250.3 232.4 218.2 230.5 243.9 226.3 256.3 282.5 327.1 337.1
NEI 54.3 70.8 76.3 79.6 118 3 131.9 127.4 144.0 171.3 185.4 180.0
N1EHS 41.4 56.8 52.0 59.7 88.9 97 9 106.3 167.7 173.4 177.8 174.4

NIA n/a n/a n/a 30.6 51.7 81.7 81.9 107.1 137.4 160.6 182.3
NIAMS n/a n/a n/a nla nla n/a Na n/a 121.8 128.5
NIDCD n/a n/a ii/a nla nla n/a n/a n/a nia 89.5
NCNR nla n/a n/a r da n/a n/a nia n/a 19.3 25.5
NCHGR nia Mt n/a nla n/a rtla Na Net nie 45.3

Other 236.0 255.3 333.5 376.2 382,0 287.6 270,3 331.4 445.1 462,9 471.5
Total 2,526.2 3,239.1 3,315.6 3.648.3 3.937.5 4.001.1 3,640.2 4,172.3 4,620.01 5,496.0 5,765.9'
KEY:
NCI National Cancer Institute NEI Nations Eye Institute
NHLBI National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute NIEHS Nations Institute ot Environmental Health Sciencris
NIDR National Institute of Dental Remerch NIA Nations Institute on Aging
NIDOK National Institute of Diabetes and Dipstivs and Kidney Diseases NIAMS Nations Inolitute of Arthritis and Muscoloskeletal and Skin Disaases
NINDS National InctItute of Neurological Disorders and S:roks NIDCD Nations Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders
NIAID National Institute of Mergy end infactious Dissianos NCNR Nations Center for Nursing Rosearch
N1GMS National Institute of Goners/ Medical Science NCHGR Nations Cantor for Human Gramme Research
N1CHD National Institute of Child Health and Human Developmont
*Reflects enacted adminietrative reduction and sequestration.
NOTE: NIA..not applicabie

SOURCE: National Institutes of Hsaith, unpublished. February 1990.
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almost $375 million to over $907 million) between
fiscal years 1984 and 1991. AIDS research funds
account for this increm, with one-half of the current
NIAID budget devoted to research on the disease.
ADS funds are new money, and are not taken from
other biomedical budgets.

NTH is perpetually struggling to balance its
research and public health missions. Some institutes
are more responsive to one or the other, and therefore
are oriented to individual investigators (and basic
research) or centers (and clinical, disease-focused
work), but all seek to serve both missions. What has
been especially inconsistent is the N1H approach to
public health or research crises. As noted above,
while the AIDS initiative was assigned to one
institute, Human Genome, originally assigned to the
Office of the Director, is now a separate National
Center for Human Genome Research that is not part
of the Office of the Director. Many argue that one
approach or the other responds better to crises while
remaining supportive of, and responsive to, develop-
ments in basic research. Perhaps new efforts aimed
toward a strategic plan could be used to better
address public health and research crises.6

Department of Defense

DOD is the second largest source of basic and
applied research funds in the Federal Government.
Justification for defense R&D throughout the last
three decades has been to stay ahead of the Soviet
Union in the development of new military technolo-
gies. However, defense research is also inextricably
linked to the expansion of knowledge and bolstering
the overall U.S. technological base.

The military funds research through three catego-
ries: 6.1research of the most fundamental nature;
6.2applied research and exploratory develop-
ment; and 6.3Athe initial stages of advanced
development.7 Research within DOD can be charac-
terized by two phrases: "technology-push" and
"requirements-pull." Knowledge gained from re-
search creates areas for potential advancement, some
of which were unforeseen when the research began.

Figure) 4-2Basic and Applied Rsearch Funds for
DOD: Fiscal Years 1960-90 (In billions of 1982 dollars)

Billions of dollars
6

4

1980 1985 1970 1976 1980 1986 1990

4-- Basic research 14 Applied research

NOTE; Figures were converted to mutant 1982 dollars using the GNP
Implicit Rice Deflator. 1990 figures are estimates,

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Fodstal Funds for Rasarch and
Dovalopment Dakillad Historical Tablas: Fiscal Vows 1955-
/POO (WuNngton, DC: 1990), table A; and National &Una
Foundation, Solootod Data on Faders! Funds for Resoardi and
Devslopment: Racal Years 1089, 1990 and 1691 (Washington,
DC: December 1990), tables 4 and 5.

This new knowledge nudges the system to incorpo-
rate new ideas and thereby gain a greater level of
capability (technology-push). At the same time,
identified needs define areas for research and
technological results to enhance the military. These
requirements shape the directions of research and set
the level of effort to be pursued (requirements-pull).

Figure 4-2 presents the basic and applied (corre-
sponding roughly to 6.1 and 6.2) research funds
authorized for DOD from 1960 to the present.8
Figure 4-3 graphs basic research funding in constant

6See institute of Medicine, Funding Health Sciences Research. A Strategy to Restore Balance, Floyd E. Bloom and Mark A. Randolph (eds.)
(Washington, 11C: National Academy Press, November 1990).

?The rest of the 6.3 category is devoted to more advanced development. U.S. Congress, Office of Tbchnology Assessment, Holding the Edge:
Maintaining the Defense Technology Base, OTA-1SC-420 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office. March 1989).

Mese data were collected by the National Science Foundation (NSF). Although some of the research agencies report problems with the NSF survey
(discussed below), the Department of Defense already categorizes its research with 6.1 and 6.2 budget designations. Funds reported as "basic" and
"applied" correspond to 6.1 and 6.2 funds, and their interpretation is fairly straightforward.
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Figure 4-3Basic Research In DOD by Service:
Fiscal Years 1969-90 (In millions 011982 dollars)
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KEY: DOD U.S. Department ol Defense.
NOTE: Figures were converted to constant 1982 dollars using the GNP

Implicit Price Deflator. 1990 figures are estimates.

SOURCES: National Science Foundation, Federal Funds Ix Resoardi and
Development Detailed Historical Tab44: Racal Yedifl 1955
1990 (Washington, DC:1990), table A; and National Science
Foundation, Selected Data on Federal Funds for Research
and Development: Fiscal Yars 1989, 1994 and 1991 (Wash-
ington, DC: December 1990), tables 4 and 5.

dollars for the three services, and figure 4-4 presents
applied research funds by service from 1969 to the
present. Compared with basic research funding for
other research agencies, the services show remark-
ably little fluctuation in allocated funds, adjusted for
inflation. The Navy has been consistently awarded
more funds than either of the other services, roughly
twice that of the Army or Air Force. Although
applied research funding decreased in the late 1960s,
it has remained even more constant than basic
research in the 1970s and 1980s, and the three
services have received almost identical levels of
funding for applied research since 1970. Basic and
applied research is also supported by the Strategic
Defense Initiative Organization (SDIOalthough
SDIO funds are technically categorized as 6.3A) and
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

Figure 4-4Applied Research In DOD by Service:
Fiscal Years 1969.90 (In Winona of 1982 dollars)

Millions of dollars

Army 4 Navy Air Force

KEY: DOD U.S. Department of Defense.
NOTE: Figures were converted to constant 1982 dollars using the GNP

Implicit Price Deflator. 1990 figures are estimates.

SOURCES: National Sdence Foundation, Federal Funds for Research and
Development Detailed Hi:OMNI Tables: Recel Years 1955-
1990 (Washington, DO: 1990), table A; and National Science
Foundation, Selected Data on Federal Funds for Research
and Devskipment: Fiscal Years 1989, 1990 and 1001 (Wash-
ington, DC: December 1990), tabies 4 and 5.

(DARPA). These two organizations often cooperate
with the three services to fund and operate research
projects.

As recently stated by the Congressional Research
Service:

Although military basic research funding totals
almost $1 billion annually, it (together with military
applied research funding) has decreased since the
mid-1960s in real dollar terms and relative to
increases in total research, development, testing, and
evaluation. Despite recent congressional action to
increase military research budgets, executive branch
decisionmakers have not sought large increases for
research funding. As a result, critics say, too much
attention goes to weapons development and too little
to "creative" science needed to produce knowledge
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vital to U.S. national security. Some allege that
because of funding cutbacks the quantity and quality
of military research may be decreasing.9

Recently each of the services concluded that a
published strategic plan, explicitly covering their
individual projections for the future technology
base, would both aid in policy formulation and
positively influence the budget for research. In the
Air Force, it was called "Project Forecast IL" in the
Navy, "Navy 21;" and, in the Army, "Army 21,"
Some of these plans take into account the "new
reality" for the future: the decreasing likelihood of
a European war, the increasing likelihood of low-
intensity conflict (especially in the Third World
and/or connected with drugs), increasing global
economic and technological competition, the de-
creasing U.S. defense industry and R&D base, the
decreasing supply of U.S. citizen scientists and
engineers, and finally, decreasing defense budgets.
Based on this future scenario, the plans identify key
emerging technologies and areas for enhanced
research.

The three services differ in the degree of centrali-
zation in the dispersal of 6.1 money. In the Air Force
and the Navy, almost all 6.1 research monies flow
through the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
(AFOSR) or the Office of Naval Research (ONR),
respectively. In the Army, 6.1 funds are more
decentralized.

Army

Much of Army research is closely linked to
priority setting for all of the R&D funds in the
Army's laboratories and institutes. Laboratories in
the Army act independently, although they deter-
mine priorities in relation to overall directives from
Laboratory Command. With this independence
comes requirements for a high level of accountabil-
ity, and laboratories are reviewed regularly. Most are
"industrially funded"competing for funds from
sources within and without the Army.

In addition, the mission of the Army Research
Office (ARO) is to ". . develop the Army Materiel
Command research program for mathematics, and

the physical, engineering, atmospheric, terrestrial,
and biological sciences according to Army-wide
requirements."112 Eighty-three percent of the re-
search contract program monies go to universities,
10 percent to industrial laboratories, and 7 percent to
Federally Funded Research and Development Cen-
ters and not-for-profits." ARO receives guidance
from its parent Army Materiel Command, which
provides focus to its research programs. ARO has
also come to rely on informal types of outside input,
especially from the scientists that it supports. The
Medical Research and Development Command
recently developed an Army Medical Thchnology
Base Plan, which provides guidance to the medical
research community within the Army. Finally, the
mission of the Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences is to focus on
". . the acquisition, training, development, utiliza-
tion and retention of the Army's personnel re-
sources."12 Three laboratories and many university
contracts support this goal.

Navy

Almost all of the 6.1 research dollars in the Navy
are disbursed by the Office of Naval Research. Over
one-half of ONR funds go to universities, one-fifth
to ONR laboratories, over 10 percent to other Navy
laboratories, and the fmal 10 percent to industry and
other government research organizations. ONR
funding is spread among disciplines, with a little less
than one-half devoted to areas of explicit Navy
emphasis, such as ocean and atmospheric sciences,
computers, and materials. Other areas of support are
linked closely to broader defense interests: astron-
omy and astrophysics; biological, medical, cogni-
tive, and neural sciences; general physics, chemis-
try, and mathematics; and energy conversion, radia-
tion sciences, and electronics.

In addition to Navy 21, ONR relies on inhouse
personnel (including personnel from the ONR labo-
ratories), foreign field offices, and outside experts
and panels (including NAS) to help set priorities.
This type of planning is relatively new for the Navy.
Before 1970, a primary research criterion was the
quality of the science. Most of the research was not

'Genevieve J. Knew, 'Defense Basic Research Priorities: Funding and Policy Issues,' CRS Report for Congress (Washington, DC: Congressionrd
Research Service, Oct. 24, 1990), p. 38.

ioArmy Research Office briefing materials prepared for OTA, May 1990.

ilIbid.

12Ibid.
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multidisciplinary and minimal advice was requested
from the external scientific community. Now, due in
part to the 1970 Mansfield Amendment, mission
relevance is a strong criterion; multidisciplinary
programs are enhanced and are greater in number;
some programs can be put on a "fast-track"; and
substantial input is sought from the external scien-
tific community.

Mr Force

Before 1974, mhouse Air Force laboratories
controlled most 6.1 monies. After 1974, the Air
Force consolidated the disbursal of 6.1 monies into
one unit, the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
Each laboratory still has a portion of 6.1 monies, but
the bulk are distributed by AFOSR. Air Force
laboratories compete for these funds along with
universities and other performers. In addition to
Project Forecast II, each year key personnel in the
Air Force research system and managers of the
science and technology areas discuss the "macro
strategy" for the next year. A report is then sent to
the separate parts of the Air Force research system,
such as AFOSR, which reinterprets its programs in
terms of these goals.

Even though there is a significant amount of
"top-down" direction in the distribution of Air
Force 6.1 money, it is still primarily a bottom-up
process. The influence of top-down management is
viewed as adding discipline to the management of
research programs, which still respond primarily to
scientific community concerns about the direction of
research. The balance of top-down and bottom-up
management seems intermediate to that in the Army
where the management is more decentralized and
bottom up, and to the Navy where ONR provides
greater top-down management.

DARPA and SDIO

Project selection in research at DARPA is very
different from that at other DOD research agencies.
Project managers state that they are not attempting
to maintain strength across a field, rather they are
funding good ideas that are on the forefront of
technology development to meet desired objectives
(see box 4-8).

In the Snstegic Defense Initiative Organization,
the Innovative Science and lb,chnology Office
(ISTO) is the core unit that funds basic and applied
research for SDIO. Within the overall mission of
developing space surveillance, weapons, and com-
municatiens technologies, ISTO determines future
directions for research. ISTO includes an eight-
person research management team, which sets goals
and works to see that these goals are achieved. The
measure of success is ISTO's impact on SDIO.

At present the three services, SDIO, and DARPA
set their own research agendas, gaining the usual
advantages of pluralism. In a previous report, OTA
also found disadvantages to pluralism, which in-
cluded ". . . wasteful duplication of efforts, lack of
critical mass to solve common problems, fraction-
ated efforts, and inattention to areas that are on no
component's agenda. It also risks failing to identify
areas of common or overarching significance."13 In
a mission-oriented organization like DOD, these
disadvantages seem too large to ignore. OTA also
found previously that the inability to define the
products of research has limited DOD's use of
quantitative decision support and evaluation meth-
ods like those used in industry. 14

From 1989 to 1990, DOD prepared for a downturn
in funding. After a period of phenomenal growth in
the 1980s, DOD projected that such funding could
not continue, and that a real decline in funds was
therefore likely. DOD set in motion planning
activities to construct useful options in such a
funding scenario, such as the consolidation of
several research laboratories, and many of the
priorities embodied in these plans have been imple-
mented in the DOD budget. The consequences of
these decisions have yet to be evaluated.

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration

NASA is now the third largest source of research
funds (both basic and applied) in the Federal
Government. NASA was created in 1958, 1 year
after the launch of Sputnik, and took over the
National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics' lab-
oratories. In fiscal year 1960, the research budget
was slightly ovei $0.5 billion (in constant 1982

13Office of Itchnology Assessment, op. cit.. footnote 7.

140.S. Congress. Office of Thchnology Assessment, "Evaluating Defense Mpartment Research," background p -Ter of the international Security and
Commerce Program, June 1990.
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Box 44The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

Because the creation of new technologies is often interdisciplinary and involves risky research ventures,
President Eisenhower felt that ". . . a different type of organization was needed with unique business practices."
The mission of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), created in 1958, is to ". . . develop
`revolutionaly' technologies that can make a significant impact on the future of the United States' defense posture,
and to ensure that those technologies effectively enter the appropriate forces and supporting inanity base."2

The "unique business practices" that now prevail at DARPA involve propam mansgers directly with the
projects that they fund and manage. Managers typically create a portfolio of research projects seeking particular
objectives, such as the use of Gallium-Arsenide in new micro circuitry developments, and follow them closely.
Programs are expected to last 3 to 5 years; the manager is given almost total discretion over funding allocation; and
the success of the manager and the program are judged by the results produced

Managers are also given discretionaty money to pursue ideas for future programs, and every year new programs
compete for funding. DARPA stresses that this competition is based almost exclusively on the worthiness of a
particular idea, not on external considenuions such as maintaining U.S. strength in a particular research field. Also,
DARPA's contribution must be unique. An "inhouse rule" stresses that 80percent of the funding in a particular
research area must come from DARPA. This targets DARPA's investment in emaging research topics.

DARPA further stresses the importance of allocating enough funds for a project to see it through to completion.
Because of funding shifts, many agencies must compromise their programs and projects by allowing only partial
funding. At DARPA, programs and projects are routinely tetminated to make way for others.

Among the agencies where OTA conducted interviews, DARPA is applaudedas the only organization that can
effectively trade off agency programs and, if needed, stop a project. DARPA allows less than 1 year to switch
program direction, whereas research managers in many other agencies state that it takes at least 2 years, and often
much longer, to achieve such redirectton. DARPA rehes foremoton program managers to determine when to halt
a program, which is hailed as a key to DARPA's success.3

DARPA's accomplishments in high-performance computing, solid state devices, advanced materials, and
many other areas have sparked much congressional interest. Attempts to model other agencies after DARPA,
particularly a "Civilian Advanced Research Projects ency," have concentrated on DARPA's novel
organizational styk.4 Congress could also consider ins mg the Federal research agencies that do not already
have programs specializing in high-risk research to itsletit select DARPA management techniques.

10,41. Fields, testimony at beatings bdore the House Committee on Armed Services, Subcommittee on Reseszcb and Development.
Mar, 1, 1990. p. I. Also see "The Government's (luiding Hand: An 1Mciview With Ex-DARPA Director Craig Fields," Thehnology Review,
February-March 1991, pp. 3140.

hut. p. 1,

3See lbd Aces. "DARPA Bets on High-Risk R&D," Research & Development, November 1989. pp, 39-42.

4See Senate and House bills: S. 1978 and H. 3833; and Senate Committee on Government Affairs. hearing on S. 1978, Trade Thchnology
and Promotion Act of 1989, Juno 12, 1990.

dollars) and, by fiscal year 1990. it had surpassed $2
billion (in consuuu 1982 dollars, see again figure
4-1)

Not unexpectedly, the primary focus of NASA
research from 1961 to 1969 was directed at achiev-
ing President Kennedy's announced goal of landing
men safely on the Moon by the end of the decade.
The use of satellites for communications, meteoro-
logical observations and research, and Earth re-
source surveys were also persistent emphases. The
investment in space was justified on the basis of
perceptions of 11.S. leadership in science, technol-

ogy, and world affairs, and of expanding knowledge
of the universe. As the economy tightened and the
lunar landing neared, the ostensible practical bene-
fits of space research and of space-related technol-
ogy received increasing emphasis. The end of the
Apollo program produced a need for new priorities
both to guide the agency's activities and justify
continued high levels of funding. to the mid-1970s,
the Space Shuttle began to move to center stage.

During the 1980s, research priorities at NASA
diversified. NASA began to emphasize commercial
uses of space (including industrial research), as well

BEST COPY11t, 5
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Scientists work on a mirror for the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST). Building the apparatus for any mission in space,

such as the HST, is complex and Involves many
different components,

as the use of space for defense. In addition, NASA
initiated work on the Earth Observing System to
collect much more environmental data than had
previously been collected from space. Recently,
President Bush has also set a goal to return humans
to the Moon and explore Mars.

Basic and applied research management at NASA
is split between the Office of Space Science and
Applications (OSSA) and the Office of Aeronautics,
Exploration, and Technology (OAET). Data on
basic and applied research funding at NASA are
presented in figure 4-5.15 Over the last three decades,
basic research funding has oscillated slowly, be-
tween $600 and $800 million (in constant 1982
dollars). Applied research shows a more active

Figure 45Basic and Applied Research Funds at
NASA: Fiscal Years 1980-90 (In millions of 1982 dollars)
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SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Federal Funds for Rsearch and
Deveioment, Detailed Historical Tables: Fiscal Years 1955.
1990 (Washington, DC: 1990), table A; and National Science
Foundation, Selected Data on Federal Funds for Research and
Dovetopment: Fiscal Years 1999, 1990 and 1991 (Washington,
DC: December 1090), tables 4 and 5.

history, ranging from $0.8 to $1.6 billion (in
constant 1982 dollars), but in the 1980s applied
research has held fairly constant at nearly $1.0
billion.

OSSA sets priorities in conjunction with the
budget process and by selecting specific projects.
The process is essentially bottom up with project
managers proposing new initiatives. However, when
large missions are proposed, such as Space Station
Freedom, top-down direction will determine the
parameters of the effort. OSSA recently produced its
first strategic plan, which emphasized a commitment

ISOTA notes that many agencies do not find the division into basic, applied, and development useful. Consequently, agency budget offices believethat the data that they report to the National Science Foundation (NSF) is artificial and prone to errors. The NSF figures also remove the funds for
equipment purchase from the research and development (R&D) budget line items and add the support funds from the Research and Program Management
appropriation associated with R&D. OTA uses these data only as a general indicatos of level of effort in particular areas.lii
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to the Space Station Freedom and the Earth Observ-
ing System and to flying a mixture of small and large
missions.

The National Research Council (NRC) plays a
particularly strong advisory role for OSSA, and the
Space Studies Board provides input for most NASA
basic research programs. The board is unique at
NRC because it has an institutional relationship with
NASA, i.e., NASA funds the board and requests
many studies, but the board can use these resources
to initiate studies independently. In fact, the board
has been able to preserve its credibility because it
has not always agreed with NASA, and has openly
disputed it on some occasions. Roughly every 10
years if events do not call for an earlier revision, the
board writes a strategic plan for every discipline in
OSSA. The Space Studies Board also conducts
periodic reviews of the programs and every new
mission, and other larger topics such as "manned"
v. "unmanned" flight are routinely studied.

In addition, OSSA has an internal structure of
advisory panels. The panels are usually made up of
representatives from academia, industry, Federal
laboratories, and other interested groups such as
program managers from other agencies. They are
consulted at least once or twice each year (sometime
quarterly) about future directions for research pro-
grams. However, as with NRC, their findings are
never binding.

In early 1990, "exploration" was added to the
Office of Aeronautics, Exploration, and lIchnol-
ogy, formerly the Office of Aeronautics and Space
Thchnology. The new program participates fully in
the Administrator's Moon/Mars Initiative, which
gives it a new and higher profile within the agency.

The aeronautics work in OAET is almost all basic
and applied research, and OAET views its role as the
basic research provider in aeronautics for the coun-
try. Consequently OAET's advisory committees are
primarily composed of and almost always chaired by

industry representatives. Generally the decisions of
research direction are made by the associate admin-
istrator. It is a somewhat open process, in which
there is ample chance for those outside NASA to
comment.

In the 1970s and into the 1980s, OAET's space
technology component asked of project directors:
"what will they need for the future?" In 1986 and
1987, the program changed its philosophy. It fo-
cused on short-term problems and attempted to
promise system delivery by specific dates. In 1989,
the deputy administrator questioned this approach.
Now 60 percent of the funding goes to near-term
solutions to mission problems; 30 percent to long-
term solutions; and 10 percent to high-risk research.
The first 90 percent is developed in conjunction with
mission managers, and the rest is decided within the
space technology group, and can be used to support
risky research, such as studies on "wormholes"
shortcuts between distant points in space.

Recent problems have plagued many NASA
programs, such as a flaw discovered in the Hubble
Space Iblescope, the halt of space shuttle flights due
to hydrogen leaks, and nagging questions about the
Space Station. A reflective look at NASA programs
by Congress has been urged, and calls for an
overhaul of NASA's management structure have
grown louder.16 Director Truly has cited the need for
a better match between agency programs and its
resources. In addition, many have pointed to the
failure of NASA programs to encourage a civilian
space industry that also supports research. WWle
NASA has been charged (since 1960) to promote a
civilian space capability, it has been successful to a
lesser extent than predicted one, two, and three
decades ago." An Advisory Committel on the
Future of the U.S. Space Program has reviewed
NASA's programs and has suggested such goals as
building a reliable space transport system, improv-
ing NASA's civilian pay structure, and augmenting

"For exampk, see David C. Morrison, "Hill ;9 NASA: Come Down," National Journal, vol.22,No. 18, May 3, 1990, pp. 1077-1081; Kathy Sawyer,

"Truly: NASA Needs More Flexibility," The Washington Post, Sept. 14, 1990, p. A17; and Kathy Sawyer, "NASA: Mission Implausible," The

Washington Post, Nov. 4, 1990, p. C3.

17See Mork R. Oderman, "A Viewpoint on Commercial Space Activities. Realities and Options for the 1990s," Science, Technology, and the

Changing World Order, colloquium proceedings. Apr. 12-13, 1990, S.D. Sauer (ed.) (Washington, DC: American Association for tbeAdvancement of

Science, 1990), pp. 233-264.
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NASA facilities." OMB and the National Space
Council have been directed to create an implementa-
tion plan based on its suggestions."

Department of Energy

DOE is the fourth largest source of basic and
applied research funds in the Federal Government.
DOE is also the youngest of the six major research
agencies. Created by the Carter Administration to
succeed the Energy Research and Development
Administration, DOE inherited a strong research
base from another predecessor, the Atomic Energy
Commission, including the national laboratories and
a network of university researchers.

When DOE was founded, in the wake of the
formation of OPEC and the subsequent Arab oil
embargo, its top priority was to lessen U.S. depend-
ency on foreign countries for meeting its energy
needs. At the same time, rising concern with
environmental issues such as water and air pollution
spurred research on developing cleaner, more effl-
cient energy sources. Nuclear power was an avenue
frequently stressed, although the accident at Three
Mile Island in 1979, compounded by cost concerns,
seemed to slow work on fast-breeder reactors. The
Carter Administration also placed particular empha-
sis on achieving short-term results through work on
conservation, cleaner burning coal, solar electrical
power, and other sources.

The 1980s saw a marked shift in the priorities of
DOE, emphasizing long-term rather than short-term
research and stressing the role of the Federal
Government as a risk-taker, pursuing research proj-
ects that, if potentially profitable, are to be turned
over to the private sector for demonstration and
commercial development. The Reagan Administra-
tion emphasized basic research over applied re-
search, cutting the latter in the mid-1980s while
increasing basic research markedly over the same
period (see figure 4-6).

Figure 4-6--Basic and Applied Research at the
Department of Energy: Fiscal Years 1980-90
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In general, priority-setting mechanisms for re-
search at DOE appear to be very much like those at
DOD and NASA in the 19608.20 However, compared
with other agencies, less accountability is required
from project to project. This is not to say that
accountability does not exist. DOE is responsive to
the scientific community and to the rest of the
government. Research managers outside of DOE
envy DOE's flexibility, but see the tradeoff as a loss
of excitement in working toward a defined goal.

isSee Advisory Committee on the Future of the U.S. Space Program. Report of the Advisory Committee on the Future of the US. Space Program
Mashington. DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, December 1990); and Philip C. Abelson, "Future of the U.S. Space Program," Science. vol. 231,
Feb. 25, 1991, p. 337.

"Gene Koprowski, "OMB to Join Summit on Space Report," Washington Technology, vol. 5. Dec. 20, 1990. p. I.

301n the defense programs, although nuclear weapons research occurs within both the Department of Energy (DOE) and the Depanment of Defense
(DOD). there is a clear division of labor. DOD builds the delivery systems and DOE produces the =Clear weapons to go inside them. lb set goals, every
2 years a document comes from the Pentagon called "Nuclear Weapons Development Guidance." It outlines the requirements of future systems. Based
on diis document. suppkmented with threat asseuments and other analyses. the DOE defense group decides the future direction of their research
programs. Generally no large redirection is required.

J
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They wonder, too, about DOE's accountability to
basic and applied research missions.21

Recently, the Secretary of Energy attempted to
institute more strategic planning within DOE. In
particular, he created a National Energy Strategy
(NES) with input from the offices within DOE and
from external advisors. The planning process for the
NES required planning at all levels of DOE, and
Secretary Watkins has sought to maintain and
further this planning function at DOE. As it is too
early to observe the changes in response to these
initiatives, OTA cannot judge their effectiveness,
but such planning is reportedly beneficial at other
agencies.

In the Office of Energy Research, programs such
as Basic Energy Sciences and High Energy and
Nuclear Physics use an "iterative" process of
priority settingwhere ideas are proposed (with
origins both within and without DOE), fee,dback
from the scientific community and other parts of
government are received, and the proposal is re-
visedto determine goals. In particular, as national
goals are defmed and new ideas arise from either
within DOE or without, the program will first
consider them internally. If the new initiative would
fit into the existing program or complement it, then
the idea will be fielded to a wider audience.
Sometimes this audience includes only other parts of
the agency. DOE may, however, hold public work-
shops and/or panel meetings to devise a plan of
action.

If a plan is codified by the Office of Energy
Research (OER) or within one division, it is sent out
for review to DOE personnel, academic and indus-
trial representatives, and other interested parties.
This method of fielding new ideas requires much
responsiveness on the part of DOE to groups outside
of the agency, including the scientific and industrial
communities. This method also develops strong
working relationships with these communities, but it
can have its drawbacks. For instance, some manag-
ers complain that the scientific community tries to
dictate on occasion (and more than at other agencies)

trt,,

Photo m: U.S. Doporemonf of Energy

Researcher at Oak Ridge National Laboratory studies
the health and environmental effects resulting from

synthetic fuels conversion processes. The Department
of Energy sponsors research In many broad

sdentif ic areas,

plans that could never gain either the finances or the
political support necessary to emerge as new pro-
grams.

Complicating decisions on priorities is the fact
that DOE has a very broad research base. For
example, under OER, the Basic Energy Sciences
program considers its mission similar to NSF. As
one manager put it: ". . the research that we
support is as broad as NSF's, but with a different
emphasis." Also, with the major cuts in applied
energy research funding during the Reagan Admin.
istration, the applied programs in offices outside of
OER lost much of their research function. They now
may look to OER to develop needed research
programs.

In addition, each program has an advisory panel,
such as the High Energy Physics Advisory Panel.
Until recently there was also an overall advisory
committee, the Energy Research Advisory Board
(ERAB), which reported to the Director of Energy
Research and the Secretary of Energy. This group

3iConsider for example, the Department's ambivalence over and checkered funding history of the fusion researchprogram. Fusion is seen by many

as the beat long-term alternative to fossil fuel energy dependence. U.S. participation in a major multinational effort to design a fusion energy teat reactor,
the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor, marks a renewed conunittnent that Is reflected in the Administration's fiscal year 1991 budget.
See Mark Crawford, "U.S. Racking for Fusion Project Seen," Science, vol. 251, Ian. 23, 1991, p. 371; and CIristopher Anderson, "DOE Rallies to
Save U.S. Fusion Resauch Program," &Imre, vol. 349, Ian, 24, 1991. p. 269.
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was disbanded in early 1990, and the Secretary has
formed the Secretary of Energy's Advisory Board
(SEAB), which is already in operation. SEAB 's
charter has been expanded beyond the scope of
ERAB, to include advice on the National Energy
Strategy and on the role of the national laboratories.

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, while the
Reagan Administration was entertaining notions of
abolishing DOE, many interviewees said that the
planning for DOE's research was more external to
the agency, with NAS and other organizations
playing key roles. Program shifts were primarily
budget controlled and long-term goals often suf-
fered. Furthermore, many decisions on specific
programs were dictated by the scientific community
they served. The interviewees state further that the
system has now evolved so that DOE can make
decisions that balance external as well as internal
forces. This is accomplished primarily through the
iterative process described above. Differences be-
tween programs are due primarily to the constituen-
cies and the types of problems addressed, but
differences are also due to historical tradition.

In the applied research offices of DOE, processes
of goal setting are also iterative. Most ideas are first
taken up internally, and then may be augmented by
contractor reports. After much deliberation, they are
taken to the public. Five-year plans are written for all
new programs and receive extensive review.

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, the process of
priority setting for applied research was inward
looking. Now with the large consulting process
described above and participation by industry, DOE
perceives that it is better serving its "client"the
energy industryand thereby the public. During the
Reagan Administration, the emphasis was on fund-
ing research that was too risky for industry. Under
the Bush Administration, the emphasis seems to
have shifted toward projects perceived to have the
highest payoff for industry and DOE.22

National Science Foundation
NSF is the fifth largest source of basic and applied

research funds in the Federal Government. Estab-

lished in 1951, it has evolved into an agency
composed of eight directorates in addition to the
Director's Office. The Director and Deputy Director
are appointed by the President and serve 6-year
terms. Five of the directorates fund basic and applied
science and engineering; another two focus on
education, human resources, data, and policy; and
one handles NSF's administrative matters. On aver-
age, each directorate has five divisions. Each divi-
sion has several programs.

The primary role of NSF is to support basic
research and science education across broad catego-
ries of science and engineering. This is done
primarily through support for university-based indi-
vidual investigators, who absorb over 60 percent of
the research budget. Aggregate support to groups
and centers represents a small portion of the budget
(less than 10percent) and is more sensitive to budget
fluctuations.23 Support for individual investigators
is considered the primary mission, even by those
managers with portfolios covering group and center
support.

A number of research administrators at NSF
prefer to use the terminology "fundamental v.
directed" rather than "basic v. applied" in making
distinctions between categories of research fund-
ing." In using the former terminology, they are
likely to respond that they fund both (but much more
fundamental than directed). In using the latter
terminology, they are more likely to say they fund
only basic research. Most administrators say that
they never give a grant with applications in mind,
but they are pleased when grantees cite NSF-funded
work when seeking patent applications.

In its first operating year, the NSF budget was
$151,000. In constant dollars, the budget has grown
over NSF's history, although not consistently (see
table 4-2). The NSF budget authority for fiscal year
1991 is $2,2 billion. Currently, NSF funding is
provided in six separate appropriations: Research
and Related Activities (R&RA); Education and
Human Resources (EHR, formerly Science and
Engineering Education); U.S. Antarctic Program;
Facilities, Program Development and Management;
and the Office of Inspector General. R&RA has

22For example, sec Alan Schriesheim, "lbward a Golder' Age for lbchnology Transfer," Issues in Science & Technology. vol. 7, winter 1990-91,pp. 52-58.

23National Science Foundation, Report on Funding Trends and Balance of Activities: National Science Foundation 1951-1988. special report. NSF
88-3 (Washington, DC: 1988).

240TA interviews at the National Science Foundation, spring 1990.

is 1
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Table 4-2National Science Foundation Obligations:
Fiscal Years 195240

(In millions of constant 1982 dollars)

Year
Rematch and

Total obligations related activities

$ 13.6 $ 7.6
1954 28.8 23.1
1958 54.8 44.4
1958 159.7 102.1
1960 494.1 287.0

1962 795.2 548.8
1964 1,049.1 724.3
1966 1,316.5 942.7
1968 1,319.2 942.0
1970 1,100.2 783.6

1972 1,292.9 1,032.2
1974 1,195.7 1,000.4
1976 1,148.1 972.0
1978 1,187.3 1,017.9
1980 1,138.8 983.6

1982 999.1 909.7
1984 1,213.4 1,085.0
1986 1,311.9 1,140.0
1988 1,420.1 1,202.2.
1990 1,586.7 1,312.9

NOTE: Fiscal year 1990 figures are estimates.
SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Repoit on Func ling Trends and

Balance of Activities: National Wince Foundation, 1951.1988,
special report, NSF 88-3 (Washingtoo DC: 1988): and National
Science Foundation, press release, PR 90-05, Jan. 29, 1990.

accounted for more than 70 percent of the budget
since 1967, and 80 percent or more since 1982. EHR
has been the most variable, ranging from 46 percent
in 1959 to a low of 1.5 percent in 1983. lt is also the
target of recent increases, approaching an all-time
high of $322 million of NSF's $2.2 billion fiscal year
1991 budget.

Within directorates, research funding is very
much a bottom-up process. Goals are set by scien-
tific opportunity and the proposal process, as well as
in special initiatives from advisory panels. Through
its grants program, NSF receives proposals for
reseamh spanning the fullest range of science and
engineering. The scientific community is NSF's
constituency, and program staff project a strong
sense of obligation and commitment to that commu-
nity. There is an explicit ethic pervading the
directorates that discourages heavy-handedness in
the setting of priorities. Staff serve as interpreters,
advocates, and jurors throughout the priority-setting
and planning process.

An exception to the above lies in the Engineering
Directorate. Created as a separate unit in 1983,
Engineering tends to set its priorities around national
needs. For example, a recent initiative involved a

Request for Proposals in design and manufacturing
systems. It was the sense of NSF staff and its
advisory committees that there was a need for
research in those areas. In addition, the Engineering
Direntorate tends to address problems more cen-
trally, and many areas of engineering are cross-
disciplinary. lb this extent, the divisions of Engi-
neering, and the methods by which they set priori-
ties, differ somewhat from the way other directorates
operate.

The agency primarily sets priorities and plans
through a process described by many as ". . . contin-
uous, open, and decentralized." The decision cycle
is keyed to the annual Federal budget and annual
appropriation cycles. Eight popalations provide
formal and informal input into the planning process.
They ate; 1) the National Science Board (NSB); 2)
advisory committees; 3) professional societies; 4)
NRC; 5) Visiting Scientists, Engineers, and Educa-
tors (also known as "rotators"); 6) NSF staff; 7) the
Inter-Directorate Task Force; and 8) Congress.

Each spring, the advisory committees meet with
program managers and division directors to recom-
mend priorities for the current year and years to
come. Besides scientific opportunity, staff usually
recommend that NSF not fund research already
well-supported by other agencies.

Plans are eventually forwarded to NSB for ckaisid-
eration at their June meeting. A strategic plan is
developed that must be set against the general
recommendations of NSB. For example, in 1989,
NSB decided on four general priorities for NSF to
pursueinternational cooperation in research, edu-
cation, economic competitiveness, and better meth-
ods for leveraging Federal dollars (i.e., to share
funding with othertypically State or private
sources). If an organizational unit within the agency
proposes a new program that covers all or most of
these priorities, it has a very good chance of getting
a proportional increase in its budget. For example, in
the late 1970s it was decided that there should be
more funds for the physical sciences in the 1980s; in
the 1980s it was decided that in the 1990s NSF
should focus on building strength in engineering and
computer sciences. The mid- to late 1990s should
bring more funds to environmental sciences and
geosciences. National needs arc very much a part of
the planning process.

In addition to planning conducted on a program
basis, there has been increasing attention paid to
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planning on an activity basis; by whom and how will
research be conducted? This has resulted in more
support for women and minorities and broader
geographic distribution of funds. Between 1985 and
1990, support for the individual investigator went up
25 percent as compared to other research funding
modes, such as groups and centers.

NSF faces a daunting taskbeing all things to all
people. The organic act entrusts it with the support
of the Nation's basic research and science education.
(Thus, every research program at NSF has an impact
on human resources.25) Within the scientific com-
munity, however, there is growing concern that NSF
has reduced its flexibility by relying too strongly on
traditional mechanisms to set priorities and allocate
funds. While not wishing to abandon peer review,
NSF has sought some alternatives. A recent report,
which addresses these issues of emphasis and
process from the perspective of senior staff, stresses
that NSF must serve all research performers, stream-
line the proposal process, and better integrate human
resources with research funding considerations.26

Department of Agriculture

USDA is now the sixth largest source of basic and
applied research funds in the Federal Government.
USDA has a long history of support for research,
especially when compared with other government
agencies. In 1862, the Morrill Land-Grant College
Act recognized the importance of agricultural re-
search and education by setting aside Federal land
for agricultural colleges. In 1887, the Hatch Act
created the State Agricultural Experiment Stations
and assigned administrative responsibility for them
to the land-grant institutions. During this time,
USDA also grew in power as a research provider,
creating an expanding research network."

In the late 1960s, environmental problems began
to dominate discussions of research in agriculture,

with particular concern expressed for finding alter-
natives to the use of chemicals as pesticides and in
fighting plant and animal disease. Throughout the
last three decades, research on human nutrition has
been stressed, as well as with finding means for
improving the productivity of American farms.

R&D funding levels for USDA since 1955 are
tabulated with the other agencies in table 4-3. In
constant dollars, USDA R&D funds have hardly
grown since 1965. For basic and applied research,
the figures are similar. In 1960, USDA research
funds totaled just under $0.5 billion. Throughout the
1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, their total grew steadily,
but declined from 1985 to slightly under $0.8 billion
in fiscal year 1988.

USDA is advised by many groups. Most impor-
tant is the Joint Council on Food and Agricultural
Sciences (JCFAS), created by an act of Congress in
1977 to coordinate and encourage research, exten-
sion, and higher education in agriculture. Its mem-
bers include influential representatives from public
and private sectors, producers, industry, and govern-
ment; as well as directors of research, extension, and
higher education activities in universities, agricul-
tural experiment stations, and other centers. While
JCFAS has the mandate to evaluate and recommend
changes to USDA programs, it cannot direct USDA
to institute them. Another advisory body is the Users
Advisory Board on Research and Education, with
membership selected from those who benefit from
research and education. These and other groups
advise the various research components of USDA.

Agrkultural Research Service (ARS)

ARS was established in 1953 as USDA's inhouse
agricultural research agency.2s The National Pro-
gram Staff (NPS) is a core component of ARS
headquarters and is responsible to the administrator
for planning, developing, and coordinating the ARS

15A1 though the National Science Foundation's (NSF.") share of the total Federal research and development budget requested for fisca,year 1992 is only
3 percent, its education and human resources provanu represent 23 percent of the total proposed Federal agency effort. Programs such as Research
Experiences for Undergraduates (which is slated to Ippon almost 12,000 students) are increasingly visible. See Frederick M. Bernthal, acting director,
National Science Foundation, testimony at hearings before the House Committee on Science, Space, and lischnology, Subcommitteeon Science, Feb.
20, 1991, pp. 7-8, 11.

26See National Science Foundation, Report of the Merit Review Task Force, NSF 90-113 (Washington, DC: Aug. 23, 1990): and Jeffrey Merida,
"Panel Weighs Overhaul of NSF's Grant System," The Scknti.u, vol. 5, No. 1, Jan. 7, 1991, pp. 1, 6-7, 12.

271awrence Busch and William B. Lacy, Science, Agriculture, and the Politic: of Research (Boulder, CO: Westview Preu, 1983).
2/Ccauttloffices of the Agricultural Research Service (ARS) are in Washington, DC, and Beltsville, MD. There ye approximately 7,000 full-time

employees (of which 2,350 are sckntists) scattered across the United States, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and several foreign countries. Research
is conducted at 122 domestic and 6 overseas locations by civil SaViCe scientists. last year there were about 1,700 projects ongoing with budgets ranging
frcm $100,000 to $1 million. Much of the work of ARS is conducted in direct cooperation with the State agricultural experiment stationa, other State
and Federal agencies, and private organizations.
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Table 4-3-Trends in Federal Obligations for Total Research and Development,
by Major Agency: Fiscal Years 1955-88 (In millions of constant 1982 dollars)

Year USDA HHS NSF DOE NASA

All
other

agencies

Total
nondefense

agencies DOD

1955 $347 $ 327 $ 46 $1,574 $ 207 $ 325 $ 2,586 $ 9,591

1966 505 1,284 300 3,069 1,483 759 7,390 22,938

1965 788 3,050 657 4,353 17,374 1,156 27,525 23,753

1970 738 3205, 758 3,633 9,974 2,410 20,941 19,319

1975 728 4,155 1,031 3,548 6,311 2,603 17,376 15,620

1980 804 4,421 1,031 5,560 3,783 2,938 18,357 16,352

1985 837 4,865 1,195 4,410 2,955 2,227 16,490 26,458

1988 778 5,079 1,379 4,027 3,636 1,862 16,761 34,489

Agency Percentage of Total Annual Nondefense R&D Funding

1955 13.4 12,6 1.8 60,9 8,0 12.6 100

1960 6.8 17.4 4.1 41.4 20.1 10.3 100

1965 2.9 11.1 2.4 15.8 63.1 4.2 100

1970 3.5 15.3 3.6 16,9 47.6 11.5 100

1975 4.2 23.9 5.9 20.4 30.6 15.0 100

1980 4.4 24.1 5.6 30.3 20.6 16.0 100

1986 5.1 29.6 7.2 26.7 17.9 13.5 100

1988 4.6 30.3 8.2 24.0 21.7 11.1 100

KEY: USDA.U.S. Department of Agriculture; HHS.U.S. Department of Health and Human Services; NSF.National Science Foundation; DOE.U.S.
Department of Energy; NASA-National Aeronautics and Space Administration; DOD.U.S. Department of Defense.

NOTE: Totals are not exact duo to rounding.
SOURCE: National Research Council, Investing In Research: A Proposal to Strengthen Me Agricultural, Food, and Environmental System (Washington, DC:

National Academy Press, 1989), table Al. p. 96.

national research program. There are about 30 NPS
employees with expertise in a discipline, commod-
ity, or problem. Their role is individually and
collectively to plan research programs, set priorities,
allocate resources, review and evaluate research
progress, and provide coordination.

ARS has a long-range Program Plan-designed in
the 1980s-and an Implementation Plan, which
describe how the Program Plan is to be operated over
a 6-year period. The Program Plan focuses on the
goals, objectives, and broad research approaches
that ARS will pursue. The current Implementation
Plan covers 1986 through 1992 and considers,
among other things, how the budget and shifts in
research needs relate to the goals and mission of the
agency. This strategic planning is relatively new,
having started in 1983. Administrators of NPS feel
that the development of the Implementation Plan has
enabled them to set priorities, helped in redirection
of funds, and has increased communication between
ARS and groups such as other USDA agencies,
Congress, user groups, and scientists.

The Implementation Plan was put together by
NI'S and the ARS laboratories with input from

industry, academia, and regulatory agencies. Be-
cause program areas often overlap, NPS works
together in planning for the entire research program.
NPS, therefore, is very centralized and not only does
planning and priority setting, but also makes alloca-
tion decisions and performs program reviews.

Cooperative State Research Service (CSRS)

CSRS is USDA's ". . principal entree into the
university system of the United States for the
purpose of conducting agricultural research." It

. participates in a nationwide system of agricul-
tural research program planning and coordination
among the State institutions, USDA, and the agricul-
tural industry of America."29 Programs of research
are jointly developed with the State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, forcstry schools, 1890 Land-
Grant Universities, and other cooperating institu-
tions. The most recent planning exercise resulted in
the strategic plan entitled "A Research Agenda for
the 1990s." This is the first time that such a strategic
plan has been developed. It outlines current research
efforts and areas of proposed enhancement, includ-
ing the safety and stability of consumer foods, and
the protection of water quality.

II

29Cooperative State Research Service, "Budget Submission for 1990," hearing before the House Subcommittee on Rural Development,Agriculture,

and Related Agencies Appropriations of the Committee on Appropriation.s, Pan 2, p. 444, 1989.
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An Agricultural Research Service scientist (rear) and a
graduate student (front) transplant seedless grape
varieties. Research and education are intertwined

in many research areas.

The majority of CSRS Federal funds (approxi-
mately $200 million out of the $340 million in fiscal
year 1989) comprise formula funds, which are
directly appropriated by specific acts of Congress.
Special Research Grants amount to another $61
million (fiscal year 1989), and consist mostly of line
item appropriations (which many liken to earmarks)
requiring oversight from CSRS. Priority setting is
negotiated between the cooperating institutions and
CSRS. In addition, the Competitive Research Grants
Office (CRGO) conducts a nationwide competition
for basic research funds in specific fields. CRGO
began in 1978 with programs in plant science and
nutrition and, by 1985, it had expanded to include
animal and biotechnology research. NRC, with
strong support from USDA, has proposed a National

Agriculture Research Initiative, which would en-
large the USDA Grants Program from $45 million to
over $500 million. The program would increase
research funds in areas not presently supported at
USDA, such as global climate change."

Forest Service

The research mission of the Forest Service is to
41. .. serve society by developing and communicat-
ing scientific information and technology needed to
protect, manage, and use the renewable natural
resources of the Nation's 1.6 billion acres of forest
and related range lands."31 Within the structure of
USDA, the Forest Service is quite separate from
CSRS and ARS, as it reports to the Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Natural Resources and Envi-
ronment rather than the Assistant Secretary for
Science and Education. Furthermore, its budget is
not considered by the congressional agriculture
committees in Congress, but by the interior commit-
tees.32

The decentralized nature of the Forest Service
research work force encourages bottom-up plan-
ning.33 Recently the Forest Service stations have
been required to submit budgets at four different
fund!r.e x,:wels, ranging from 90 percent of the
funding ievel 2 years before to 10 percent over the
agency request from the prior year. An iterative
process between Washington and the stations ad-
justs what work will be done at different budget
levels. Perhaps the most important trend is that in the
early 1980s, and before, the budget process was
tightly controlled by the Deputy Chief for Forestry
Research. Now the process is much more open, and
the stations are more responsive to national prob-
lems, such as global change, water quality, and
endangered species. For instance, the percentage of
funding devoted to national problems rose from 28
percent in fiscal year 1989 to 42 percent in the fiscal
year 1991 Presidential request, with new develop-
ments funded as special initiatives.

3nSet U.S. Department of Agriculture. Cooperative State Research Service, National Research Initiative Competitive Grants Program: Prpgram
Description (Washington. DC: 1990).

31See U.S. Department of Agriculture, "Strategy for the '90s for USDA Forest Service Research." reviewcopy, February 1990.
32The Forest Service has eight regional Reseal:Ai Stations and the Forest Pmducts Laboratory (FPL) where research Is conducted.Within the S stations

and FPI- 190 Research Work Units (RWUs) are gathered at 74 locations. Over 700 scientists work in these units with a total budget of nearly $150
million. Extramural research is supported at a low levelapproximately $14 million per year, although this is deceptive since many of the RWUs are
located on college campuses.

33111practice, Research Work Unit Descriptions (RWUDs) charter work Ina particular problem area. They usually prescribe a plan for a 5-year duration
and often will build directly on previous work. The Station Director has a large amount of discretion to choose projects at the RWV level, and tbe RWUDs
are reviewed inhause in the Washington Office to provide balance in a nationally coordinated program.
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OTA found in this and earlier studies that
investment in research at USDA has lagged behind
other agencies, and that USDA has difficulty in
clearly stating its mission, planning for the future, or
setting priorities in research.34 Consequently, much
of the new agriculture-related science (e.g., biotech-
nology) is performed by scientists who are not
trained in the agricultural sciences and who do not
pursue agricultural problems. Many blame the lack
of growth in research funding at the agency to the
lack of a comprehensive strategic plan.35

Other Agencies

The six agencies described above together devote
over $11 billion annually to basic research. Also
contributing to the research base, but on a much
smaller scale, are the following 10 agencies: the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Adminis-
tration (in HHS); the U.S. Geological Survey (in the
Department of the Interior); the Smithsonian Institu-
tion; the Environmental Protection Agency; the
National Institute of Standards and 'Ibchnology and
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (both in the Department of Commerce); the
Department of Veterans Affairs; the Department of
Education; the Agency for International Develop-
ment (in the Department of State); and the Depart-
ment of Transportation. This group of 10 agencies
represents approximately 5 percent of the total
Federal expenditure on basic research.36 Although
their contribution is comparatively small, these
agencies lend breadth and flexibility to the Nation's
research capacity.

Crosscutting Descriptions of Agency
Prioreity Setting

Comparisons of the research agencies reveal the
variation and complexity in the Federal research
system. While agency cultures are very different, the
prospect of transferring methods and standards
across agency boundaries deserves consideration.

OTA first examines various characteristics of the
organization and management of the Federal re-
search system.

Division of Labor

The Federal research system can be thought of as
a composite of the various agencies that support
research. Each agency has a mission and therefore a
purview of research responsibility. NSF and NIH,
for example, have the broadest scope in research
areas funded. Any project within a discipline that is
of high quality and does not clearly fall under any
other agency's jurisdiction can be a candidate for
funds."

NASA, DOE, DOD, and USDA have more
restrictions (than NIH or NSF) on the research areas
that they support. NASA supports science that can
make use of space (and most often seeks information
about space), either through satellites, experiments
above the atmosphere, or human exposure to zero
gravity. DOE funds research relating to nuclear
weapons and all forms of energy and its effects on
humans and the environment, which is interpreted
broadly in the Department.

Although some claim that because the research
areas supported by DOD and USDA are closely tied
to their technical missions, the research by definition
cannot be basic or fundamental in nature. Indeed,
OTA finds that the research supported by these
agencies can be as fundamental as that supported by
other agencies, such as NIH or NSF. In addition, the
amount of funds spent on basic research at these
agencies is comparable in size to that disbursed by
NSF. Nonetheless, these agencies' priorities shape
research goals.

Areas of support among the agencies allow a
multitude of questions to be posed and investigated
differently within the research system. This also
provides some measure of pluralism in research
opportunities, i.e., many researchers have two or
three agencies (and even more programs) within the

341.1.S. Congress, Office of Terhnology Assessinern, Agricultural Research and Technology Transfer Policies for the 1990s, spec al report.
OTA-F-448 (Washington. DC. U.S. Government Printing Office, March 1990).

"Ibid
36A11 budget data reported below are based on National Science Foundation, Division of Science Resources Studies,Federal Funds for Research and

Development. Detailed Historical Tables. Fiscal Years 1955-1990 (Washington, DC: 1990); and National Science Foundation, Selected Data on Federal

Funds for Research and Development Fiscal Years 1989. 1990. and 1991 (Washington, DC: December 1990).

37Researchers quickly learn what research is and is not eligible for fund tug at an agency. Program announcemems, conversations with program officers,
and the fate of other submittet1 proposals convey to the researcher which agency (and program within it) is an appropriate source of funding. This, too,
is part of the agency culture, which forms a constituency of extramural research performers.
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Federal Government to apply for funds. Pluralism
has long been hailed by the scientific community as
a strength of the research system in the United
States.38 However, the pursuit of agency missions is
not without legislative contention, as Congress
consistently asks agency managers, in authorization
and appropriations hearings, how specific research
programs support the agency mission.39

Coordination

The division of labor among the agencies does not
seek to eliminate overlap; indeed, agencies cooper-
ate to fund some areas of mutual interest. Agencies
with broad research agendas, such as NSF and NIH,
coordinate more routinely with other agencies
more than those, such as USDA, with a more narrow
scope.

In addition, because of the size of agencies and
departments, coordination within the agency or
department can be important as well. For example,
the services in DOD sometimes attempt to fmd a
niche in a scientific area so there is no overlap with
another service. In supercomputers or artificial
intelligence, for instance, the Air Force has chosen
to rely on the other services. The Air Force in turn
takes the lead in other areas, such as mathematical
control theory. In areas that require overlap, how-
ever, agencywide committees are often employed to
coordinate the activities of the services, DARPA,
and SDI0.4°

Coordination among and within Federal agencies
occurs at two levels, at the agency program level and
at the research performer level. Agency-level coor-
dination generally occurs through committees. One
standing coordinating mechanism is the Federal
C.,ordinating Council on Science, Engineering, and

:clinology in the Office of Science and Technology
i'olicy. It has several subcommittees, such as Global
Change and High-Performance Computing, which
provide a forum in which agencies can communicate

(see chapter 5). Other committees that are not
governmentwide also exist, which may coordinate
two or more agencies on a specific topic.

Researcher and program manager level coordina-
tion occurs through meetings and other communica-
tion that is a normal part of the discourse of the
scientific community. It is at this level that the
separate roles of agencies are most apparent and that
researchers accommodate to changing funding lev-
els in the cooperating agencies. An illustration of
agency and performer interaction can be found in
superconductivity research (see box 4-C).

Bottom-Up and Top-Down Management,
and the Use of External Advice

One of the most prevalent styles of management
of research has been loosely titled bottom up, which
implies that research ideas and priorities originate
with researchers who communicate these ideas to
their sponsors (agency program managers, for exam-
ple). These managers in turn talk to their superiors.
As ideas percolate, their relative importance is set.
Bottom-up management contrasts with top-down
management, where the most senior decisionmakers
in an agency decide the priorities for the system, or
their part of it. These directives are then transmitted
down the organizational ladder in consultation with
managers, eventually to researchers.

OTA finds that in the research agencies both kinds
of management are prevalent and are often mixed. In
short, decisionmaking is more complicated. Some
agencies employ much stronger top-down direction.
In the Agricultural Research Service of USDA,
priorities are set by the National Program Staff, and
at DOD, managers at all levels exert a great deal of
influence over the areas in which they support
projects. On the other hand, agencies such as NSF
and NIH employ mostly bottom-up management. At
NSF, this means that only priorities among areas of
support are set at the top (by the Director, the
Assistant Directors, and NSB). For example, deci-

14As Hunter Dupree observed: "A plural set of government agencies went to a plural set of congressional committees to ask for appropriations, which
were then distributed by grant and contract to investigators in a plural set of universities." Quotec1 in U.S. Congress, House Committee on Science and
Thchnology, Task Force on Science Policy, A History of Science Policy in the United States, 1940-1985, 99th Cong. (Washington. DC: U.S. Government
Printing Office, September 1986), p. 40.

39Overhip in support responsibility among agencies for certain areas of research ensures better diffusion of results into multiple applications,a kind
of inadvertent diffusion policy. Harvey Brooks, Harvard University, personal conununication, February 1991.

40A very good example is the Joint Services Electronics Program, operated continuously since 194$, in about 20 or 30 UlliverSilies. The three military
services provide equal contributions to each university group, but delegate administration to one service. For example, Harvard University and the
Massachusetts institute of Thchnology each hae such a program administered by the Office of Naval Research. 'This is a fairly successful
interdisciplinary program. Ibid.
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Box 4-0Coordination of Superconductivity R&D

Major research initiatives are usually executed by one Federal agency, based on the scope of the research and
the mission of that agency. There are exceptions, of course, where research on one area is done in several different
agencies, and these research areas bring with them the added burden of coordination. In the case of
superconductivity, coordination becomes especially important since research is spread among several different
agencies, primarily the Departments of Defense (DOD), Ene:gy (DOE), and Commerce, the National Science
Foundation, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).1

There are two aspects of coordinaticn that require quite different approaches. First, coordination is required
to monitor the different programs and make appropriate decisions to ensure an efficient allocation of research funds
to all of the agencies. Second, at the researcher and program level, there must be an adequate flow of information
between researchers to avoid overlap or duplication of research. Effective coordination at both the national level
and the researcher level is vital to a successful research program.

Congress has made several attempts to encourage coordination of superconductivity research and development
by the executive branch. Part of the 1988 Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act created the National
Commission on Superconductivity (NCS) which was to meet, produce a report, and then dissolve by December
1989. The Trade Act also mandated an increase in staff for the National Critical Materials Council (NCMC), which
at the time had no active members. Finally, the National Superconductivity and Competitiveness Act of 1988 called
for cooperation between the Office of Science and lIchnology Policy (OSTP), NCMC, and NCS in order to produce
a 5-year National Action Plan for Superconductivity to be accompanied by annual reports.

The success of these initiatives has been limited. The 5-year National Action Plan was published in December
of 1989, but the formation of NCS was delayed, so it did not take part in the plan's formation. Although the plan
itself acknowledged the need for better Federal coordination, it lacked both the budget recommendations and the
long-term perspective Congress had requested.2 In addition, the Federal Coordinating Council on Science,
Engineering, and ibchnology Committee on Superconductivity report of March 1989 did little more than assemble
agency superconductivity budget data and list various programs.3

Fortunately, at the researcher and agency program level, the exchange of information has successfully
protected superconductivity research from overlap and duplication. Programs at different Federal agencies have
aided scientists in the exchange of research information, if not actual coordination of effort. The Ames laboratory
disuibutes the "High-Tc Update," a widely read newsletter; the national laboratories have broadcast nationally
several high-temperature superconductivity conferences; and DOE has established a computer database that shares
research results with industry. NASA also maintains communication through the Space Systems lbchnical
Advisory Committee, a group with,representatives from industry, universities, and government organizations.

The success of the ground-level coordination efforts is promising, but the resistance to priority setting from
Lie administration may inhibit the progress of superconductivity research. In particular, such questions as whether
DOD funds too high a percentage of superconductivity research, and whether the Federal laboratories are doing too
much of the research relative to other performers are important to the future success of the development of
superconductivity. These questions must be addressed through agency-level coordination.

iFunding kvels at each agescy, of course, arc a separate and perhaps more pressing issue. See Kim A. McDonald, "Panel Urges Increased
Support for Superconductivity, Recommends Specific Goals for Research in Field," The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 36, No. 48, Aug.
15, 1990. pp. AS, A7.

2U.S. Congress, Office of Itchnology Assessment, High-Temperange Superconductivity in Pertpective, OTA-E-440 (Washington, DC:
U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1990). p. 63.

31bid., p. 69,

sinus are made to support the physics program at one
Ii inding level and the chemistry program at another.
Bottom-up management at NSF and NIH leads to a
different selection mentality than that in other
agencies, specifically to reliance on peer review as
a formal mechanism for incorporating advice frtnn
the scientific community.

1 2 )

Agencies that are more bottom up also tend to
employ more panels or to commission more studies
from outside of the agency to help set priorities. At
NSF, NIH, and NASA, standing external commit-
tees, NAS, the National Academy of Engineering,
and the Institute of Medicine play significant roles
in deci However, agencies
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such as DOE, USDA, and DOD employ outside
panels to assist in determining research directions to
a lesser extent.

Another difference between top-down and bot-
tom-up management is the degree to which the
agency becomes invested in the success or failure of
a project. For example, DOD has a large operational
investment in the results of the research it supports.
This provides an atmosphere that reminds research-
ers that DOD has a stake in their success. Conse-
quently, these researchers report favorably that DOD
is more realistic about the funds and time needed to
complete a project, and program managers are more
available during the course of the project to aid with
difficulties that may arise.° This contrasts with the
experience of NSF and NIH researchers where the
agency does not have a stake in the success of any
one project, because there is no expectation of direct
"use" and no timetable for making "progress."

Intramural and Extramural Research

Five of the agencies that OTA studied support
intramural research (NIH, DOE, DOD, NASA, and
USDA). Intramural research facilities are most often
within laboratories either run directly by the agency
or by an outside contractor. Together the Federal
research agencies are the primary sponsors of
hundreds of laboratories. Some are administered
directly by the Federal Government, such as
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, while others
are administered by a university or corporation, such
as DOE's national laboratories. Laboratories can be
funded institutionally, where monies flow from the
research agency to support all activities at the
laboratory, or industrially, where the laboratory
competes with other laboratories and research or-
ganizations to perform research for clients in number
of research agencies. Often there is a mixture
between institutional and industrial support within a
laboratory, as in many of the DOE national laborato-
ries.

Intramural Research

Research in intramural laboratories has many
distinct advantages for the Federal Government.

en.p,

Photo wolf: U.S. Dopmfmont of Energy

Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) is one of the oldest
intramural laboratories of the Department of Energy. LANL
was established in 1943 to develop VVorld War II atomic
bombs, and today retains responsibility for conducting
defense-related research programs. Research at LANL

has also diversified into other fields such as fossil
and geothermal energy.

First, laboratories can maintain a research effort over
one or more decades. Second, laboratories can easily
incorporate a multidisciplinary approach to prob-
lems. Third, DOE managers report that they more
often fund "risky" researchresearch that has a
very good chance of abject failure, but also a good
chance of resounding successat the laboratories,
because the laboratories can absorb a setback
without jeopardizing graduate students or young
faculty. Fourth, project managers can easily main-
tain their involvement in the projects at a laboratory.
Fifth, the research at the laboratories can be put "on
the fast track," in the words of one manager, when
the results are needed on a timetable. Sixth, there is
ample evidence that the laboratories can often
perform research at a reduced cost to that performed
extramurally. Finally, the laboratories are often the
only sensible place to site facilities needed for a
project, because access and maintenance can be
assured.42

Disadvantages of intramural research include
problems in recruiting and retaining personnel. The

41Th1s suggests that differences in project monitoring more or less create the need for ea post accountabilityand the call for evaluation of project
outcomes (see ch. 8).

42Th1s also makes laboratories important sites of science education. The role of mission agencies and their laboratories in science education hu grown
noticeably, especially at the Department of Energy. Sec U.S. Congress. House Committee on Science. Space. and lbchnology, Subcommittee on Energy
Research and Development.Role of the Department of Energy' s National Laboratories in Science, Engineering and Mathematics Education, 101st Cong.
(Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, June 13, 1990).
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government laboratories must pay on the Federal.
pay scale, but while salaries have risen in academia
and industry for scientists, growth in salaries in the
Federal Government has been very slow.° Conse-
quently, although research problems addressed at
the laboratories and the research environment can be
very exciting, researchers are often attracted by
much higher paying and more flexible jobs else-
where." Some critics claim that the pay scale and
government cutbacks have limited the quantity and
quality of research in the Federal laboratories." In
addition, intramural laboratories often do not sup-
port graduate students, which are an invigorating
part of research.

Another disadvantage is that many laboratories
are large organizations. While they were built with
a mission (or a set of missions) in mind, the mission
may have been achieved or abandoned." The
laboratory must then find a new mission or face the
prospect of downsizing or phaseout. Laboratories
have sometimes moved from mission to mission, but
this can lead to great stress in the organization.47

Extramural Research

The advantages of extramural research include
competition on the "open market" for the best
research teams for a particular problem. (Note that
laboratory teams can often compete for these funds
as well.) Extramural researchers are paid competi-
tively and can be solicited for one project. The
research performers are top scientists in an area and
enjoy access to state-of-the-art equipment.

Disadvantages of relying on extramural research
are, first, that extramural researchers must bid for the
project. If a new project is not associated with
enough gain (either in money, equipment, or publi-
cations), it is difficult to fmd extramural researchers
willing to apply (although this may also be true in
some cases for intramural laboratories)." In acade-
mia, government-sponsored research is also con-
strained by the academic environment. For example,
although DARPA funds university research, on
some projects DARPA fmds it difficult to work
solely with universities. The university structure of
research, with a professor and his or her graduate
students, often operates too slowly for DARPA's
purposes. Also, DARPA reserves the right to termi-
nate at any point, which can be disastrous for a
professor and especially for a graduate student.

OTA finds that both intramural and extramural
capabilities are important for we advantages they
provide the agencies; both should be supported by
the Federal Government." At present roughly one-
quarter of all research funds are spent intramurally,
slightly under one-half extramurally in universities
or colleges, one-quarter in industry, and one-
twentieth by other performers."

Issues of Agency Priority Setting

Some priority-setting issues are of particular
concern across all of the research agencies. OTA
identifies four in particular: 1) risk-taking and
conservatism, 2) flexibility, 3) strategic planning,
and 4) redirecting the agencies.

43U S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of Economic Analysis Government Division. "Biomedical Research and Development Price Index," report

to the National Institutes of Health. Mar. 30, 1990.

44Pepper Leeper, "NIH Intramural Program: No Radical Changes Needed," tveY tReport of the National Research Council, December 1988-January

1989, pp. 2-3.

43For example, see Knezo, op. cit., footnote 9. p. 38. Similar statements were mule in several OTA interviews at the research agencies.

46"Also. big labs tend to become bureaucratized as Federal pay policy leads to a gerontocracy, with the least entrepreneurial people staying on. A

big disadvantage of intramural research is that it is much easier to do relatively 'boring but vitally useful research, e.g.. spectroscopic tables, and

systematic physical and chemical property measurements." Brooks, op. cit., footnote 39.

41Evidence of ferment has been most Apparent at the Department of Energy. See Council on Competitiveness, "National Labs Meet With DOE,"
Legislative and Policy Update. voi. 3, No. 2, Jan. 28, 1991; Mark Crawford, "Domenici Bill to Broaden Labs' Missions," The Energy Daily, vol. 19,

No. 14, Jan. 22. 1991. pp. 1-2; and "Roundtable: New Challenges for the National Labs." Physics Today, February 1991, pp. 24-35.

"This problem could be compounded by the recent Bush Administration proposal to charge WTI of Federal facilities. such as Brookhaven National

Laboratory's synchrotron light source, a fee to cover opcating costs. See Mark Crawford. "Researchers Protest User Fees at National Labs." Science,

vol. 251, Mar. 1, 1991, p. 1016.

49In response to outside panel recommendations, three agencies with substantial inhouse researchthe Department of Agriculture, the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and the Environmental Protection Agencyare seeking to expand their extramural programs, if Congress

approves. See Elizabeth Penrusi. "New Policies at Three Federal Agencies Lend More Support to Outside Research," The Scientist, vol. 5, No. 2, Jan.

21, 1991, pp. 3, 5.

5°See Bette Hilernan, "Pacts and Figures for Chemical R&D," Chenucal & Engineering News, vol. 68, No. 34, Aug. 20. 1990. pp. 28-30.
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Risk-Taking and Conservatism

Agency cultures promote differences in the kinds
of projects selected for funding. In particular,
agencies differ to a large extent in the amount of
risk-taking in research that they encourage in
scientific programs and by research managers.
Risk-taking can be defined in a number of ways.
Perhaps most important is that risky research is not
considered'in the mainstream, no specific outcome
of the project is assured, and a large chance of failure
exists (i.e., of not reaching the objectives set out in
the proposal). However, the definition of risky
research changes depending on the agency and field
of inquiry, and to some extent, every research project
is inherently "risky."

Within agemy cultures some programs can as-
sume more risks, because in the pursuit of a specific
objective it is often wise to try some conservative,
yet slower means, along with more experimental,
less certain paths that might yield large payoffs.
DOD claims to take the most risks in the course of
its research program. DOD expects that most basic
research will not attain the results that it originally
proposed. Within the 6.1 category, DOD research
managers assume that less than 30 percent of the
projects will succeed; within 6,2, roughly 30 to 60
percent; and, within 6.3A, roughly 60 to 90 percent.
Supporting unsuccessful projects is viewed as part
of' the business of finding projects that do pay off.51

In contrast, when there is no defined goal, how is
risk defined--proposals that earn diverse ratings
from peer reviewers? that are submitted by re-
searchers with no track record? or that appear to be
of marginal interest to the particular program
weighing its merits? Attributes of risk are not clear
cut. Further, the pace and impact of results emerging
from federally funded research projects are no guide
to their "riskiness," judged retrospectively,

Yet NSF and NIH managers claim that 90 percent
or more of the projects that the agencies support are
"successful." Success in the NSF and NIH context
may mean that refereed publications were produced
from the project. This satisfies the criterion of
adding to the archive of knowledge, without measur-
ing how that research was received by the commu-
nity." NSF has recognized a need to support more

"These figures arc a cim.sensus among the Department of Defense managers whom OTA interviewed.

14:01' exatriple, see Malcolm (iladwell, "Arc Nobel MAN for 11.5. Vestiges of 'Golden Age'?" The Washington Post, Nov, 16, 1990, p. A6.

"high-risk" projects, instituting the Small Grants
for Exploratory Research program to engender more
risk-taking (see box 4-D).

Since it is obvious that not all scientific advances
are made through slowly evolving research (epito-
mized by DOE's fusion energy program), but often
with new and exciting projects, it is important for
each Federal agency (and probably most research
programs within it) to support both Idnds of projects.
This point is recognized by the scientific community
when it simultaneously urges funds for new avenues
of science as well as for the "science base," by
which is meant the protection of evolutionary (and
usually individual investigator, small team) re-
search. While DOD addresses risk-taking through
expectations for project outcomes and NSF has
created a separate program, most agencies rely on
program manager discretion to incorporate risk-
taking. As priorities are set in new areas, it is very
important to continue, and even augment, risk-
taking in individual investigator research, and agen-
cies should be encouraged to increase their efforts to
fund risky projects.

Flexibility

When new priorities are introduced at a research
agency, it must be flexible enough to reorient and
develop relevant programs. Flexibility can be de-
fined in a number of ways. But the most critical
aspect of flexibility for funding scenarios in the
Federal Government is the ability to make tradeoffs
among scientific programs and to pursue growth by
substitutionto start and stop programs, and to
encourage new ideas without allowing fiscal con-
straints to hinder (or undermine altogether) their
pursuit.

At the program level, flexibility is already pro-
vided in several ways. First, many agencies budget
discretionary monies for managers to pursue new
ideas. For example, some agencies (e.g., the Office
of Naval Research) divide their pools of money into
"core" and "accelerated" research initiatives. Core
programs maintain expertise in certain areas and rely
on principal investigators to propose goals for their
research. Accelerated initiatives allow significant
amounts of money to be quickly infused into a
specific project area. Second, programs that disburse

1.3 1.
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Box 4-0Small Grants for Exploratory Research

Risk-taking is an important part of scientific research. In particular, the rate of scientific advancement
witnessed this century could not have been achieved had the Nation not invested in some high-risk research along
the way. However, the National Science Foundation (NSF) has been criticized that its funding decisions, based on
a system of external peer review system, has become too conservative.' In response, NSF instituted in 1989 the
Small Grants for Exploratory Research (SGER) program, which funds only small, high-risk research projects. In
the words of a former NSF assistant director, who spearheaded the pilot program that led to SGER: "With the small
amount of money, relatively, that NSF can give out, we cannot take care of all research needs. On the other hand,
we have sufficient amounts of money to stimulate more creative and innovative research by playing a catalytic
role."2

SGER grants are funded differently from ordinary NSF grants in several important ways. The definitive
difference is that SGER grants go exclusively to researchers who are exploring "novel ideas" or "emerging
research areas."3 In addition, NSF eliminated formal, external peer review. Final recommendations on funding are
left entirely up to the program manager, although the manager may certainly seek as much advice as he or she
desires. More than in other NSF programs, grant applicants are encouraged to discuss their proposals with the project
manager before submitting them in order to ascertain the proposal's chance for success. This reduces the number
of unsuccessful proposals submitted, thus increasing the efficiency of the process and saving time. Also, this
practice helps to foster a favorable working relationship between the researcher and the program manager. However,
critics fear that this interaction might ". . . work against faculty who are not comfortable with selling themselves
to others. "4

Processing speed is another important aspect of the SGER program, as high-risk research often implies
fast-paced. SGER grants are limited to $50,000, and the duration is no more than 2 years. usually only I. Keeping
grants on this smaller scale can make them easier to process.

In 1990, NSF funded 244 SUER proposals (while declining 210) at an average award of $34,254.5 Also
encouraging is the amount of activity in divisions, such as the biological sciences and Earth sciences, where the
SUER program is being instituted for the first time.6 The SUER program appears to provide an outlet for NSF to
fund cutting-edge, high-risk research that the traditional NSF peer review system might not be equipped or inclined
to support. The genre most served seems to be "cross-disciplinary" research, such as studies of natural disasters.7
In addition, an Expedited Awards for Novel Research program (forerunner of SGER) survey of recipients found
that 90 percent of SUER-funded researchers go on to apply for a regular NSF grant.8

SGER program spending is limited to 5 percent of each program. However, it appears to provide access to NSF
funding for new researchers and, as One researcher put it, SUER suppon might result in ". . . fewer publications per
dollar, but more chances for quantum leaps in advancing science."9

iThe National Science Foundation's own survey of 14,000 applicants who had been awarded or declined funding durtng fiscal year 19145
found that two out of three agreed with this statement: ' 'NSF is not likely to fund high-tisk exploratory research because the likelihood of
obtaining favorable reviews is slim." See National Science Foundation, Program Evaluation Staff, Proposal Review at NSF Perceptions of
Principal I nvestigwors, NSF 88-4 (Washington, DC: February 1988), p. 18.

2Nant Sub quoted in David Bierklie, "Fast-Track OMB," lechnology Review, vol. 93, No. 6, August/September 1990, p 19.

3What follows, unless otherwise indicated, is based on National Science Foundation, Small Grants for F..xploratory Research brochure,
1989.

&lames M. McCullough, director. Program Evaluation Staft, National Science Foundation, "Responses to Bulletin Board Message About
Quick-Response, Non-Reviewed Grants," Mar. 10, 1989, p. 5.

5Preliminary statistics on the Small Grant.s for Exploratoiy Research program pmvided by James McCullough. director, Program
Evaluation Staff, National Science Foundation, personal communication, Jan. 23. 1990.

6National Science Foundation, unpublished data. Aug. 8, 1990.

7The fate of such proposals at the National Science Foundation, at least before the scope of the Engineering Directorate was enlarged,
was problematic. See Alan L. Porter and Frederick A. Rossini, "Peer Review of Interdisciplinary Research Proposals," Science, Thchnology,
& I laman Wilues, vol. 10, No. 3, sunmier 1985. pp. 33-38.

8lnvestigators without prior National Science Foundation support are encouraged to apply to the Small Grants for Exploratory Research
program, and the program IndeCd seems to attract many first-time applicants. See Bjerklie, op. cit., footnote 2, p. 19

9Respoisses to McCullough, op cit , footnote 4, p 7.
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money by manager discretion have inherent flexibil-
ity. Specifically, program managers have the ability
to continue or disband a research project, whereas in
competitive peer reviewed grant programs many
more personsthe ad hoc or standing peer review
panel and the program managerare asked to
concur on a specific decision. Finally, in some
programs, such as the Office of Space Science and
Applications at NASA, managers are allowed some
portion of their budget as discretionary. Discretion-
ary money is important to foster new ideas within a
"zero-sum" climate where money spent on one
research project detracts from another.

Agencywide tradeoffs in budgeting and resource
allocation are very important, but once a program
has been initiated it is hard to end. This nappens for
a number of reasons. First, many people have
become invested in working and supporting the
program. Second, the program's political constitu-
ency may wish to see it pursued, and may lobby both
Congress and the agency. Finally and most likely,
given funding constraints, it may be very difficult to
start a new program. It tends to be easier to redefine
an old program to meet new goals, though it may not
be immediately as effective as a completely new
program.

OTA finds that agencies and managers throughout
the Federal research system could be provided with
the means, and perhaps incentives, to be more
flexible. Ending one program and starting another
could be made easier. More discretionary money
could be provided, incentives for managers could be
increased, and manager discretion accompanied by
accountability and attention to success could be
encouraged. Flexibility to adapt to research develop-
ments within a changing budget envelope is impera-
tive. The production of excellence in research and
the reduction of stress if funding does not keep pace
with demand by the research community must go
hand-in-hand.

Strategic Planning

Strategic plans have recently been employed by
many of the research agencies as an important
component of the research portfolio." These agen-

cies include the three services in DOD, CSRS in
USDA, the NSF research programs (through NSB),
and the Office of' Space Science and Applications in
NASA. While these agencies have always planned
their near-term activities, many agencies have begun
to codify the plans and publicly distribute them for
comment.54

Strategic plans are very useful because they
communicate within the organization, the Federal
Government, and the research community the inten-
tions of the research program over the next 5 to 20
years. They articulate the mission of the research
investment and outline the steps necessary to attain
intermediate and long-term goals. The mission may
be as general as supporting research in a broad area,
or as specific as solving a particular problem or
developing the foundation for a specific technology.
For instance, in the strategic plan for OSSA, NASA
states that it will attempt to launch a combination of
small and big satellite missions every year, thus
showing a commitment to small science missions in
space. If a program already has a clear idea of its
mission and the means of attaining its goals, then the
construction of a strategic plan is relatively easy. If
that understanding does not exist, then the creation
of a plan can be very useful in defining and pursuing
those objectives.

Often the formation of a strategic plan is resisted
within a program for fear of perpetuating relative
funding differences and forcing decisions prema-
turely to pursue specific objectives. Judicious and
regular revision of plans has led to a more realistic
allocation of funds and allowed oversight by the
executive branch and Congress to proceed smoothly.
Rather than arbitrarily freezing the program, its
potential can be highlighted and new options enter-
tained within and without the current program
structure.

While strategic plans are not the solution to all of
the problems presented by the changing research
economy, and can be used to justify decisions rather
than to improve on them, OTA finds that strategic
and contingency plans (especially when accompa-
nied by ex post evaluationsee chapter 8) are
elements that can be emp'oyed by the research

"There is a school of thought (to which ()TA substantially subscribes) that strategic plans are primarily useful for contmunication and have two
negative potentials. I they may be put on the shelf and ignortd. and 2) they may he implemented blindly Strategic planning Reeds to be an
instnutionahred ongoing process, and plans need to he working documents that arc constantly revised so the planning horizon rolls forward.

'.1I'rogrants and agencies within the Department of Defense, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. the National Science lloundation,
arid the U S Department of Agriculture have recently produced stiategic plans. The National Institutes of Health is in the process of developing one.
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agencies to plan for the future, increase communica-
tion, and accommodate new and continuing devel-
opments within the Federal system.

Redirecting the Agencies and Addressing
New Problems

What happens when the current mission of the
agencies is no longer well formulated or appropri-
ate? Many agencies have been chastised that their
mission is either out of date or lost amid a multitude
of programs. Observers further claim that the
agencies are calcifying, pursuing programs and
setting priorities because of tradition rather than
national need.55

For example, DOE has bee:i challenged that it
does not support research that primarily seeks to
solve the Nation's energy problems, but instead
supports a broad array of research programs from
high-energy colliders to radiation exposure in hu-
mans. Some claim that these problems would be
better pursued in an agency like NSF and that DOE
should concentrate on energy research. In a contrast-
ing example, USDA has been repeatedly criticized
for supporting a narrow research agenda. Biotech-
nology and other fields related to agriculture do not
easily gain support within the USDA system. Critics
point out that the USDA system does not coordinate
well and many research opportunities fall through
the cracks between ARS, CSRS, the Forest Service,
and other programs.56 In a third example, after a
series of large programs had not lived up to
expectations (e.g., the Space Shuttle and the Hubble
Space Thlescope), a Presidential commission was
created to conduct a comprehensive review of
NASA priorities and procedures."

Many agency problems result from Federal at-
tempts to cope with tighter budgets and setting of
priorities. OTA finds that the Federal agencies are
responsive to changing national needs, but are
limited by the program structure and budget. Agency
missions were defined many decades ago, often

when budgets were expanding, and these mission
statements were ambitious. Agencies always seek
growth as an overall objective. But decisionmaking
structures do not serve as well when tradeoffs
between agency programs must be made and manag-
ers have little incentive to terminate programs.58 For
the research system to thrive in the 1990s, the
termination of some programs in favor of others may
be required.

Some also question whether the scope of many
agencies' programs should be reduced so that
whatever they decide to do they can do well, Perhaps
lessons learned at DARPA are instructive. DARPA
rarely pursues a problem without the required funds,
and attempts not to start programs at low levels
(which implies that the budget must free up to
accommodate the program sometime in the future).
DARPA personnel regard this philosophy as crucial
to their success.

In summary, crafting goals and missions for the
Federal agencies as the research economy changes is
not just a matter of the scientific objectives, but also
of management. The agencies were created at
different times over the last half century and carry
with them cultural traditions and organizational
structures. As new goals are assigned to the research
system, Congress and the executive branch must pay
special attention to the capabilities and decision-
making mechanisms of each ag.micy. This includes
the methods by which priorities are implemented in
the selection of researchers and projects for support.
OTA considers these methods next.

Funding Allocation in the
Federal Agencies

When applying for Federal research funds, re-
searchers submit a proposal. In general, a proposal
requests support for an individual, a specific project,
or a center,59 and is submitted to a particular program
in an agency for review. The process of review can
be thought of as a continuum of methods ranging

53Remarks at "OTA Workshop on Costs of Research and Federal Decisionrnaking," July 9, 1990.

56Office of Thchnology Assessment, op. cit.. foomote 34; U.S. Congress, Office of Thchnology Assessment, U.S. Investment in Biotechnology,
OTA-BA-360 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1988); and U.S. General Accounting Office, Biotechnology: Analysis of Federally
Funded Research (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1986).

51Advisory Committee on the Future of the U.S. Space Program, op. cit., footnote 18.

silndeed they are encouraged to kftp programs in operation. Sec Harvey Averch, "Policy Uses of 'Evaluation of Research' Literature," OTA
contractor report. July 1990. Available through the National Thchnical Information Service, sec app. F.

591'or a case study analysis of Federal mechanisms used to fund university research, see U.S. General Accounting Office, University Funding:
Assessing Federal Funding Mechanisms for University Research, GAOiRCED-86-75 (Washington, VC: February 1986).
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from soliciting advice from experts latside the
agency, or peer review, to relying solely on the
judgment of the research officer who must defend
decisions to award or decline funding; this might be
called manager discretion. In practice, a mix of
these methods, even within the same agency, is
common.

Peer Review

"Peer review" describes a family of methods
used to make funding decisions about research
projects. It usually comprises a multistaged process,
where reviews of the proposal are solicited from
experts in the scientific subdiscipline of the pro-
posal. Reviewers are most often asked about the
technical excellence of the proposal, the competence
of the researcheri, and the potential impact of the
proposed project results on a scientific discipline or
interdisciplinary research area. Peers may also be
asked about the project's relevance to the objectives
of the funding program. The proposals and reviews
may then be considered by a panel of experts, and
competing proposals compared. The panel even-
tually ranks the proposals in the order in which they
think the proposed projects shoulu be funded.

There are distinct advantages to this form of
proposal review: the participants are acknowledged
experts who make absolute and relative judgments
of proposal quality, or "scientific merit," and who
offer their time on a largely volunteer basis. The
process is expected to operate according to values of
fairness and xpediency. However, at the two
agencies that depend most on external peers, NSF
and NIH, problems with and suspicions a' lut
systematic biases in proposal review have produad

a series of studies and self-studies.63 Such studies
raised questions about the composition of review
panels and the fate of proposals submitted by
investigators at research universities.°

Probably the most predominant criticism of peer
review, and the one that has troubled Congress the
most, has been the allegation that it is controlled by
an "old boys network," which informally favors
those like themselves, and that decisions are made
behind closed doors where aspersions can be cast
against a researcher without providing a forum for
refuting them. Attempts have been made at both
NSF and NIH to correct faults found in peer review,
but neither agency would suggest that all of the
problems have been fixed. Rather, given the strength
of peer review in soliciting expert opinion, they ask
"what method is better?"62

Manager Discretion

Manager discretion as a project selection method
refers to agency investment in the expert judgment
of a single decisionmaker or administratorthe
program manager.63 This is not only the technical
judgment of the manager, but also his or her ability
to put together the best portfolio of research to
achieve the goals of the program. Manager success
is therefore seldom evaluated on the basis of one
project or before a series of projects are complete.
Rather, it is based on the success of an entire
research program. In agencies that rely heavily on
manager discretion, there is strict accountability of
managers for program decisions. But managers do
not work in isolation; there is oversight from
superiors, and inhouse advice is readily available. In

onbese are reviewed in D.E. Chubin and E./. Hackett, Peerless Science: Peer Review and U.S. Science Policy (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1990),
chs. 2 and 3; U.S. General Accounting Office, University Funding: Information on the Role of Peer ReWew at NSF and N1H, GAO/RCED-87-87FS
(Washington, DC: March 1987); and Nfi Peer Review Committee, "Sustaining the Quality of Peer Review: A Report of the Ad Hoc Panel,"
unpublished report. December 1489. Early studies of note include: NM Grants Peer Review Study Ram Grants Peer Review: Report to the Director,
N1H Phase 1 (Washington, DC: December 1976); Grace M. Caster, What We Know and Do Not Know About the Peer Review System, report
N-1878-RC/NM (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corp., lune 1982); Stephen Cole et al., Peer Review in the National Science Foundation: Phase 1 of a Study
(Washington, DC: National Academy of Sciences, 1978); and Jouthan R. Cole and Stephen Cole, Peer Review in the National Science Foundation:
Phase 11 of a Study (Washington, DC: National Academy of Sciences, 1981).

61F0r a recent example of such analysis at the National Science Foundation, see James McCullough, "First Comprehensive Survey of NSF Applicants
Focuses on Their Concerns About Proposal Review," Science, Thchnology, & Human Values, vol. 14, No. 1, winter 1989, pp. 78-88, and associated
commentaries that follow the article.

62See J "End of the Peer Show," New Scientist, vol. 127, Sept. 22, 1990; and .leremy Cherfas, "Peer Review: Software for Hard Choices,"
Science, vol. 250. Oct. 19, 1990, pp. 367-368.

63What OTA is calling "manager discretion" is discussed in the organizations literature as a management tool or approach that springs, for example
in the case of the National Aeronautics and Space Adrninistradon space program, from ". . . the complex conceptual, planning, administrative, and
evaluative tasks facing the agency and its contractors." See Karl G. Han, /r. and Virginia C. Lopez, "The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration: Its Social Genesis, Development and Impact," Managing Innovation: The Social Dimensions of Creativity, Innovation and Technology,
S.B. Lundstedt and E.W. Colglazier (eds.) (New York, NY: Pergamon PTCSS, 1982), p. 181.
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particular, technical judgments of inhouse staff are
commonly solicited, and additional reviewers can be
tapped from outside the agency.

Manager discretion bas many a ivantages as a
funding allocation mechanism. First, because pro-
gram managers are intricately involved in the
development of a program, they can best gauge the
relevance of projects selected for funding to program
objectives. Second, manager discretion allows an
agency to implement new goals quickly, since it is
easier to instruct managers to alter selection criteria
or allocation methods (and hold them accountable
for doing so) than to convince external peer review-
ers to weigh factors others than technical merit in the
rating of proposals. Finally, the ethos of manager
discretion can result in the funding of proposals that
do not reflect the collective wisdom in vogue. As put
by one manager at the Office of Naval Research,
where manager discretion is the rule: "We don't
take votes in the science community.""

However, manager discretion can also suffer from
isolationsoliciting too little opinion from outside
of the agency, as well as relying foremost, and
sometime solely, on the technical judgment of the
program manager. Manager decisions can also be
seen as capricious, since they are not based on a
consensus among peers. Also, wherever manager
discretion is used as a decisionmaking device, it
assumes an organizational structure that recognizes
managerial responsibility for activities and objec-
tives within time and cost limits.

Although on the surface peer review and manager
discretion seem very different, many agencies use a
combination of the two in their decisionmaking.
What follows is a brief description of the funding
allocation methods in the major research agencies.
For a more detailed discussion, see appendix C.

Agency Overview

NIH can be considered the original site of peer
review in the Federal Government, beginning with
the National Mvisory Cancer Council in 1937.65
Today, NIH has an elaborate "study section"
system for soliciting and reviewing proposals from

extramural researchers. Section "secretaries" are
pivotal in proposal processing. Study section recom-
mendations are directed to 1 of 13 institutes and
must ultimately be approved as funded projects by
the appropriate advisory council. NIH intramural
researchers located in NIH laboratories around the
country compete for separate support. NIH uses
almost 100 chartered panels to recommend deci-
sions about the relative merits of proposals.66

DOD research agencies rely primarily on inhouse
review and manager discretion. DARPA in particu-
lar is known for its strong program managers.
DARPA solicits proposals tailored to a field of
interest and specific research objectives. Funding is
awarded (and withdrawn) almost exclusively at the
discretion of the project nr.nager. The Office of
Naval Research controls most of the 6.1 funding for
the Navy and is also noted for the independence of
its program managers who are often referred to as
"czars." The Air Force Office of Scientific Re-
search disburses all of the Air Force's 6.1 budget,
both to its own laboratories and to universities, with
inhouse review and manager discretion decisive in
project selection. Army research programs are de-
centralized, and inhouse review is used to allocate
monies to universities and numerous DOD laborato-
ries. The University Research Initiative in the Office
of the Secretary of Defense supports additional
research at universities. The funding, however, is
allocated through the services and DARPA.

Research proposals at NASA are processed differ-
ently by the Office of Space Science and Applica-
tions and by the Office of Aeronautics, Exploration,
and Thchnology. At OSSA, proposals relating to
future flight missions are solicited through An-
nouncements of Opportunity (A0s). Research An-
nouncements are more modest in scope than AOs,
and can solicit "guest" observers (who will partici-
pate in a mission after the original investigators) and
support theoretical work. Unsolicited proposals are
also considered. Funding is based primarily on
technical merit reviewed by an expert panel selected
by the program manager, an inhouse group, or an
outside contractor. NASA staff provide further

mom interviews at the Office of Naval Research, spring 1990.

a511ie National Institutes of Health epitomizes how much project selection can be influenced. in the long run, by the very scientists who receive the
funds. See Nicholas C. Mullins. "The Structiue of an Elite: The Advising Structure of the U.S. Public Health Service," Science Studies, vol. 2, 1972,
pp. 3-29

mThe National Institutes of Health is the largest part of the Department of Health and Human Services; only one other component of this department.
the Alcohol. Drug Abuse. and Mental Health Administration, supports emnunural research.
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review to determine feasibility and mission rele-
vance. Proposals are ranked and the program man-
ager selects from the top 20 to 40 percent. Division
managers must approve these selections.° At
OAET, proposals are solicited through Requests for
Proposals. All responses are reviewed inhouse, and
most grants and contracts are administered by
NASA laboratories. In all, one-half of OAET's total
R&D funds is disbursed to the laboratories (chiefly
Ames, Langley, and Lewis), while 30 percent goes
to industry, and 20 percent to universities,

DOE's civilian science programs use many of the
same proposal review techniques as NASA, with
peer review of scientific merit and final judgment by
the program manager. All proposals are solicited
through Broad Agency Announcements. The major-
ity of research funds are awarded to the laboratories,
and these expenditures are estimated in the budget
request for DOE. Almost all of the agency's defense
research is done at the laboratories; funding is
competed among them and distributed on the basis
of inhouse reviews.

NSF funds only extramural research.68 It uses
program announcements and, through its system of
"rotating" program managers, routinely circulates
members of the research community into the
agency's decisionmaking apparatus. Although peer
review is the guiding principle of NSF proposal
review, its form varies greatly within and across
agency directorates, divisions, and programs.

USDA is a inultilimbed agency. The funding
procedures of the Agricultural Research Service are
highly centralized and totally inhouse. Proposals are
received in response to an annually revised 5-year
National Program. They are sent for external review
only after the decision to fund has been made and
only to approve the dollar amount of support. The
Agriculture Grants Program of the Cooperative State

Research Service is a separate arm of USDA.
Outside panels rank proposals and, along with
program managers, determine funding levels. CSRS
also has "nationally targeted programs" and "spe-
cial programs," the latter being congressionally
earmarked funds. Both categories are supervised
inhouse. The Forest Service is another arm of
USDA, with stations scattered around the United
States competing for funds from the National
Program. Research work unit descriptions are solic-
ited from all of the laboratories and are competed at
the national level; outside review is rarely solicited.

Blurring of Peer Review and Manager
Discretion

This overview illustrates the various combina-
tions of peer advice and manager discretion used in
the research agencies. Some research agencies have
always used a particular methodDOD has consis-
tently relied on manager discretion augmented by
informal reviews, Some agencies have recently
altered their methods.

For instance, NSF renamed its proposal review
process "merit review" in 1986 to reiterate that
"merit" consists of more than peer judgments,
especially relevance to agency missions.69 Likewise,
NIH stresses the role of institute advisory councils
in weighing priority scores against program rele-
vance° (for an example, see box 4-E). While it has
always been the case that technical merit is a
necessary but not sufficient condition for research
funding at agencies other than NSF and N1H, the
exercise of manager discretion in the selection
processes of these peer review-based agencies has
become more explicit.

The issue is not which method, peer review or
manager discretion, is better, but that either one, or
a combination, can be used effectively to address

°Other discretionary money (representing about 10 percent of the budget) is available to the division director and the program manager. It is disbursed
for projects of higher risk, or for specific needs not addressec1 through the procedures described above, using a less formal procedure (sometimes only
with internal review).

64For example. in fiscal year 1989, the National Science Foundation (NSF) received 44,3(X) proposals and made 16,700 awards. The agency supports
the research of 18,900 scientists (including salary for an average of 2 months each year), 3,600 postdoctoral researchers, and 15,600 gTaduate students.
The average award amount to individual investigators ranges across directorates from $50,000 to $150,000. Comparable information in all of these
categories, over the last decade, is lacking for the other agencies except the National Institutes of Health and the Depanmem of Veterans Affairs. See
U.S. Congress, Office of Thchnology Assessment, "Proposal Pressure in the 1980s: An Indicator of Stress on the Federal Research System," staff paper
of the Science, Education, and Transportation Program, April 1990, pp. 4-7, and table 1. Since publication of the OTA staff paper. NSF has developed
revised numbers for competitively reviewed proposals: 27,300 received and 8,400 awarded with a median annual award of $55,000. Linda Parker,
National Science Foundation, personal communication. Ian. 23. 1990.

oNational Science Foundation. Advisory Committee on Merit Review, Final Report, NSF 86-93 (Washington, DC: 1986).

10For a historical perspective. see Stephen P. Strickland, The story of the Grams Programl (Lanham, MD: University PTCSti of America. 1989).
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Box 4-EFine-Tuning Project Selecdon at NIGMS

The mission of the National Institute of General Medical Sciences (MOMS), one of the 13 National
Institutes of Health, is the support of basic research in the life sciences. Early in 1990, the National Advisory
General Medical Sciences (NAGMS) Council issued new guidelines that expand the factors taken into
consideration by the scientific staff in making project funding decision.' "In times of extremely
constrained funding," the NAGMS Council stated that ". .. the Institute [must] promote the broadest
possible diversity of ideas and approaches, . . ." and ". . . encourage the idas and talents of established
investigators and of the young or new investigators who will provide the next generation of research
accomplishments." The NAGMS Council recommended a policy authorizing that special consideration be
given to a highly rated application from an investigator ". . . who has no other significant source of research
support . . . ' as opposed to such applications from investigators ". . . whose total research support from
all sources, including the pending award, exceeds $500,000 (direct costs)."

Under this policy, the advisory council chose to free up funds by: 1) reducing the amount of funding
received by some investigators in the $500,000 plus category, 2) not approving two awards for projects that
were within the "theoretical" MOMS payline, and 3) cutting 30 percent of the competing continuation
grants (60 out of 200) beyond the 12 percent across-the-boatil reduction. As a result of this shift of funds,
6 percent of institute awards (na21) were made to ". . . grantees who had no other significant Nine of
research support and who also had percentiles that were beyond the theoretical Institute payline, . . . " i.e.,
who would not have been funded under the traditional MOMS guidelines.

What are the lessons derived from this advisory council action? There are at least two appraisals. The
positive one is that an NIH advisory council is searching for ways to support investigators without
compromising the integrity of either the peer review system or the research to be funded. Priority scores
were intended as the chief input to, but not the sole determinant of, award decisions. The NAGMS Council
recognizes the imprecision of ptiority scores at the marem, and does not embrace their use as the sole
criterion for funding.

An appraisal that is mote negative is most clearly stated in a letter sent in June 1990 to Acting NIH
Director William F. Raub.2 Citing ". . . little comfort in the idea that the change is only temporary, . . ."
the author notes that ". . . there will always be a case to be made for redistributionist policies, because there
are always more losers than winners and many of the losers are quite meritorious.' He protests that peer
judgments about the quality of science will be secondary to consideration of the financial condition of the
applicants.

Another criticism is thu, the new NAGMS policy is merely another in a series of ad hoc responses to
the problem caused by the insufficient number of new and competing grants, ". . . rather than looking
broadly at NIH's total research and training portfolio and the adequacy of its budget to support it. . . . NIH
has other programs to achieve other purposes: for example, the special program for young investigators. We
support those programs and want them to be adequately funded. But the core N1H research grant progams
should not be used to solve problems extraneous to their proper goals."3

Expanding the pool of supported investigators, especially the "next generation," and diversifying the
approaches to research that fall within the MOMS mandate is part of the NM mission. On the other hand,
the NAGMS policy is seen by some as tampering with the traditional NIH review system. This use of
discretionary action by program officers and advisors should be applauded, but continues to be a source of
debate in government and the scientific community.

I The following is paraphrased or quoted from National Advisory tamers] Medical Sciences Council. "January 1990 Motion and
Guidelines Regarding Funding Decisions." unpublished manuscript. Feb. 8. 1990.

2Excerpts from the letter are used below to illustrate generic points probably held by others. The anonymity of the author is preserved.
31hid.
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programmatic goals (and the choice of which
method depends on the goal).71 In general, OTA has
found that the agencies will often adapt funding
allocation strategies to new goals.

Set-Asides and Formula Funding

In addition to the mainstream disbursal of funds,
agencies Gften allocate funds using other types of
programs. The two prominent categories of such
programs are set-asides and formula funding. While
their origins differ, each method of funding clearly
allows the Federal research agencies the discretion
to pursue certain national needs by applying a
different or reordered set of criteria to the selection
of research performers.

Set-aside programs are agencywide discretionary
actions. They select one characteristic that captures
a need not served by mainstream proposal review
and restricts competition for research funding to a
pool of eligibles ,ho qualify by virtue of that
characteristic. Thus, there are set-asides for women,
ethnic minorities, young investigators, investigators
located at traditionally nonresearch institutions, and
investigators residing in States that have been
underrepresented in the amount of Federal research
funds they receive relative to their share of the
general population or the number of undergraduates
they enroll. (There are set-asides in other agencies as
well. See box 4-F.)

The assumption underlying set-aside programs is
that there are capable researchers everywhere who
for lack of opportunity or obvious disparities in
experienceare disadvantaged in the ordinary com-
petitive proposal process. The solution is a separate
competition, still organized around the criterion of
technical merit, that pits like against like. (For a
model of an NSF set-aside that attempts simulta-
neously to strengthen institutional research capabil-
ity and geographic diversity, see box 4-0.) For some
researchers, set-asides are the only way into the

1
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Photo credit: U.S. Department of Energy

Scientists study the results of a nuclear rnatinetic
resonance experiment. Several agency set-aside

programs address the recruitment and retention of
women In scientific fields.

Federal grants system; for others it is a springboard
to continued competition in regular agency pro-
grams.

Formula funding can be traced to the Hatch Act
(1887), which authorized the allocation of Federal
funds to land-grant universities for the conduct of
research.72 These funds are a kind of categorical or
block grant disbursed to the States, which enjoy
considerable discretion in their use. 'Iypically, the
subject areas to be addressed by formula-supported
research are selected by directors, deans, department
heads, and faculty in the land-grant institutions,
within the broad guidelines of the enabling legisla-
tive acts. Peer review methods may be employed at
this decentralized leve1.73 In agriculture, competitive
grant funding is used to augment formula funding
that expands the science base, e.g., new research in
agricultural biotechnology.

71"It is much harder to rely on managerial discretion Man agency that has responsibility for the health and progress of science. There Is also probably
value in a variety of blenus between managerial discretion and peer review in different agencies and in different programs of a single agency." Brooks,
op. cit., footnote 39.

7211lie roots of formula funding are perhaps the strongest in agriculture, where Hatch and the Smith-Lever Act (1914) formulas (the latter directed to
agricultural extension services) prescribed allocations to cach State proportional to the magnitude of its agricultural enterprise. These proportions are
indexed roughly to annual cash sales of agricultural products In the States and the investment of State funds in the State Agricultural Experiment Stations.
For details, see Don Holt, Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, "Recapturing the Vision: The Case for Formula Funds," proceedings of the 1989
Annual Meetings of the Agricultural Research Institute. Bethesda, MD, May 1990.

"For example, the criteria for pro}ect selection in agriculture include: potential economic and social importance of the research activity to the State,
iegion. and Nation; potential for the activity to generate other research support; need to fill gaps in agricultural knowledge; and need to provide continuity
in long-temi research programs. See Don Holt, Illinois Agricultural F.xperiment Station, "Mechanisms for Federal Funding of Agricultural Research
and Development," mimeo, August 1988, p. 4.
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Box 44Small Business Innovation Research Program (SBIR)

The Small Business Development Act of 1986 (Public Law 99-443) requires Federal agencies that spend more
than $100 million annually on extramural research or research and development (R&D) to set aside 1.25 percent
(when fully operational) of those funds for a Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program.1 These programs
are intended to encourage innovation by allocating grants or contracts specifically to small businesses conducting
research on relevant topics. Minority firms are also encouraged to compete.

The notion of a set-aside program for small businesses, initiated by the National Science Foundation in 1977,
was initially disparaged by the academic research community, who viewed the program as a drain on available
funds. It was instituted govemmentwide in 1982, and now provides substantial funds for science and
technology-intensive firms conducting research on agency objectives considered too risky to interest financial
investors. The seed money supplied by the Federal Government for the initial phases of research is leveraged in later
phases by private capital. The receipt of SBIR funds is considered an asset by some investors, who feel that it reflects
a measure of endorsement by Federal granting agencies.

The program has three phases. In phase I, projects are tested for scientific merit and feasibility. In phase II, the
principal research effort, successful phase-I projects are supported for up to 2 years. Products or services that reach
phase III are developed for private or government use. Before a project can enter phase III, it must secure additional
sources of support because SLUR funding ceases after phase U.

In fiscal year 1990, the U.S. Department of Agriculture funded 32 phase-I and 13 phase-II projects at a total
of $14.1 million. The award rate was 10 percent. In the same year, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency funded
over 15 phase-I and nearly 20 phase-II projects at no more than $25,000 each. The Department of Commerce spent
$1 million on 9 phase-I and 2 phase-II grants in fiscal year 1990. One of the largest contributors, by virtue of the
size of its budget, is the National Institutes of Health, which spent $73 million on SBIR in fiscal year 1990.
Biotechnology companies have fared well under the NIH SBIR program and praise the program for giving them
the boost needed to conduct high-risk research.2

SBIR was reauthorized in 1987 for an additional 5 yearsuntil 1993. It continues to be one of the few sources
of direct Federal support for applied R&D conducted by small companies.

1This act Is based on a 1982 act (Public Law 97-219) and a successful experimental program of the National Science Foundation (NSF).
The sources for what appears below are program solicitations of the Small Business Administration's and NSF's Small Business Innovation
Research Programs, Washington FAX. Sept. 24, 1990, and National Science Foundation staff, personal communications, December 1990.

2But see Jeffrey Mervis. "Scientific Conflict of Interest Regulations Offer Laophole to Small Business Program," The Scientist, vol. 5.
No. 6, Mar. 18, 1991, pp. 1, 8-9.

Advocates of formula funding state that:

Formula funds created the public institutional
structure ot ayriculture and remain essential to
preserving the unique strengths of key institutions.
Formula I unds le% erage much State and private
supprin I or agricultural research_ They distribute
costs in proportion to producer, consumer, and
spillover benetris Formula funds provide mudi
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ment. Critics of fornmla funds focus on the need for
peer review, incorrectly implying that formula funds
are not allocated competitively. The peer review
issue clouds other important issues, including . the
inability of typical peer review panels to apply site
Nid situation-specific cnteria.74

Yet many still question the review received for
formula funded projects, and tavrn I unds awarded
tin n.gh openly competitive progriuns as "better
spent.'

Both set-asides and formula binding represent a
Mum of legislated ,uid/or within-agency recognItion
that certain research goals cannot be achieved via
con vennonal proposal review. Thus, agency pro
gloms arc created to dilect funding tbat satisfies
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Box 4-GThe NSF EPSCoR Program: Geography and Research Capability

Nowhere has the concern for regional distribution of Federal research funds been better institutionalized than

in the Natiomd Science Foundation's (NSF) Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSC0R))
Established in 1978, EPSCoR awards ". small amounts of money to 16 have-not States and Puerto Rico to use
as a magnet to help their universities and local industries excel in one or more areas of sciL:ice and engineering."2

The States are Alabama, Arkansas, Idaho, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi, Montana, Nevada, North
Dakota, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota, Vermont, West Virginia, Wyoming, and the Commonwealth of

Puerto Rico.
The EPSCoR States have formed a nonprofit organization, the Coalition of EPSCoR States, that argues for

greater Federal investment in the development of science and engineering capability nationwide. Relative to the
Nation as a whole, the Coalition points out, EPSCoR States ". . . have low per-capita incomes, high unemployment,
poor schools, retarded economic development, and low levels of science education attainment and scientific
manpower product ion."3 The EPSCoR States received 5.4 percent of Federal R&D funds in 1980, and 5.6 percent
in 1987. By improvMg the competitive position of States with underdeveloped science and engineering fundamental
research infrastructures. EPSCoR hopes to contribute to the health of all research and development (R&D) within
the United States.'

EPSCoR ds Antidote
Selection as an EPSCoR-eligible State allows the State to compete for a research enhancement award of

between $3 and $5 million over 3 to 5 years. The money is awarded to a lead institution within a State to implement
the proposed State R&D plan, to stimulate academic research activity, and to enhance the competitive stature of
institutions in select research areas.5 The size of a State's EPSCoR award is determined by the quality, number, and
type of projects; the current status of its research environment; the scope and magnitude of the proposed
improvements; and the potential to demonstrate significant change as judged by merit review.6

The objectives of EPSCoR are to increase the competitiveness of participant scientists and engineersworking
as individual investigators, in research groups, or in a research centerto obtain other R&D funds; to effect
permanent improvements in the quality of science and engineering research and education programs; and to ensure
that improvements achieved through EPSCoR-initiated activities continue beyond the end of the EPSCoR grant
period.7

EPSCoR can also leverage investment from other sources; and, for every Federal dollar, three local dollars are
being invested in support of EPSCoR front industry and other sectors.8 In Montana, for example, about 220
researchers have received aid and about one-half of them have gone on to win Federal grants through NSF's regular
merit review system. Another 20 percent have won support from non-Federal sources. South Carolina has enjoyed
similar success: the mathematics departments at both Clemson University and the University of South Carolina
ranked 47th and 62d, respectively, in outside support after participating in EPSCoR. Previously, neither had been
among the top 100.9

1National Science Foundation, Division of Research Initiation and Improvement, "Experimental Program To Stimulate Competitive
Research, Program Plan Pe 1989.1995,'' unpublished report, n.d.

2let trey Mervis, "When There's Not Enough Money lb Go Around," The Scientist, vol 4. No. 8, Apr. 16, 19W, pp. 1.

4Coalition of F.PSCoR States. "EPSCoR_ A State-Eased Approach to Exp.mding American Research Capacity." a congtessnmal briefing
paper, Feb. 20, 1990

4/oseph Danek, "A Model Program for Expanding the Nation's Science and Engineering Infrastructure," summary for the annual
meeting of the American Association for the Mvuncement lit Science, New Orkans, LA, Feb. 20, 1990

lloseph Danek. National Science Foundation, personal communication. December 1990 fly its descriptive language. the Natiorml
ience Foutuhition apparently does not like to emphasize that EPSCoR is an "...qui ty" program; rather II refc-rs 1t EPSCoR as a capacity building
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Box 4-GThe NSF EPSCoR Program: Geography and Research CapabilityContinued

Prospects for Emulation

Several statewide EPSCoR initiatives have created ongoing organizations dedicated to the long-term support
of science and engineering research. Included are the following; Montanans on a New Track for Science; Louisiana
Stimulus for Excellence in Research; Oklahoma Center for the Advancement of Science and Thchnology; and
Arkansas Science and Thchnology Authority.113 Through participation in the EPSCoR progtam, these and other
States have been able to target their weaknesses and make significant strides in meeting the needs and improving
the quality of their research communities in select areas."

EPSCoR was funded at roughly $11 million in fiscal year 1991. The EPSCoR Coalition is seeking additional
funds from NSF and for the establishment of similar programs in other agencies. The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), for example, is embarking on a program to help academic researchers compete for
NASA funds and to improve overall scientific literacy in underfunded States. The U.S. Department of Agriculture
is considering the provision of seed grants to scientists who have not received competitive grants from them in
5 or more years.12

The prospect of redistribution worries critics of EPSCoR who fear a dilution of research capability. They claim
that EPSCoR undercuts peer review. But because the program aims to make States more competitive at a national
level, it pits them against one another for limited funds.13 Acting Director of the National Institutes of Health,
William Raub, also suggests that an EPSCoR-type program may not be transferable to the health care arena. Many
poorly funded colleges simply do not possess an adequate research infrastructure; there is no clinical program or
animal facility in which such research might be supported. 14

Thus, if expanding the EPSCoR model across Federal agencies is to be seen as a serious intervention, then
several questions remain. In the face of a tight Federal budget, how much money should be devoted to assisting
scientists and engineers in some States to become more competitive? (Would doubling or tripling the amount of
the annual EPSCoR award multiply or hasten returns?) At what level has a State made enough progress to graduate
from EPSCoR, or fallen behind enough to be added to the list?13

Quantitative measures of success must also be developed. Areas that might be examined include: the extent
of increased competitiveness for Federal R&D funding among individual investigators and research groups, the
scope and effectiveness of departmental and institutional enhancements of the research environment, and the
demonstration of long-term State financial support of EPSCoR to advance the cause of education and human
resources for science and engineering.16 If broader geographic distribution of Federal research funding is sought,
the EPSCoR model could be emulated.

1°Dartek. op. cit., footnote 4.

ItNational Science Foundation, op. cit., footnote 1, p. 2.

12Mervis, op. cit., foomote 2, p. 12. The Department of Energy, the Department of Defense, and the Environmental Protection Agency
were all directed by the 101st Congress to introduce EPSCoR programs. See Audrey T. Leath, "Congress Heaps Funds on EPSCoR for Research
in 'Have-Not' States," Physics Today, February 1991, pp. 77-78.

13Cordes, op. cit.. footnote 9, p. A17.

141bid., p. 12.

151bid., p. A17.

16Given the concentration of ethnic minorities in many EPSCoR States, the human resources potential of the program to increase
participation in scientific careers has yet to be emphasized, except in Puerto Rico. Established in 1980 with EPSCoR and University of Puerto
Rico support (and subsequently from the National Science Foundation's Research Centers of Excellence Program in 1988), the Resource Center
for Science and Eiigineering offers programs at every stage of the educational pipeline. The university has awarded 91 Ph.D.i la the sciences
in the last decade, making it the leading grantor of doctoral degrees to minority scientists. See Manuel Gomez, "A Comprehensive Regional
Center to Develop Human Resources in Science and Mathematics in Puerto Rico," presented at the Fifth EPSCoR Conference, Aug. 15, 1990.

longstanding or emerging needs in novel ways. Such
departures are almost alway:i seen as diluting
quality, i.e., trading off excellence in research for the
1111fillinent of subsidiary agency objectives. 1311I
at what (.10 these objective.; becimie central to

the agency mission, or address multiple deficiencies
in the distribution of research funds and the execu-
tion of research?

This question cuts to the core of this study: What
does the Federal Government expect research fund-
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ing to accomplish? Entering the 1990s, OTA fore-
sees agency funding criteria and methods, on the one
hand, and researcher expectations, on the other,
changing to accommodate a wider range of demands
imposed on the Federal research system.

Summary
In this chapter, OTA has introduced the Federal

research agencies, and outlined their priority setting
and funding allocation mechanisms. In general, the
Federal agencies are characterized by diversity,
pluralism, decentralization, and a division of labor,
but together they form a comprehensive research
sy stem.

Each agency follows its research mission, but
there is much disagreement, both within the agencies
and in various research communities, over what
constitutes that mission. Agency programs and
research foci change in response to shifting priori-
ties, but as with all large organizations, this change
occurs slowly. The pace of change is especially
hampered in research by the long-term nature of the
work and by the inability to reorient programs
quickly. Risk-taking, flexibility, strategic planning,
and redirecting agencies are longstanding chal-
lenges.

Agencies use a combination of peer review and
manager discretion to allocate funds. In addition to
the mainstream programs, agencies also create
set-aside programs to foster the development of
underprivileged parts of the research community. In
another type of funding, some agencies (especially
USDA) disburse funds by formula, which are
allocated as block grants to specific institutions.

Agencies have a good sense of their research
constituencies and attempt to cultivate both their
development and long-term responsiveness. Never-
theless, much of the brunt of the pressure on the
scientific community is reflected in agency pro-
grams. Program managers must make tough deci-
sions about where to allocate funds and how to
support personnel, facilities, and equipment.

In summary, agencies have the resources to adapt
to changing internal and external priorities. How-
ever, Congress may wish to increase agencies'
ability to set and coordinate goals and to address
other issues. These issuespriority setting at sev-
eral levels of decisionmaking, costs of research,
human resources for the research work force, and
data collection and analysis on the Federal research
systemare discussed in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 5

Priority Setting in Science

Even if we could double the science budget tomorrow, we would not escape the need
to establish priorities. . . At present we have no well-defined process . . . for systemati-
cally evaluating the balance of the overall Federal investment in research and
development and in the variety of fields that we try to serve.

Introduction
At every level of decisionmaking in the Federal

research system, goals are outlined and translated
into plans for their achievement. For the system to
provide both continuity and flexibility in research
funding, priorities are set, chiefly through the budget
process. Both the executive lind legislative branches
have mechanisms to set priorities, many of which
were detailed in the two previous chapters. How-
ever, broad priority setting -is generally resisted by
the recipients of Federal funding because it orders
the importance of research investments, often in
ways that groups within the scientific community do
not support. This problem is especially perplexing,
because there are few mechanisms and no tradition
of ranking research topics across fields and subfields
of inquiry.

Priority setting can help to allocate Federal re-
sources both when they are plentiful, as they were in
the 1960s, and when they are scarce, as is expected
in the early 1990s. Governance requires that choices
be made ultimately to increase the benefits and
decrease the risks to the Nation. For example,
decisionmakers in the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) routinely compare the projected
costs, benefits, and risks of certain programs. The
benefits of research increase technological capabil-
ity, national security, health, economic activity, and
educational resources. Setting priorities is a way the
government achieves national goals.

Doug Walgreni

In the grand scheme of things, research is one
Federal concern among many, routinely costing less
than 2 percent of the domestic and defense budgets.
Research has traditionally been a favored part of the
budget----only four budget areas have consistently
received increases over the 1970s and 1980s:
entitlements, defense, payments on the debt, and
research.2 Consider the President's proposed fiscal
year 1991 budget. The items in this $1.4 trillion
budget are organized under five themes. The first
theme, "Investing in the Future," features science
and technology items most prominently among the
10 categories listed (see table 5-1). Five of these
categories explicitly mention science or research
goals.

What the Federal Government values more or less
in research can be inferred in part from the Federal
budget. The budget process compares the goals of
the President, the Office of Science and Thchnology
Policy (OSTP), the agencies, and Congress---not
only what each seeks to achieve, but also how they
plan to do so. However, no orgiuiization looks across
the Federal research system to determine the frame-
work for making choices.

From the discussion in chapter 3, one could con-
clude that OMB has been the surrogate for such an
agent, with Congress then adding its own priorities
through budget negotiations.3 The agencies spend
these appropriated sums based on strategic plans that
reflect their research missions, sorting long-range
from short-range investments, weighing new initia-
tives against "out-year" commitments (in multiyear

iDoug Walgren. Chairman of the Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Itclmology, in U.S. Congress, House Committee on Science, Space, and
Thclmology. The Hearings on Arlequacy. Direction. and Priorities for the American Science and Technology Effort, 101st Cong., Feb. 28.Mar. 1, 1989
(Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1989), p. I.

2"Outlays by Category," Government Executive, vol. 22. September 1990, p. 44. Furthermore, within the category of "R&D," research has seen
much greater increases than development (which has divrea.sed in constant dollars) since the late 1960s. See Lois Ember, "Bush's Science Advisor
Discusses Declining Milue of R&D Dollars," Chemical & Engineering News. vol. 68, No. 17, Apr. 23, 1990, pp. 16-17.

Tor an overview, see Elizabeth Baldwin and Christopher T Hifi, "The Budget Process and Large-Scale Science Funding," CRS Review. February
1988, pp. 13-16.
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Table 5-1Summary of President Bush's $1.4 Trillion Fiscal Year 1991 Budget,
items Listed Under Theme I: investing In the Future

Increasing saving, Investment, end productivity
Expanding the human frontier
Space:

1, Infrastructure
2. Manned exploration (Space Station Freedom, Moon-Mars

Mission)
3. Increasing scientific understanding (global change, devel-

oping commercial potential, other)
Biotechnology
Superconducting Super Collidfsr

Enhancing msearch and development
1. Doubling the National Science Foundation budget
2. Global change
3. Agricultural research initiative
4. HIV/AIDS
5. R&D for advanced technology
6. Magnetic levitation transportation
7. Science and engineering education
8. Research and experimentation tax credit
9. R&D by transnational companies

Investing In human capital
Education:

1. Preparing children to learn (including Head Start)
2. Targeting resources for those most in need (including K-12, Educational Excellence Act.

mathematics and science, historically Black colleges and universities)
3. Education research and statistics

Job training
Enhancing parental choice in child care

Ending the scourge of drugs
Protecting the environment (including global climate change research)
Improving the Nation's transportation infrastructure
Bringing hope to distressed communities
Preserving national security and advancing America's Interests abroad (including the

Department of Defense research and technology)
Preserving America's heritage
SOURCE: "Res Went Bush's 1991 Budget Fact Sheet." Jan. 29, 1920.

awards), and allocating resources by program, pro-
ject, and performer. Even this picture is too simple,
however, since many decisions involve extensive
debate within the government and the public, and
developments within programs and the scientific
community also influence the decisionmaking proc-
ess.

Congress wishesperhaps now more than ever
that the scientific community could offer priorities
at a macro level for Federal funding. However, this
community has long declined to engage in priority
setting, claiming a lack of methods to compare and
evaluate different fields of science and desiring to
maintain high levels of funding for all fields, instead
of risking cuts in any particular one. It has fallen

primarily to the Federal Government to set priorities,
both among and within fields of science, and this
situation will most likely continue through the
1990s.

In the scientific community, calls for priority
setting are also often confused with calls to direct all
research along specified lines. Even with greatly
enhanced priority setting, one goal would certainly
be the maintenance of funding for a diverse science
research base. This priority has been preeminent
since the Federal support of research began.4 Other
priorities would include training for scientists and
engineers, and supplying state-of-the-art equipment.
At present, the means to meet these goals are a
matter of continuous debate and policy revision.

4See U S. Congress. House Committee on Science and 'Technology, Task Force on Science Policy, A History of Science Policy in the United States.
1940-1985, 99th Cong. (Washington, DC. U.S. Government Fruiting Office, September 1986).
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In an era of greater priority setting, the Federal
Government would seek to target specific goals. For
instance, the allocation of additional monies to the
National Institutes of Health (NIH) for AIDS re-
search, beginning in the late 1980s and continuing to
the present day, has been a clear designation of a
priority research area. Future decisions may center
on ranking projects designated "big science," since
not all of them can be supported in the current fiscal
climate. Similarly, fields that have received large
increases hi funding during the 1980s, such as the
life sciences, may grow more slowly, as others are
given precedence.

Although priority setting occurs throughout the
Federal Government, it falls short in three ways.
First, criteria used in selecting areas of research and
megaprojects (e.g., the Superconducting Super Col-
lider (SSC) and the Space Station) are not made
explicit, and appear to vary widely. This is particu-
larly a problem at the highest levels of priority
setting, e.g., in the President's budget and the
congressional decision process. Second, there is
currently no formal or explicit mechanism for
evaluating the total research portfolio of the Federal
Government in terms of progress toward national
objectives. Third, the principal criteria for selection,
"scientific merit" and "mission relevance," are in
practice coarse filters.

This chapter examines priority setting in the
Federal research system. First, it describes the
historical justification for priority setting and recent
pressures stemming from budgetary constraints.
Second, it reviews specific frameworks for setting
priorities generated by various parts of the research
system. (For a discussion of priority setting in other
countries, see appendix D.) Most proposed frame-
works include a distinction between "big" and
"little" science, both as research strategies and as
accounts with certain expectations. But definitions
are murky. OTA thus discusses the criteria applied
to justify investments in various categories and the
decisions that generate agency research "portfo-
lios." Finally, the use of priority setting to clarify

to.

Photo oradt: National Aarontattk. and Spay* Administration

Astronaut prepares experiments, which separate cells
according to their electric charge, on board the Earth-

orbiting Columbia Space Shuttle. The difference between
big and little science Is murky, in put because the

advent of new large equipment (such as the Shuttle) often
allows new forms of what would be called "little science"

when performed In other environments.

goals, strategies, and outcomes is analyzed as part of
democratic decisionrnaking.5

Historical Justification for Priority Setting

Investment in research is open-ended and uncer-
tain in outcome. Thus, Federal decisionmakers bring
different expectations and justifications to making
choices in research. Recognizing this, Alvin Wein-
berg, former Director of Oak Ridge National Lab-
oratory, proposed over a quarter-century ago a set of
"criteria of scientific choice."6 He w.

Society does not a priori owe the scientist, even
the good scientist, support any more than it owes
support to the artist or to the writer or to the
musician. Science must seek its support from society
on grounds other than the science is carried out
competently and that it is ready for exploita-
tion.... Thus, in seeking justification for the sup-
port of science, we are led inevitably to consider
external criteria for the validity of science, those
criteria external to science or to a given field of
science.7

5The Federal budget process plus the annual cycle of authorization and appropriations hearings allow ample opportunity for iteration-4o revisit
projects, check their progress, revise cost and time estimates, and so on. But this is done piecemeal. Some mechanism viewing the entire research portfolio
is needed, perhaps on a different cycle than the budget. A more "ideal" Federal research portfolio could be constructed iterativelya process which
could fortify the science base while allowing for the pursuit of sonic, but not all, new big science initiatives.

6Two papers on the topic, onginally published in Minerva, are reprmted with additional discussion in A.M. Weinberg, Reflections on Big Science
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 19(6).

p. 72.
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Weinberg's "external" criteria consist of social
merit and technological merit. They declare the
support of science as a priority to be judged against
nonscience investments and favor the "applied"
end of the research continuum. These criteria
conjure up the potential applications and social
value of scientific research. Science for society is
epitomized by such investment criteria.

Weinberg's " internal" criteria, on the other hand,
are those embraced by research performers and, to a
lesser extent, agency sponsors. For them scientific
merit is the prime justification for Federal support,
one that ". . . puts value on the progress of the
scientific enterprise as a whole. Knowledge produc-
tion is thus held to be a meritorious activity in its
own right. . . ."8 With no promised inunediate
benefit to society, the support of research has a more
esoteric justification, such as the "ripeness" of a
field for exploitation that will advance the state of
theory or technique. The significance of this out-
come may remain within a research community or be
shared only by specialists in neighboring fields. For
them, such developments become a priority. Making
this intelligible and persuasive to those who control
resources, e.g., within agencies or to one's conges-
sional representative, however, is what may influ-
ence the policy process. A 1988 staiement of the
priorities issue suggests that the criteria have not
changed much from Weinberg's original formula-
tion (see box 5-A).

Historically, the notion of criteria, with scientific
merit at its core, rearticulates the social contract that
tics Federal research funding policies to investiga-
tors and research programs that bubble up to excite
other specialists and agency sponsors. For Wein-
berg, ". . the purest basic science [can] be viewed
as an overhead charge on the society's entire
scientific and technical enterprise."9 This concep-
tion of research as overhead on society's near-term

goals has been reasserted of late with changes in the
Federal funding climate. Under the strain of de-
mands on the Federal budget, the call for priority
setting has grown louder.

The Funding Climate and Research Priorities

The 101st Congress engaged in what has been
characterized as ". . six of the most consequential
and rancorous science and technology debates."1°
Four of these six are unambiguously research
related; they are presented by Senate and House
votes in table 5-2: mathematics and science educa-
tion, the SSC, environmental protection, and space/
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA). (Note the overlap between the items listed
here and in the President's priorities.) The need for
trained people, sophisticated insmimentation, the
reduction of risk, and continued exploration of space
reflect the relation of science and technology to the
Nation's total market basket of investments.

Even though R&D still sit in the vulnerable corner
of the budget that carries the label of "discretion-
ary" spending, it's clear that science and technology
no longer are viewed as flip-of-the-coin judgment
calls. Rather, they are now seen as necessary and
strategic obligations tied to national needs, and no
matter how awful the budget deficit looks, R&D will
get better relative consideration than anything else in
the discretionary sector. . . . 11

However, under tight fiscal conditions, no part of the
budget may fare well. As Association of American
Universities President Robert Rosenzweig states:

Another thing that concerns me . . . is the dy-
namic that seems to be set up by the next three to five
years of budget problems. We're going to be fighting
among ourselves a lotuniversities and elements
within universities. . . . The domestic discretionary
[budget] pool . . is not supposed to grow for the
next five years, save for inflationary increases. But

liohn Ziman, An Introduction to Science Studies (New York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 1984), p. 163.

9Weinberg. op. cit.. footnote 6. pp. 97-99. Also see Harvey Brooks. "Models for Science Planning,"Public kinanistration Review, vol. 31, Mayaune
1971.

10Wade Roush. "Science and Thchnology in the 101st Congress," Technology Review, vol. 93. No. 8, November-December 1990, p. 59. These six
differed slightly in the House and Senate, and two--having to do with the Clean Air Act and the B-2 Stealth Bomberhave arguably little science content.

11Wil ham D. Carey, "R&D in the Federal Budget: 1976-1990," Science and Technology and the Changing World Order, colloquium proceedings.
Apr. 12-13. 1490. S.D. Sauer (ed.) (Washington, DC: American Association for the Advancement of Science. 1990), p. 48.
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Box 5-AA Statement From the Scientific Community on the Evaluation of
Competing Scientific Initiatives

The following criteria were proposed in 1988 for evaluating competing scientific initiatives. They are presented
here (in abridged form) in the three categories developed by the authors,'

Scientific Merit
1. Scientific objective and significance

Example: What are the key scientific issues addressed by the initiativr
2. Breadth of interest

Examples: Why is the initiative important or critical to the discipline proposing it? What impact will the
science involved have on other disciplines?

3. Potential for new discoveries and understanding
Examples: Will the initiative provide powerful new techniques for probing nature? What advances beyond
previous measurements can be expected with respect to accuracy, sensitivity, comprehensiveness, and
spectral or dynamic range? In what ways will the initiative advance the understanding of widely occurring
natural processes and stimulate modeling and theoretical description of these processes?

4. Uniqueness
Example: What are the special reasons for proposing this initiative? Could the desired knowledge be
obtained in other ways? Is a special time schedule necessary for performing the initiative?

Social Benefits
I. Contribution to scientific awareness or improvement of the human condition

Examples: Are the goals of the initiative related to broader public objectives such as human welfare,
economic growth, or national security? Will the results assist in planning for the future? What is the
potential for stimulating technological developments that have application beyond this particular initiative?
Will the initiative contribute to public understanding of the goals and accomplishments of science?

2. Contribution to international understanding
Example: Will the initiative contribute to international collaboration and understanding?

3. Contribution to national pride and prestige
Example: Will the initiative create public pride because of the magnitude of the challenge, the excitement
of the endeavor, or the nature of the results?

Programmatic Concerns
1. Feasibility and readiness

Examples: Is the initiative technologically feasible? Are there adequate plans and facilities to receive,
process, analyze, store, distribute, and use data at the expected rate of acquisition?

2. Scientific logistics and infrastructure
Examples: What are the Img-term requirements for special facilities or field operations? What current and
long-term infrastructure is required to support the initiative and the processing and analysis of data?

3. Community commitment and readiness
Example: In what ways will the scientific community participate in the operation of the initiative and the
analysis of the results?

4. Instituuonal implications
Examples: In what ways will the initiative stimulate research and education? What opportunities and
challenges will the initiative present for universities, Federal laboratories, and industrial contractors? What
will be the impact of the initiative on federally sponsored science? Can some current activities be curtailed
if the initiative is successful?

5 International involvement
Example: Are there commitments for programmatic support from other nations or international
organizations?

b. Cost of the proposed initiative
h tamples: What are the total costs, by year, to the Federal budget? What portion of the total costs will be
home by other nations'?

tAddined from John A Dimon and 1,:mson Crowe, "Setting Prionnes A iniin tent If ii. Iii it nit i , s Antrrhan Seierum vol 76,
No% elither Decen'tter I 914X, pp (MO 601

1
BEST Cory " r
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Table 5-2Favorable Senate and House Votes on Science Issues In the 101st Congress

Senate votes
Mathematics and science educatian programs: S. 695, President Bush's "Excellence in ration Act," Includes $5 million for a national
Science Scholars program. Passed 92-8 on Feb. 7, 1990; R 37-8, D 55-0.0

Superaonducting Super Collider authorization: H.R. 5019 appropriates $20.8 billion for energy and water programs, Including $318 million
for the accelerator. Passed by voice vote on Aug. 2, 1990.

Technology programs authorization: S.1191 authorizes $320 million in fiscal year 1990 funds for research on high-definition television and
other new technologies through the Advanced Itchnology Program of the National Institute of Standards and Technology. Passed by
voice vote on Oct. 26, 1989.

House votes

Superconducting Super Collider authorization: H.R. 4380 limits Federal spending on the advanced atom smasher to $5 billion, with $2.4
billion more to come from Texas and foreign sources. Passed 309-109 on May 2, 1990; R 115-57, D 194-52.

Mathematics and Science Education amendments: H.R. 5115 authorizes $1.1 billion in fiscal years 1991 to 1995 for congressional science
scholarships and other education reforms. Passed 350-25 on July 20, 1990; R 123-25, D 227-0.

Technology programs authorization: H.R. 4329 funds the National Institute of Standards and Technology through 1992, including $100
million in fiscal year 1991 and $250 million in fiscal year 1992 for research on high-definition television and other new technologies under
the Advanced Technology Program. Passed 327-93 on July 11, 1990; R 83-90, D 244-3.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration funding: H.R. 5158 appropriates $14.3 billion for NASA. Passed 355-48 on June 28, 1990;
R 128-39, 0 227-9.

KEY: RaRepublicans; D.Democrats; NASA.NatIonal Aeronautics and Space Administration.
aBoth the House and the Senate passed the Excellence In MatheMaliCe. SdanCO, and Engineering Act of 1990 (Public Law 101-589) in October 1990, and

$149 million was appropriated.

SOURCE: Based on Wade Roush, "Science and Technology in the 101a! Congress," Technology Review, vol. 93. No. 8, November-December 1990, p. 85.

everybody is going to be out to get more money.
They all feel that they deserve and need more money,
and they're probably right.12

These commentators, speaking 2 years after
National Academy of Sciences (NAS) President
Frank Press warned of constrained research budgets
as "the dilemma of the golden age,"13 suggest some
accommodation to this reality: while the Federal
Government could invest more in science and
technology, the scientific community could do a
better job of sorting research opportunities by
whatever criteria chosen to assist decisionmakers at
all levels of the system.

Science Advisor Bromley and Former Science
Advisor Press have stated criteria and categories of
priority that they consider essential for science,

listed in table 5-3. (Projects are compared under each
category to compete for monies allocated within that
category.) Note the convergence between the Sci-
ence Advisor's (OSTP/OMB 's) and the NAS Presi-
dent's (and former Science Advisor's) formulations.
Each emphasizes the separation of large projects
requiring new infrastnicture from "small science."
Press distinguishes human resources from national
crises and extxaordinary scientific breakthroughs in
his primary category. Bromley places national
political exigencies above all else," whereas Press
prefers to put these items into a "political category"
of third priority. One effect of these rank orders is the
seeming creation of separate accounts, i.e., that
choices could be made within each category and
then across categories." Of course, such choices are
being made by various participants in the research

°Quoted in "A Good Budget for Science, But Troubles Lie Ahead," Science & Government Report, vol. 20, No. 18, Nov. 15, 1990, pp. 1, 4.In the
President's proposed fiscal year 1992 budget. civilian R&D spending would rise 13 percent to $76 billion, with basic science increasing 8 percent to
$11 billion. See William Booth, "President Puts Fiscal Faith in Science," The Washington Post, Feb. 13, 1991, p. A17. Also see Jeffrey Mervis, "Bush's
Science Budget: Will It Hold?" The Scientist, vol. 5, No. 5, Mar. 4. 1991, pp. 1, 6-7.

13Frank Press, "The Dilemma of the Golden Age." Congressional Record, May 26, 1988, pp. E1738-E1740. Press's categories and priorities ue
presented below.

14Bromley's statement was augmented in September 1990 by a brief Office of Science and Technology Policy document, "U.S. Technology Policy."
The document serves to bridge the roles of the private sector and the Federal Government in research and development. Justifications for the President's
fiscal 1991 budget requests for "education and training" and "Federal R&D responsibilities" are presented by agency in addition to discussion of
federally funded technology transfer and Federal-State activities. See Executive Office of the President, Office of Science and Technology Policy, "U.S.
Technology Policy," unpublished document, Sept. 26, 1990.

13Noie that scientific merit is assumed in both formulations and not explicitly stated as a funding criterion. The issue become:. one of first ranking
science projects according to scientific merit and then assigning them to national goal categories, or alternatively starling from a national goal and
organizing a research strategy to meet it.
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Table 5-3Two Statements on Research Priorities

Source

Bromley

Press

Criteria

"... guiding principles on prioritiz-
ing the agency requests ..."

". . appropriate for the unprece-
dented Federal deficit .. ." and
"... to maintain American leader-
ship in science and technology . ."

Categories in rank order

1. National needs and international security concerns (global change,
preeminence in space, defense technology base).

2. Support for basic research (particularly university-based, individual-
investigator and small-group research"small science").

3. Funding for scientific infrastructure and facilities (SSC, Space Station,
and "... In a more distilled sense ..." Human Genome).

1. Human resources, national crises (AIDS, space launch capacity), extra-
ordinary scientific breakthroughs (high-temperature superconductivity).

2. Large projects (SSC, Human Genome).
3. Political category (DOD and national security; Space Station; regional

economic development and employment; U.S. Image enhancers like
manned space flight; U.S. "competitiveness" enhancers like education,
training, and dvil sector R&D).

KEY: SSC.SuperconductIng Super Collider; DOD.U.S. Department of Defense.

SOURCES: D. Allan Bromley, "Keynote Address" Science and Technology and the Changing WNW Order, colloquium proceedings, Apr. 12-13, 1990, S. L.
Sauer (ed.) (Washington, DC:American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1990), p. 11. Also see "O&A With D. Allan Bromley, Bush's
Science Advisor," Science & Government Report, vol. 20. June 1, 1990, p. 5: and Frank Press, "The Dilemma of the Golden Age," Congressional
Record, May 28, 1988, pp. El 738-E1740.

system simultaneously. The congressional budget
process may be the final arbiter, but even after
Federal monies are obligated, choices at the agency
and program levels occur.

In addition to supporting meritorious research,
most Federal research agencies would embrace the
following as relevant to their mission:16

to provide fiscal support to the research system
(both the infrastructure needed to conduct
research and the research itself);
to invest in human capital today (i.e., the
research work force) and tomorrow (i.e., stu-
dent apprentices);
to sustain the performance sector of research
(especially the research universities) and to
build institutional capacity (especially as
viewed by region or State); and
as a factor in economic development and the
application of research to solving local prob-
lems.

Clearly, not every program in every research agency
can apply these as funding criteria without compro-
mising any single one.

In response to a congressional request in 1988,
NAS also devised a framework for thinking about
Federal science and technology budget priorities.
The result is presented in table 5-4. In this four-

category scheme, "agency budgets and missions"
are viewed as separate from needs of the "science
and technology (S&T) base," "national [political]
objectives," and "major S&T initiatives." All are
illustrated by NAS at the agency level, listing the
following needs: educating science and engineering
personnel; modernizing equipment and facilities;
supporting a mix of basic and applied research;
capitalizing on promising new research opportuni-
ties; promoting interactions between related fields of
science and engineering research; distributing re-
search support by geographic region and type of
institution; maintaining a mix of research modes,
e.g., individual investigators, large groups, centers,
and university-industry partnerships; and balancing
competitiveness and cooperation with research pro-
grams in other countries."

If these items were interpreted as listed in order of
importance, top to bottom, the projects funded by
the research agencies (indeed, the proposals re-
ceived) might look quite different from the research
projects currently supported. Priorities can perturb
the funding system; they can redefme the "haves"
and "have nots" (e.g., institutions, fields, investiga-
tors) by changing the value of certain criteria. For
instance, some agency funding decisions signal that
a premium has been placed on other needs (see box
5-B).

160TA interviews at the Federal research agencies, spring-summer 1990.

"National Academy of Sciences, Federal Science and Technology Budget Priorities: New Perspectives and Procedures, a report in response to the
Conference Report on the Concurrent Resolution on the Budget for Fiscal Year 1989 (Ii. Con. Res. 268) (Washington, DC: National Academy Press,
1988), p. 10.

r
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Teb le 5-4Framework for Assessing Science and Technology Budgets (categories are not mutually exclusive)

ory

Agency tudgets and
missions

S&T base

S&T applied to
national objectives
(Presidential and
congressional
priorities)

Definitions

Agency S&T actMtles viewed in terms of
their contributions to individual agency
goals and objectives

Activities that provide the people
knowledge, and infrastructure to carry
out S&T

Activities supported across many
agendas and under the jurisdiction of
several congressional committees

Stated priorities of the President and
Congress with major S&T components

Frequently supported by several
agencies and within the purview of
several congressional committees

Ma 4or S&T initiatives Significant increase (and sometimes de-
creases) in budgets over several years

Budgetary consequences across
agencies

Fall in one or more of aim 3 three
categories

Examples

Nuclear alternative energy R&D in DOE
Submarine acoustics in DOD
Cell biology in HHS
influence on learning in ED
Plant disease resistance in USDA
Fundamental research in chemistry in NSF
Standards development in NIST
Aeronautical research 81 NASA

Basic and applied research programs in NSF, HHS, DOD, DOE,
NASA, USDA, EPA, etc.

Student fellowships in ED, NSF, HHS, DOD, DOE, NASA, etc.
Equipment and instrumentation programs in H HS, DOE, NSF, USDA,

NASA, DOD, etc.
Facilities for research, animal care, and growing and using spedal

materials supported by NSF, DOD, HHS, DOE, NASA, etc.
K-12 materials development in NSF, ED, NASA, etc.
Student internship. in Federal laboratories in DOE, NIH, etc.

Understanding and ameliorating global change In EPA, DOE, NSF,
NASA, USDA, NOM, etc.

Industrial development in biotechnology, superconductivity, manu-
facturing technologies in HHS, DOD, Commerce, NASA, NSF,
DOE, USDA, etc.

Alternative sources of energy in DOE, NSF, DOD, USDA, etc.
AIDS in HHS, ED, DOD, State Department, etc.
Creation of nuclear defense (Strategic Defense initiative in DOD)
increase capacity for exploration of space (Space Station In NASA)

Superconducting Super Collider
Mapping and sequencing the human genome
Space Station

KEY: DOD.U.S. Department of Defense; DOE.U.S. Department of Energy; ED.U.S. Department of Education; EPA-U.S. Environmental Protection Agency;
HHSU.S. Department of Health and Human Services; NASANational Aeronautics and Space Administration; NIH.National Institutes of Health;
NIST.National Institute of StandarUs and Technology; NOAA-National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; NSFuNational Science Foundation;
R&Nresearch and development; S&T.science and technology; USDA-U.S. Department of Agriculture.

SOURCE: National Academy of Sciences, Fedwal &isms and TedurologyBudget Priorities: New Perspectives and Procedures (Washington, DC:National
Academy Press, 1988), table 1, p. 7.

Concern for the S&T base closely approximates
the needs of research. In the words of the NAS
report:

The S&T base is the bedrock of the Nation 's
ability to use science and technology in the national
interest and . . . it requires continual replenishment.
Continuity does not imply steady funding of the
same activities and institutions through the same
programs and agencies year after year. On the
contrary, the enterprise ought to be highly dynamic.
Policymakers must be able to respond flexibly to
scientific breakthroughs that suddenly transform an
area of research (e.g., high-temperature supercon-
ductivity), the invention of a powerful new instru-
ment (e.g., gene-sequencing machine) or concep-
tions of new facilities that would aid research and
training (e.g., supercomputer centers and networks),

unexpected shortages of science and engineering
personnel, or changing institutional relationships
(e.g., the emergence of university-industry research
partnerships). And as if that were not a sufficient
challenge, budget makers and analysts must be
attuned to differences among a wide range of fields.
Some changes affect many disciplines, others only a
part of a single discipline.3

Frameworks such as OSTP's and NAS's help to
demarcate the tradeoffs that could be made and assist
decisionmakers to understand that priority setting is
a dynamic process. Priorities change with goals. As
Weinberg put it:

. we cannot evaluate a universe of scientific
discourse by criteria that arise solely from within that
universe. Rather, we find that to make a value

"Ibid.. p. 5.
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Box 5-BCriteria for Awarding a Magnet Research Laboratory: NSF, Florida State, and MIT

In August 1990, the National Science Board (NSB) of the National Science Foundation (NSF), decided to
award a $60-million grant to Florida State University to establish a national laboratory for magnet research.
Then-NSF Director Erich Bloch admitted that peer reviewers had found the proposal from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT), home of the Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory, "technically
superlative," but cited the greater "enthusiasm" of the Florida investigators, the State of Florida's pledge to
contribute $58 million, and other factors in funding the Florida proposal.'

The issues involved in the NSF decision are many. At one level, the award is evidence that scientific merit
is not enough to guarantee success in competition for a facility where there can be only one winner.2 NSF cited

as decisive the superior "management plan" in the Florida proposal. Clearly, the message being sent--part of
Bloch's larger emphasis on centers and government-industry partnerships to enhance U.S. economic
competitivenesswas the rules of the game are changing: criteria other than technical merit are weighed in
determining qualification to manage and execute a multiyear research program requiring the expertise of
investigators from various institutions.3

In the magnet lahoratory competition, the commitment of MIT was found wanting. According to NSF
Assistant Director David A. Sanchez: "... you need support from the institution, you need support from the
State, and we did not see that . . ." from M1T.4 NSB concurred.

The MIT protest of Florida State's selection was not limited to NSF's decision to overrule its reviewers'
recommendations. MIT President Paul Gray appealed on several grounds. First, the delay caused by construction

of the Florida State facility ". . . is hardly compatible with NSF's interest in the competitive posture of the United
States." Second, some fear that projects with significant State support, so-called leveraging of Federal funding,
will put private universities at a disadvantage. Third, expertise in the Florida State physics department may be

lacking.5
Consider, too, the symbolism of the decision. As one columnist put it: "So maybe the mandarins from MIT

got caught napping. Maybe. Or maybe not."6 MIT epitomizes the Northeast science establishment.2 The
Southeast is, in a sense, an underutilized region for research. Awards such as the magnet laboratory signify that,
in specific cases, institutional collaborations can make a State or region competitive for Federal resewch funding.

Such awards build research capability almost from the ground up; they arc a capital investment that
diversifies research performerswith short- and long-tenn consequences for the research community and the
Nation. Decisions such as this one also call for evaluation; what happens to magnet research while the Florida
State facility is being constructed? Will the State of Florida deliver on its pledges? And is there any impact on
the competitiveness of U.S. researchers in fields that use powerful magnets, such as superconductivity and
magnetic-resonance imaging?

See Goldie Blumenstyk, "Science Agency Picks Florida State Over MIT as Site for $60-Million Magnet-Study Lab." The Chronicle
epfigher Lducanon, vol. 47. No. I. Sept. 5, 1990. p. A21.

2Thc award of a 5-yem, $25 million earthquake project to a consortium centered at the State University of New York al Buffalo sent
a similar signal to Caltech and a Califonna consortium in 1987_ It also led to a Genet al AccountingOffice (GAO) investigation of the National
Science Foundation (NSF) review process that sanctioned the award. While it sustained the fairness of the NSF process, it did question its
documentation procedures See U S General Accounting Office, National Science Foundation Problems Found in Decision Process for
Awarding Earthquake Center. GAO/RCED-87-14b (Washington, DC: June 1987).

31'londa State is to be joined by the thuvernty of Florida and Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico in making the magnet
laboratory a reality.

41n Blumenstyk. op. footnote I. p A22. National Science Foundation reviewers said the Massachusetts ittstitute of Rchnology
"decaying plant" would require substantial modennzatron. The institution will submit a proposal for further support until the Florida State

laboratory begins operation.s in 1993.

5All of these plus criticism of the National Science Board (especially the lack of "working scientists'' among its members) ate cited
by a trio of Princeton physicists in Philip W. Anderson et al "NSF Magnet Lab," letter. The Scientist, vol. 4, No 23. Nov 26. 1990. p.

14 The Honda State proposal included a pledge from the State ". . to add 24 new faculty members and 10 laboratory experts and to provide
20 annual fellowships for visiting scientists from around the world "

61)avid Warsh. "Will Florida Become a New Bastion of Industrial Science?" The Washington Post, Sept. 12. 1990. p. C3

7The Massachusetts Institute of lbchnohigy consortium was to include Boston, Brandeis, Harvard. Northeastern, and hafts
universities
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Researcher studies magnetic liquids. In this example of
little edema, the research is supported by the National

Aeronautics and Spaoe Administration.

judgment, we must view the enterprise from a
broader point of view than is afforded by the
universe itself.. .. And so it is with the rest of
science. The scientific merit of a field must be judged
in large part by the contribution it makes, by the
illumination it affords, and by the cohesion it
produces in the neighboring fields.°

Leaders of the scientific community have subscribed
to the need for something other than ad hoc
policymaking for research funding. OTA next exam-
ines the problems inherent in two categories of this
fundingthe science base and science megapro-
jects.

The Science Base
Little science is the backbone of the scientific

enterprise, and a diversity of research programs

abounds. For those who believe that scientific
discoveries are unpredictable, supporting many
creative researchers who contribute to S&T, or the
science base, is prudent science policy. In the words
of one geographer; "The continued survival of our
intellectual free market is important to scientific
progress."" Not surprisingly, many investigators
and their teams shudder at the thought of organizing
Federal research funding around a principle other
than scientific merit. They fear that setting priorities
would change the criteria by which research funds
are awarded.21 They would run the risk of losing
what they consider their fair market share. Does
priority setting necessarily curb the search for new
knowledge, or just redirect it?

Consider the research portfolios of the Federal
Government. As shown in figure 5-1, broad field
funding, 1969 to 1990, has favored the life sciences,
almost doubling in constant dollars during that
period. Mathematics/computer, physical, and envi-
ronmental sciences have also increased; engineering
has remained stable in funding; and social sciences
have decreased. In retrospect, should these be
decried as less than rational choices? With a change
in the Federal funding environment, should the
ground rules for allocating resources among broad
fields and performers also change? And what role
can peer review play?

Peer Review and Priority Setting Across
Broad Fields

Peer review is used in a variety of ways within the
Federal agencies. As seen in chapter 4, only a few
agencies, primarily the National Science Foundation
(NSF) and NIH, employ peer review throughout
their priority-setting and funding allocation pro-
cesses. At NSF and NIH, peer review is considered
to be:

effective for communicating expert opinion
about what proposals definitely should and
should not be funded (and the large gray area in
between) within a narrow band of specializa-
tion corresponding to the scope of an agency
program;

19Weinberg, op. cit., footnote 6, p. 116.

200. Robert Brakenridge, "Evaluating Scientific Initiatives." lettet, American Scientist. vol. 77. No. 3, May-June 1990, p. 213.
2 'they also seem to confuse strategy (what to do) with tactics (how to do it). Criteria correspond to strategies, while project selection methods (e.g.,

peer review) represent tactics or ways to identify research that helps achieve stated priorities.
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Figure 5-1Federally Funded Research by Broad
Field: Fiscal Years 1969-90

(In billions of constant 1982 dollars)
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NOTE: Research Includes both basic and applied. Fields not Included In
this figure collectively accounted for $1.1 billion (4.9 percent) of all
fc-derally funded research In 1990. Figures were converted to
constant 1982 dollars using the GNP Implicit Price Deflator. 1990
figures are estimates.

SOURCES: National Science Foundation, Fedetal Funds for Research and
Development, Detailed Historical Tables: nscal Years 1955-
1990 (Washington, DC:1990), table 25: and National Science
Foundation, Selected Data on Federal Funds for Research
and Development: Fisca1 Years 1989, 1990 and 1901 (Wash-
ington, DC: December 1990), table 1.

efficient, in terms of the time, money, and
energy involved in the process of deciding how
resources should be allocated; and
accountable, ensuring that the highest stand-
ards of rigor (valid and reliable measurement),
safety (for animals, human subjects, and labo-
ratory personnel), and freedom (e.g., to follow
hunches, train students, and exchange data) in
research are observed.

In sum, peer review is expected to be robust and
responsive to changing agency and program needs.

Satisfying all of these criteria simultaneously, how-
ever, is difficult at best (see box 5-C) and, in
practice, a compromise is struck between them.

Federal monies awarded to researchers for some
expressed purpose other than or in addition to
"scientific merit" are seen by many as inferior to
monies for projects selected by peer review pro-
cesses using scientific merit alone. Some are in-
clined to the view that there is something inherently
wrong with such "political allocations." The policy
issue is whether peer review can simultaneously
serve to discern scientific merit and help in project-
based priority setting.

Reviewing for "truth," as science policy states-
man Harvey Brooks writes, differs from reviewing
for "utility." Peer scientists are not very helpful
with the latter.22 In Weinberg's terms, criteria of
scientific merit clash with criteria of social or
technological merit. Peer review as a tactic tends to
break down when confronted with incommensurate
information from competing disciplines, fields, or
projects. As two commentators ask:

Should peer review operate only to evaluate merit
or should it also help establish priorities? Can it or
should it he effective in changing the direction of a
program, in allocating resources among programs
within agencies themselves? These questions are
significant because they challenge the assumption
that peer review is the best possible way to allocate
resources in the best overall interests of both science
and society.23

Recognizing the limits of specialization, agencies
maximize expertise in subject-focused programs.
Specialists are quite well-suited to the task of
making quality distinctions within disciplinary or
problem-centered boundaries. But discriminations
that must cross boundarieE, no longer comparing like
with like, are rarely ever accomplished by peer
review, since reviewers in one field are very
reluctant to judge the scientific or teclmical merits of
information from other fields. There are no rules
inside the scientific enterprise that suggest that one
kind of information is superior to another. The

nHarvey Brooks, "The Problem of Research Priorities." Daedalus, vol. 107, No. 2, spring 1978, pp. 171-190.

21Richard C. Atkinson and William A. Blanpied, "Peer Review and the Public Interest," Issues in Science Technology. vol. 2, sununer 1985, p.
110.
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Box 5-CPeer Review in Changing Environments: Remarks at a Roundtable Discussion

In June 1990, the Forum on Research Management (FORM), consisting in equal parts of program
officers from the behavioral science divisions of various Federal agencies and of scnior researchers and
research managers from academia and the private sector, met to discuss peer review.1 Two dozen FORM
members discussed some of the pros and cons of peer review in an era of fiscal austerity. Their positions
as agency administrators faced with allocation decisions, as lobbyists surveying the funding scene, and as
researchers competing for scarce program dollars give them an acute sensitivity to proposal review and the
environments in which it is carried out. The rcmarks are as verbatim as the edited transcription allowed.
Each bulleted item represents a different speaker.

There is a connection . between tight funding and peer review. As money gets tighter, peer
reviewers become more conservative, less prone to take risks.
What they [peer reviewers] arc doing is giving higher and higher ratings, which in cffect increases
the noise in the system. So thc peer review system is calling more proposals "excellent" and
"outstanding," and the consequence is that it is very difficult for program managcrs to make
evaluations. What results is a beauty contest or just chancc.
Has the science changed? Has the quality of the proposals changed? I think the answer to both
questions is yes Peer reviewers used to be tightly knit groups examining proposals from people
they knew extremely wellit was a very closed society. Now it is a much more complicated task.
Would it really be valuable to have a peer review system and an amount of money wherc everything
was funded? I suspect it may lead to very bad science.
There are two things going on in peer reviewone is selection, which is important, but the other
is education (of the proposer and reviewer). I think the latter function sometimes gets lost.
Unfortunately, crushing workloads are reducing the educational function of peer review,
When I serve on a [National Institutes of Health] study section, I find it extremely disconcerting and
distracting to be told by program people about what percentage of the applications are likely to be
funded. It distorts my entire approach, as well as that of my colleagues. For instance, if we're told
only 10 percent are likely to be funded, we start playing with the ratings to ensure certain results.
Study sections are not supposed to be making funding decisions. They are to make scientific
recommendations. There should be recognition that there are two discrete sets of staff used in NIH
peer review... . Priority scores do not determine funding. That's what advisory councils and
institute directors arc for.
People are increasingly reluctant to get involved lin peer review). . . .1 wonder if we are losing
certain types of reviewers from the processnot just to get women and minorities on the
panels--with increasing demands on time.

These observations illustrate the challenges posed by competition and resource scarcity. Other
challenges include the consequences of age and prestige on the allocation of Federal funds, the fate of
proposals that cross disciplines and fall between agency programs, and the psychology of collective
decisionmaking.2 Debate on the burdens absorbed by Federal peer review systems is healthy if it informs
the practices of agencies, investigators, and reviewers.

1The Forum on Research Management was created in 1952 as a workuig group of the nonprofit Federation of Behavioral.
Psychological, and Cognitive Sciences Most of the attendees at the meeting were from the National Science Foundation, the National
Institutes of Health, and a few professional associations headquartered in wastungton, DC. Thc excerpts below are based on a transuipt of
the meetuig supplied by David Johnson, executive director of the Federation.

2Some of these have been addressod empirically Sec the special issue, Peer Review and Public Policy," Sctence. Technology. ct
Human %blues. .ol 10. No ;. till111111er 19145, pp 3-t(i
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existence of such rules would imply that information
from different fields could be made commensura-
ble.24

Peer review thus cannot help to set priorities
beyond the limits imposed by agency organization.
Whereas priorities and resource allocations for
megaprojects are usually set by a tacit bargaining
and lobbying process, the science base is governed
by another dynamic altogether. As agencies evaluate
their research needs and modify the emphases of
their programs, research performers are intimately
involved. But seldom does a research community

coalesce around a single agenda (for an exception,
see box 5-D).

The Dilemma of Agency Priority Setting

Universities or States can be analyzed as aggre-
gate categories that receive Federal research monies,
and agencies as the source of those sponsored funds.
But the actual funding decisions are made in
different agency programs and the research perfor-
mance occurs in laboratories and departments.25
Decisions are thus made at several levels. Priorities
that originate outside the agencies as "national
goals" do not simply trickle down; they are adapted
to what may be called an agency research portfolio,
which in turn is comprised of various program
portfolios ("funding strategies"). Within these or-
ganizational niches, priorities are set all the time.
Thus, agencies may have the discretion to pursue
certain national needs by applying a different or
reordered set of criteria to the selection of research
performers.

Because disciplines tend to overlap agencies,
priorities in physics, for example, can be set within
an agency, but not readily across agencies. There is
simply no routine mechanism for doing so. Physics
research is distributed across three mission agencies
plus NSF. While high-energy physics is supported
primarily by the Department of Energy (DOE) and
astrophysics by NASA, theoretical physics "be-
longs" to no single agency.26 This is even more
dramatically apparent in the case of neuroscience.
Congress and the President declared the 1990s the
"Decade of the Brain."" As seen in figure 5-2, the
Federal Government supports neuroscience research
in 6 institutes of NM; in 3 within the Alcohol, Drug
Abuse, and Mental Health Administration; and in 10
other agencies, with the National Institute of Neuro-
logical Disorders and Stroke and the National
Institute of Mental Health leading the way. Unless a
"lead" agency is recognized by all participants (as
in computer science, see box 5-E) or an OSTP
Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engi-

24That is, although some agencies use pea panels that rate multiple proposals and make directcomparisons of proposed work in their field, they do
not compare their findings with those of panels in other fields, since between-fleld information is held to be locommenaurable. Instead. they Judge the
technical merit of a research design, the competence of the investigators, and the institutional infrastructure available for executing the proposed design.
As Harvey Brooks points out, who is the best judge of social merit? There are no experts on social merit. which has to be a collective decision involving
several different kinds of expertise as well as generalists' political judgments. Personal communication, February 1991.

15For example. see National Science Foundation, "Plannkig ard Priority-Setting in the National Science Foundation," a report to the Committee on
Science. Space, and Itchnology of the U.S. House of Representatives, Feb. 28, 1990.

26See, for example, Sebastian Doniach, "Condensed Matter Theory's FragileFunding," letter, Physics Today, November 1990, pp. 13, 117.
rElizabeth Pennisi and Diana Morgan, " 'BraM Decade' Neuroscientists Court Support," The Scientist, vol. 4, No. 21, Oct. 29, 1990, pp. 1, 8.
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Box 5-DPriority Setting by the Ecological Research Community
In fall 1990, the Ecological Society of America proposed the Sustainable Biosphere Initiative (SBI), a research

initiative that focuses on the necessary role of ecological science in the wise management of Earth's resources and
the maintenance of Earth's life support systems.' The process of developing the research agenda affirms that a
community can set priorities.2 The document was intended as a call-to-arms for all ecologists. It was also to serve
as a means of communication with individuals in other disciplines with whom ecologists must join forces. Many
of the environmental problems that challenge human society are fundamentally ecological in nature.

In response to national and international needs, the SBI represents a framework for the acquisition,
dissemination, and utilization of ecological knowledge in support of efforts to ensure the sustainahility of the
biosphere. The SB1 calls for: 1) basic research for the acquisition of ecological knowledge, 2) communication of
that knowledge to citizens, and 3) incorporation of that knowledge into policy and management decisions.

Research Priorities
The criteria used to evaluate research priorities were: 1) the potential to contribute to fundamental ecological

knowledge, and 2) the potential to respond to major human concerns about the sustainability of the biosphere. Rased
on these criteria, the SBI proposes three research priorities:

I. globa! change. including the ecological causes and consequences of changes in climate; in atmospheric,
soil, and water chemistry (including pollutants); and in land- and water-use patterns;

2. biological diversity, including natural and anthropogenic changes in patterns of genetic, species, and habitat
diversity; ecological determinants and consequences of diversity; the conservation of rare and declining
species; and the effects of global and regional change on biological diversity; and

3. sustainable ecological systems, including the definition and detection of stress in natural and managed
ecological systems; the restoration of diunaged systems; the management of sustainable ecological systems;
th role of pests and pathogens; the transmission of disease among humans; and the interface between
ecological processes and human social systems.

Ex isting nat ional and international initiatives address parts of the first two priorities. Success of these programs
will require increased emphasis on key ecological topics. The SB I proposes three research recommendations:

I Greater attention should be devoted to examining the ways that ecological complexity controls global processes.
1. New research efforts should address both the importance of biological diversity in controlling ecological

processes and the role that ecological processes play in shaping patterns of diversity at different scales of
time and space.

3. A major new integrated prognun of research on the sustainability of ecological systems should be
established. This program would focus on understanding the underlying ecological processes in natural and
human-dominated ecosystems in order to prescribe restoration and management strategies that would
enhance the sustainability of the Earth's ecological systems.

mplenwntat ion

Successful implememation of the SBI will require new interdisciplinary relationships that link ecologists with
the broad scientific community, with mass media and educational organizations, and with policymakers and
resource managers in all sectors of society.

In sum, while the goals and action nems of the Sustainable Biosphere Initiative may not seem revolutionary,
tew ecologish would have accepted them even a decade ago. But times have changed and so has the science The
publu: more awate of cnv login lental issues than evea before, and opponunities for ecologists have never been greater.'

Such statement ,. are rare.-' When they do appear, they can supply to policymakers an unusual tool for judging
a hierarchy of researvh emphases and perhaps channeling resources to agencies and programs accordingly.

!The following is based on lane I uhk.henco et al Lk ologii..LI SOL iety of Amem a. "The Sustainabk. Biosphere Initiative An Ecological
Research Agenda." (trait documem. Oct U. 19`)0

2For details on the tragile process by whit h the Sot letys 2.000 members and Its ICiitki% reached consensus, see Elitabeth Perunsi.
"lit ()logy Soc. iet) Readies Rare Consemus in Researi h Agenda." I he Sc yol 4, No 17, Sept A, 1990, pp 3, 9. 20

4lbid p A

lb take another example. the astronotM conunumty, working through the National Academy of Sciences. has issued four (kcanal surveys
of the 1 ield hor the latest, see National A. ademy of Sciences, 2% Do tide OhAcover,, in A vronamy and A.lraphysuc fWashingtoii. Natmnal
AL ademv Press. 1991). and the statement ()I the study c (nominee hairman, John N BahL all. "Priorituing Scientifk Initiatives," $ t ten( e. vol
2c1. Mar :2. I'M. pp 141: 1411
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Figure 5-2Distribution of Federal Support ofNeuroscience Research:
Reda! Year 1990
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Eye Institute, NIDOCNNational Institute on Dominoes and Other Communication Disorders; NICHD.National
institute on Child Health and Human Development; NIEHS.Natlonal Institute of Environmental Health Sciences;
NIMH.NatIonal Institute of Mental Health;N1DAaNational Institute on Drug Abuse; NIAAA.Nallonal Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; VA.U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs; NSFNational Science Foundation;
DOD.U.S. Department of Defense; DOE,U.S. Department of Energy; OthenNational Institute on Disability and
Rehabilitation Research, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Environmental Protection Agency,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Centers for Disealle Control, and Food and Drug Administration.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, based on estimates In Elizabeth Permisi and Diana Moggen, "
Decade' Nouroscionbsts Court Support," Th. Stionlist, vol. 4, No. 21, Oct. 29, 1990, p. 8.

neering, and Thchnology committee is constituted to
coordinate among relevant funding organizations,
aligning scientific priorities with budgets would be
unlikely.

At the program level, few projects will influence
the trajectories of science one way or another, A
question, then, is whether agency administrators can

select streams of projects, or portfolios, that result
collectively in new knowledge (i.e., having reasona-
ble technical merit) or produce social and economic
benefits beyond costs.28 Put another way, funding
research can be compared to placing money in the
stock market. The more diverse and strong one's
portfolio of accounts, the greater the chance of

23The following is based on Harvey Averch. "Analyzing the Costs of Federal Research," OTA contractor report, August 1990. Available [Waugh
the National Thchnical Information Service, see app. F.

u
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success. But the metaphor breaks down here be-
cause, while success in stock market investments
can be gauged by money earned, nothing as tangible
results from researchat least not in the short run.2'

A program "purchases" a portfolio of research
projects in a field. The selection of projects for
inclusion in this portfolio has been determined by
their predicted or estirnated quality as seen by
contemporary research performers (reviewers) or by
knowledgeah!e research managers (with or without
the aid of reviewers). Reviewers usually make
judgments about the quality of a project without any

Sve Harvey Ayer( h. New iuundatnny, for St WM. C an,1
of St ICUle StWheC and Site:tar )IKy , May I 2, 1(159, p 7

direct comparisons of the alternatives facing the
investor. Priority setting forces such comparisons.
Rather than choosing projects on a one-by-one basis
up to the point of resource exhaustion, they could be
recommended with reference to their incremental
value, i.e,, as projects that concentrate or diversify
strength in the portfolio. Managers, on the other
hand, compare projects with reference to the objec-
tives of the entire program portfolio.

At least for basic research, researchers, reviewers,
and program managers are supposed to adjust their
activities so quickly that judgments about the quality

_

Poi y paill'r presented at the Conference on the Mutual Relevance

1 b i.
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until 1982, when its funding jumped up substantially. NSF supports mostly basic research not tied to missions or
applications in a full range of computer science and engineering subdisciplines, including theory, software systems
and engineering, artifical intelligence and robotics, and advanced computer architecture. The Department of Energy
(DOE) involvement in computers dates back to ENIAC in 1945, which was used for calculations for nuclear bomb
research at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. DOE (and its predecessor agencies, the Atomic Energy
Commission and the Energy Research and Development Administration) has been a major force in the development
of high-performance scientific supelcomputers ever since.4

Federal funding for academic computer science research rose dramatically between 1976 and 1989, from over
$27 million to $235 million (current dollars), or 320 percent in real terms. DOD, NSF, NASA, and DOE account
for virtually all Federal funding of academic research in computer science. (The National Institutes of Health and
the National Institute of Standards and Thchnology both allocate a small number of extramural contracts and grants
to universities and colleges.)

DOD has historically been the largest funder of academic computer science and its role increased substantially
since 1976. DOD's share of Federal funding for academic computer science rose from 45 percent to 62 percent in
fiscal years 1976 to 1989, accounting for over two-thirds of the total increase in this funding during this period.
Although NSF funding for academic computer science increased from roughly $14 million to $64 million (current)
between fiscal years 1976 and 1989a real growth of 126 percentits share of total Federal support for academic
computer science declined from 51 percent to 27 percent.
Policy Initiatives in Computer Science Research

Policy initiatives from the Federal Coordinating Council on Science, Engineering, and Thchnology (FCCSET)
and the Computer Science and Technology Board of the National Research Council call for substantial funding
increases in high-performance computing. The FCCSET proposal has already led to a multiagency requitst for a
$149 million funding augmentation (in what is now called the High Performance Computing and Commumcations
Program), and to new joint Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency-NSF projects.5 The question of balance
and prioritiesthe shape of the Federal research portfolio for computer scienceis likely to persist well into the
1990s.6

4Kenneih Flamm. Targeting the Computer (Washington, DC: The Brookings Institution, 1987), pp. 78-85.
5National Science Foundation, Committee on Physical, Mathematical, and Engineering Sciences. Grand Challenges: High Performance

Cornputing and Communications (Washington, DC: February 1991); Executive Office of the President, Office of Science and lbchnology Policy,
"A Research and Development Strategy for High Performance Computing," unpublished document, Nov. 20, 1987; and National Science
Foundation. "Crosswalk of NSF Research Related to the Department of Commerce Emaging Itchno logics List and the Department of Defense
Critical Thchnologies List," in "Background %Aerial for Long-Range Planning: 1992-1996." prepared for a meeting of the National Science
Board. June 14-15. 1990, pp. E-1 to E-6.

6por a -call to action" to computing researchers. see 'Bury M. Walker, "Influencing Federal Sapport for Computing Re.search."
Compunng Research News, vol. 2, July 1990, pp. 1. 1041.

of any isolated single project remain congruent with
developnients at the fi-ontiers of knowledge. In
practice, the agency investor has no way of knowing
whether this "invisible hand" is efficient, rapid, and
has good discriminating power. So portfolio evalua-
tions could be used to set relative investment
priorities since they pro ide a check on performance
at a useful level of budgetary aggregation. But this
would require some modification of the criteria for
project selection. Reviewers would no longer he
ranking proposals by scientific merit alone, but with
respect to standards about which they as experts
have no special competence, i.e., issues of social
merit.

The burden for priorities, then, rests not with
those who give advice, but with those who receive
and sort it along with other program and agency
objectives. To take an example, for the period 1987
to 1991 at NSF. the increase in appropriations for
"research and related activities" directorates
(R&RA) was 39 percent to $1.95 billion (in current
dollars). This compares to a 153-percent increase in
"science and engineering education" to $251 mil-
lion and a 49-percent increase for the U.S. Antarctic
Program to $175 million. Looked at thematically, 80
percent of the requested fiscal year 1991 NSF budget
was for research and facilities, and 20 percent for
education and human resources (a virtual doubling
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Table 5-5lnhouse Evaluation for the NSF Strategic Plan: Research Advances and Opportunities
Lost or Postponed, Research and Related Directorates, Fiscal Years 1987-90

Percent change
in funding

Directorate (curcent dollars)

All Research and 39,0%
Related
Directorates

Biological,
Behavioral,
and Social
Sciences

Computer and
Information
Science and
Engineering

Engineering

Goosciences

Mathematical
arld Physical
Sciences

Scientific, Tech-
nological, and
International
Affairs

Research advanccs
Opportunities
lost/postponed

Research initiatives to enhanrs economic Decline of 6,1 percent In proposal
competitiveness in biotechnology, global change, manu- success rates and in average
facturing, material% supercomputing/networking, annualized award amounts in
superoonductMty. 5 of 6 directorates (1987-89),
10 new ERCs, 11 new STCs, 3 ERCs and 5 materials research
Programs on women/minori ties/d isabled and undergradu- labs ter minated,
ate research and teaching expanded. Other STCs deferred.
Number of proposals up 11.2 percent; number of awards
up 4,6 percent.

26.3 5 new centers (3 in biotechnology, 1 in plant science Pursued all proposed, but at
cooperatively with DOE and USDA, and 1 in geography). reduced levels,
Other initiatives in neurobiology, human dimensions in 3-percent desline in proposal
global environment change. suCCE188 rates.
Equipment and instrumentation increases,

65.5 NSFNET expansion. 27-percent decline in success rates.
New Joint initiative with DARPA in parallel processing. Fewer grants to groups than
4 supercomputer centers renewed. planned.
infrastructure activities in minority institutions. Software engineering initiative

delayed.
I supercomptner center phased out.

39.5 7 group research grants for Strategic Manufacturing Number of proposals and awards
Initiative, down slightly.
New initiatives in optical communications, nondestructive Materials synthesis and processing
evaluation, and management of technology. Initiative (with MPS) delayed.

34.8 Research on Loma Prieta Earthquake.
initiated active Systems Service.

34.1 Major research equipment subactivity for large research
equipment construction projects.
Augmented support for new investigators.

69.0 Growth of EPSCoR.
implementation of Scientific and 'Technical Personnel
Data System.
6 Minority Research Centers of Excellence initiated.

Success rates down 3.2 percent.
Canceled some atmospheric
science filed programs.
New initiative in rnesoscale
meteorology deferred.

Success rates down 13,9 percent.
Illinois Mactotron construction
canceled.
Material synthesis and processing
initiative postponed,

Success rate down 9.2 percent.
Undergraduate Education Data
System in SRS delayed,

KEY: DARPA-Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency; DOE.U.S. Department of Energy; EPSCoR-Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive
Research; ERC-Engineering Research Centers; MPS-Mathematical and Physical Sciences; NSFNET.NatIonal Science Foundation electronic
network; SRS.Science Resources Studies; SIC-Science and Technology Centers; USDA-U.S. Departnent of Agriculture.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, "Background Material for Long.Range Planning: 1992-1996," NSB 90-81, prepared for a meeting of the National
Science Board, June 14-15, 1990, pp. C-3 to C-17.

from its share in fiscal year 1987). This reflects the
congressionally mandated priority of science educa-
tion at NSFY1

Table 5-5 highlights research advances in its
R&RA directorates since 1987, as well as research

opportunities seen as lost or postponed. This inhouse
evaluation was provided to the National Science
Board to assist in its long-term planning. It could
also serve as a tool for organization and reorganiza-
tion (see box 5-F), and as a priority scorecard for the
mostly little science that NSF supports.31

mrl'hese pewentages and amounb arc based on requests in the fiscal year [991 budget. Still, they appr oximate how I he research directorates have fared
relative to other activities at the National Science Foundation. See National Science Foundation, "Background Material for Long-Range Planning.
1992-1996," NSB 90-1k1, prepared for a meeting of the National Science Board. June 14-15. 1990. p. C-3.

11The Antarctic Program is the chief exception, though the National Science Foundation also funds research and development centers such as the
National Center for Atmospheric Research, the Kitt Peak and Oteen Bank telescopes, and five National Supercomputer Centers.
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Box 5-FBehavioral and Social Sciences: Organization and Federal Funding

In the concluding chapter of a National Research Council (NRC) committee report on achievements and
opportunities in the behavioral and social sciences, titled "Raising the Scientific Yield," a prescription is offered

for ". . new investments and modifications in research infrastructures that are needed for further progress." The
program of prescribed investments total $240 million annually in 1987, a year in which Federal expenditures on
behavioral and social sciences research reached the $780 million mark.2 The research frontiers singled out by the
NRC committee for investment include ".. . new inquiries into the connections among behavior, mind, and
brain, . .." ", . . rmardi on the mechanisms of choice and allocation, , " " comparative and historici
(including prehistorie7d) study of the institutional and cultural origins of entire societies ." and methodological
advances in ". . data collection, representation, and analysis, "3 But is the level of Federal investment in a broad
field of science indicative of its potential contributions?

The behavioral and social sciences tend to get less visibility than other sciences at the Federal agencies,
especially the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
(ADAMHA) of the Department of Health and Human Services, which are the primary providers of basic research
funding. This dilemma was addressed at a Senate hearing in 1989 by the economist-psychologist and Nobel laureate
Herbert Simon.

It is misleading to talk about "hard" and "soft " sciences. In the physical sciences, classical mechanics is hard,
but meteorology (e.g.. the greenhouse effect) and the theory of high-temperature superconductivity or low-
temperature fusion can he (as recent news stories tell us) exceedingly soft. Similarly, in the social sciences, knowledge
about the operation of competitive markets or the capacity of human short-term memory is quite hard; but knowledge
about how businessmen and consumers form expectations about the future, or about motivations surrounding drug
usage can be quite soft.4

To study scientifically what makes us human is as daunting a task as to discover the fundamental forces of the
universe or to understand how normal cells become factories of disease.5 The problem is the priority of funding
social research, and opinions may differ on how to iiistitutionalize a Federal commitment to behavioral and social
science research.

An Organizational Solution?
In August 1990, Reps. Walgren and Brown introduced H.R. 5543, The Behavioral and Social Science

Directorate Act of 1990. This was proposed because, according to Walgren: "NSF's enthusiasm for the behavioral
and social sciences is at best lukewarm . and the cause is largely structural. Since its creation, this Biological,
Behavioral, and Social Science [BBSI Dirworate has been headed by a biologist." Brown added that: "NSF as
a whole has enjoyed a relatively large increase in funding over the past decade. . However, rather than sharing
in the Foundation's good fortune, these areas of science have been languishing." The current BBS budget totals
$293 million, including $48 million for "behavioral and neural sciences' and $33 million for "social and economic
sciences."7

While the concept of a separate directorate has been around for at least a decadethe time of Reagan-era
cutsat the 1990 National Behavioral Science Summit, held under the auspices of the American Psychological
Society, 65 psychological and behc*. ;oral science organizat.ons endorsed the idea as a solution to needed visibility

ilkan R. Gerstein et al (eds.). The fienavtoral and Social S :ences: Achievements and Opportunities (Washington, DC: National
Academy Press, 198K/, p 239.

2Ibid., p. 249

Iftrid., pp. 239-244

4fiethert Simon. testimony. in t S Congress, Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Trampoitation. Subcommittee
Thclonfogy, and Space, Natuotal Science and lichnology Policy. Sept. 28-29, 1989, 101st Cong. (Washington. DC: U.S. Govertment Printing
Office, 19891. pp. 264-269

IThis was formilly recognircd when the organic ad of the National Science Foundation was amended in 1968. placing within its legal
mandate . a fornuil responsibility to look after the health of basic research in the social and behavioral sciences See Roberta Italstad IIer

Nalional Science Foundation, ....be Co9tributun. of Simal nesearch." John Madge Memorial lecture, London School of lonornics. Novel-ober
1986, mune from p fl

fichavinral Duet torate for NSF Proposed ;n Congress." APS Observer, vol 1, September I 990. p 7

7"Socutl. tichaA.lotal RAIL es Seek t -pgrade o NSI. c stlit e t Gol.ernment Report, vol 20, Nu. 15, U t I. 1990, p 6

Continued on next page
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Box 5-F Behavioral and Social Sciences: Organization and Federal FundingContinued

and bigger budgets.' NSF appointed a task force on "Looking to the Twenty-Fint Century" to study the idea and
". . . keep several thoughts in mind: 1) BBS must have the flexibility to meet new mandates; 2) BBS must meet
the infrastructure needs of its disciplines; and 3) the zero-stun budget situation makes funding reallocations
difficult."9

In December 1990, the task force voted its Intention to recommend establishing a separate NSF directorate for
social and behavioral sciences. It would be called Social, Economic, and Psychological Sciences (SEPS).19
Foremost among the issues the task force must consider are how the boundaries for the behavioral sciences would
be drawn, and how interdisciplinary research would be affected. Recommended for inclusion in SEPS are
economics, geography, law, linguistics, political science, psychology, and sociology. The interdisciplinary fields
of cognitive science and of decision, risk, and management sciences would also be included. Most of neuroscience
would stay in the biological directorate. Unresolved are the place of anthropology and some of the programs
supporting research on information, robotics, and intelligent systems (now housed in the Computer and Information
Science and Engineering Directorate)." In lieu of immediately developing a divisional or programmatic structure
for SEPS, a new group (including NSF program officers) may be asked to take up the issue.

Whether a separate directorate could aid the management and funding of social and behavioral science research
at NSF, and how the agency could assess the effectiveness or productivity of such a new directorate, remains to be
seen. Implementation of whatever is finally approved would not occur until fiscal year 1993. It is clear that advocates
in the vast majority of behavioral and social science fields (led by psychology) are convinced that ". . . only by
elevating representation of our scientific disciplines will we successfully compete and increase our funding
capabilities and our potential contributions to science."12

line question of political vulnerability that accompanies a consolidation of interests in a single structure is the flip side of political gain.
For eumple, concern for the environmental sciences has led to a call for Congress to create a new agency, the National Institutes for the
Environment (NIB), modeled on the National Institutes of Health, to stop the erosion of research and training programs related to environmental
biology, economics, and policy. Congress has asked the National Academy of Sciences to study the concept of an NIE. Sea Henry F. Howe end
Stephen P. Hubbell, "Progress Berri on Proposed National Institutes for the Environment," BioSelence, vol. 40, No. 8, September 1990, p.
567; and William Booth, "Does Earth Need a Government Institute?" The Washington POO, Dec. 10, 1990, p. A13.

9"BBS 'rink Force Meets: Separate Directorate Issue on the Utile," COSSA Washington Update, Sept. 21, 1990, p. 1.

10The final report of the task force Li forthcoming. See "NSF Usk Force to Recommend New Directorate for Social and Behavioral
Sciences," COSSA Washington Update, Dec. 7, 1990, pp. 1-2; end "NSF Task Faroe Discusses Upcoming Report. Agrees to Support SEPS
Directorate," COSSA Washington Update, Jan. 28, 1991, pp. 1-2.

11Anthropology opposes the creation of a new directorate, but tbe American Anthropological Association bas announced that: "Were
the proposed reorganization to occur, inuhrnpology) would elect to be housed . . " in it. See "Anthropologists Opt for SEPS Directorate,"
COSSA Washington Update, Feb. 10, 1991, p. 2. Applied statistics, ". . . measurement and methodological research, as well u intruinrcture
issues . . ." are favorc4 by the task force to join the Social. Economic and Psychological Sciences as well. See "NSF Mak Force Discusses
Upcoming Report," op. cit., footnote 10, pp. 1-2.

12Quoted from the American Psychological Association in "NSF Thsk Force to Recommend New Directorate for ocial and Behavioral
Sciences," op. cit., footnote 10, p. 1. Also see Alan G. Kraut, "Statement of the American Psychological Society to the National Science
Foundation's BBS Mask Force on Ixoking to the 21st Century," unpublished document, Nov. 29, 1990.

The science base, especially at NSF and NIH,
carries not only the traditional responsibility for
funding scientifically meritorious research, but also
for satisfying the expectations that the political
system associates with the support of research.
These expectations, together with budget con-
straints, create tougher and tougher choices. The
agencies cope admirably with this complex task. In
the next section, OTA exiumnes another category or
research funding: science megaprojects.

1 6 )

Science Megaprojects

The Federal Government has a long history of
supporting projects such as the building and opera-
tion of darns, bridges, and transportation systems.
These projects are large-scale, complex. costly, and
long-term undertakings. In addition to performing
their primary function, these programs also provide
jobs and local public works, and have long-temi
economic value. Thus, they are often called "mega-
projects.''

BEST CE717
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As the body of scientific knowledge grows more
sophisticated and costly, research instrumentation
and infrastructure are required in some fields.32 As
projects expand, they become valuable econom-
ically and politically. For example, the Hubble
Space 'telescope, launched in April 1990, cost over
$2 billion, although the original estimate was as low
as $300 million.

By the time the real costs were known, it was too
far along to stop. As a practical matter, Congress
refused to write off as wasted the hundreds of
millions it already had sunk into the project.
Politically, the device had taken on a pork-barrel life
of its own, sending government money to nearly half
the 50 States and employing thousands.33

Although economic activity may be a second- or
third-order consideration among the initial criteria
of project selection, the distribution of Federal
monies, as an interim payoff on a long-term invest-
ment, can be substantial. For instance, the three
megaprojects shown in figure 5-3, the Hubble Space
Telescope, the Space Station, and the SSC, enjoy
widespread economic and social merits, regardless
of their scientific merit.

Among the megaprojects recently listed by The
Chronicle of Higher Education are the SSC, the
Space Station, the Moon-Mars mission, the hyper-
sonic aircraft, the Earth Observing System, the
Strategic Defense Initiative, and the Human
Genome Project (HGP). The original estimates for
these seven projects alone totaled $528 billion. A
September 1990 cost estimate for the same projects
was about $580 billion,34 or $65 billion annually ')

Photo wed,: U.S. Dour/neat of Emmy

Each of these lines is a trace of the path of a subatomic
particle. This picture lean exam* of the kind of data that

can only be produced by the Supersonducting Super
Collider (SSC). The SSC is expected to produce traces

of particles never seen before.

What Constitutes a Science Megaproject?

Megaprojects are large, lumpy, and uncertain in
outcomes and cost. "Lumpy" refers to the discrete
nature of a project. Unlike little science projects,
there can be no information output from a megaproj-
ect until some large-scale investment has occurred.36
OTA also would defme a science megaproject as
requiring very large expenditures (especially when

320ne phi 'gopher argues that the further and further we get r'rom direct sense experience, the more costly and complex research technologies we need
for progress. Sec Nicholas Rescher, Scientific Progress: A Philosophical Essay on the Economics of Research in Natural Science (Pittsburgh. PA:
University of Pittsburgh Press, 1978). The section below is based on Averch, op. cit., footnote 28.

"Phil Kuntz, "Pie in the Sky: Big Science Is Ready for Blastoff," Congressional Quarterly, vol. 48, Apr. 28, 1990, p. 1254. Also see Kim A.
McDonald, "Researchers Increasingly Worried About the Unreliability of Big Science Projects," The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 36, No. 48,
Aug. 15, 1990, ^o A 1. A3-A9.

14Colleen Lorries, "Big Science and Thchnology Projects Near Important Milestones in Face of Federal Budget Crunchand Mounting Criticism,"
The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 37. No. 2, Sept. 12, 1990, p. A28, reports original and current cost estimates submitted to Congress Just for
_re R&D investments required for the seven projects (most not adjusted for inflation). High-technology R&D project cost estimates are notoriously (but
unsurprisingly) low. For example, a number of RAND Corp. studies show the underestimation in the actual costs to develop high-tech military aircraft.
Sc P.W.G. Morris and O.H. Hough, The Anatomy of Major Projects: A Study of the Reality of Project Management (New York. NY: John Wiley &
Sons, 1987).

35See "Big Science: Is It Worth the Price?" The New York Times, May 27, 1990, p. II, and June 5, 1990, p C I.

361t is not possible to build one-half of a dam, one-half of a ship, or one-half of an airplane and get the desired performance. These technologies are,
of course, well enough in hand that one can estimate or predict the results from investing in them. There is a very extensive literature on appraisal and
management of capital projects such as dams. airports. ports. and also a sizable literature on estimating the worth of private sector capital investments
in factories and equipment. Among the literature on managing large compler technological systems, literally nothing is written on selecting them. But
see Parvey Sapolsky, The Polaris System Development. Bureaucratic Success in Gowrnment (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1972).
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Figure 54Where the Money Goes tor Three Megeprojects
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compared with otner investments in the same or
similar fields) to create knowledge that is unattaina-
ble by any other means.

Perhaps equally important in the definition of
science megaprojects, however, are the political
components. Each project is unique in its develop-
ment, especially in its progress through the budget
processes at the research agencies. Also, science
megaprojects are supported by large political con-
stituencies extending beyond the scientific commu-
nity. In short, there are few rules for selecting and
funding science megaprojects; the process is largely
ad hoc. To illustrate, OTA presents two widely
acknowledged examples of big science projects
the SSC and the HGP.

The Superconducting Super Collider

The SSC, when built, will accelerate two counter-
circulating beams of protons at energy level 20 'IeV
to "create" rarely seen elementary particles when
these beams collide. Expected to cost at least $8
billion to construct, the SSC represents one of the
world's largest scientific instrtunents.37 Amidst
contentious debate in Congress, the SSC won
funding approval to begin construction in June 1989.
DOE decided to build the 54-mile-in-circumference
accelerator south of Dallas, Thus; it is expected to
begin operation in 1999.38 Director Emeritus of
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Leon Le-
derman, has said in House testimony that ". . . in-
stead of trying to kill off a big target like the
SSC . the collider should be seen as the 'flagship'
for big increases for science [funding]."39

The SSC clearly meets the specific criteria
outlined by OTA for a big science project (high cost
and unique outcomes). It also satisfies the political
criteria. First, the SSC has important scientific goals
that can be obtained in no other way. Second, the
high-energy physics community has marshalled
support of the SSC from DOE, which administers
the project, and the State of lbxas, where it will be
built. Finally, the SSC originated in DOE discus-
sions with the high-energy physics community, and
was preferred by the Department's High Energy
Physics Advisory Panel to the equiva'ent amount
invested in smaller, less costly high-energy phys-
ics.4° As with many big science projects, however,
it is also true that, without the prospect for such an
accelerator, the equivalent amount would most
likely not be available to physicistsor indeed to
scientists in other fieldsat all.

The Human Genome Project

The HGP, estimated to cost $3 billion to com-
plete, is expected to yield a high-quality genetic map
of the human genome. The HOP is "big" biology in
lifetime costs and mode of organization (e.g.,
scientists clustered in "mapping" centers) relative
to the rest of biomedicine.° An annual $200 million
appropriation would represent 5 percent of N1H's
funding for untargeted research.° Its fiscal year
1991 appropriation is $135 million. HGP organizers
stress that funding for the project since its inception
has been "new" money. Funds from other budget
categories at NIH have not shifted to the HGP, i.e.,
none have decreased since the inception of the
project.43

"See David P. Hamilton, "The SSC lakes On a Life of Its Own," Science, vol. 249. Aug. 17, 1990, pp. 731-732; and Marcia Barinaga, ' "The SSC
Gets Its (Official) Price Tag: $8.3 Billion," Science, vol. 251. Feb. 15, 1991, pp. 741-742.

IlSee U.S. Department of Energy, Office of the Inspector General. Special Report on the Departnient of Energy' $ Superconducting Super Collider
Program, DOE/IG-0291 (Gennawown, MD: Nov. 16, 1990).

39Quoted in Colleen Cordes, "CsIls for Setting Science-Spending Priorities Are Renewed as Supercollider Gets Go-Ahead, NSF Faces Pinch," The
Chronicle of Iligher Fducation, vol 35, No. 46. July 26, 1989, p. A23. Notice the tradeoff language in the headline.

40111 spring 1990, the Department of Energy's High Energy Physics Advisory Panel ranked research goals for the 19901: building the Superconducting
Super Collider (SSC) was first, upgrading Fermilab's proton-proton Tkvatron collider WL6 second, and supporting university-based investigators
received honorable mention. See "Physics Panel Sets Priotities for 199ers." Science, vol. 248. May 11. 1990, p. 681. This also emerged from OTA staff
interviews at the Department of Energy, spring 1990. In a January 1991 news release, the Council of the American Physical Society, for the first time
in its 93-year history, ".. . overwhelmingly adopted a public position on funding priorities. lbp priority is given to support of individual investigators
and 'broadly based physics research.' '"The statanent also endorses construction of the SSC in a ". . . timely fuhion, but the funding required to achieve
this goal must not he at the expense of the broadly based scientific testa:eh program of the United States." Set American Physical Society, "First APS
Council Statement on Punding Priorities," news release. Jan. 28, 1991.

41Tom Shoop, "Bio:ogy's Moon Shot," Government Executive, February 1991. pp. 10-11. 13, 16-17.
42In fiscal year 1990, the Human Genome Project is budgeted for $90 million at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and $46 million at the

Department of Energy. The NIH amount represents I peicent of it5 total budget See Leslie Roberts. -A Meeting of the Minds on the Genome Project?' '
Science. vol. 2!.0, Nov. 9, 1990, pp 756-757.

43Stu Borman, "Humao Genonie Project Moving on Many Fronts:' Chemical di Engineering News, vol. 68, No. 50, Dec. 10, 1990. pp. 6-7.
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Critics of the HGP contend that it flaunts tradition
in the administration and performance of biomedical
research. They are also ".. . not convinced that a
crash program for analyzing the structure of
genomes will advance either health or the life
sciences for many years to come."44 Proponents of
the project stress its development of automated
technologies for molecular biology, including map-
ping and sequencing, and of new computational
approaches that apply computer science to biology.
Thus, ". . a new type of interdisciplinary biologist
who understands technology as well as biology . "
is being trained. Besides, in the words of molecular
biologist Leroy Hood:

The HGP primarily funds single investigator-
sponsored research. It is not big science. Rather, by
making the human chromosomal map and sequence
available to small laboratories, it allows them to
compete with large laboratories. Hence, the HOP is
the guarantor of small science.°

The HGP was originally billed as a project that
would contribute to the cures for all disease.46 As
legislators skeptically claimed that they had heard
this "promise" from life science projects before,
proponents of the project began to promote the HGP
on its other potential strengths, including contribu-
tions to economic competitiveness. For instance,
Hood stated that HOP ". . . will in tum spawn new
industrial opportunities. . . . The HGP will prime the
American economic pump."47

At issue in the designation of this science project
as "big" is more than cost and organization, but the
timing of the research investment and its impact on
both the culture and justification for biomedical

research. The 1 percent of NIH's budget is a small
investment, but it represents the reordering of
criteria and the disruption of research-as-usual.

The Process of Megaproject Selection

From a national perspective, megaprojects are
very large projects that stand alone in the Federal
budget and cannot be subject to priority setting
within a single agency. Nor can megaprojects be
readily compared. The SSC and HOP are not big
science in the same sense. One involves construction
of a large instrument, while the other is a collection
of small projects. There also exists virtually no
scholarly literature to guide the selection of mega-
projects designed to promote the state of the art of
scientific fields.'" At issue with many megaprojects
is their contribution to science. For instance, the
Space Station has little justification on scientific
grounds:" especially when compared with the SSC
or the Earth Observing System, which have explicit
scientific rationales. At present, the Space Station
does have considerable momentum as an economic
and social project." However, many question the
uniqueness of these benefits because other projects,
such as the Earth Observing System, could certainly
provide many jobs as well. Because the problem of
selecting among science megaprojects has most in
common with the selection of complex capital
projects, timeliness (why do it now rather than
later?) and scientific and social merit must all be
considered.

The tradeoffs among these criteria are complex,
even when restricted to considerations solely within

44Bemard D. Davis, "Human Genome Project: Is 'Big Science' Bad for Biology?Yes: It Bureaucratizes, PoliticizesResearch." The Scientist, vol.

4, No. 22, Nov. 12, 1990, p. 15.

45Leroy E. Hood, "Human Genome Project: Is 'Big Science' Bad for Biology?--No: And Anyway, the IIGP Isn't 'Big Science,' " The Scieruist,

vol. 4, No. 22, Nov. 12, 1990, p. 15. For an elaboration, see Walter Gilbert, "Towards A Paradigm Shift inBiology," Nature, vol. 349. Jan. 10, 1991,

F. 99,
44See U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Mapping Our Genes: Genome ProjectiHow Big, How Fast? OTA-BA-373 (Washington.

DC: II S Government Printing Office, April 1988).

47Hood, op. cit., footnote 45. p. 13.

"The journal Technology in Society devoted one full issue in 1988 and another in 1990 to the political and social consequences of large technological

project.s, but no author discussed algorithms for selecting them. Also sec William C. Boesrnan, "Historical Perspective on Large U.S. Science Facilities,"

CRS Review, February 1988, pp. 8-10; and Peter Monaghan, "Historians Seek More Detailed Study of Big Science Projects to Inform Debate Among
Researchers and Policy Makers," The Chronicle of Higher Educanon, vol. 37. No. 14, Dec. 5, 1990, pp. AS, A8.

49For an early statement of this view, set U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Civilian Space Stations and the U.S. Future in Space

(Springfield, VA: National Technical Information Service, November 1984).

%albs momentum may be slowed by the latest statement of "no confidencc" in the scientific content of Space Station Freedom in a forthcoming
National Academy of Sciences report See David P Hamilton, "Space Station Shnnkage lb Affect Scientific Mission," Science, vol. 251. Mar, 8, 1991,

p 1167; and Eliot Marshall, "Two Thumbs Down for Space Station," Science, vol. 251, Mar. 22, 1991, p. 1421.
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In the early stages of megaproJect development, it Is often difficult to obtain firm estimates of cost because plans can change
radically. In 1982, the Earth Observing System (EOS) was conceived as a large space antenna system, as in the artist's rendering
on the left. By 1990, the conception of EOS had changed to include "platforms" in space and other features, as shown on the right.

the scientific community. One observer puts the
dilemma of weighing social and scientific merit this
way:

Scientific progress depends heavily on scientific
capital; scientific capital is built up by investments
in training, equipment, pilot research, and the
accumulation of expertise over extended periods. A
single very large project may have great scientific
and social benefits, but if it can be done only by
shutting down existing lines of research in other
areas, the opportunity lossesthe loss of the bene-
fits these lines of research would have produced, plus
the cost of duplicating in the future the capital
investments in themcan outweigh the gains from
the larger project. h is very difficult to estimate the
losses from opportunities foregone; however, we do
know that a small proportion of studies trigger the
kind of dramatic breakthroughs that transform life in
ways the original researchers themselves rarely
envision."

In addition, funds are still obligated to agencies. So
assurances notwithstanding, the research commu-
nity perceives megaprojects as new money for an

initiative that could supplant older, S&T base
programs, and would be added to agency budgets if
the megaproject did not exist.52

On a national scale, criteria and tradeoffs are even
more difficult to quantify, since completely separate
fields are represented. The social and scientific
benefits that will derive from investing in one are
incommensurable with those that would be derived
from investing in some other.53 So weighing the
scientific, technological, and development benefits
that will result from the projects will not suffice;
economic and labor benefits must also be consid-
ered. Other criteria might also include education and
training benefits, and the impact of the project on the
research community measured in per-investigator
costs. For instance, if one project will benefit only a
few researchers. while a second of similar cost will
benefit a larger number of researchers, then perhaps
the second should be favored.

One might also expect preference for megaproj-
ects that can be cost-shared internationally over
those that cannot be. This conceives of megaproject
output as a contribution to world science, i.e., as

5tRobert I.. Stout, "Evaluating Scientific Initiatives," letter, American Scientist, vol. 77, No. 3, May-June 1990, pp. 211-212. The opportunities
presented by megaprojects should be compared with the foregone benefit of little science at the margin, not on average.

52This hats been charged repeatedly about AIDS funding relative to the rest of the National Institutes of Health budget. For example, see David T.
Denhardt, "lbo Much for AIDS Research." The Washington Post, Oct. 2. 1990, p. A19.

53See, for example, I. E. Sigel et al.. "Allocating Resources Among AIDS Research Strategies," Policy Sciences, vol. 23, No. 1, February 1990, pp.
1-23. The authors asked 17 nationally known AIDS experts to estimate the marginal or inaanental value of additional funds for different AIDS research
investments in terms of some prespecified social outcomes. The information that would be gained from these different investments is incommensurable,
but their expected contribution to the pre-specified social outcome allows them to be ordered. The megaproject problem, however, is more Like judging
research investments in AIDS v. heart disease v. cancer.
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Table 5-6A Comparison of $clence Megaprojects (In blIllons of dollars)

Project

Original
cost

estimate

Most
reoent

estimate

Spent
so far
(since)

TImeframe
(years)

Hubble Telescope $0.29-0.34 a $2 --
(1973) (1978)

Space Station 8 $37 4 16

(1983) (1985)
Superconducting

Super Collider 4.4 8.6 0.35-0.43 11

(1987) (1988)
Human Genome 3 3 0.16 15

(1988) (1988)

aProject completed
NOTE: Original coot estimates do not Include inflation, while the recant estimates and the amount spent so far Include

Inflation. Hubble expenditures include development (81,5 billion) and operating casts ($0,5 billion), from fiscal
years 1978-1991. All cost estimates are rounded.

SOURCES: Based on "The Outlook In Congress for 7 Moja/ Blg Science Projects," TN Chronki of New Education,
vol. 37, No. 2, Sept 12, 1990, p. A28; Genevieve J. Knezo, "Science MegaproOrits: Status and Funding,
February 1991, CRS Report for Congress, 91-2611 SPR (Washington, DO: Congressional Research
Swvice, Mar. 12, 1991); Phil Kuntz, "Pie In the Sky: Big Sdenos is Rewfy for Blastoff," Congrassional
Ouanarly Vidifidy Raport, vol. 48, Apr. 28, 1990, pp. 1254-1280; and National Aeronautka and Space
Administration, Moe of Resources Analysis, Office of the Comptroller, personal communication, March
1991.

information appropriable by all who want it and can
benefit. The SSC would not be defined as a
competitor of CERN (the European Organization for
Nuclear Research in Geneva, Switzerland) in some
private particle race pursued by U.S. high-energy
physicists; there would also be no national objective
to keep the American rate of discovery above that of
European or Japanese physicists.54 While the pre-
vailing claim is that "priority races" are necessary
to make progress in science, cost- and information-
sharing are consistent with a view of research as an
appropriable, world public good.55

While scientific and social merit are abstract, they
provide a framework to evaluate the merits of
proposed big science projects. More concrete con-
cerns include the range of megaproject costs and
their management.

Megaproject Costs and Management

The Federal Government buys big science initia-
tives, and the initial investment may represent a
point of no return. Once the "go, no-go" decision

has been made at the national level, the commitment
is expected to be honored, no matter how much the
cost estimates or timetables for completion change.
However, criteria for consideration in the funding of
a science megaproject could conceivably include:
startup and operating costs, and likely changes in the
overall cost of the project from initial estimate to
completion. Mble 5-6 presents a comparison of four
projects, which shows that the cost estimates for
some big science projects double before they are
even begun.

Table 5-7 presents the budget authority for four
projects in fiscal years 1990 and 1991. The percent-
age increases requested are considerably larger than
the average annual increase in total budgets pro-
posed for the cognizant research agencies. The costs
incurred in future years by most megaprojects are
enormous, and it is unclear that all of the projects
currently receiving funds can be supported in
coming years.

In addition, costs for maintenance of a big science
facility once it is operational arc rarely considered.

54See S.S. Yamamoto, "A Genuine Global Partnership?" Nature. vol. 346. Aug. 23. 1990, p. 692. This has likewise been an issue in the Human
Genorne Project. since James Watson, Director of the National Institutes of Health's National Center for Human Genome Research, has been outspoken
about the disappointing level of funding and commitment to the project by the governments of Japan and Prance. See Borman, op. cit., footnote 43, p.
7. Also, the benefits of megaprojects include not only the scientific knowledge generated, but the technological know-how gained in designing and
building the in.struments.

"Two literatures are relevant herr. One is on analysis of "simultaneous multiple discoveries' and creativity in science; the other is on data sharing
and the diffusion of knowledge On the former, see Dean Keith Simonton. Scientific Genius A Psychology of Science (Cambridge, England:Cambridge
University Press. 1988); on the latter. see David S. Cordray et al., "Sharing Research Data: With Whom, When, and How Much?" paper presented at
the Public Health Service Workshop on Data Management in Biomedicai Research, Chevy Chase, MD. Apr. 25-26.1990; and Eliot Marshall, "Data
Sharing: A Declining Ethic?" Scwice. vol. 248, May 25. 1490. pp. 952, 954-955, 957.
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Table 5-7Four "Big Science" Initiatives In the Fiscal Year 1991 Budget
(estimates in millions ot current dollars)

Initiative

Fiscal year
1990

enacted

Fiscal year
1991

proposed

Proposed
percent
Inaease

Fiscal year
1991

enacted

Enacted
percent
change

Strategic Defense
Initiative $3,600 $4,500 25% $2,000 19%

Space Station 1,750 2,451 40% 1,900 9%

Superconducting
Super Collider 225 331 4 r/c, 243 8%

Human Genome 60 108 41% 88 47%

Total 5,635 7,390 31% 5,131 -9%
SOURCE: Michael E. Davey, Congressional Research Service, "Research and Development Funding: FY1991," Issue

brief 11390048. Nov. 13, 1990,

The Space Station promises to require at least $1.5
billion per year in maintenancean amount not
figured into original cost estimates.56 Much of the
maintenance support will be transported by the
Shuttle, which has proven less than reliable in recent
years. These concerns raise questions about how
realistically operations are weighed in securing
approval of megaprojects.

Another concern is the "top-down" organization
of big science projects. For example, one critic of the
I-1OP endorses both the goals and the quality of the
science so far, but calls it ". . overtargeted, over-
budgeted, overprioritized, overadministered, and

. . . micromanaged."57 In contrast, some projects
are criticized for a lack of management: "Though
over $4 billion has been spent so far on the Space
Station, it exists only as a paper design, and with
virtually no purpose beyond serving as a platform for
the glamour of man in space."54 Clearly, manage-
ment is an important consideration in megaproject
development.

Any big science project on the forefront of
expertise will involve considerable learning by

doing. Once a megaproject has been selected,
real-time evaluations of its progress can also be
carried out that give rapid feedback to those in-
volved.59 While there is no guarantee that agency
sponsors of megaprojects will listen to evaluators,
the latter can become another constituency defined
into the decisionmaking process.

In sum, megaprojects will always be selected
through a political, public process because of their
scale, lumpiness, and incommensurability. Yet, for
each initiative, as the NAS priority report leminds:
". . . it is necessary to specify the institutions,
individuals, and organizations that will be served;
the costs; the opportunities for international cooper-
ation and cost sharing; the management structure;
and the timeliness of the program."6° The cost of
investment for the Federal Government and the cost
per investigator are criteria that apply to all science
initiatives. The designations "big" and "little" are
quite variable when projected over time and relative
to the total value of an agency's portfolio. Clearly,
the process of making Federal research investments
could become more iterative, less sequential, and
better oriented to national goals. OTA next examines
an alternative to current practice.

s^Cordes op cii., footnote 14. p A214

510on Brown quoted in Roberts, op. cit . footnote 42, p 756. For example, there are now a total of six National Institutes of Ikalth-supported gamine
research centers and growing questions about acceptable costs and error rates in soqueneing a gnome befow deposit in a database. Sc4.! "New Human
lenome Centers Established," Chemical & Engineering News, vol 69, No. 6, Feb. 11, 1991, p. lb; and Leslie Roberts, "Large-Seale Sequencing Trials

Begin," Science, vol. 250, Dec 7. 1990, pp. 1336-1335

""Man.m-space- The Self-Inflicted Curse of NASA," Science & (;overnment Report, vol 20, No 13, Aug. 1, 1990, p. 4

"See k Guy and I.. Georghiou, "Real-Time Evaluation and the Management of Mission-Onente4 Research: The Evaluation of the Alvc,
Program -Aims, Achievements and lessons," unpublished paper, presented at the ECE Seminar on Evaluation in the Management of R and 0, Apr.
1-7, 1989. In addition, if real-time evaluation had been heeded in the construction of the Hubble Thlescope, for in.stance, a full-scale test of the mirror
could have been performed. See Rob Davis, "NASA Management Flaws Led Agency to Overlook Hubble Defect, Panel Finds," Wall Street Journal,
Nov 27. 1990; and William Booth. "Hubble Report Faults Builder, NASA," The Washington Post, Nov. 28, 1990, p. A8.

N)National Academy of Sciences. op. cii , footnote 17, p 11
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Research Priorities and the
"Big Picture"

Figure 5-4 depicts the projected outlays for the
science base and science megaprojects discussed
alxwe. The projected expenditures for big science
projects rise in the 1990s as an increasingly signifi-
cant portion of those for science projects as a whole.
(Since cost estimates for megaprojects tend to grow
precipitously, a similar figure that doubles those
expenditures are included for sake of comparison in
figure 5-4.61) Within the current funding climate and
that predicted for the 1990s, perhaps not all compo-
nents of the current Federal research portfolio can be
supported. Choices among science projects may
need to be made. Because of the large projected
lifetime costs associated with each megaproject,
sorting and recalibrating the costs of each earlier
rather than later would be useful.

How could such choices be made? Ideally, one
might ask that Federal funds be allocated to the
science base and then add megaprojects in order of
importance until funds are depleted. However, such
a sequential approach is not realistic. First, there is
nothing that corresponds to a single research budget.
Many countries, for example, Canada, Germany,
and Sweden, have capital budgets for all functions,
including research. If the United States had a capital
budget distinct from its operating budget, then it
could rate megaprojects against one another and
compare them with other capital investments. Sec-
ond, megaprojects are funded on an equal footing in
many agencies with other research programs. Fi-
nally, in the words of Albert Tbich, of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science:

Advocates of systematic priority setting and those
who may be called on to advise in the process need
to recognize that any such rational analysis is just
one element of the picture. Such analysis may
influence the process, but it does not determine
priorities. Other factors and other voices will and
should be heard. Political criteria are not a contami-
nant in the allocation of public resources for

research; they are absolutely essential to the demo-
cratic process and to the long-run effective function-
ing of the system.62

An annual review of commitments across catego-
ries of investment would help to gauge balance by
field, research problem, and agency contributions to
the achievement of national goals. By revisiting
these categories year after year, Federal investments
could be appraised to add and subtract from the
Nation's research portfolio.63

Once the context for priority setting is examined,
tradeoffs and choices take on another dimension.
What do U.S. society and the Federal Government
expect for their research investment? What does the
scientific community promise to deliver? The an-
swers differ among participants and over time. The
answers differ because criteria and expectations
differ, because there are plural research systems, and
because participants can influence the process of
budgeting and research decisionmaking at many
levels.

Although scientific merit and program relevance
must always be the first criteria used to judge a
research program or project's potential worth, they
cannot be the sole criteria. First, in today's research
system, there are many more scientifically meritori-
ous projects than can be funded. In its initial effort
to document stress on the Federal research system
created by an abundance of research applications,
OTA found that an increasing proportion could not
be funded by various research agencies due to
budget limitations, rather than to deficiencies of
quality." Second, rewarding scientific merit and
relevance alone can inhibit the system from prepar-
ing for the future. This problem is seen clearly in the
funding of young investigators. Since the prospec-
tive yield of new knowledge is judged by the
technical merit (e.g., soundness of design or experi-
mental protocol) of a project proposal, its scientific
creativity, and the track record of the scientist,
young investigators are at a disadvantage, and other
criteria must be weighed when evaluating their
proposals.

"Note that some estimates of niegaprojecu include only capital costs, while other include capital and operating costs.

62Alben 11. Mich, -Scientists mid Public Officials Must Pursue Collaboration 'lb Set Research Priorities,- The Scientist, vol. 4, No. 1, Feb. 5,1990,
p 17.

otTo iterate is to plan and exercise flexibility within a budget envelopomuch like a National Basketball Association team shuffling its roster to stay
under the league's imposed salary cap while enjoying a full complement of players at every position.

"U.S. Congress. Office of Thchnology Assessniern, "Proposal Pressure in the 1980s. An Indicator of Stress on the Federal Research System," staff
paper of the Science. Education, and Transponation Program, Apnl 1990.
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Figure 5-4--Cost Scenarios for the Science Sass and Select Megaprojects: Fiscal Years 1990-ZJO5

Current cost estimates for megaprojecte

3 percent growth for
science base

(megaproject funding added on)

Constant dollars

1990 1995 2000 2005

3 percent growth for total
research funding

(megaproject funding Included)

Constant dollars

1990 1995 2000 2006

Doubled current cost estimates for megaprojects

3 percent growth for
science base

(megaproject funding added on)

3 percent growth for total
research funding

(megaproject funding included)

Constant doliare Constant dollars

1990 1996 2000 2005 1990 1996

Science base ss Human genome SSC EOS Space station

Ill".-11--.
2000 2006

KEY: SSCuSuperconductkig Super Collider; EOS.nEerth Observing System.
NOTE; Those figures are schematic represontetions of projected costs for science projects. In the figures on the left, the edema base is projected to grow

at an annual rat of 3 percent above inflation. In the figures on the right, total research tuning Is projected to grow 3 percent above inflation. The cost
stimates forth* megaprojects are based on data from "The OuSook In Congress for 7 Major Big Scionoe Projects," The Chronicle ol Higher Education,
vol. 37, No. 2. Sept. 12, 1990, p. A28; and Genevieve J. Knezo, "Science Megaprojeots: Status and Funding, February 1991," CAS Report lor
Congress, 91-258 SPR (Washington, DC: Congressional Research &Mike, Mar. 12, 1091).

SOURCE; Olfioe of Technology Assessment. 1991.
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There is a role for Congress to set priorities across
and within categories of science and engineering
research. The application of criteria that augment
"scientific merit" and "program relevance"
which are today's judgments of qualitywould
clarify tomorrow's objectives of research invest-
ment. As discussed in chapter 1, broadly stated, there
are two such criteria: strengthening education and
human resources (i.e., increasing the number and
diversity of participants); and building regional and
institutional capacity (including economic develop-
ment by leveraging Federal research support).° Both
sets address the future capability of the research
system in response to national needs, and both can
be employed in mainstream and set-aside programs.

Conclusions
Since progress begets more opportunities for

research than can be supported, setting research
priorities may be imperative for the success of
science in the 1990s.66 And while the questions raised
in this chapter have a familiar ringhow should
Federal monies for research be spent? which oppor-
tunities for scientific advance merit funding now?
who should decide?the search for a framework to
judge criteria of choice has grown urgent. In the
pluralistic and decentralized system of research
decisionmaking, sponsorship, and performance,
there are ample voices to justify most any hierarchy
of programs and projects on the grounds of "social"
or "scientific" merit. The question of what do U.S.
society and the Federal Government want for their
research investments has many answers.

Long before the onset of stringency in Federal
discretionary funding, priority setting was an inte-
gral part of the regular budget process:

By the time any budget for science has been
pulled apart by function in the budget committees,
by agency in the legislative committees, and by
appropriations bills in the appropriations committees

(in both House and Senate at each of these levels)
and reassembled among the various other programs
of veterans' benefits, sewage treatment grants, and
agricultural price supports, its internal priorities will
be unrecognizable.°

The problem is not a lack of priority setting. The
problem is implementing priorities in the name of
national goals and scientific needs. How can that be
achieved?

Some observers of the current priority-setting
process have suggested improvements to the process
that are structural, in particular centralizing the
budget process and intensifying research planning
within and across the agencies. This would make the
tradeoffs more explicit and less ad hoc, and the
process more transparent. At a minimum, multiyear
budgeting and an agency crosscutting budgetary
analysis (proponents like NAS say) could reduce
uncertainty in budgeting.°

'11) ensure that priorities are set, some persons,
committees, or bodies of the Federal Government, in
addition to the President, must be invested with the
power to set priorities. Agency managers are already
performing this function at a program level, with
oversight from the legislative branch. At the highest
level of decisionmaldng, however, a crosscutting
function is required. In the executive branch, OSTP
and OMB are the only actors with the ability to play
such a sweeping role. Without additional legislative
initiatives, however, OSTP is hampered by the
powerlessness of its advisory position. And OMB,
which has been serving a crosscutting function in the
executive branch, is not receptive to incorporating
debate and public decisionmaking on these issues.
Congress already serves, in part, a crosscutting
priority-setting function. However, Congress has
traditionally been reticent to set priorities. Sugges-
tions have been made to strengthen Congress' hand
in research decisionmaking through structural

65Some agency programs already incorporate these criteria. Tbey are explicitly in use, for example, at the National Science Foundation (NSF) (though

not in every program or directorate) and there have bear no claims that scientific Malt bL1 been compromised. At other agencies, however these alteria
are seen as uot as important to the research mission (OTA interviews, spring 1990). At the same time, set-aside programs at NSF and elsewhere underscore
the continuing need for "sheltered competitions" for researchers who do not fare well in malo.stream disciplinary programs.

66Brooks writes: "Today many of the same negative signals thst existed in 1971 am again evident. Will science recover to experience a new era of

prosperity as it did beginning in the late seventies. or has the day of reckoning that so many predicted finally arrived?" Harvey Brooks, "Can Science

Survive in the Modern Age? A Revisit After Twenty Years." National Forum, vol. 71, No. 4. fall 1990, p. 33.

"'Mich, op. cit., footnote 62, p. 18.

68This was, of course, prior to the 1990 budget summit and passage of tbc Deficit Control Act discussed in ch. 3. The National Academy of Sciences

discussion is nevertheless instructive. Ste National Academy of Sciences. op. cit.. footnote 17, pp. 11-16, especially table 2. Also see U.S. General

Accounting Office, U.S. Science and Engineering Base. A Synthesis of Concerns Abous Budges and Policy Developmens, GAO/RCED-87-65

(Washington, DC: March 1987). especially pp. 22-56.
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change in the budget process, and there has been an
evolution toward greater congressional activism.
However, Congress may wish to strengthen its
current role as the final arbiter of priorities and invest
others with the discretion to propose priorities.

Whatever Federal body is designated as having
the authority of initial choice, its task should extend
at a minimum to the iterative planning and appraisal
of accounts that results in: a) limiting the number of
(or budget commitment entailed by) megaproject
initiatives, and b) making tradeoffs among research
fields in the S&T base. For instance, the broad field
of the life sciences has received substantial increases
in funding over the last 15 years, while other fields
have climbed more slowly. Seen as part of the
Federal research portfolio, the life sciences could be
stabilized in funding, while certain other fields,
ranked according to other criteria (e.g., training of
students), could be slated for augmented funding.
Already included in most research decisionmaking
are criteria based first and foremost on scientific
merit. OTA suggests that two other criteria could be
added to scientific merit. These criteria emphasize
planning for the futurestrengthening education
and human resources, and building regional and
institutional capacity. Education, human resources,
and regional and institutional capacity are valid
outcomes of Federal research investments. Progress

toward achieving national objectives that incorpo-
.

rate these criteria should be monitored with congres-
sional oversight.

Reordering the criteria of choice changes the
process and the expectations of returns from the
investment in research. Such reconfiguration, per-
haps seen most clearly in big science projects,
demonstrates how embedded science and tecnnol-
ogy have become in the myriad needs of the Nation.
These initiatives are appropriated by political actors
because they are much more than cutting-edge
research. They represent "real money"in jobs,
industrial development, innovation, trade, and pres-
tige regionally, nationally, and internationally. This
is why the constituencies for them are broad and why
they remain controversial within their respective
research communities years after having been pro-
posed and the down payment made by the Federal
Government.

Enhanced priority setting could be the 1990s'
expression of the post-World War 11 social contact
that bound science to government. However, greater
priority setting in science is no panacea for the
problem of research funding. It is a partial response
to the problem of how the Federal research system
can make choices in the coming decade. Another
response of comparable urgencyunderstanding
and coping with research expendituresis dis-
cussed in chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6

Understanding Research Expenditures

University research is a smokestack industry. That the research university's capital
costs are small and easy to cope with is a myth.

Introduction
Many researchers state that the problem with

research funding in the United States is that it has not
kept pace with inflation. "Inflation" in this context
refers not to inflation in the Gross National Product,
but to the rise in apparent research costs. Several
factors contribute to research expenditures, but the
most notable is the sheer size of the enterprise.

Contributing to confusion over the issue of costs
in research are the numerous and sometimes incon-
sistent meanings of "costs," and the lack of a
suitable measure of "research." Specific research
activities generally become cheaper to complete
with time, due to increasing productivity, for exam-
ple, of computers and other technologies. However,
advances in technology and knowledge also allow
deeper probing of more complex scientific problems
and create demand for greater resources. Because
success in the research environment depends heavily
on "getting there first," there is clear advantage to
having the financial support to acquire additional
staff and cutting-edge technology. Thus, competi-
tion drives up demand for funding. In this sense, the
demand for more resources (costs of research) will
continue to outpace any increases in Federal fund-
ing. (For a more complete discussion, see chapter 1.)

William F. Massy'

Available data suggest that an increase in the
number of scientists supported by Federal funds
combined with real growth in their salaries and
benefits have figured heavily into total Federal
expenditures.2 In recent years growth in research
budgets (i.e., support) has also been accompanied by
a growth in researcher's expectations (i.e., demand).
In addition to increased competition through the
1980s for available agency research funding,3 re-
search expenditures on scientific projects (both
direct and indirect) have grown, generally above the
rate of inflation. Some claim that research requires
more expenditures today because of complexity:
what was done yesterday can often be done cheaper
today, but "tomorrow's science" may cost more. As
understanding of natural and social phenomena
increases, the questions to be answered become
more intricate, resulting in increased expenditures or
"sophistication inflation."4 Complying with in-
creasing layers of regulation has also been cited as
responsible for increased expenditures.5

Unfortunately, few systematic analyses have been
performed to evaluate these claims. Complicating
questions on the cost of research are incomplete and
murky data or research expenditures. Definitions of
what is being measured over time are straightfor-
ward, but the activity that they purport to capture is
constantly changing. In addition, much of the
current debate over expenditures takes place within

'William F. Massy. "Capital investment for the Future of Biomedical Research. A Uffiversity Chief Fulancial Officer's View,' Aradenue Medicine.
vol. 64. August 1989. p. 43 I.

2Researchers arc now submitting more proposals to unprok c their chances of maintaining or increasing previous stir/pin I. els National Science
Foundation, "NSF Vital Signs: Trends in Research Support FY 80 89," dntft report. November, 1990, p 3 The 'stational Science Foundation (NSF)
found that the average ninnber of proposals subrmtted by an investigator to win one NSF award had risen from about 1.5 to 1.7. NSF notesthat these

data do not address the extent to which the increase in proposal submissions to NSF is the iesult of percdved difficulty in winning awards or other factors

such ics growth m the population of research fields or greater pressure to win awards for professional Avitmenient.

S Congress, Office of lkhnology Assessment, "Propos it Pressure in the 1980s An Indicutor of Stress on the Federal Research System." staff
paper ot the Science. Klucation, and Transportation Program, April 1990

4Seieni e The End of the tt ontier9 a report from I ron M Lederman. president-elect, to the Board of Directors of the American Associationfor the
Advancement of Science (Washington. DC. Americau Association for the &haft:mein of Science. lanuiuy 1991), p 6, and D Allan Bromley.

"Keynote Addre-is.' tenet. and Technology and the Chwigeng World Order_ colloquium proceedings. Apr. 12. 199<l, SD Sauer (ed.) (Washington.

IX' American Association for the Advancement of Science. 1)901 p II
5Nation3 Science Foum1aoon. Scientific and I. ngineering Researi h hi dines at llruyersifies and Colleges 1490 asturigton. DC September

l94)C.p
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the context of agency budget constraints and pres-
sures felt by research performers. Determining what
is an adequate amount of Federal money for the
conduct of research is not easy, and is only
compounded by confusion over true costs.6

Analysis of expenditures for the conduct of
research focuses on what Federal agencies are
willing to spend for personnel, facilities, and instru-
mentation, but gives neither an accurate picture of
what the needs are nor whether expenditures are
being totally recovered by the research performers.7
Individual components of the research budget have
not risen significantly, with the exception of salaries
and fringe benefits. However, more scientists and
engineers are doing research; they are getting paid
more for their work, and they are spending more.
Annual expenditures, including operating, equip-
ment, and capital (facilities) spending per full-time
equivalent investigator, are estimated to have in-
creased from $85,000 (1988 dollars) in 1958 to
about $170,000 by the late 1960s, where they
leveled off through the 1970s. In the 1980s, expendi-
tures rose to $225,000 (see figure 6-1).

Thus, an academic scientist today spends almost
three times as much (in real terms) for research as in
1958. Figure 6-2 shows that expenditures have risen
in every component (personnel, facilities, equip-
ment, students, other) for three decades. However,
available data point to personnel and indirect cost
expenditures as the most important components of
increases. Personnel expenditures have less account-
ing flexibility: unlike facilities and instrumentation
costs, they cannot be deferred or depreciated.8
Federally supported academic research is salary
intensive. This leads to salaries and fringe benefits

affecting the direct cost equation more than nonper-
sonnel items.

Indirect costs have been rising faster than direct
costs. Academic institutions claim that is because
tJ more expensive items, such as facilities and
aurninistration, more often fall into the indirect cost
category, while controllable expenditures, such as
research personnel and graduate students, fall into
the direct cost line. The confusion about indirect v.
direct costs of research is, in part, complicated by
philosophical differences about where expenditures
should be assignud. For at least the past 20 years, a
debate has been carried on between university
administrators and Federal granting agencies over
who should pay for what in academic-based re-
search. Although the grant is for research, it is signed
with an institution, which incurs expenditures be-
yond the scope of the research being performed. It
has been the practice of the Federal Government to
consider research as integral to the university
mission and, therefore, its cost should be shared by
both parties.9

This chapter looks at the issue of research
expenditures from two perspectivesthe Federal
Government as funder, and the research university as
performer.° Availelle data concerning specific
budget items (e.g., salaries, instrumentation, indirect
costs, and facilities) are presented. These data are
collected by granting agencies and tend to reflect
agency expenditures rather than actual costs to the
researcher. Expenditures, as recognized from the
perspective of the university research performer, are
also discussed as a component of financial planning,
proposal-writing strategies, and changing expecta-
tions.

6For an illustration, see Daniel P.. Koshland, "The linderside of Overhead." Science. vol. 248, May I 1, 1990, p. 645; and letters, published as "The
Overhead Question,' in response to Koshland's editorial, Science, vol. 249, July 6, 1990, pp. 10-13.

'Analysis is confounded by ihe expenditure accounting schemes that vary from research institution to institution, making comparisons both difficult
and perilous. For an attempt to compare expenditures at two public and two private universities associated with the performance of National Scitree
Foundation-funded research, see G.W. Baughman, "Impact of Inflation on Research Expenditures of Selected Academic Disciplines 1967-1983," report
prepared for the National Science Foundation IA the Winona! Center for Educational Statistics, Nov. 8, 1985. Also see Research ASSOCiateS of
Washington, Higher Education Price Indexes: 1990 Update (Washington, DC: 1990).

'Tor at least the fifth consecutive year, faculty salaries have increased more than the cost of living. From November 1989 to Noveraber 1990, the
consumer price index increased 6.3 percent. During that same period, averiq..fliculty pay increased 7.1 percent. Reported in "Faculty Pay and the Cost
of Living," chart, The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 37. No. 17, Jan. 97 1991, p. A15.

'Mk practice fuels what is known as the "full cost recovery" debate. See Stephen P. Strickland, Resew- .h and the Health of Americans (Lexington,
MA: Lexington Books, 1978).

lExpenditures in industnrq research arc not considered here, but have been addressed m two other OTA rr()orts. Sec U.S. Congress, Ohice of
lischnology Assessment, Makind Things Better: Competing in Manufacturing, OTA-ITE-443 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office,
February 1990); and Government Policies 4 4 Pharmaceutical Research and Development (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office,
forthcoming 1991).
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Figure 6-1Academic R&D Expenditures per FTE
investigator by lype of Expenditure: 195848

(In thousands of 1988 dollars)

1988 dollars (In thousands)

Figure 6-2Estimated Cost Components of
U.S. Academic R&D Budgets: 195848

(in billions of 1988 dollars)

1988 dollars (in billions)

1958 1963 1968 1973 1978 1983 1988

Operating funds *-- Equipment

9" R&D facilities

NOTE: Constant dollars were calculated using the GNP impildt Price
Deflator.

DEFINITION OF TERMS: Operating funds refer to current fund expendi-
tures for academic research and development (R&D) activities that
arseeparately budgetedandaccountedfor, Including expenditures
forseniorscientistand grackaatestudent compensation, otherdlrect
costs, and indirect costs emaciated with conduct of academic
research. Equipment Includes reported expenditures of separately
budgeted current funds for the purchase of academic research
equipment, and estimated mpital expenditures for fixed or built-In
research equipment. R&D facilities Indude estimated capital ex-
penditures for academic research facilities. Full-time equivalent
(FTE) investigators include those scientists and enginoers conduct-
ing funded (separately budgeted) academic R&D; the FTE is an
estimate, de.../ed from the friction of faculty time spent Iv +hose
research activities, nonfaculty scientists and engineers employet
to conduct research in campus fadlities (except federally funded
R&D centers), and postdoctoral researchers working In academics
institutions.

SOURCE: Government-University-Industry Research Roundtable, Sci-
ence and Technology in the kadornic Enterprise: Status,
Trends and issues (Washington, DC; National Academy Press,
1989), figure 2-46.

1956 1983 1968 1973 1978 1083 1988

--I Senior Graduate
solar-flats students

-e- Indirect Equipment Facilities

Other direct

NOTE: Constant dollars were calculated using the GNP Implicit Price
Deflator.

DEFINITION OF TERMS: Estimated personnel costs for senior scientists
and graduate studonts include salaries and fringe benefits, such as
insurance and retirement contributions. Other direct costs include
such budget Items ao materials and supplies, travel, subcontrac-
tors, computer services, publications, consultants, and participant
support costs. Indirect costa Ind tide gen oral administration, depart-
ment edministration, building operation and maintenance, depred
ation and uso, spsneored-research projects administration, librar-
ies, and student services administration. Equipment coats Indude
reported expendituree of separately budgeted current funds Scythe
purchase of research equipment, and estimated capital expendi-
tures forfIxed or built-in resoan:h equipment. Facilities costs indudo
estimated capital expendlturas for research fadlities, including
facilities constructed to house scientific apparatus.

DATA: National Sdence Foundation, Division of Policy Research and
Analysis. Database: CASPAR. Some of the data v.lthln this
database are estimates, incorporated where there are discontinul-
ties within data series or gaps In data collection. Pilmary data
source: National Science Foundation, Division of Science Re-
sources Studies, Surveyof Scientific and Engineering Expenditures
atUniversitiesandColleges;National Institutes ofilealth, America n
Assodat Ion of University Professors; National Association of State
Universities and Lend-Grant Colleges.

SOURCE: Government-University-Industry Research Roundtable, Sci-
ence and Technology in the Academic Enterprise: Status,
Trends and issues (Washington, Di National Acaderny Press,
1989), figure 2-43.
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Photo mull: Research Mingle Institute

The cost of complying with regulations of research
procedures and equipment is one of a long list of changing
expenditures for Federal research. However, indirect costs

and salaries are the largest expenditures in federally
funded research.

Expenditures From the Federal
Perspective

This section explores what is known about
research expenditures from the perspectives and
databases of two granting agenciesthe National
Science Foundation (NSF) and the National Insti-
tutes of Health (NIH). It also includes a discussion
of cost data collected by NSF pertaining to all
Fedelral research and development (R&D) (as that is
the level at which the available data are aggregated),
as well as analyses conducted by the National
Academy of' Sciences and other cost analysts.

Direct v. Indirect Costs

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
guidelines for indirect costs include those that are

incurred for common or joint objectives and there-
fore cannot be identified readily and specifically
with a particular sponsored project, an instructional
program, or any other institutional activity." Indi-
rect costs reflect the contractual arrangements be-
tween the agency and a particular university, regard-
less of actual expenditures at that university. The
rate is negotiated based on allowable charges, past
experiences, and expectations for the period under
negotiation. The indirect cost ratio is the proportion
of total award budget applied to indirect costs. In
general, all research agencies pay the same indirect
cost rate at a given institution (the Department of
Apiculture is the exception in that formulas are
used). Direct costs are those that can be identified
with a particular sponsored project, instructional
program, or any other institutional activity; or that
can be directly assigned to such activities with a high
degree of accuracy.

The guidelines for calculating costs were devel-
oped in conjunction with OMB Circular A-21 and
have been in force since 1979. OMB also specifies
the method for calculating the indirect portion of
salaries and wages paid to professional employees.
A requirement exists for assigned workload to be
incorporated into the official records and for that
system to reflect 100 percent of the work for which
the employee is being compensated.12 Thus, the
record should show the percentage of time spent on
research, teaching, and administrative duties.

Every major research university has an indirect
rate established for the current fiscal year for
recovery of costs associated with sponsored re-
search. These rates have evolved over many years as
a result of direct interaction and negotiation with the
cognizant Federal agency. There is a wide range of
indirect cost rates among universities, with most
noticeable differences between public and private
institutions; rates tend to be higher at private
institutions.13 Rates vary because of: 1) real and
significant differences in facilities-related expendi-
tures, 2) tacit or overt underrecovery by some
universities, 3) imposition of arbitrary limits by

11U. S . Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Biomedical Research and Development Price Index: Report to the National Institutes
of Health (Washington. DC: Mar. 30, 1990).

p. 18. Aiso see U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, The Regulatory Environment for Science. OTA-TM-SET. 34 (Springfield,
VA; National lbchnical infomiation Service. February 1986), pp. 73-76.

"Rcp. John Dingell's Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations launched in late fall 1990 an investigation of indirect
cost practices at universities, beginning with Stanford. See Marcia Barinaga, "Stanford Sails Into a Storm," Science, vol. 250, Dec. 21, 1990, p. 165 I:
' Government Inquiry," Stanford Observer, November-December 1990, pp. 1, 13; and Marcia Barinaga, "Indirect Costs. How Does Stanford Cominue
With Its Peen," Sc..'nce, vol. 251. Feb. 15, 1991, pp. 734-'35.
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Figure 6-3Indirect Cost Ratios for NSF and Nt 11:
196688 (Indirect cost as a percent of total R&D cost)

In percent
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KEY: NIH-National Institutes of Health; NSF-National Science Founda-
tion.

SOURCE; National Science Foundation, Policy Research and Analysis
Division, estimates based on unpublished NIH and NSF data,
1990.

some governilient agencies in the negotiation pro-
cess, and 4) diversity in assigning component
expenditures as direct or indirect."

Figure 6-3 indicates the trends in indirect costs a.s
a proportion of total research expenditures for NTI-I
and NSF. In part, the ratios vary because N111
separates direct and indirect costs, and proposals are
evaluated based mainly on direct costs. NSF, on the
other hand, considers total costs in making an award
(usually after merit review).

Confusion about the relationship between the
indirect cost rate and what is allowable for admims-

14.

Phob crock Univorsity of Mishigan

indirect cost rates vary in part because of differences in
campus facilities. The University of Michigan, pictured

here, devotes many of Its facilities to research.

trative and student service components reflects the
difficulty of separating expenditures along lines of
research, instruction, and other functions." Equip-
ment and facilities-related components of the rate
seem to be less controversial, perhaps because of
better documentation of expenses in these areas.
Some have advocated that two rates should be
calculated for indirect costsone for facilities and
equipment, and one for all other components, such
a! administrative, library, and student services.16
This view has considerable relevance as universities
renovate or replace aging facilities and equipment,

Aggregate Expenditure Data for Personnel,
Facilities, and Equipment

Expenditures for facilities and equipment are
frequently cited as a drain on the academic financial
resource base. These data, however, mix actual and
planned expenditures. As universities compete
against industry and each other for resources,
funding needs grow, as does spending. Competition
in the university environment has also driven up the
"set up" price of the average scientist." Data on
salaries and personnel are more reliable because

"Association of American Universities, Indirect Costs Associated With Federal Support of Research on University Campuses Some Suggestions for
Change (Washington, DC: December 1988).

11Eleanor C. 'Thomas and Leonard L. Lederman, Directorate for Scientific, 'Ibchnological. and International Affairs, National Science Foundation,
"Indirect Costs of Federally Funded Academic Research," unpublished report. Aug. 3, 1984, p. 1.

"'Association of American Universities, op. cit., footnote 14.

"lbe Government-University-Industry Research Roundtable, Science and 7echnology in the Academic Enterprise : Status, Trends. and Issues
(Washington, DC: National Academy Press, 1989), p. 2-33.
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these cost categories cannot be deferred and are
documented annually.

Personnel

For the past three decades, personnel expenditures
have accounted for about 45 percent of total costs of
academic research charged to the Federal Govern-
ment, consistently the largest share of the budget.
Salaries have been on the rise and from 1981 to 1988
the number of scientists and engineers employed in
academic settings increased steadily from about
275,000 to almost 340,000.18 Increased numbers of
investigators and rising salaries (and the benefits
that go with them) have driven up the price of the
personnel component of direct cost3. In future years,
it is anticipated that the personnel component of
research budgets will rise further due to a faster rate
of inflation in salaries than in other categories such
as equipment and facilities." And the fiscal year
1991 appropriation for NSF lifted the $95,000
annual salary cap on principal investigators that can
be charged to a grant.2°

The patterns for spending on graduate students
mirror that for principal investigators. Increases in
the number of graduate students supported, how-
ever, were larger than the growth in the number of
scientists due to a greater reliance on the research
grant as a support mechanism.21

Research Facilities Construction and
Renovation

Research facilities may be defmed as the environ-
ment within which research is conducted, as op-
posed to research instruments, or the tools that
scientists and engineers use to collect data. Facilities
currently receive about 10 percent of the Federal

R&D budget compared to about 6 percent at the
beginning of the 1980s.22 Most of the data available
on scientific and engineering research facilities are
collected by NSF on a biennial basis in response to
the 1986 National Science Foundation Authoriza-
tion Act (Public Law 99-159). The act required NSF
to design, establish, and maintain a data collection
and analysis capability for the purpose of identifying
and assessing the research facilities needs of univer-
sities and colleges. Data are not available before
1986. The assessments are based in part on esti-
mates, relying on reported capital projectsboth
actual and plannedand anticipated spending for
construction and repairs of research facilities.23
Actual expenditure data are derived from expendi-
tures in previous years.

In constant 1988 dollars, annual capital expendi-
tures for academic science and engineering facilities
nearly tripled during the "golden age" from $1.3
billion in 1958 to $3.5 billion a decade later.
Expenditures dropped to $1 billion in 1979 (1988
dollars) and stand at $2 billion in 1988. Presently,
the Federal share of facilities funding is 11 percent,
down from a high of 32 percent in the 1960s. 24

In 1986-87, academic institutions initiated major
repair and renovation projects in academic research
space totaling $840 million. In 1988-89, this figure
rose to $1.04 billion.° Estimated deferral rates for
repair and renovation are $4.25 for every dollar spent
in 1990, up from $3.60 in 1988.2'

Institutions' spending for new construction of
research facilities was expected to grow from $2.0
billion in 1986-87 to $3.4 billion in 1988-89, an
average increase of about 30 percent per year." A
1990 update revealed that costs for 1988-89 new

p. 2-34. based on National Science Foundation data.

oNational Science Foundation, The State of Academic Science and Engineering (Washington, DC: 1990), pp. 119-149. Of course, pentonnel
expenditures would be much higher if full salary and fringe benefits were charged to the Federal Government. Most universities absorb a substantial
poition of such expenditures. Some agency programs will pay for only 2 to 3 summer months. Leonard Lederman, Dirxtorate for Scientific,
lbchnological, and International Affairs, National Science Foundation, personal communication, December 1990.

23"NSF Back 'lb Normal After Budget Pause," Chemical it Engineering News, vol. 68, No. 48, Nov. 26, 1990, p. 12.

21National Sience Foundation, op. cit., footnote 19, pp. 124-125.

22:bld.. pp.134-139.

23According to National Science Foundation commentators on this October 1990 OTA draft chapter, estimates of 'need" denote deferral of facilities
expenditures (both new construction and repair/renovation projects), not an institutional "wish list." National Science Foundation staff. personal
communication, December 1990.

24Government-University4ndusuy Research Roundtable, op. cit., footnote 17, pp. 2-28, 2-29.

25National Science Foundation, op. cit.. footnote 5, p. xvii.

261bid., p. six.

22Natiortal Ssience Fou- n. Scientific and Engineering Research Facilities at Universities and Colleges 1988 (Washington, DC: September
1988).
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Figure 14Total Expenditures and Unit Costs for Recent and Planned Academic
Capital Projects: 1996-91

Total expenditures

Dollars (in billions)
4.0-
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NOTE: Estimates of research space are based on net assignable square feet assigned to organized research.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Scientific and Engineering Research Facilles at UnivensiNes and Colleges:
1G90, final report, NSF 90-319 (Washington, DC: 1990), chart 4, and p. A-10.

construction projects totaled only $2.5 billion,
consid, rably less than projected.28 Private institu-
tions among the top 50 recipients of Federal R&D
funds report considerably higher spending levels
than public institutions, both for construction and
repair and renovation. The reverse is true among
institutions not in the top 50, where spending levels
are higher at public institutions.29

The unit cost of new construction (the cost per net
square foot) grew in real terms from $207 in 1986-87
to $231 in 1988-89, an increase of about 12 percent
per year (see figure 6-4). Construction expenditure
increases of this magnitude, which are above the rate
of inflation, are attributed in part to changing
technical and regulatory requirements such as ani-

mal quarters,30 biohazard containment safeguards,
and toxic waste disposal facilities. These regulatory
requirements are especially relevant to the medical
and biological sciences, but vaty with the institu-
tional setting in which the research is conducted.3i

The proportion of Federal support for construc-
tion is about 11 percent in private institutions and 8
percent in public institutions (see figure 6-5). The
Federal Government also pays for renovation and
repair costs in part through the indirect cost rate, and
in 1988, the Federal Government supplied nearly $1
billion to support university infrastructure through
indirect costs. Almost 20 percent was for facilities
depreciation, while the rest was recovered for

2sNational Science Foundation. op. cit., footnote 5 Th.: report suggests that inability to obtain sufficient funding mu+ the principal reason given by
Wstitutions for postponing or scaling back planned construction projects.

29lbk1.. pp. 19-24.

3()The Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration estimates that new rt.gulations for animal care will cost $40.000 to s70000 per grant
for the care of primates and dogs. See Constance Holden, "A Preemptive Strike for Animal Reseatch." Science, vol. 244, Apr. 28, 1989. pp. 415-416.

An American Association of Medical Colleges survey of 126 medical schools estimated that animal rights actis ides cost U.S. medical schools
approximately i17.6 million for increased security, insurance, recordkeeping, aad compliance over the last 5 years; As reported in Washington Fax, July
23, 1990.

31Office of Technology Assessment, op. cit.. ft.x. triote 12, v,p. 83-96. Also sec Plulip £1. Abelson. "Federal Impediments to Scientific Research,"
Science, vol. 25 t , 14, 1991, p. 605 Abelson estimates that the Fedora! Government imposed indx-e Urn 23 administrative reporting requirements
on universities during tf.y.. 1980s.
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Figure 64Relative Sources of Funds for Research Facilities: Academic Capital
Projects Begun in 1986-89

28%

28%

27%

Private institutions
($2.1 billion)

Sources of funds

11111 Federal Government

State/local government

E.:3 Private donations

22%

Public institutions
($4.2 billion)

Institutional funds

FT Debt financing
[ I Other sources

8%

9%

NOTE: Percentages may not total 100 due to rounding.

SOURCE: National Se lance Foundation, Scientific and Engineering Research Facilities at Universities and Colleges:
1980. final report NSF 90-318 (Washington, DC: 1990), chart 6.

operation and maintenance costs.32 In absolute
terms, Federal funds for new construction of re-
search space more than doubled over the 1986 to
1989 period, and the increase was seen primarily at
public institutions.

Equipment and Instrumentation

There is one comprehensive source of data on
research equipment and instrumentation expendi-
tures. The National Survey of Academic Research
Instruments and Instrumentation Needs is a congres-
sionally mandated, triennial survey program to
monitor trends in academic research. It is sponsored
jointly by NIH and NSF, and has been completed
twice, first in 1983-84 and again in 1986-87.33 A
new survey is in progress. The survey collects data
about expenditures, funding, and use of' major

research instruments (costing $10,000 to $1 million)
in engineering, and in the agricultural, biological,
computer, environmental, and physical sciences.
Information is collected about both quantitative and
qualitative changes in in-use instrumentation and
equipment.

Results from these surveys show that there is
substantial turnover in the national stock of in-use
academic research equipment. About one out of
every four systems in research use in 1982-83 was no
longer being used for research by 1985-86, and about
two out of five systems in research use in 1985-86
had been acquired in the 3-year period since the
baseline data were obtained.34 Computer science had
the most rapid rate of expansion in stock (up 138
percent over the 1982 to 1986 period), with slow

32Facilities have contributed greatly to the rising indirect cost reimbursements. Over the period 1982 to 1988, the Federal support of university
infrastnicture through indirect rost recovery grew by over 70 petcent in real tenns See "Enhancing Research and Expanding the Human Frontier,"
Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 1992 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1991), pp. 61-62. This document further
states that: "Each academic institunon must provide a certification that its research facilities arc adequate (to perform the research proposed) as a
condition of accepting research grants.... Ube] $12 billion of needed, but unfunded capital projects has not had an apparent effect on the ability of
universities to accept Fderal research funds." The $12 billion estimate cornes from the 1990 National Science Foundation survey of universities.

"National Science Foundation, Academic Research Equipment in Selected Science/Engineering Fields. 1982-83 to 1985-86, SRS 88-D1
(Washington, DC: June 1988).
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Researcher uses a CT scanner. State-of-the-art
equipment often enables researchers to push the frontiers

of scientific knowledge.

growth in mechanical engineering (up 23 percent)
and materials science (22 percent). The data indicate
that Federal and non-Federal expenditures for aca-
demic research equipment increased from $393
million (1982 dollars) in 1980 to $704 million in
1987.35 Yet the mean purchase price per system for
all in-use equipment in 1985-86 was $36,800,
basically unchanged from 1982-83 (up only 1

percent after inflation). Computer science was the
only field to show a substantial real change in the
mean price per unit of in-use instrumentation,
dropping 22 percent after adjusting for inflation.36

Federal involvement in funding academic re-
search equipment declined somewhat from 1982-83
to 1985-86. Fifty-five percent of all systems in use
in 1986 were acquired either partly or entirely with
Federal funding support, down from 60 perceet in
1982-83. Despite this relative decline, Federal
support for in-use research equipment increased 30
percent in real dollar terms, from $663 million in
1982-83 to $906 million in 1985-86.37 Data for

select Federal funding sources are displayed in table
6-1. Not unexpectedly, funding for equipment under
development, or considered state-of-the-art, grew at
higher rates than existing systems. Qualitative
upgrading (e.g., incremental improvement in the
power and capability of existing equipment), how-
ever, varies across fields, e.g., chemistry experi-
enced more upgrading than agricultural sciences.

Despite pronounced increases and improvements
in equipment stocks in he 1980s, 36 percent of
department heads still describe their equipment as
inadequate (to conduct state-of-the-art research). In
general, the survey data reveal that equipment stocks
have been substantially replenished and refurbished
during the period of 1982 to 1986 in all of the fields
studied and in all types of institutions. There have
been substantially increased levels of support for
instrumentation from all sources, with most of this
increased support coming from the colleges and
universities themselves, as well as from businesses,
private donors, and State governments. In relative
terms, computer science was the greatest beneficiary
of the overall increase in instrumentation support,
particularly from Federal sources, with engineering
suffering the most. Among all Federal sources of
equipment support, NSF provided the largest share
(33 purcent of the total).38

Within the biological sciences, biochemistry
more than doubled its equipment stocks between
1984 and 1987, the fastest rate of growth of any
major biological field. There appears to be an
increasing need in the biological sciences for big-
ticket items costing over $50,000 (1934 and 1987
prices fol. some items are shown in table 6-2). The
percentage of department heads reporting equipment
in this range as being their top priority for more
Federal funding increased from 20 percent to 35
percent from 1984 to 1987.39

Expenditures for equipment were $200 million
(1988 dollars) in 1958, rose to $600 million in the
1960s, fell to below $400 million in the 1970s, and

"Ibid., p. 17.

16Some universities, however, spend more on equipment than others The top 20 research and development universities had in stock an average of
$27.9 million worth of louse equipment in the 1985-86 academic year. The average for the neM 154 institutions was $6.9 million. National Science
Foundation. 1989, op. cit., footnote 19, pp. 130-133.

37Nationa1 Science Foundation, op. cit., footnote 33, p 17

35Federal agencies provided 46 percent of the funding for biological science equipment use in 1987: the 'National Institutes of Health provided 76
percent of the Federal share. Ibid., pp. 59-64.

39U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, National Institutes of Health. Academic Research Equipment and Equipment Needs in the
Biological Sciences 19M-1987 (Washington. DC: June i 989), pp. 8- I through 8-10.
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Table 6-1Selected Sources of Funding for 1985-86 National Stock of in-use Research Equipment and
Percent Change From 1982-83,6 by Field (In millions of 1985-86 dollars)

Field

Total
research

equipment NSF NIH DOD DOE

State/
university

funds
Bus1ness
donations

Computer science $100 (85%) $26 (123%) $1 (UE) $20 (99%) 41 (UE) $25 (38%) $20 (61%)

Engineering: 372 (34%) 38 (1%) 5 (UE) 59 (16%) 17 (15%) 135 (35%) 81 (47%)

Electrical 110 (59%) 11 (4%) 1 (UE) 23 (11%) 2 (UE) 30 (142%) 36 (187%)

Mechanical 71 (32%) 7 (-12%) <1 (UE) 16 (23%) 1 (UE) 28 (66%) 13 (52%)

Other 191 (23%) 20 (5%) 5 (UE) 20 (180/0) 14 (45%) 78 (10%) 32 (43%)

Materials science 44 (26%) 19 (33%) <1 (UE) 3 (UE) 4 (UE) 11 (23%) 2 (UE)

Physics/astronomy 221 (16%) 54 (1%) 1 (UE) 28 (13%) 29 (0%) 50 (88%) 14 (2%)

Chemistry 322 (44%) 85 (22%) 32 (64%) .15 (54%) 17 (186%) 111 (38%) 28 (78%)

Environmental sciences 170 (47%) 30 (71%) 1 (UE) 10 (44%) 15 (70%) 56 (60%) 27 (39%)

Agricultural sciences 62 (61%) 4 (UE) 2 (UE) <1 (UE) 1 (UE) 39 (55%) 6 (UE)

Biological sciences: 643 (48%) 51 (39%) 226 (44%) 7 (UE) 4 (UE) 247 (54%) 48 (53%)

In colleges/universities 283 (63%) 32 (26%) 79 (51%) 5 (UE) 2 (UE) 123 (89%) 19 (45%)

In medical schools 360 (389%) 19 (66%) 148 (41%) 2 (UE) 2 (UE) 124 (31%) 29 (59%)

aPercont change estimates are adjusted for Inflation.
KEY: NSF National Science Foundation; NIH National institutes of Health; DOD U.S. Department of Defense; DOE U.S. Dipartmont of Energy;

UE unstablu estimate: 1982-83 bass Is loss than $4 million.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Academic Research Equipment in Selected Science/Enginseting F7elds:1982-83 to 1985-88 (Washington, DC:Juno

1988), table A.

Table 6-2Types and Expenditures for Most Needed Research Equipment:
National Estimates for the Biological Sciences, 1984 and 1987`

Percent of requests Median cost per system

Types of system 1984 1987 1984 1987

Preparative (e.g., centrifuges,
scintillation counters, incubators) 33% 25% $30,000 $35,000

ProteirVDNA sequencers/
synthesizers 11 14 75,000 95,000

Electron microscopy 12 6 150,000 180,000

Light microscopy 4 3 30,000 35,000

High-pressure liquid chromatography 9 12 27,000 25,000

Cell sorters/counters 4 6 150,000 100,000

MNR spectroscopy 4 4 250,000 225,000

General spectroscopy 9 5 25,000 30,000

Mass spectroscopy 2 4 125,000 100,000
Image analyzers 3 6 40,000 100,000

X-ray (other than imaging) 1 1 100,000 200,000
Computers 5 5 50,000 45,000

Other 6 9 30,000 45,000

aRndings are basad on department chairs listings of up to throe °topmost priorities" in research Instruments or
systems.

SOURCE: National Institutes of Health, Academic Research Equipment and Equipment Needs In the &oink&
Sdences: 1984-87 (Washington, DC: June 1989).

Were over $800 million in 1988. The Federal share
of funding was 75 percent in 1958 and now stands at
about 60 percent.° NSF found that instrumentation
costs have increased (in real dollars) for state-of-the-
art instruments, but costs for instruments of similar

capability have been decreasing. In addition, obso-
lescence time was 7 to 10 years in 1975, while the
1986 estimate was 3 to 5 years. And these instru-
ments require funds for maintenance and operation
(about 4 percent of the purchase price).41

4oGovernment-University-1ndustry Research Roundtable, op. cit., footnote 17, p. 17.

41National SC ience POUndatioll. op. cit., footnote 19, pp. 130-133. The enhanced power or sophistication of a new instrument, say, anautomated DNA

sequencer, is seen by researchers as justifying its cost, which is a relatively modest investment for sustaining, or perhaps enabling for the first time, the

performance of frontier science. As Robert Borchers. associate duector for computation at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, puts it: "We're

scientists. When we hear about a fastet machine, we're interested." Quoted in Maicia Cletnmit, "Livertnore's Purchase of Japanese Supercomputer Is

Blocked," The Scientist, vol. 4, No. 23, Nov. 26, 1990, p. 3.
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Figure 6-6Direct Costs Awarded for NIH Research Projects, Research Centers, and Other Research Grants:
Fiscal Years 1979-88

Current dollars
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SOURCE: National institutes ot Health, Extramural Trends: FY 1979-1988 (Washington, DC: June 1984 p. 18.

University researchers echo the same concerns
about research expenditures for equipment: 1) in-
strumentation is becoming obsolete at a faster rate;
2) many are buying more computer equipment or
using a universitywide computer system (for exam-
ple, the University of Michigan spends over $160
million every year on information systems-10
percent of its operating expenses); 3) most research
fields are becondng increasingly dependent on
advances in research equipment; 4) support person-
nel are required in increasing numbers to operate
equipment; and 5) maintaining research equipment
for a laboratory takes a large amount of researcher
time.42

Research Lxpenditures at the
National Institutes of Health

The amount of dollars awarded for direct costs of
individual investigator-initiated, or R01 research at
NIH has risen steadily since 1979. The direct costs
in current dollars awarded that year increased by

0.5

0

$1.5 billion, or 155 percent, to a fiscal year 1988
all-time high of $2.6 billion (see figure 6-6). In
constant dollars, growth was $408 million, or a net
increase of 41 percent. According to Nal' s Division
of Resear-ii Grants, the proportion of indirect costs
to total expenditures has increased in 8 of the years
from 1979 to 1989, ranging from just under 28 to
over 31 percent. Nevertheless, when examining
dollars awarded, and controlling for inflation, indi-
rect costs are rising at a faster rate than direct costs
(20 percent higher).

Personnel expenditures accounted for 65 percent
of the $3.2 billion direct costs budgeted for fiscal
year 1988 ROI research. The next largest category
of direct costs was supplies, at 12.4 percent. The
equipment category has been stable at 5.2 to 5.6
percent since 1984 (see table 6-3). Noncompeting
and competing continuation grants have higher
expenditures for personnel than do new grants (68
and 64 percent, respectively, v. 51 percent for new

42Frorn OTA interviews at University of Michigan and Stanford University. July-August 1990.
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Table 6-3-Extramural Direct Costs by Budget Category at NIH: Fiscal Years 1979438

Fiscal year

Total direct
costs

(In billions
of dollars)

Personnel
(In percent)

Equipment
(in percent)

Supplies
(in percent)

Ail other
(Including

hospitalization,
in percent)

1979 $1,4 68,8% 6.2% 13.0% 14.0%

1980 1.5 67.8 5.2 13.2 13.8

1981 1.6 68.4 4.5 13.4 13.7

1982 1.7 69.5 4.4 12.7 13.4

1983 1.9 69.4 4.8 12.7 13.1

1984 2.1 68.5 5.2 13.1 13.2

1985 2.4 66.5 5.9 12.7 14.9

1986 2.6 67.8 5.3 11.6 15.3

1987 3.0 65.8 5.8 12.0 16.3

1988 3.2 64.9 5.6 12.4 17.1

SOURCE: National institutes ot Health, Extramural Trends: FY 1979-1988 (Washington, DC: June 1989), p. 61.

grants). Conversely, equipment expenditures are
higher for new grants than for continuations,

In recent years, NIH has conducted "downward
negotiations" of noncompeting grant continuations,
whereby the amount awarded in years after the initial
award will be less than the original commitment.43
This practice has resulted in uncertainty for the
investigator as to what funding will be available
from year to year.44 It has also led to congressional
criticism of financial planning at NM (see box 6-A).

Calculating the Biomedical Research and
Development Price Index

The Biomedical Research and Development Price
Index (BRDPI) is a specialized price index calcu-
lated since 1979 by the Bureau of Economic
Analysis of the Department of Commerce for NTH.
The BRDPI is a fixed-weight index designed to
reflect price changes of the cost to NM of supporting
biomedical R&D. The index is calculated for fiscal
years and is currently based on patterns of NIH
obligations for fiscal year 198845 (see figure 6-7).

The BRDPI is comprised of three major subin-
dices-intramural activities, extramural activities,
and extramural nonacademic activities. Within each
activity, price indices are available for major compo-
nents such as personnel, supplies, and equipment.
Intramural activities comprise all activities per-
formed by NIH, including R&D, as well as support

Figure 6-7--Blomedlcal Research and Development
Price index: Fiscal Years 1979-69
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SOURCE: National institutes ot Health, NIH Data Book: 1989(Washington,
DC: Decmber 1989), lnskle back cover.

functions for intramural and extramural research.
Intramural activities are grouped into 27 categories
that correspond to available price measures,

Figure 6-8 shows a comparison of the aggregate
BRDPI with three other indices-the Consumer
Price Index, the Producer Price Index, and the Gross
National Product. The BRDPI has consistently
increased at a faster late than the other three indices,
but has slowed in recent years. Table 6-4 displays the
BRDPI for the years 1979 through 1989 (fiscal year
1988 is the base). In 1989, the index is highest for

43Marvin Cassman, "Issues Behind the Drop in the NIH Award Rate," ASM News. vol. 56. September 1990, pp. 45-469. Luc in 1990, the National
Institutes of Health began consideration of a plan whereby funding adjustments would be made prior to award and not through across-the-board %Ans.

"In contrast, the National Science Foundation awards a set amount for the grant over a multiyear period. Any cuts in the awards are across-the-board,
leading to less uncertainty for the granites. Uncertainty has two distinct but related repercussions for principal investigators: first, their anxiety level
is raised regarding available monies for carrying out the next year's work under a muhiyear grant, and second, their planning fot needed personnel and
infrastructure m.ist include several contingencies

43Bureau of Economic Analysis, op. cit., footnote II, p I.
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Box 6-AFinancial Planning at NIH: A Congressional Mandate

During its review of the fiscal year 1991 budget for the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the House
Committee on Appropriations stated that:

despite large increases in funding for the NM during the last decade,the system of Federal support for the health

sciences is in crisis. While the Committee believes that this crisis has been overstated, it recognizes that problems
with low numbers of new grants, high levels of downward negotiation of grant awards, and the general lack of stability

in government support for the biomedical sciences are critical problems which must be addressed if the vitality and
the morale of the research community are to be restored.1

Thus Congress, as it traditionally has done, gave NIH more than the Administration had requested for 1991,
boosting its appropriation to $8.3 million. But the House and Senate appropriations bills, using similar language,

". . excoriated N1H administrators for inadequate financial planning."2

In response to this congressional criticism, NIH drafted a plan for managing biomedical research costs. It was
circulated among scientific societies and university associations prior to a December 17, 1990, meeting of the N1H
Director's Advisory Committee to register responses to the plan. Twenty witnesses testified. The N1H plan features

six goals:

1. Set 4 years as the average length of research project grant awards. Four years would allow NIH to provide
funding continuity to investigators while ensuring that a greater number of competing awards are made each

year.
2. Implement cost management measures so that the average cost of research project grants increases at the

same rate as the Biomedical Research and Development Price Index (BRDPI).

3. Stop using the concept of "approving" grant applications and adopt the "success rate" method based on
the ratio of applications funded to applications revieweda method usedby other Federal agencies.

4. Fund the number of research training grants recommended by the National Academy of Sciences to the
extent possible without jeopardizing N1H's ability to provide stipend increases for research trainees.

5. Manage the growth of NIH research centers by controlling N1H appropriations for centers rather than by
establishing a ceiling on the number of centers.

6. Increase funding for other mechanisms to reflect inflation.5

As pointed out by John Briggs, deputy director of extramural research at NIH, who chaired the December 17
meeting:

NIH must remain flexible enough to allow biomedical science to respond to public health emergencies and
scientific opportunities, and this is reflected in the plan. In order for NIII to carry out its mission, each institute and
omter must maintain a balanced research portfolio with an appropriate combination of research project grants, center
grants, training grants and other mechanisms. Cost management goals can and should be pursued through a
combination of peer review actions and administrative controls.4

Responses to the NM plan have been mized.5 While increases in research project (RO1) grants are attributable
to increases in indirect costs, ". . neither NIH officials nor researchers can pinpoint specific causes for the
incrose. "6 Linking indirect costs to the BRDPI is more popular than taking a ".. . total-cost restraint approach. "7

ii I_S Congress. House Committee on Appropriations. Departments of Labor, Ilealth and Human Serviees, and Education, and Related
Agencies Appropriation MIL report 101-591, 10Ist Cong. (Washington. DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, July 12, 1990), p.

2David L. Wheeler, "NIH Plan Would Trim Uniph and Growth of Research Grants," The Chronicle rt.,' Higher Education. vol. 37, Dec.
12, 1990, p A2I

113used on "N1H Answers Congress With Six-Point Plan," Washington Fax, Dec. 18. 1990, p. I.

4Ibid.. pp. 1-2.

hiased on responses to a survey conducted by Washington Fax and reported Dec. 14 and 17, 1990, 80 percent of the respondents favor
a single. agencywide policy for implementing Congress's 4-year plan for cost management at the National Institutes of Health.

6"I1ithrect Cost PTIffic Source of Increase in Dollars for ROI Grunts," Washington Fax. Dec. 7, 1990, p. I.

7Washington Fat, Dec 17, 1990 Opposition to study section consideration of Utdirect costs is nearly unanimous. See "NM lb Focus
on Quality Over Numbers," Washington Fat, Dec 19. i 990, p I.

Continued on next page
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extramural activities, specifically nonpersonnel
(supplies, travel, and consultants) and indirect costs.
More telling is table 6-5, which compares percent
changes from prior fiscal years for 1980 through
1989. This table shows general slowing of the
increase in all areas, but most significantly in
indirect costs for extramural activities.

Intramural expenditures have increased at much
slower rate than extramural expenditures, due to the
modest increases in Federal employees pay.46
increasec in intramural expenditures appear to he
leveling off from the sharp increases of the early
1980s (see figure 6-9). The aggregate extramural
activities index has slowed to about a 5.5 percent

- _ __ -

annual increase heading into the 1990s. Extriunural
activities comprise R&D outside of NIH and fi-
nanced by grants to universities and medical
schools. A sample of universities provides the data
for this index. Three subindices comprise this
categorysalary and wages, fringe benefits, and
indirect costs.

Two sources arc used to compute a wage and
salary index for each institution: the Report on
Medical Faculty Salaries, published by the Ameri-
can Association of Medical Colleges, and Academe:
The Annual Report on the Economic Status of the
Profession, published by the American Association
of University Professors. Salaries for medical school

p I 'Ire proposed fist al year 191)! budget calls tot a I 1.pert cm Mt tease 111 research fir:map:mon and support,- which cos ers the costs
or admint enny the National Institutes of I lealth extramural research priigrains, especially the expenses (if pcer restess panels (that have bet ome "more
lahor -intensive") Reported in 'Wa)s and Means, flu. Chtorn, 11 HO 1 dm anon, .,,o1 17, No 21, Feb 20, 1991, p A25.
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Figure 84Comparison of BRDPI With Other Price
indices: Fiscal Years 168049
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SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economis
Ellomedloal Research and Developinent Price Index: Report b
MO National Institutes of Hull, (Washington, DC: Mar. 30,
1090), chart 2.

faculty tend to be high and might have a dispropor-
tionate effect on salary calculations; biological
scientists (not M.D,$) earn lower annual salaries (8
percent less) than scientists employed in most other
fields.°

Indirect costs are calculated as a rate applied to
direct costs. The "quantity" of indirect costs,
therefore, is virtually impossible to defme. Accord-
ing to the Department of Commerce, if indirect costs
increase as a result of additional R&D, the increase

, is not a price change. If no additional R&D is
performed, an increase in indirect costs is a price
change. The criterion used to evaluate a change in
the composition of indirect costs is whether or not
the change has an impact on the performance of
R&D. For example, if a university purchases a more
powerful central computer and the indirect costs rate
rises because that purchase is allowable as an
indirect cost, the performance of R&D is probably
enhanced. OTA fmds this exception to indirect cost
increases problematic, since it is not well defined
and enhancement of the performance of research is
not considered in other categories of expenditure.

For calculation of the indirect cost index in the
BRDPI, an indirect cost rate index and a direct cost

Figure 84Niti Biomedical Research end
Development Price Index: Fiscal Years 197949
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index are computed. These two indices are then
multiplied together. The calculation of the BRDPI is
conducted every year with the base year scheduled
to be reset in 1992.

Research Expenditures at the National
Science Foundation

Data are available on research expenditures
funded by NSF up to fiscal year 1989. Expenditures
are reported for the conduct of research, which
includes basic, applied, and development; for R&D
facilities, which include land, buildings, and fixed
equipment; and for major equipment. The portion of
the R&D budget allocated to facilities has been at
less than 1 percent for the past 10 years, until the
addition of a facilities funding initiaCve in 1988.
Direct costs are available for personnel, R&D
facilities, equipment, and instrumentation. Other
direct costs are reported in the aggregate, but include
supplies, publications, consultants, computer serv-
ices, subcontracts, travel, and fringe benefits. This
category accounts for over 27 percent of the budget.

At NSF, equipment has risen from 9 percent of the
R&D budget in 1981 to over 13 percent in 1989.
Personnel has accounted for about 40 percent of the
R&D budget over the last decade. Indirect costs have

olle number of institutions used to create the academic salary and wage price index represents 96 percent of total obligations. Each institution's
separate nlary and wage index is multiplied by its weight of obligations derived from the National Institutes ofHealth (Nlif) IMPAC file, which contains
data on all NIH awards for direct and indirect costs. These weighted data are summed to create the Academic Salary and Wage Price Index. The source
used to create the fringe benefit index is Academe. Again, a fringe benefit rate iudex is created (or each research institution. See National Science
Foundation, Profile2-8iologkal Sciences: Human RestnirCel and Funding (Washington, DC: 1939), p. 9.
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Table 6-4-Blomedical Research and Development Price Index: Fiscal Years 197949 (1988 a 100)

1979 1980

All performers 56.5 61.8

Intramural actMtles 76.3 79.0
Personnel 66.4 71.0
Nonpersonnel 84.6 85.7
Research function 76.7 79.9
Support function 75.5 77.0

Extramural actIvItles 52.4 58.2
Academic grants and contracts 51.5 57.4

Personnel 52.4 57.0
Nonpersonnel 62.3 71.2
Indlrect costs 44.3 50.5

Nonacademlc grants and contracts 55.7 61.5

1981

67.8

83.3
76.9
88.7
84.6
80.5

64.6
63.7
62.7
79.3
56.8
68.2

1982 1983

73.6 78.0

67.7
82.1
92.5
89.0
85.1

70.7
69.8
69.1
83.6
63.5
74.3

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis,Biomedical Research
1990), table 1.

90.4
86.4
93.8
91.4
88.2

75.4
74.7
73.7
86.2
70.3
78.2

end Development

1084 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

82.5 86.7 90.3 95.2 100.0 105.2

91.7 93.6 94.4 97.6 100.0 1C4.3
89.3 92.6 93.5 97.7 100.0 104.6
93.8 94.5 95.2 97.5 100.0 104.1
92.7 94.2 94.8 97.7 100.0 104.5
89.7 92.3 93.7 97.3 100.0 103 .9

80.6 85.3 89.5 94.7 100.0 105.4
80.1 85.0 89.3 94.7 100.0 105.5
78.3 84.1 88.7 94.1 100.0 105.0
89.0 90.2 92.2 96.1 100.0 108.2
78.2 83.6 88.7 94.9 100.0 108.0
82.5 86.6 90.5 64.9 100.0 105.2

Price index: Report to lho Naffonal inedtutee ol Health(Washington, DC: Mar. 30,

Table 6-5-Biomedical Research and Development Price Index: Percent Change From Prior Fiscal Year,
Fiscal Years 198049

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Ali performers 9.4 9.7 8.8 6.0 5.8 5.1 4.2 5.4 5.0 5.2
Intramural activitles 3.5 5.4 5.3 3.1 1.4 2.1 0.9 3.4 2.5

Personnel 6.9 8.3 6.8 5.2 3.4 3.7 1.0 4.5 2.4
Nonpersonnel 1.3 3.5 4.3 1.4 0.0 0.7 0.7 2.4 2.6
Research function 4.2 5.9 5.2 2.7 1.4 1.6 0.6 3.1 2.4
Support function 2.0 4.5 5.7 3.6 1.7 2.9 1.5 3.8 2.8

Ext ramural activities 11.1 11.0 9.4 6.6 6.9 5.8 4.9 5.8 5.6
Academlc grants and contracts 11.5 11.0 9.6 7.0 7.2 6.1 5.1 6.0 5.6

Personnel 8.8 10.0 10.2 6.7 6.2 7.4 5.5 6.1 6.3
Nonpersonnel 14.3 11.4 5.4 3.1 3.2 1.3 2.2 4.2 4.1
Indirect costs 14.1 12.6 11.6 10.7 11.3 6.8 6.1 7.0 5.4

Nonacademic grants and contracts 10.4 10.9 8.9 5.2 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.9 5.4

4.3
4.6
4.1
4.5
3.9

5.4
5.5
5.0
6.2
6.0
5.2

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis,Biomedical Research and Development Price Index: Report to the National institutes
or Health (Washington, DC: Mar. 30. 1900). table 2.
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fluctuated around 25 percent over the past 10
years.4 The Academic Research Facilities Moderni-
zation program, authorized in 1988 as part of NSF's
5-year reauthorization, committed up to $80 million
in fiscal year 1989, but no funds were appropriated
for it in that year. Funds were fmally obligated on
September 1, 1990.0

Trend data on research expenditures administered
by NSF are spotty. Expenditure data are readily
available but do not provide a sense of actual costs
incurred (or shared) by the researcher. While NSF
routinely collects aggregate data on R&D spending
and expenditures across the Federal agencies, its
own databases are not nearly as comprehensive as
those kept by NIH.

The Research Performer's Perspective
on Expenditures

The definition of "research performer" has many
components. The most obvious is the researcher or
team in a university, industrial facility, or Federal
laboratory. Another level is the department or other
organizational unit within a university or laboratory.
At the most aggregated level are the laboratories and
universities themselves. Given the concentration of
research performance in universities, most expendi-
ture data are based on this sector.

The Federal Government supplied $9.2 billion in
research funds to universities in 1990. IndOtry
supplied $1.1 billion and another $1.1 billion came
from nonprofit institutions. Between 1978 and 1988,
the average annual growth above inflation was 5.5
percent (see figure 6-10). Industry has provided most
of the increase in funds, since growth of industrial
funding for university R&D averaged 12 percent
above inflation per year during that time period.
Funding from nonprofit institutions increased annu-
ally by an average of 8.2 percent in real terms over
that period, and the Federal Government increased
its support of university R&D by an annual average
of 4.6 percent above inflation. (Figure 6-11 presents
Federal basic research by performer.)

Since the 1960s, the Federal research system has
changed in many ways, not the least of which is in
the nature of the research performer. For instance,
during the 1960s, a professor with two to six students

Figure 6-10Growth In University end College R&D
Performance, by Source of Funds: Fiscal Years

1978-88 (based on constant dollars)
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SOURCE: National Science Foundation, National Pafforna of ND Re-
sourem: 1990, final report NSF 90418 (Washington DC:
1090), char113.

in one discipline at a major research university was
the most prevalent production unit of research. In the
1990s, many other types of research units exist, in
particular much larger research groups with many
graduate students, nontenure track researchers, post-
doctoral fellows, and technicians under one princi-
pal investigator. The rise of centers and university
research institutes now augments the traditional
array of disciplinary "departments" (see chapter 7).

Similarly, the number of universities and Federal
laboratories that conduct research has grown, ex-
panding the group ot' researchers that pursue special-
ized forms of inquiry in the research system. These
changes have occurred primarily to accommodate

"National Science Foundation budget office, personal communication. July-August 1990.

491n January 1991, the National Science Foundation announced the 78 research institutions awarded a total of $39 million under this program. See
Constance Holden. "Facdities Awards," Science, vol. 251, Feb. 8, 1991, p. 622.
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Figure 6-11Federally Funded Basic Research, by
Performer: Fiscal Years 1969-90
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Devolopment Deleted Historian! Tabiss: Fiscal Veen 1955.
1900 (Washington, DC: 1990), table 27; and National Science
Foundation, Selected Dsta on Federal Funds for Research
and Development: Fiscal Than 1089, 1990 sod 1991 (Wash-
ington, DC: Dacombar 1990), table 1,

growth in the system.5° The annual rate of growth for
doctoral scientists and engineers employed in insti-
tutions of higher education from 1977 to 1987 was
just under 3 percent.51 Some universities are feeling
the strain felt by the scientific community, claiming
that capital needed to fund renovations and new
constniction, equipment, administration, and per-
sonnel are rarely fully recovered through Federal
funds.

Components of Research Expenditures at
Universities

'Pa document the effect of the research economy
on changing university and laboratory structures,
and to complement the Federal perspective pre-
sented above, OTA visited a public and a private
research universitythe University of Michigan
(UofM) and Stanford University (SU) (see box 6-B).
In addition, OTA visited at least one laboratory for
each of the five major research agencies with
intramural laboratories. However, expenditure data
are scarce at the Federal laboratories and not
uniformly collected. This section, therefore, dis-
cusses the performer's perspective on expenditures
(with details derived from the two universities), and
then outlines other issues that also influence spend-
ing in the conduct of research.

Both UofM and SU show evidence of robust
research organizations, with excellent human re-
sources, facilities, and fmancial support. This is as it
should be in a top-ranked university with a long
history of success (see box 6-C). Nevertheless, there
was evidence of stress in the research environment
at both institutions, although it was unclear whether
this was a new phenomenon. Researchers said they
were "running harder just to stay in place."
University administrators wondered whether their
institution could continue to expect resources to
flow from the Federal Government, student tuition,
and State and private sources." Graduate students
worried about whether their careers could ever be
like those of their mentors.

Salaries

University personnel spoke of the rising competi-
tion for faculty with other sectors of the economy,
and noted that faculty salaries have been rising
significantly over inflation during the last decade. In
1988 dollars, the average salary and benefits for a
full-time equivalent principal investigator in the
natural sciences and engineering increased from
$59,000 in 1981 to $70,000 in 1988. Before the
1980s, growth occurred much more slowly from
$51,000 in 1958 (1988 dollars) to over $60,000 in

%%co Roger 1... GeigeT. "The American University and Research," The Academic Research Enterprise Within the Industrialized Nations:
Comparative Perspectives, Government-University-Industry Research Roundtable (ed.) (Wmhington, DC: National Academy Press, 1990), pp. 15-35.

31National Science Foundation, Science and Engineering Personnel: A National Overview. special report (Washington, DC: 1990).
SiAISU see Susan Tifft, "Hard Times on the Old Quad," Time, Oct. 29, 1990, p. 92.
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Box 64-0TA Interviews at Two Universities

lb explore performer perspectives on research expenditures and on Federal research initiatives, OTA chose
one public and one private research university for indepth study: the University of Michigan and Stanford
University. OTA purposely selected two research institutions perennially in the top 10 of those receiving Federal
research dollars, because of the breadth of research performed on campus. Also, the problems foimd at these
universities in setting expenditures and expanding flexibility are thought to be indicative of problems on other
research-intensive campuses.

In addition to receiving fmancial and personnel data from each university, OTA interviewed members of the
administration, faculty, and graduate student population on campus. The interviews centered on two themes: 1)
research expenditures, and 2) flexibility of the university and its departments to adapt to the changing Federal
funding environment. Other issues discussed included the status of nontenure track faculty, hiring projections for
individual departments, tenure promotion standards, and the graduate student perspective on careen in different
fields.

The interviews sampled the range of personnel on campus. For example, at Stanford, OTA interviewed the
president (Donald Keanedy), the dean and associate dean of research, two department chairs, three professors, three
associate professors, one research associate (nontenure track), one postdoctoral fellow, two graduate students, the
director and other members of the Sponsored Projects Office, the assistant controller, specialists in the Office of
the Budget and the Office of Thchnology Licensing, and the director of the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation
Laboratoty. The interviewees were selected from a number of disciplines, including the physical sciences,
engineering, medicine, and the social sciences. At Michigan, a similar set of interviews was conducted.

OTA summarized the findings at each university and distributed the summaries to the campus hosts for
comment. Select findings are used throughout this report, especially in this chapter.

SOURCE: OTA interviews. July.August 1990.

the early 1970s, but salaries receded slightly in the
late 1970s to $59,000 in 198153 (see figure 6-12).

Universities are encouraged by faculty attempts to
leverage their time with the help of postdoctoral
fellows, nontenure track researchers, and graduate
students who are paid modest salaries. Because of
the shortage of faculty positions for the numbers of
graduate students produced, young Ph.D.s have been
willing to take these positions in order to remain
active researchers. This availability of "cheap
labor" is seen by many senior researchers as the only
way they can make ends meet in competing for
grants.54

Academk Facilities

Academic administrators claim that with growing
frequency aging utility systems in laboratories and

classroom buildings falter and break down.55 A 1989
Coopers and Lybrand study found that:

Since 1950, the facility space in colleges and
universities has quintupled, representing some
3 billion square feet of classrooms, libraries,
dormitories, offices, laboratories, and other
space. Not all of this space was built to last. In
particular, during the 1960s, many suboptimal
buildings were erected, in the rush to meet the
demand from the "baby boom" generation
entering college.

The capital renewal and replacement needs of
U.S. colleges and universities are roughly $60
billion, of which slightly over $20 billion is
"urgent"--requiring attention within the next
several years. Only $7.2 billion of the urgent
category was targeted to repair facilities in the

'See Govemment.University.lndustry Research Roundtable, op_ cut., footnote 17, p 2.34

"LANK economist Alan Fechter (executive dnector, Office ot Scientific and Engmecnng Personnel, National Research Council, personal
communication, Nov.15, 1990) writes: . pelsointel costs constitute roughly 45 percent of total costs and . . . thus percentage has remained reasonably
stable over tom Given that salaries of faculty (i c principal investigators) have been rising during the 1980s, this suggests that thc staffing pattern of
research projects has been changing, with the input of Pis decreasing relative to . . other, less expensive resources. There us some evidence to suppott
this hypothesis in the report ot (BUR (that( finds in academia an increa.sing ratio of nonfacuhy to faculty Sec also ibid

"Karen ( lrassmuck. "Colleges Scramble tor Money to Reduce If uge Mamie nancc Backlog. Estimated to Exceed $70 Bullion; New Federal Help Seen
Unlikely," The Chronicle 01 Higher Educanon, vol 37, Oct 10, 1990, pp AI, A34
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Box 6.CFederal Funding at Two Universities

The University of Michigan (UofM) and Stanford University are in the top 10 universities receiving Federal
funds. UofM was ranked fifth and Stanford was second in fiscal year 1988. Over the past decade, both universities
have been the recipients of large (real) increases in total funds and Federal research dollars. For example, in constant
(1980) dollars, UofM total revenues have risen from $600 million in 1979-80 to nearly $1 billion in 1988-89 ($1.5
billion in current dolfars).

From 1979 o 1989, Federal research funds for UofM rose from $117 million (17 percent of total revenues)
to $188 million (13 percent of total revenues) in constant 1986 dollars. In the period from 1976 to 1986 at Stanford,
the total Federal R&D obligations to the university rose from $122 million to $194 million (1986 constant dollars).
In addition, from 1973 to 1986, the funds available to principal investigators (Pls) to spend directly on research
activities grew after inflation at an average annual rate of 2.6 percent.

The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is the largest Federal funder of research and
development (R&D) at both universities ($124 million at UofM and $170 million at Stanford in fiscal year 1989).
At UorM, HHS is followed by the National Science Foundation (NSF$24 million), the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA$13 million), the Department of Defense (DOD$10 million), and the Department
of Energy (DOE$9 million) in fiscal year 1989. At Stanford, after NHS comes NASA ($50 million), DOD ($45
million), DOE ($45 million), NSF ($30 million), and the Department of Education (ED--,$10 million) in fiscal year
1989. From 1973 to 1985, Stanford's share of total Federal R&D funding (across all agencies) has remained around
2.7 percent.

Proposal Success Rates
Stanford and UofM, like most top 10 universities, have a higher proportion of awards per proposals submitted

than the average for other research universities. For instance, although UofM does not track its proposals directly,
it estimates that two out of three proposals were awarded funds. At roughly two-thirds, its "proposal success rate"
is at least twice the national average of 20 to 35 percent for all proposals (with the exact percentage dependent on
the agency).

Roughly the same proposal success rate is found at Stanford, although they distinguish between "new
proposals" and "renewals." For new proposals in 1989-90 (453 proposals sampled), DOD funded 35 percent; NSF,
36 percent; ED, 37 percent; DOE, 41 percent; HHS, 52 percent; NASA, 52 percent; and 57 percent averaged for
all other agencies. Renewals had much higher success rates (470 proposals sampled): HIM funded 67 percent; DOD,
75 percent; NASA, 80 percent; DOE, 81 percent; NSF, 81 percent; ED, 100 percent; and 66 percent averaged for
all other agencies.

Indirect Costs
At UofM, growth in the indirect cost expenditures for the university as a whole grew at an annual compound

rate of 10.3 percent from 197940 to 1988-89. However, indirect costs for organized research did not rise as
quicklyat a compound rate of 91 percent from 1980-81 to 1988-89. Although the cost of maintaining buildings,
equipment, and plant operation for organized research were higher than for other buildings at the university, student
services, libraries, and sponsored project research expenditures were lower.

In the early 1980s, the UorM negotiated indirect cost rate (ICR) for research underestimated the "true" rate
by as much as 20 points in 1 year (1984-85). (Note that the cognizant agency for UofM is HHS, which traditionally
allows lower ICRs than DOD.) At present, the negotiated rate of 58 percent only slightly underestimates the "true"
rate of 60 percent, even though a 58 percent 1CR is the highest of all public universities.

Stanford's ICR was raised from 69 percent to 74 percent in 1987. However, this rate is currently under
investigation by the Office of Naval Research (ONR) and the House Committee on Energy and Commerce.1
Although Stanfmd's ICR is high, it is comparable to rates from other private research institutions, including Cornell
University which has an ICR of 74 percent and Yale with an ICR of 72 percent.

In response to complaints about the high 1CR and the rising tuition, expenditures incurred by the 1989 Lorna
Pricta earthquake, and the lower than anticipated federally sponsored research, Stanford has embarked on a
cost-cutting campaign. li will cut $22 million over 18 months out of a $175 million administrative operating budget.

1 See Marcia Mumma. "Stanford Sads Into a Storm." Science, vol. 250. Dec. 21, 1990, p. 1651; "Government Inquiry." Stanford
Oh ter ver , Nov emlber-lkcetobet 1990. pp I. I 3. and Marcia Bar maga, "John Dingell Takes on Stanford," Science, vol. 251. Pen. 15. 1991. pp.
7U-717
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Salaries.

Salaries at both UofM and Stanford have risen above inflation over the past two decades (exact figures were
not made available.to OTA), Both institutions state that higher salaries are required to attract faculty. Eriperiments
with congtoisionally bripoied (now rescinded) salary cepa at NSF and the National Institutes of Health, which
provided upper limits on annual investigator salary Met charged to research pants (even though only a few months
of support may be sought in the grant), affected both universities. (Note that faculty were not required to reduce their
salaries as the university made up the difference.) For example, if every faculty member at UofM had an NSF grant,
then one-quarter of the faculty would have been affected by the $95,000 salary cap.
Facilities

Over the last 15 years, UofM has completed nearly $1 billion in new construction and major renovation, The
amount of building space on campus totals over 22 million square feet. Many of the structures date to before 1950,
and no building is "temporary." Also, the university has demolished very few permanent, older buildings. Since
the 1960s, Federal and State funds have been limited for facilities, and expansion haa octurred slowly at UofM
compared with other universities around the country.2 Recently the university has been outfitting buildings with
energy-efficient equipment, such as new thermal windows. Also, environmental regulations have required some
improvements. For instance, a large effort to install or replace fume hoods is under way,

At Stanford, an ambitious new constmction projectthe Near West Campushas begun. There are plans for
at least five new buildings, providing primarily state-of-the-art laboratory and office space. Most of the funds for
construction are from private sources, but if measures are not taken (arch as a successful cost-cutting campaign,
or an adjustment of the ICR by ONR), Stanford's indirect cost rate could rise to account for the depreciation of the
new buildings.

Both Stanford and UofM question their abilities to meet their perceived need for new and renovated buildings.
Each would like to see sn expanded Federal facilities program for academic research.
Projections for Future Federal Support

UofM and Stanford reoject an overall slOwing of growth in Federal R&D support. Whereas both universities
had come to expect a 10 to 15 percent increase per year during most of the 1980s, the increase in Federal funds at
Stanford in 1989, for example, was 9 percent. University personnel forecast that similar limited growth will continue
into the 1990s. Adjustments will have to be made on both campuses to accommodate slowed growth in Federal
funding.

2Note that the univenity system in Michigan expanded m other campuses in Michigan (loins the cottege boom in tbe 1960s and 1970s.
Most of these satellite campuses have since closed.

Nation's major research universities. Most of
these needs, therefore, exist within other aca-
demic sectors, including liberal arts and com-
munity colleges."'

Many claim that facility reinvestment has not kept
pace with growing needs, and Coopers and Lybrimd
estimate that for every dollar spent on maintenance
and replacement, $4 are deferred. They further
estimate that current costs to replace a laboratory are
roughly $2(X) per square foot, while classrooms
require less than $100 per square foot.

However, the picture is not as clear as the above
data would suggest. When asked by NSF if their
facilities are poor, fair, good, or excellent, a majority
of the research administrators and deans at the top 50
research universities replied that their facilities were
"good to excellent," whereas a majority of the
research administrators and deans in the schools
below the top 50 estimated that their facilities were
"fair to poor." The average top 50 university will
spend $1 to $2 million or more on facilities each
year, while the schools below the top 50 will most
often spend less than $1 million. For public universi-
ties, 50 to 60 percent of these funds conie from the

i'The Deravng American C'ampur A Tic king Time Booth is a joint report of the Association of Physical Plant Administrators (APPA) ofUniversities
and Colleges and the National Association of College and University Business Officers in cooperation with Coopers and Lybrand, authored by Sean
C Rush and Sandra L Johnson, APPA (Alexandria, VA, 1989). APPA's most recent "deferred maintenance" cost estimate is $70 billion Alsoin 1990,
42 percent of college and university presidents surveyed by the American Council on Education called deferred maintenance a key campus issue for the
nest 3 year. up from 14 percent in 1989 Sec ibid , p. A34.
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The crux of the facilities problem is that academic
centers can always use new or augmented buildings,
but how much is enough? One method to judge
would be based on the research fostered by each new
facility. Unfortunately, there is no acceptable
method to measure the quality or quantity of
increased research capabilities or of "missed"
research opportunities. Even though "need" may
not be quantified in the different sectors of the
research enterprise, a demand certainly exists. For
example, when NSF solicited proposals for a $20
million program in 1989 to address facilities needs,
it received over 400 proposals totaling $300 million
in requests."

Historically, the Federal Government has never
been the primary source of funding for academic
facilities, conceding support to private donors,
States, and localities. Indeed, the proportion of
Federal monies out of all the monies spent on
academic facilities has never topped one-third. Now
it is less than 10 percent.59

The issues surrounding the research infrastructure
are complicated. There is a need for improvement
as evidenced in many research environmentsbut

"Michael Davey, Bricks and Mortar: A Summary and Analysis of Proposals to Meet Research Facilities Needs on College Campuses (Washington,
DC: Congressional Research Service, 1987).

511be Nationid Science Foundation program also req.nres a 50.50 match for requests ranging from 8100.000 to $7 million. Some, including the
President's Sciarve Advisor, estimate the price of academic facilities modimization to be $7 billion. See Jeffrey Mervis, "Institutions Respond in Large
Numbers to Tiny Facilities Fromm at Nal, NSF.- The Scientist, vol. 4, No. 8, Apr. 16, 1990. p. 2.

39Davey. op. cit., footnote 57.
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the need is very hard to quantify or assess. In
addition, the extent of the Federal roleshould there
be a Federal facilities program7is in question. Do
deteriorating facilities affect the quality of research
underwritten by the Federal Government? Academic
earmarks for facilities continue to play an ad hoc role
that unfortunately fails to address the facilities
renovation issue directly or systematically (as a
formal Federal facilitiee program perhaps would, see
box 6-D).

Indirect Costs

One of the most worrisome issues on many
research campuses is the high cost of "overhead" or
indirect costs. As part of the "full cost recovery for
research" doctrine in the Federal Government,
universities charge the Federal Government for
facilities maintenance, administrative expenses, and
other expenditures that ensure their capacity as
research performers but cannot be directly associ-
ated with specific projects. The standard procedure
is for the university to negotiate a single rate that will
be charged to all Federal grants with the cognizant
Federal agency (either the contract audit agency of
the Department of Defense or the Department of
Health and Human Services, depending on the
institution).60 For example, in 1990, Stanford Uni-
versity charged 74 percent in indirect costs to every
grant, so a grant of $100,000 in direct costs might be
submitted at a total cost of up to $174,000.61
(Overhead can be computed on only certain direct
costs, resulting in a total charge to the government
of less than $174,000.) Indirect cost rates have
evolved over the last 30 to 40 years, and clearly
reflect institutional idiosyncrasies and practices of
the cognizant agettcy.

Over the past three decades, indirect costs have
claimed a much larger proportion of academic R&D
funding. In 1958, federally reimbursed indirect costs
comprised 10 to 15 percent of academic R&D
funding. By 1988, that share had risen to roughly 25
percent.62 In addition, some agencies allow more in
indirect costs. For example, in 1988, the indirect cost
as a percent of the total R&D expenditures at NIH
was 30 percent, whereas it was less than 24 percent
for NSF (a proportion unchanged since the mid-
1980s).63 Medical schools typically have high indi-
rect cost rates, both because of the extra facilities
expenditures associated with their activities and
because they tend to be associated with the research
universities that have high indirect cost rates.64

The indirect cost rate at the University of Michi-
gan is 58 percent, which is high for a public
university. Because the State assumes part of the
cost of maintaining its universities, the indirect cost
rates are usually lower than at private universities. In
addition, at State universities, indirect cost monies
are often transferred directly to State coffers, so that
the university has little incentive to pursue a higher
indirect cost rate or to employ the administrative
personnel needed to comply with Federal audit
requests to justify new rates.

Many university administrators report that the
monies received in indirect costs do not cover their
expenditures. They worry about further erosion of
the indirect cost base, due to the perception in many
quarters of high rates of overhead and resistance to
the indirect cost increases experienced by many
universities over the last decade.° The chief recom-
mendation offered by a 1988 Association of Ameri-
can Universities report was that the indirect cost rate

60Auoc1ation of American Universities. op. cit., footnote 14, p. 7.

61As &result of the Defense Connector's Audit Agency's (DCAA) ongoing investigation of Stanford'sindirect cost rate, an interim rate of 70percent
has been negotiated as of Feb. 1, 1991. William Massy, Stanford University, personal communication. February 1991. DCAA's preliminary analysis
indicates that Stanford, which requested a new indirect cost rate of 78 percent, could justifyonly a 62 percent rate. Stanford hu yet to rebut this claim.
Sec Marcia Barkley, "Was Paul Biddle lbo Tbugh on Stanford?" Science, vol. 251, Jan. 11, 1991, p. 157; Kenneth J. Cooper, "Stanford Will Try
to Explain Price of Knowledge," The Washington Post, Mar. 13, 1991. p. A15; and Kenneth J. Cooper. "Panel Looks for Liability in Stanford Billings
Case," The Washington Post, Mar. 15, 1991, p. A21.

2National Science Foundation. op. cit., footnote 19, p. 121.

63Ibid., p. 142; and Association of American Universities, op. cit., footnote 14. For example, restricting payment for overhead expenses to 14 parent
on research projects funded by the Depanrnent of Agriculture has aroused concern that universitiea would have to decline such awards since they could
not afford to do the projects. Pears that such sn scross-tbe-board ceiling could be instituted at other agencies continue to mount. See Colleen Cordes.
"Universities Fear 'Mt U.S. Will Limit Payments for Overhead Costs Incurred by Researchers," The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 37, No. 12.
Nov. 21, 1990, pp. A19. A21,

6William Massy, vice president for finance. Stanford University. personal comn,unication, March 1991.
61"Dingell Asks Defense Contract Audit Agency to Brief Staff on Stanford Overhead Expenses." Washington Fax,Dec. 10, 1990. Also. see Susan

Tifft, "Scandal in the Laboratoria," Time, Mar. 18. 1991. pp. 74-75; and Kenneth.). Cooper. "Five Major Universities Face GAO Audit of Research
Bills." The Washington PON, Mar. 16. 1991. p. A2.
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L.

Box 6-DA Federal Research Facilities Program? Perspectives From Academia

In August 1990, University of Wisconsin at Madison Chancellor Donna E. Shale la wrote to President Bush
urging development of a comprehensive plan to finance university research facilities. She stated:

I recognize that there are a number of importam competing claims on the Federal budget, even from the academic
community. However, a planned Federal strategy at this stage can well save us money in the long run, and make MOM
effective our other investments in science and engineering research and mining.'

Even if money were appropriated to a Federal facilities program, there would be tough choices, suchas an equal
distribution of funds by category of institution or some weighted scheme that favors research-intensive universities.2
Stanford's former Vice President for Finance, William E. Massy, outlines the following possible pitfalls:3

What would happen If research sponsors were to shoulder the load of paying for needed university science
facilities? . . . Research sponsors might adopt the "pay-now" sttategy and provide the needed $5.85 billion up front.
Congress is considering a facilities grant program, but it is hard to believe that anything like this amount could be
provided over a few years without huge inroads on operating funds for research.

On the other hand, if the "pay-later" strategy were adopted by sponsors, institutions would have to come up with
up-front money on their own and then try to recover it through the overhead rate. This could be done in one of two
ways: 1. Use gifts, institutional funds, or State appropriations.. . . 4 2. Use debt.. ..

Providing direct grants for facilities is an attractive option on its face, but . . amounts would probably be modest
in relation to need because of the [Federal] deficit. There is a real danger that appropriations would be at the expense
of operating funds for science. . . . One reason for favoring a grant program is that it makes facilities available to
institutions that are unable to provide up-front funding. . . But it is precisely the institutions that have not yet been
successful in merit-reviewed scientific competition that have the most need for a facilities grant program and would
benefit most from it. . .

Facilities funding on a "pay-as-you-go" basis through the indirect cost rates puts the burden . . . on the
institutions, and then reimburses them for some or all of the present value of these outlays. . . Indirect cost rates
would rise, . . fand1 institutions would have to bear the risks that a facility, once constructed, could net be filled with
sponsored research at full overhead recovery. (The Federal Government takes that risk in an up-front grant
program.) . . .

While the Federal Government would be unlikely to announce a "won't pay" policy, that could happen by
default if deficit reduction, "no new taxes," social programs, And defense come to dominate the need for university
science facilities. A "won't pay" policy would preclude facilities grants, and it might also open the way for caps on
indirect cost rates anti elimination of universities' tax benefits .

When the scope of a problem is unknown, as with the need for academic research facilities, questions of which
is the most appropriate policy is even harder to answer. To this end, a six-university consortium, called the Center
for Policy Research and Education, has been established to study university finance and cost containment,
investigating ". . . growth by substitution rather than by adding on cost."5 In the meantime, neither univetsities nor
the Federal Government face the prospect of easy solutions.

IQuoted in Karen Orassniuck. "Colleges Scramble for Money to Reduce Huge MaifficnilfICC Backlog. Estimated to Exceed $70 Billion;
New Federal Help Seen Unlikely." The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 37. No. 6, Oct. 10, 1990, p. A34.

20ther administrative questions include: a single program or a line item in the budget of each reseiuch agency, a separate amount for repair
am; renovation v. ncw construction, and an institutional matching requirement. For further discussion, see Govenuncm-thaversity-Industry
Research Roundtable, "Research Facility Financing: Near-ltrm Options." working draft, February 1991.

3Drawn from William E. Massy, "Capital Investment for the Future of Biomedical Research: A University Chief Financial Officer's
View," Academic Medicine, vol. 64, 1989, pp. 435-437. The dollar estimates for con.struction he cites are drawn from National Science
Foundation. Scientific and Engineering Research Facilities at Universities and Colleges: 1988 (Washington, DC; 1989).

40n the cost-efficiency of academic fundraising, see Liz McMillen. "A Study to Determine thc Cost of Raising a Dollar Finds That
Average College Spends Just 16 Cents," The Chronicle of Higher Education. vol. 37. No. 1, Sept 5, 1990, pp. A31-32.

5Sec "Education Finance," Stanford Observer, November-December 1990, p. 14. The Department of Education's Office of Educational
Research and Improvement is funding the consortium consisting of the University of Southern California, Rutgers-The State University of New
Jersey, Harvard University, Michigan State University, the University of Wisconsin at Madison, and Stanford University. The Stanford
componem, at the Institute for Higher Education Research, will he headed by William Massy.
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should be split into two ratesone for facilities and
equipment (including operation, maintenance, and
depreciation) and a second for all other components
(including administration, library, and student serv-
ices).66 The academic research community is also
hoping that OMB will reconsider Circular A-21,
which deals with indirect cost practices.°

High indirect cost rates are often seen as detrimen-
tal to the researcher, because they increase the total
expenditures for research grants while adding no
additional money for research. For example, many
Stanford University faculty are so concerned about
a proposed increase in the indirect cost rate that they
have pressured the university to cut administrative
and facilities expenditures."

Does the overhead rate reflect true differences
related to the instructional capacity at universities or
is it due to some accounting mechanism? Before
new policies are crafted, data on actual expenditures
should be collected and presented so they are
amenable to comparisons across institutions. In the
process, both universities and the Federal Govern-
ment have much to gain in making the system more
simple, transparent, and credible.

Changing Oxpectations and Competition

Research expenditures increase for reasons be-
sides the line item components of a budget. Re-
searchers also point to higher expectations for their
research, which require more spending and competi-
tion in the university environment.

Academic researchers, both young and old, are
asked today to publish more papers, shepherd more
graduate students, and bring in mdre Federal funding
than their predecessors.69 To boost research produc-
tivity, faculty members hire postdoctorates and
nontenure track (nonfaculty) researchers. Graduate
students canand dotake over portions of faculty
teaching responsibility; technicians and graduate
students can maintain equipment and run experi-

Photo ceolit: !Mon* ot Michigan

The calsulation of Indirect costs Is often difficult because of
inherent problems with separating instruction from

research actMlles on a university campus.

ments; and postdoctorates and nonfaculty research-
ers can advise students and assist in the operation of
the laboratory." All can perform research.

For example, in the chemistry departments of both
UofM and SU, the average number of graduate
students per faculty averages about six to nine. Some
professors have as many as 25 to 30. Much
chemistry research involves long hours in laborato-
ries, so the pace of research is brisk as well as
necessitating the participation of a greater number of
graduate students. Once a faculty member in a
department or related field succeeds in expanding
his or her research group, others also expand their
groups to keep pace."

In this very competitive research system there is
increasing pressure to perform more research and to
publish more papers. Consequently, expectations
and expenditures have risen. Perhaps one young
faculty member at Stanford put it best:

"Association of American Universities. op. cit.. footnote 14.

"See "OMB Unlikely 'lb Open Circular A-21 for Amendment According to Indirect Cost Observers." Washington Fax, Dec. 12, 1990; "AAU Says
'Mks Continue at High Level in OMB lb Reopen OMB Circular A-21," Washington Fax, Dec. 13, 1990: and Robert M. Rosenzweig, 'Me Debate
Over Indirect Costs Raises Fundamental Policy Issues," The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 37, Mar. 6, 1991, p. A40.

"Faculty argue that Stanford's indirect cost rate detracts from the attractiveness of funding research at Stanford, i.e., they are at a competitive
disadvantage. Eileen Walsh and Karen Bartholomew, "Indirect Costs Subjeot of Three Separate Reviews," Campus Report, Sept. 12, 1990, pp. 1. 6.

69Th1s is especially true in entrepreneurial research areas such as biotechnology. See Henry Etzkowitz, "Entrepreneurial Scientists and Entrepreneurial
Universities in American Academic Science," Minerva, vol. 21. Nos. 2-3, summer-autumn 1983, pp. 198-233.

7°See Sidney Petkowitz. "Larger Machines Are Breeding Larger Research Tbsins," The Scientist. Oct. 16. 1989, pp. 13. 15.
71This nend emerged from OTA interviews at Stanford University and the University of Michigan, July-August 1990.
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Each year, we have to write more papers and bring
in more money than many of the senior professors
ever produced in any year of their careers. When we
were hired as assistant professors, we already had to
have published five or ten papers, again more than
any of them had to do. And, it keeps getting worse.72

Whether the premium on productivity defined by
number of papers published is attenuating their
quality is unclear. Bibliometric data, which provide
a measure of use through citations, indicate that
about 15 percent of all U.S. scientific papers are
never cited.73 Publishing requires research; doing
more research requires spending more money. Thus,
research expenditures are not just a cost issue, but a
spending issue ELS well.

Relative Deprivation

When there is such pressure to compete, standards
become "whatever it takes to make it." Most
professors understand how much money and how
many graduate students they will need to help them
produce enough papers to get tenure, promotions
beyond tenure, and recognition in their field. Many
hope to do more.

However, if they do not meet these expectations,
some report a sense of failure." Failing to meet
self-imposed expectations only intensifies these
feelings. This is true even if the economy of work
has change(' such that standards of productivity need
to be revised, or if they have succeeded but not by as
much or as quickly as they had hoped. Social
scientists call this situation "relative deprivation."

Researchers, especially on campuses such as the
University of Michigan or Stanford University,
cannot be said to be "absolutely" deprived. They
are able to acquire laboratory space, graduate
students, and research monies; they produce very
significant amounts of research; and the success
rates for proposals at UofM and SU run at least twice
if not three times the national average (roughly two
out of three proposals are awarded funds, averaged
over these two universities).

Nevertheless, the professors at UofM and SU have
grown accustomed over the last 20 years to produc-
ing more graduate students, more publications, and
funding for perhaps four of every five proposals they
submit.75 The adjustment to comparatively less has
been difficult. Relative deprivation is real, but so is
the greater sophistication of instruments, complex-
ity of experiments, and amount of research that can
be completed in a short time. There is also a trend
toward an "industrial model," where project teams
are larger and responsibilities are more distinct
within the group." Research institutions are keyed
to hastening and demonstrating research productivity.

Some experiments have been attempted on U.S.
campuses to temper the drive for more research
output. For example, at Harvard Medical School,
faculty are allowed to list only five publications for
consideration at tenure, with similar numbers set for
other promotions. Thus, the quality and importance
of the candidate's selected set of papers is stressed,

720TA interviews at Stanford University, August 1990.

73'ibis was originally reported as nearly one-half going uncited. See David P. Hamilton, "Publishing Byand For?the Numben," Science, vol.
250. Dec. 7, 1990, pp. 1331-1332: and David P. HaMiltOn. "Research Papers: Who's Undid Now?" Science, vol. 251, Jan. 4, 1991. p. 25. The data
source, the Institute for Scientific Information, reports that the original estimate included notes, editorials, and meeting abstracts. When scientific articles
alone arc considered, uncitedneu by 1988 of anicles published in 1984 drops to 22 percent. For U.S. authors, the proportion is even lower (14.7 percent),
one-half that for non-U.S. author,. See David A. Pendlebury, "Science, Citation, and Funding," letter, Science, vol. 251, Mar. 22, 1991, pp. 14104411.
Journals, however, appear to have increasingly assumed a more archival function of bestowing credit than of informstion exchange. Citation raw,
however, are known to vary widely by field. This may reflect more on the ways researcherscredit one another through bibliographic references than
on bow they actually use that work. See Derek de Solla Price, "Citation Measures of Hard Science, Soft Science, itchnology and Nonscience,"
Communication Among Scientists and Engineers, C. Nelson and D. Pollock (eds.) (Lexington, MA: D.C. Heath, 1970), pp 3-22.

74Science: The End of the Frontier? op. cit., footnote 4.

750TA interviews, op. cit., footnote 71.

76Elsewhere this has been called the "industrialization" of science, or ". . . new collectiviud form in which characteristics of both the academic
and industrialized modes are intermingled." See John Mona, An Introduction to Science Studies (Cambridge. England: Cambridge University Press.
1984), p. 132. The dimensions of collectivized science, according to Ziman, include costly research apparatus, increasing aggregation of research
facilities, and collaboration in research performance that redefines "teamwork." In the words of tbe National Science Bored, ". . . modem science and
engineering research is more organized, capital intensive, multidisciplinary, and cooperative than in the past. Our universities must adapt to this need."
National Science Foundation. -The State of U.S. Science and Engineering.- A View From the National Science Board, statement accompanyingScience
& Engineering Indicatoro-1989, February 1990. These dimensions are discussed further in ch. 7.
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though measuring these characteristics, bibliomet-
ries notwithstanding, remains contentious."

Strong incentives militate against reducing re-
search output. For instance, since most overhead is
brought into the university by a small number of
research professors (at Stanford, 5 percent of the
faculty bring in over one-half of the indirect cost
dollars"), proposals to reduce research output are
not looked on with favor by many university
administrations. Any measure that would curb the
productivity of these professors would deprive the
university of revenues. Thus, many universities try
to maximize the level of research volume and
output.79

OTA fmds that research personnel at the two
universities examined are experiencing relative dep-
rivation. 'Ibis would appear to be symptomatic of
pressures felt on similar high-caliber research cam-
puses. If so, then the Federal Government, by
sending clear signals about the importance of
scientific merit, education, and equity in allocation
decisions, could aid universities in planning for a
changing research economy (see box 6-E).

Responsiveness

Another factor leading to perceived instability in
the research environment is the difference in time
scales between changing national needs, on the one
hand, and universities' capacity to respond to them,
on the other. 'lb build a research infrastructure, like
any government contractor, universities must com-
mit funds to construct facilities and to purchase
equipment. If the Federal Government then decides
to switch emphases, universities must continue to
ma;ntain this infrastructure. Also, no matter how
resourceful one may be, there are few incentives for

a professor to change research areas after having
accumulated knowledge in one or two specialties.80
It is perceived as being more cost-effective for the
university to hire new younger faculty and build up
their research capacity than to try to convert an older
researcher to a new field. Consequently, researchers
in universities have little recourse if research empha-
ses shift dramatically in Federal support for their
particular field."

An example of a growing department at the
University of Michigan may help illustrate some of
these points. In 1980-81, the Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science (EECS) Department was
perceived as weak. The central administration at
UofM decided to invest resources in the department
and pursue expansion. Most importantly, it decided
on a few key research priorities: optics, solid state
electronics, robotics, and microelectronics. The
administration encouraged retirement of many of the
older faculty and "weeded out" a few others. It
hired faculty in the designated areas to fill the vacant
slots and added a few faculty positions as well.
EECS expanded its research capacity in areas that
the Federal Government presently supports. It has
subsequently received more Federal funding. Unfor-
tunately, EE"S does not project, for the foreseeable
future, the fit. xibillty it experienced in the 1980s.
The department attributes its flexibility to the hiring
of new faculty, and doubts that this flexibility will
continue as the faculty ages.

The development of EECS may be unique among
university departments. As a survival tactic, univer-
sities have traditionally attempted to maintain broad
departments, covering many subdisciplines, so that
if funding in one area diminishes it has a minimal

77See N.L. Geller et al., "Lifetime Citation Rates to Compare Scientists' Work," Social Science Research. vol. 7, 1978, pp. 345-365; and AL. POtter
et al.. "Citations and Scientific Progress: Comparing Bibliometric Met.rures With Scientist Judgments." Scientometrics, vol. 13. 1988. pp. 103-124.
The National Science Foundation now limits the Gumbo of publications it will consider. as evidence of an applicant's track record, in reviewing grant
proposals. Ste Hamilton, op. cit.. footnote 73.

"Rick Biedenweg and Dana Shelley. 198647 Decamd .rect 1:ort Study (Stanford, CA: Stanford University, February 1988), p.
79For example. Donald Kennedy, president of Stanford University (SU). said in an OTA interview (Aug. 2, 1990) that if the 19901 do not promise

great increases in the Federal ocience budgets. SU win have to institute four meano to balance ha budget, and the first three have already been introduced:
1) restructure the budget for SU and instigate cuts; 2) boost the research volume to bring in more research dollars; 3) lobby for increased facilities
programs from the Federal Government; and 4) move some indirect costs to the direct cost lines to ensure full recovery.

K'SeeJohn Ziman,K mowing Everything Abou :Nothing: Specialisation and Change in Scientific Careers (Cambridge. England: Cambridge University
Press, 1987); and John ?Amu, "Research as a Career," The Research SyneminTransition, COMMA et al. (eds.) (Dordrecht, Holland: Kluwer, 1990),
pp. 345-359. 'The buildup of accumulated skills and knowledge puts a lot of inertia into the academic research system, and . . . a premium on expansion
as the easiest route toward reorientation of priorities." Harvey Brooks, Harvard University, personal communication. February 1991.

911n the case of a national research mission, such as the War on Cancer, relabeling one's research to qualify for mission money was a workable strategy.
See 1C.E. Studer and D.E. Chubin, The Cancer Mission: Social Contexts of Biomedical Research (Beverly Hills, CA: Sage. 1980). especially ch. 3.
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Box 6-EEmulating the Research University: Beware

In the last few decades, many universities have aspired to emulate the top research universities, in the hopes
of gaining a larger share of the Federal research pie. However, in the 1990s, the model of a research university may
become less attractive, functional, and reproducible.

Research universities are characterized by strength across departments and other units where research is
performed. For instance, Stanford University is not known particularly for strength in one field, or even several, but
for across-the-board excellence in every disciplinewithin science and engineering and without. Similarly, these
universities are the major recipients of Federal research and development funds and train the largest cadre of new
Ph.D.s in those disciplines.)

Outside the top 50 to 100 institutions are hundreds of universities that also compete for Federal research
funding.2 They reason that an influx of Federal monies could ease some of the financial burdens they face, but
moreover, could boost their capacity to do research and attract still more funding from other sources. Arguably, the
research university has been a model for emulation even for institutions whose missions and resource base made
them unlikely candidates to join the top 100. Institutional mobility is rare, but does occur.

Unfortunately, beneath the surface of many successful research universities lie many fiscal problems connected
with their research enterprise:

1. The demand for research funding is rising in some fields faster than funding available from Federal and
other sources, and some universities claim they cannot keep up.

2. Demands for state-of-the-art facilities are increasing with little financial help from the Federal Government,
so universities must tap State or private coffers to allow for renovation and new construction.

3. Charges abound that research faculty are shirking their teaching commitments, and students complain that
their education has suffered.

These problems notwithstanding, there is still an allureand a necessityto pursue Federal research dollars.
In addition to competing quite successfully for disciplinary agency support, universities are attracted by Federal
initiatives that enjoy "new" priority funding. At the University of Michigan, for example, Initiatives such as global

1In fiscal year 1988, 10 universities received almost one-quaner of tbe Federal research and development funds awarded to all academic
institutions. They were Johns Hopkins, Stanford, Musschusetts Institute of Itclmology, Wbconsin-Madison, Michigan, Wuhington,
California-So Diego, Cornell, Caltfonsis-Los Angeles, and Columbia. See National Science Foundation, Academic Science and Engineering:
R&D FundsFiscal Year 1988, NSF 89-326 (Washington, DC: 1990), table13-37. These same 10 universities produced 15 percent of all science
and engineering Ph.D.s. (3,303 of 20,738) that year. National Science Foundation, Science and Engineering Doctorates: 1960.89, NSF 90-320
(Wasbingion, DC: 1990), table 9. The distribution of honors, e.g., Nobel prizes and election to tbe National Academy of Science', reinforces
the stratification along research universities and the role of a select few in the education and employmee0 of U.S. scientists.

2For example, 1,719 institutions were supported by the National Institutes of Health (N1H) in 1990, but only 25 accounted fOT 38 percent
of N1H's extramural funds. See "NW Policy Chaage Could Shake Up Distribution of NIH Extramural Funding, Official Says," Washington
Fax, Nov. 23, 1990.

effect on the department as a whole. On the other
hand, if one area receives increased support, the
university will he prepared to take advantage. Due to
increased competition for funds, the model of a
multifaceted yet targeted department, such as EECS,
may become more prevalent. Universities may find
that concentrating their research capabilities in
specific areas may enhance their competitiveness for
Federal funding by augmenting their research track
record and the availability of research facilities and
equipment in those areas. Another tactic is the
welcoming of non-Federal sources of research
funding to campus, often to "leverage" Federal
funding (see box 6-F).

In the current research economy, a broad base is
increasingly difficult to maintain. Universities try-
ing to achieve the status of the top 50 research
institutions are bound to face numerous obstacles if
they try to obtainand sustain--success through a
broad-based approach.

Summary
In this chapter, OTA has reviewed data on

research expenditures from the perspectives of both
the Federal Government and academic research
performers. Fueled by increases in Federal, indus-
trial, and academic spending on research, the na-
tional research effort and the levels of basic and

20,i
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climate change and the Human Genorne Project are seen as "bandwagons": once the university commits resotuces
to participate, ft runs the risk of absorbing the costs of the research infrastructure and personnel after Fedeill support
wanes.3

If the top research universities are struggling to maintain excellence, even with their 4nherent advantages, it
may be unwise for other universities to try to become like them. It takes years to develop the breadth and depth of
resources that makes a research university; it does not happen quickly.' Moreover, the classic research university
model may simply be maladaptive for these times.s Maintaining the human and physical infrastsucture that has
accumulated over decades is a huge financial burden that affects all campus functions.6

Building targeted strength would appear to be a more sensible institplonal strategy than striving for
across-the-board excellence. Thus, one magnet laboratory funded by the National Science Foundation (and the State
of Florida) will not transform Florida State University into a Massachusetts Institute of Thchnology. But Florida
State might become world-class in research on high-energy magnetism. Such targeting demands concentrated fiscal
and human resources, selective recntitment of faculty reseatchers, and construction of facilities. The Federal
Government has a role to play in this effort. As recently stated: "It's the classic American challenge: What's the
best tradeoff between the conflicting desires of preserving excellence and promoting diversity?"7

Preserving excellence in research and teaching at U.S. researching universities is not a Federal obligation; it
is a good investment. Reseatch universities have strategic plans, critical masses of researchers, and the reputation
for selectivity. However, those institutions that aspire to join the select group of top research universities in the
1990s might best reconsider the research university modeland proceed at their own risk.

31n the short nut, resources that would have been devoted to instruction tend to get diverted to this high-profile research. !meatus in
fashionable research is an important pan of the university portfolio, but the cost of some activides msy have an adverse effect on others This
example is based on OTA interviews with Utgversity of Michigan administrators, July 1990.

4Tigs was a recurrent theme at hearings held by the House Committee on Science and lbchnology, Task Force on Science Policy in
1985-86. For an analysis of members' and witneuss' concerns, see Patrick Hamlett, "Tisk Force on Science Policy: A Window on the Federal
Funding and Management of Research," OTA contractor report, October 1990. Available through the National Thchnical Information Service,
see app. F.

5See Linda 13. Parke: and David I.. Clark, "Depanmental Responses to Fluctuation to Research Resources," Research Management
Review, vol. 4, spring 1990, pp. 19-34.

6Perhaps the most striking evidence of a university's research inionsiveness is the number of postdoctorates it employs. By this measure.
Stanford and Michigan are spectacular examples. At bath institutions, poetdoctorates in life sciences represent two to thee limes the number
of postdoctoral appointees in all other fields combined. (Physical sciences is the runner-up on both campuses.) At Stsnford, the numbes of life
sciences postdoctorates doubled to 600 in 1988. This also represents almon twice the number of graduate (i.e., predoctoral) students in life
sciences at Stanford. At Michigan the emphasis is reversed: although postdoctorates in life sciences grew from 160 to 280 between 1980 and
1988, the number of predoctoral students in these fields totaled three tiMei the postdoctoral count. These differences in graduate etudents and
postdoctoral uumbers are probably reflected in the composition of research teams.

7Michael Schrsge, "Blurring the Line Between Funding Science and Funding Economic Growth," The Washington Pon, Oct. 5, 1990,
P. F3.

applied research individually are at levels surpassing
the "golden age" of the 1960s, However, the rise in
demand for funds from the research communky
continues to outpace Federal funding increases.

This rise in demand is due primarily to increased
spending on research, and only secondarily to
increases in the "costs" of individual components
of research budgets. Increased spending appears to
stem from the growth of the size of research groups
under the direction of one principal investigator, a
tendency toward growing pressure to produce more
research, and an increasing complexity of equipment
and facilities (although advances in technology can
also decrease overall spending).

prflV Alum prop c

Reliable analyses of research expenditures by
Federal agencies are not available, Information
provided to the agencies by the performers is likely
to combine actual need with the desire to pursue
boundless opportunities in research. Some trends,
however, are well documented. The number of
scientists conducting research and supporting gradu-
ate and postdoctoral students has grown. Every
agency has seen a growth in the number of grant
applications submitted. In addition, average expend-
itures per investigator have nearly tripled, in real
terms, since 1958. The obsolescence time for
equipment and instrumentation has shrunk more
than twofold, and facilities built in the 1950s and
1960s are in need of repair and renovation. The
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Box b.f Industry on Campus
,

Universities have been aggressive in seeking industry support for research in the 1980s, though the relationship
between the twat) leder" hal been a "two-way street" fOr More than A half-cent:My.' Industry funding of univeility
research, though Wilk in the 1980s, Still tepretented jUat Mfer 5 percent Of all urtiVertity Matra. (ThC highest
proportions are Mund at engineering institutionsGeorgia Instittite of Thchnology, Carnegie-Mellon, Massachu-
setts Institute of Thchnology.) Mit of that funding was geared to generic, nonproprietary knowledge aided by
support for faculty, graduate students, and infrattnicture. In other woids, technology transfer, patenting, and
commercial gain were not the primary motivations for academic-industry relations.2

Until recently, only certain fields have had relevance to industry investment for a profit motive: computer
science, metallurgy, materials science, and chemistry.3 More recently, biology has offered industzy new techniques
for the development of products and processes. As historian Roger Geiger points out:

The cue for the importance of the university role in economic development rests on two pillars: that industry
has been underinvesting in generic research, and thus could profitably utilize additional research from universities;
and second, that discoveries of potential commercial value were being made in universities, but were not reaching
the market because of linking mechanisms.4

Li many fields, the demand for research funds are exceeding available funds from traditional sources
especially in fields that require large-scale, technologically advanced equipment and instruments, as well as more
technicians with more skills. Concerns about sponsorshipmilitary as well as industrialskewing the research

!Large chemical sad drug compiles funded university laboratories for routine services, like testing, beginning in the 1930s. See Roger
L. Geiger, "Indusuy and University Research: The Revolution of the 1980s," Science and Thchnology and the Changing World Order,
colloquium proceedings, Apr. 12-13, 1990, SD. Sauer (ed.) (Washington, DC: American Auociation for the Advancement of Science, 1990),
pp. 138-148; and Paul B. Gray, "Advantageous Liaisons," Issues in Science & Technology, vol. 6. No. 3, spring 1990, pp. 4046.

2See Roger L. Geiger, "Milking the Sacred Cow: Resurch and the Quest for Useful Knowledge in the American University Since 19a"
Science, Technology, & Human Wm, vol. 13, Nos. 34, summer & autumn 1988, pp. 332348.

3According to Richard R. Nelson, "institutions Supporting Whaled Advance isi Industry," American Economic Review, vol. 76, May
1986, pp. 186-189.

4Geiger, op. cit., footnote 1, p. 147. For a case in point, see David Blumenthal et 81., "University-Industry Research Relationships in
Biotechnology: Implications for the University," Science, vol. 232, June 13, 1986, pp. 1361-1366; U.S. Congress, Office of ItchoologY
Assessment, U.S. Invenment in Biotechnology, OTA-BA-360 (Washington, DC; U.S. Government Printing Office, July 1988); and Phyllis B.
Moses and Charles B. Hess, "Getting Biotech Into the Field," Issues in Science & Technology, vol. 4, No. 1, fall 1987, pp. 35-41.

entire enterprise has grown at a rate above inflation
and beyond what the current Federal budget can
perhaps al ford.

Competition for funds, coupled with a failure to
meet research expectations on the part of many
researchers, contributes to relative deprivation at
many research universities. University researchers
feel deprived because their resources (and subse-
quent outputs) have not met their expectations.
Although many universities urge a quick infusion of
money to ensure their responsiveness to national
research missions as well as the scientific research

-_

base, from an "expenditures/costs" perspective, it
may not be the appropriate role of the Federal
Government simply to supply extra funds. Rather,
the Federal Government could encourage both
established and aspiring research universities to
consider the funding environment and to adjust their
research agendas, timetables, and needs accord-
ingly.82 Devising mechanisms for understanding
and coping with research expenditures is one of the
central challenges to the Federal system for funding
research in the 1990s.

42It mid be noted that, wider the Florida and Federal Demonstration Projects, no-cost extensions on research grants and other ineans of expanding
the authority of uiiiersiiies to control research budgets locally have been successfully tested By providing flexibility, these expanded authorities create
opponunities for cost savings and improsed ai count:11+1111y See Anne Scanley and William Sellers, Government-University-Industry Research
Roundtable, "Suminary of Interim Reports Submitted h Grantee Organuations Participating in the Federal Demon.strauon Project," unpublished
document, Oil I. 1990
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agenda and undermining the spirit of open inquiry on campus are still voiced.5 But the trend has not so threatened
academic norms as to provoke a backlash.6 Perhaps out of economic necessity, universities have accommodated.7

The "competitiveness" debate has legitimized academic involvement with industry, if not outright promoted
it. There is an assumption that strengthening the links between industry and university research will improve
America's economic malaise. A series of legislative and executive initiatives in the 1980s encouraged collaboration,
such as the Patent and Trademark Amendments of 1980 (Public Law 96-517), the Stevenson-Wydler lbchnology
Innovation Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-480), the 1981 Economic Recovery Tax Act (Public Law 97-34), and the
National Cooperative Research Act of 1984 (Public I aw 98-467). In addition, the 1980s witnesseda growth of State
economic development programs that aimed to stimulate university-industry cooperation in public universities.
More and more, linkage between universities and industry has been viewed as essential and mutually beneficiaLe

The resiliency of the university will continue to be tested by rising demands for research funds and the
proliferation of missions served by experts on campus. In the 1990s, opportunistic funding of university research
may give way to a moderation of corporate-sponsored research. Or such undertakings may continue to be physically
segmented in a research institute or center as a way of detaching the industrial values it symbolizes from the core
campus organization.9 The existence of university-industry collaborations is not in doubt; the forms of these
collaborations, however, will remain in flux.

5For extunple. see "Secrecy in University-Based Research: Who Controls? Who Tells?" Science, Technology, & Human Wilues, special
issue, vol. 10. No. 2, spring 1985, pp. 3-114; and Henry Etzkowitz. "The Second Academic Revolution: The Role of the Research University
in Economic Development." The Research System in Transition, S.F.. Comm et al. (eds.) (Dordrecht, Holland: Kluwer. 1990), pp. 109.124.

61t has ntade "intellectual property" an academic as well as a Federal policy issue. For discussions.see Marcel C. LaFollette. "U.S. Policy
on Intellectual Property in R&D: Emerging Political and Moral Issues." in S.E. Cozzens et al., op. cit., footnote 5, pp. 125-139; and U.S.
Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Intellectual Property Rights in an Age of Electronics and Information, OTA-CIT-302 (Springfield.
VA: National Technical Information Service, 1986). Also see Charles Weiner, "Universities, Professors, and Patents: A Continuing
Controversy," Technology Review, vol. 89. No. 2, February/March 1986. pp. 33-43.

7For example. see George R. McDowell. "Land-Grant Colleges of Agriculture: Renegotiating or Abandoning a Social Contract."
Choices, second quarter 1988, pp. 18-21

80ffice of Technology Assessment. op. cit footnote 4. Also see Barry Bozeman anti Michael Crow, Flie Environments of U.S. R&D
Laboratories: Political and Market Influences," Policy Sciences, vol. 23, No. I, 1990, pp. 25-56.

9See Dorothy Nelkin and Richard Nelson. "Conunentaty: University-Indusny Alliances," Science, Technology, & Human tillues, vol.
12, winter 1987, pp 65-74. In other words, the value of academic research is likely to persist. if not grow. See Edward M. Scolnick. "Basic
Research and h.s Impact on Industrial R&D," Research-Technology Management, November-December 1990, pp. 21-26.
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CHAPTER 7

Human Resources for the Research Work Force

My first priority is fr. create an environment in which talented young people choose
careers in health sciences research. . . . My second priority would be to fashion a system
in which talented, more senior researchers could obtain stable funding for their best
work. Those two priorities cannot be achieved without setting some limits and making
difficult choices.

Leon Rosenberg1

Introduction
The scientific education system in the United

States, especially at the doctoral level, is the envy of
the world. Foreign nationals continue to seek
degrees in science and engineering at U.S. institu-
tions at an ever growing rate, and this exemplary
"production" of Ph.D.s has continued over at least
the past 30 years.

The U.S. graduate research and education system
trains new researchers and skilled personnel for all
sectors of the Nation's work force (and for some
countries abroad). AniVe new researchers have
traditionally been trained for faculty positions in
academia, in fields like computer science, the
demand for technical labor outside of academia is
great. Some fields, like chemistry, also benefit from
having a large set of potential academic and indus-
trial employment opportunities. This diversity
makes any labor market fluid and its forecasting
difficult, but the major components can be analyzed.

This chapter focuses on Ph.D. production and
employment in the United States and the research
work force, as a subset of the total science and
engineering work force. The educational "pipeline"
that prepares students at the K-12 through under-
graduate level for doctoral study is discussed where
needed.2 First, the chapter discusses the overall
shape of Ph.D. production in the United States, the
Federal role in supporting graduate education, and
the present employment prospects for new Ph.D.s.
Second, the chapter focuses on projections for future
employment of Ph.D.s, and then turns to training

Jiftli&a

,Na

406.
tj.

Photo credit: U.S. Deparinont of Energy

Sdentist mixes a chemical sample. Broadening the
participation In research of traditionally under-

represented groups, such as U.S. minorities, Is a central
issue for the health of the research enterprise.

considerations for an uncertain future. The chapter
concludes with a discussion of the Federal role in
Ph.D. production and employment for the 1990s.

Baseline Data on Science and
Engineering Vegrees

Trends in the award of science and engineering
(s/e) degrees highEght 20 years of growth in human

iQuoted in Dick Thompson. The (kowing Crisis in Medical Science.- Time. Dec. 17, 1990, p. 21.

2An analysis of the higher education stages of the pipeline and how the Federal Government intersects with it is contained in U.S. Congress. Office
of 1tchno1ogy Assessment. Higher Educaiion for Science and Engineering, OTA-BP-SET S2 (Washington. VC: U.S. Government Printing Office.
March 1989).
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206 Federally Funded Research: Decisions for a Decade

resources.3 Scientific education has yielded a signif-
icant number of new Ph.D.s, yet the benefits of this
education have not accrafi equally to all groups and,
therefore, to the Nation. Women and U.S. racial and
ethnic minorities, despite gains in Ph.D. awards
though the 1970s and 1980s, lag the achievement of
white men. Relative to their numbers in both the
general and the undergraduate populations, women
and minorities are undetparticipating in the research
work force.4 Foreign nationals on temporary visas
are a growing proportion of s/e degree recipients.5
National Science Foundation (NSF) data indicate
the following trends.6

Degrees, Gender, Ethnicity, Nationality, and
Fields of Study

The total number of Ph.D.s awarded in s/e has
increased from 17,400 in 1977 to over 20,250 in
1988. In addition, the proportion of s/e Ph.D.s
awarded as compared with Ph.D.s granted in all
fields varied from 57 to 64 percent over the period
from 1966 to 1988 (see figure 7-1).

Of the approximately 34,000 Ph.D.s awarded in
1988 (in all s/e and non-s/e fields), the distribution
by sle field ranges from 2 percent in environmental
sciences to 15 percent in biological/agricultural
(hereafter, "life") sciences. Trends in field shares
are variable, showing percentage increases and
decreases over the period 1966 to 1988 (see figure
7-2).

One in three college graduates earns the baccalau-
reate degree in an s/e field. By gender, men earn
more baccalaureate degrees in s/e fields per thou-
sand than women by a ratio of three to two.' In 1988,
women earned 40 percent of baccalaureate degrees,
30 percent of master's degrees, and 27 percent of the
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SOURCE: National Solana Foundation, Solana and Enginaating Da
:1966.88, A Boum* Book NSF 90412 (Washington, DC:

1990), table 1; and National Selena Foundation, &two and
Enghtaaring Dooforalas: 106049, NSF 00420 (Washington,
DC: 1990), table 1. National Science Foundation, Science and
EnginWng Darras: 196640, A Solna Book NSF 90.312
(Washington, 00:1090), table 1; and National Science Founda-
tion, &Once and Eqinfaring Dootoratoe: 1960419, NSF
90-320 (Washington, DC: 1990), table 1.

doctorates awarded in s/e. At the Ph.D. level, this
proportion represents more than a tripling since
1966 (see figure 7-3). (In non-s/e fields, however,
women have achieved parity in Ph.D.s earned and
exceed the numbers of men awarded baccalaureate
and master's degrees.)

Except for life sciences, psychology, and social
sciences, the number of doctorates awarded to
women is modest, In 1988, among U.S. citizens,
men earned 90 percent of the engineering Ph.D.s, 63
percent of the science Ph.D.s, and 48 percent of the
non-s/e Ph.D.s. In fractional terms, women now earn
one in three life sciences and social sciences Ph.D.s
and more than one of every two Ph.D.s awarded in
psychology. From 1966 production rates, engineer-

3Altbough OTA uses the shorthand "scientists and engineers," it recognizes the diversity of fields represented by the term. These fields are those
used as degree-granting categories in the Nstional Science Foundation's Science Reaourcea Studies reports: engineering, physical sciences,
environmental sciences. mathematical sciences. computer/information sciences, life (biological/agricultural) sciences, psychology, and social sciences.

'Degrees alone tell an incomplete story of future supply of scientists and engineers. FOf example, college attendance flail of 18- to 21-year-olds vary
by grade? and race. Since 1972, 33 to 40 percent of whites of both sexes in the cohon have attended college with Black rates in the 25 to 30 percent
range. By 1988, female attendance exceeded that of males and was rising, whereas male attendance of both races peaked in 1986-87 and has declined
thereafter. See National Science Board, Science & Engineering lndicators-1989 (Washington. DC: U.S. Ooliesmnent Printing Office, 1989). figure
2-2, p. 50. The National Science Foundation furnishes all data reported in (be Science & Engineering indicators report.

5For an overview, see Commission on Professionals in Science and Technology, Measuring National Needs for Scientists to the Year 2000, report
of a workshop. Nov. 30.Dec. 1, 1988 (Washington, DC: July 1989), pp. 20-24. For more on graduate engineering education, see Elinor Barber et al..
Choosing Futures:11.S. and Foreign Student Views of Graduate Engineering Education (New York, NV: Institute of International Education, 1990).

'National Science Foundation. Science and Engineering Degrees: I 966-1988--.4 Source Book, NSF 90-312 (Washinvon, DC: 1990). Doctorate daus
we drawn from the multiple agency-sponsored Survey of Earned Doctorates conducted under contract by the Nationsl Research Council and assembled
and reported by the Division of Science Resources Studies of the National Science Foundation.

'This ratio has narrowed since 1966 when it was nearly 3.5 to I. See ibid., table 53, p. 43. Also see Sarah E. limner and William G. Bowen, "The
Flight From Ans and Sciences: Trends in Degrees Conferred,' Science, vol. 250, Oct. 26, 1990. pp. 517-521.
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208 Federally Funded Research: Decisions for a Decade

Foreign citizens on temporary visas earn increas-
ing proportions of the s/e doctorates awarded by U.S.
universities; one-quarter of all s/e Ph.D.s, and as
much as 40 percent in engineering and mathemat-
ics.") The number of Ph.D.s awarded in s/e to foreign
citizens on temporary visas increased from 2,700 in
1975 to 4,800 ht 1988, with the most rapid gains in
the 1980s. Foreign nationals on pennanent visas, on
the other hand, decreased from 1,200 in 1975 to 820
in 1984, but experienced a rapid rise to 1,100 in
1988. At the same time, the total for U.S. citizens
dropped from 14,000 in 1975 to 12,800 in 1988, with
the most rapid decrease in the late 1970s. During the
1980s, s/e Ph.D.s awarded to U.S. citizens showed
no clear trends, ranging from a low of 12,600 (1987)
to a high of 13,300 (1981)."

In summary, the total number of Ph.D.s awarded
in s/e in the United States has increased by nearly 50
percent from 1977 to 1988. The numbers of women
and minority recipients of Ph.D.s have also in-
creased, with the greatest gains posted by women,
Hispanics, and Asians, but with no gain by Blacks.
Perhaps most dramatic is the increase in Ph.D.
awards to foreign citizens on temporary visas, which
almost doubled from 1978 to 1988. (For a compari-
son of national trends with the experiences of four
research universitiespublic and private, and re-
gionally dispersedsee box 7-A.)

Forms of Federal Support to
Graduate Students

Clearly, graduate enrollments and the award of
the Ph.D. in s/e depend on more than undergraduate
degree attainment. Institutional practices and Fed-
eral policies play a significant role in graduate
student support, completion of the doctorate, and
employment aspirations. OTA notes the following
trends.

Ever since the National Defense Education Act of
1958 (NDEA, Public Law 85-864) passed in the

wake of the Sputnik launch, the Federal Government
has been pivotal in pre- and postdoctoral support of
science, engineering, and indeed, non-sie students.12
Additional programs were soon established by NSF,
the National Aeronautics and Space Mministration
(NASA), the National Institutes of Health (NM),
and other Federal agencies. This period of growth,
beginning in the 1960s, in Federal programs offering
fellowships (portaWe grants awarded directly to
students for graduate study) and traineeships (grants
awarded to institutions to build training capacity)
was followed by decreases in the 1970s.13 In the
natural sciences, these declines were offset by the
rise in the number of research assistantships (RAs)
awarded on Federal research grants. Federal support
to the humanities and social sciences has always
been comparatively less since, outside of NDEA,
traineeships and fellowships were offered for the
natural sciences, and research assistantships are
rarely supported on social sciences or humanities
grants. During the 1980s, other sources of support,
including loans and family contributions, remained
constant (see figure 7-4).

In the 1980s, RAs became the principal mecha-
nism of graduate student support, increasing at 5
percent per year since 1980 (except in agricultural
sciences, where RAs have actually declined). This
trend is consistent with the growing "research
intensiveness" of the Nation's universities: more
faculty report research as their primary or secondary
work activity, an estimated total in 1988 of 155,000
in academic settings."

If the Federal agencies were to change the mix of
support to graduate students, first by increasing the
number of portable fellowships, the concentration of
support in the major research universities would be
reinforced. On the other hand, if the government
were to increase the number of traineeships, Federal
support could be directed to a broader set of
institutions. No particular mix of support mecha-

olbid., pp. 46, 56.

I !Note that the numbers of PhD.s awarded to U.S. citinns and to foreign citizens on temporary end permanent visas do not add up to the number
given for all Ph.D.s awarded. Roughly 7 percent of the total number of Ph.D.s are of unlmown citizenship. Lawrence BUtton, Science Resources Studies,
National Science Foundation, personal communication, Dec. 10. 1990.

12For details, see U.S. Congress. Office of llichnology Aueument, Demographic Trends and the Sciennfic and Engineering Work Force,
O1A-TM-SET-35 (Springfiel-', VA: National '0:clinica1 Information Service, December 1985). pp. 44-49.

0Association of American Universities. The Ph.D. Shortage: The Federal Role (Washington, DC: Jan. I I. 1990), PP. 15-16.

I4These 155,000 represent 37 percent of employed h.D. scientists and engineers in the United States in 1987. There are several assumption' built
into these estimatesthat Ph.D.s are most likely to do research, that research is considered a "primary or secondary research activity" by survey
respondents, and that (although R&D are coupled here) basic and applied "R," not "D" is performed in academic settings. National Science Board,
op. cit., footnote 4, pp. 46, 37, 115.
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Chapter 7Human Resources for the Research Work Force 209

Figure 74Federal Support of Science and
Engineering Graduate Students: 1969 and 1966

(by type of support)
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SOURCE: National Selene* Board, Science A Enginwing indkalots-
1989, NSB 64-1 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Pr lilting
Office, 1949), app. table 28; and National Science Founda-
tion, Gradual. Student Support and Manpower Rosourcas in
Graduate &kw* &bastion, Fall 1069, NSF 70-40 (Wubing-
ton DC: September 1070), table C-11a.

nisms appears to alter the decision to pursue
graduate study.15

Employment of Researchers

Since 1980, NSF estimates that the total s/e work
force (baccalaureate, master's, and Ph.D. degree
recipients) has grown at 7.8 percent per year, which
is four times the annual rate of total employment of
1.8 percent. Scientists and engineers represented 2.4

percent of the U.S. work force in 1976 and 4.1
percent in 1988.16 Almost 2.0 million scientists and
2.6 million engineers were employed in the s/e work
force in 1988. In addition, almost 25 percent of all
scientists and 10 percent of all engineers were
employed in non-s/e jobs in 1988. At the doctoral
level, scientists numbered 351,000, which is five
times the engineers at 68,000. lbtal employment for
doctoral scientists and engineers grew by nearly 5
percent per year from 1981 to 1987.17 The percent-
age of foreign nationals who remain in the United
States after receiving their Ph.D.s remained at
roughly 50 percent Irough the latter half of the
1980s.

A pivotal employment sector for Ph.D. s/e re-
searchers is academia. From 1977 to 1987, the
number of Ph.D. scientists and engineers engaged in
academic research increased by 65 percent. Figure
7-5 shows that life scientists accounted for one in
three doctoral scientists and engineers on campus, a
proportion unchanged in a decade, while figure 7-6
indicates average annual growth rates by field, with
computer and information scientists leading the
way.

The academic research work force in 1987 was 90
percent white (both sexes) and 84 percent male.
Overall participation in academic research by minor-
ities is bifurcated-9 percent is Asian and expand-
ing, 2 percent is Black and Hispanic and barely
inching upward. The most encouraging statistics are
for Black women who, in 1987, represented 31
percent of Black Ph.D. scientists doing research in
the academic sector.

NSF estimates a 51-percent increase, from 1977
to 1987, in the number of s/e doctorates engaged in
basic research, regardless of employment sector.
Four out of five (79 percent) worked in academia in
1987 (see figure 7-7); industry employs 8.6 percent;
the Federal Government employs 6.7 percent; non-
profit institutions support 3.5 percent; and other
groups employ the fmal 2.6 percent.

151.1.5. Congress, Office of Thchnology Aueument, Educating Scientists and Engineers: Grade School to Grad School, OTA-SET-377 (Wulington,
DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, lune 1988), p. 88. The admstration's Meal year 1992 budget. however, proposes 10 consolidate graduate student
financial aid programs at the Department of Education into a single National Graduate Fellowships Protract (NGFP) andplace it under the discretionary
authority of the Secretary of Education. Included under Nt if/P is the Graduate Assistance in Areas of National Need Programto support physical science
and engineering students ($25 million in fiscal year 1991). See "FY 1992 Budgets for Social and Behavioral Science Research." COSSA Washington
Update, vol. 10. Mar. 4, 1991, pp. 10-11.

16National Science Board. op. cit., footnote 4. p. 67.

unw., p. 116.
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Box 7-AInstitutional Variations on National Trends: Graduate Enrollments at
Four Research Universities

While national trends in graduate enrollments, demography, supra, and distribution by field paint the "big
picture." they depersonalize and often mask how institutions (and their sponsors) influence those destined to join
the research work force. Profiles of graduate student enrollments at four research universitiestwo public, two
privateprovide comparisons among key characteristics.1

In the 1980s, graduate enrollments grew by 18 percent nationally. By broad field, enrollments have, in
percentage terms, grown steadily in engineering and mathematics/computer science, decreased slightly in the life
sciences and more markedly in the social sciences, and been stable in psychology and the environmental sciencea.
But these national mods are not mirrored at the four universities examined by OTA: the University of Houston,
the University of California-Santa Barbara (UC-Santa Barbara), Carnegie-Mellon University, and the Massachu-
setts Institute of Thchnology (MIT) (see table 7A-1).

Growth in enrollments from 1980 to 1988 range from 43 percent at Carnegie-Mellon to 13 percent at UC-Santa
Barbara. MIT's enrollment declined by 2 pc:cent. The University of Houston, while increasing its graduate student
population by one-third, experienced the largest growth in mathematics/computer science. At Carnegie-Mellon,
there was virtually no change in the distribution by broad field during the decade. At MIT engineerbig enrollments
declined (but over one-half of all graduate students there are pursuing engineering degrees), and at UC-Santa
Barbara the number of mathematics/computer science students nearly tripled.

Examined in terms of demographic characteristics, the graduate student populations at all four universities
reflect national trends, but at different levels:

Nationally, the proportion of women is up slightly to 32 percent. At the four universities highlighted hem
the trend is similar, but enrollments of women averaged one-quarter of all science and engineering (s/e)
students.
Foreign nationals comprise almost one-half the graduate s/e students at Houston, and one-third at MIT and
Carnegie-Mellon. Nationally, foreign students were 26 percent of the graduate student population in 1988.
Among U.S. citizens, minorities represent one-quarter at Houston, but only 13 to 14 percent at the other throe
universities. The national average, unchanged since 1983, was 18 percent.2

In actuality, little is known about Ph.D. supply.3 In the words of the National Research Council: "Basic
descriptive statistics such as the percent of entering doctoral students who never complete the degreeare unknown.
More complicated issues such as determinants of degree completion (e.g., financial support, family responsibilities,
demography, and time to complete the degree) remain unanswered. "4 National trends in graduate student
enrollments tell only part of the story of factors affecting the renewal of human resources in science and engineering.

!The data reported below are based on unpublished National Science Foundation data compiled by the Division of Science Resources
Studies.

21he national data ate drawn from National Science Board, Science & Engineering ls4icarorg-1989 (Washington, DC: 1989), pp.
215416, tables 2-7 and 2-8.

Pius simple of four institutions alone suggests that researeh-intentive univenitias may ender-enroll women and U.S. minorities end
over-enroU foreign nationals in graduate science and engineering study relative to national trends. OTA's analysis of University of Michigan
and Stanford Univenity is consistent with these findings across all fields of leitilft and engineering as well, with women compromising 28 and
22 percent, respectively. and foeeign nationals 34 and 30 percent, of graduate enrollments. But generalizations are peematute until more
systematic analysis is undertgen.

4Man Feebler, executive director. Office of Scientific and Engineering Personnel, National Research Council, personal communication.
Oct. 23. 1990.

Fields vary in their dependence on sectors of
employment. Basic researchers with a Ph.D. in some
tieldsmathematics, sociology/anthropology, and
economicsare employed almost exclusively in
academia. Industry, in contrast, employed 19 percent

of all engineers and 25 percent of computer scientists
doing basic research in 1987. The field experiencing
the largest percentage increase in industrial employ-
ment during the decade was the life sciences (in large
part due to the biotechnology boom)."

"I bid 'Me National Science Foundanon also reports that retention of male doctoral scientists and engineers is the highest for the business/industry
and university/college sectors, around 80 percem. after 14 years (see pp. 117-118 for a discussion).
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Tibia 7A-1-Graduate Enrollment In Science and Engineering at Selected Universities, by Field: 198048

Total
Year students

tiatIonal totals
Math/ EnvIron-

Social Life computer Physical mental
Engineering sciences sciences science Psychology sciences sciences

1980 208,232 20.1% 27.7% 21.8% 7.3% 10.4% 10.7% 4.9%
1083 223,135 23.6 21.5 20.0 8.8 9.9 11.0 5.2
1988 238,741 244 19.9 19.2 10.8 9.3 11.4 4.6
1988 245,483 25.1 20.1 19.1 10.8 9.5 11.3 4.0

Year

University of Houston
Math/ Env Iron-

Total Social Ufe computer Physical mental
students Engineering sciences sciences science Psychology sciences soleness

1980 768 24.8% 12.7% 20.3% 9.5% 15.5% 14.3% 2.7%
1983 864 , 31.1 9.6 16.9 13.0 5.7 18.9 4.9
1986 1,165 29.0 9.5 13.6 13.7 14.2 18.5 3.4
1088 1.017 29.1 9.5 14.2 13.1 15.5 15.6 2.9

Comore-Won University
Math/ Environ

Total Social Ufe computer Physical mental
Year students E ineer1ng sciences sciences science P y sciences sciences
1980 796 47.4% 18.8% 2.9% 18.2% 1.5% 10.9% 0.0%
1983 965 44.0 21.7 3.2 16.8 2.1 10.3 0.0
1986 1,115 48.4 17.9 3.3 20.3 1.7 10.4 0.0
1988 1,137 45.8 18.6 3.5 19.5 2.5 10.0 0.0

Total
Year students

Massachusetts Institut. of Tichnology
Math/

Life computer
sciences scienceEngineering

Social
sciences

Environ-
Physical mental

Psychology sciences sciences.MMi
1980 3,004 62.0% 10.2% 7.5% 3.0% 0.8% 12.9% 3.5%
1083 3,705 61.6 10.8 7.1 2.9 0.9 13.0 3.8
1088 3,925 56.2 11.8 6.4 8.1 1.1 13.0 3.5
1088 3,827 54.0 11.9 6.3 3.5 1.4 13.9 3.6

Total
Year students

University of CaillomieSants Barbara
Math/

computer
scienceEng:mering

Social Life
sciences sciences

Environ-
Physical mental

Psychology sciences scienoes
1980 1,142 25.2% 27.8% 17.4% 4.9% 4.5% 14.5% 5.6%
1983 1,1713 27.6 25.6 16.0 4.8 4.1 16.1 5.9
1986 1,262 24.2 25.0 14.4 12.0 4.3 15.1 4.9
1988 1,293 28.3 22.0 14.6 13.4 3.7 13.9 4.0
NOTE: Full-time students only.

SOURCE: National Wawa Board, &Mow S Enginowing hdioakas-1989 (Washington, DC: U.S. Governmen1 Printing Milos, 1989), table 2-16,
p. 228; and Natio,ial Science Foundation, inethutional Profiles of the University of Houston, Carnegle-Melon Univemity. Massachusetts
institute of Technofogy, and University ot California-Santa Barbara, unpublished Information. 1089.

Complicating thc understanding of employment
trends is that temporary, 1- to 2-year appointments
are a tradition in Entne fields. Postdoctoral appoint-
ments are used both to augment the specialized skills
acquired in doctoral study and to wait out poor

employment markets.° The number of Ph.D.s tak-
ing postdoctoral positions in U.S. universities has
grown 5 percent annually since 1980. The availabil-
ity of these appointments expand with academic
research budgets, and over one-half of these posi-

"Traditionally, the postdoctoral appointment is for 1 to 2 years The last major national study of postdoctorates, however, is a decade old This issue
needs to be revisited empirically. For a national perspective, see National Research Council, Postdortoral Appointments and Disappointments
(Washington, DC. National Academy Press, 1981). For a first-person perspective on how circumstances may he changuig. sec FAhvard J. Hackett,
Science as a Vocat Educatwn. vol. Ol, May/June 1990, pp. 241-279.
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Figure 7-5Distribution of Doctoral Scientists and
Engineers in Academic R&D, by Field:

1977 and 1987 (in percent)
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tions are located in the life sciences. Foreign citizens
have been increasing their postdoctoral appoint-
ments at a rate twice that of U.S. citizens in the last
decade." Also, universities have increased the
number of available nonfaculty research positions,
and that the number of nonfaculty researchers as a
percentage of the total numbel of Ph.D.s in s/e
employed in academia rose from 14.8 percent in
1977 to 17.5 percent in 1987 (see box 7-B).

In sum, there is a steady stream of new entrants to
the research work force. Almost 14,000 s/e Ph.D.s
are granted each year by U.S. universities to U.S.
citizens (nearly 13,000) or to foreign citizens who
are permanent residents (over 1,000). Industry and
academia have increased their employment of
Ph.D.s in de lver the past two decades, and by rates

Figure 74Average Annual Percentage Growth
Rate of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers in

Academic R&D, by Field: 1977-87
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exceeding 5 percent per year in the 1980s. In
addition, relatively temporary university positions,
such as postdoctoral and nontenure-tiaCk research
slots, have increased.

Historically, the Federal Government has played
both a direct and indirect role in the production and
employment of s/e Ph.D.s. Both as the primary
supporter of graduate student salaries and tuition,
and as an employer through the Federal laboratories
and mainly through research grants, the Federal
Government has perhaps the largest role in the s/e
Ph.D. labor market. With changing demographics
and demands on the research component of this labor

2°National Science Board, op. cit., footnote 4, p. 54. There is both a "push" and "pull" factor operating in the postdoctorates takes by non-U.S.
citizens with Ph.D.s. They may be ineligible for employment in some sectors, e.g., defense, and they can be productive researchers while awaiting a
change in visa status from temporary to permanent. S. 358, passed in the 101st Congress, would allow the annual number of employment-based visas
to increase from 54,000 to 140,000. Up to 40,000 visas are reserved for academicians and others with "extraordinary" ability to work in the United States.
An annual cap of 65.000 H-I. or temporary professional, visas was also imposed. See Janice Long, "U.S. immigration Eased for Profeulonals,"
Chemical & Engineering News, vol. 68, No. 47, Nov. 19, 1990, p. 13.
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Figure 7-7-Employment of Doctoral Scientists and
Engineers In Basle Research, by Sector: 1987
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SOURCE: Nattonal Satinet, Board, Science A Eag Mooring In4icators-
1989, NSS 89-1 (Washington, OC: U.S. Govarnment Printing
(Mica, 1989), app. tibia 5-19.

force, the Federal Government could redefme that
role as more or less interventionist in the 1990s.

The Shape of the Future Research
Work Force

In recent years, the scientific community and
some Federal research agencies have intensified the
call for increased support of human resources. One
emphasis has been on the educational "pipeline "-
how to attract more elementary and secondary
school students to science, mathematics, and engi-
neering.21 Since the school-aged population will
begin to grow with the second baby boom in the
mid-1990s, most research agencies have initiated
programs that emphasize earlier stages in scientific
education, especially at the secondary and under-
graduate levels.22 Not only will this population

.

grow, but a larger proportion of it will consist of
racial and ethnic minorities.

The Uncertainty of Ph.D. Projections

Another focus of concern is the state of graduate
education in s/e. Some recent reports have projected
that, in the 1990s, many scientific fields will
experience shortages in the supply of Ph.D. re-
searchers." Based on demographic characteristics
alone, NSF has estimated that the number of new
Ph.D.s awarded in the natural sciences and engineer-
ing by U.S. universities (to U.S. citizens and foreign
nationals) would rise from roughly 14,450 in 1988
to 15,600 in 1993, but then would decrease to 14,200
by the year 2010. This projection, based . on a
predicted "shortfall" in natural science and engi-
neering baccalaureate degrees, assumes little change
in the proportion of U.S. doctorate-seeking students
and that the number of Ph.D.s awarded to foreign
nationals remains at 4,500 per year.24

To convert these figures into a future supply of
Ph.D.s for the scientific labor market, one must
assume that some proportion of foreign nationals
will seek to remain in the United States for
employment. Most estimates assume that the current
level of 50 percent will hold throughout the 1990s,
while noting that increased scientific sophistication
of these students' native countries may eventually
draw a larger proportion of them back home.

If the current demand for Ph.D.s in academia and
industry, at over 12,000 per year, were to remain
constant, then the aggregate supply of Ph.D.s in the
1990s would be more than adequate. (This would not
mean, of course, that the distribution among s/e

21For a review of the factors influencing the early stages of the pipeline, see U.S. Congress, Office of Tbchnology Assessment, Elementary and
Secondary Education for Science and Engineering, OTA-TM-SET-4 I (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, December 1988); and D.E.
Chubin, "Misinformation and the Recruitment of Students to Science," BioScience, vol. 40, No. 7, July/August 1990, pp. 524-526.

22The Nationil Science Foundation has been particularly active. See Erich Bloch. "Education and Human Resources at the National Science
Foundation," Science, vol. 249, Aug. 24, 1990, pp. 839-840, National Science Foundation, "Background Material for Long-Range Planning:
1992-1996," NSB-90-81, prepared for a meeting of the National Science Board, June 14-15, 1990, p. A-5; Ward Worthy, "Research Universities Pay
More Heal to Freshman Science," Chemical & Engineering News. vol. 68, No. 18, Apr. 30, 1990, pp. 27-28; and Mac iihn Milkezburg, "Miming Off
Students: Our Gatekeeper Courses," Engineering Education, vol. 80, No. 6, September/)ctober 1990, p. 620. For a new conceptualization of
undergraduate recruitment and retention, see Sheila ibbiu,They're Not Dumb,They' re Deerent: Stalking the Second Tier (lbeson, AZ: Research Corp.,
1990).

23For eumple, see Auociation of American Universities, op. cit., footnote 13; Janice Long, "Changea in humigration Law Eyed lb Avert Shortage
of U.S. Scientists," Chemical & Engineering News, vol. 68, No. 34, Aug. 20, 1990, pp. 19-20; and Richard C. Atkinson, "Supply and Demand for
Scientists and Engineers: A National Crisis in the Making," Science, vol. 246. Apr. 27, 1990, pp. 423-432. Labor economist Michael Finn has noted
that "shortage" is a relative concept. "Increasing shoriage of scientists and engineers" means that they will be harder to find than they are now, or were
in the recent past. The difficulty in measuring shortage is that hiring standards andpersonnel budgets adapt to supply and danand conditions. See Michael
G. Finn. "Personnel Shortage in Your Future?" Research-Technology Management, vol. 34, No. 1, January-February 1991, pp. 24-27.

24Cited in Atkinson, op. cit., footnote 23.
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Box 7.11The Unfaculty: Who Are They and Why Should We Worry?
Graduate student enrollment increased rapidly during the 19601, followed by a decline in the rate of increase

in the 1970s and early 19110s. Because undergraduate and graduate student enrollment levels are closely associated
with funding available for faculty salaries, it is not surprising that there was a decline in faculty job openings and
a rise of "academic marginals" or research professionals, most possessing the Ph.D. but lacking a faculty
appointment. This cadre has also been referred to as the "unfaculty," "unequal peers," or "research associates."
In an effort to maintain an appropriate tesearch base in the face of increasingly tight budgets, universities employ
academic marginal. on short-term contracts. These new nonfaculty positions do not depend on enrollment levels
and afford the university flexibility in fulfilling its research needs since marginal positions are more readily emptied
and reallocated than are tenured and tenure-track faculty.'

Who are these academic marginal.? Many are postdoctoral fellows who, unable to secure faculty positions,
remain in the univenity setting for an indefinite period of time. These positions might be viewed as extensions of
the sci.mtific apprenticeship system, which includes graduate education and postdoctoral training.2 Of the fiscal year
1972 graduates who had taken postdoctoral appointments, approximately one-third had prolonged their
appointments because they could not fmd other desirable employment.' Consequently, these professional research
scientists tend to be highly qualified and capable, most earning Ft.D.. from reputable research institutions, have
impressive publication records, and are supported by National Institutes of Health and National Science Foundation
(NSF) grants.4 Yet, academic marginal. are not recognized as full faculty members; they receive none of the
amenities and privileges of faculty and, more important, are ineligible for tenure.

The inferior status associated with the unfaculty fosters negative feelings and t, mions within the research
community. Comparatively low salaries, little job security, and limited "rights" to laboratory and office space or
seed money and equipment all contribute to an environment in which the marginal scientist commands little respect
from his or her full faculty peers. In fact, academic marginal. often are dependent on faculty to provide part-time
teaching or tesearch that augments employment. Similarly, the academic marginal might find it difficult to establish
him or herself in the scientific community at large: lacking an established laboratory and the accompanying prestige,
marginal scientists have a ". . longer row to hoe than most . . . land) have to be more perfect."'

Standards vary on the research status of unfaculty and are a source of debate on many campuses. For example,
research associates at Stanford University cannot act as principal investigators on research grants, which prohibits

IU.S. Congress, Office of 11:chnology Assessment, Higher Education forScience and EngMeering, OTA-BP-SET-52 (Washington, DC:
U.S. Government Prindng Office, March 1989). p. 176.

2Edward J. Hackett, "Science in the Steady State: The Changing Research University and Federal Funding," OTA contractor report.
1987, p. 18. Available through the National Tirchnical Information Service, 8PB 88-177 928/AS.

3National Research Council. Postdoctoral Appointnwnts and Disappointments (Washington,DC: National Academy Press, 1981), p. 225.
4Hackett, op. cit., footnote 2: and Mbat H. Rich, "Research Centers and Noa-Faculty Raearchers: A New Academic Role," Research

in she Age of site Steady-State University. Don Phillips and Benjamin Shen (eds.) (Boulder, CO: Westview, 1982).p. 100.
5See Edward I. Hackett, "Science IS a Vocation in the 1990's," Journal of Higher Education. vol. 61. May/lune 1990, pp. 253-254.

fields would be "correct.") However, these calcula-
tions further project that demand for Ph.D.s,
which has been rising in au; 1980s, will continue to
increase. Several factors are cited: 1) replacement of
currently employed s/e researchers due to retire-

ments and deaths; 2) rising college and university
enrollments in the mid-to-late 1990s to accommo-
(late the second baby boom (therefore requiring
more faculty); and 3) increasing Federal and indus-
trial investment in R&D, if only at a moderate rate.25

23Research universities have the resources to plan for possible discontinuities in faculty age and tenure status. Other categories of Institutions,
especially comprehens!ve igliversities and 4--year colleges, will have less latitude in coping with imbalances in faculty supply and demand, which may
be exacerbated with recision of the mandatory retirement law in 1993 Some alternatives, including the consolidation or elimination of departments and
how, if at all. retiring faculty will be replaced. are discussed in Marcia Bannaga, "HowardSchachman Fights Retirement," Science, vol. 249, Sept 14.
1990, pri 1:15, 1217, Constance 13 Bouchard. ''The 'Lost Generation' of Scholars Can Help Colkges Avoid the Limning Faculty Shortage." The
Chronich, of Higher Education, vol 37. No 12. Nov. 21, 1990. pp BI-B2 and Courtney Leatherman, "End of Mandatory Retirement Policies Seen
Having Little Effect on Professors:* The Chronti le of Higher Education, so! 17. No 17, Jan. 9, 1991, pp. A I 3-A14.
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them from gaining a history of funding with any Federal research agency. (This arrangement is fairly typical for
research associate positions across the United States.)

It is possible that academic marginals are merely the product of a research environment that is shifting its focus
and reevaluating its needs. But evidence that women have long been marginalizedless likely than men to land
faculty posts or receive tenure once in themin scientific research is unequivocal.6 So funding pressures alone
cannot explain swelling of the tanks of the unfaculty. Like the rest of the research work force, a panoply of
demographic and funding changes may redefine the perceived needs of research universities. The status of those
funded entirely on soft money may be reassessed as the costs of sustaining research units are scrutinized by academic
administrators.

Surprisingly, national data beyond per-inves-
tigator costs are scarce on various "production" units
of research. This includes the extent to which the ranks
of academic marginals are growing. Unpublished data
on research personnel at 4-year colleges and universi-
ties compiled by NSF (which warns that the data may
not be comparable for different years) are presented in
table 7B-1. Over the period 1977 to 1987, the proportion
of Ph.D.s without faculty rank grew slightly. Growth
in the number of unfaculty, up 15,000 in the decade to
a total of 37,000, suggests that this is a sizable reserve
research labor force to augment university faculty
capabilities. Beyond that, little is known about:

1. the cost to the Federal Government, which pays the salaries of unfaculty who are supported on research
grants;

2. the career paths and prospects of the unfaculty; and
3. the possible mobilization of the unfaculty in the face of impending faculty retirements in the 1990s and

projected shortages of Ph.D. scientists and engineers early in the next century.

Until better information is collucted and analyz,ed on the unfaculty, Federal policymakers must worry about
who they are and how they affect the university research economy of the 1990s.

Table 78-1Research Personnel at 4-Year Colleges
and Universities (based on sett-Identification)

1977 1981 1087

Ph.D.s with faculty rank 85.2% 83.9% 82.5%
(assistant, associate, full)

Ph.D.s without faculty rank 14.8% 18.1% 17.5%
(Includes postdoctorates)
Total number 157,000 179,009 209,000

SOURCE: kith:eel Selene* Foundation, Science Remo= Studies
Division, unpublished data, July 1090.

6See Margaret W. Ronk:, Women Scientins in America: Struggle: and Strategies to 1940 (Baltimore, 14D: Tbe Rims Hopkins
University Press, 152); Pains O. Abk-Am and Dorinda Outmm (eds.), Uneasy Careers and Imimate Lives:Women in Science, 1789.1979 (New
Brunswick, NI: Rutgen Univenity Press, 1987); and Vivian Gornick, Women in Science: 100 Journeys Into the lerritoty, revised ed. (New York,
NY: Simon & Schusterflbuchstone, 1990).

However, OTA cautions those who wish to use
these projections to predict future supply and
demand for researchers. Projections of shortages and
surpluses in the Ph.D. s/e work force are notoriously
unreliab1e.2 As OTA recently concluded:

The job market for Ph.D.s is unusual. While it
responds to demand (in particular. national R&D
funding) and to immediate research and training
support, the supply is particularly sensitive to
Fedeal policies. As for quality, at the margins talent

can be lured or discouraged to relieve shortages and
surpluses.27

In addition, predicting the demand for academic
researchers is extremely complex.28 As discussed
above, such predictions must include demographic
changes, immigration trends, anticipated retire-
ments, and the orientations and intentions of ncw
entrants to the research work force, as well as
shifting Federal priorities and available research
funding. All of these are subject to change, and may

INA A reached this conclusion on the basis of examining various models of academic and indusinal markets See Office of Technology AsEessment.
op. eit footnote 12. especially chs 3 and 4. Recent Independent confirmation of this conclusion comes in a critique of a National Science Foundation
model developed by its Policy Research and Analysis Division. See Alan Feebler. "Engmeering Shortages and Shortfalls: Myths and Rwlities," ihe
Bridge. vol 20, fall I (NO. pp 16.20

2'0111ce of Technology Assessment. op cii . footnote 2. p HA)

22' fedi K. Yowl, "Studies of Academic Markets and Careers An Historical keyless," A( adeniu Labor Markets and Careers. David W. tireneman
and led 1 K Youn reds (Philadelphia, PA The Faliner Press, I 9514), pp 8.27
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vary by type of educational institution one attends,
the field of Ph.D., the region of the country in which
one seeks employment, and so on. Sorting these
factors compounds the burdens with which poli-
cymakers and educators must cope.

In general, projections also do not take into
account market adjustments:

Most of the simulation models used to assess
these labor markets assume . that if an imbalance
occurs between supply and demand, nothing will
occur to correct it. In fact, history demonstrates that
these labor markets do tend to equilibrate. Thus,
projected imbalances derived from such models
both shortages and surplusesare always overstate-
ments of what actually will be experienced."

Finally, projections of future retirements and job
availability in industry vary to a large extent by field.
For instance, some expect faculty shortages to be
higher in the humanities and social sciences than in
the mathematical and physical sciences, with no
shortages foreseen in the biological and behavioral
sciences." Also, the health of the pharmaceutical
and related industries has a large effect on employ-
ment prospects for Ph.D.s in medical and chemical
fields. These factors must be taken into account by
Federal policies that address projections of short-
ages. As science policy statesman Harvey Brooks
puts it;

Most projections are based on extrapolations of
recent history, usually considering only first deriva-
tives, with little attention to second derivatives,
which cannot be accurately estimated anyway. In
fact the projection type of exercise has more often
than not contributed to the tendency of the technical
manpower production system to overreact, building

up alternate surpluses and deficits owing to the
delayed respnnse of the educational pipeline to the
conditions in Ho market.31

Given the uncertainty of projections, OTA fmds
that concentration on the preparedness of the pipe-
line to produce Ph.D.s (i.e., increasing the number of
undergraduates earning baccalaureates in s/e) is the
most flexible policy.32 If shortages begin to occur in
a particular field, prepared undergraduates could be
induced by increased graduate support to pursue a
Ph.D. in that research area, and Ph.D. production
would increase 4 to 7 years later. In addition, those
scientists who would have otherwise left the field
might stay longer, those who had already left might
return, and graduate students in nearby fields could
migrate to the field experiencing a shortage.33
(These are an signals of opportunity sent by the
market.)

If shortages do not materialize, then the Nation's
work force would be enhanced by the availability of
a larger number of highly skilled workers. Research
in the United States would also benefit by the
training of a larger number of baccalaureates in the
sciences, a significant percentage of whom will
choose to pursue scientific careers regardless of
predictions of shortages, while others contribute
their acquired knowledge to other occupations.

Concerns about the demographics of PhD. recipi-
ents could also be addressed. Laws that prohibit
discrimination, such as Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 and Title DC of the Education Amend-
ments of 1972, justify support to groups defined by
the ascribed characteristics of race/ethnicity and sex,

"Pechter, np. cit., footnote 26, p. 19. Also see Eli Oinzberg, National Research Council, Office of Scientific and Engineering Personnel, "Scientific
and Engineering Personnel: Lessons and Policy Directions," The Impact of Defense Spending in Nondefense Engineering Labor Markets (Washington,
DC: National Academy Press, 1986), pp. 25-42.

"For the academic administrator perspective, see Elaine El-Khawu, Campus Trends-1988 (Washington, DC: American Council on Education,
1988): for a different perspective, see William O. Bowen and Julie Ana Sosa, Prospects for Faculty in the Arts and Sciences (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 1989). On the difficulty of applying national projections to regional, institutional, and field-specific academic markets, see Debra Blum,
"Many Studies of Future Academic Job Market Are Said lb Be of Little Use to Policymakers," The Chronicle of Higher Education. vol. 37, No. 23,
Feb. 20, 1991, pp. A15, A19.

3tHarvey Brooks, "Are Scientists Obsolete?," Science, vol. 186, Nov. 8, 1974, p. 503. Also see Constance Holden, "Do We Need More Ph.D.s, Or
Is Fewer Really Better?" Science, vol. 251. Mar. 1, 1991, pp. 1017-1018.

32From a market perspective, Ph.D.s Ire skilled workers who experience low rates of unemployment. However, the Ph.D. worker thinks in terms of
career paths. "Underemployment" means that the person is pan of the Nation's labor force, but not working in a position that takes full advantage of
his or ber training and skills. The fit, in short, is not always good.

33Recall that 25 percent of scientists are in nonscience and engineering jobs. This is a huge potential reservoir for respondingto fluctuations in demand.
In general, people with &deuce and engineering training are much easier to convert to other occupations than the reverse.
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respectively.34 The 1980 reauthorization of the
National Science Foundation also created the Sci-
ence and Thchnology Equal Opportunities Act
(Public Law 96-516). In it, Congress declared:

. that the highest quality science over the long
term requires substantial support, from currently
available research and education funds, for increased
participation in science and technology by women
and minorities. The Congress further declares that
the impact on women and minorities which is
produced by advances in science and technology
must be included as essential factors in national and
international science, technology, and economic
policies.35

With reauthorization of the Higher Education Act
of 1965 scheduled for the 102d Congress, expecta-
tions are high that "significant and bold changes"
will increase Federal aid to higher education institu-
tions and students, especially historically Black
colleges and universities.36 This legislation empow-
ers Congress and the research agencies that have
devised programs targeted to enhance the participa-
tion of women and minorities in science to do even
more." Programs targeted to minorities, women, the
physically disabled, and students in areas of the
country where access to research institutions is
limited, could help to expand the pool of potential
scientists.38

Training for an Uncertain Research System

The unity of research and graduate teaching in
U.S. higher education has sustained a vigor and
creativity in research that is unparalleled in the
world. The training of graduate students is also
linked to the instruction of undergraduates in sic
This section first looks at the connection between
undergraduate teaching and research and then at the
traditional academic research model and some
alternatives.

Research and Undergraduate Teaching

Calls for a "new paradigm" for higher education
in the 21st century are now emanating from the
presidents of research universities.39 Most of these
reforms call for improved undergraduate education
and ". . a better balance between research and
teaching."46 A related need may also be to change
the reward system of the university, since asking
universities to augment the teaching of undergradu-
ates may be misplaced if faculty continue to view
this as a drain on their time that would be better spent
doing research. This tension between the time spent
on research and teaching at the major research
universities and the use of graduate assistants as
instructors for many lower level undergraduate

mCmitroversy erupted in December 1990 over a Department of Education ruling that "race-exclusive" scholarships arc discriminatory and should
be disallowed. This is seen as an assault on Title VI. Were such a ruling ever upheld, Federal aid and therefore college attendance by minoritystudents
could be jeopardized. See Scott Jaschik, "Scholarships Set Up for Minority Students Are Called Illegal," The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 37.
No. 15, Dec. 12, 1990, pp. Al, A20; Kenneth I. Cooper, "Administration Revises Race-Based Grant Rule," The Washington Post, Dec. 19, 1990, pp.
A 1, AS; Ruth Marcus, "New Scholtrship Ruling Caught in Legal Cross-Fire," The Washington Post, Doc. 18, 1990, p. AB; and Julie A. Miller,
"Alexander Vows to Rewind Policy on Scholarships," Education Week, Feb. 13, 1991, pp. 25, 28.

"National Science Foundation Authorizstion and Science and Thchnology Equal Opportunities Act. De.Z. 12, 1980, 94 Stat. 3011.

36See Thomas J. DeLoughry, "Colleges Welcome News Thal Rep. Ford Will Chair House Postsecondary Education Subcommittee," The Chronicle
of Higher Education, vol. 37, No. 12, Nov. 21, 1990, p. A23.

"Office of Thchnology Assessment, op. cit., footnote 15, app. B.

mit is clear that market forces alone will not increase the participation of women, minorities, and tbe physically disabled in science and engineering.
Policy intervention is required. Therefore, there is no inconsistency between ktting the market operate for some segments of the student population while
targeting other segments through recruitment and retention programs. For examples, see Linda Dix (ed.), Minorities: Their Underrepresentation and
Career Differentials in Science and Engineering, workshop proceedings, National Resesrch Council (Washington, DC; National Academy Press, 1987);
and Cynthia Lollar, "Access to Engineerina: New Project for Students and Faculty With Disabilities," Science, vol. 251, Feb. 22, 1991, p. 952.

39Prominent among them are the two institutions that OTA studied as case examples, Stanford University and University of Michigan. See Kasen
Grassmuck, "Some Research Universities Contemplate Sweepina Changes, Ranging Prom Manarment and Thnure to Teaching Methods," The
Chronicle of Nigher Education, vol. 37. No. 2. Sept. 12, 1990, pp. A 1 , A29-31. Stanford's reforms include various programs, most funded by a $s million
gift to the university, ". designed to give faculty members ranging from graduate teaching assistants to senior professors better incentives to
concentrate on effective instruction." See Kenneth J. Cooper, "Stanford President Sets Initiative on 'Machina," The Washington Post, Mar. 3, 1991,
p. Al2.

40Grassinuck, op. cit., footnote 39, p. A29. Also see Courtney Leatherman, "Definition of Faculty Scholarship Must Be Expanded to Include Machina,
Carnegie Foundation Says," The Chronicle of higher Education, vol. 37, No. 14, Dec. 5, 1990, pp. Al, Al 6-A17; and Alliance for Undergraduate
Education, The Freshman Year in Science and Engineering. Old Problems, New Perspectives for Research Universities (University Park, PA: 1990).
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Students at the University of Michigan walk on earnpus
between classes. Undergraduate teaching is an important

part of faculty responsibilities,

classes has caused some to question the health of
undergraduate teaching at these universities:"

Another concern that stems from the tension
between research and teaching is the relation be-
tween providing more funds for basic research and
improving both the institution's research perform-
ance and teaching capability. A common perception
during the 1960s was that Federal dollars that
supported research also benefited undergraduate
teaching because these top researchers would com-
municate their excitement about developments "at
the laboratory bench" to undergraduate and gradu-

ate students alike. In the 1980s, with the separation
between research and undergraduate education be-
coming more pronounced at many research institu-
tions (particularly with many faculty "buying out"
of teaching responsibilities when awarded a large
research grant), the connection between research
progress and the cultivation of human resources
grew more tenuous.42

Consequently, many research agencies see a
larger need for funding undergraduate teaching
directly. In addition, many faculty have proposed
novel ideas. For example:

What if the four-year colleges . began requiring
the university departments whose doctoral students
apply for jobs at the four-year colleges to provide a
detailed description of how they had prepared those
candidates to teach, as well as specific evaluations of
their teaching skills? . Granted, the most selective
graduate departments at the top research universi-
tiesthose that aspire chiefly to staff the faculties of
other prestigious universitiesmight not be espe-
cially responsive. . . Although institutions rou-
tinely "raid" each other for distinguished re-
searchers, they hardly ever pursue outstanding
teachers so aggressively. As long as that disparity
exists, talented teachers will be captives of their
current employers, with little leverage to extract
greater rewards.°

Indeed, growth in the employment of Ph.D.s by
4-year institutions has been hearty for over a
decade."

410f particular concern is its effect on the recruitment of new baccalaureates, since they may have to wait until their sophomore or junior year until
they are taught primarily by faculty. The utilization of graduate students for teaching posts, however, can be quite valuable from tbe graduate student's
prospective, since these classes may represent one of the few opportunities to teach (though not necessarilylearn how to teach). In 1990, the Howard
Hughes Medical Institute announced a $30 million grant competition to strengthen undergraduate Kid= education. Ninety-nlne institutions, many of
them liberal arts colleges, will compete for 5-year grants ranging from $500,000 to $2 million. Winners will be chosen on the basis of proven success:
the proportion and number of graduates who, over the past decade, have gone on to medical school or to eam doctorates in biology, chemistry, physics,
or mathematics. For background, see Liz McMilkn, "Hughes Institute Awards $61 Million for Science Education," The Chronicle of Higher Education,
vol. 35, No. 38. May 31. 1989, op. A19-A20; and Linda Manta, "Howard Hughes Medical Institute Enriches Undergrad Science Studies," The Scientist,
vol. 5, No. 1. Jan. 7, 1991, pp. 28-29.

42Sik Anthony B. Maddox and Renee P. Smith-Maddox, "Developing Graduate School Awareness for Engineering and Science: A Model," Journal
of Negro Education, vol. 59, 1990, pp. 479-490. This connection has also arisen over requiring institutions of higher education receiving Federal
assistance to provide certain information on graduation rates, broken down by program and field of study. See Public Law 101-542, Title IStudent
Right-To-Know, 101st Cong.. Nov. 8, 1990, 104 Stat. 2381-2384.

431hching reputations are local, while research reputations are global. This applies even to prospective students. Tbe best students tend to flock to
institutions where faculty have the greatest external reputations. Richard Chalt, '"The Pro-ibaching Movement Should Try EA:000111k Pressures," The
Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 36, No. 43, July 11, 1990, p. A36.

44From 1975 to 1987, percentage increases in the employment of Ph.D. scientists and engineers in 4-year institutions ranged from 15 percent in
madianstics to over 200 percent in computer science (albeit from a small base number in this field). Most fields increased by 25 to SO percent. FOf
discussion of these trends (based on National Science Foundation (NSF) data), see Commission on Professionals in Science and lbchnology, op. cit.,
footnote 5, pp. 18-19. The role of research at these traditionally teaching institutions I. also cause for concern. In fiscal year 1988, of 21,000 research
proposals submitted to NSF for funding, 12 percent came from investigators at "predominantly undergraduate institutions" and 8 percent of all awards
were made to these investigators, accounting for 5 percent of NSF funds awarded competitively that year. See National Science Foundation, FT 1988
Research Proposal and Award Activities by Predominantly Undergraduate institutions,NSF 90-36 (Washington, DC: March 1990). p. 3. Also see Linda
E. Parker and David L. Clark, "Research at Liberal Ans Colleges: Is More Really Better?' ' Research Management Review, vol. 3, spring 1989, pp. 43-55.
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These calls for increased undergraduate teaching
by faculty seek to alter an academic research and
teaching model in the United States that may already
be under strain. What follows is an examination of
the academic research model and its contribution to
human resources at the Ph.D. level.

The Academic Research Model

The predominant mode of academic research in
the natural sciences and engineering begins with a
research group that includes a principal investigator
(most often a faculty member), a number of graduate
students, one or several postdoctoral scientists,
technicians, and perhaps an additional nonfaculty
Ph.D. researcher. While this group may be working
on a single problem funded by one or two grants,
subsets of the group may work on different but
related problems funded simultaneously by multiple
project grants. (In the social sciences, the groups
tend to be smaller, often numbering only the faculty
member and one to two graduate students.)" The
"young investigator" problem must thus be seen in
the broader context of other changes in the univer-
sity as a research training site.

During graduate study, along with self-teaching
and learning from one's peers, much of what is
learned comes directly through mentorship by pro-
fessors, postdoctoral fellows, or nonfaculty re-
searchers. in many research universities, professors
are responsible for multiple graduate students at any
given time, so that in a professor's career he or she
may train over 20 (sometimes many more) Ph.D.s.
As one observer commented:

Simple arithmetic shows that training in a top
laboratory at a top institution, combined with the
requisite number of high-quality publications, does
not by itself ensure anyone a position similar to that
of his or her mentor. Most top laboratories graduate
two or three postdoctoral fellows a year.
. . . Multiply that by the large number of top labora-
tories in the country, and it becomes clear that even

1
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in good times not all these young investigators and
their research programs can be absoibed into the
National Institutes of Health system."

In addition, the dominant model to launch a career
as a young scientist is movement from one research
university to another with an assistant professorship,
the attainment of a first Federal research grant, and
the re-creation of the mentor's professional lifestyle
(i.e., independent laboratory, graduate students,
postdoctorates). For an institution to subscribe to
this model, unfortunately shifts much responsibility
for awarding tenure from the department faculty to
the Federal Government. While university officials
say there is ". . . no fixed time in which researchers
are expected to become self-sufficient through
outside grants . . . researchers who have failed to

one exploitation of competent graduate students has been a perennial chargesome mentors keep them wound as long as possible because they
are talented cheap labor. Competition for tenure-track positions requires refereed publications on the resume of the new Ph.D. MIL tco, may proloeg
the graduate research career. Registered time to the doctorate increased from 1967 to 1986, yet a recent Natimal Research Council study suggests that
the reasons for this increase cannot be readily deciphered. According to one observer, the recent leveling off of this trend in time to Ph.D. mayreflect
". changes in the job market for new Ph.D. recipients. It will be interesting . . . to see if the nunibers fallas market-oriented theories would
predictwhen the expected increase in demand for faculty begins later in the 1990a." See National Research Council, On Time to the Doctorate: A Study
of the Increased Time to Complete Doctorates in Science and Engineering (Washington, DC: National Academy Press, 1990); Peter Syvmon, "NRC
Releases New Study on Increased Time to the Doctorate." CGS Communicator. vol. 23, August 1990. p. 8; and Paul Gassman, "Shortening the Time
to a Ph.D.." Chemical A Engineering News, vol. 68. No. 52. Doc. 24. 1990, pp. 25-26.

"Dimh K. Bodkin. "Young Scientists and the Future." ktter. Science. vol. 249, Sept. 28, 1990, pp, 1485-1486. Of course, some of these Ph.D.s will
neither pursue an academic career nor compete for National Institutes of Health funds. The situation is less predictable than the author's extrapolation
suggests.
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Box 7.CPoint of View of a "Small" Scientist

The following are veibatlrn exaerpts tram a reCent "iloint of View" column titled: "We Need lb Give a
Chance to Small, Unfashionable Science," published in The Chronicle of Higher Education.1

While literally millions of dollars are being spent on massive, equipment-rich projects, other 'small' sciences
are In real danger of drowning for lack of funds. . . Although I've received 22 grants from the National Science
Foundation and a host of private foundations during the last 15 years, grant money is now much harder to get. SuPFolt
for anthropology has gone from modest to minuscule,

"There's no real problem," I used to think while responding sympathetically to my peers' groans over another
rejected grant. "Good science will always get funded." I learned this magic formula from my mentors while I was
in graduate school and thought that ill repeated it often enough and believed it devoutly enough, I would be protected
from disaster. But plenty of good science is not receiving support these days. . .

"The long-term trends are grim. In the last 10 years, the number of grant applications submitted annually to the
National Science Foundation's anthropology program has risen, as have the indirect costs of research. But the total
budget for the program has remained approximately constant in real dollars. Consequently, the percentage of
applications receiving support has dropped. For example, 32 per cent of the applications submitted for archaeology
research in 1980 were approved, compared with only 23 per cent in fiscal 1990. What's more, the average dollar
amount of the grants has dwindled during a period when virtually all the costs of actually conducting research have
risen. John Yellen, director of the foundation's anthropology program, said recently with &sigh: "What seemed it large
but reasonable grant for us to fund 10 years ago now looks out of sight". ,

"I do not know where the next generation of field researchers will come from, because the odds against starting
up a major project ate So great now. I do know that without field researchers, anthropology will stagnate into a family
feud and eventually will perish from sheer triviality. . . .

"Some deliciously subtle ways exist for a reviewer to sabotage a grant proposal, thereby blocking or stalling
a particular line of research. They range from simply giving a vaguely lukewarm review, to claiming falsely that the
applicant has overlooked important work in the field, to planting poisonous questions about methodology that the
review panel will then assume have not been addressed in the proposal. The temptation to engage in such unethical
behavior is greater if everyone is feeling the pinch. . . . Under these conditions, the review process becomes one of
paring down the proposals to a manageable number for ranking, rather than deciding how many are good enough ro
receive support. , . .

"The dilemma for program directors is: With too little money to go around, should they spread it around like
food supplies in a famine, giving everyone enough for a taste but not enough to maintain health? Or should they
support fewer projects more fully, condemning others to oblivion?

"I would love to see a box printed on federal income tax forms saying, "Check here if you want one dollar of
your return to go to support basic sciencc research." Another solution is to guard against spending all of our money
for megabucks projects with catchy titles that appeal to legislators. Small, unfashionable science, as well as big, sexy
science, is important. Sometimes great ideas and staggering discoveries come from the little guys with funny ideas,
ponering away in the corner by themselves. We need to give them a chance. . . . "

tile author is Pat Shipman; the cotumn appeared Sept. 26, 1990, p. Ai0. For another expression of related values, see Eugene Garfield,
"Fut Scietux vs. Slow Science, Or Slow and Steady Wins the Race," The Scientist, vol. 4, No. 18, Sept. 17, 1990, p. 14.

wm such grants are less likely to earn tenure than
their colleagues who have found such support.' '47 In
many fields, young Ph.D.s and older ones as well are
living out this scenario (see box 7-(').

As seen in the preceding chapter, most universi-
ties cannot afford to defray faculty research costs for
very long, and the cost of supporting students has in
part been transferred to the research budget.48 The

. . _

4 'Sec I Iehra E Blum, "Younger Si sentisb Fed B ie. Pressure in Battle for Grants." The r hronn le of Higher Education. vol 37. No. 4, Sept 26. I990,
p Al6 As one researther put it "I xatitoit universities should make their own decisions ahout who their faculty are going to hc, and not leave it to the
study set tions of NIH Quoted in David Wheeler. "biomedical Researchers Seek New Sources of Aid for Young Scientists," Thr Chronic h. of Higher
Maranon, vol lh. No 42, July 5, I VW, p A23

"Research assistantships experienced the greatest increase as the support met hanism for silence and engineering students from 1980 to IY88 Sec
National Si. mice flo.ud. op cif footnote 4. figure 2-11. p 58
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combined costs of set-up and operation alone (which
for the typical chemistry or biomedical laboratory is
on the order of $200,000 to $400,000)43 have
ballooned. The priority of this academic, individual
investigator-based research model has become in-
creasingly difficult for some institutions, fields,
departments, and faculty mentors to maintain.

The Federal research system is presently trying to
cope with growing demand for research monies, as
measured by proposals submitted to the research
agencies." A potential shift of members of the
research work force out of universities and into
another sector, or into academic work that is not
research-centered, can be recognized as normal
labor market adjustment. Such movement would
testify to the versatility and adaptability of Ph.D.
researchers and to the Nation's ability to utilize their
talents.51

Computer science is just such a case example.
About 800 new Ph.D.s in this field are granted
annually in North America, double that of a decade
ago. The demand for new faculty has slowed, new
departments are not being created, and existing
departments are not evanding. Industrial and gov-
ernment computer research leaders asked:

. . whether the current situation warranted concern
(i.e., is there a Ph.D. surplus, or are the supply and
demand levels reasonably in balance). Reports of
graduating Ph.D.s not fmding the kind of academic
positions they desired . [lead to] the suggestion
that the expectations of these graduates need to be

adjusted. Not every bright, new Ph.D. will find an
academic position in a top-tier research university.
Postdoctoral positions in computer science are
becoming MOM common, and . . . graduates will
need to look toward sccond-tier research universities
as well as fogr-year colleges in order to fulfill their
career objectives.52

There is doubtless a role for universities to play in
the diversification of research careers of recent
Ph.D.s.53 New Ph.D.s fmd it difficult to entertain
alternative opportunities if they have no experience
with them. Thus, programs that offer a summer in a
corporate laboratory or part of an academic year at
a liberal arts college can help advanced graduate
students visualize working in settings other than the
university. Arrangements that link a historically
Black college or university or liberal arts college to
a research university or national laboratory stretch
the resources and experience of both participating
institutions.%

If the career prospects that new Ph.D.s confront
are so different from what they were taught to expect
and value, there can be a crisis of confidence. As one
university administrator states:

We are giving out mixed signals. Universities are
competing intensely with one another to hire the best
young Ph.D.s. On the other hand, the positions (at
least in many fields of science) available to the
average but quite capable Ph.D. are not very
attractive. Moreover, many very good students are
turned off when they see what the young faculty are
up againg.55

490ne report on set-up costs in chemistry at the University of Minnesota shown fourfold increases from 1979-80 to 1989-90. See Paul G. Gassman,
"Flinn Supply and Demand in Academic Institutions." Human Resmaces in Science and Technology: Improving U.S. Competitiveness, Proceedings
of a Policy Symposium for Government, Academia, and Industry, Mar. 15-16, 1990. Washington, DC. Betty 'Vetter and Eleanor Babeo (eds.)
(Washington, DC: Commission on Professionals in Science and lbchnology, 1990), pp. 3i-36.

SoSee U.S. Congress, Office of lbchnology Assessment, "Proposal Pressure in the 1980s: An Indicator of Stress on the Federal Reaearch System,"
staff paper of the Science, Education, and Transportation Program, April 1990.

sl For a discussion, see National Research Council, Office of Scientific and Engineering Personnel, Fostering Flexibility in the Engineering Work
Force (Washington, DC: National Academy Press. 1990). Among the National Research Council conclusions are: a) that the production of adaptable
engineers is impeded not by the engineering curriculum, but how that curriculum is delivaed; and b) that continuing education could enhance adaptability
in the engineering work force.

nJohn R. White, "President's Letter: Reflections on Snowbird," Comnuotications of the ACM, vol. 33, September 1990, p. 19.

53Better faculty advising of graduate students is an obvious need. Ste Carolyn J. Mooney, "'Me Diamrtation Is Still a Mduabk Requirement, Survey
Finds, But Graduate Students Say They Need Better Faculty Advising," The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 37, No. 18, Jan. 16, 1991. pp. Al5.
A22; and Association of American Universities, Institutional Policies to Improve Doctoral Education (Washington. DC: November 1990).

s4To date, such arrangements have been most common in undergtaduate engineering. One coalition, spearheaded by a 5-year, $15 million National
Science Foundation grant, will establish a communications network for information dissemination, faculty exchange, workshops, and outreach to
elementary, secondary, and community college students. The participating universities are City College of New York, Howard. Maryland, Massachusetts
Institute of ltchnology, Morgan State, Pennsylvania State, and Washington. See "NSF Announces Multi-Million Dollar Grants lb Form Engineering
Education Coalitions," NSF News, Oa 9, 1990. Also see Oak Ridge Associated Universities. 1990 Annual Report (Oak Ridge,Th: 1990). Oak Ridge
Associated Universities is a Department of Energy laboratory and a consortium of 59 colleges and universities engaged in research and educational
programs in the areas of energy, health, and the environment.

ssNeid Lane, "Educational Challenges and Opportunities," Vetter and flabco, op cit., footnote 49, p. 94.
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Universities are caught between the desire to train
the next generation and the harsh reality that their
research apprentices may face a different form of
competition for resources (for a controversial exam-
ple, see box 7-D).

New Models

The National Science Fotadation recently an-
nounced that the 20 research universities that receive
the most NSF support ". . . will work together to
improve science and mathematics education in
schools and to increase the number of women and
minority students and faculty members in science
and engineering." Actions include changing tenure
policies to reflect the extra family responsibilities
often carried out by women and encouraging faculty
to work with schoolchildren and teachers."

Other models of education could be encouraged
that feature a greater sharing of resources (e.g.,
equipment and space) and people (e.g., doctoral
students, nonfaculty researchers, and technicians).
Models that stress research in units other than
academic departments, research in nonacadendc
sectors, and nonresearch roles in academia could be
entertained. These models are already being applied
in the centers programs sponsored by NSF. Centers,
which support individual researchers (as faculty and
mentors) as well, my represent a new way of doing
business for NSF and the companies that participate
in them.57

In the 1980s, centers at NSF became the focus of
political dispute.58 At issue was the appropriateness
of promoting such a mode of research organization
in view of the basic research and science education
missions of NSF. For NSF, however, the centers
complete ". . . a balanced portfolio of individual
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investigator grants, facilities, and center activi-
ties."58 Engineering Research Centers (ERCs) were
intended to foster university-industry collabora-
tions. As a 1988 General Accounting Office study
found, participating companies ". . . expect to bene-
fit over time fIrough better personnel recruit-
ing . . [even thcp..gh] it is too early to determine the
program's impact on engineering education.")

s6See "NSF, Universities Plan for Women, Minorities," The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 37, No. 1, Sept. 5, 1990, p. A2. Incorporating
incentives for affirmative action into progrann that allocate research dollars underscores the importance of humanresources u a critesion for Federal
research funding. It =SW tO be sees wbetber univenities respondwith Of without prodding by the National Science Foundation.

3710 1990, the Nali0O*1 Science Foundation (NSF) supported 19 Engineering Research Centers and 11 Science and Ttschnology Research Centers
(STCs) at $4.5 million and $27 million, respectively. Thus, together they account for leas than 10 percent of NSFs budget, while providing a long-tenn
funding bac (5 to 11 years) for loterdiscipliaszy sad high-risk projects oriented to the applied, development, lad commerclakse eod of the research
continuum. See Joseph Palca and Eliot Marshal% "Bloch Leaves NSF in Mainstream," Science, vol. 249, Aug. 24, 1990, p. 850. In the block-grant,
multi-investigator approach embodied by STCs, "NSF has stilled the dioe on an experiment in science, and it will NU some time to know whether it
has come up with a winner." See Joseph Palca, "NSF Centers Rite Above the Swrm," Science, vol. 251, Jan. 4, 1991, pp. 19-22, quote from p. 22.
Also see Jeffrey Mervis, "NSF Cuts Back ou Faltering Science, lixhnology Centers," The Scientist, vol. 5, No. 3, Feb. 4, 1991, pp. 1, 4, 24.

siSee Robert L. Park, "The Next Leader of the National Science Foundation Must Press fore Greater U.S. Investment in Science," The Chronicle
of Higher Education, vol. 16, No. 48, Aug. 15, 1990, p. B3.

Slo Im A. White, "Disputing Some Claims About the NSF," The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 37, No. 3, Sept. 19, 1990, p. B4.
wlbe General Accounting Office add% that ". . . although cross-disciplinary end joint research are the goals of the ERC program, industry participants

believe that the quality and type of research are more important reasons for xponsoring ERCs." See U.S. General Accounting Office, Engineering
Research Centers: NSF Program Management and Mdustry Sponsorship, GAO/ROM-83-177 (Washington,DC: August 1988), pp. 2-3.
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Box 7-DThe Priority of Research Training

In November 1990, the Institute of Medicine (I0M) published a report on priorities in health sciences:
The charge to the committee was to analyze the funding tOtirOeS for research projects, training, facilities, and

equipment by Federal and nonfederal sources. The committee was asked as well to develop a coordinated set of
funding policies to restore balance among these components of the research enterprise in order to ensure optimal use
of tesearch dollars. . . The goal of the study was to ensure that, at any given level of support, allocation policies would
enable the scientific community to utilize available resources in the most efficient manner so as to create an optimal
research environment and achieve society's goals for research into human disease.'

First, by adopting "imbalance" as a premise and then by concluding that if the National Institutes of Health
budget were not to grow over inflation in the coming decade (one of four funding scenarios considered by the IOM
committee), expenditures for research training and facilities should take priority. The report ranlried the biomedical
research community. Leading the dissent was the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology
(FASEB), which objects to any diversion of funds at the expense of individual investigators.2

FASEB rejected the premise of the IOM report that in an era of tight budgets, biomedical funds should be
balanced. FASEB claimed there is no imbalance, arguing that increased funds for training and construction will
jeopardize ". . . productivity in the foreseeable future." FASEB president Thomas Edgington, an immunology
professor at the Research Institute of Scripps Clinic, California, feared that implementation of the IOM
recommendations would ". .. diminish advances of value to the public." He continued: "We advocate . . . a total
increase of support of the enterprise as a whole." So while committee chairman Bloom insisted: "We're eating our
seed corn," Edgington concluded: "Training has not decreased." Chemist Ronald Breslow, a member of the IOM
committee, added another point on the training issue:

Supporting training through research grants ties training too much to the success of the research advisor. Giving
money to the student rather than the sponsor changes their relationship. Trainees can then work on their own projects
rather than being a sort of employee. h's more encouraging to the student to be told "You are a winner" rather than
"Just go beg for support."3

This public dispute highlights several points. First, it attests to the depth of anxiety that grips investigators in
search of stable, muhiyear research funding. Second, by entertaining a "no real growth" funding scenario, the IOM
report puts into black-and-white what few investigators want to contemplate, i.e., tight funding could get tighter.
Third, by favoring an increase of research training funds under the worst-case scenario, the committee removed
research funds as the first priority. Indeed, "The committee believes that this growth in the training budget will not
enlarge the research project grant applicant pool; rather, the net effect of this gradual reallocation will be to replace
the increasing number of scientists expected to retire later this decarle."4

This IOM report should be applauded for attempting to make forecasts and preparing for its consequences by
systematically considering priorities among resources. However, the conclusion to increase training funds is
problematic.5 At present the system is producing an abundance of new Ph.D.s in biomedical fields. Enhancing this
production while holding the line on the research grants that must support them is rightly open to question.
Nevertheless, policymakers will welcome the IOM report for its look at a hard, complex problem and its statement
of priorities.

!Institute of Medicine, Committee on Policies for Allocating Health Sciences Research Funds, Funding Health Sciences Research: A
Strategy to Restore Balance, F It. Bloom and M.A. Randolph (eds.) (Washington, DC: National Academy Press, 1990), p. 5.

27be Federation of American Societies for Experimaital Biology criticism was reported almost simultaneously by: Barbara I. Culliton,
"FASEB 'Rejects' 1OM Study ," Science, vol. 250, Nov. 30, 1990, p. 1199; "Strife Erupts Over Shares of Biomedical Funding." Science &
Government Report, vol. 20. No. 19, Dec. 1, 1990, pp. 1-4; and Pamela Zurer, "Biomedical Research: Calls for Shifts in Funding Attacked."
Chenucal st Engineering News, vol. 68, No. 49, Dec. 3, 1990, p. 6. Material quoted below comes from one Of all of these sources.

3Also see Ronald Breslow. "Funding Science Research." letter. Chemical & Engineering News, vol. 68. No. 31, Dec. 17, 1990, p. 2.

4See Institute of Medicine. op. cit., footnote 1.p. 8. Also sec National Research Council.Biomedical and Behavioral Research Scientists:
Thesr Training and Supply (Washington, DC: National Academy Press. 1989).

5F4gington also assailed the makeup of the 10M committee, saying that it was composed mostly of research administrators and had few
working scientists.
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Table 74Issues In Team Research Performed In Different Organizational Contexts

Large, university based
Key issues university based (or nized researcn unit) Small, Industry based Large, industry based

Number of disciplines
invo Ned

Small Moderate Moderate Moderate to large

Typical reaearch Pure Pureapplied Applled-pure Applied and pure-
applied

Funding Short term and
uncertain

Relatively certain By contract and short
term

Relatively certain

Source of research
problems to be solved

Found try team Found by team (largely) Given by environment Found by team and
given by environment

Structure of Flat Hierarchical (selective Fiat Hierarchical (selective
organization decentralization) decentralization)

Leader's involvement Part time Full time Part time Full time
Member's career Uncertain Relatively certaird Uncertain Relatively certain/

prospects predictable predictable
Key leadership roles Outside liaison Outside liaison and Outside liaison and Motivation and

coordination resource acquisition management of
different teams

Communication
problems

Few potentially Internal and external External internal

Access to scientific and
technical resources

Good Good Not so good Good if affordable

SOURCE: Adapted from Julie Thompson Klein, Intordisciplinalify: History, Thom, and Practice (Detroit, All: Wayne State University Press, 1990), table 1,
p. 124.

Research in general is becoming increasingly
interdisciplinary, i.e., it requires the meshing of
different specializations to advance a research
area.61 Academic departments house specialists by
discipline whose research will be performed in
unitscenters, institutes, programsthat cut across
the traditional departmental organization on cam-
pus. Such organized research units (ORUs) have a
history on U.S. university campuses, but not as a
dominant structure.62 Klein writes:

In the 1960s Federal legislation gave birth to
several kinds of ORUs, including NASA space
centers, water resource centers, and later, regional
education laboratories. A number of ORUs are (k
facto independent of the university that gave birth to

them, and Caltech's Jet Propulsion Laboratory is
even larger than its "nominal parent," Caltech.63

Tham research, whether interdisciplinary or not,
takes place in many organizational contexts, subject
to various influences" (fer a summary, see table
7-1). While the disciplinary department still pre-
vails, a wide range of organizational models are now
employed by universities to manage and conduct
research. The autonomy, formality, and permanence
of these production units depend on adapting the
demands of outside patronage to local custom and
need, including the support and on-the-job research
training of graduate students.

61For exaniple, see A I. Porter and D.P. Chubin, "An Indicator of Cross-Disciplinary Research," Scientometrics, vol. 8, 1985, pp. 161-176; and Don
P. Kash, "Crossing the Boundaries of Disciplines," Engineering Education, vol. 78, No. 10, November 1988, pp. 93-98.

62111. Phillips and B.P.S. Shen (eds.), Research in the Age of the Steady.State University (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1982). Three models of
organized research units (which arc common in industry and the Federal laboratories) have taken root on campusagricultural experiment stations, water
resources research centers, and engineering research centers. See Robert S. Friedman and Renee C. Friedman, "Science American Style: Three Cases
in Academe," Policy Studies Journal, vol. 17. No. 1, fall 1988, pp. 43.61 Several other models could be mentioned; e.g., the Joint Center for Laboratory
Astrophysics al the University of Colorado, the Center for Astrophysics (the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory-Harvard Astronomy Department
Partnership). amt the Materials Research Laboratories (supported by thc National Science Foundation).

63.1ulie Thompson Klein, lnterthsciplinarity: History, Theory, and Prartice (Detroit, MI: Wayne State University Press, 1990). p. 123.
64See Donaht Pclz and Frimk D. Andrews, Scientists in Organizations. Productive Climates for Research and Development, revisod ed. (Ann Arbor.

Ml. University of Michigan. Institute for Social Research, 19M).
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Box 7-E---Flexibillty at the Beckman Institute

The Bec Viten Institute for Advanced Science and lbchnology is located on the University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign campus and was built with a 1985 donation of $40 million from Arnold and Mabel Beckman.

In the woWs of its director, Theodore L. Brown, the mission of the institute is ". . . to advance the life and behavioral

sciences, physical sciences, and engineering through promotionof multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary research
of the highest quality," in particular ". . . to transcend the limitations of departmental stzucture."30ver 700 faculty.
postdoctoral associates, graduate students, and others work11111- or part-time at the institute.

The institute divides its research programs into nine multidisciplinary groups. For example, one group includes

faculty in neuronal pattern analysis, cognitive neuroscience, perception, biomechanics, and molecular biology. It
addresses a range of problems from the molecular level to cognitive science.2 Perhaps most well known of the nine

groups is the National Center for Supercomputing Analysis, which performs research In the diverse useand analysis

of supercomputer-generated models.
To maintain flexibility in its research missions and yet provide some measure,of security for the faculty, the

Beckman Institute has taken advantage of its position outside of the university depanthents and developed a "rolling

appointment" system:3
Roughly 35 faculty call the Beckman Institute their full-time research home, although each retains a
departmental affiliation. Faculty have 5-year appointments, which are extended every year, as long as their

research is productive for the institute. If the appointment is not extended, then the faculty member has 5
years in which to move back to his or her department (where their tenure is based).
Another 90 to 100 faculty members are part time at the institute, and are based primarily in their departmental

homes. Each has a 3-year appointment. which is renewed like appointments of full-time faculty.
Space is allocated in the institute only for those who use it, and is taken away if insufficiently occupied.

So far the system has worked well for the faculty at the irestitute; it represents a novel attempt to maintain
flexibility in the university environment. In the future, other institutes and centers mayview the Beckman Institute

as a model.

!See Ward Worthy, "New Beckman Institute Promotes Broad-Ranging Research Effort," Chemical (1 Bn8intering News, vol. 68, No.

34, Aug. 20, 1990, pp. 23-24.

21bid., p. 23.

31bid., p. 24.

With the ascendance of what OTA called in the
last chapter the "industrial model" of research,
changes in the units producing knowledge have
become apparent.° One could predict that univer-
sity investigators will gravitate to those units that
bring together the needed personnel and instrumen-
tation, and ease the research process, especially if
Federal and other sources of support favor centers as
efficient sites of research performance (see box 7-E).
Does it matter that research laboratories in an
academic department come to resemble an OR I.

be it an ERC, a supercomputer center, or another
campus-wide institute that is largely federally
funded?' One physicist writes:

Goal-oriented research and a traditional belief in
team methods favor large, centralized approaches in
many industrial and Federal laboratories. (Small
groups can also flourish in these environmentsthe
two discoverers of high-temperature superconduc-
tivity are industrial scientists.) . .. For the same
reasons that anists use different environments or
new media to stimulate creativity, scientists need
different ways to do science. This will help ensure

"Si ience polic y states Man if Ihn liman claims that sc. Mk V IS lx I fl' 'io: li tisamd in two ditterent senses of the word Dri the one haM, almost
all research nowadays is being allied out within the framework of quite large orgamtations . In many ea.ses, research projects are undertaken by groups

or teams of researchers who base limited control over the resources they use, and cannot c lami personal responsibility for what is attempted or what

is al hies ed In other words. the extreme mit% iduall on embodied in the academic ethos is no longer consistent with the realities of scientific life, where

one( rtt ac ton is now the rule On the other hand, the incorporation of academic science into an expanding 'R&D' system, drawing funds I tom

the central gos eminent and private Indust') I meansI academic science is losing its place as an utonomous social segrnent wtth ds own stanch: is

and goals. and is being brought under 'it >Nei nye' control Instead of beIng treated as an independent source of unpredictable social influences. it has

come to be regarded as an instrument of deliberate societal action See John Ziman, "Collet tivued Science." An Introduction to Seuque Studies
(Cambridge. Lngland Ciunfiridge I inver sits. Press. 19841. pp 1 A2-1 A9, quote Inuit pp 1 As-1W

''''See National Research Couric O. lilt 1- ngotrertng Re tear( It Center t 1..atlers in l'htinve tWaNhington, National Academy Press, 1987)
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that research careen attract good minds of every
sonthose that flourish in isolation, and those that
thrive on interaction.°

The trend toward larger research teams, more
cooperation among individuals and groups, and
more multiauthored papers is unmistakable." The
question is whether large research groups will
effectively duplicate or augment the mentorship
function. Whatever the campus research setting, it
must be valuable for the socialization of new Ph.D.s.
The process of scientific research is learned in
university settings, but sometimes the skills associ-
ated with the process (e.g., data handling and
communication practices) do not transfer well to
nonacademic settings.69

Other Considerations

Federal research fviding serves various goals,
none more important than the strengthening of
education and human resources. The Federal Gov-
ernment has a special role both as a primary catalyst
of the future supply of Ph.D.s and as one employer
of the existing Ph.D. work force."

In addition to the issues outlined above, the
Federal Government must also consider several
questions. First, given the tendency of Federal
funding to concentrate in a small set of universities,
what efforts should be made to support other
institutions? (Or is there an optimal mix?) Twenty
percent of all authors of scientific papers produce 80
percent of the scientific literature." Furthermore,

basic researchers are concentrated in a relatively
small subset of all academic institutions, and con-
ventional wisdom says that scientific productivity
depends on the extraordinary achievements of rela-
tively few researchers, laboratories, and =iv eli-
des:12 Writing in 1968 as a physicist and academic
dean, as well as a policy advisor, Harvey Brooks put
it this way:

The vigor of a scientific field seems to depend on
a continuing injection of new investigators with
fresh ideas and on sufficient funds to exploit new
ideas. . . . lb spread the same funds more and more
thinly over a growing number of investigators,
institutions, and students would be a prescription for
the slow strangulation of science in the United
States.73

lb avert the "slow strangulation of science," a
concentration of funding in select research institu-
tions and research groups (which is what the Federal
Government currently practices) would seem wise.
However, at what point does concentration begin to
disrupt the interdependence among researchers? Not
funding a wide array of researchers risks curbing
more than the flow of resources; it can interrupt the
flow of communications and begin to deter coopera-
tion between specialists. Such cooperation, which
contributes to the accumulation of research findings,
is especially intense at universities." Sustaining
productive researchers (and the students who will
eventually join the top ranks of scientists and
engineers) fuses Federal research funding policy

oSidney Perkowitz, "Luger Machines Are Breeding Larger Research 'Items," The Scientist, voL 3, Oct. 16, 1939, pp. 13, 15.
6iNational Science Board, op. cit., footnote 4, p. 120.

69For a discussion, see National Academy of Sciences, Committee on the Conduct of Science, On Being A Scientist (Washington, DC: National
Academy Press, 1989), pp. 10-22. Also see Thiry Shinn, "Scientific Disciplines and Organizational Specificity: The Social and Cognitive Configuration
of Laboratory Activities," Scientific Enablishments and Hierarchies, N. Elias et al. (eds.) (Dordrecht, Holland: D. Reklel, 1982), pp. 239-264.

anire Federal Govenunent employs 200,000 scientists sad engineers, about 11 percept of the Federal wott force. And although many of these people
neither have a Ph.D. ace do bench march, they are facilitators of research performance (as army Program mongers). Mleromsolgemeol of the Federal
laboratories, personnel ceilings, noncompetitive salary, inadequate fringe benefits, ethics law', end the public knage of Federal service ate reported to
contribute potentially to a Federal "brain drain." Yet only 5 percent leave Federal employment asmually. See Janice Long, "Agencies Compete Well
io Science Job Market," Chemical & Engineering News, vol. 68, No. 39, Sept. 24, 1990, p. 23. For further discussiou, see Alan K. Campbell and Linda
S. Dia (eds.), National Research Council, Recruinnent, Retention, and Utilizadon / Federal Scientists and Engineers (Washington, DC: National
Academy Press, 1990).

71lotalhan R. Cole and Stephen Cole, "The Ortega Hypothesis," Science, vol. 178, Oct. 27, 1972, pp. 368-372. Also see Sharon Levin and Paula
E. Stephan, "Research Productivity Over the Life Cycle: Evi knee foe Academic Scientists," American Economic Review, vol. 81, Much 1991, pp.
114-132.

r2See Gene Byliusky, "America's Hot Young Scientists," Fortune, vol. 122, No. 9, Oct. 8, 1990, pp. 56-69. Also see David Peodlebury, "Science
Leaders: Researchen to Watch In the Nest Decade," The Scientist, vol. 4, May 28, 1990, pp. 18-19, 22-24; and AL. Porter et al, "Citations and Scientific
Progress: Comparing Bibliometric Measures With Scientist Judgments," Scieruometrics, vol. 13, 1988, pp. 103-124.

"Harvey Brooks, "The Future Growth of Academic Research: Criteria and Needs," Science Policy and Me Universiry, Harold Maus (ed.)
(Washington, DC: The Brookings Institution, 19*8), pp. 75-76.

"Researchers form informal networks according to their specialization in addidoo to the formal organizations in *bleb they wock. It is oot known
how changes in funding patterns afft.zt informal as opposed to formal communication. See Izah A. Lievrouw, "Four Research Programs in Scientific
Communication," Knowledge in Society, vol. 1, summer 1988, pp. 6-22.
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with train:: employment, and productivity con-
cerns.

A further aspect of concentration of funding, and
one of mounting concern to universities and agen-
cies alike, is the degree to which the Federal
Government could promote participation in science
by disadvantaged groups and by regions of the
Nation that have not traditionally received large
amounts of Federal research funds. Disadvantaged
groups and potential scientists and engineers who
are geographically dispersed in research are consid-
ered by many to be untapped resources that could
enhance U.S. research capacity. At present, set-aside
programs help to accomplish these goals (see box
7-F). A more concerted and sustained effort by the
Federal Government to increase participation is
warranted in the coming decade.

A fmal question is this: should the Federal
Government focus its educational support on gradu-
ate fellowships, traineeships, and research assistant-
ships (regardless of the combination), or spend a
larger proportion of funds on undergraduate educa-
tion and earlier segments of the pipeline? If one
believes the projections of future shortages in Ph.D.s
for the 1990s, then the Federal Government could
produce many more Ph.D.s for the short term to meet
the need, and then reconsider the question. If there
are concerns about thete,o projections (as OTA has
ascertained), then the Federal Government could
take a long-term view and work to enhance the
supply throughout the pipeline. This would particu-
larly argue for a greater investment in undergraduate
science and K-12 education. As labor economist
Alan Fechter writes:

The relevant policy issue should be whether the
expected equilibration mechanisms triggered to
correct . imbalances will be consistent with na-
tional needs and more global social objectives. . . . If
not, then policymakers will need to consider other
mechanisms that will equilibrate supply and demand
with minimal unwanted side effects."

A key concern for the future of the research work
force is not only the size of the pipeline, but the
composition of the students in it. What is the relative
proportion, especially at the doctoral level, of U.S.
citizens and foreign nationals? The evidence pre-

s.

Photo co* tinker* at Miohington

A student In the Early Entrance Program at the
University of Washington performs a physics experiment.

Science education from K-12 through undergraduate
levels le vital for preparing the solemn and engineering

research work force.

sented in this chapter en the chronic underrepresen-
tation of women, minorities, and the disabled among
science and engineering Ph.D.s suggests that finan-
cial support mechanisms have discouraged certain
segments of the talent pool from pursuing graduate
study. How can the Federal Government, through
direct fmancial incentives and institutional pro-
grams that can modify student aspirations, reverse
this trend? The answers have implications not only
for the size of the work force, but also for the
character of the scientific work that new participa-
tion automatically brings to the Nation's research
enterprise.76

Conclusions

The U.S. system of doctoral production has
consistently displayed its excellence over the past 40
years. The number of doctoral scientists and engi-
neers employed in the United States has grown by
almost 50 percent since 1977 Nevertheless, several
trends in the production of new Ph.D.s are of
concern. Many also question whether shortages in
the future U.S. scientific and engineering work
force, and particularly its research component, are
inevitable.

75Fechter. op. cit.. footnote 26. p.
1. Jan. 7. 1991. pp. 24, 32.

76For example. see Jerry Gaston.
and H. Kenneth Bechtel (eds.) (New

19. Also see Lisa Simon. "Despite Scientist Shortage, Future Ph.D.s Fear Joblessness." The Scientist. vol. 5. No.

"The Benefits of Black Participation in Science," Blacks, Science, and American Education, Willie Pearson, Jr.
Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press. 1989). pp. 123-152.
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Box 7.FMinority Biomedical Research Support Program

As part of the National Institutes of Health's (NM) effort to promote involvement of minority scientists in
ongoing research, the Minority Biomedical Research Support (MBRS) Program awards grants to institutions with
substantial minority enrollments. The purpose of the program is to support research by American Indian, Black,
Hispanic, Native Alaskan, Asian, and Native Pacific Islander faculty and students in the biomedical sciences,and
to strengthen the grantee institutions' biomedical research capabilities.1

Initiated in 1972, the MBRS Progmm was originally aintinistered through the NM Division of Research
Resources, but in 1989 was moved to the National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIOMS). Two- and
four-year colleges, universities, and health professional schools with either 50 percentor mom minority student
enrollment or those with a demonstrated commitment to the assistance of minority students and faculty are eligible
to apply for a project grant. The average annual grant is $350,000, the highest $1.5 million. MBRS Program grants
may be used to support time for faculty members to engage in research; exploratory research and full-scale research
activities through the purchase of equipment, supplies, and technical assistance; and undergraduate and graduate
students working "hands on" in a faculty member's research. Figure 7F-1 shows the size and number of MBRS
awards for the past 15 years.

Figure 7F-1--MBRS Awards and Funding: Fiscal Years 197540 (io millions of 1982 dollars)

36
34
32
30
28
26
24

22
20
18

16

14

12

10

Total award amount

76 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 00
(72) (73) (74) (76) (76) (eO) (77) (76) (71) (79) (96)(98) (96)(98)(98)(98)

Year
(Numb., of awards)

NOTE: MBRS Minoilly Biomedical Research Support.

SOURCE: National Institute of General Medical Sciences, unpublished data. August 1990.

Project review and management, including monitoring progress and negotiating budgets, are assumed by
NIGMS. As a line item in the appropriation for NIOMS, the MBRS Program received over $28 million in fiscal
year 1989. The program received an additional $11 million from other NIH components (which have contributed

1What follows is based on National Institute of General Medical SCI011011, "Minority Biomedical Research Support Program,"
administrative document, April 1990.

There are pitfalls in many of the methodologies
employed in Ph.D. projections: their track record is
uoublesome. Most notably, OTA questions the
ability of statistical analyses to predict future
demand for Ph.D.s. especially when coupled with
uncertainty about levels of Federal and industrial
support for NA: research in the 1990s. Nevertheless.

23/

these trends should be monitored, and investments
in the educational pipeline continued to ensure a
robust supply of students. This is in the national
interest, not just essential for science, engineering,
and the research enterprise. For this reason alone,
increasing the attention to teaching in research
centers is warranted.
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for the past 13 years)-to help supped MBRS reilearch projects of direct relevance to their own missions. Presently,
11 other NIH components and the AlcohoL Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration co-fund MHO projects.

The MBRS Program has two funding mechaniams. The first, the traditional MBRS Program, provides support
of up to $1.5 malice per year for facuhy members to carry out research projects. lb be eligible, art institution must
undertake at least 2 and no more than 25 research projects and mtist involve at least 2 facility meMbers having
different research interests. A heavy emphasis is placed on involvement of undergraduate and graduate students in
faculty research projects. The hope is that from this interactive relationship, a commitment to science will develop,
and biomedical research will become an attractive career option for those students. While faculty members are
expected to submit their work for publication in peer-reviewed scientific journals, the program also expects students
to participate actively in the research, coauthor publications, attend scientific meetings, and give presentations.

The second component of the MBRS Program, the Program for Undergraduate Colleges and Two-Year
Colleges, began in 1985 and supports enrichment activities, pilot research projects, and regular research projects.
The maximum award under this program is $450,000 in direct costs over 3 years, plus indirect costs. A portion of
these award monies must be applied toward "enrichment activities," such as workshops, attendance at scientific
meetings, and summer research experiences in off-campus laboratories. In addition to the two primary award
programs, the MBRS Program started supplemental funding for both instrumentation and animal resource
improvement in 1983 and 1987, respectively.

Currently, institutions in 31 States are supported by the MBRS Program, with California and Puerto Rico
having the most institutions panicipating In the program (nine and eight, respectively). Like many programs
targeted to groups underparticipating in science, the MBRS Program represents a well-institutionalized model that
could be generalized if funding permitted. As a recruitment and retention device, the program couples students to
role models, previews science as a career, and builds institutional capability to compete for Federal funds and
conduct collaborative, cutting-edge research. A significant number of awards are concentrated in southern States
with large minority populations, such as Alabama, Georgia, and Unnessee. Thus, the MBRS Program, in
conjunction with the other NIH efforts, is intended to produce a larger minority presence in the research work force.

While OTA has presented data on human re-
sources in research, more detailed data could be
collected. For instance, it is at best possible only to
estimate, with presently available data, the size of
the research work force. Based on the NSF estimates
cited above, the U.S. s/e work force of academic
Ph.D.s totals 340,(XX): those reporting research as a
primary or secondary work activity total 155,(X)0. So
less than one-half (about 45 percent) of those in the
academic sector are engaged at all in research, but
this represents an unknown fraction of the total
research work force. The proportions federally
funded and the number of scientists and engineers
leaving research careers are also unknown. Even less
information exists on the evolution of research
groups (and its effect on graduate training). Much
anecdotal evidence and some personnel expenditure
data from NM and NSF indicate that research
groups are becoming larger on average, yet the size
of the distribution and us rate (If growth are
unknown. (The next chapter reviews the state of data
on the research system. and presents suggestions for
enhanced data collecti)n in the Federal agencies and
elsewhere.)

Based on the trends reviewed here, OTA finds that
there is no current crisis in the Nation's ability to do
scientific research. The Federal Government may
wish to do nothing now to intervene in the Ph.D.
production system and let market forces operate
unencumbered. Federal funding will continue to
sefVe the goal of excellence in research. It' funding
growth slows, however, the related goals of educa-
tion and human resources risk becoming second-
order priorities. All markets would be fortified by
enhancing die education pipeline, especially at the
undergraduate level, to ensure that future shortages
can be met.

However, the composition of students in the

pipeline--by gender, race/ethnicity, and national-
ity---is of greater concern. The scientific community
could benefit from the diversity of research interests
and approaches that new entrants bring, especially
those from groups who have historically not partici-
pated fully in it. The Federal Government may also
wish to consider, through new legislation, more
extensive and long-term support for the recruitment
of potential scientists and engineers from groups
disadvantaged within s/e, as noted above. A diver-
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sity of personnel and career paths will distinguish
the research work force of the 1990s.

Policies could be devised that target incentives for
tile labor markets disaggregated by field and sector.
Research in many fields is moving toward a more
"industrial" model, with larger teams, specialized
responsibilities, and the sharing of infrastructure. In
response, the Federal Government has aclmowl-
edged changes in the (sometimes interdisciplinary)
composition and more complex structme of research
groups through centers and block-grant funding.
Perhaps it should now provide the impetus for
universities to examine and experiment with their
policies concerning the opportunities and rewards
for nonprincipal investigators, e.g., postdoctorates
and nontenure track researchers.

All policy initiatives will need to consider im-
pacts on undergraduate and graduate teaching, the
stress on the current academic model of research and
education, and new models that might lessen institu-
tional strain. Reauthoriudon of the Higher Educa-
tion Act of 1965 by the 102d Congress will provide
an opportunity to encourage universities to increase
the rewards for undergraduate teaching and enhance
undergraduate and graduate experience in diverse
career paths. If this chapter has demonstrated
anything, it is that human resources are a main
business of the Federal Government, and not a
marginal concern in strengthening the Nation's
scientific research capability.
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CHAPTER 8

Data on the Federal Research System

The measurement process is also inherently limited by the inevitable human selection
of both the phenomena to be measured and the type of data considered relevant to the
purpose of the measurement effort. . For measuring an area as little understood as the
science and technology enterprise, multiple models are needed to insure that as wide a
spectrum of phenomena as possible is included.

Introduction
While this report has characterized the Federal

research system as it enters the 1990s, its mandate
was broader. OTA was asked what data and analyti-
cal tools would be useful in describing the research
system. Preceding chapters have drawn on much
data. However, there are many areas in which
additional information would be welcome. Data, in
short, are an issue in Federal research policy,
especially their form, gaps, and uncertainties. For
example, OTA has discussed:

variable defmitions of "scientists" and "engi-
neers" that can result in radically different
estimates of their numbers (chapter 1);
problems with using different deflators to
calculate constant dollar trends in research
funding (chapter 2);
potential comparisons between congressionally
earmarked and peer-reviewed projects (chapter
3);
lack of information on how agencies process
research proposals prior to awards (chapter 4);
problematic estimates of research expenditures
in megaprojects (chapter 5);
need for comparative cost-accountability data,
by institution and source, on research expendi-
tures (chapter 6); and
lack of baseline information on the Nation's
research work force, as opposed to all scientists
and engineers (chapter 7).

Data collected on certain aspects of the Federal
research systemsources and dollars spent for

U.S. General Accounting Office'

research, academic degrees awarded, facilities and
instruments, and various outcome measures such as
publications and citationsare extensive.

In other areas, however, data are scarce, for
example, details on the research work force (as
opposed to the total science and engineering work
force), or what proportion of investigatorsacross
fields and agenciesare supported by Federal
funds. Also, compared to the National Science
Foundation (NSF) and the National Institutes of
Health (N1H), the other research agencies devote
few resources to internal data collection. Conse-
quently, most analysis and research decisionmaking
must draw conclusions from the NSF and NTH data
systems. Since these agencies represent only part of
the spectrum of research supported by the Federal
Government, these analyses may omit key results
and trends at other agencies, or skew fmdings toward
biomedicine or academic research.

Furthermore, it is not clear how available agency
data are used to inform decisionmaking, as some
challenge current policy assumptions and others are
reported at inappropriate levels of aggregation. For
example, while there is much attention paid to the
rising cost of instnimentation end facilities, indirect
and personnel costs are rising at faster rates and
account for larger shares of Federal expenditures. In
this case, the issue is not information, but what can
be done with it by decisionmakers.2

In this chapter, OTA first summarizes the data that
are currently available. Table 8-1 lists the new data
that OTA gathered and examined for this report.

I U.S. General Accounting Office, Science Indicators: Improvements Needed in Design. Construction, and Interpretation, PAD-79-35 (Washington,
DC: 1979), pp. 3-6.

2A distinction is made throughout this chapter between "decisionmakers" and "policymakers." The former comprise a considerably larger
population, especially within the Federal research agencies; the latter are found at the very top of those agencies, u well as in the Office of Management
and Budget, the Office of Science and Technology Policy, and Congress. Data speak to research decisionmakers at all levels, some of whom are not
responsible for policies.

24 Iwo
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Table 8-1Summery of OTA Data Collection and Analysis on Federally Funded Research

Description Methods of collection
Original data collection and analysis:

Federal agency analysiel Interviews, site visits, and
document review

InteMews and site visits

Citation analyses

University case studiesb

Bibilometrics°

Analysis of SEld

Researchers' views

Secondary data analysis:
Research cost comparison&

Country surveysg

Congressional earmarking"

Rhetorical analyse&

Research avaluationi

Interviews and document
review

Surveys

NSF, NIH, and other datasets

Interviews and document
review

Budget analysis and document
NAM

Document review

interviews and document
review

SubOot

Pricaity setting and funding allocation

Rising research costs and responsiveness to changing priorities

"Hot" fields, related fields, university comparisons, and other
indicators

Evolution of SEI volumes, data presentation, and future analysis

Sigma Xi members' perceptions of Federal research funding
Issues

Rising costs of research

Priority setting, funding allocation, and research evaluation in
other countries

Budget information on congressional funding and definitions of
"earmarks"

Historical analysis of research deolsionmsking by different
branches of government and goats of different ideological
groups

Post-1985 developments tn research evaluation in the United
States and abroad

Analysis of Science Policy Task Document review Analysis of House hearings on science policy, 1085-87
Force hearinge

See box 4-A, chapter 4.
bSes box se, chaptore.
°Henry Srnai and David PenclOury, °Wye! Support of Leading Edce Reswch," OTA contractor report, Fel:query, 1699; and Henry Srnall, BiblIometrIcs
of Basio Research," OTA contractor report, July 1090. See appendix Flat infonnstion about ham too nthelatt.rr.pertandatolh.rOlAocntractor reports
listed below.

dSusan Comas, "Woo indicators: Docription or Prescription?" OTA contractor Noe, Jvly 1090.
John Sommer, "Roswohot Perspectives on the Federal Research System," OTA contractor report, July 1990.
fKathi Hanna, 'Federal Funding of Basic Research," OTA contractor report, November, 1990; and Harvey Averch, "Analyzing the Colts of Federal
Research," OTA contractor report, Auguat 1990,

9Ron Johnston, "Paled &Helen Methods: International Macedon'," OM ccintrector report. June 1960.
Netnes Savage, "Academic Earmarks and the Distribution of Federal Research Funds: A Policy interpretation," OTA contractor wort, July 1990.
lepee Mark ftbdt, "Basic Reseorch Goals:Perceptions of Key Politioal Figures," OTA contractor rectft, June 1990; and David maw and Herbert Simons,
:Basic Resoich Goals: A Ccaparison of Political Idsologiss," OTA contracte report, June 1990,
'Harvey Averch, "Policy Uses of 'Evaluation of Research' literature,' OTA contract' report, July 1990.

kPatrick Hwnlett, "l'ask Force co Science Policy:A Window on the Federal Funding and Management of Research,' OTA contractor report, October 1990.
KEY: SEI Mona S Englnewing Wagon; NSF National Science Foundstion; NIH National institutes of Health.
SOURCE: Office ol Technology Assessment, 1991.

Second, OTA suggests additional information that
could be collected, concentrating in areas of policy
relevance and on data that are amenable to manipula-
tion in the aggregate by Congress and the executive
branch (especially the Office of Science and Tech-
nology Policy (OSTP) and the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget (OMB)), and at less aggregated
program and project levels within the research
agencies. The emphasis is on the analysis and

presentation of data for monitoring changes in the
Federal research system. Finally, OTA considers the
utility of data for decisionmaking, revisiting the
problems of evaluating research projects (and updat-
ing conclusions of a previous OTA study).

Information is not cost-free. While it can illumi-
nate the operation of the Federal research system, for
all participants and at many levels, the purpose is not
to generate needless paperwork and impose new
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reporting requirements on the agencies. What may
be appropriate for decisionmakers, in fact, is less
information, not more, along with better measures
and methods of applying and coordinating it.

What Data Are Available on the
Federal Research System?

Many organizations collect and analyze data on
the research system. First and foremost, is NSF, with
its numerous surveys, reports, and electronic data
systems that are publicly available. Other sources
include the other Federal research agencies; the
National Research Council (NRC); the Congres-
sional Research Service (CRS); professional socie-
ties, especially the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS); and other public
and special interest groups.3

'Nether these databases and analyses provide a
wealth of information: time series on the funding of
research and development (R&D); expenditures by
R&D performer (e.g., universities and colleges,
industry, Federal laboratories), by source of funds,
and by type (basic, applied, development); numbers
of students who enroll in and graduate with degrees
in science and engineering (s/e); characteristics of
precollege science and mathematics programs and
students in the education pipeline; and size, sectors
of employment, and activities of the sle work force
(especially Ph.D.s in academia). Detailed analyses
of the Federal budget by research agency are
available each year, and impacts on specific disci-
plines and industries can often be found.

NSF publishes many annual or biennial reports.
These reports summarize budget data from the
Federal agencies, academic R&D (which is covered
extensively, as academia is NSF's primary client),
research at the Federal laboratories, funding and
performance of research by industry, academic
equipment and instrumentation expenditures, inter-
national comparisons, geographic distributions of
R&D funds, and other topics. NSF also publishes
detailed information on students, degrees awarded,
employment by sector, and the people who perform
research. Finally, NSF issues many individual re-
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liquid. Research can take place in many different settings.

ports on specific topics either requested by Congress
or of particular interest to the scientific community.

Certainly the most visible compendium of data on
the research system is the biennial report, Science &
Engineering Indicators (SEI), issued since 1973 by
the National Science Board (NSB), the governing

317ot a summary of major databases on science and engineering (individuals and institutions), see National Research Council, Engineering Personnel
Data Needs for the 1990s (Wuhinglon, DC: National Academy Press, 1988), app. A-2.
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body of NSF.4 At 1976 heazings,3 NSB chairman
Norman Hackerman traced the origins of SEI to a
congressional mandate to NSB for its annual report,
which was to focus on ". . the status and health of
science and its various disciplines (including) an
assessment of such matters as national scientific
resources, . progress in selected areas of basic
scientific research, and an indication of those aspects
of such progress which might be applied to the needs
of American society."6 From the outset, then, the
SEI project aspired to measure and evaluate the
results of federally supported R&D.

Table 8-2 lists eight broad categories of data that
have appeared in SEI, including impacts and assess-
ments, resources, scientific performance, economic
performance, international contacts, cross-sectoral
linkages, literacy, e4ucational pipeline, and scien-
tific work force. Table 8-3 shows the distribution of
tables among data types in the nine SEI reports. Even
this broad-brush picture reveals a highly dynamic
volume. Over the years, 79 distinct subcategories of
data have appeared, illout one-half in the original
1972 volume and about one-half added later. The
categories of international and cross-sec toral con-
tact, literacy, and pipeline show steady patterns of
expansion in types of data. Resources, impacts and
assessments, and scientific performance indicators
have been stable, with some new types added. The
economic performance indicators show high turn-
overmany categories added and some dropped.

Publication and citation measures are still the main
forms of scientific performance data.7

SEI stands as the most comprehensive look at the
research system that is currently available. Some
fmd fault with the volume, however, because it is
based on an input/output model of science (i.e.,
"people and money enter the system, research
comes out"), which is thought to be simplistic,
omitting quantitative (and qualitative) measures of
the process of research.8 Others criticize SEI for its
concentration on academic or academically based
research and lack of emphasis on the research-
technology interface.9

Each year, CRS and AAAS publish perhaps the
most comprehensive and widely read compilations
of Federal R&D spending (the former focuses on
appropriations, the latter on the proposed "R&D
budget"). These documents help to interpret, by
placing into an historical frame, the appropriations
bills signed into law by the President. Various
professional societies, e.g., the American Chemical
Society, also compile surveys of R&D spending,
salaries, and employment opportunities that are of
particular interest to their constituencies. In addi-
tion, the American Council on Education, the
Council of Graduate Schools, and the Association of
American Universities publish annual and occa-
sional reports that characterize trends in research
university expenditures, administrator and faculty

4The following discussion of Science and Engineering Indicator: (SR) is based on Susan E. Comm, "Science Indicators: Description or
Prescription?" OTA contractor report, July 1990. Available through the National lbchnical Information Service, see app. F. Note that SE1 was named
Science Indicators until 1987. Science & Engineering Indicator: builds on data collected, published, and issued in many other reports by tbe Science
Resources Studies Division of the National Science Foundation.

5The timing of these hearings was important in the development of the Indicators series. The 1972 volume had been assembled in the course of a
few months by one staff person working with an enthusiastic and energetic Board committee. After a stormy and uncertain process of approval both within
the Science Board itself (who could not agree on how the numbers should be interpreted) and at the Office of Management and Budget and the White
House (who thought it presented administration policy in too unfavorable a light), the volume appeared amidst considerable fanfare in the science and
genetal press (as reported by Robert Brainard. the National Science Foundation staff member who prepared the first report). See U.S. Congress, House
Committee on Science and Technology, Subcommittee on Domestic and International Scientific Planning and Analysis, Measuring and Evaluating
Results of Federally Supported Research and Development: Science Output IndicatorsPart I. Special Oversight Hearing:, 94th Cong., May 19 and
26. 1976 (Washington. DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1976).

61W., p. 7.

7The bibliometric database has added mom to the categories of international and cross-sectoral contacts than it has to measurer: of scientific
perfotmance.

IFor other volumes that address these issues. see National Academy of Sciences, The Quality of Research in Science: Methods for Postpeiformance
Evaluation in the National Science Foundation (Washington. DC: National Academy Press, 1982); Y. Elkana et al., Thward a Metric of Science (New
York, NY: Wiley, 1977); and H. Zuckerman and R.B. Miller (eds.). "Science indicators: implications for Research and Policy," Scientometrics, vol.
2. October 1989, special issue, pp. 327-448.

9Cozzens, op. cit., footnote 4. Because Science and Engineering Indicators (SED should reflect analytical advances in characterizing science and
technology, provision could be made for the support of relevant research communities outside of the National Science Foundation (NSF). According
to NSF's Carlos Kniytbosch (personal communication, December 1990). at the very least ". . biennial post-publication workshops to evaluate the SEI
report arc workable and could be productive."
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Table 8-2Categorles of Data In Science & Engineering indicators

International cannier!
Cross-national citations and coauthorships, publishing in foreign Journals, participation In international &dentine congresses,
employment plans of foreign students, U.S. students and academics going abroad.

Cross-sectors! linkages
Citations from patents to the sdentific Ilterature, cross-sectorai coauthorship, cross-sectoral citation, mobility between sectors,
university patenting.

Economic performance
Patents, trade and trade balances, productivity measures, global investments, innovation indicators, high.technolouy business
sector, venture capital.

impacts and assessments
Public views on allocation of resources for science, Judgments of benefit and harm from scienoe and technology, prestige of
scientists, expectations of scientific advances and problems caused by science, differences between the attentive and general
public.

Literacy
Enrollments in science and mathematics, course content and testing requirements, achievement and test scores, teacher
characteristics and activities, public understanding of scientific concepts, public use of technologies, student attitudes toward
science and technology.

Pipeline
College and graduate school enrollments in science, engineering, and mathematics; degrees; test scores and other quality
measures; preferences and plans of Mph school and college students; sources of student support.

Resources
Expenditures and obligations, special research resources, Instrumentation and facilities.

Scientific performance
Publication and citation counts, Nobel Prizes.

librk force
The science and engineering work force: comparative measures, demographic characteristiCs, career variables, sources of
support, technicians, stock and flow analysis.

SOURCE: Susan Cozzans, "Science Indicators: Doscription Of Pructiptionr OTA contractor report. July 1990.

issues, and Federal support for education and
research.1°

Recently, the Government-University-Industry
Research Roundtable of the National Academy of
Sciences, with data compiled by NSF's Policy
Research and Analysis Division, provided much
useful analysis on the state of academic R&D and
changes since the early l960s.11 In addition, NRC
periodically publishes reports on sectors of the
research system and on the availability of data to
characterize the system. 12 These publications pre-

vide a basis for understanding the Federal research
system. But even with each of these organizations
devoting significant resources to the collection of
information, better data are needed to guide possible
improvements of the system."

What Data Are Needed?
Recognizing that data collection is often very

difficult, and certainly time consuming, OTA con-
centrated on notable gaps in the empirical baseline.
One overarching problem is that comparable data

10A monthly compenaium that announces and annotates new reports containing data and analysis on trends in science and esigineering is Manpower
Commenu, published by the Commission on Professionals in Science and lbchnology, a participating organization of the American Association for the
.kdvancement a Science.

lGovionment-University-Industty Research Roundtable, Science and Tschnology in the Academic Enterprise: Status, Trends. and Issues
(Washington, DC: National Academy Press, October 1989).

12For eumple, see National Research CouncilTurveying the Nation's Scientists and Engineers: A Data System for the 19901 (Washington, DC:
National Academy Press, 1990). Under multiagency support, the National Research Council collects, analyzes, and disseminates information on Ph.D.
recipients. For a statement of its crou-cutting role, see National Academy of Sciences, The National Research Council: A Unique Institution
(Washington. DC: National Academy Press, 1990).

"These efforts must also be seen in the context of the fflasive Federal data systan. The components most relevant to research are the data series
compiled and reported by the Census Bureau. the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the National Center for Education
Statistics. The point is illustrated by calls for ways to measure how many people who aspire to attend college actually enroll. In the words of one
sociologist: -We care to know on a month-to-month basis what the unemployment rate is. I think we ought to care to know on at least a year-to-year
basis what the rate of access to higher education is." Quoted in Thomas I. DeLoughry, "U.S. Asked to Set Student-Aid Goals for Poor and Minority
Students," The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 37, No.20, Ian. 30, 1991, p. A20.
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Table 8-3Trends In DIstilbutIon of Data Among Categories In Science & Engineering Indicators: 197248

Number of tables

1972 1974 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1988 10 xl Total

Resources
Work faros

38
18

63
37

57
35

58
35

41
54

52
37

49
PO

47
fij%00

60
30

46C
313

Economic performance 9 31 47 22 4^ 31 20 35 45 288

impacts and auessments 21 14 21 0 39 35 19 29 18 198

Pipeline 23 1 a 9 3 1 14 22 29 26 140

Literacy. 1 0 0 0 1 4 14 46 54 120

SokmilWperformanimo 2 10 11 10 11 15 7 4 7 77

Internationalconta44 0 2 8 10 11 11 11 9 8 70

Croemzioral contacts 0 3 0 3 8 7 6 12 7 48

itonindicators 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 3 6

Total 112 173 188 141 207 213 178 249 268 1719

Percent of total

1972 1974 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 Total

Resources 34 36 30 41 20 24 28 19 23 27

Work toroe 16 21 18 25 28 17 16 15 12 18

Economic performance 8 18 25 16 19 17 11 14 17 17

impacts and assessments 19 8 11 0 19 18 11 12 7 11

Pipeline 21 8 5 2 0 7 12 12 10 s

Literacy 1 0 0 0 0 2 a 18 21 7

Scientific performance 2 6 6 7 5 7 4 2 3 4

international contacts 0 1 4 7 5 5 6 4 3 4

Crosseectoral contacts 0 2 0 2 4 3 3 5 3 3

NonIndicators 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

NOTE: Each table. text, or appendix is counted once.
SOURCE: Susan Comma, "Science indicators: Description or Prescription?" OTA embactor report, Jut' 1990.

associated with the research operations of all the
Federal agencies are lacking. NSF and N1H con-
scientiously log data on what proportion of propos-
als submitted to them are awarded funding, the
number of researchers they support, expenditures by
categories of project budgets (e.g., indirect costs and
personnel), and other dimensions related to manage-
ment of their research programs. However, other
agencies collect only R&D budgetary information,
primarily in response to OMB requests and NSF
surveys of research conduct. Much more data could
be collected on research funding and performance in
these agencies. In particular, further information
could be collected on proposal submissions as well
as awards, research expenditures by line items of the
budget (requested and expended), and the size and
distribution of the research work force that is

suppeTted. Comparable data from the agencies are
important for decisions that span agencies or broad
segments of the scientific community. With the data
that are currently available, Congress and other
Federal policymakers risk overgeneralizing from
what is known about research performance that is
supported by NSF or NIH.

Some advocate that NSF should be the sole
agency to centralize and standardize the analysis,
especially since NSF has the mandate to collect
R&D funding data from the other research agen-
cies.14 However, OTA found that the research
agencies are sufficiently diverse in their organiza-
tion and funding structures to create difficulties for
any outside agency to translate data in comparable
ways." For example, breakdowns of R&D into basic
research, applied research, and development are

tesec Commis:toe on Profeuionals in Science and Ikchnology, Meantrins Naomi Needs foe Scientists to the Year 2000, report of a workshop, Nov.
30-Dec. 1, 1988 (Washingtoo, DC: July 1989).

IsAlthough problans may ealst with dennitioes. compliance by the reporting organizations with whatever definidom we used is also an Luse. The
advantage of an bud:agency =rhenium such as the Office of Science and Thchnology Policy's Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering,
snd Thchnology cPccurr) committees, is its place in the Federal hierarchy: the agencies we likely to be responsive so requests for "crosscutting"
information where budgets are at sake. Tbe PCCSET Committee on Physical. Mathematical, and Engineering Sciences, for eumple. currently has a
"structure of science" activity that includes the solicitation of data from the research agencies similar so those sought in this OTA study,
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very difficult to measure and often judgments are
made after-the-fact. NSF fields a survey to all
Federal R&D agencies asking for detailed estimates
t,.! spending in various categories. Because of
problems with applying definitions and with con-
verting agency accounting of research dollars into
the separate categories, however, many of the
agencies claim that it is impossible to provide
accurate answers to the NSF survey.

In 1989, NSF continued its effort to develop a
better taxonomy of the research it funds.16 "Funda-
mental," "directed," and "development" seemed
to be the preferred categories, though some pro-
grams found it difficult to translate currently sup-
ported projects into these three categories. Unfortu-
nately, any taxonomy would suffer from arbitrary
divisions of research topics among categories. Also,
"basic" and "applied," or similar definitions, are
rarely used by managers to allocate monies; rather
these distinctions are most important to the research-
ers who perform the research, since basic research is
synonymous with enhanced investigator discretion
over research directions, while applied research is
often associated with the attainment of specific
objectives." Consequently, basic and applied divi-
sions are less important for decisions that concern
specific proganunatic goals; however, they are
quite important to decisions about the science base
supported by the Federal Government.

Enhanced data collection at each agency would
help NSF fulfill its data mandate, and advance
development of comprehensive research strategies,
especially programs that span agencies.18 Other data
that could be very useful fall into four categories: 1)
research monieshow they are allocated and spent;
2) personnelcharacteristics of the research work

force; 3) the research processhow researchers
spend their time and their needs (e.g., equipment and
communication) for the conduct of research; and 4)
outcomesthe results of research.

Research Monies

While the data collected on research sponsored by
the Federal Government are abundant, information
on research expenditures is not. In particular, direct
and indirect costs in all sectors of the research
system supported by the Federal Government could
be monitored.18 NSF and NIFI have collected
longitudinal data on research expenditures in indi-
vidual investigator grants, but complementary data
are needed on expenditures in Federal and industrial
laboratories, research supported by other agencies,
and on other types of research groups and coopera-
tive ventures such as centers and university-industry
collaborations. These data would help to monitor
fluctuations in research expenditures. At present,
predictions of future spending merely extrapolate
from the gross totals disaggregated by sector, while
individual components of the budgets may be
increasing or decreasing relative to overall trends.
These data would be especially helpful for revising
estimates of start-up and operating costs in science
megaprojects.

Another measure that would Terme the knowledge
of research expenditures would be breakdowns by
field. (This is available for some academic research
disciplines and Federally Funded Research and
Development Centers only.) Many claims are made
about the cost requirements of specific fields. For
instance, research in some physics specialties is
inherently more expensive than in others, because of
the equipment required by research groups. At

"NSF Task Force on Research and Development liutonotny, "Final Report," unpublished document, 1989. Fur an earlier effort, me National Science
Foundation, Categories of Scientific Research (Washington, DC: 1979).

I75 ee Harvey Averch, "The Political Economy of RAD Taxonomies,"Reuarch Polky, forthcoming 1991; and Richard R. Ries and Hero Hertzfeld,
"Taxonomy of Research: ltat of Proposed Definitions on the NSF Budget," unpublished document, 04.

IsPor example, the National Institutes of Health sets aside 1 percent of its research budget for research evaluation and internal analysis of the
investigators and programs it supports. The Department of Energy. the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Office of Naval Research,
and the NIII/Onal Science Foundation have all conducted ad hoc Mouse evaluations of the retouch they support and the efficiency of the operations
needed to select and manage various research portfolios (see below). For an example of agency-based research evaluation data that could be assembled
in an oogoing way. see Daryl E. Chubin, "Designing Research Progf103 Evaluations: A Science Studies Approach," Science and Public Policy. vol.
14, No. 2, April 1987, pp. 82-90.

',This monitoring is not the same as the auditing of colt data by category of expendinue. as mandated by Office of Management and Budget Circuit':
A-21 end u conducted by the Department of Defense and the Depsztment of Health and Human Services contract audit agencies. That is done for
accountability purposes. Congress seeks better information on how investigators and their seams actually spend money in the course of executing
federally funded research projects, which requires some demystification of university accounting schemes. For examples of studies of data audit
methodologies. see the new quarterly journal, Accountability in Research: Policies and Quality Assurance, edited as the University of Maryland School
of Medicine.
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present, there are no means to evaluate these
claims." Yet for decisions that must balance the
present and future needs of different sectors of the
research system, such cost estimates and the trends
associated with them could be very important.

Finally, data on how Federal agencies allocate
monies within project budgets could be compiled.
Agencies have much experience in negotiating
budgets. Data would illuminate how judgments are
made about specific categories of expenditure, e.g.,
in reducing "inflated" budget requests of investiga
tors, imposing an artificial ceiling on equipment
purchases, or adjusting allocations through NIH's
practice of "downward negotiation." Since person-
nel costs have grown quickly compared with other
research expenditures, financial analyses would be
greatly enhanced by better personnel data.

Personnel

One of the most fundamental pieces of informa-
tion on the research system is the size of the research
work force, both in absolute numbers and as a
fraction of all U.S. employed scientists and engi-
neers. These numbers depend on how "researcher"
is defined.2i While estimates exist of the rise in
Ph.D. personnel employed in research universities,
very little detailed data exist for industry or other
sectors of the research system. Estimates of the
positions held by Ph.D. personnel in academia are
inadequate. Distinguishing nonfaculty research as-
sociates from postdoctoral fellows and full-time
equivalent faculty is analytically importantand a
nightmare to sort and track over time. Accurate
estimates of the changing size of the research work
force and how many are federally fundedand are
seeking such supportwould aid in measuring
current and unfunded academic research capacity. In
addition, accurate estimates of the numbers of
researchers exiting the system would help to gauge

the attractiveness of specific fields, as well as the
category "science azd engineering" relative to
other occupations.22

Mother trend that has been noted in this report,
mostly with anecdotal evidence and inferences from
analyses of expenditures, is the increasing size of
research groups, both within the university structure
and through Federal support of centers. This trend
has policy implications for the cost of research, its
interdisciplinary capabilities, and the changing dem-
ographics of the work force. It also reflects how
researchers may spend their time. More data on
"production units" in research and their depen-
dence on Federal funding relative to other sources
would augment enrollment, Ph.D. award, and work
activity data. Changes in the structure of production
units have also influenced the research process and
the volumeand perhaps the characterof out-
comes.23

Research Process

"How research is done" has evolved since the
1960s. In particular, the organization of research
groups and the settings in which research is con-
ducted 'lave changed.24 Data on the conduct of
research would aid in understanding the opportuni-
ties and stresses on the Federal research system and
in planning how the research system can adapt to
changing conditions.

For instance, it is often claimed that researchers
are spending much more time writing proposals, and
that their research suffers as a consequence. No
systematic data exist either to support or refute this
claim. While it is in the interest of Federal sponsors
for their grantees to spend as much time as possible
in the conduct of research, investigators report that
the increased competition for Federal funds compels

20For a recent effort to look comprehensively at Federal support, by agency and over lime, of one sector of one field, see American Chemical Society,

Department of Government Relations and Science Policy. Federal Funding of Academic Chemistry Research, FY 1980-FY 1988 (Washington, DC:

November 1990).
21 A "researcher" could be defined as anyone publishing a scientific paper (Le., by authorship), possessing a Phi). (i.e.. by credential), or working

in a particulu setting (i.e., by sector). Indeed, the problem of defining who is a "scientist" also applies here. See Derek de Solis Price, Little Science,

Big Science (New York, NY: Columbia University Press, 1963). Also see National Research Council. op. cit., footnote 3.

22For a discussion of methodological pitfalls associated with usessing, for example, characteristics of the Federal work force. see U.S. General
Accounting Office, Federal Work Force: A Framework /or Studying Its Quality Over Time, GAOIPEMD-8827 (Washington, DC: August 1988).

"The role of laboratory chief or team leader combines entrepreneurial and administrative/supervisory tasks. Both are essential to die funding and
longevity of the productive research unit. On the emergence of the entrepreneurial role on campus, see HenryEtzkowita "Entrepreneurial Scientists
and Entrepreneurial Universities in American Academic Science." Minerva, vol. 21, sununer.autumn 1983, pp. 198.233.

24For a prophetic discussion. see B.C. Griffith and NC. Mullins, ' 'Coherent Social Groups in Scientific Change," Science, vol. 177, Sept. 15, 1972.

pp. 959-964.
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Researcher picks blueberries-45 percent of the varieties
of blueberries in production today were developed by

Department of Agriculture scientists. Research Is
performed in many settings.

proposal writing.25 However, one might expect that
as the size of academic research groups grows,
principal investigators will spend more time seeking
money to sustain their larger research teams and
programs.26 This phenomenon is similar to strate-

gies in a law or consulting practice, where the
addition of less senior associates leverages the effort
of the more senior employees to spend more time
marketing and winning projects for the firm. In the
academic research community, entrepreneurial pur-
suits are very different from research and teaching,
and the additional burden can be a source of stress
for senior researchers.27

Many also claim that increasing time commit-
ments required by research pursuits hamper the
ability of faculty to meet their teaching responsibili-
ties. Data on how faculty apportion their time have
been unreliable. Ironically, self-reports in compli-
ance with Federal accountability requirements tend
to distort estimates of time spent on various work
activities." Since the Federal Government invests in
the academic research system to maintain a strong
instructional as well as knowledge-producing capa-
bility, shifts in the activities of researchers is of
central concern.

Data are needed on how apprentice, junior (e.g.,
postdoctorates), and senior researchers spend their
time on research (collecting data and analysis),
proposal writing, teaching (classroom and one-on-
one), travel, presenting results to scientific col-
leagues, and other pursuits." Differences between
time commitments in Federal, industrial, and aca-
demic settings could also be judged."

More generally, data could be collected on
changing equipment needs. The average lifetime of
a scientific instrument has shrunk during the 1980s
from an average of 7 years to less than 5 years.31
Additional data could address such questions as:
how does the reliance on equipment vaiy across
fields? What happens to obsolete equipment? As

15For example, see Science: The End of the Frontier? a report from Leon M. Lederman, President-Elect to the Bond of Directors of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science (Washington, DC: Amaicsn Association for tbe Advancement of Science, January 1991).

26Sec D.E. Chubin and T. Connolly, "Research Trails and Science Policies: Local and Extra-Local Negotiations of Scientific Work," Scientific
Establishments and Hierarchies, Sociology of the Sciences, Yearbook vol. 6, N. Elias (ed.) (Dordrecht, Holland: D. Reidel, 1982), pp. 293-311.

27For evidence on entrepreneurial behavior, see Karen Seashore Louis et al., "Entrepreneurs in Academe: An Exploration of Behaviors Among Life
Scientists," Administrative Science Quarterly, vol. 34, 1989, pp. 110-131.

235ee Donald Kennedy, "Government Policies and the Costs of Doing Research," Science, vol. 227, Feb. 1, 1985, pp. 480-484.

29For example, data could illuminate changing patterns of communication among scientific colleagues. With new communications technologies, such
as electronic mail systems and computer networks, scientists have the ability to exchange data and ideas much MOM often. Is science becoming more
collaborative (or competitive) due to these innovations? Do most scientists have access to these technologies? Are some at a disadvantage without them?

)0Some clues derive from in situ laboratory studies of scientists, for exampk, Bnmo Latour and Steve Woolgar, Laboratory Life: The Social
Construalon of Scientific Facts (Beverly Hills, CA: Sage, 1979); and Bruno Latour, Science in Action: How To Follow Scientists and Engineers Through
Society (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1987).

11See National Science Foundation, Academic Research Equipment in Select SciencelEngineering Fields: 1982-83 to 198586, SRS 88-DI
(Washington, DC: June 1988). As the National Science Foundation's Leonard Lederman (personal communication, December 1990) points out, there
is no infotmation of average "equipment use rate," or what proportion of available time an instrument is in use.
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communications and other technologies progreas
and the scientific community comes more to rely on
them, these questions will increasingly impact
Federal funding.

A final area of "process" on which data would be
instructive are the standards for achieving various
positions in the scientific community. Many claim
that graduate students must publish more papers to
be offered first jobs after receipt of the doctorate or
completion of a postdoctoral fellowship. What are
the average age, experience postcollege (in years),
and publication records of new hires at research
universities, and industrial and Federal laboratories?
For other promotions? Such data would help the
Federal Government to track the changing research
labor market.32

Outcomes of Research

Because of the fundamental and elusive nature of
research, measuring its outcomesin knowledge
and educationis very difficult.33 The most elusive
outcome is cultural enrichmentthe discovery and
growth of scientific knowledge. As OMB Director
Richard Darman has said (speaking of the proposed
Moon/Mars mission): "No one can put a price on
uplifting the Nation." Research has resulted in many
benefits to the Nation and is funded precisely
because of those benefits. This kind of benefit is
nearly impossible to measure. However, there are
some proxies.

When looking at research as a contribution to
education, numbers of degrees can be tallied and
assertions about skills added to the Nation's work
force can be made. When looking at research as

creating new knowledge, one tangible "output" is
papers published by scientific investigators to com-
municate new ihformation to their scientific peers.
Communicating the results of scientific research to
colleagues through publication in the open literature
is considered to be an important, if not essential,
feature of good research practice.34 Perhaps the best
approach is to construct workable indicators and
include a rigorous treatment of their uncertainties.

Bibliometrics

One tool that has been vigorously developed
(especially in western Europe during the 1980s) for
measuring the outcomes of research is bibliometrics,
the statistical analysis of scientific publications and
their attributes. Intrinsic to scientific publication is
the referencing of earlier published work on which
the current work is presumably based or has utilized
in some way. are a common feature of
the scientific literature and by counting how often
publications are cite4 bibliometrics can arrive at a
weighted measioji publication outputnot only
whether publications have been produced, but also
what impact those publications have had on the work
of other scientists.35

OTA has explored several examples of new data
sets that could be compiled using bibliometrics.36
First, universities can be ranked according to an
output or citation measure, the citation rates for
papers authored by faculty and others associated
with each institution. OTA drew on the large
electronic database created and maintained by the
Institute for Scientific Information (IS1).37 Each
institution in ISI's Science Indicators database, 1973
to 1988, was listed by its total number of cited

"For other auggestions, see Commissioo on Professionals in Science and lbchnology, op. cit. footnote 14. The above (hypothetical) data also raise
the question of research outcomesthose Matins to iodividual performance and that of other production units in the Federal research system.

33For a comprehensive review (now a decade old) of attempts at such menuremait, see National Academy of Sciences, op. cit., footnote 8, especially
ch. 2.

mRobert K. Merton, "The Matthew Effect in Science, II: Cumulative Advantage and the Symbolism of Intellectual Property," Isis, vol. 79, No. 299,
1988, pp. 606-623.

"Interpreting citation patterns remains a rub)ect of contention. For caveats, see D.O. Edge, "Quantitative Measures of Communication in Science:
A Critical Review," History of Science, vol. 17 ,1979, pp. 102-134; and S.E. Coment, "Thking the Mestere of Science: A Review aChation Theories,"
1SSK Newsletter, No. 7, 1981, pp. 16-21. The definitive overview is contained in Eugene Garfield, Citation Indexing: Its Theory and Application in
Science. Technology and Humanities (New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons, 1979). Also see Francis Nein, Ewsluative Biblionietrics: The Use of Citation
Analysis in the Evaluation of Scienitlic Activity (Cherry Hill, NI: Computer Horizons, Inc., 1976).

"See Henry Small and David Pendlebury, "Federal Support of Leading Edge Research: Report on a Method for Identifying Innovative Areas of
Scientific Research and Their Extent of Federal Support," OTA contractor report, February 1989; and Henry Small, "Bibliometrics of Buie Research,"
OTA cootractor report. September 1990. FOf OTA Caltrieter reports available through tbe National lbchnical Information Service, see app. P.

"The Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) database coven 7,500 journals published worldwide and indexes 800,000 new ankles each year. Tbe
files derived from the ISI databases cover multiple disciplines and countries, and extend back lo 1973. The analysis below is based oo Small, op. cit.,
footnote 36. The Science Indicators File is a specially construced multiyear file of publications from IS l's Science Citation index, which contains a
citation count time series for each paper in the file that has teen cited ow or more times for the years 1973 through 1988 inclusive.
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Table 84Mismatches In Rank Between Federal Funding and Average Citations: 1988

Of the top 100 (107 federally funded universities, only 17 did not Of the top 100 cited schools, only 17 did not make the top 100
make the top 100 citation list. They are (with funding rank in (107) most funded schools. They are (with citation rank In
parentheses): parentheses):

limas MM (22) University of California, Santa Cruz (14)
University of Florida (45) University of Oregon (23)
Woods Hole Oceanographic institute (52) SUNY, Albany (43)
New Mexico State University (el) Rice University (58)
Louisiana State University (72) University of California, Riverside (59)
Utah State University (74) St. Louis University (70)
North Carolina State at Raleigh (75) Creighton University (80)
Virginia Polytechnic institute and State University (76) University of Notre Dame (81)
University of Kentucky (02) University of Houston (82)
University of Dayton (86) University of New Hampshire (84)
University of Nebraska at Uncoin (89) University of Alaska (89)
Wake Forest University (95) University of South Alabama (90)
University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey (99) College of William and Mary (93)
Washington State University (100) Howard University (94)
University of Missouri, Columbia (101) Brigham Young University (98)
Medical College of Wisconsin (104) University of Delaware (97)
Rensselaer Polytechnic institute (107) University of Oklahoma (98)

NOTE: To compare the lop 100 rankings, sem* froth 'Alone In tho top 100 federally funded univaraltilso wore disaggrogatod by campus ol the State university
system, e.g., tho University of Tao, Austin. Thls /Mad 7 entries to tho top 100.

SOURCES: National Science Foundation, Academic ScienonSngineednit: R&D Funds, Racal Yaw 1988, NSF 98-328 (Washington, DC: 1990), t able 13-37:
and Honry Small, 'Sibilomotrica of Basic Research," OTA contractor wort, July 1990.

papers, the total citations received by all papers
associated with each institution, and the ratio of
number of citations to the number of publications,
namely, the average citations per cited paper. This
is a more discerning measure than either publication
or citation counts alone. A ranking of institutions by
average citation rates can be used in conjunction
with the list of top universities in Federal R&D
funding received to link inputs with outputs. (Ap-
pendix E lists the top 100 academic institutions
ranked by their average citation impact for the period
1981 to 1988.) Table 8-4 lists the institutions, in
1988, that were among either the top 100 academic
institutions in average citations or the top 100
receiving Federal R&D funds (again, see appendix
B), but not both. lbgether, these measures illumi-
nate differences in rank. The overlap in institutions
suggests that the funding decisions by the Federal
Government for the most part are leading to produc-
tive research. The mismatches may be indicative
both of concentrated, rather than broad-based re-
search productivity, and either some institutional
"overachievement" or a substantial supplementa-

tion of Federal research support by State, corporate,
and nonprofit sources.38

Trends in the average citation rate over time can
also indicate how productive an institution has been
in the published literature. The citation set can be
analyzed by broad field or other variables to try to
determine the cause of the changes (see box 8-A for
profiles of four universities). Institutions can also be
grouped to look at how, for example, "private
institutions in the Southwest" or the national labont-
tones are performing as a category" (see figure 8-1).
Many companies and other types of research organi-
zations, despite proprietary inhibitions, also publish
in the scientific literature and their work can be
similarly aggregated and displayee (sec figure
8-2). In another example for future exploration,
programs receiving primarily directed funds or
block grants (e.g., in agriculture) could be compared
with those that are investigator-initiated. This com-
parison would help to test the claim that targeted
appropriations (e.g., earmarking) lead to the produc-
tion of inferior research.

mAn institution that ranks high on funding and low on citation impact is not necessarily an underachievez. Some research is not readily published in
the open literature, for proprietary or national security reasons.

39For example, the publication records and citation impact of National Aeronautics and Space Administration research centers, 1973 to 1988, are
examined in "NASA's Citation Impact Dims in 1980s. But Voyager Missions and .IPL Shine," Science Watch, vol. 1, No. 9, October 1990, pp. 1-2,
7-8.

013knechnology research is more often reported in the open literature Man either research fromelectronics and computing firms or from Fortune 500
companies. Thus, the samples used in figure 8-2 may not represent the full range of research activity in these industries. Indeed, the most exciting results
may be withheld from publication, but might be reflected in patents awarded later.
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Box 8-ABibliometric Profiles of Four Research Institutions

OM selected 19 institutions, based on historical patterns in their Federal funding profiles, to examine changes
in research output and probe how they might be accounted for bibliometrically.l The institutions' publication and
citation records were extracted to obtain a "citation impact" time series. This requires specifying four time points:
a beginning iuid ending cited item period, and a beginning and ending citing item time period. This defines what
items are eligible to receive citations and what journal publications are eligible to give them. am began with 1973,
and defined the length of the period for analysis to be 8 years. This yields nine successive overlapping time windows
that can be plotted as a time series or moving picture of the citation impact for each institution through 1988.

For example, counted in the first window were the number of cited papers published from 1973 through 1980
and the number of times those papers were cited by papers published in the same period. The ratio of these quantities
is the mean citations per cited item for that time window. As a further normalization, each of the impacts is divided
by the overall average for all U.S. papers for the specified time window. e.g., 1973 to 1980. The result is a measure
of relative' impact. Thus, a relative impact score of one signifies that the institution's average is identical to the
average for all U.S. papers in the window. A score greater than one signifies an impact above the U.S. average, and
a score below one an impact below the U.S. average.

The time series plots of relative impact for 4 of the 19 selected institutions are shown in figure 8A- I. To explain
the trends observed in these graphs in terms of the fields of science involved, listings of the most cited papers were
obtained for each institution, covering items cited 100 or more times, down to a maxitnum of 100 items.

1) Massachusetts Institute of Thehnology (MIT) has been consistently among tiv:. top 10 institutions for
Federal R&D funds received. Like other top 10 institutions, which often produc relative impacts at the
national average or above, MIT exhibits relative impacts in the 1.4 to 1.5 range. Mn. also shows a modest
gain in citation impact. Twenty-nine percent of its most cited papers are from the 1981 to 1988 period.
Biomedicine has become stronger, while chemistry and geoscience have tapered off, and physics remained
about the same.

following is based on I knry "Biblionicoics of Rasa, Research," OTA coati-door report, July 1990. Available through the
National Technical Iniormation Service, see app F

Figure 8A-1Average Relative Citation impact for Four Research institutions,
1973-88
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2) University of Cal(fornia-Santa Barbara (UCSB) has iniproved its ranking among the top .100 recipients of
Federal R&D dollar' fivin 1967 te 1984..OTA cills au Ch iestitittions "Utivierd lyesobile." Their patterns
of research outpM are even More diverse than their relative gains in funding. UCSE diclplays a vetylearked
increase fn citation Wiped. ft alio his a very large ntimber of 1981 to 1988 mere in its highly:Cited set,
43 percent. Even MOM remarkable is the spread of thew papers over various disciplines, With the etnphuis
co physics. Of the recent highly cited papers, 81 patent are in physics. Other areas represented include
biomedicine, eCo1or0, geowience, and chernisuy.

3) Carnegie-Mellon University (CMU) has been a top 20 recipient of Federal funds in engineering, and
mathematics and computer science. However, it shows a decline in relative impact, beginning in the late
1970s. An analysis of the 78 papers cited 100 times or more shows that 15 percent of these papers are in
the period 1981 to 1988. While 23 percent of the 1973 through 1980 papers were in the discipline of physics,
only 8 percent ate from physics in the later pada Chemistry, biomedicine, and compOter science continue
from earlier to later periods at compatible levels.

4) University of Houston (UofH) is a newcomer to the select group atop 100 recipients of Federal R&D funds.
ft displays one of the most marked increases in citation impact of the institutions examined, although it
started at a very low level. Its number of papers cited over 100 times is also small at 28. Nevertheless, 39
percent of these are from the recent period. Whereas chemistry and biomedicine were dominant early,
physics (and nwre specifically, high-temperature superconductivity) accowit for most of the new highly
cited papers (though biomedicine is also represented). Possibly a shift toward strengthening physics
contributed to the increase in impact for this institution.

In some of these cases, it may be possible to attribute changes in citation impact to a shift in the field orientation
of an institution. Such shifts may be the result of deliberate organizational changes, or pethaps due to a resourceful
faculty member who is able to move into new areas of research. One key to increasing impact is the ability to produce
a continuing flow of innovative papers that influence researchers "at the front." This relates to the proportion of
highly cited papers that are of recent origin. Reliance on aging "clauics" will not ensure an upward trend in impact.
Another factor is field balance: some institutions seem to have strength across a number of fields, while other
institutions focus on one or two seemingly to the exclusion of others. It is clearly more difficult for an institution
to maintain excellence across a wide range of fieldsthe traditional mark of a research universitythan to
specialize in one or two.2

One lesson from the institutional profiles is that maintaining a high citation impact over a generation is difficult
at best. The citation trends for UCSB and UofH confirm their upward mobility in research output as well as in
Federal funding, in contrast to the citation trends at other institutions.

20f die top 100 institutions in Federal R&D funding in 1988. only 39 bad a relative Impact score above the national average. Ibid.

Not only can publishing entities be analyzed, but
fields of study as well. For instance, "hot Fields," in
which the rate of publication and citation increases
quickly over a short period of time, can be identified.
Research areas such as high-temperature supercon-
ductivity emerge after a major discovery. Through
co-citation analysis. papers can be sorted into
'clusters of publications that cite each other.

These research clusters Lan be grouped further and
[napped within disciplines.4' In addition, related
areas that contribute to the work can he identified

and linked across disciplinary boundaries. For ex-
ample, high-temperature superconductivity research
has been connected with work in ceramics, thin
films, polymers. and other diverse areas.42

If the papers comprising a cluster cite their
sources of funding, an estimate can be made of
Federal support of the research represented by the
clusters. To denmnsate this method, OTA re
quested that a small sample of papers published be
searched for funding information in a cluster repre-
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Figure 84Relative Citation Impact tor National Laboratories
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SOURCE:HenrySmall,"ElbllometricsofEaslcResearch,"OTAcontractorreport,July1990.

Figura 8-2Relative Citation Impact tor Three Industries
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compankte Inciude: IBM, Digital Equipment, Genwal Eloctr lc, WestInghousa Electric, Eastman Kodak, and
Xerox. Falun* soo Top 20 *ludo: Gown! Motors, Ford Motor, Exxon, SIV, Goner& Elactrtc, Mobil, Philip
Morns, Chrysktr, DuPont de Nemours, Taub°, Chevron, Amoco, ShiN Oil, Proctor I Gambi, Boeing,
Oosiciental Petroleum, United Technologies, Eastman Kodak. USX, and Dow Chemical.

SOURCE: Flinty Small, "Bibliometrice of Basks Research," OTA contractor report, July 1990.
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Photo ma: U.S. Dopertnont of Emmy

Researcher holds a piece of superconducting tape.
Scientists must be able to make ceramic superconductors

in a variety of forms to be usefulfrom thin films for
electronics to cuts for accelerator cavities. The

development of ceramic superconductors has been an
outcome of superconductivity research.

senting research directly related to high-temperature
superconductivity. (Similar analyses were con-
ducted in four other research areas.43) Roughly
one-half of the most cited papers in 1985 to 1987 (77
of 139 papers) were coded for funding information
and a random sample of the papers that cited them in
1989 were included (95 of 1561). More than one-half
of the funding acknowledgments were to Federal
funding agencies (with over one-half to NSF,
slightly under one-third to the Department of Energy
(DOE), and significant contributions from the Office
of Naval Research and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration). Corporations, primarily
IBM and AT&T, funded another one-third of the
papers; Federal laboratories, private foundations,
and foreign sources supplied the remaining funds.
The Federal Government is a continuing catalyst of
high-temperature superconductivity research.

The degree to which a field is international in
effort can also be indicated through the nationality
of authors. Again, for the high-temperature super.
conductivity cluster, the most cited papers in 1985 to

1987 were from the United States (64 percent),
followed by France (8 percent), Japan (8 percent),
Switzerland (4 percent), Canada (4 percent), and the
United Kingdom (3 percent). The institutions in
which these papers most often originated were
AT&T (12 percent), IBM (12 percent), University of
Houston (5 percent), University of lbkyo (4 per-
cent), Bell Communications (4 percent), and the
University of California-San Diego (3 percent).
Countries citing the papers were more diverse, with
the United States at 43 percent; Japan, France, and
the Federal Republic of Germany at 5 to 6 percent
each; the U.S.S.R. and India at near 5 percent; and
the Peoples Republic of China at 4 percent. Similar
diversity is seen in the institutions where these
papers originated.

With these types of analyses, bibliometrics could
perhaps be used to track the evolution of fields and
subfieldsby research topic and national or institu-
tional authorship. However, there are significant
disadvantages to bibliometrics, which also must be
recognized." In particular, citations are not made in
a uniform way in the scientific community, and
neither is allocation of authorship. Also, the same
discovery may be cited in different ways in different
publications. Consequently, only in the aggregate
and when comparing similar fields with similar
citation practices can judgments of hot fields,
influential papers, and prolific authors be made with
confidence.° The utility of bibliometrics should be
seen as "value-added" to policy analysis, not as
stand-alone information.

Other Measurement Techniques

Another genre of outcome measures focuses on
the research-technology interface. There are many
examples of data that could be collected to illumi-
nate the relationship of research to other parts of the
development cycle. Complicating features, however,
include technological choice within private or public
firms that develop technology, utilization of science
and engineering talent, and the transfer of knowl-

43Small and Pendlebury, op. cit., footnote 36.

44As Eugene Garfield. founder of the Institute for Scientific Information (which pioneaed citation databoes and their analysis). warns: "You can
misuse citation analysis easilythat's the story of my life." Quoted in Gina Kolata, "Who's No. 1 in Science? Footnotes Say U.S.." The New York
Times, Feb. 12. 1991, pp. CI, C9.

45See Susan E. COZZZIS, "Literature-Based DMA in Research Evaluation: A Manager's Guide to Bibliometrics." final repon to the NatiOnal SCiellee
Foundation, Sept. 18, 1989.
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edge from research centers to other sectors of the
economy."

Sponsors, at least for basic research, have little
control over the execution of the projects they
support. So lack of payoff may be unrelated to the
intrinsic merits of project design and substance and
have more to do with the differential competence
and efficiency of performers. But no sponsor can
ascertain the most competent, creative, and efficient
of performers.47

In the case of public programs with firm measures
of outcomes, negative evaluations suggest termina-
tion. But cor programs whose output is information,
the situation is highly problematic. Information
volume and quality might be low, but this may be
because the overall level of resources is too low. Or
a program may have technical inefficiency due to
poor management. Or the lack of results may itself
have high scientific or technological value. Since
research deposits knowledge into the scientific
literature, it may take years to be applied to other
problems. Some ideas are premature, and others
remain invisible to specialists in fields different
from the authors' own. Recognition of the utility of
researchboth intended and unintendedis often
delayed." This does not depreciate its value, but
does impede its use.

Historically, science and technology are full of
sudden reversals about the value of information
produced by past research, lbsting hundreds of
compounds for superconductivity was, until re-
cently, not considered high-grade science, but mun-
dane science. And any evaluation of this work would
have suggested that this kind of research was not
worth much investment. Similarly, the funding of

the early recombinant DNA projects was not done in
the name of expected high payoffs. Certainly no one
at the time imagined a biotechnology industry as the
result. Thus, the ability of research evaluations to
provide credible estimates of the incremental infor-
mation gains from additional funding is weak.
Federal agencies tend to use an insurance principle
and spread resources widely to ensure that no
reasonable bets are overlooked. (From one perspec-
tive, this is risk-averse; from another it is risk-taking,
because ideas from out of the mainstream can be
supported.)

Bibliometrics and production function data on the
research-technology interface are examples of tools
that could be used to evaluate outcomes. While not
exhaustive, they illuminate different aspects of
science as a process and the utility of research
performance." As with the examples discussed
above, data collection can be improved when the
user of the data and the purpose are targeted. The
next section explores how data on the Federal
research system is employed by policymakers and
how new data could aid the transition from analysis
to decisionmaking.

Utilizing Data
In a policy context, information must be presented

to those who are in positions to effect change by
allocating or redirecting resources." In the diverse
structure of the Federal research system, many actors
play roles in research decisionmaking at many
different levels. These actors require data reported in
various forms and units to make decisions. For
example, an agency program manager requires data
specific to the purview of his or her programs, while
OMB and OSTP must be aware of trends in science

"Given the large, but cheap increases in computing power, various models are commonly used by management analysts for deciding on ex ante
investments, but these techniques remain very sensitive to subjective and highly uncertain estimates of technical and market success. One notable
exception is Edwin Mansfield, "The Social Rate of Return From Academic Research," Research Policy, forthcoming 1991.

47Recent advances in methods of measuring returns to basic research have centered on sophisticated econometric techniques for estimating production
functions (e.g., measures of the economic impact of research). Since the marginal value of research is heavily dependent on downstream events,
production functions could be embedded in fuller models of information flow and economic behavior. In addition, literally hundreds of quantitative
project sekction methods exist in industry for guiding investments. Methods include elaborate goal programming and analytical hierarchy models; the
techniques are often known as return-on-investment, impact matrices, or checklists. See Harvey Averch, "Policy Uses of 'Evaluation of Research'
Literature," OTA contractor report, August 1990. Available through the National Thchnical Information Service, see app. F.

4See Gunther S. S tent, "Prematurity and Uniqueness in Sciernific Discovery," Scientific Amerkan, vol. 227, December 1972, pp. 84-93; and Julius
H. Controe, "The Road From Research to New Diagnosis and Therapy," Science, vol. 200, May 26. 1978, pp. 931-937.

491lie application of biblionietrics to patenting behavior, i.e., measuring the dependence of patents on the scientific literature, has pioneered new ways
of thinking about the diffusion and application of research knowledge. See Francis Narin et al., "Patents as Indicators of Corporate Rchnological
Strength." Research Policy, v ol. 16. 1987. pp. 143-155; and Zvi Griliches, "Patent Statistics as E4:0120112iC Indicators: A Survey," Journal of Economic
Literature, vol. 28, No. 4, December 1990, pp. 1661-1707.

mFor example, see Carol H. Weiss, "Improving the Linkage Between Social Research and Public Policy." Knowledge and Policy: The Uncertain
Connection, L.E. Lynn (ed.) (Washington, DC: National Academy of Sciences. 1978), pp. 23-81.
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that span broad fields, institutions, and agencies, as
well as those that apply only to specific fields,
performers, and sponsors. Timely data are similarly
important. For instance, world events can alter the
perception and utility of even the best information
and analysis (see box 8-B).

Providing data at each of these levels is a large
task, but one that is essential. As seen with projected
shortages of scientific and engineering personnel,
trends are often specific to disciplines and to types
of institutions, and decisions that take into account
these differences would best address impending
problems. Enhanced internal agency data collection
would help to disaggregate and distinguish trends
most relevant to the agency.

As well as targeting data collection to the needs of
decisionmakers, the data above must address policy-
relevant questions, i.e., be used evaluatively, as well
as illuminate significant trends.51 Thus, there has
developed a distinction between standard data col-
lection (i.e., tabulations on one variable, such as
Ph.D.s awarded) and the development of indica-
torsdata presented in such a way (e.g., compari-
sons between variables) as to suggest patterns not
otherwise discernible. For instance, data on the
rising cost of equipment in a specific field (or the
rate of change in this cost) have little meaning unless
compared with the cost (and percent change) of
equipment in other fields. A measure of the relative
cost of equipment in different fields would indicate
the need to make special provisions for equipment in
select fields. Similarly, data on the decline of
baccalaureate degrees in a natural science field are
more useful when they are compared to other broad
fields, and judged in terms of absolute and relative
declines and stability.

Indicators do not necessarily prescribe a course of
action, but they warn of possibly significant trends.

As part of the decision process, they offer "usable
knowledge."52 At present, indicators on the Federal
research system are neither comprehensive nor
objective-driven.53 The focus of the Science &
Engineering Indicators volumes has been less on
indicators than on data. Indeed, SEI is a statistical
reference book that collates available data on the
research system. Additional efforts to produce
indicators, especially on research performers, could
greatly enhance utilization and action by decision-
makers.

New Indicators

NSF, specifically the Special Data Group attached
to the Director's Office, has recently attempted to
develop new indicators related to research participa-
tion at NSF during the 1980 to 1989 decade.54 These
indicators are defined and summarized in table 8-5.
Though their meaning is not always stmightfor-
ward,55 these indicators represent a significant
advance in reconstructing trends in NSF proposal
and award activity.

The first indicator in table 8-5, the Proposal Success
Rate, is driven by the change in the number of
proposals submitted. At NSF, this number increased
by 30 percent during the decade. Over 20 percent of
those originally declined resubmit proposals to NSF
(with an equal proportion submitting elsewhere).
While the Proposal Success Rate declined from 38
percent in the beginning of the decade to 31 percent
in 1989, PI (Principal Investigator) Success Rate
from 1980-82 to 1987-89 remained above 40 per-
cent. The PI Success Rate indicator allowed NSF to
conclude that more PIs are being funded, but they
facer stiffer competition to win awards. However,
the relation between these two Success Rate indica-

Sine me thOdolog leal pitfalls in applying data to evaluate national or institutional research performance are illustrated in John Irvineet al., "Investing
in the Future: How Much Governments Pay for Academic Research," Physics Today, September 1990. pp. 31-38; and Jeremy Cherfas, "Univershy
Restructuring Based on False Premise?" Science, vol. 247, Jan. 19, 1990, p. 278. For father discussion, see David C. Hoaglin et al., Data for Decisions:
Information Strategies for Policymakers (Cambridge, MA: Abt Books. 1982).

32Charles E. Lindblom and David K. Cohen, Usable Knowledge: Soc ial Science and Social Problem Solving (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press,
1979).

"Comm, op. cit., footnote 4, pp. 15-17.

54The Special Data Group is part of the Comptroller's Office at the National Science Foundation. It works independently of two other staffs in the
Scientific, lbchnological, and International Affairs Directorate that also develop science indicatorsthe Science Resources Studies Division (borne of
the Science & Engineering indicators volumes) sad the Policy Research and Analysis Division (which In 1990 issued the data-laden, The Ssate of
Academic Science and Engineering).

"These rue based on National Science Foundation, **NSF Vital Signs: Trends in Research Support. Fiscal Years 1980-89." draft report, Nov. 13,
1990.
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Box 11,1h-Wer ai a Wilt cird: The .hitpaCt of the Persian .

,COnfilet On -Scietice-andlochnoloff.r
. .

After World War II cane Stiegoorlie Fronlier.1. A aids tritind for hi suceeis, sod newly &Wan .

of its reffcaribilities in the World, decided that schwa *as so important part of tho *rid, *that scieoce would
benefit from gOventriest boding. Despke the negative imrat Of Hiroshima and Nigilaki, science came out of the
war with spositiVe image, a .great dal of Momentan, and a strong basis for Itedeml suppert.

Viemati, an Unpopular war with locker: objettivei, eine 'With *foiled* *elm, Agent Orange, and
accusakm of envimninental degradation: Sciatee andtechnOlogy, mount in Saeger*: light of the atomic bomb
drops on Japan end tarred with the brush of demi:dohs AntiscienCe became pat of the anti,* movement, and the
remnants of thls Wisdoms sentiment are etill with us today., S.

The United Suite, has just waged the moot talmological war dm Wald has yet Imown.1 For example, after years
of controversy and failed test results, the Patriot missile saved a cogent strategic and political purpose. Even with
its outdated technology, the Pattiet sutegthened the chime of some that electionie warfare has come into its own.
What such success may mean for the future iMage of same arid technology is as yet unknown.

Wu is a wild card. Its effects on the populace it large (and on Filched scienc* and engineering students in
particular) are difficult to Fact. Was b a reminder that events outside of science can revesberate in many
wayechanging images and attitudes-4ot a long time to come. Analyses and reports on science and technology,
such as this one, can.only basin to measure, much less anticipate, these impacts.

ITU, box ii bend on a draft rwori by Alm *Goma, vodka!, Sciislisle loathe) for Public leformatim, and a member ot die
Advisory Panel for dds OTA regiott

2See SWaey Reboot; "The Wu Wawa Waged," The Waskingtoe Pors, Mar, 3, 1991, p. C2.

tors and inferences about PI proposal-writing behav-
ior is unclear for decisionmaking.56

The Continuity of Support indicator shows that
nearly one in three of the PIs with NSF support in
1980 were still receiving support in 1989. The
Flexibility of Support and Continuity of Support
indicators together measure the balance between
providing stable support to (established) investiga-
tors and retaining the ability to bring new investiga-
tors into the NSF funding system. Funding of new
Pls fluctuated with the decline or growth in NSF
obligations. Also, directorates with higher success
rates (Geosciences, and Mathematics and Physical
Sciences) ranked lower in Flexibility, because they

are supporting a more established group of research-
ers.

The Award Size/Duration indicator reflects how
NSF responded to increased demand for funding.
Early in the decade, the number of awards was held
constant but the award amounts were increased; later
more proposals were funded and median award size
did not grow. Throughout the decade, median annual
award amount represented 80 to 85 percent of the
requested amount."

Indicators are best used to monitor trends, espe-
cially if they could be extended to other agencies as

wel1.58 This would help to complete the picture of PI
proposal-writing strategy and the distribution of

'6Limla Parker, Comptroller's Office, National Science Foundation, personal communication, January 1991, suggests that more proposals are being
submitted and the phncipal investigator population is increasing, but resubmissions (of previously declined proposals) account for only 20 percent of
the growth. James McCullough, Comptroller's Office, National Science Foundation, personal communication, March 1991, reports that 30 percent of
the proposals received by the National Science Foundation (NSF) in any year came from researchers who had not submitted in the previous 5 years (which
NSF defines as "new investigators") and another 20 percent arereceived from researchers who submitted only one proposal. The supply of "new blood"
and demand for funding seem hearty.

"Award amounts are negotiated. Principal investigators inflate their requests in the expectation that they will not receive "full" funding. If declined.
thcir resubmissions tend to feaiure snuffler budgets. In multiyear (e.g., 2 to 3 year) awards, which arc now typical at the National Science Foundation,
annual project budgets arc fixed at the outset of the award, subject only to across-the-board cuts in succeeding ycars. (This contrasts with the National
Institutes of Health's practice of annual downwud negotiation in multiyear awards.) Robert P. Abel, Office of Budget and Control, National Science
Foundation, personal communication, July 1990.

55The National Science Foundation cautions about the interpretation of indicator trends. Changes may be due to: a) an across-the-board budgetary
upheaval, e.g.. the Oramm-Rudman sequeiter of 1986, which reduces the capacity to fund; b) a targeted increase or decrease in appropriations to a
directorate (or more generally, any agency line !tem); or c) agency reorganitation or creation of programs that shifts proposals and awards in ways that
affect disaggregated uses of an indicator.

2 , BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Table 13-5,--New Indicators of Resoarch Activity at NSF: Fiscal Years 110049

Indicator

Proposal Sue.
oeu Rate

Definition Gemmed

PI Success Rate

Flexibility: New
PI Funding

Continuity of
SuPPort

Avard Size/
Duration

Ratio of awards to total actions (new award
and decline decisions) on competitive
(peer- or merit.reviewed) proposals

Number of principal investigators (Pls) who
are sucoeuful (within a 3-year period) in
winning an award divided by total number
of investigators submitting proposals
(within the earns 3 flseni years)

Percentage share of total award dollars
going to Pis who have not had NSF
support in the previous 5 years

Percent of principal investigators receMng
support at the start of a time period who
are still receiving support at the end of
the period

Total award dollars dMded by total award
years (duration)

Measures at an aggregate level proposal actMty and awards that
result In National Science Foundation (NSF) commitment of new
funding.

Interpretation of the indicator Is not straightforward. Assumes
estimates of growth in the research work force, rising outs of
research, change In proposal review criteria, and a proliferation of
special award categories (setesides). The Indicator does require
knowledge of agency contain.

Contrails with Proposal Success Rate, which indicates NSF action
generated by proposals submitted to it.

Measures effort and success of the research population to gain NSF
support inciicling changes In mean number of submissions
needed to win one award.

Indicator is most revealing when compared to other indicators.
Definition of "New PI" is only a proxy for "young investigators,"

Indicates complements "RexIbility," which measures awards to
InveAgatore without prior awards. It can be Indexed to any cohort
of grantees and calculated for price or succeeding years.

indicator identifies Investigators with sustained support.

Change from total dollars obligated in a particular fiscal year to
amaint of award over its lifetime proviOs a more accurate picture
of support as experienced by the Pl.

Award size and duration affect the character and pace of research
activity. Reduced award size may affect number of
written, while reduced duration may affect frequencyPr:risroposal
writing. Seth require investigator time for research. This indicator
assumes no other, I.e., siou-NSF, source of research support. It
requires caution in making inferences about time spent in proposal
writing.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Ameaunent, 1991, based on National Science Foundation, 14,5F Vital Signs: Trends In Research Support, Rust Years
196349," draft report, Nov. 13, 1990.

research demand by field and agency. Thus, indica-
tors could become an important part of the priority-
setting process. Perhaps this argues for OSTP to
coordinate across agencies the development and
presentation of a prescribed set of indicators. Disag-
gregated to reflect disparate agency structures, such
as directorates and divisions at NSF, such indicators
tumid also 'nip portray variations in fields and
research communities, Sensitivity to such disaggre-
gations may be most instructive for research funding
policy. As an NSF task force recently put it;

Pan of the problem is a lack of understanding of
the actual size of the research community and what
fraction of a specific community should he funded.
A clear, coherent picture of community size is
essential. How many grants should be awarded and

at what budgets? Should NSF fund all fields or make
choices predicated on the investments of others?
This "snapshot" of the community should be
updated regularly in order to indicate achievement or
changes that might be necessary to minimize confu-
sion with respect to overall NSF policy issues."

Zott concurs. Such baseline informztion should
be routinely availatle to decisionmakers in the
1990s. Overall, sets of indicators that draw on these
data are preferable to single measures. With this in
mind, OTA (building on the new NSF indicators
reviewed above) suggests the following four sets.
They could be compiled and analyzed by all of the
research agencies or by OSTP, which would comple-
ment existing indicators constructed and reported in....

/name of the indicaton presented above were indeed used for an inbouse evaluation of how to streamline the workload of the National Science
Foundation's pogrom staff and the calomel research community. Short-Nun recommendations focus on simplifying the proposal preparation and review
process, includine budgets: long-term recommendations include ways of balancing support modes and restructuring grant types (sirs and duration),
especially crou-directorate programs. See National Science Foundation, Repore 0/ the Merit Review Task Force, NSF 90-113 (Washington, DC: Aug.
23, 1990).

292-863 0 - 91 - 9 26'0
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SEI, to provide windows on various segments of the
Federal research system:

"Active research community" indicators,
which would estimate the number of research-
ers actively engaged in federally funded re-
search (e.g., PIs currently supported by one or
more Federal grants plus those with a research
proposal pending at a Federal agency, and
proportion of research time that is federally
funded).
"Research expenditure" indicators to recali-
brate Federal expenditures by line item of
research budgets (e.g., salaries, equipment, and
facilities) and by broad field.
Federal "proposal pressure" indicators, e.g.,
proposals submitted to the Federal Government
per investigator, ratio of Federal to (investiga-
tor's self-reported) non-Federal proposals and
projects in force at the time of submission, ar d
fraction of requested project budgets actually
awarded by the funding agency.
"Production unit" indicators, e.g., the size of
the research team or other performing unit
supported in part through Federal grants (dis-
aggregated by subfield, institution type, and
agency source).

The combination of such indicators would esti-
mate more precisely the changing parameters of the
Federal research system.° This information could
be invaluable to policymakers concerned about the
health of certain sectors of the system. To produce
such information, as part of ongoing agency data
collection and NSF responsibilities for collation and
presentation, extra resources would be needed. They
might come from streamlining current NSF data and
analysis activities, such Ls a reduction in the number
of nonmandated reports issued annually, or desig-
nating a special unit, much like the Science Indica-
tors Unit, to expand its inhouse and extramural
"research on research." If there is a premium on
timely information for research decisionmaking, it
must be declared (and funded as) a Federal priority.

The utility of data is judged by many participants
in the system: the needs of Congress are usually
agency- and budget-specific;61 the agencies, in
contrast, worry about the performance of various
programs and their constituent research projects.
Data converge in one other underutilized source of
informationthe evaluation of research projects
and programs after they have (or have not) produced
results.

Evaluation of Research

While data and indicators can provide valuable
information on aggregate trends in the research
system, it is much more difficult to evaluate specific
research investments in agency programs or projects
(apart from charges of fraud, incompetence , or other
gross flaws, which are investigated as put of the
congressional oversight function). The returns from
the performance of research to society are quite
diverse. They include economic, health, security,
educational, and many other benefits. Because
research is a public good, there is little incentive for
private investment (in terms of social returns). In
1986, OTA looked at ways to measure the returns
from public investments in research:

In summary, OTA finds that . . . the factors that
need to be taken into account in research planning,
budgeting, resource allocation, and evaluation are
too complex and subjective; the payoffs too diverse
and incommensurable; and the institutional barriers
too formidable to aUow quantitative models to take
the place of mature, informed judgment.62

Five years have passed since OTA announced this
conclusion. However, demand for research evalua-
tions has increased in all countries that make
significant investments in research. The reasons for
increased demand are the same: budgetary con-
straints, greater accountability to sponsors, and the

03Por example. what would be the indications that grovAh in research productivity is slowing or that tbie size of a research community is precariously
huge or small relative to the resources for supporting it? See Colleen Cordes. "Policy Experts Ask a Heretical Question: Hu Academic Science Grown
Too Big?" The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 37 , No. 2. Nov. . 21.1990, pp. A 1. A22.

14M several National Science Foundation staff have indicated to OTA project staff (personal communications, October-December 1990), the
President's Science Advisor draws heavily on unpublished and newly published Science & Engineering Indicators (SEI) data in preparing and presenting
the Administration's policy proposals al congressional posture bearings" early in the annual authorization proceu. Indeed, tbe production cycle of
SEI is geared to delivery of the volume u an input to this budget process.

62U.S. Congress. Office of itchnology Assume:tit, Research Funding as an Investment. Can We Measure the Returns? OTA-TM-SET-36
(Washington. DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1986), p. 9.
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Photo alga: U. S. Doptohnon t of Apkiituro

Oversized thornless blackberries, tiny strawberry plants (in
jars), and slar-shaped slices of carambola (a tropical fruit

now grown in Florida) are examples of outcomes of the
Department of Agriculture's Agricultural Research

Service programs.

desire for increased rationality in decisionmaking.63
In response, many funding agencieshere and
abroadhave formed evaluation units." Research
evaluators and designers of science indicators have
carried out substanual work on measuring scientific
and technological performance. There have been
refinements in existing methods for evaluating
research impacts ex post. Nevertheless, examination
of the published and unpublished literature on
research evaluation methods between 1985 and 1990
suggests that OTA 's conclusion still stands: evalua-
tion methods are not cited as guides to research
decisionmaking by national governments.65

Since 1985, no methods have been invented that
more definitively measure the scientific or social
value of past research investments. By "defmitively
measure," OW. means that evaluation outcomes,

whether positive or negative: 1) will be accepted
without lengthy technical and political disputes
among sponsors, clients, and constituents, and 2)
will provide unambiguous direction in resource
allocation or other kinds of decisions. While com-
puter modeling permits greater use of ex ante (i.e.,
before the research project is attempted) project
selection methods and ex post evaluation methods,
the evidence is sparse that there is much short-term
payoff to public or private sector research adminis-
trators from making greater use of them.66

The problem, however, may reside more with
decisionmakers than the evaluation tools (and re-
sults) at their disposal. Research administrators have
little incentive to use current evaluation technolo-
gies for making decisions about awards or level of
project allocations. This lack of incentive persists
because research evaluation ". . . occurs in a politi-
cal context; is inevitably seen as post hoc justifica-
tion for decisions (unrelated to the content of the
evaluation); and should be anticipatory, designed to
answer specific questions raised by superiors within
the organization as well as critics from outside."67

Below, OTA first describes evaluation practices
and processes around the world; then considers
incremental improvements in research evaluation
methods since 1985; and fmally suggests that
research evaluation faces certain inherent limits.
These limits make it unlikely that however precise
the measurement of average or incremental mone-
tary or informational returns, they may not be
embraced. Nevertheless, rather than a means of
computing returns on past public investments or
guiding prospecuve ones, research evaluation may
help Federal funding agencies keep "on their toes,"
just as environmental impact statements impel

"Even countries that do not make significant ;arch investments claim they evaluate. For example, Finland, Hungary, and Poland reported on their
evaluation efforts in the "ECE Seminar on Evaluation in the Management of R and D, Apr. 3-7, 1989," unpubfished proceedings.

64For discussions, see Ciba lidation, The Evaluaticai of Scientific Research (New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons. 1989); and M. Gibbons and L.
Georghiou, Evaluation o f Research: A Selection of Current Practices (Paris, Prance: Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 1987).

63An annotated bibliography on evaluation of research, 1985 to 1990, contains 147 works published in scientific journals and govertunent documents.
It is ihe basis for this section. See Averch, op. cit., footnote 47.

"K.M. Watts and J.C. Higgins, "The Use of Advanced Management Thchniques in R&D." Omega, vol. 15. January 1987, pp. 21-29. This survey,
consistent with past surveys, shows that R&D administrators prefer simple, transparent methods of project selection. Interestingly, OTA consistently
finds in discusi ions with policymakers in the executive and legislative branches that the proposition "high yield from Federal investment in R&D" is
taken as axiomatic. The issue is not whether to fund, but what and how.

67Chubin, op. cit., footnote 18, p. 84. Also see Harold Orlans, "Neutrality and Advocacy in Policy Research," Policy Sciences. vol. 6. 1975, pp.
107-119.
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agencies to assess the effects of their programs on
the environment.68

Evaluation in Other Countries

Table 8-6 summarizes the characteristics of the
evaluation process among major scientific and
technological powers." Overall, in countries with
parliamentary governments, national priority setting
in research becomes a tool both of project selection
and research evaluation." The United Kingdom and
France present contrasts in approaches to evalua-
tionthe former contracting for outside analysis,
the latter incorporating analysis of research out-
comes into the government's apparatus and process
for policymaking. Smaller countries, such as The
Netherlands and Sweden, must be selective in the
areas of research they target. If a "critical mass" of
researchers is not available, collaboration in cooper-
ative international projects becomes the only outlet
for research participation.71

U.S. researchers have histofically operated at the
frontiers of knowledge, and other countries have
adjusted their own research ventures as scientists in
the United States and other scientifically advanced
nations uncover promising areas. "Thus it is easier
for countries off the frontier to identify what they
want to pursue. Of course, the U.S. enterprise is so
large that it uncovers more areas than smaller
countries can afford. So they have a much more
difficult choice than the United States in determin-
ing exactly what to pursue."72 Now that the U.S. role

as a research performer is changing in some areas so
that U.S. scientists may not always be at the
forefront," the time may be ripe to review the plaxe
of research evaluationsespecially relative to ad-
vances in other countriesin agency decisionmak-
ing.

An Approach To Evaluating Basic
Research Projects

Because of uncertainties attached to each and
every research investment, procedures for their
evaluation can be augmented by using ex post
review by peer researchers and citation evidence
jointly.74 One approach would apply the following
seven criteria weighted by the priority assigned to
each:

1. value of the information produced: salience,
relevance, importanceof both positive and
negative resultsto the field;

2. probability of use;
3. originality of results;
4. efficiency and cost;
5. impacts on education and human resources;
6. impacts on infrastructure and capability to

carry out additional research in the future; and
7. overall scientific merit.

The overall ex post peer evaluation of particular
projects can be compared with associated bibliomet-
ric information." If this comparison indicates the
same quality for a project, then the sponsor can have

uSee, for example, S. Thy lor, Making Bureaucracies Think: The Environmetual Impact Strategy of Administrative Reform (Stanford, CA: Stanford

University Press, 1984); E.N. Goldenberg. 'The Thee Faces of Evaluation," Jounial of Policy Analysis and Mail4 SINS Pit, vol.2, summer 1983, pp.
315-525; and XV. Banktt, Policy Through Impact Aumsment: Institutionalised Analysis as a Policy Strategy (New York, NY: GreenwoodPress, 1989).

The idea is to induce decisionmakers to incorporate research evaluation infotmatioa into their planning, not to impose the information under threat of

punistunent.
*The match between countries discussed in app. D of this teport and those profiled in table 8-6 is not petfect. For recent comparative analyses among

some of the countries considered here, see Department of Trade and Industry. Evaluation of R&D.4Polkymaker's Perspective (London, England: Her
Majesty's Ststionery Office, 1988); LL. Laderman et. al., "Research Policies and Strategies in Six Countries: A Comparative Analysis," Science and
Public Policy, vol. 13. No. 2, April 1986, pp. 67-76; B.R. Martin and J. Irvine, Besmirch Foresight: Creating the Future (London, England: Prances

Pink% 1989); and A.F.J. van Raan (ed.). Handbook of Quantitative Studies of Science and Thchnology (Amsterdam, The Nethalands: North-Holland,
1988).

nAverch writes: "Most European coon i have ministries of science and technology that control the flow of resources for Sikt These ministries
usually construct S&T plans correlated wan economic plans. They are far mote able to direct research programs at universities and industrial
laboratories." See HA. Averch, "New Foundations for Science md Itchnology Policy Analysis," paper presented at the Conference onThe Mutual
Relevance of Science Studies and Science Policy, Blacksbirg, VA, May 12, 1989.

nSee, far example, Jean-Francois Miguel, "Indicators to Measure Internationalization of Science," unpublished paper, 1989; and Francis Nada and
Edith S. Whitlow, Measurement of Scient(fic Cooperation and CoauMorship in CEC-Related Areas of Science, vol. 1 (Laxanbourg: Commission of
the European Communities, May 1990).

nAverch, op. cit., footnote 70, p. 15.
nSome examples of hot fields dominated by non-U.S. re-aachen ge presented in Small. op. cit., footnote 36.

uSee, for example. R.N. Kosloff, "Evaluation of Proposed and Existing Accelerated Research Programs of the Office of Naval Research." IEEE
Traniaciwns on Engineering Management. vol. 33, November 1988, pp. 271-279.

'nee lobo Irvine and Ben Martin, Foresight in Science: Picking the Winners (London, England: Prances Pinter, 1984).
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Table 8-6Characteristics of the Research Evaluation Process for Selected Countries

Government Methods of evaluation
United Kingdom Peer review citation; Publication;

rate-of-return; patents; check-
lists; market outcomes

FRG Economic and market Indicators;
x post peer review for basic
research projects; special com-
mittees; evaluations of disd-
Ones; bibliometrice; patents;
market outcomes

Japan Consistency with plans developed
by "foresight"; market tests for
applied commercial projects

PHI' review; publication-citatIon
indicators for basic research;
client satisfaction or utility for
applied projects; profits earned
from research contracts

Nethedands

Types of
research

evaluated

Large projects;
programs;
universities;
laboratories

Reported utility

impreve policy
decisions

Large and small Improve policy
projects and decisions
programs

Projects; priority
programs

Projects; basic
research pro-
grams, univer-
sities, industrial
research

Planning

Ensure consis-
tency with
plans; assist
with allocation
decisions

Central evaluation units

Assessment Office within Cabinet
office; Department of Trade and
Industry has central unit; some
departments have Chief Seen-
lists and Departmental Review
Committees

Federal Ministry of Service and
Tenhrology (BMFT) has central
unit

Government
standards Reportin9

Definitions of Some public
good practice

No Some public

New central science policy unit has No
some evaluation responsibilities

Yes in public agencies and
universities

No

Some public

All public

SOURCE: Harvey Averch, "Policy Uses of 'Evaluation of Research' Literature," OTA =tractor report, August 1990. Note that mast of th literature on Japan discusses their R&D planningprocessesand the use of "foresight" methods. Ther Is less open literature on ex post evaluation.
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greater confidence that the project is, in fact, of that
quality. If the two measures are not congruent, then
the project can be subjected to more intense analysis
to explain the discrepancy." In addition, an agency
program can submit information on funded projects
to experts working at the research frontiers to see
whether its structure and content are judged as
significant contributions to the field, This is expen-
sive, but has been attempted, for example, for DOE's
Basic Energy Sciences Program.77 (For a summary,
see table 8-7.)

Information is, of course, only one component of
decisionmaking, and others may be of far more
importance. Joint, cooperative evaluation of projects
by researchers and decisionmakerswith partici-
pants inside and outside the research area being
evaluatedcould clarify agency portfolios and re-
searcher needs.78 Nevertheless, the impacts of some
internal agency research may only become known
years later.

Research evaluations can help raise difficult
questions and uncertainties, but they cannot certify
worth. There is simply no convincing way to judge
the value of different kinds of research. However,
until new techniques, which capture the research
process as well as its products, are routinely used,
research evaluations can best be employed to alert
agencies to potential successes and problems, and to
keep their programs vigilant in research decision-
making (see table 8-8). Finally, these measurement
techniques should be viewed only as one input to
agency decisionmaking, because nothing can re-
place the experienced judgment of program manag-
ers and the scientific community to craft a successful
research program.

Conclusions
There is a wealth of data on the Federal research

system. However, data are most concentrated on
Federal R&D funding in universities, degrees

'able 8-7Assassment of the Department of Energy's
(DOE) Basle Energy Salinas Program: 1982

Objective

Evaluation
questions

Methods and
data

Recognized
constraints

Outcome

Assess the quality of research and performers
Estimate the Impaot of the research on DOE

mission
Determine program balance
lbst appropriateness of DOE support

Specific scientific problem
Research design
Findings (past current, expected)
Impact on DOE missions

Ex poet peer review
Site visits
Publication and citation counts
Matching peer review (160 reviewers) and

bibliometric data
Stratified random sample of 125 projects (10

percent of total portfolio worth $250 million)

Review variability (no random assignment of
reviewers)

Semple size kto srnall

60 percent of projects high overall quality
10 percent of projects exceptional
10 peroent low quality

Costs and $700,000000,000
duration Months to complete

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Emmy, Office of Energy Research, Office
of Program Analysis, An Mammon' of the Basle Emmy
Sicknces Norm, DOE/ER-0123 (Washington, DC: 1682).

awarded in science, the science and engineering
work force (especially the Ph.D. component), and
some expenditure data by performers. Furthermore,
the most detailed analyses are done almost exclu-
sively at NSF and NIH, and not at the other major
research agencies. The highest priority in data
collection for research policymaking in the 1990s is
comparable data from all of the agencies, to help
Congress maintain a well-rounded viow of federally
supported research (for a summary, see table 8-9).

This chapter has outlined specific areas in which
useful data could be compiled. Specific examples of
data on research expenditures, personnel, the re-
search process, and the outcomes of research were
detailed. The second priority are data presented in
forms that are instructive at disaggregated levels of

"Some projects that were originally funded could have been rejected in hindsight. Likewise, some projects that were originally rejected probably could
have delivered reitsonable quality. The only way to estimate the quality of projects an agency rejects for support is to trace its history (which requires
the cooperation of agencies and investigators). By examining samples of rejected projects flinded by other., some notion of the imperfections of a
selection process that led to unwarranted rejection may be obtained. Similarly, how does an agency, or tbe relevant program within it, determine that
a funded project did not meet its stated objectives?

"For other examples, see National Academy of Sciences, op. cit., footoote 8, app. C.

71See J. Jeffrey Franklin, "Selectivity in Funding: Evaluation of Research in Australia," Prometheus, vol. 6, June 1988, pp. 3460. The evaluation
of an agency program would require far more than information on the projects it supports. Rather, questions of implementationeffectiveneu and
efficiency of decisions, and of the program personnel who make themwould dominate. ln short, project evaluatioas aggregated to the program level
would estimate the caliber of researcher performance more than success in administering the program Soo Eleanor Chelimsky, "Expanding GAO's
Capabilities in Program Evaluation," The GAO Journal, winter/spring 1990, pp. 43-52.
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Table 8-8Dlmenslons of Agency Research
Evaluations

Purpose/research For example, to fund ornot to fund, compare-
question tive project performance, extent of contribu-

tion to program missions/goals.

Definitions/criteria For exempts, quality, priority, cost-effective-
ness, innovativeness, success, accountabil-
ity, impact, productMty, knowledge, growth.

Units of analysis For example, institute, division, branani
center, program, project, individual, team,
bublications, citations, awards, rates of
change, adoption/diffusion.

Outcomes Process v. product, form of research v.
content and outputs, cost per-outcome unit,
qualitative v. quantitative,

Time horizon Duration of award, short- v. long-term contri-
bution, continuity/culmination v. new direc-
tion.

User audience Well defined v. fuzzy, disciplinary v. multidis-
ciplinary, knowledge- v. problem-orlented.

SOURCE: D.E. Chubin, "Dosigning Research Program Evaluations: A
Selene. Studies Approach," Scincs and Public Pa Hoy, vol. 14,
No. 2, April 1987, p. 85.

decisionmaking. In particular, data could be pre-
sented to make suitable comparisons and to gauge
relative trends (i.e., as indicators of science and
technology activity)." New indicators, grounded in
the tradition of the SEI vohmes and extramural
research on research, are needed to monitor changes
in the Federal research system.8°

Finally, evaluation techniques of research invest-
ments in specific programs and projects were
revisited. OTA finds that research evaluation tech-
niques cannot replace mature judgment by poli-
cymakers. However, specific evaluation tools, such

as bibliometrics and project portfolio analysis, could
be further explored. A third priority is ongoing
project evaluation, which could keep agencies alert
to changes in research performance, augment pro-
gram manager judgments about performers and
projects, and serve to improve overall program
effectiveness.

In summary, one of the functions of analysis is to
raise questions about the information that decision-
makers are currently using to assess their advantages
and disadvantages, and to define a richer menu of
options. Much information could be collected on the
Federal research system to map trends at different
levels of aggregation and units of analysis for
different users.81

However, the existence of data does not ensure its
utility, for many policy issues cannot be addressed
by additional descriptive information. In particular,
external criteria involving the utility of research or
impact on objectives can be more persuasive and
salient to specific policy decisions. Depending on
one's perspective and scope of responsibility, data on
budgets, agencies, initiatives, performers, and out-
comes can nevertheless clarify understanding of the
evolving research system.82

This information, however, is not cost-free; nor is
the organization for retrieving and distilling it.
Congress could consider expanding agency re-
sources to streamline collection and analysis of
baseline data. NSF, working in concert with OSTP
and OMB, could coordinate and reinforce this
national data function, and organizations outside of

79For example, the Engineering Manpower Commission that assembles, analyzes, and disseminates engineering enrollment and degree figures fot
the American Association of Engineering Societies recently remarked: "There is an old gag among survey researchers that when faced with a choice
between consistency and the truth, one thould always opt for consistency. When the product of the research is time series data that readers may track
for years. the virtues of consistency become especially obvious." See "Consistency Versus Relevance: EMC Changes a Statistic," Engineering
Manpower Bulletin. lune 1990, p. I. In other words, supplementing a time series with new measures without destroying the continuity of the series is
also a virtue.

80Quantitative data will not suffice. Information on the contexts in which research is performed, and characteristics of the performers individually and
collectively, will provide clues as to how the numbers can be interpreted and perhaps acted on. For example, see Daniel T. Layzell, "Most Research
on Higher Education Is Stale, Irrelevant, and of Little Use to Policymakers," The Chronicle of Higher Education. vol. 37, No. 8, Oct. 24, 1990. pp. Bl,
53.

111Three decades after historian Derek de Solla Price called for a full-blown "science of science," the policy potential of "research on research," as
illustrated in this chapter, has only begun to be exploited. Price's vision is introduced in Science Since Babylon (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press,
1961) and l.ittle Science, Big Science, op. cit., footnote 21, and elaborated in a series of analyses terminated by his death in 1984. For a retrospective,
see Susan E. Couens, "Derek Price and the Paradigm of Science Policy," Science,Technology, & Hunsan What, vol. 13. Nos. 3 and 4, summer-autumn
1988. pp. 361-372.

s2This leads OTA to suggest that the research agencies, especially the National Science Foundation and its policy programs, remain In close touch
with analysts of the Federal research system. Keeping abreast of new measurement techniques and findings related to people, funding, and research
activities--perhaps through extramural supportwould be a modest but fruitful investment in extending inhouse capabilities and refining knowledge
of federally sponsored research performance.
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Table 8-4Dssired Data and Indicators on the Federal Research System

Category

Primary users

De essCongr OMB 0511*

Agency funding Funding within and across fields and
allocation method agencies

Cross-agency information on proposal
subrninions and wards, research costs,
and the size and distribution of the
research work force supported

Research expenditures Research expenditures in academia, and
Federal and industrial laboratories,
centers, and university-industry
collaborations

Agency allocations of costs within research
project tudjets by field

Megaproject expenditures: their
comconents, evolution OW time, and
construction and operating costs

Research work force Size and how much Is federally funded
Size and composition of research groups

Research process Time commitments of researchers
Patterns of communication among

researchers
Equipment needs across fields (Including the

fate of old equipment)
Requirements for new hires in research

positions

Outcome measures Citation impacts for Institutions and sets of
institutions

international collaborations in research
areas

Renarohtechnology interface, e.g.,
university/ industry collaboration

New production functions and quantitative
project selection Meleures

Comparison between earmarked and merit-
reviewed project outcomes

Evaluation of research projects/programs

indicator s Proposal success rate, Pi success rate,
proposal pressure rates, flexibility and
continuity of support rates, project award
and duration rate, active research
community and production unit Indices

Agency data X X X

collection (and
FCCSET)

Agency data
collection

Lead agency survey X X

Lead agency X
survey; onsite
studies

Elibilometrice; X X

surveys of
industry and
academia

Agency analysis

X

X

X

KEY: cate.orke of Managornent and Budget; OSTROlfice of Science and Technology Policy; FCCSET.Fadwal Coordinating Council foe Science,
Eneinwint). find Tiohnology; Plprinclpal investigator.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Amassment 1991.

the government, e.g., NRC and AAAS, could also
play critical roles. Refining the measurement pro-
cess could help to quantify existing opportunities

26.1

and problems, and pinpoint previously uncovered
ones, greatly enhancing research decisionmaking at
all levels of the Federal Government.
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APPENDIX A

Major Legislation Enacted Since 1975 Affecting
U.S. Research and Development

Number and date I ant 9

Public Law 94-282 National Science and
May 11, 1976 Technology Policy and

Organization Act

Public Law 95-91
Aug. 4, 1977

Public Law 05467
Sept. 17, 1978

Public Law 96-479
Oct. 21, 1980

Public Law 96-480
Oct. 21, 1980

Public Law 97-34
Aug. 13, 1981

Public Law 97-219
July 22, 1982

Public Law 98-373
June 31, 1984

Public Law 98-462
Oct. 11, 1984

Public Law 99-502
Oct. 20, 1986

Public Law 100-418
Aug. 23, 1988

Public Law 100-697
Nov. 19, 1988

Public Law 101-189
Nov. 29, 1989

Department of Energy
Organization Act

National Climate Program Act

Materials Policy Research and
Development Act 011980

Stevenson-Wydier
Technology innovation Act
of 1979

Economic Recovery Tax Act
011981

Small Business innovation
Research Act

National Materials and
Minerals Policy, Research
and Development Act

National Cooperative
Research Act 011984

Federal Technology Transfer
Act of 1986

Omnibus Trade and
Competitiveness Act

Superconductivity and
Competitiveness Act

Niitional Competitiveness
Technology Transfer Act of
1989

Called kW the development of a national science and technology policy, and a
national science and technology base. Created the Office of Science and
Technology Policy (OSTP) in the Executive Office of the President (EOP)
In order to advise the President on science and technology, including
budget Issues, and to assess the Federal effort In science and technology.

Created the Department of Energy, transferring all the duties of the Energy
Research and Development Administration to the Department of Energy.

Designed to coordinate climate research arming the various research
agencies, this act called for a heightened effort in climate research and
defined the roles of the different agencies who do the research.

Required the President to formulate a national materials policy and submit a
plan to Congress, addressing coordination in the executive branch and
assessment of the economic, industrial, and national security needs
regarding materials policy.

Created to promote technological innovation, this act established an Office of
Industrial Technology in the Department of Commerce, and it mandated
technology transfer from the Federal laboratories to the private sector.

Established various tax breaks for research and development (R&D)
expenditures, including a deduction for charitable contributions of R&D
equipment to universities.

Aimed at strengthening the role of small firms in the performance of federally
funded R&D, this act required all agencies with large extramural R&D
budgets to sat aside 5 percent of their budget (over 4 years) for the Small
Business innovation Research (SBIR) program.

Created the National Critical Materials Council in EOP to coordinate Federal
materials R&D programs.

In order to stimulate industrial R&D, this act promotes more joint ventures on
research preheats as It limits the effect of the antitrust laws in such cases. It
also relm bur les companies for legal costs associated with frivolous antitrust
suits brought against them.

Amended the Stevenson-Wydier Act to allow government-operated Federal
laboratories to enter into cooperative R&D agreements, and established the
Federal Laboratories Consortium for Technology Transfer.

Included the Training Technology Transfer Act and the lbchnology
Competitiveness Act, as well as measures to support semiconductor R&D
and to protect intellectual property rights.

Mandated a 5-year National Action Plan on SuperconductMly R&D by OSTP,
as well as an annual report updating Congress on the implementation of the
plan.

Part of a Department of Defense authorization bill, this act amended the
Stevencon-Wydler Act to allow government-owned, contractor-operated
laboratories to enter into cooperative R&D agreements.
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Major Legislation Enacted Since 1975 Affecting U.S. Research and DevelopmentContinued

Number and date

Public Law 101-239
Dec. 19, 1989

Public Law 101-508
Nov. 8, 1990

Public Law 101689
Nov. 16, 1990

T1tte

Omnibus Buciget Reconcilia-
tion Act of 1989

Omnibus Budget Reconcilla-
lion Act of 1990

Exoellence in Mathematics,
Science and Engineering
Education Act of 1990

Public Law 101-606 National Global Change
Nov. 16, 1990 Research Act of 1990

Important aspects
Extended the R&D tax credit for another 9 months.

Extended the R&D tax credit for 1 more year.

Aimed at improvinr mathematics, scienoe, and enrocing sidils, this
comprehensive *A authorized various programs focusing on elementary,
secondary, and higher education, induding programs promoting the use of
tohnology in education.

Amended the National Science and Technology Policy, Organization and
Priorities Act of 1978 to provide for a national plan to improve scientific
understanding of the Earth system and the effect of changes in that system
on dimate and human well being.

SOURCES; U.S. Congress. House Committee on Science am! Technology, A History of Mona Polky In the United Sham, 19404995, prepared for the
TW Force on Science Policy (Washington, DO: U.S. Government Printing Offios, 1988); Congressional Research Service, Science Polby
Research Division, SfaMoty Provielons Reefed fo Federal Rematch and Development, prepared for the House Committee on Science and
Technology, Subcommittee on DOMO11110 and international Scientific Planning and Analysis (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1978); and Office of Technology Assessment, 1991.



APPENDIX B

The Top 100 Institutions Ranked by
Amount of Federal R&D Funding Received: Fiscal Year 1989

Rank Institution
Dollars

(in thousands)

1. Stanford University, CA 238,850
2. Massachusetts institute of Technology 215,140
3. University of Washington 182,453
4. University of Michigan 174,875
5. University of California, San Diego 171479
8. University of Wisconsin, Madidon 189,452
7. The Johns Hopkins University, MD 188,184
8. University of California, San Francisco 159,908
9. University of California, Las Angeles 159,002

10. Cornell University, NY 157,984

Total, top 10 institutions 1,797,125

11. Columbia University, NY 148,712
12. Harvard University, MA 143451
13. Yale University, CT 138,835
14. University of Minnesota 132,880
15. University of California, Berkeley 124,371
16. University of Pennsylvania 123,810
17. University of Southern California 119,005
18. Pennsylvania State University 114,846
19. University of Illinois, Urbana 114,398
20. University of Colorado 109,145

Total, top 20 Institutions 3,064,378

21. University of Rochester, NY 101,049
22. Duke University, NC 99,038
23. Georgia institute of Technology 98,048
24. Washington University, MO 95,829
25. University of Texas, Austin 94,311
26. Um's A & M University 93,584
27. University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 93,280
28. University of Chicago, IL 90,459
29. California institute of Technology 84,187
30. University of Pittsburgh, PA 81,217

TOW, top 30 Institutions 3,096,358

31. New York University 81,143
32. University of Arizona 80,633
33. Ohio State University 75,484
34. University of Iowa 74,217
35. University of California, Davis 72,718
38. Baytor College of Medicine, TX 69,336
37. Case Western Reserve University, OH 68,832
38. University of Alabama, Birmingham 68,204
39. Carnegle-Melion University, PA 65,079
40. SUNY at Buffalo, NY 64,453

Total, top 40 Institutions 4,716,211

41. lAbods Hole Oceanographic InstItute, MA 64,333
42. Purdue University, IN 63,979
43. University of Miami, FL 63,101
44. University of Utah 61,819
45. University of Florida 60,731
46. University of Maryland, College Park 58,924
47. Indiana University 58,334

Continued on next page
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Dollars
Rank Institution (In thousands)

48. Yeshiva University, NY 58,224
49. University of Tennessee System 57,763
50. Northwestern University, IL 57,510

Total, top 50 Institutions 5,320,929

51. University of Massachusetts 56,505
52. Boston University, MA 56402
53. Vanderbilt University, TN 66,151
54. Michigan State University 51,741
55. University of Texu SW Medical Center, Dallas 51,254
56. University of Virginia 51,214
57. SUNY at Stony Brook, NY 49,726
58. Oregon State University 49,112
59. Princeton University, NJ 47,176
60. Colorado State University 46,572

Total, top 60 Institutions 5,836,782

61. Emory University, GA 46,497
62. University of California, Irvine 48,492
63. University of Connecticut 46,184
64. New Mexico State University 46,660
65. University of Illinois, Chicago 43,288
66. University of Georgia 42,797
67. Utah State University 42,449
68. Rockefeller University, NY 41,192
69. Ttrfts University, MA 40,771
70. University of Cincinnati, OH 40,598

Total, top 70 Institutions 6,272,710

71. University of Hawaii, Manoa 40,574
72. Louisiana State University 40,114
73. University of California, Santa Barbara 39,227
74. Virginia Polytechnic institute and State University 38,597
75. North Carolina State University, Raleigh 37,783
76. Georgetown University, DC 37,351
77. CUNY Mt. Sinai School of Medicine, NY 37,233
78. University of Maryland, Baltimore Professional

Schools 35,970
79. Rutgers University, NJ 35,896
80. Brown University, RI 34,506

Total, top 80 Institutions 6,649,961

81. Virginia Commonwealth University 30,078
82. University of Texas Health Science Center.

Houston 29,500
83. University of Tbxas Health Science Center,

San Antonio 29,324
84. University of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center 28,992
85, Iowa State University 28,895
86. University of Vermont and State Agriculture College 28,535
87. Wake Forest University, NC 28.511
88. Wayne State University, Mi 28,167
89. University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey 27,983
90. Dartmouth College, NH 27,222

Total, top 90 Institutions 6,937,168

91. University of Kentucky 27.010
92. University of Alaska, Fairbanks 26,659
93. University of Dayton. OH 26.650
94. University of South Florida 26,576

2 7 ti



Appendix 8The Top 100 institutions Ranked by Amount of Federal R&D Funding Received 265

Rank Institution
Dollars

(in thousands)
95. University of Kansas 26,420
96. University of Nebwka, Uncoin 25,803
97. Thrnple tkiversity, PA 26,232
98. George Washington University. DC 25,220
99. Florida State University 24,897

100. Oregon Health Sciences University 24,162
Total, top 100 Institutions 7,195,797

Total, all othor sampled Institutions 1,354,669

Total, ell lnstItrtlona 8550,466
NOTE: The Johns Hopkins University total does not iftlude $422 million for the Appliad Physics

Laboratory. Also, 95 of the 100 institutions In the fiscal year 1089 top 103 were also In the
fiscal year 1988 list. The concentration/dispersion of funding I. Identical In the 2 year*.

SOURCE: Natiocal Science Foundation, Academic SciancWEnginaating: RAD FundsFiscal
Year 1089 (Washington, DC: forthcoming 1091), table1345.

/



APPENDIX C

Funding Allocation in Six Federal Research Agencies'

National Institutes of Health

The primary review bodies for grant applications at the
National Institutes of Health (NIH) are the study sections,
of which there are over 90. Initially, all proposals go to the

Division of Research Grants (DRO), which assigns each
to a study section for an initial review and an institute for
second level review. A grantee ca." request, but not
designate, an institute; an institute card request that a grant
be directed its way, but DRO has the right to overrule that
request. Grant applications are classified according to
type, such as new, competing continuation (renewal), and
supplemental applications, and according to activities,
such as regular research projects, conferences, centers,
and fellowships. Last year DRO received over 30,000

applications.

Biennially each institute provides DRO with referral
guidelines. The referral guidelines for all institutes arc
circulated and overlaps noted and negotiated through
memoranda of understanding. Overlaps can usually be
resolved in this manner. Most often, the issue then goes
to the institute directors involved for a fmal decision.
Grants in the areas of dispute can be assigned primarily
and secondarily to the participating institutes or there may
be a decision to send the grant to more than one institute
for dual funding.

Study sections meet several times a year to review
applications. Each proposal is discussed individually and
recommendations are determined by majority vote of the
members. If the application is recommended for approval,
each member votes privately, assigning a priority rating
from one for outstsnding to five for acceptable. A priority
score for an application is determined by averaging the
individual ratings and multiplying by 100. To deal with
the diversity of rating behavior among study sections and

because of priority score "creep" (a tendency for scores
to get better as reviewers realize that only the very best
scores will allow a proposal to be funded), a percentile
rank is now calculated for each score. The percentile
represents the relative position or rank of each priority
score among the scores assigned by the study section at its
last three meetings. The lower the numerical value of the
priority score or percentile, the better the application.
Funding units designate an approximate percentile "pay-
line," a priority score below which applications will not
be funded.

After a grant has been through review by the study
section, it enters a second level of review by the statutorily
mandated National Advisory Council or Board of the

institute. The councils and boards are comprised of
scientists and lay representatives. They consider the
percentiles assigned by the study sections and review
grants for their relevancy to the institute's programs and
priorities. Councils can choose not to concur with a study
section approval based on program or policy considera-
tions. However, they cannot reverse a disapproval action
when their decision is based on scientific and technical

merit only.

The award rate is the proportion of applications
recommended for approval that are actually funded. In
1989, the overall award rate at NM was 29.4 percent. The
success rate is the proportion of reviewed applications
that are actually awarded. In 1989, the overall success rate
was 27.5 percent. In 1990, the award rate was 33 percent
for competing renewals at the National Institute of
General Medical Sciences (NIOMS), 14 percent for new
applications, and between 12 and 15 percent for rust-time
applications. NIOMS budgets minority and training
programs separately, thereby removing them from the
same level of competition for limited resources (although
each program is competitive in its own right).

At MOMS, nearly 3,000 grant proposals are received
each year. DRG study sections review the grants for
scientific merit and amount requested. They then send

their recommendations to the council for concurrence.
Most often the council will approve blocks of grants. If
rejected applicants wish to appeal they can submit
rebuttals. In this case, MOMS staff then submit their
reply with the rebuttal to council. They can either support
the study section decision or the rebuttal. More often than
not, the council will i.,:ncur with staff.

There has been a perception that the workload require-
ments associated with membership on study sections are

an impediment for recruiting members. A 1989 review of
study section workload showed that the average workload
had actually gone down between 1980 and 1988, in pan,
because more study sections had been formed. In 1980,
there were about 70 study sections. In 1988, there were 90.

Still, the averag; study section member spends 45 days
each year preparing for and attending meetings. This does
not include site visits or mail reviews. The average tenure
of service is 4 years. The NIH peer review system has been
criticized for reputedly using the same individuals on
study sections. In fact, only 13 percent of reviewers are
reappointed.

Some managers feel the payline has become inflexible
and creates too much of a focal point for micromanage-

'This appendix is based on OTA interviews. spring-surtuner 1990.
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ment, For example, if a program chooses to go below the
payline and fund an exceptional grant, rejected applicants
who came in above the payline have been known to
request intervention by their representatives in Congress.
The program and the institute must then respond to
congressional Inquiries and justify their decision. Some
managers feel that this Teates a disincentive for program
managers to ignore the payline occasionally when consid-
ering innovative research. Some policies have been
created to allow flexibility around the payline to fund
young investigators and other groups.

However, every institute has an exception process for
funding. Generally about 10 percent of the research
budget can be used for exceptions or for applications
below the payline that are cutting edge and, in the eyes of
staff, deserve to be funded because of high program
relevance. At the National Cancer Institute, for eAample,
each livision takes its exceptions to the director, where
they are put in priority order and then compete for institute
resources with the executive committee as final arbiter.

Department of Defense

The Department of Defense (DOD) solicits proposals
through Broad Agency Announcements, which detail the
interests of the services, the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA), or the Strategic Defense
Initiative Organization (SDIO) research program. Pro-
gram managers are allowed much latitude in funding
decisions, and their performance is judged by the impact
of the research program on issues of defense interest.
External peer review may be used, but only in an advisory
capacity. In general, inhouse review will suffice and
laboratory personnel are often integral to this review
process.

Army

Of the 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3A budget categories, the Army
distributed 15 percent to basic research (6.1), 46 percent
to applied research (6.2), and 39 percent in the early stages
of development (6.3A). Within the 6.1 budget (fiscal year
1989), the Army laboratories received 68 percent, extra-
mural single principal investigator grants accounted for
21 prcent,2 Centers of Excellence encompassed 6
percent, and inhouse laboratory independent research
received the final 5 percent.

Within the Army, the 6.! budget is disbursed by the
Army Research Office (ARO), Medical Commands, and
institutes such as 'he Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences. In addition, each labora-
tory, institute, or center has its own 6.1 monies. Through

the tri-service University Research Initiative program, the
Army also sponsors 12 centers in 10 research areas. In
addition, the Army sponsors seven of its own Centers of
Excellence.

Army Research OfficeUntil 1985, ARO did not
solicit proposals directly, ARO has a tradition of support-
ing single investigators over long periods of time. ARO
feels that this stable funding environment produces highly
creative research, both because the investigator has more
time to devote to research and because stable funds are
sought by the scientific community, and so competition
is fierce.

Medical Research and Development Command
(MR&DC)Medical research needs are addressed by the
nine laboratories of MR&DC and monies are allocated
between them. The largest, with 90 percent of the
technology base funds, is the Walter Reed Medical
Center. Walter Reed employs 1,100 scientists of which
600 are in the Institute for Research. About one-half are
uniformed and the other one-half are civilian.

Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and
Social SciencesResearch proposals are reviewed by the
Basic Research Office (BRO), the laboratories, and often
external reviewers. They are rated on five factors; I)
scientific significance, 2) potential Army relevance, 3)
technical merit, 4) quality of executing personnel, and 5)
cost realism. Contracts and grants are awarded on the
basis of this inhouse, and partially external, review. Also,
an inhouse review committee will examine annually all of
the contracts and grants awarded in each program area.
Universities receive 80 to 90 percent of the available grant
and contract funds from BRO. Profitmaking corporations
receive another 10 to 15 percent and nonprofits receive the
remaining 2 to 5 percent.

LaboratoriesResearch laboratories eperate primax-
ily on 6.2 and 6.3 funds, but 6.1 monies make up a small
proportion of the funding. Funds are distributed to
research groups through inhouse budgeting. Contracts arc
awarded at program manager discretion after substantial
scientific review by inhouse personne1.3

Navy

Almost all Navy basic research money is disbursed by
the Office of Naval Research (ONR), although many of
tie larger laboratories also have small 6.1 budgets to
support basic research. As part of the Navy's investment
strategy for research, ONR suesses that, white spending
60 percent of their funds on "evolutionary" research and
25 percent on research that is "closely associated with

2Note that the Univasity Research Initiative (URI) funds are not included in these figures since URI is now funded by the Office of the Sectetvy
of Defense.

3Por details, see ' . ',Ingress, Office of 1:chnology Assessment, Holding the Lige: Maintaining the Defense Technology Base, OTA-1SC-420
(Washington, DC: U.S. 6k.veniment Printing Office, April 1989), especially chs. 1 and 3.
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transition to the fleet," 15 percent of the funds are
allocated to high-risk, but potentially high-payoff re-
search. ONR also seeks to leverage funds from other
departments and industry to boost research in its programs
in civilian laboratory settings.

ONR divides its efforts into "core" and "accelerated"
research initiatives. Core initiatives build on previous
efforts with slight modifications in levels of funding from
year to year. Two percent of the research program is set
aside for core enhancements. Each directorate will
compete annually for enhancement funds and will often
solicit external reviewers. Accelerated Research Initia-
tives (ARIs) provide increased levels of support over 3 to
7 years. The average funding is about $1 to $2 million per
year, and about 6 percent of the current research program
is set aside for new ARIs. Directorates also compete
annually for funding for their proposed ARIs and, as with
core enhancements, will solicit both inhouse and external
reviews, The core program represents about 70 percent of
the total Navy research program and ARIs total about 30
percent.

Air Force

Before 1974, inhouse laboratories controlled the 6.1
monies for the Air Force. However, in 1974, the Air Force
consolidated Vie direction of the 6.1 monies into one unit,
the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR).
Each laboratory still has a portion of 6,1 monies, but the
bulk are distributed by AFOSR. The laboratories compete
for these funds along with universities and other perform-
ers.

New initiatives are usually begun with funds desig-
nated for new starts ($10 million in fiscal year 1990).
Eighteen months before the start of a fiscal year, the
program managers propose new initiatives. The seven
directorates then compete for the funds. Each directorate
is asked to bid for twice their "fair share" (or one-
seventh) of the funds set aside. An extensive inhouse
review process determines the awarding of funds. Eight to
10 projects are awarded at about $1 million each. AFOSR
requires that at least 15 percent of the research portfolio
for a directorate changes composition every year.

AFOSR had about 1,200 grants and contiacts in fiscal
year 1990 (about 900 grants and 300 contracts). Roughly
500 projects are initiated in a year, with an average
duration of 2 to 3 years. AFOSR works with close to 220
universities, which receive over one-half of AFOSR
funding. aboratories receive 30 percent of AFOSR
funds.4

DARPA and SDIO

Project managers are primarily responsible for the
selection of contract and grant awards, and usually
conduct inhouse reviews of proposals. DARPA does very
little contracting itself. ONR, AFOSR, ARO, or other
parts of DOD will adminish. 'he grant, often because the
service is the "customer" ft the project and will benefit
from its remits. This close working relationship of
DARPA and SDIO with other parts of DOD facilitates the
technology transfer of the project fmdings.

Although program managers determine the specific
goals of a project, the development of these goals through
the letting of contracts and grants is left to the agent in
ONR, AFOSR, ARO, or some other part of DOD.
(Examples of specific goals include development of a
particular kind of focusing mirror or more efficient laser
using a particular kind of technology.) Managers use
whatever selection mechanism they normally use for
grants and contracts.

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration

Office of Space Science and Applications

The Office of Space Science and Applications has two
primary means of soliciting research/contract proposals.
Announcements of Opportunity (A0s) are solicited and
awarded over the associate administrator's signature.
They usually call for hardware and experimentc for an
upcoming flight mission, and are funded via contracts.
They represent one-of-a-kind opportunities with substan-
tial monetary commitment. The AO is also the primary
means of selecting the team of scientists for a mission.
These scientists will not necessarily work together, but
their combined efforts will set the schedule for the
mission.

An AO will state the criteria and the procedure for
selecting successful candidates. Usually, each proposal
will be reviewed by panels of peers to judge scientific
merit. Further review by National Aeronautics and Space
Admini3tration (NASA) staff will weigh feasibility,
management issues, and relevance to the mission. NASA
also keeps the prerogative of splitting up a proposal to
fund only part of it and of joining two or more
invcItigativc teams togeLier. The division will then rank
the proposals. The final decision is left to the associate
administrator, as advised by the division. An oversight
committee, chaired by 11 e assistant associate administra-
tor, checks the selection c.riteria for adherence to proper
procedures and adequacy of documentation of the review
process. In descending order of importance, NASA

40ne cannot compare directly funding allocation between universities and 1st -lratories. because university funds reflect roughly full costs including
investigator salaries whereas laboratory scientist salaries are funded duough ariutber budget line.
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acknowledges the following criteria to rank proposals: 1)
scientific merit, 2) relevance to the goals of the mission,
3) adequacy of the research methods, 4) feasibility within
logistical constraints, 5) competence and experience of
the investigators, and 6) fiscal and other support by the
investigator's institution.

Research Announcements (RAs) are released under the
signature of the associate administrator with the division
director as the selecting official. They are more modest in
scope than an AO, and more specific in focus. Won
together, however, the RAs cover a broader range of
topics. In some divisions, RAs solicit "guest" observers,
who will use an apparatus after the original investigator's
share of the time is up. Theory, archival research, and
other disciplinary areas are also supported with RAs. Like
an AO, RAs state what selection criteria and which
procedure will be used to make awards. Funding is
primarily through grants. This procedure is usually very
similar io the one described for an AO.

In addition to AOs and RAs, NASA employs other
funding mechanisms. For example, unsolicited proposals
are encouraged. They are submitted to a peer review
process that is very similar to the procedure outlined
above for AOs. Also, discretionary money is available to
the division director, which represents a small portion
(often nearly 10 percent) of the research monies and is
disbursed by a less formal procedure (sometimes with
only internal review) for projects of higher risk or for
specific needs not addressed through other selection
methods. Discretionary money is also available to the
program manager. It is often allocated for the use of old
equipment and flight time on NASA planes, and for
technology development in preparation for new mission
proposals.

Each division has its own method of proposal review.
In general, however, for every proposal for funds, the
program managers select the peer reviewen. (Life Sci-
ences contracts with the American Institute for Biological
Sciences (AIBS) to provide all peer review panels for their
solicited and unsolicited proposals. AIBS has similar
contracts with other agencies and it provides a "back
room" check on duplication of funding.) For a small
($100,000 to $200,000) grant, four to five reviews are
solicited. For larger proposals, as many as eight may be
requested. The reviews judge scientific merit and techni-
cal feasibility. Program relevance and all other factors are
judged by the program manager. It is generally recognized
that university reviewers give the most conservative
reviews and this type of factor is taken into account.

Each proposal is graded from A to E. (At AIBS, each
reviewer also gives a rating of how competent he or she
is to judge the science contained in the proposal.) If a
proposal receives four reviews with ratings equivalent to

four As, or two Bs and two As, it will generally get
funded. Anything below four Cs would have to be
defended forcefully within the division. However, among
the group of high scoring proposals, it is up to the program
manager to pick and choose to best satisfy his or her
programmatic goals. Occasionally, there is concern over
what propottion of the money should go to universities
and the rest to NASA laboratories and private think tanks.

Office of Aeronautics, Exploration and
Technology (OAET)

In OAET headquarters and in its laboratories, there is
less reliance on AOs and RAs and more use of Requests
for Proposals (RFPs). All proposal review for OAET is
done inhouse. Most of the small aeronautics research
grants that do not involve "cutting metal" are performed
by the three laboratories (Ames, Langley, and Lewis) that
operate with primarily OAET aeronautical research
funds; space technology research is performed throughout
the centers. If the contract is large, it will be farmed out
(primarily) to industry and a laboratory will oversee the
contzact. The laboratories produce specifications, ask for
bidders, and then negotiate procurement. Roughly 50
percent of the total research and development funds in
OAET stays in the laboratories, 30 percent goes to
industry, and 20 percent to universities.

Department of Energy

The Department of Energy's (DOE) Office of Energy
Research uses many of the same proposal review tech-
niques as NASA and the offices of scientific research
within DOD, with peer or inhouse review for scientific
merit and final judgment by the program manager.
However, all individuid investigator proposals are solic-
ited through Broad Agency Announcements.

The majority Qf basic research funds at DOE (two-
thirds of the Office of Energy Research budget, for
instance) are given to the laboratories. These expenditures
are estimated for the budget request for DOE and are
derived through an iterative process with DOE headquar-
ters. In the defense portion of DOE, almost all of the
research is done in intramural laboratories. The money i3
competed among them, using mostly inhouse review.

In the Conservation and Renewables Office and in
many of the other applied research offices, research
money is often allocated with an industrial cosponsor.
Contracts, grants, and cooperative agreements are all
used. The evaluation of industry contracts is regulated by
Federal law and is similar to that used by DOD and
NASA. For individual investigator and university grants,
peer review for scientific merit generally occurs. Inhouse
review is used, at the very least, to allocNe monies.
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National Science Foundation

Proposals are received by the Division of Administra-
tive Services and are assigned to the appropriate National
Science Foundation (NSF) program for evaluation. Most
proposals are unsolicited, though a few are in response to
specific Announcements or RFPs. The applications are
then reviewed by the relevant program officer and sent out
for peer review. Proposers and reviewers are invited to
suggest reviewers. The program officer may convene a
panel (ad hoc or standing) to review proposals or can rely
on mail reviews, or both.5 The program officer can solicit
advice from advisory committees, review panels, or site
visits before recommending final actinn. Recommenda-
tions are then sent to division directors for review and
approval.

Proposals are funded on the basis of demonstrated
research performer competence, intrinsic merit of the
research, utility or relevance of the research, and the effect
of the research on the infrastructure of science and
engineering. The success rate for the agency, overall, is
about 30 percent, but is as low as 14 percent in some areas,
such as decision, risk, and management sciences.

The program officer has a fair amount of discretion in
making awards recommendations. lypically, after receiv-
ing the reviews on all proposals (some programs process
grants on a continuous basis, relying on mail review rather
than panels), the manager will sit down with the reviews
and the program budget, evaluate the area of science each
proposal encompasses, consider how much money the
investigator is getting from other sources, and then make
the difficult allocation decisions.

Many program officers said they tend to give new
investigators a break. Others said they like to help out
smaller colleges. There is a specific program announce-
ment called "Research in Undergraduate Institutions"
that encourages proposals from nondoctoral departments
at institutions that produced 20 or fewer Ph.D.s in science
and enginrlring in the 2 years preceding the proposal.
Thrgets are set for the amounts NSF funds each year in
this area, and divisions must ensure that minimums are
met. In some cases, a proposal might be consistent with
areas deemed of high priority, but would not fare well in
disciplinary program competitions.

This is a point in the process where the program officer
can also participate in the agency goal of increasing
awards to women and minorities. Most program managers
interviewed consider this an important goal and make

their best effort to fulfill ft. However, it has created a new
dilemma. Money given to young investigators, women, or
minorities comes out of a pool that would normally be
given to the highest scoring proposals, which may come
from older, established scientists with lofty track records.
Program managers have to make the difficult decision of
denying grants to, or cutting the budgets of, known
performers in cede: to create a more equitable allocation
of funds. The increasing number of applications, stable
funding, and the process of reviewing grants have strained
the system, say some managers. The safeguards built into
peer review consume a great deal of staff time.6

Forty percent of the scientific and technical staff of
NSF is comprised of rotators on temporary assignment,
normally of 1 to 3 years duration.7 They bring direct
knowledge of forefront research to the grants process.
Many interviewees feel that this prevents NSF from
becoming an entrenched, out-of-touch bureaucracy. Ro-
tating staff, however, can disrupt continuity in certain
research areas, as new grants managers have the potential
influence to shift the focus of research every few years.

Department of Agriculture

Agricultural Research Service (ARS)

The proposal process at ARS is unique. It is essentially
a negotiation process between National Program Staff
(NPS) and ARS scientists. MS scientists work with their
regional directors to send ideas up to NPS program
leaders. Meanwhile, NPS sets out its budget priorities.
Once the administrator approves the plan for the upcom-
ing year, proposals are sent forward to NPS staff. If NPS
staff want to fund a project, they send the proposal out for
external review. Proposals are only sent out for review
effter the decision has been made to fund them. The
reviewers are not asked whether the project should be
funded, but how to improve the technical quality of the
research. This places an enormous amount of power in the
hands of NPS.

Obviously, there is room for criticism of this system of
ex post peer review. In 1986, the ARS administrator asked
the Board on Agriculture of the National Research
Council (NRC) to examine the project peer review
system, assess its effectiveness, and recommend possible
improvements. NRC found a lack of agreement and
understanding among ARS staff regarding the purpose,
use, and effect of the system. There also seemed to be
inadequate understanding within ARS as to how the
administrator balances and optimizes the dual objectives

klbe National Science Foundation has recently innituted elecuonic proposal review panels. See National Science Foundation, Electronk Proposal
Review Panels: An Option for NSF Program Officer: (Wuhington, DC: fonhcoming 1991).

4A forthcoming General Accounting Office repon on peer review procedures found no evidence of sloppy practices at the National Science
Foundation. Concerns were raised, however, about review processes at other agencies, especially the Department of Energy and the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration. See David P. Hamilton, "NSF Off the Hook.Science. vol. 251, Feb. 15. 1991, p. 733.

National Science Foundation, Report of the Merl, Review Tad Force, NSF 90-113 (Was4ington, DC: Aug. 23, 1990), p. 9.
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of scientific excellence and mission relevance, and how
project peer review is used in the context of these
objectives.

Recently, NSF changed its rules to allow ARS principal
investigators to apply to NSF for grants. This can be done
only when ARS investigators are affiliated with a
university that becomes the primary recipient of the pant.
ARS scientists also apply directly for other sources of
outside funding support to supplement ongoing research.
Most ARS scientists will apply for other grants to support
postdoctorates or graduate students.

One might ask what motivates the ARS scientist. A
govemment salary and the system of getting project
money is noncompetitive. The annual performance evalu-
ation motivates the ARS scientist to propose good
projects and perform well. In ARS, it is the scientist that
is peer reviewed, not the research. ARS uses a system
comparable to tenure review whereby a scientist is scored
by peers on the level and quality of his or her research. Tne
scores determine GS level. If an individual is found to be
slipping, that is, not contributing to the advancement of
the field in a manner demonstrated in the past, he or she
can be demoted.

Cooperative State Research Service (CSRS)

Special GrantsThe scientific agenda and budget for
special grants are often specified in the agriculture
appropriation bill. When given discretion over the awards
process, CSRS often institutes open competition with
peer review for scientific merit. Otherwise the research
agenda is negotiated with the participating institution.
Within these institutions, there may be competition for
money (run by the institution itself), but it often decided
informally.

-3=M11=110.11 vt.MII

Competitive Research GrantsThe Competitive
Research Grants Office (CR00) allocates funds with peer
review mechanisms that are very similar to those at NIH
and NSF. Review panels, chosen by the program manager
and associate program manager, judge the scientific merit
of proposals and their relevance to the purpose of the grant
program to rank order them. Proposals are funded in order
until the program runs out of money, and proposals are
rarely pulled out of rank.

A new, congressionally mandated experiment at
CR00 limited indirect costs in research grants to 25
percent in fiscal year 1990 and 14 percent in fiscal year
1991. The U.S. Depanment of Agriculture implemented
this policy in fiscal year 1990 and proposals are now
negotiated under the new terms. Program managers
projected that this ceiling would be useful in fiscal year
1990 (optimistic estimates said that it would save $3.5
million to be disbursed to other researchers). After the
first few years, universities and other organizations are
expected to bill directly for laboratory space and other
items usually claimed under indirect costs, thereby
recouping the funds.

Forest Servke

Research Work Unit Descriptions (RWUDs), written
by research groups within Forest Service research centers,
charter work in a particular problem area. They usually
prescribe a plan for a 5-year duration and often will build
directly on previous work. Staffing needs are directly
ef3lated to the RWUD. The station director has a large
amottnt of discretion to choose projects at the RWU level,
but the RWUDs are reviewed inhouse in the Washington
office to provide balance in a nationally coordinated
1.:ogram.



APPENDIX D

Academic and Basic Research Decisionmaking in
Other Countries'

Compared to the United States, other countries have
implemented vastly different organizational structures for
their research systems. OTA has surveyed research
decisionmaking practices in nine countries, including the
United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany,
France, Japan, the Netherlands, Sweden, Canada, Austra-
lia, and India. It is clear that the institutional structures of
policymaking and funding are critical determinants of the
way in which governments support basic research, and
provide a powerful context to which any new methods of
selection of basic research must be adapted.2 The reasons
for this influence are at least twofold.

First, institutional structures strongly reflect the panic-
War political, economic, and, more generally, cultural
history of a country. While there may be certain universal-
ity in science, this does not carry over to science policy.
Thus, it is essential for any comparative study of
international science policies to place them in the context
of national culture.

A striking example of these contexts is the heterogene-
ity of different national research systems. As Ziman noted
in the United Kingdom and the United States, the
academic department".. . a multi functional organiza-
tional entity responsible for all teaching, research and other
activities in a broadly defined scientific discipline . . . "3is
the predominant form of scientific organization. In
contrast, France with its Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique laboratories and Germany with its Max
Planck Institutes have research institutes, staffed by
full-time researchers working in a designated problem or
disciplinary area, as the most common model of research
organization.

Second, decisionmaking structures themselves reflect
in part previous processes of selection of basic research.
Some claim, for example, that:

. . the Big Sciences such as high-energy physics and
astronomy, which were funded generously in the past are

now, as a result, well represented on decision-making
bodies. There has, therefowe, been a tendency for early
established sets of priorities and research interests to
become "frozen in" the decisiomnaking structure.4

In this section, the research systems in nine countries
will be highlighted and their priority-setting mechanisms
examined (see table D-1 for a summary). Unfortunately
the only comparable figures on the funding of research are
aggregated with development. Figure D-1 shows the
United States, West Germany, and Japan with comparable
total research and development (R&D) funding levels as
a percent of GNP, but West Germany and Japan at much
higher levels for nondefense R&D. The United Kingdom
and France spend less on R&D in both categories. For
ease of comparison to the United States, the focus of this
appendix will be on academic research, the bulk of which
is carried out in the national universities of each country.5
Some generalizations about methods of priority setting
will be drawn first between the nine foreign countries
studied, and then applications to the U.S. research system
will be discussed.

United Kingdom
Three main themes run through the United Kingdom's

government support of civilian academic science: the
importance of maintaining and enhancing quality in
science, increasing the economic and social returns from
science, and better management through greater concen-
tration and selectivity of science activities. Strenuous
efforts have been made to introduce new policies to
achieve those objectives.

The government reviews its R&D funding annually,
but there is no overall R&D budget. The system is highly
decentralized and each academic department determines
its own R&D programs in the light of its own policy
objectives and priorities. Recent decisions to exclude the
public funding of near-market research led to some

iThis appendix is based on Ron Johnston. University of Wollongong. Australia. "Project Selection Mechanisms: International Comparisons," OTA

contractor report. July, 1990. Available through the National Thchnical Information Service, seg app. F.lite work on this contract was completed before

East and West Germany united. Also see Leonard L. lAderman. "Science Ann ibchnology Policies and Priorities: A Comparative Analysis," Science.
vol. 237, Sept. 4, 1987, pp. 1125-1133.

2-Institutional structures" refer to the bodiesoften administrative agencits. odvisory councils, and review panelsthat implementpolicies for

ptiority setting and funding in science.
3John Zino.% ReirructurinA Academic Science (London, England: Science Policy Support Group. 1989).

4). Irvine and B. R. Martin, "What Direction for Basic Scientific Research," Science and Tecioullogy Policy in the 1980s. M. Gibbons and A.

Udgaonkar (eds.) (Manchester, England: Manchester Universit- Press, 1985).

5Except in Canada. where research is conducted in provin ..versities.
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Table 0-1Recent Approaches to More Selective Support of Basic Research

Priority setttIng;

Country/agency Steering device Method Decisionmakers Status

UK
UFC Selective core funding to

universities
NA NA Government

appointed
ABRC interdisciplinary Research

Centers (1988)
Submissions and internal

discussion
Panels Appointed

SERC Directorates (7 years) and internal discussion Council (peers and users) Appointed
Program (5 years)

ESRC Centres (5-15 years) Internal discussion Council (peers and users) Appointed

FRO
DFG Priority programs Bottomup discussion Researchers Elected
MPG Priority research areas

institutes
Bottom-up discussion Researchers Elected

France
MRT Programmes mobilisateurs Identification of generic CPE and department Elected and

technologies officials appointed
CNRS Annual strategic plans Identification of leading Council peers and depart- Elected and

researchers ment officials appointed

Japan
Monbusho PI lori ty research areas (3-8

years)
Identification of areas of

strong scientific opportu-
nity and sodal need

Monbusho Science Council Appointed

Spedally promoted re-
search (6 years)

Se leo:Ion of 2key fields and
program leader

Science Council Appointed

Netherlands
MES Conditional funding of uni-

versity research
NA NA Appointed

NWO Second flow funding Identification of future
needs and priorities

ROM (appointed) and
NWO

Elected

Sweden
Cabinet Resuarsh policy bill Wide oonsultation, sympo

sla, reports over 2 years;
and government depart.
ments, scientific
sosieties, researchers

Effective consensus NA

NFR Consortia Invitations to consortium of Council (appointed and Appointed and
university departments
to propose interdisci-
plinary programs

elected) elected

FRN Priority fields Identification of societal Council and committees Appointed and
problem, then elabora-
tion of research needs
and opportunities

(research and users) elected

Canada
ISTC Decision framework for ad-

ence and technology
Computation of agencies

research priorities,
identitying strengths
and gaps

ISTC NA

transitory increase in funds for research. However, the
funding outlook has now dimmed.6

The major source of funds for academic research is the
Department of Education and Science (DES). It provides
general support for university teaching and research
through the Universities Funding Council (UFC) and five
research councils, in what is commonly referred to as the
"science budget." The DES-supported research councils

Continued on next page

provide funds on a competitive basis to university
researchers and in most cases maintain their own research
centers. The research councils have a high degree of
autonomy in establishing their own priorities and proce-
dures. The Advisory Board of the Research Councils
(ABRC) also plays an important role in advising DES on
the overall budget and on the allocations to the five
councils.

6For example, see Jeremy Cherfas, "Deficits Trip U. Science Funding Agencies," Science, vol. 250, Dec. 14, 1990, pp. 15N-1505; and Peter
Aldhous, "UK Nuclear Physicists Fear SERC's Cuts," Native, vol. 349. Jan. 31, 1991, p. 337.
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Table D-1Recent Approadhas to More Selective Support of Basic ResearchContinued

Priority earning:

Country/agency Steed device Method Decisionmakers Status

NSERC Strategic grants program Identification of 30 themes Science Council of Canada Appointed
In the 3 national priority
areas by consultation,
analysis, and workshops

SSHRC Strategic research Biennial seminars and Council (department offi- Appointed
program commissioned reviews cials and researchers)

Australia
ARC Priority research areas Submissions consultation

and Internal discussion
Council (researchers) Appointed

NH&MRC Priority research fields internal discussion and
consultation

Council (researchers) and
panels

Appointed

India
National

Development
Fiveyear Seience and

Technology Plan
Expert reports, consulta-

tion, draft reviews
Council (government offi-

dale)
NA

Council
SERC Thrust area programs National exercise of work-

ing paper preparation,
review, national seminar

Council and program advi-
sory committees (scien-
tific experts and govern-
ment officials)

Appointed

Intensification of research
in high-priority areas
scheme

Thrust area identification
exercise

PACs Appointed

KEY:
ABRC or Advisory Board of the Research Councils
ARC Australian Research Council
CNRS Centre National de la Recherche Scion! Ilique (National Center of
Scientific Research)
CPE Centre de Prospective et Evaluative (Prospects and Evaluation
Center)
13FG or Deutsche Forshungsgernelnechaft (German Research Society)
ESRC Economic and Social Research Council
FRG or Federal Republic of Germany
FRN Council for Planning and Coordination of Research
ISTC Industry, Science and Technology Canada
MES Ministry for Education and Science
Monbusho Ministry of Education, Science, and Culture

MPO Max Planck Gesellschaft (Max Planck Sociely)
MRT Ministry of Research and Technology
NA Not available
NFR s National Science Research Council
NH&MRC National Health and Medical Research Council
NSERC Natural Sciences and Engineering Researth Council
NWO Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research
PAC or Program Advisory Committee
RANO Science Poky Council of the Netherlands
SERC Science and Engineering Research Council
SSHRC a Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council
UFC Universities Funding Council
UK or United Kinodom

SOURCE: Ron Johnston, "Selection of Basic Research: An International Comparison," OTA contractor report, June 1990, table 3. Available through the
National Technical information Service, site app. F.

Recently MC introduced a system of ranking aca-
demic departments on their research capability as pan of
the determination of support7 General University Funds
are distributed by UFC, one compunent of which is for the
support of research, though universities may use these
funds for education as well. Since 1986, the formula to
determine how much !ihould be given to a department
favors those institutions judged to have high-quality
research, In 1989, UFC further ranked departments within
universities on a scale of 1 to 5, The criteria used to
dmrmine ratings were: I ) publications, 2) success in
obtaining research grants and support for students, 3)
success in obtaining research contracts, and 4) the
professional judgment of advisory group and panel
members. There is considerable debate on die efficiency
of this approach.8

ABRC has also initiated or encouraged a number of
new procedures in the allocation of support for academic
research. The first has been to increase the proportion of
funding flowing to "directed programs" which have
increased from 19 to 32 percent of the councils' grants
since 1980. These are designed to help coherent programs
of research in selected areas or to stimulate research in
fields judged to require more effort in the national interest.
The second initiative has been to increase the proportion
of program grants, as opposed to project grants, from 15
percent in 1980 to 20 percent in 1989. Program grants are
generally larger, support a bigger team of researchers, and
last for a longer period (5 years) than project grants.
Thirdly, in 1985, it recommended a set of six criteria to be
adopted by the research councils in determining funding
(excellence, applicability, timeliness, pervasiveness, sig-

'See "British Science Indicators," Outlook on Science Policy, vol. 11, November 1989, pp. 112-113; aM M.P. Carpenter el al., "Bibliometric Profiles
for lint ish Academic Institutions: An Experiment lb Develop Research Output Indicators," Scientometrics, vol. 14, Nos. 3-4, 1988, pp. 213-233.

aSt.te Peter Aldhous, "University Funding Plan ('ollapses in Chaos," Nature, vol. 348. Nov. I, 1990, p. 3
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Figure D-1-R&D Expenditures as a Percent of Gross National Product, by Country

Total R&D expenditures Nondefense R&D expenditures
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nificance for education and training, and exploitability),
which have been applied by some of the councils.

The most recent initiative, together with the research
councils, UFC, and DES, has been the establishment of
Interdisciplinary Research Centers (IRCs). Funded for 6
years, their objectives are: 1) greater concentration of
research effort; 2) more interdisciplinary collaboration; 3)
increased effort in areas of "strategic" science, i.e.,
important for economic progress; 4) stronger interface
between strategic research in higher education and
industry; 5) more positive and purposeful management of
research within higher education; and 6) more effective
collaboration between universities and the research coun-
cils in the deployment of research resources.

Thus, the general approach to academic research
selection in the United Kingdom can be summarized by
two statements: I) there is an intr.easing degree of priority
setting, the priorities emerging from interaction between
peer review committees and various advisory bodies;9 and
2) there is a move to concentrate research resources by
provision of larger and longer grants to programs and
centers.

Federal Republic of Germany
In contrast to the United Kingdom, the most striking

feature of German science policy is the indirect influence
of government, which funds virtually all academic
research but accords significant autonomy to research-
performing and research-promoting. institutions. I° The
freedom of research is expressly established in the Federal
German constitution. In this context, and that of a
generous and growing budget for research, it is apparent
that there is little expressed need for, and indeed some
hostility to, notions of directed research or priority setting.

Research is performed primarily in three sets of
institutions: the 50 universities, the 60 institutes of the
Max Planck Gesellschaft (MPG), and the 13 national
research centers. Decisionmaking about research project
selection is largely made within the research institutions
or by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG-the
German Research Society).

DFG is the central, self-administering, academic re-
search support organization (spanning basic, applied, and
strategic research) in the Federal Republic of Germany. It
receives its funds from the federal and state govemments,

9Working Group on Peer Review, Peer Review, a report to the Advisory Board fot the Research Councils (Lnndon. England: November 1990).

wilds section has benefited from Leonard Lederman, Scientific and Internetional Affairs Directorate, National Science Foundation. personal
communication, December 1990.
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and as the primary source of "drittmittel"the addi-
tional funds for researchit exerts influence on the
profile of research. The function of DFG resembles that
of the research councils in the United Kingdom. It is
organizationally independent of government, but finan
cially dependent on it. It is a scientific society whose
membership includes the universities, other research
institutions such as the Max Planck institutes, seven of the
national research centers, and prominent scientific associ-
ations. The president and senate are elected, as are the
approximately 400 expert consultants who hold office for
3 years, to provide expert peer review.

DFG shapes the profile of German academic science
from the bottom up, augmenting government funding of
salaries, instrumentation, facilities, and MPG initiatives.
The resistance to direction of research by DFG is clear:
"DFG officials are determined that targeted funds should
not exceed 10% of overall expenditure since this might
give rise to renewed alarm about academic autonomy and
flexibility."11

The functions of MPG are to undertake research in
areas of particular importance, newly emerging areas, or
where a concentration of effort is required. Its legal status
is that of a private nonprofit organization despite most of
its finance coming from the government. Proposals for
new institutes are received each year and undergo an
extensive evaluation process. Judgments are made by the
MPG senate on scientific merit, fruitfulness, appropriate-
ness to MPG (as opposed to universities), and the
availability of an outstanding scientist to fill the position
of leader. Once established, an institute is subject to
review every 2 years by a visiting committee and every 7
years by a prestigious panel of overseas experts. Occa-
sionally an institute is closed.

The national research centers were established as
essentially big science institutes in fields such as nuclear,
aviation, and space research where a large concentration
of very expensive infrastructure was necessary. Some of
these centers are now facing the challenge of missions
completed or no longer relevant, and arc seeking new
orientations.

OTA concludes that basic research selection in the
Federal Republic of Germany rests essentially on bottom-
up proposal pressure and peer review. Priority setting is
used mainly to achieve concentrations of effort through
cooperative teams or centers. The unification of the
former German Democratic Republic and the Federal

Republic of Germany may offer opportunities of interna-
tional importance for research, but it is too soon to te11.12

France

The French approach to decisionmaking for academic
research, as for all areas of the economy and society, rests
on a traditional commitment to centralized planning. In
the area of research, the strong emphasis is on economic
goals, and priority is given to industrial research.13

The Ministry of Research and lbchnology is responsi-
ble for recommending and implementing government
policies in the field of science and technology, and for
determining priorities for research, with the advice of the
Research and Technology Council. The performance of
basic research occurs primarily in the Center National de
la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) laboratories located
alongside the universities and within the universities,
which receive core funding from the Ministry of National
Education and CNRS. CNRS maintains its own laborato-
ries, independent of universities. The French system relies
on block grants to the laboratories and research groups,
rather than specific project grants to individual research-
ers. But there is growing academic criticism of CNRS's
favored "inhouse" position as a research performer.

CNRS finances the entire range of academic research
from the physical sciences to the humanities. Annual
strategic plans are prepared, which rely as much on the
identification of leading research individuals and groups
as on promising areas of research. In addition, CNRS has
conducted a range of prospective studies that feed into the
planning process."

The French Government has recently mounted a major
initiative to promote the strategic application of foresight
and evaluation to the national research system. A National
Research Evaluation Committee (CNER) was established
in response to the government's decision to institute the
systematic periodical assessment of all research-
perfonning institutions. This follows the experience of
the National Evaluation Committee of the Universities,
founded in 1985, which has assessed the research of 25
universities on a voluntary basis.

CNER is responsible for the evaluation of the organiza-
tion and results of a national technological research and
development policy. To achieve this goal, the committee
ensures the periodic assessment of institutes, programs,

"13.R. Mania and J. Irvine. Research Forenght (I.Amtlon. England: Frances Pinter, 1989), p. 80. Despite the pronouncement, targeted funds are
suspected to exceed 10 percent.

12See Rolf H. Simen, "Research Landscape Requires Careful Gardeners: Science in Unified GermanyExperts' Opinions During Villa-Hugel
Talks." German Research Service Special Science Reports. vol. 7. January 1991, pp. 11-13.

13For an overview of France's 24 research agencies, see "FAST Guide to French Government R&D," French Advances in Sct T. vol. 4. No. I. winter
1990-91, pp. 3-6.

"See Martin and Irvine, op. ci:.. footnote 1 1, pp. 47-50.
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and incentives of all kinds financed from the civilian
technological R&D budget.

In summary, there is a strong emphasis on planning and
direction of research toward technological objectives in
the French research system.15 The attempt is made within
the universities to set basic research directions largely on
the grounds of scientific excellence. However, within
CNRS, scientific departments put forward proposals that
are judged internally on grounds of merit and relationship
to priority areas.

Japan

The dense population, a deep commitment to the values
of the group, and the spiritual principles of Confucianism
have produced a culture that emphasizes the values of
harmony, respect, and decisionmaking by consensus,
even if the process is protracted.16 These values permeate
the decisionmaking structures and procedures with re-
spect to science.

Within the government, the Prime Minister's Office
and its key policy body, the Council for Science and
Technology (CST), exercises the highest level of control
over the direction of scientific and technical research."
Four main government agencies in Japan support and
target R&D: the Science and Technology Agency (STA);
the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries; the
Ministry of Education, Science, and Culture (Monbusho);
and the Ministry of International Trade and Industry
cram.

STA is responsible for the overall coordination of
science policy among the different ministries and agen-
cies. It is also responsible for big science and includes
research institutes to fill this function.

While STA is the agency primarily responsible for
basic research, MM has had considerable influence over
research policy in Japan through its emphasis on applied
R&D. MITI runs 16 national research laboratories and
develops research programs with industry. These pro-
grams are most often in technological areas in which
Japanese industry is considered to be weak, into which no
single company would enter alone, or which are for the
public good and not necessarily commercially valuable.
While MITI is most involved in raising the technological

41111MMM..

level of Japanese industries, this is small compared with
STA's activities."'

Monbusho is responsible for the promotion of research
across all fields and for the national university system. In
formulating policies, Monbusho consults its science
council, consisting of 27 eminent scholars whose names
are put forward by the academic societies but appointed
by the Minister. In addition to general research funds for
divisions of university faculty, construction, and equip-
ment monies, Monbusho has a new program in which the
Science Council chooses a research field for priority
funding (generally two a year).

The Science Council is a democratic body established
by law as the representative body of Japanese scientists
and engineers. It has the right to make recommendations
directly to the government on the ways and means to
promote science and technology. Among its major
successes was the establishment of nine interuniversity
research centers. However, in recent years its influence
has waned in favor of CST. The role of CST in integrating
and coordinating research has been considerably strength-
ened through the establishment of a Science and Technol-
ogy Promotion Coordination Fund, which is used in part
to support basic research in special priority fields
designated by CST.

Thus, the essential process of research selection in
Japan is through the time-honored mechanism of a
committee of wise men. Priorities are established by this
consensual process, involvirt2 varying degrees of interac-
tion with an influence of academic researchers on the one
hand and government officials on the other.19

Netherlands

The Dutch are among the leaders in frnalulating science
policy in Europe and have carried its implementation
much further than many other countries. The major
emphasis of science and technology policy has been on a
more effective planning and linking of strategic and
applied research to national economic and social needs.

The Minister for Education and Science has recently
produced a discussion document, "Towards a Science
Policy for the Nineties." As a result, the government has
once again decided to elevate science on the Dutch

15See Remi Bane, "Strategic Processes and S&T Indicators: lbwards a Key Role in R&D Management System,"The Research System inTransition,
S.E. Comas et al. (eds.) (Dordrecht, Holland: Kluwer, 1990), pp. 227-239. For the past 2 years, the Center for Tbchnology Forecasting and Assessment
in the Ministere de la Recherche et de la Thchnologie, in conjunction with the Commission of tht European Communities, has published an R&D
Evaluation Newsletter, which reports the results of research evaluation efforts throughout the world. Stressing evaluation has not overtly affected
planning or resource allocation decisions.

16See Genevieve J. Knew, "Japanese Basic Research Policies," CRS Report for Congress (Washington, DC: Congressional Research Service, Aug.
1, 1990).

17See Council for Science and Itchnology, Policy Committee. Prime Minister's Office, and Committee on Guidelines for Research Evaluation, Basic
View on Research Evaluation (Tbkyo, Japan: 1986).

"See Johnson Chalmers, MITI and the Japanese Miracle (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press. 1982).
19See John Irvine et al., Investing in the Future (Worcester. England: Billings & Sons Ltd.. 1990).
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political agenda. The three major objectives for the 1990s
are: 1) establishment of a more effective scientific basis
for key societal functions; 2) achievement of an important
role of research in the process of internationalization; and
3) the well-balanced development and application of
science and technology to economic, social, and cultural
needs.

The independent Science Policy Council of the Nether-
lands (RAWB) is the central advisory body on science
policy. It has had significant influence on priority setting
and resource allocation through its reports on future needs
and opportunities in particular fields. RAWB also under-
takes assessments.

Basic research is performed essentially in the universi-
ties that are funded by the Ministry of Education and
Science (which administers over one-half of the govern-
ment R&D budget) and in the institutes established by the
Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO).
The latter also funds some research in universities.

Before the latter half of the 1970s, university research
was largely considered in relation to educational policies,
with particular emphasis placed on the close relationship
between academic research and university teaching.
Gradually there has been a shift in approach developed in
the last decade or so, and academic research objectives are
increasingly related to extemal economic and social
requirements. The scope for effective planning and
steering of the direction of university research in the
context of science policy has been constrained in the past
by the funding structures for university R&D. The
Netherlands is now experimenting extensively with these
stnictures and performance assessments.

A feature of policy in the last few years has been the
move gradually to transfer responsibility for research
from government departments to universities or to
institutes operated by NWO. This represents one element
in a developing strategy to reshape the existing national
R&D system, which is widely seen as lacking the degree
of integration and coherence that is needed if the country
is to maintain an internationally competitive effort in key
areas over the next decade.

In summary, the Dutch Government and universities
have been particularly active over the past decade in
reshaping their science and technology policy decision-
making procedures and capabilities. While this effort has
been directed to technology development, there has been
some attention as well to methods of project selection for
research. Experimentation with these methods has al-
lowed new policy alternatives to emerge. In particular,

these new methods allow more funds to be allocated on a
competitive basis and in priority areas. The priorities are
determined by traditional committee methods where
scientific and government interests meet and negotiate
from their own perspectives.

Sweden

There is a long tradition of extensive govemment
involvement in decisionmaking in a range of research
area in Sweden, grounded in a lengthy process of
consensus formation, planning, and evaluation. R&D has
been strongly directed, particularly through the central
establishment of priorities and funding levels every 3
years in a Government Research Policy Bill.

Policies are developed through an interactive process
between funding agencies, departments with responsibil-
ity for R&D, and a group in the Cabinet Office, with
overall responsibility vested in the latter. There is a strong
bottom-up element in the decisionmaking process, which
is set against the background of the Bill on Research. That
this bill is programmed into the legislative process allows
all the players to develop their initiatives in the period
leading up to the consideration of the bill. Background
studies, monitoring of overseas developments, and sym-
posia that bring together representatives from academia,
industry, and the government all form part of the process.

This extensive consultation and debate ensures that all
interested parties have an opportunity to make their views
known and that the community in general is committed to
the areas and issues identified in the research bill. In the
February 1990 bill, the priority areas were: 1) stsength-
ening basic research in universities; and 2) increasing
research in five target areasenvironment, marine proc-
esses, public health, industrial safety, and cultural research.

Basic research, roughly one-quarter of Swedish R&D,
is conducted almost entirely within universitiesthere is
virtually no government research capacity. Three research
councils play a major role in determining research areas
and resource allocation: the Medical Research Council,
the Natural Science Research Council, and Council for
Research in the Humanities and Social Sciences. Each
council has a large degree of autonomy. A fourth council,
the Council for Planning and Coordination of Research,
is not a "research council" per se. It assists in government
research planning and coordination, public understanding
and participation in this process, and the assessment of
Swedish research capabilities.

Strong direction setting characterizes Swedish strategic
research.2° Less direction is given to basic research, but its

"See George Feme. Science and Technology in Scandinavia (London, England: Longman. 1989).Not only is the research evaluation tradition strong
(perhaps the strongest in Western Europe), but it also involves the panicipation of foreign scientists and much public discussion of decisions. See Michael
Gibbons, Organisation for Economic Cooperation andDevelopment. Evaluation of Research in Sweden (Manchester, Wand: University of Manchester
Press, 1984).
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priorities are affected through the connection to strategic
initiatives. The 3-year research bill provides a strong
framework for this connection.

Canada

Canadian science policy has been marked in the past
decade by a high level of debate, conflict, and change. The
major pressure for this change has been the heavy reliance
of the Canadian economy on its resource-based industries
and the recognition that such economies are becoming
increasingly vulnerable and noncompetitive. Canada has
a reputation for scientific excellence and long-established
central government laboratories.

Canada is a federal system, with the special require-
ments for coordination that such a system implies. The
higher education sector is funded almost entirely from
taxes collected by the national government and allocated
to the provincial governments.

There is a large set of advisory and decisionmaking
bodies in the Canadian science and technology system.
Three of the most important are: 1) the National Advisory
Board on Science and Thchnology, which advises the
Prime Minister on overall guidelines; 2) Industry, Sci-
ence, and Technology Canada (ISTC), which coordinates
industry and academic research; and 3) the Science
Council of Canada (SCC), which provides independent
advice on science and technology. SCC has been a
long-time advocate of systematic research priority setting,
and ISTC compiles the Decision Framework for Science
and Technology, which requires departments and agen-
cies responsible for R&D to prepare annual lists of
priorities.

Nevertheless, while there has been a strong push
toward linking research more effectively to national
needs,21 this has been resisted in the case of basic
research. The overall framework of planning thus far
impinges only indirectly on basic research.

Australia

Australia is in many respects similar to Canada, with its
federal structure and its drive to broaden and deepen the
technological intensity of its predominantly agricultural
and minerals-reliant economic base. There is also a long
tradition of commitment to internationally excellent
research, with a particularly strong government research
capability.

^ -_------

In recent years Australia has developed a sectoral
model of science policy, with major R&D funding and
performing responsibilities spread across a number of
major departments. To overcome problems of fragmenta-
tion, a Coordination Committee of Science and lbchnol-
ogy, made up of senior officials of the departments, has
been appointed. In addition, the Prime Minister receives
advice from the Science Councilcomposed of minis-
ters, industrialists, and a minority of scientists, and the
Australian Science and nchnology Councilcomposed
of appointed academics and industrialists.

With nearly 70 percent of research in the public sector,
there has been a considerable emphasis on restructuring
to give greater priority to strategic research directed to
medium- and long-term industrial needs.22 The universi-
ties, which are established under state legislation but
funded by the federal government, are also under increas-
ing pressure to serve national interests.

In Australia the principles and practice of priority
setting have been effectively established for strategic and
applied research.23 As in Canada, planning for basic
research has met with a degree of resistance from
researchers and universities, who have seen it as a
challenge to their autonomy. Hence, priorities have been
applied to basic research only to a modest extent.

India

Science and technology (S&T) in India has grown
under strong and sustained political support. Even before
India became independent in 1947, the national leaders
had recognized the role of S&T in national development.
Nehru's vision of S&T came to be accepted as an
instrument not only for industrial and economic develop-
ment, but also for transforming a tradition-bound society
into a progressive nation.24

In line with the concept of socialism, the state continues
to be a strong supporter of S&T, providing 80 percent of
the funds for all R&D. It also shoulders the responsibility
for directly guiding and planning the activities of an
extensive network of S&T institutions. R&D activities are
carried out by institutions that come under central and
state government departments, industrial units, profes-
sional bodies, and by university-type structures. The

2iSec Haha Abu-Laban (ed.), University Research and the Future of Canada (Ottawa, Canada: University cif (Nowa Press, 1988).

J. Ford, "Australia Tilts Its R&D Towards Industry," New Scientist, vol. 116. No. 1580, 1987, p. 19.

M. Dodgson, "National Polkies--Researcli and Thchnology Policy in Australia: Legitimacy in Intervention," Science and Publk Policy, vol. 16,
No. 3, June 1989, pp. 159-166; and Australian Science and Thchnology Council, Setting Directions for Australian Research (Canberra, Australia:
Amstralian (kr/eminent Publishing Service, June 199)).

24A. Jain, "Science and Thchnology Policies in India," Science Policies in International Perspective:The Experience of India and the Netherlands,
Lavakare and J.O. Waardenburg (eds.) (London, England Prances Printer, 1989), p. 139.
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universities carry out research and provide human re-
sources for research institutions.25

Though the basic orientation of national S&T policy
has been, and still is, to treat S&T as an integral part of
socioeconomic development, there have been several
changes in organization and planning strategies over the
years. For example, the Industrial Policy Resolution of
1948 allowed considerable scope for introducing foreign
technology into the country, but had little influence on
linking the imports with the indigenous S&T structure.
Under this policy ethos, an extensive government-
dominated research infrastructure emerged during the
next 20 years, almost undisturbed by economic develop-
ments. Priorities in S&T were set by the leaders of
science, but efforts at formulating policy instruments and
plans to couple S&T capabilities with requirements of
agriculture, industry, and other economic sectors were
weak.

The Prime Minister of India has always been the
minister-in-charge for S&T, with three advisory mecha-
nisms at his or her disposal: the scientific adviser, the
adviser for technology missions, and an independent
II-member Science Advisory Council. India's planned
approach for the development of S&T became part of the
national planning exercise. The Planning Commission
plays a central role in formulating the national S&T
5-year plan with the involvement of scientists, technolo-
gists, and representatives of concerned agencies and
departments.

International Comparisons

From the discussion above, it is clear that the methods
used for selecting basic research for government support
vary greatly among countries. For example, Canada and
Australia are pluralistic and strongly averse to directing
research initiatives, while there is growing pressure in the
United Kingdom for priorities to be determined centrally,
a tradition long observed in France.

OTA finds that in every one of the nine nations
examined there has been a substantial development of
methods for effective targeting of strategic and applied
research to national economic needs. This push for greater
economic payoff from research has also led some
countries to increase their proportions of strategic basic

research at the expense of undirected basic research.
There has also been considerable experimentation with
new methods to identify strategic avenues of high
promise. However, the development and application of
new selection methods for basic research has generally
been approached with considerable caution by research
funding agencies and been met with considerable opposi-
tion from researchers. Also, there is no evidence that
government targeting of research has increased economic
payoffs.26

Another finding is that the extent of direction of basic
research is apparently directly related to the need to do
sothe most important factor is the availability of
resources to support basic research. In countries like
Germany and Japan where there appears to be little
shortage of funds to support basic research, there is no
great enthusiasm for more central direction of research
even though both countries have elaborate mechanisms
for targeting strategic research and linking it to industrial
and commercial opportunities. At the other extreme,
countries suffering a significant squeeze on funds avail-
able for basic research, and who have been less successful
in establishing mechanisms for pursuing an adequate
level of strategic research with a strong application
orientation, e.g. the United Kingdom, are striving hard to
achieve greater government influence over the direction
of basic research.27

The major vehicle used to influence the direction of
basic research has been the setting of priorities. Evidence
of its effectiveness, however, remains limited. Priority
setting has generally involved the identification of
research areas of special interest through interaction
between the academic members and professional staff of
research funding agencies and varying degrees of consul-
tation with the research community. In some countries
fixed sums are allocated for competition in priority areas;
in others, the priorities become simply another criterion
to be considered in the evaluation of proposals.

A recent Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development report noted the broadening of the concept
of priorities to include not only "thematic" priorities
(e.g., identifying areas and problems that deserve greater
attention such as optics), but also "structural" priorities
(e.g., creating new institutes or research teams, or
purchasing equipment and facilities).28 Indeed the report

25The number of universities has grown from 20 in 1947 to 160 In 1987. Less than 10percent of national research and development expenditure goe,s
to the university system for research, a proportion far smalkr than that in the other countries reviewed here.

2hThis is a conclusion drawn by economist Harvey Averch in his survey of the literature. See Harvey Averch, "Policy Uses of 'Evaluation of Research'
I.iterature: Post-I985 World Research Evaluation," OTA contractor report. July 1990, annotated bibliography. Available through the National lkchnical
Information Service, see app. P.

Pletkrman, op. cit.. footnote 10, cautions that "suiving hard" is not the same as succeeding. No country will soon become as centrally controlled
as Rance. And there is a culture of criticism in some cultures that masks policymaking tendencies. The UK, Canada. and Australia, like the United States,
have a tradition of criticizing government. Germany, Japan, and Sweden have little open criticism although problems and dissatisfactions of researchers
may he as widespread as in other countries.

aGibbons, op. cit.. footnote 20.
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argues that the two are "indissolubly linked," as thematic
priorities cannot be implemented without adequate struc-
tural support.

In the nine countries reviewed here, the major form of
structural priority is great6r concentration of research
resources through an increase in the funds allocated to
long-term programs and centers. Thematic priority setting
has also been increasingly applied by the majority of the
countries, though (with the exception of the United
Kingdom) such priorities represent no more than 20
percent of research agency budgets. These thematic
priorities have been established at a number of levels,
ranging from the national arena to that of the research
agency, from a set of disciplines or problem areas to
individual disciplines.

Examination of the mechanisms and experiences of the
nine countries in de*aping and implementing new
approaches to the direction of basic research yields four
distinct models of priority setting and implementation:
structural, thematic disconnected, thematic connected,
and systematic. In the following section, these models are
applied to the U.S. experience.

Structural

In the United Kingdom, Netherlands, Canada, and to a
lesser extent, Australia, the emphasis has been on the
application of structural priorities. These have generally
followed the principles of concentration, either by allocat-
ing more of the resources in larger units, and/or by
increasing the small proportion of research funds distrib-
uted on a competitive basis. However, concentration
alone carries the danger of freezing national capabilities
around present or past historical strengths. Structural
priority setting thus would not appear to be an appropriate
mechanism, of its own, to identify and respond to
challenges and opportunities of the future.

The British system would appear to have a particular
defect in the extent to which the basis for implementation
of structural priorities and determination of thematic
priorities occurs behind closed doors by an appointed and
nonrepresentative elite. Such a nonpanicipative approach
would appear to have grave dangers of engendering
hostility and resentment among researchers instead of
building consensus required for effective priority setting
and implementation. In contrast, in the Netherlands
bibliometric measures have been developed in an attempt
to provide a public and objective basis for structural
priorities together with an open and transparent system of
evaluation.29

Thematic Disconnected

This model is evident in the United Kingdom, Canada
and Australia, and for some programs in Japan. It
describes the system in which priority setting is effec-
tively disconnected from the priority-implementation
process. In each of these countries the establishment of
priorities occurs in a relatively closed process, but the
implementation is through traditional methods of an open
call for competitive proposals, to be evaluated by peer
panels together with ad hoc referee reports. Such a system
has the virtues of combining thematic priority setting with
researcher freedom to develop research programs subject
to evaluation. There is a real danger, however, that the
priorities would serve as little more than signposts for
labeling of projects, and the level of implementation of
the priorities could remain quite low. The deep resistance
of Canadian and United Kingdom scientists to just such
a system would appear to confirm the likelihood of this
problem.

Thematic Connected

This model describes systems in which the priority-
setting and implementation mechanisms are tightly cou-
pled. Within this model there are two different types. The
Federal Republic of Germany represents a bottom-up
form of the thematic connected model, in which the
scientists themselves are primarily responsible for identi-
fying thematic priorities, but once established, it is
essentially the same researchers who are invited to
prepare proposals according to negotiated criteria.

The other type is the top-down thematic connected
model, which operates in France, India, and less so in the
Council for Planning and Coordination of Research
(FRN) in Sweden. In these cases, the thematic priorities
are identified by research agencies, composed variously
of researchers, users, government officials, and commu-
nity representatives. Then the research agency can work
with select individuals and groups to develop proposals
that meet the requirements as determined by the agency.
For example, though modestly funded, the Swedish FRN
provides a positive model of building basic research
around societal needs, articulating research problems with
relevant research disciplines and specialties.

The top-down thematic connected model has consider-
able advantages in terms of efficiency and effective
implementation. However, it is more likely o be accepta-
ble in a nation where a culture of cooperation and
planning is well established. In a more competitive
culture this system could be seen as being too readily open
to nepotism and political favoritism.

29Por example, see A.J. Nederhof and A.P.J. van kaan, -An Intertutional Interview Round on the Use and Development of Science and Technology
Indicators," report to the Netherlands Ministry of Education and Sciences. Directorate-General for Science Policy, lune 1988.
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Systematic

This model is best represented in Sweden and France,
and perhaps India. In Sweden, an extraordinarily inten-
sive systematic process of consultation, information
gathering, and preparation and review of position papers
and symposia leads to the drafting of a 3-year research bill
that sets the national directions in research. It represents
a major exercise in consensus generation thatmight be far
less successful in countries where consensus is not a
strong national feature.

Similarly in France, a major systematic effort is being
directed to establishing a national capability in research
intelligence, foresight, and evaluation. A wide range of
foresight exercises" have beat attempted and two public
sector think tanksthe Centre de Prospective et d'Evalu-
ation and the Observatoire des Sciences et Thchniques
have been established to attempt to produce indicators,
conduct evaluations, and create a national capacity in
research evaluation. It remains to be seen whether the
work of these units will feed into decisionmaking.

Applications for the United States

As the research economy changes in the United States,
the experience of other countries in coping with their
research economies can be instructive. However, the
institutional structures of policymaking and funding are
critical determinants of the way in which governments
support basic research and provide a powerful setting to
which any new methods of selection must be adapted.
Hence any system operating in another country would
need to be refashioned to fit another's political culture,
structure, and decisionmaking practices.

There are a number of features endemic to the U.S.
research system to bear in mind when considering the
applicability of the experiences of the nine countries
surveyed.

1. In each of the nine countries, the government pays
for researcher salaries, support, equipment, and
materials through general institutional grants,
which are supplemented by competitive funds for
research projects. In contrast, the primary funding

mechanism for academic research in the United
States is competitive support for specific research
projects.

2. In the vast majority of the cases in the nine
countries, individual researchers and research tams
have only one possible source of funds to support
their research beyond that available from institu-
tional grams. In the United States, there has been a
plurality of potential funding agencies for research-
ers.

3. In the United States, there is a very high level of
absolute funding for basic research, comparable to
that of Federal Republic of Germany (once defense
research is excluded). In addition, all nine countries
have shifted almost all of their big science into
international cooperative ventures.

What, then, are the lessons for U.S. agencies? The
strategies described above represent experimental alterna-
tives for research decisionmaking.

The structural priorities model describes the Depart-
ment of Defense in the 1980s and presumably the 1990s,
especially in reference to the consolidation of the defense
laboratories. Both the thematic disconnected and the
thematic connected models might be appropriate for
consideration by the National Institutes of Health, the
National Science Foundation, the Department of Energy,
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Indeed, components of these models are already in place
at these agencies. The thematic disconnected model is
likely to be most appropriate when the identified thematic
priority area is relevant to a range of well-established
disciplines. Where a thematic priority is opening up a very
new area, sitting at the boundaries of a number of
disciplines, or demanding a large allocation of resources,
the more directive thematic connected model might prove
effective

However, what is more important in the U.S. context is
that the research agencies experiment and evaluate
research priorities in a systematic and open way. At the
same time, these models and research policymaking in
other countries could be monitored for some possibly
valuable lessons.

30Matt1n nncl Irvine, op. cit., footnote 11.
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APPENDIX E

Top 100 U.S. Academic Institutions Ranked by

Citation impact, 1981-88
NIMMONS/Mb

1111111111

Rank institution
Articles Citations Mean

1.
2.
3.
4.

Rockefeller University
Harvard University
California institute of Technology
Massachusetts institute of Technology.

4,058
30,223
6,636
13,466

64,716
491,683
131,923
195,921

20.88
16,28
1154:435

5. University of California. San Frandsco 14,910 215,487 14.46

8. Yale University
13,516 194,410 14.38

7. Stanford University
15,834 225,929 14.27

8. Washington University
9,384 131,454 14,01

9. Brandeis University
1,839 24,355 13.24

10. Princeton Univers Ity
5,199 68,802 13.23

11. Yeshiva University
4,522 58,201 12.88

12. University of Washington
15,770 202,848 12.86

13. University of Chicago
9,710 122,880 12.65

14. University of California, San Diego 12,675 159,907 12.82

15. University of California, Santa Crux 1,541 19,353 12.56

16. Vie University
4,850 60,747 12.53

17. The Johns Hopkins University
14,325 178,437 12.45

18. University of California, Santa Barbara 4,022 49,473 12.30

19. University of Oregon
2,356 28,125 11.94

20. Dartmouth College
2,380 28,402 11.93

21. University of Colorado
10,587 123,560 11.67

22. Vanderbilt University
6,044 70,514 11.67

23. New York University
7,694 88,943 11.56

24. Columbia University
11,781 138,067 11.55

25. University of California, Berkeley 16,347 1 c.,7,1372 11.49

26. Duke University
9,691 109,054 11.12

27. University of Pennsylvania
14,106 153,468 10.88

26. Baylor University
6,993 75,588 10.81

29. University of California, Los Angeles 20,271 217,615 10.73

30. SUNY at Stony Brook
6,698 70,387 10.51

31. Cornell University
16,910 174,673 10.34

32. University of Texas
30,272 309,240 10.22

33. Boston Univer pity
5,766 58,587 10.18

34. University of Alabama
6,436 65,206 10.13

35. University of Virginia
6,414 64,925 10.12

38. University of California, Irvine
5,641 56,419 10.00

37. University of North Carolina
9,205 90,821 9.87

38. University of Minnesota
16,278 158,981 9.77

39. University of Rochester
7,109 68,519 9,84

40. SUNY at Albany
1,676 15,744 9.39

41. Brovm University
4,296 40,059 9.32

42. University of Wisconsin
16,031 155,350 9.23

43. University of Utah
6,650 61,225 9.21

44. University of Michigan
14,494 133,444 9.21

45. Indiana University
7,396 67,852 9.17

48. University of Southern California 8,393 78,812 9.13

47. University of Massachusetts
6,307 57,508 9.12

48. University of Connecticut
4,916 44,749 9.10

49. University of California, Riverside 3,200 29.030 9.07

50. University of Pittsburgh
8,264 74,572 9.02

0 - 91 - 10 -283-
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Rank Institution
Articles Citations Mean

51. University of Houston
2,704 24,393 9.01

52. Emory University
4,317 38,916 8.99

53. Rice University
1,683 15,134 8.09

54. Case lAkistern Reserve
6,471 57,943 8.95

55. Michigan State University
6,669 59,700 8.95

56. Northwestern University
8,064 71,841 8.91

57. University of Arizona
8,550 75,367 8.81

58. University of South Alabama
964 8,453 8.77

59. Georgetown University
3,000 26,134 8.71

60. St. Louis University
2,004 17,396 8.68

61. University of Miami
4,644 40,197 8.66

62. University of lowa
8,469 73,340 8.66

63. Virginia Commonwealth University 4,003 34,616 8.65

64. Tuiane University
2,850 23,996 8.56

65. University of Hawaii
3,355 28,730 8.56

66. University of Maryland
10,730 91,124 8.49

67. Florida State University
2,175 18,422 8.47

68. Temple University
3,110 28,258 8.44

69. George Washington University
2,676 22,544 8.42

70. Creighton University
571 4,782 8.37

71. City University of New York
7,279 60,503 8.31

72. University of Vermont
2,064 17,103 8.29

73. University of Illinois
18,096 149,843 8,27

74. Pennsylvania State University
8,257 67,238 8.14

75. College of William and Mary 558 4,529 8.12

76. Syracuse University
1,606 12,941 8.06

77. Carnegie-Mellon University
2,497 20,107 8.05

78. Brigham Young University
1,052 8,441 8.02

79. Wayne Sbite University
4,084 32,485 7.95

80, SUNY at Buffalo
5,119 40,417 7.00

81. University of Cincinnati
5,282 41,688 7.89

82. Purdue University
7,878 61,892 7.83

83. University of New Hampshire
954 7,459 7.82

84. University of Kansas
4,135 31,903 7.72

85. University of Rhode Island
1,718 13,178 7.67

86, University of California. Davis 11,024 83,587 7.58

87. University of Notre Dame
1,860 13,950 7.50

88. University of New Mexico
3,079 23,008 7.47

89. University of Tennessee
5,747 42,505 7.40

90. University of Oklahoma
3,145 23,242 7.39

91. University of Delaware
2,592 18,517 7.14

92. Howard University
941 6,617 7.03

93. Colorado State University
4,003 28,013 7.00

94. Rutgers State University
4,876 34,094 6.99

95. University of Alaska
903 6,205 6.87

98, Ohio State University
8,630 59,178 6.86

97. Georgia Institute of Technology 1,919 13,088 6.82

98. University of Georgia
5,137 33,864 6.59

99. Oregon State University
4,087 26,790 6.55

100. lowa State University
4,900 31,539 6.44

NOTE: Citation Impact is for the period 1981 to 1988. The mean for ail U.S. papers In this period is 9.6. Unlees noted

otherwis, totals for Sista universities Include all campuses In the university system.

SOURCE: Henry $ mall, "Bibliometrice of Basic Research," OTA contractor report. July 1990. Available through the

National Technical Information Servic. See app. F.
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APPENDIX F

Contractor Reports

Copies of contractor reports done for this project are available through the National Technical
Information Service (NTIS), either by mail (U.S. Department ofCommerce, National leclmical Information
Service, Springfield, VA 22161) or by calling NTIS directly at (703) 487-4650.

Harvey Averch, Florida International University, "Analyzing the Costs of Federal Research," PB 91-166 629

Susan Cozzens, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, "Science Indicators: Description of Prescription," PB
91-166 611

Patrick Hamlett, Cornell University, "Task Force on Science Policy: A Window on the Federal Funding and
Management of Research," PB 91-166 603

James Savage, University of Virginia, "Academic Earmarks and the Distribution of Federal Research Funds:
A Policy Interpretation," PB 91-166 595

Henry Small, Institute for Scientific Information, "Bibliometrics of Basic Research," PB 91-166 579

John Sommer, Political Economy Research Institute, "The Research Community Looks at Federal Funding
Issues: Results of Sigma Xi Surveys," PB 91-166 587

Rhetorical Analysis of Science Policy Literature, 1960-1990, PB 91-166 637

1. David Birdsell, Baruch College, CUNY, and Herbert Simons, Temple University, "Basic Research
Goals: A Comparison of Political Ideologies"

2. Mark Pollock, lemple University, "Basic Research Goals: Perceptions of Key Political Figures"
Project Selection and Research Evaluation Around the World Since 1985, PB 91-166 645

1. Ron Johnston, Thchmonitor Ltd., Wollongong, Austtalia, "Project Selection Methods: International
Comparisons"

2. Harvey Averch, Florida International University, "Policy Uses of 'Evaluation of Research' Literature"
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Workshop Participants and Reviewers and Contributors

Costs of Research and Federal Decisionmaking Workshop, July 12, 1990

Rodney Nichols, Workshop Chair
Executive Vice President

Rockefeller U: fiversity

Harvey Averch
Acting Director
Department of Public Administration
Florida International University
North Miami, FL

Essex Finney
Director of Beltsville Area
Agricultural Research Center
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Beltsville, MD

Howard Gobstein
Government Relations Officer
Research and Thchnology Transfer
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI

Bernadine Healy
Chairman
Cleveland Clinic Foundation
Cleveland, OH

S. Allen Heininger
Vice President for Research
Monsanto Co.
Clayton, MO

Ruth L. Kirschstein
Director
National Institute of General Medical Sciences
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda. MI)

Ron Konkel
Special Assistant to the Associate

Administrator of Space, Science and Applications
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, DC

William Massy
Vice President for Finance
Stanford University
Stanford, CA

Harold Or lans
Consultant
Chevy Chase, MD

Murray Schulman
Executive Assistant Director
Office of Energy Research
U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, DC

Robert Sproul!
Professor
Department of Physics
University of Rochester
Rochester, NY

Amy Walton
Manager
Science Data Analysis and Computing Systems
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, CA

F. Karl Willenbrock
Assistant Director
Scientific, Thchnological and International Affairs
National Science Foundation
Washington, DC
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Robert Abel
National Science Foundation

Reviewers and Contributors

Michael Davey
Congressional Research Service

Karl Erb
Office of Science and Technology Policy

Charles Falk
Consultant

Alan Fechter
National Research Council

Michael Feuer
Office of Technology Assessment

Gerald Garvey
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Robin Caster
Office of Technology Assessment

Michael Gluck
Office of Technology Assessment

Howard Gobstein
University of Michigan

Barry Gold
National Academy of Sciences

Thomas Goodnight
Northwestern University

Edward Hackett
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Richard Hahn
U.S. Department of Energy

C.I. Harris
U.S. Department of Agriculture

Henry Hertzfeld
Consultant

Chanes Hess
U.S. Department of Agriculture

Wilmot Hess
U.S. Department of Energy

Christopher Hill
National Academy of Sciences

John Holmfeld
Committee on Science. Space, and Technology
U.S. House of Representatives

James Jasinski
University of Illinois, Urbana

Joseph Alexander
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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Office of Technology Assessment

Harvey Averch
Florida International University

Miriam Baltuck
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Richard Backe
Georgia Institute of Technology

Frederick Bentley
Stanford University

Peter Blair
Office of Technology Assessment

Jennifer Bond
National Science Foundation

Ray Bowen
National Science Foundation

Nonnan Braveman
National Institutes of Health

Harvey Brooks
Harvard University

Lawrence Burton
National Science Foundation

John Campbell
National Academy of Sciences

Judith Coakley
National Science Foundation

Vary Coates
Office of Technology Assessment

Robert Correll
National Science Foundation

Michael Crow
Iowa State University

John Crowley
Association of American Universities

Joseph Danek
National Science Foundation
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Rhea Jezer
Congressional Caucus for Women's Issues

William Keller
Office of Thchnology Assessment

Genevieve Knezo
Congressional Research Service

Carlos Kruytbosch
National Science Foundation

Marcel La Follette
George Washington University

Frank Laird
University of Denver

Neal Lane
Rice University

Joshua Lederberg
Rockefeller University

Leonard Lederman
National Science Foundation

Alan Leinbach
Dames & Moore, Inc.

Tom Lessl
University of Wisconsin, Madison

Arnold Levine
Consultant

Loct Leydesdorff
University of Amsterdam

Hugh Loweth
Consultant

Shirley Malcom
American I ssociation for the

Advancement of Science

Edwin Mansfield
University of Pennsylvania

James McCullough
National Science Foundation

Steve Nelson
American Association for the

Advancement of Science

Rodney Nichols
Carnegie Corp. of New York

Linda Parker
National Science Foundation

Don I hillips
National Academy of Sciences
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Michael Phillips
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Rolf Piekarz
National Science Foundation

Larry Prelli
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Linda Roberts
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Thomas F. Rogers
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Robert Rosen
National Aeronautics and Space AdmiAstration

David Sanchez
National Science Foundation

Frederick Sapp
Consultant

James Savage
University of Virginia

Dick Schoen
National Science Foundation
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U.S. Department of Agriculture

Alan Shaw
Office of Technology Assessment

Sonja Sperlich
National Science Foundation
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Carnegie Commission on Science,
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Jeffrey Stine
Smithsonian Institution

Linda Stuntz
U.S. Department of Energy

Jane Stutsman
National Science Foundation

Janet Sweet
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cost-related, 22, 23, 26, 37-38, 43-44,172,173, 174, 175, 233
DOD, 119
DOE, 109-110
peer review, 147

Accounting, 17, 26, 172, 173, 174, 175, 195, 226
Advisory committees, 118

DOD, 119, 267
DOE, 110-111, 119, 159
foreign system, 279, 280
NASA, 108, 118
N111, 100, 118, 128, 183-184, 266
NSF, 112, 118
USDA, 113, 119

Agency issues
core v. accelerated projects 121
cross-agency projects, 21, 27, 35, 40, 41, 43, 44, 51, 98, 108,

109, 117, 118, 149
cultural factors, 116, 121, 124
funding allocation, general, 124-133

historical perspectives, 51, 60-62, 73, 118
intramural/extramural research, 119-120
OMB interagency coordination, 78, 98
portfolios, 152-153, 163, 164, 167, 256
priority-setting, 143, 144, 149-156
public opinion, 54
research agencies, 97-133, 143, 144
statistical activities, 67, 240
see also management and managers; priority-setting; specific

agencies,
Agency-level statistical data (tables/graphs), 7-8, 11, 97, 114

academic research, 175, 181, 182, 185
DOD, 102, 103
DOE, 109
NASA, 107
NIH, 101, 175, 181, 182, 185
NSF, 112, 175

Agricultural Research Service, 81, 113-114, 117, 127, 270-271
AIDS, 73

NIH, 18, 100, 102, 139
public expectations, 52

Air Force, 103, 104, 105, 117, 268
American Association for the Advancement of Science, 58-59,

77, 235, 236, 257
American Council on Education, 236
Animal research, 177
Announcements, research opportunities, 126, 127, 268-269, 270
Apollo program, 81, 106
Applied research, general, 61, 73

academic contributions, 49, 61
defmed, 3-4, 238-239
DOD, 102-103, 119
DOE, 109, 111
NASA, 107
NSF, 111
spending, 4-5, 52

Army, 103, 104, 267
Asian Americans, 207, 208
Association of American Universities, 193, 195, 236
Atomic Energy Commission, 60
Attitudes

about peer review, 148
post-doctoral academia, 214
public opinion, 52, 53-54, 55, 57, 85, 237
of scientists, 54, 55, 57, 58-59, 60, 195-196

Australia, 274, 279, 281
Awards and prizes

National Medals of Science/Ibchnology, 71
Nobel, 50, 55-56, 155. 237
trends, 59, 237
young researchers, 65

Award Size/Duration indicator, 250

Balanced Budget Acts, 79-80, 84-85
Baltimore, David, 65
Basic research, general, 73, 151, 153. 248

computer science, 152, 153
defined, 3-4, 238-239
DOD, 102-104, 121
DOE, 109
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employment in, 209-210, 213
expenditures, general, 4-5, 11, 52, 54
foreign countries, 272-282
NASA, 107
NIH, 99, 119
NSF!, 111, 119, 153, 222
spending, 4-5, 11, 52, 54

Basic Research and National Goals, 61
Behavioral and Social Science Directorate Act, 155
Behavioral sciences, 153-154

military personnel, 104, 267
see also social sciences

Bibliometrics, 38, 196, 197, 226, 236, 237, 242-247, 248, 254,
281, 283-284

Big science, see megaprojects
Biological sciences, non-medical, 150
Biomedical sciences, see life sciences; National Institutes of

Health
Biotechnology, 52, 130, 138, 248
Black Americans

employment, 209
students, 208, 223
university earmarks, 88, 217

Block grants, 129, 230, 276
Briggs, John, 183
Bromley, G. Allan, 74, 142, 143
Brooks, Harvey, 52, 147, 216
Budget process, 14, 21, 24-25, 144, 166

congressional, 82-84, 85, 87, 89, 90, 137, 139, 143, 166-167
deficit tugets, 80
discretionary spending, 78, 79, 84-85, 140
eannarks, 86-93, 115, 233
executive branch, 71-72, 76-81, 137-138
foreign, 164, 272-282 (passim)
megaprojects, 78, 142
OMB, 71-72, 74, 76, 77-78, 82, 85, 93
OSTP, 60, 62, 72, 74, 78
sequesters, 79-80
set-asides, 35-36, 98, 129, 130, 133, 166

Bush Administration, 59, 71, 73, 120, 142
budget process, 78, 79, 137, 138
priorities, 15, 18, 76, 77
space sciences, 107

Bush, Vannevar, 61

Canada, 273-274, 279, 281
Cancer, 52, 99-100
Capital investment, 22, 25, 57, 161, 171, 175-181, 221, 249

academic research, 171, 189, 191
megaprojects, 20, 21, 160
see also facilities and equipment

Carter Administration, 73, 109
Ceramics, 50
Civil Rights Act, 216-217
Colleges and universities, see academic research; graduate

education and research; universities and colleges
Communications technologies, 38
Computers and computer science, 7, 8, 36-37, 152-153, 154

academic research, 152-153, 176-179, 181
basic research, 152, 153
DOD, 152, 153
evaluation tools, 253

high-performance, 15, 77, 78, 117, 153
historical perspective, 152-153, 178-179
Ph.D. supply/demand, 210, 211, 221
research agencies, 152-153, 154

Congress, 62, 81-94, 140, 142, 143, 166-167
appropriations, 14, 80, 84-93, 98, 166, 183-184
budget process, 82-84, 137, 139, 143, 166-167
committees, general, 4, 15, 21-22, 71, 82-85
coordination, 43
cost accounting, 26
earmarking, 86-93
evaluative function, 62-63
historic perspectives, 81-82, 85, 87, 89, 90
indirect cost caps, 63
legislative committees, 84-85
oversigh% 86, 184-185
statistical programs, 235
tuition, 79, 80

Congressional Budget Act, 84
Congressional Budget and Impoundment Act, 86
Congressional Budget Office, 80, 85
Continuity of Support indicator, 250
Cooperative State Research Service, 114-115, 123, 271
Cost and cost effectiveness, 22-28, 63-64, 137, 151

academic research, 26, 172-201, 220-221
accountability, 22, 23, 26, 37-38, 43-44, 172, 173, 174, 175,

195, 233
animal research, 177
budgetary legislation, 61, 60, 77, 79-80, 84-85, 86, 118
competition and, 22-23, 27
definitional issues, 171-172, 173
facilities and equipment, 22, 25, 57, 171, 175-181, 221, 249
indirect, 22, 23, 24-25, 26, 28, 63, 172, 174-181, 184, 185,

193, 195, 197, 239
inflation, 22, 25, 43, 171, 172, 173
megaprojects, 13, 18, 19, 20, 27, 37-38, 156-159, 161,

162-163, 164, 165, 233, 239
peer review, 147
personnel, general, 176, 181-182
salaries as factor, 22-27 (passim), 57, 172, 184-185
statistical programs and activities, 234
see also expenditures, statistics

Council of Economic Advisors, 74
Council of Graduate Schools, 236

Data collection and analysis, see statistical programs and
activities

Decisionmaking, 6, 37-38, 40-45, 64, 71
foreign systems, 272-282 (pusim)
research agencies, general, 97, 98
risk-taking, 21, 35, 119, 120, 121, 122, 130, 268
utillution of research and, 40-41
see also management and managers; priority-setting; Project

selection
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), 103,

105, 106, 117, 124, 126, 153, 268
Defense research, see Department of Defense; war
deficit tugets, 80
Degrees, higher education, 17, 53, 206

Ph.D.s, 23, 28, 29, 30-31, 33, 34, 39, 64, 205-213
Democratic Party, 81-82
Demography
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aging faculty, 187, 215, 216
disabled persons, 64, 88, 217
gender differences, 206-207, 208, 209, 210, 215, 229
research teams, 28
students, 206-210, 212, 213
work force, 30-31, 36, 37, 44, 205, 233, 237, 240, 258
see also minority groups

Department of Agriculture, 7, 60 61, 97, 98, 130, 270-271
advisory committees, 113, 119
agency overview, 127
Agricultural Research Service, 81, 113-114, 117, 127, 270-

271

Cooperative State Research Service, 114-115, 123, 271
earmarking, 115
environmental research, 113, 114, 115
formula funding, 129-130
history, 113-115
indirect costs, 63
managers, 270, 271
organization, 113-114, 115, 270-271
peer review, 129, 270, 271
priority setting, 113-116, 117

Department of Commerce, 130
economic analyses, 56, 185
superconductivity, 51, 118

Department of Defense, 7, 35, 61, 97, 98, 267-268, 282
academic research, 61, 104, 105, 117, 120, 153, 267
advisory committees, 119, 267
applied research, general, 102-103, 119
basic research, general, 102-104, 121
computer science, 152, 153
contractors, 104, 105, 267, 268
DARPA, 103, 105, 103, 105, 106, 117, 124, 126, 153, 268
discretionary spending, 79
history, 73, 82, 103, 104-105, 106, 152, 153
intra-agency coordination, 117, 267-268
managers, 105, 106, 126, 127, 267-268
nuclear weapons, 109, 250
organizational factors, 106, 117, 267-268, 282
peer review, 267
priority setting, 102-105, 106, 116, 117, 124
project selection, 105, 124, 126
risk-taking, 121
Strategic Defense Initiative, 73, 103, 105, 117, 157, 163, 267
strategic planning, 123
superconductivity, 51, 118
war, effect on, 6, 53, 250
see specific branches of the military

Department of Energy, 35, 40, 60, 61, 97, 98, 121, 269-270
accountability, 109-110
advisory committees, 110-111, 119, 159
applied research, general, 109, 1 1 1
basic research, general, 109
computer science, 153
earmarking, 89
history, 109, 110-111, 153
iterative evaluation, 110, 269
lobbying of, 81
managers, 109-110, 119, 269
mission agencies, 119
organizational factors, 269-270, 282
peer review, 127, 254, 256, 269
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priority setting, 109-111, 116, 124, 149
project selection, 110, 111
risk-taking, 119, 121
superconductivity, 51, 118
see also Superconducting Super Collider

Department of Health and Human Services, 7, 155, 190
see also National Institutes of Health

Developing countries, 104
Disabled persons, 64, 88, 217
Discretion, agency project managers, 121, 123, 126, 127, 128,

129, 166, 267-268, 770
Discretionary spending, 78, 79, 84-85, 106, 140, 166
Discrimination, 217
Drug abuse, 104

Earmarking, 86-93, 115, 233
Earth Observing System, 108, 157, 160, 165
Earth sciences, 112, 154

see also environmental sciences
Ecological Society of America, 150
Economic cycles, 22, 25, 43, 171, 172, 173
Economic factors, 3

accounting, 17, 26, 172, 173, 174, 175, 195, 226
application of research, 10, 143, 272, 280
competitiveness, 81, 145, 146, 282
genome research, 160
multi-year comparisons, methodology, 55, 56-57
Space Station, 20, 160
taxes, 79, 80
see also capital investment; cost and cost effectiveness;

budget process; expenditures, statistics; production and
productivity; wages and salaries

Education, 3, 10, 28-36, 43, 64, 140, 141, 142, 205
data on, 37-38
elementary and secondary education, 64, 76, 138, 205, 213,

227, 229, 237
ethnic minorities, 28, 31-33, 44, 64, 210, 213, 216-217
geographical feztors, 28
megaprojects, 21, 161
priority setting, 12, 13, 17, 76, 77, 78
public, 53-54
see also universities and colleges

Educational research, 138
Eisenhower Administration, 74, 76, 106
Elementary and secondary education, 64, 76, 138, 205, 213, 227,

229, 237
Employment and unemployment, 29

academic research, 209, 212, 213-216, 218, 221
basic research, 209-210, 213
blacks, 209
faculty, higher education, 209, 212, 213-216, 218
industry-based, 209-210, 211, 213-214
Ph.D.s, 205, 209-213
Ph.D. supply, 23, 28, 29, 30.31, 39, 64, 205-213
recruitment and retention, 28, 30, 60, 64, 81, 120
retirement trends, 215, 216
work force composition, 30-31, 36, 37, 44, 205, 233, 237, 240,

258
see also wises and salaries

Employment benefits, 172
Energy research, 73

lobbying, 81
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see also Department of Energy
Engineers and engineering, 7, 8, 188

enrollment, 211
employment, 210
NSF, 112, 154

Entitlement programs, 79, 80
Environmental Protection Agency, 130
Environmental sciences, 7, 8, 140

global issues, 15, 76, 77, 78, 85, 115, 138, 150
historical perspectives, 81, 206, 207
NSF, 112
Ph.D.s, 206, 207
priorities, 15, 76, 150
USDA, 113, 114, 115

Equipment, see facilities and equipment
Ethnic groups, see minority groups
Evaluation issues, 38-40, 64, 66-67, 123, 252-256, 257

academic research, equipment, 25-26
congressional involvement, 62-63
criteria, general, 14-16, 21, 23, 27-28, 38, 39-42, 63, 126,

139-140, 143, 144-146, 147, 166, 254, 256, 257, 269, 274
foreign systems, 254, 255, 272-282 (passim)
iterative, 110, 115, 167, 269
megaprojects, 20, 21, 63, 163
methodology, general, 252-253, 257
portfolios, 152-153, 163, 164, 167, 256
real time, 163
social aspects, 38, 116, 139-140, 141, 147, 151, 272
see also accountability; bibliometrics; cost and cost-

effectiveness; outcomes of research; peer review; utiliza-
tion of research

Executive branch, Federal, 71-81
budget process, 71-72, 76-81, 137-138
historical perspectives, 72-76
Science Advisor, 74-76, 77, 78, 80, 87, 142, 280
see also specific departments, agencies, and Presidential

administrations
Expedited Awards for Novel Research, 122
Expenditures, statistics, 4-5, 37-38, 52, 56, 239-240

academic research, 9, 24, 54, 59, 263-265
by agency and discipline, 7-8, 11
basic research, general, 4-5, 11, 52, 54
indicators, general, 252, 258
inflAtion and, 22, 25, 43, 171, 172, 173
methodology, 55, 56
student aid, 30
superconductivity, 51

Experimentt Program to Stimulate Competitive Research, 33,
35, 131-132

Extramural research, 120, 184, 186

Facilities and equipment, 16, 17, 38, 119, 143, 144
academic research, 25-26, 171, 172, 175-181, 185, 189,

191-193, 194, 221
cost, 22, 25, 57, 171, 175-181, 221, 249
foreign countries v. US, 57
statistics on, 241-242
see also capital investment; indirect costs

Faculty, higher education
in academic research model, 27, 28, 33-35, 38, 219-226
assistantships and fellowships, 208, 214, 227
employment, 209, 212, 213-216, 218

research v. teaching, 33-34, 217-219
retirement, 187, 215, 216
tenure, 196, 214, 220, 271
see also academic research

Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering and
'Thchnology (FCCSET), 21,41, 74, 77, 78,117, 140, 151
computer science, 153

Federally Funded Research and Development Centers, 104, 239
Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology,

223
Fellowships, 208, 214, 227
First Independent Research Support and Transition awards, 65,

66
Fechter, Alan, 227
Ford Administration, 82
Foreign countries

bibliometrics, 247, 281
budgetary processes, 164, 272-282 (passim)
evaluation efforts, 254, 255, 272-282 (passim)
organization and infrastructure, 57, 272-282
use of U.S. research, 10
see also international programs and projects; specific coun-

tries
Foreign scientists, 212
Foreign students, 29, 31, 205, 208, 210, 212
Forest Service, 115-116, 271
Formula funding, 129-130, 133
France, 254, 273, 276-277, 282
Fraud, 86
Fuqua, Don, 71
Fusion research, 110, 121

Gender differences, 229
graduate enrollment, 210
Ph.D.s, 206-207, 208, 209, 215
see also women

General Accounting Office, 86, 222, 233
Genetic engineering

history, 100, 248
public perceptions, 52, 53

Geographical factors, see local-level action; regional develop-
ment; State-level issues

Germany, Federal Republic, 254, 273, 275-276, 281, 282
Global issues, 15, 76, 77, 78, 85, 115, 138, 150
Graduate education and research, 29, 195-196, 197

defense-related, 120
enrollment trends, 210, 211, 212, 214
Federal support, 205
megaproject benefits, 161
models, 33
Ph.D. supply, 23, 28, 29, 30-31, 39, 64, 205-213
post-doctoral research, 211-212, 214-215
recruitment and retention, 93, 195, 210
see also student aid

Gross National Product, 59
deflator, 55, 56-57, 233

Hatch Act, 113, 129
Higher Education Act, 32, 217, 230
High-energy physics, 149

see also Superconducting Super Collider
Hispanics, 207, 208, 209
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Historical perspectives, 41, 49, 52, 60-62, 114, 137, 188
academic research, 5, 29, 33, 87, 89, 90, 172, 173, 182, 187,

188-191, 192, 199, 200, 218, 278
agency issues, general, 51, 60452, 73, 118
biomedical sciences, 146
computer science, 152-153, 178-179
congressional budgetary role, 81-82, 85, 87, 89, 90
DOD, 73, 82, 103, 104-105, 106, 152, 153
DOE, 109, 110-111, 153
environmental sciences, 81, 206, 207
executive branch, 72-76
Federal spending, 4-5, 7-10, 59
genetic engineering, 100, 248
indirect costs, 175, 178-180, 193
NASA, 72-73, 105-107, 108, 152, 153
NIH, 175, 181, 182, 185, 186
NSF, 73, 111-113, 152-154, 175
party politics, 81-82
ptiority-setting, 139-140, 146, 147
Ph.D. production, 205-213
public confidence, 52, 53-54, 57, 213
recruitment and retemion, 28, 30, 60
research agencies, 97, 99-100, 101
space sciences, 72-73
statistical data, 236, 237, 238
superconductivity, 50-51, 247, 248
USDA, 113-115
women and minorities, 31

Hood, Leroy, 160
Hubble Space iblescope, 157, 158
Human Genome Project, 18, 62, 73, 100,102, 157, 159-160,163
Human resources issues, 10, 13, 28-36, 43, 44, 143, 205-230

megaprojects, 21, 166
Ph.D. supply, 23, 28, 30-31, 39, 64, 205-230
priority-setting, 13
recruitment and retention, 28, 30, 60, 64, 93, 120, 195, 210,

218
statistics, 30-31, 36-38, 44
see also demography; employment and unemployment;

faculty, higher education

India, 274, 279-280, 281
Indicators, 233, 249-252, 258

bibliometrics, 38, 196, 197, 226, 236, 237, 242-247, 248, 254,
281, 283-284

Biongdical Research and Development Price Index, 182-185,
186

enrollment trends, 210, 211, 212, 214
funding, deflators, 55, 56-57, 233
Gross National Product, 55, 56-57, 59. 182
inflation, 22, 25, 43, 171, 172, 173
outcomes of research, general, 3, 23, 36, 38-40, 42, 247-248,

256, 257, 258
proposal/award ratio, 171, 190, 196, 249-250
Science ct Engineering Indicators. 36, 235-236, 249
utilization of research, general, 10, 12, 40-41, 247-256
see also expenditures, statistics; statistical programs and

activities;
Indirect costs, 22, 23, 24-25, 26, 63, 172, 174-175, 239

academic research, 28, 172,174-181, 184, 185, 190, 193, 195,
197

defined, 24

see also facilities and equipment
Inflation, 22, 25, 43, 171, 172, 173
Infrastructure, see facilities and equipment
Industry-based research

academicimdustry cooperation, 49, 201
academic research, modeled on, 27, 28, 35, 38, 196, 198-199,

215, 225, 230
as employer, 209-210, 211, 213-214
expenditures, 52, 54
extramural research, 120, 184, 186
Federal relations with, 82, 119, 269
space science, 107, 108

Innovative Science and lbchnology Office, 105
Institute of Medicine, 80, 118, 223
Institute for Scientific Information, 242-243
Instruments, see facilities and equipment
Interdisciplinary approach

academic research, 35, 224, 225-226
cress-agency projects, 21, 27, 35, 40, 41, 43, 44, 51, 98, 108,

109, 117, 118, 149
defense research, 104-105, 106
foreign systems, 275
human genome, 160
intramural IAN, 119
NSF, 122
peer review, 147, 148
statistics on, 38

Interest groups, see lobbying
International perspectives, 272-282

competition, 81, 162, 282
global issues, 15, 76, 77, 78, 85, 115, 138, 150
see also foreign corrveles; specific countries

International program e"i rojects, 163, 237, 247
discretionary spendliig, 79
environmental, 150
fusion research, 110
megaprojects, 161-162
Nobel Prize, 50, 55-56, 155, 237
prizes, other, 59

International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor, 110
Iterative processes, 167

DOE, 110, 269
USDA, 115

Intramural research, 119-120, 186

Japan, 255, 273, 277
Joint Council on Food and Agricultural Sciences, 113

Kennedy Administration, 72, 99, 106
Keyworth, George, 76, 87
Killian, James, 74
Klein, Julie, 224
Koshland, Daniel E., 53

Lederman, Leon, 57, 58, 159
Legal issues

fraud, 86
patents, 59

Legislation, specific, 261-262
academic/industry cooperation, 201
Balanced Budget Acts, 79-80, 84-85
Behavioral and Social Science Directorate Act, 155
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Civil Rights Act, 216-217
Congressional Budget Act, 84
Congressional Budget and Impoundment Act, 86
Hatch Act, 113, 129
Higher Education Act, 32, 217, 230
Legislative Reorganization Act, 86
Military Authorization Act, 61
Morrill Land-Grant College Act, 113, 114
National Defense Education Act, 29, 208
National Science and Itchnology Equal Opportunities Act,

217
National Science and Uchnology Policy, Organization, and

Priorities Act, 13
National Science Foundation Authorization Act, 176
National Superconductivity and Competitiveness Act, 51,118
Office of Science and Thchnology Policy Act, 74, 76
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act, 60, 77
Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act, 51, 118
Science and Engineering Equal Opportunities Act, 32
Small Business Development Act, 130
Smith-Lever, Act, 129

Legislative Reoranization Act, 86
Life sciences, 6, 7, 8, 100

Army, 104, 267
cancer, 52, 99-100
employment, 210
historical perspectives, 146
human genome, 18, 62, 73, 100, 102, 157, 159-160, 163
neuroscience, 151, 154
Ph.D.s, 206, 207, 223
political factors, 100
public expectations, 52
young researchers, 65
see also National Institutes of Health

Little science, see small science
Local-level action, 143
Lobbying, 80.81, 83.86, 93, 123, 149

Management and managers, 10, 40, 99, 117-119, 125-126
coordination, 117, 124
discretion, 121, 123, 126, 127, 128, 129, 166, 267-268, 270
DOD, 105, 106, 126, 127, 267-268
DOE, 109-110, 119, 269
foreign system, 272
megaprojects, 163
NASA, 107-108, 126-127, 269
NTH, 117, 118, 266-267
NSF, 117, 118, 270
risk-taking, general, 119, 120, 121
USDA, 270, 271
see also budget process

Mars, 77, 108, 157
Mass media, 53-54
Massy, William F., 171, 194
Mathematics, 7, 8

control theory, 117
education, 76, 77, 78, 140, 141, 142, 211, 237
NSF, 154

Medicine, see life sciences
Megaprojects, 63, 73

budget process, 78, 142
capital invegments, general, 20, 21, 160

costs, 13, 18, 19, 20, 27, 37-38, 156-159, 161, 162-163, 164,
165, 233, 239

evaluation issues, 20, 21, 63, 163
political factors, 27, 157, 159, 163
priority-setting, 11, 13, 14, 18-21, 27, 139, 149, 156-163
project selection, general, 157, 160-162, 165
social factors, 20, 73, 157, 160-161, 162

Methodology
of current study, 4, 97, 98, 189
evaluation, general, 252-253, 257
funding, deflators, 55, 56-57, 233
multi-year comparisons, 55, 56-57
see also evaluation issues; indicators; statistical programs and

activities
Military Authorization Act, 61
Military research, see defense research
Minority groups, 10, 17, 227, 229

earmarks, 88
educational opportunities, 28, 31-33, 44, 64, 210, 213,

216-217
NIH, 99, 228-229
NSF, 113, 270
Ph.D.s, 207, 208, 209
set asides, 35-36, 98, 129, 228
see also specific groups

Minority Biomedical Research Support Program, 35
Models

academie research, 27, 28, 33-35, 38, 219-226, 230
foreign, 272-282
regionally based funding, 131-132
researcher supply/demand, 216

Moon missions, 77, 108, 157
Apollo, 81, 106

Morrill Land-Grant College Act, 113, 114
Multidisciplinary approach, see interdisciplinary research

National Academy of Engineering, 20-21, 80, 118, 143-144
National Academy of Sciences, 27, 60, 61, 80, 97, 118, 142, 163,

237
energy research, I I I
research training, 183

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 7, 35, 60, 61,
97, 98, 140, 142, 149, 268-269

advisory committees, 108, 118
agency overview, 126-127
applied research, general, 107
basic research, general, 107
computer science, 152, 153
Eanh Observing System, 108, 157, 160, 165
education, 208
history, 72-73, 105-107, 108, 152, 153
Hubble Space Thlescope, 157, 158
managers, 107-108, 126-127, 269
Mars missions, 77, 108, 157
Moon missions, 77, 81, 106, 108, 157
priority-setting, 105-109, 116, 123
Space Shuttle, 106, 108, 163
Space Station, 20, 73, 77, 107, 108, 157, 158, 160, 163
strategic planning, 123
superconductivity, 51, 118
see also satellite technology

National Commission on Superconductivity, 51
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National Critical Materials Council, 51
National Defense Education Act, 29, 208
National Institute of Standards and lbchnology, 142, 153
National Institutes of Health, 7, 60, 61, 85, 97, 130, 266-267

academic research spending, 181-185, 214
advisory committees, 100, 118, 128, 183-184, 266
AIDS, 18, 100, 102, 139
basic research, general, 99, 119
centers programs, 35
computer science, 152, 153
education, 208, 214
ethnic minorities, 99, 228-229
history, 175, 181, 182, 185, 186
indirect costs, 24-25, 175, 181, 184, 185
managers, 117, 118, 266-267
peer review, 118, 125, 126, 128
priority-setting, 99-102, 116, 118, 149
salary caps, 26, 63
statistical activities, 36, 37, 174,178, 187, 229, 233, 238, 239,

256
young researchers, 65, 66
see also Human Genome Project

Nationality, see foreign scientists; foreign students
National Medals of Science/Ibchnology, 71
National Research Council, 108, 112, 115, 270

behavioral and social sciences, 155
computer science, 153
Ph.D. supply, 210
statistical programs, 235, 257

National Science and Technology Equal Opportunities Act, 217
National Science and Technology Policy, Organization, and

Priorities Act, 13
National Science Board, 16, 112, 117, 145, 154, 236
National Science Foundation, 16, 24, 40, 61, 72, 97, 98, 110,

156, 185-187, 271
advisory committees, 112, 118
applied research, general, I I 1
basic research, 111, 119, 153, 222
behavioral and social sciences, 155-156
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Office of Technology Assessment

The Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) was created in 1972 as an
analytical arm of Congress. OTA's basic function is to help legislative policy-
makers anticipate and plan for the consequences of technological changes and
to examine the many ways, expected and unexpected, in which technology
affects people's lives. The assessment of technology calls for exploration of
the physical, biological, economic, social, and political impacts that can result
from applications of scientific knowledge. OTA provides Congress with in-
dependent and timely information about the potential effectsboth benefi-
cial and harmfulof technological applications.

Requests for studies are made by chairmen of standing committees of the
House of Representatives or Senate; by the Technology Assessment Board,
the governing body of OTA; or by the Director of OTA in consultation with
the Board.

The Technology Assesstnent Board is ;:omposed of six members of the
House, six members of the Senate, and the OTA Director, who is a non-
voting member.

OTA has studies under way in nine program areas: energy and materi-
als; industry, technology, and employment; international security and com-
tnerce; biological applications; food and renewable resources; health;
telecommunication and computing technologies; oceans and environment;
and science, education, and transportation.


